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Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, February G, 1S7S.
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expenditures, and condition of the Smithsonian Institution for the year

1877.
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Secretary Smithsonian Institution.

Hon. W. A. Wheeler,
President of the Senate.
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REPORT OF JOSEPH HENRY, SECRETARY, FOR THE YEAR 187T.

To the Board of Regents of the SmUhsonian Institution :

Gentletvien : I have the honor herewith to present to joa a report

of the operations and condition of the Institution, intrusted to your care

by the Governineut of the United States, for the year 1877.

• irsTRODUCTION.

Nothing of special importance has occurred during the past year to

vary the conditions and operations of the establishment, while from the

following report I think it will be evident that it has continued faith-

fully to discharge the duties assigned it by the will of the founder, as

well as to carry out the directions prescribed by Congress in the act of

its organization.

In the last report a full account was given of the operations of the

Institution in connection with the Centennial Exhibition, and in rela-

tion to this the Board of liegents addressed a memorial to Congress, ask-

ing for an appropriation of $250,000 for the erection of a new building,

principally to accommodate the articles presented by foreign governments
to the National Museum under the care of the Institution. A bill in

favor of this petition was presented to the Senate by the Hon. Mr. Mor-
rill, of Vermont, which passed without opposition. It failed, however,
to pass the House of Eepresentatives, although a majority of the mem-
bers approved of it, because it could not be brought before the House
without a two-thirds vote in favor of its consideration. The same
bill will again be presented, and the hope is confidently entertained that

it will receive the approbation of Congress, bi anticipation of this re-

sult a plan of the building has been prepared under the direction of

General Meigs.

In the two preceding repons I have called the attention of the Board,

of Regents to the propriety cf a final separation of the Institution from
the iS^atioual Museum, and nothing has occurred during the past year to

change my opinion on this point. Although I do not urge this for im-

mediate action, yet I think it should be kept in view, and the proposi-

tion at a favorable time presented to Congress. My reason for advocating
this proposition is that Smithsoa gave his own name to the establish-

ment which he founded, thereby indicating that he intended it as a monu-
ment to his memory, and in strict regard to this feature of his will his

bequest should be administered separately from all other funds and the

results achieved by it, accredited to his name alone. The Institution,
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therefore, should not be merged iu auy establishment of the goveiimieut,

but should staud isolated, free to the unobstructed observation of the

whole world, keeping iu per tual remembrance the will of its founder.

The functions of the Institution and the Museum are entirely differ-

ent; those of the Institution being—first, to enlarge the bounds of

human thought by assisting men of science to make original investi-

gations iu all branches of knowledge, to publish these at the expense

of the Smithsou fund, and to present copies of them to all the principal

libraries of the world; second, to institute investigations in various

branches of science and explorations for the collection of specimens iu

natural history and ethnology to be distributed to museums aud other

establishments; third, to diffuse knowledge by carrying on an extended

international series of exchanges by which the accounts of all the orig-

inal researches iu science, the educational progress, and the general

advance of civilization in the New World are exchanged 'for similar

works of the Old World. To carry out this plan the Institution requires

no costly building, but merely accommodations for receiving and dis-

tributing its collections.

The Museum, on the other hand, is intended to embrace a collec-

tion of specimens of nature and art which shall exhibit the natural

resources and industries of the country, or to present at one view the

materials essential to the condition of high civilization which exists in

the different States of the American Union ; to show the various pro-

cesses of manufacture which have been adopted by us, as well as those

used iu foreign countries; in short, to form a great educational estab-

lishment by means of which the inhabitants of our own country, as well

as those of foreigu lands who visit our shores, may be informed as to

the means which exist in the United States for the enjoyment of human
life iu the present, and the improvement of these means in the future.

The support of such an establishment must, of necessity, be derived

from Cougress, and no part of the income of the Smithsou fund should

be devoted to this purpose, since it is evident from the will of Smithsou

that he intended his benefaction for the good of mankind, and therefore

all expenditures on local objects, or even on those limited to the United

States, are not in conformity with the intentions of the donor. A very

objectionable result of the present connection of the two establishments

is the necessity for the Institution to appeal to Congress annually for an

appropriation for the support of the Museum, whereby the Institution is

presented to the world as a suppliant for aid, although, for carrying out

the legitimate objects of the bequest, no annual ap])ropriation from the

public Treasury is necessary.

The whole of the Smithsonian building is now required for the National

Museum, and,iu case of the separation, a new building should be provided

for the accommodation of the Institution; and when the financial con-

dition of the country shall be better, I trust the sense of justice of the

people of the United States will induce Congress to restore to the funds
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of Smithsou at least a part of the $500,000 which have been expeude*!

on the building from the income of the Smithson bequest. I know th:it

the present is a very unfavorable time for presenting this proposition to

Congress, but 1 do not despair of its being favorably received hercaftei.

Among the minor incidents of the year was the recei)tion of a letter

from M. de la Batut, of Belz, France, the half-brother of the nei>hew of

Smithson, to whom he bequeathed his property, and in case of whose
death it was to be devoted to founding the Smithsonian Institution.

With this letter was a miniature likeness of James Smithson and another

of Colonel Dickinson, the half-brother of Smithson, which were offered

for sale to the Institution, and were finally purchased for the sum of

$100. Accompanying these portraits was what appeared to be the

original draft of Smithson's will, slightly ditiering in one particular

from that previously published in the Smithsonian report for ?S53, and

also a series of notes addressed to Smithson by some of the most dis-

tinguished scientists of his day. Among these are those from Oersted,

Arago, Biot, Lester, Tenuant, Klaproth, and others, which would be

highly prized by collectors of autographs, and which serve to show the

intimate association of Smithson with the most distinguished cultivators

of science at the beginning of the present century.

There are now in the Institution three likenesses of Smithson, one a

small full-length picture, which was purchased Irom his servant, John

Fittall, and represents him in the costume of a student at Oxford
;

another, a small medallion, which was among his effects ; and the third

is the one above mentioned. As a part of the legacy of Smithson there

were received a small library and several large trunks filled with cloth-

ing, some articles of apparatus, a silver-plated dinner set, two small

cabinets of minerals, and a large collection of papers, including corre-

spondence. All of these, except the library, were destroyed in the fire

of 1805. The effects were, however, of little value, except as mementos.

The manuscripts consisted principally of private letters and a series of

sentences arranged according to the letters of the alphabet, as if they

were intended for a philosophical dictionary. The library, which is still

preserved, consists of 123 volumes and 88 pamphlets, and is preserved

in a separate case in the Regents' room of the Institution.

In the report of the Institution for 1853 I gave a list of the scientific

papers of Smithson which were published in the Transactions of the

Eoyal Society of London and in scientific periodicals. Although at the

present day there is nothing in these papers of very special interest, since

the facts which he communicated have since been merged in the general

progress of science, yet it might bo well to republish them in a separate

A^olume as an illustration of the character of the founder of the Institu-

tion and to mark his connection with the science of his day.

In the report for the year 187G an account was accidentally omitted

of the decease of Fielding B. Meek, an esteemed collaborator of this
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Institution, who occupied for upward of twenty years a room in the

Smithsonian building and assisted without salary in the operations of

the establishment. lie was devoted to paleontology, aud was one of the

principal authorities in the country in the line of fossil shells. At the

time of his death he had just completed a large volume on the paleon-

tology of the Upper Missouri, published in connection with Dr. Hay-

den's surveys. He was obliged on account of his health to spend his

winters in Florida, but, delaying his departure too long and unduly exert-

ing himself the day before he intended to leave, he was seized with a

hemorrhage,and,afteran illness of a few days,died on the 21st December,

187G. He was born in the city of Madison, Ind., December 10, 1817, and

had therefore just completed his fifty-ninth year at the time of his death.

Hisgrandparents were Irish Presbyterians, who emigrated to this country

from the county of Armagh about the year 17G8. His father died when

he was but three years old, leaving the family in moderate circumstances.

He was educated in the public schools of Madison. His attention was

early attracted to the fossil shells so abundant in the rocks in the vi-

cinity of his home. Arriving at the age of manhood, he invested the

small sum received from his ftither's estate in mercantile business, but

having no taste for that occupation, and neglecting it to pursue his stud-

ies, a failure was the consequence. He then devoted himself as a means

of livelihood to portrait-painting, continuing his scientific studies, espe-

cially in the line of geology. In the year 1848 he was associated with

David Dale Owen in the geological survey of Iowa and Minnesota, and

in 1852 became an assistant to Professor Hall in the preparation of the

paleontology of the State of New York. Under the direction of Profess-

or Hall he explored the Bad Lands of Nebraska, and collected a valuable

series of fossils. In 1858 became to "Washington, where he resided con-

tinuously to the time of his death, leaving the city for a few months only

from time to time while engaged in studying the paleontology of Illinois,

Ohio, and California, aud later in Florida during the winter on account

of his health. During his residence in the Institution he gradually lost

his hearing, and could only be communicated with by means of writing.

He gradually withdrew from social intercourse, and devoted his life ex-

clusively to the prosecution of science. He was in correspondence with

the principal investigators of the world in the line of paleontology, and
although scarcely known in this city his name was familiar to the culti-

vators of geology everywhere. He was a man of singular truthfulness

and critical accuracy, and was highly esteemed by the few who had the

pleasure of his acquaintance. His death has been widely announced in

all the scientific journals of the day, but no relative has appeared to

claim his property. As secretary of the Institution with which he had
been so long connected, I considered it my duty to assume the office of

administrator, and as a year has now elapsed since the time of his decease
I am about to make a report of the condition of his estate to the or-

phans' court of the District of Columbia. The final disposition of his
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property, which is partly in lands iu Kansas, caunot be determined at

lireseut, and if not claimed by heirs may possibly require the action of

Congress.
MEETirsG OF THE ESTACLISHMEr^T.

The law of Congress organizing the Smithsonian Institution directs

that the President and his Cabinet, the Chief Justice, the Commissioner

of Patents, and such other persons as they may elect honorary members,
may hold stated and special meetings for inspecting the affairs of the

Institution, and, in accordance with this provision, a meeting of that

body was hoJd on the o!;h of Maj-, 1877. There were present the Presi-

dent of the United States, R. B. Hayes ; the Secretary of State, W. M.
Evarts ; tlie Secretary of the Treasury, John Sherman ; the Secretary

of V^ar, Gi'orge W. ]McCrary ; the Secretary of the Interior, Carl Schurz:

the Attorney General, Charles Devens, and the Postmaster-General, D.

M. Key.

The Secretary of the Institution, who is also the secretary of this body,

gave a full account of the history, operations, and state of the finances

of the Institution ; and, after listening to it with interested attention, the

President, on behalf of the meeting, expressed the opinion that the con-

dition and management of the Institution were entirely satisfactory, and
that they had no improvement to suggest. After inspecting the build-

ing, the museum, and the system of exchanges, and examining the pub
lications, the meeting adjoni-ned to meet on the 1st Tuesday in May, 1878.

FINANCES.

The condition of the funds is nearly the same as iu 1870. The only

difference is a diminution iu the marketable value of the Virginia bonds
which has fallen from $12,000 to $31,502. This decline was occasioned

by propositions made in the legislature of the State which were thought
to savor of repudiation, but those propositions have not met with fa-

vorable consideration, and it is now confidently expected that the bonds
will again advance in value.

The following is a statement of the condition of the fund at the begin-

ning of the year 1878

:

The amount originally received as the bequest of James
Smithson, of England, deposited in the Treasury of the

United States in accordance with the act of Congress of

August 10, ISIG $515, 109 CO
The residuary legacy of Smithson, received in 1805, depos-

ited in the Treasury of the United States in accordance
with the act of Congress of February 8, 1807 20, 210 03

Total bequest of Smithson 511, 379 03
Amount deposited in the Treasury of the United States,

as authorized by act of Congress of February 8, 1807,

derived from savings of income and increase in value of

investments 108, 020 37
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Amount received as the bequest of James Ilamilton, of

Carlisle, Ta., February 21, 1874 81 , 000 00

Total ])ermaneut Smitbsoii luud iu the Treasury of

the Uuited States, bearing interest at G per ceut,

payable semi-annually in gold Go\, 000 00

In addition to the above, there remains of the extra fund

from savings, «S:c., in Virginia bonds and certificates, viz:

Consolidated bonds, $58,700 ; deferred certificates, $29,-

375.07; fractional certificate, S50.13; total, 888,125.20,

valued January, 1878 - - . 31, 502 00

Cash balance in United States Treasury at t!ie beginning

of the year 1878 i'or cur: ent expenses , 25, 083 90

Total Smithson (uuds January G, 1878* $710, 045 90

The receipts during the year 1877 were $49,007.02, and the expendi-

tures $44,952.90, leaving a balance of $4,054.72 to be added to the bal-

ance on hand at the beginning of 1877.

The interest on the Virginia bonds received during the year was

$2,885.70, realized from the sale of coupons amounting to $3,522.

The interest on the Hamilton bequest of $1,000 has been received to

the 31st December, 1877. There is now a balance on hand of interest

amounting to $9G.17, which will be available during the present year.iu

accordance with the terms of the bequest.

BUILDIKG.

Attention having been specially called to the condition of the public

buildings in this city, on account of the destruction by fire of part of

the Patent Ofilce, it was deemed advisable to give additional security

to the valuable collections deposited in the Smithsonian edifice. The
main building, which contains the National Museum, is entirely fireproof,

but the connecting ranges and the two wings are not so. It was there,

fore highly desirable that the main building should be entirely isolated

from the ranges and wings. For this purpose the large windows facing

the wings were bricked up, and all the doorways leading from the

museum into the ranges either bricked up or fitted with iron instead of

wooden doors. The carpenter's and machinist's shops were removed to

the main basement and inclosed iu brick walls. The storage rooms were
made fire proof by replacing wooden partitions and floors, by those of

brick. In the high central tower brick partitions have been constructed
on the stairways, to prevent the passage of fire from one story to another.

PUBLICATIONS.

The publications of the Institution are of three classes, viz, the Cox-
TEIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE, the MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS, and

* The date at which the settlement of the aceouuts for 1877 ^yas made.
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Ibe Annual IIeports. Tlie lirst consists of memoirs contaiuing positive

additions to science resting on original researcb, and wliich are generally

the result of investigations to which the Institution has, in some way,

rendered assistance. The Miscellaneous Collections are composed of

works intended to facilitate the study of various br inches of natural his-

tory, meteorology, &C., and are principally designed to induce individuals

to engage in these studies as specialties. The Annual Reports, besides

an account of the operations, expenditures, and condition of the Insti-

tution, contain translations from works not generally accessible to Amer-
ican students, reports of lectures, extracts from correspondence, &;c.

The following are the rules which have been adopted for the distribu-

tion of tbe several publications of the institution:

1st. Tbey are presented to learned societies of the first class which in

return give complete series of their publications to the Institution.

2d. To libraries of the first class which give in exchange their cata-

logues and other i)ublications, or an equivalent from their duplicate

volumes.

3'i. To c illeges of the first class which furnish catalogues of their

libraries and of their students, and all other publications relative to

their organization and history.

4th. To States and Territories, provided they give in return copies of

all documents published under their authority.

.jth. To public libraries in this country, containing 15,000 volumes,

especially if no other copies are given in the same place; and to smaller

libraries where a large district would be otherwise unsupplied.

Gth. To institutions devoted exclusively to the promotion of particu-

lar branches of knowledge are given such Smithsonian publications as

relate to their respective objects.

7th. The Annual Reports are presented to the meteorological observ-

ers, to contributors of valuable material to the library or collections,

and to persons engaged in special scientific research.

The most important memoir accepted during the year for publication

in the Smithsonian Contributions is entitled "Archiielogical and Ethno-

logical Researches in Central and South America, with a Detailed Ac-

count of the Sculptures at Santa Lucia Cosumalwhuapa," by Dr. Habel,

of Xew York. This gentleman, having an ardent desire to make an ex-

ploration of the physical geography and anthrojwlogy of Central Amer-
ica, relinquished his medical practice in 18G2, and commenced a tour of

exploration in that region. In the course of seven years which he de-

voted to these explorations he made collections in natural history and

observations in meteorology, topography, geology, and archaeology. On
arriving at Guatemala he made that city his headquarters, from which

four excursions were undertaken.

The first was directed to an unexplored region lying north of Guate-

mala, reported to be inhabited by the Lacandoues, a tribe said never to

have been subdued by Europeans. On the route, Dr. Habel heard of
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the lomiiius of two cities near Itabiual, oue of wbicb, twelve miles from

the towD, he visited. These raius occupy the summits of three hills, and

some of the edifices are tolerably well preserved. The most couspicuous

one was 100 feet long by 30 feet broad. Its floor was elevated four steps

above the ground, and the walls left staudiug were about G feet high.

It seems to have had four entrances, one on each side. The interior

space was 18 feet broad by nearly 00 feet long. All the buildings were

constructed of thin slabs of mica-gneiss laid in courses like bricks and

united by a granular kind of mortar. The walls had been plastered out-

side and inside. Ou the side of the bill were found arrow-heads and

spear-points of obsidian and other minerals.

Arriving at Salinas there were found vestiges of the ancient popula-

tion in a squared-stone ])yramid, heaps of broken pottery, &c. A vo-

cabulary of the Egkschi language was collected. After waiting a month

for a boat to convey him to his intended destinatiou, he was obliged to

relinquish the attempt and return to Guatemala.

The second exploration was to the borders of Mexico, and ancient ruins

were visited at Gaequetenango, Palyah, and Saycap.

Cn the third excursion the sculptures of Copan, in Honduras, de-

scribed by Stephens and others, were visited. Those of Guirigua are

of great archtelogical interest. These are of various sizes and shapes,

the tallest being of columnar form about 25 feet high, while others do

not exceed 12 feet. xiU of them have four sculptured sides, the front

and re^ir being the widest. The narrow sides of all the columnar mon-

oliths aie covered with hieroglyphics resembling those found in Copan.

The fourth excursion was undertaken to visit a newly discovered series

of sculptures at Santa Lucia Cosumalhuapa, the description of which

forms the principal part of this memoir. On the way to this place very

interesting sculptures were found on the plain near the Eacienda los

Tarros, which exhibit fine workmanship and represent human figures

in high relief. They are 5 feet 9 inches high, 3 feet 7 inches broad, and

1 foot 8 inches deep, standing on a base 10 inches high.

Before describing the objects found at Santa Lucia the author gives

an account of some other expeditions. The first of these was to the Ee-

public of Honduras, but no archreological objects were observed. Vocab-

ularies and valuable information, however, were collected from various

native tribes.

A visit was also made to Nicaragua, where a sculptured figure was

seen on the corner-stone of a house, and other remains were found in

and near the town. A grotesque figure was observed sculptured on a

rock, forming the hauk of a brook, which is the only instance of sculp-

ture found by the doctor on rocks in situ.

A visit to Costa Rica did not produce any results of interest. The
largest field for archaeological discoveries is considered by Dr. Habel to

be found in San Salvador, and an account is given of several sculptures

and mounds he examined there.
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Leaving- Ceutral America, Dr. Habel visited parts of Colombia, Ecua-

dor, aiul Peru, which he found rich in architectural structures erected

by the aucieut inhabitants. Descriptions and measuremeuts of some of

these are given in the memoir.

The author, however, as we have said, devotes the principal part of

this work to a description of the monoliths at Santa Lucia Cosumal-

huapa, a small town in the Department of Esquintla, near the base of the

volcano del Fuego, at the commencement of the slope which extends from

the mountain range to the PaciOc coast. The village is of comparatively

modern origin and is in the midst of an extensive orange-grove, which

yields so abundantly that the fruit is almost given away, and the great

number of trees is accounted for by the custom prevailing of planting

a tree by each head of a family at the birth of each child. A short time

before the arrival of Dr. Habel in the country the monoliths had been

discovered by a man who, in digging a field to prepare the ground for

planting cotton, came upon a large pile of stones which, on examination,

were found to be sculptured. To make drawings of these was no easy

task, for the dirt and moss attached to them had to be removed—a veiy

tedious work. To secure true copies of the originals, strings were

stretched over each slab, six inches apart, thus dividing them into squares.

The sketch-book was ruled in squares of half an inch, and in each of these

a copy of a square of the slab w^as drawn, making the drawings all one-

twelfth the linear size of the original. The slabs form an extended heap,

rendering it probable that there are others hidden from view which

further researches would reveal. All the sculptures are in low relief,

nearly' all being in cavo relievo; that is, surrounded by a raised border.

In seven instances the sculpture represents, according to the author, a

person adoring a deity of a different mythological conception in each

case. One of these seems to represent the sun, another the moon, while

the character of the others it is impossible to define. These deities are

represented by a human figure, of which the head, arms, and breast are

correctly portrayed. Four of the other sculptures represent allegorical

subjects. The stones on which the low reliefs are sculptured came from

the volcano of Ocateuaago, and most of them are 12 feet in length, 3 feet

in width, and 2 feet in thickness. Nine feet of the upper part of these

stones are occupied by sculptures, while the lower 3 feet appear to have

served as a base. Yer^' minute descriptions are given of each of these

sculptures, and an attempt is made by the author to explain the signifi-

cance of all the emblems, ornaments, figures, &c., forming the design

on each slab.

The author also indulges in speculations as to the origin and symbol

ism of the sculptures, which are ingenious, novel, and many of them
apparently very reasonable, while others will undoubtedly be accepted

with much hesitation, and will perhaps be rejected as untenable by

students of archaeology.

The author was invited to visit Washington, where a room was pro-
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vidcd for Liin at the Institution and the drawings of these sculptures

were reproduced by an artist under his personal supervision and con-

stant instruction. The expense of the preparation of the manuscript

and illustrations as well as of the publication has been borne by the

Smithsonian Institution. The publication of the work was recommended

by several of the leading archaeologists of the country, and in a report

in regard to it Prof. W. D. Whitney remarks, " It seems to me a story

refreshing by its brevity and simplicity, very unlike the pompous and

boastful way in which such things are often heralded. One may not

agree with all the inferences drawn at the end, but that is a matter of

very small importance; no two persons would arrive at precisely the

same conclusions. So far as I can judge, the Institution has every rea-

son to take pleasure and pride in the issue of such a contribution to Amer-
ican archieology." The sculptures represented are of such a remark-

able character that it has been thought advisable to institute some fur-

ther inquiries in regard to their present condition; and, fortunately, an

opportunity has occurred which enables the Institution to do this

without making any draft upon its income. The Government of Guate-

mala having requested the Government of the United States to nomi-

nate a competent geologist to make explorations of mines in the former

country, the Secretary of State referred the matter to the Secretary of

the Smithsonian Institution, who nominated Mr. Arnold Hague, who
had been engaged on the survey of the fortieth parallel under Clarence

King, a gentleman well qualified to discharge the duties intrusted to

him. He has been requested to visit the region in question and to report

on the state of the sculptures described in the memoir of Dr. Habel as

well as on any archaeological remains of interest which he may meet

with in the course of his explorations in the country.

In j)revious reports a paper has been mentioned which is the result

of the investigations of the late Prof. Henry J. Clark relative to Lucer-

nariay a class of animals formerly regarded as iwlyps^ but more recently

associated with the acalephcc or sea-nettles and jelly-fishes. It was
l)resented to the Institution several years ago, but the publication

has been delayed by a series of unexpected hindrances. Much delay

was experienced at first in obtaining proper engravings of the very

minute and complicated drawings to illustrate the work, and before these

were completed the author was called from this life, in the flower of his

age and in the midst of a series of successful investigations. After his

death it was found difficult to obtain the services of a person sufficiently

acquiiiuted with The subject to read the proof sheets, but during the

year the printing has been commenced under the supervision of Prof.

A. E. Verrill, of Yale College. Unfortunately, another delay has been

occasioned by the ill-health of this gentleman. We hope, however, that

the work will be complet'ed in the course of a month or two and will be

ready for distribution at an early day.
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During the year 1877, a paper has been published in the " Contribu-

tions to Knowledge" on the " Internal structure of the earth considered

as affecting the phenomena of precession and nutation," by General J.

G. Barnard, United States Army. This is a supplementary article to

one by the same author published in the nineteenth volume of Contribu-

tions, and was read before the National Academy of Sciences at its ses-

sion in April, 1877.

For several years past Mr. P. P. Carpenter, author of the "Lectures

on Mollusca," and the " Mollusks of Western North America," published

by the Institution, has been engaged in the preparation of a monograph
of the Chito7iidcE, or coat-of-mail shells, a remarkable group of shell-fish.

An appropriation was made in 1877 to enable him to have drawings pre-

pared of rare type-specimens in Europe. We regret to state, however,

that before his work was completed Mr. Carpenter died at Montreal, on

the 21th May, 1877. He was the son of thewell-known Dr. Lant Carpenter,

and a member of a family distinguished by great gifts. He was born in

Bristol, England, in 1819, and after graduating at the University of Edin-

burgh became a minister of the gospel. He early manifested a taste

for natural history, particularly of the mollusks, which he made his

special study during his life. He presented to the British Museum his

own collection of shells, consisting of 8,873 specimens, all determined,

and many of them described by himself. In 1859 he visited America,

where he was engaged in determining the collections of shells in the

Smithsonian Institution and other museums. His manuscripts were

left in an imperfect condition, and partly written in an obsolete phono-

graphic short-hand. An attempt at having this short-hand deciphered

is being made, by the help of his brother, the Eev. Eussell L. Car-

penter, of Bridport, England. A large number of beautiful drawings

of the shells and soft parts of the various genera had been jirepared

at the cost of the Institution, and the manuscript, or such portions of it

as may be made available, have been placed in the hands of Mr. W. H.

Dall for revision, with a view to their ultimate publication. It is

believed that this monograph will form a valuable contribution to the

knowledge of the invertebrate animals of the world.

In the report for 1875 it was stated that 181 pages had been stereo-

typed of the Botanical Index prepared by Prof. Sereno Watson. This

work is intended to facilitate the labors of botanists, especially in the

study of the plants of the western portions of the United States, by

furnishing references to all the loublished descriptions of species of the

flora of North America with lists of synonyms. The search for what

has been written frequently consumes more time and labor than all

the rest of a botanical investigation, and the present work has been

undertaken at the urgent solicitation of some of the principal botanists

of the country, who have also contributed to the expense of its prepara-

tion. Other duties of Professor Watson have been so engrossing that

2 s
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he has not yet been able to complete this work. It is now proposed, as

recommended by Professor Gray, to publish the pages already stereo-

typed, as part 1, since this will cover the ground of volume 1 of Torrey

and Graj's Flora of i>[orth America and be complete in itself as far as it

goes. A short preface will be given, and at the end an index to the

genera. It will iuclude nearly oOO pages, and can be printed and distrib-

uted early in the year 1878.

The "Toner Lectures" have been instituted at Washington by Dr.

Joseph M. Toner, a practicing physician of this city, who has placed

in charge of a board of trustees, consisting of the Secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution, the Surgeon-General of the United States

Army, the Surgeon-General of the United States Navy, and the presi-

dent of the Medical Society of the District of Columbia, a fund, the

interest of which is to be applied annually for a memoir or essay rela-

tive to some branch of medical science, and containing some new truth

fully established by experiment or observation. As these lectures are

intended to increase and difiuse knowledge, the Institution has accepted

them for publication in its series of " Miscellaneous Collections." The

following is a list of the lectures already published:

1. On the structure of cancerous tumors and the mode in which adja-

cent parts are invaded. By Dr. J. J. Woodward. IsTovember, 1873.

44 pp. 8vo.

2. The dual character of the brain. By Dr. C. E. Brown-Sequard.

January, 1877. 25 pp. 8vo.

3. Strain and overaction of the heart. By Dr. J. M. Da Costa. Au-
gust, 1874. 32 pp. 8vo.

4. A study of the nature and mechanism of fever. By Dr. Horatio

C. Wood. February, 1875. 48 pp. 8vo.

5. On the surgical complications and sequels of the continued fevers.

By Dr. W. W. Keen. April, 1877. 72 pp. 8vo.

6. Subcutaneous surgery ; its principles and recent extension in prac-

tice. By Dr. William Adams. May, 1877. 20 pp. 8vo.

Of the above series, the second, fifth, and sixth have been published

during the past year. The second, by Dr. Brown-Sequard, was not

printed in its regular order on account of the failure of the author to

furnish the manuscript of the lecture, and it was finally published from

short-hand notes taken at the time by a reporter.

Appended to the lecture of Dr. Keen on fever is a bibliography,

including works referring more or less briefly to several diseases, viz

:

1, diseases of the joints; 2, diseases of the bones; 3, diseases of the

larynx ; 4, gangrene
; 5, hsematomata; 6, diseases of the eye; 7, phleg-

masia; 8, miscellaneous.

To defray in part the cost of printing these lectures, they are sold at

25 cents each.

The records of scientific discoveries have become so extended and
so distributed among works forming whole libraries, that to become
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acquainted with what is known in any branch, would be a labor of such

magnitude as to form a serious obstacle to the advance of knowledge were
not means devised for facilitating this labor. The means adopted for

this end are classified indexes of special subjects in which may be found
everything of importance which has been published in regard to the

subject.

The Eoyal Society's Catalogue of Scientific Papers is a boon to science,

and is of great importance to every original investigator, but it is

arranged solely under authors' names, and contaius only references to

papers appearing in periodicals published since 1800, excluding all books
published separately. To supplement this the Institution has pub-

lished during the year an index of books and memoirs relating to

nebnlfe and star clusters, by Prof. E. S. Holden, of the Washing-
ton Observatory. This index includes all papers, memoirs, and books

on nebulae and clusters alphabetically arranged according to authors,

giving, for each reference, volume and page. Where the title of

a book or paper explains the subject of it, such title is, in general,

alone given. Where a paper is quite important its title is given, and if

necessary, a note more or less brief, expressive of its contents. The works
of the elder Herschel on these subjects are analyzed at considerable

length, in order partly to supply the great want of an edition of his col-

lected works. In the case of papers of minor interest, a reference to the

periodical, volume, and page is alone given (no title), and a note of its

purport. In addition to this, there is given a very condensed reference

to the papers in each periodical consulted. In this way a person con-

sulting the catalogue will find all the works of any author upon the gen-

eral subject, with brief notes of the contents of each paper; or again, any

lierson desiring to refer to the various papers on this subject contained

in any serial publication, as the Philosophical Transactions, for example,

will find references which will save him much time. The index is prac-

tically complete to the present date ; it contains a complete list of all

published (and many unpublished) drawings of nebulae and clusters, and
also an index to Sir William Herschel's classes of uebulce.

In the last two reports an account was given of a new series of publi-

cations to form part of the "Miscellaneous Collections," entitled "Bul-

letins of the National Museum," and intended to illustrate the collec-

tions of natural history and ethnology belonging to the United States,

of which the Smithsonian Institution is the custodian. They are pre-

pared at the request of the Institution by different individuals, and are

printed, by the authority of the Secretary of the Interior, at the Govern-

ment Printing OCBce.

Since the date of the last report, numbers 7, 8, and 9 of the Bulletins

have been published.

No. 7 is a contribution to the Natural History of the Hawaiian and
Fanning Islands and Lower California, by Dr. Thomas H. Streets, passed

assistant surgeon, United States Navy. The collection that furnished
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the materials for this Bulletin were made by Dr. Streets while connected

with the North Pacific Surveying Expedition in 1873-'75. The Fan-

ning group consists of four small coral islands, Christmas, Fanning,

Washington, or New York, and Palmyra. They are situated imme-

diately north of the equator, extending from latitude 1° 57' north to 5^

49' north, and from longitude 157° 27' west to 162° IP west. Three of

these islands have been terra incognita to the naturalist, and furnish

much new matter. This was particularly the case with Washington

Island, which is an obliterated atoll, having been lifted up by some

disturbing force, so as to close up the lagoon-outlet, and what was the

old salt-water lagoon is now a fresh-water lake. It is probable that the

salt-water of the lagoon has drained off through the light, porous soil,

and its place been supplied by rain-water. It is unfortunate that the

exigencies of the naval service did not permit of a longer stay at this

island, and especially that sufficient time was not given to investigate

the life in the fresh-water lake. During the half day which he was

allowed to remain on the islaud. Dr. Streets succeeded in fixiug the

habitat of a lory {Goripliilus Icuhli), which has long been a puzzle to

ornithologists, and he also discovered a diminutive species of the gad-

well duck inhabiting the lake. The specimens of the lory brought

home by Dr. Streets are, it is believed, the only ones in this country

;

and they are exceedingly rare in the museums of Europe. The island is

densely covered with vegetation, the cocoanut-palm tree predominating.

The collection represents the complete avi-fauna of the group during

the winter months, with two or three exceptions. A point of interest

in connection with the fish collection is that it extends the area of dis-

tribution of many species that were jireviously confined to the East

Indian region. The conditions surrounding life on the southernmost

islaud of the group, Christmas, were generally found to be very different

from that on the others ; and in cases where it was the same, the habits

of the species were observed to be greatly modified. The notes accom-

panying the names of the sea-birds are thought to be very interesting

in this connection. Purely land-life, as is natural to be supposed, is

very scantily represented on the islands. On Palmyra there was found

a minute shell, a TornatelUna, and a land-leech, that fastened itself upon

the eyelids of the young birds. Rats and house-flies are abundant, but

neither are indigenous. In addition to the land-birds already men-

tioned, there was also observed on Washington a bird resembling a fly-

catcher. Giant land-crabs were numerous on the same island.

After the Portsmouth, on which Dr. Streets was stationed, had com-

pleted the survey of the Fanning group, he was transferred to the

Narragansett, which was making a survey of the west coast of Mexico.

This portion of the collection does not pretend to be exhaustive even

of any one locality, the nature of the work, a running survey, precluding

the idea of a protracted stay in one place. The elucidation of some
doubtful points in the history of two species of birds and an account
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of the guano deposits ia the Gulf of California are the only noteworthy
items in connection with the ornithology of this region. Angel Island

in the Gulf, was found to be the dwelling-place of two extremely rare

Arizouian reptiles. In regard to fish, two more species are added to the

number of those that are common to both the Atlantic and Pacific

shores of the American continent.

The eighth number of tbe Bulletin is an index to the names which
have been applied, previous to the year 1877, to the subdivisions of the

class Brachiopoda excluding the Rudistes, by William H. Ball, of the

United States Coast Survey. The Brachiopods are among the most
characteristic forms by which geological strata are co-ordinated. Many
genera have been described in little-known works by European authors,

and many others in obscureAmerican publications. Mostof the names ai)-

plied to these genera are duplications of one another. American and Euro-
pean authors have been retarded in their classification of the Brachiopods

by this undigested synonymy. Mr. W. H. Dall has collected the his-

tory of all the names which have been applied to members of this group

both j)roperly and improperly, and added notes on their synonymy, rela-

tions and a geological table of the strata in which each group is

found. This index affords the means for properlj^ naming the national

collection of these fossils, and it has received the approbation of Mr.

Thomas Davidson, F. R. S., of England, the highest authority living

on the subject of Brachiopoda. It is shown by this list that of sixteen

families of Brachiopods, sis have living representatives, one more than

appear to have been represented during the Cambrian epoch, while but

two of the Cambrian ftimilies have survived. All those living in Creta-

ceous times have endured till now. All now living had Paleozoic rep-

resentatives, while half the Paleozoic families do not appear to have
survived the changes which introduced the Mezozoic time. This work
is an octavo of 88 pages.

The ninth Bulletin is entitled " Contributions to North American
Ichthyology based primarily on the collections of the United States

National Museum. Part I. Review of Rafinesque's IMemoirs on North

American Fishes." By Prof. D. S. Jordan. The olrject of the author of

this paper is to present a series of identifications of the species of fresh-

water fishes described by Rafinesque in his " Ichthyologia Ohiensis "

and elsewhere, the result of nearly three years of field-work in the region

explored by Rafinesque. It forms an octavo pamphlet of 53 pages.

Annual report.—The annual report of the operations of the Institution

for the year 187G, was presented to Congress on the IGth day of Feb-

ruary, 1877, and on the 28th of February a resolution was adoj)ted by
Congress ordering an edition to be printed of 10,500 copies, of which

1,000 were to be for the use of the Senate, 3,000 for the House of Rep-

resentatives, and G,500 for the use of the Institution. This was a reduc-

tion in the number usually ordered for distribution by the Institution of

1,000 copies.
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The appendix to the report for 1876 contains translations of Arago's

Eulogy on Gay-Lussac; Fialho's Biographical Sketch of Dona Pedro I;

Pilar on the Eevolutions of the Crust of the Earth; and Blondel on

Jade; besides original articles on Kinetic Theories of Gravitation, by

William B. Taylor; the Asteroids between Mars and Jupiter, by Prof.

Daniel Kirkwood ; the Latimer Collection of Antiquities from Porto Eico,

by Prof. Otis T. Mason; Antiquities in Guatemala, by the Hon. George

Williamson; Collections of Historical Documents in Guatemala, by Dr. C.

H. Berendt; Observations on the Prehistoric Mounds of Grant County,

Wisconsin, by Moses Strong; Deposits of Flint Implements, by Dr. J.

F. Snyder; Ancient Mica Mines in North Carolina, by C. D. Smith; a

Double-walled Earthwork in Ashtabula County, Ohio, by Stephen D.

Peet; an Ancient Implement of Wood, by E. W. Ellsworth; Centennial

Mission to the Indians of Western Nevada and California; Indian Forts

and Dwellings, by Dr. W. E. Doyle; and the Sioux or Dakota Indians,

by Col. Albert G. Brackett.

ANTHROPOLOGY.

Anthropology, or what may be considered the natural history of man,

is at present the most popular branch of science. It absorbs a large

share of public attention and many original investigators are assiduously

devoted to it. Its object is to reconstruct, as it were, the past history

of man, to determine his specific peculiarities and general tendencies.

It has already established the fact that a remarkable similarity exists in

the archeeological instruments found in all parts of the world with those

iu use among tribes still in a savage or barbarous condition. The con-

clusion is supported by evidence which can scarcely be doubted, that by

thoroughly studying the manners and customs of savages and the instru-

ments employed by them, we obtain a knowledge of the earliest history

of nations which have attained the highest civilization.

It is remarkable in how many cases customs existing among highly

civilized peoples are found to be survivals of ancient habits. Indeed it

is asserted, and with at least apparent truth, that every unmeaning
ceremony found in rural life in Europe and America, is a survival of

an important custom connected with an essential condition of life in the

aboriginal race. Hence, to clearly apprehend the manners and customs

of modern society, it is necessary to study them in connection with the

myths, the ceremonies, and the usages of ancient people.

American anthropology early occupied the attention of the Smithson-

ian Institution. To collect all the facts which could be gathered in regard

to the archaeology of North America, and also of its ethnology, or, in other

words, an account of its present Indian inhabitants, was considered a

prominent object iu the plan of operations of the establishment. The
first volume of its Contributions, whereby its plan of intended operations

was illustrated, consists of an elaborate and expensive work on the

"Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley"; and from the time of
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the publication of this volume until the present, contributions of value
have been made annually by the Institution to this branch of knowledge.
During the past year small appropriations were made as usual for

opening mounds and collecting their contents, and larger ones to Mr. F.

A. Ober, for archaeological explorations in the West Indies, and Stephen
Bowers for similar operations in California. The former gentleman has
succeeded in finding remnants of the ancient Carib tribes, and has
obtained photographs of the people and specimens of their handiwork.
His exploration bids fair to produce a valuable return for the money
expended. It is not confined to ethnology, but embraces collections in

all branches of natural history.

The exploration by Mr. Bowers was a continuation of one undertaken
in connection with Major Powell, and was made in the vicinity of Santa
Barbara and on the islands adjacent to Lower California. From this

exploration forty boxes of very interesting relics of the ancient inhabit-

ants of this country have been received. A. full report of these will be
prepared by Major Powell. The entire series of objects obtained become
the property of the National Museum.
As will be seen from the exhibit of the executive committee, the whole

amount of money devoted to explorations during the year is $879.50.

The collection of the archaeology and ethnology of America in the Na-
tional Museum is the most extensive in the world; and, in order to con-

nect it permanently with the name of Smithson, it has been thought
advisable to prepare and publish at the expense of the Smithson fund
an exhaustive work on American anthropology, in which the various

classes of specimens shall be figured and described.

For this purpose Mr. Charles Rau, formerly of New York, well known
for his contributions to American archaeology, has been employed to

take charge of the work, with the assistance of skilled artists. He is

furnished with rooms in the building, and now devotes one-half of the

time to the arrangement of the archaeological museum, and the other to

the description of the specimens and the direction of the artists engaged
in delineating them.

The Institution has also lately entered upon a project it has long had in

contemplation, namely, the compilation of a map of the distribution and
character of the archaeological remains of North America. The prelimi-

nary arrangements for this work have been intrusted to Prof. Otis T.

Mason, of Columbian University, who has prepared a circular which wil

soon be published by the Institution.

In the last report it was stated that the large collection of Indian
vocabularies in possession of the Institution had been transferred to

Prof. J. W. Powell, to be incorporated with his series in his general

work on the ethnology of the Territories of the United States in course

of preparation and publication by the Interior Department. What has
been accomplished during the past year in relation to this work will be
seen in Professor Powell's account of his explorations, given in the ap-

pendix to the report of the Secretary.
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Eefereuce was made in the last report to the " lustrnctions for research

relative to the ethnology and philology of America," prepared in 18G1

by Dr. George Gibbs, and the fact was stated that a new edition of this

work had been undertaken in behalf of the Institution by Professor

Powell. During the year 1877, a volume entitled "Introduction to the

Study of Indian Languages " has been printed, and a few copies dis-

tributed among those interested in the study of Indian languages for

such additions and emendations as may be suggested preparatory to

final publication. In its preparation Professor Powell was assisted by
Prof. W. D. Whitney, the distinguished philologist.

IVrETEOEOLOGY.

The Institution during the past year has continued its labors in the

line of the reduction of meteorological observations. It has been espe-

cially engaged in the discussion of material for a new edition of the Eain-

fall Tables for North America. It has also reduced and printed the ob-

servations made by Professor Caswell at Providence, from the termina-

tion of his series of meteorological observations published in 18G0 down
to the close of 1876, the whole making a continuous series for a period of

forty-five years. Long series of this kind are of great importance in de-

termining any change of climate which may have occurred during the

period which they embrace.

We mention in regard to this series an interesting fact in connection

with the supposed change in the rain-fall in different parts of the United

States due to the clearing off of forests. If, for example, we take from

this series three ten-year periods, one at the beginning, one at the middle,

and one at the end, we observe a regular increase instead of diminution

in the amount of rainfall in Providence, as shown by the following

figures

:

From 1832 to 1811, average 38 inches.

From 1852 to 18G1, average 41 inches.

From 18G7' to 187G, average 49 inches.

This fact, how€Jtver4 may be in some way connected with the custom
which, I am told, has become common in Kew England since the inhab-

itants have devoted themselves largely to manufactures, of allowing a

considerable portion of the soil which was formerly under cultivation to

grow up in wood.

The next series of observations which remains to complete the results

of the whole meteorological system of the Smithsonian Institution will

be that on the pressure of the atmosphere, which is intimately con-

nected with the dominant winds in different parts of the country.

The miscellaneous work by the meteorological computers of the Insti-

tution during the year 1877, is as follows

:

1. Tabulating the mean temperature and the maxima and minima of

temperature for the Smithsonian stations for the years 1871-'72-73.

2. Tabulating rain-fall, temperature, and maxima and minima for

Canadian stations, 1875.
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3. Tabulating raiu-fiiU for Signal-Service stations, January, 1875, to

July, 1876.

4. Making corrections and additions to rain-fall manuscript.

5. Making indices to the rain-fall and maxima and minima tables.

TELEaRAPHIC ANNOUNCEMENT OF ASTRONOMICAL DISCOVERIES.

The arrangement which was established between the Smithsonian I:i-

stitution and the Atlantic cable companies in 1873, by which free tele-

graphic transmission of astronomical discoveries was granted between

Europe and America, has been continued during the past year.

The following is a list of the small planetoidal bodies discovered in

1877:

Number.
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The following are the principal foreign agencies of reception and dis-

tribution of the Smithsonian exchanges

:

London, William Wesley, 28 Essex street. Strand.

Paris, G. Bossange, IG Eue da 4 Septembre.

Leipsic, Dr. Felix Fliigel, 49 Sidouien Strasse.

St. Petersburg, L. Watkins & Co., 10 Admiralty Place.

Amsterdam, Frederick Miiller, Heerengracht KK. Xo. 130.

Milan, TJ. Hoepli, 591 Galeria Cristoforia.

Harlem, Professor von Baumhauer.

Christiania, Royal University of Norway.

Stockholm, Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.

Copenhagen, Royal Danish Society.

Lisbon, Polytechnic School.

Madrid, Royal Academy of Sciences.

Havana, Dr. Felipe Poey.

Santiago, University of Chili.

Mexico, Mexican Society of Geography and Statistics.

Montreal, Geological Survey of Canada.

The packages of the Institution for the West Indies have been kindly

forwarded by Mr. Thomas Bland, of New York, and those for Turkey,

by Messrs. Chrysoveloui & Co., of 5 Fenwick street, Liverpool, England;

and those for other points in the East, by the American Board of Com-
missioners for Foreign Missions, Boston.

The following table exhibits the number of foreign establishments

with which the Institution is at present in correspondence, or, in other

words, to which it sends publications and from which it receives others

in return.

Foreign institutions in correspondence with the SmitJiso7iian Institution.

Algeria
Argentine Republic
Australia
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
British America
British Guiana
Cape Colony
Central America
Chili
China
Colombia
Denmark
Dutch Guiana
Ecuador
Egypt
France
Germany and Austria
Great Britain and Ireland
Greece
Holland
Iceland
India

14
32

113
1

10
20
3
5
2
8
1

3

29
1

1

8
327
661
368

8
65
4

30

Italy
Japan
Java
Liberia
Mauritius
Mexico
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippine Islands
Polynesia
Portugal
Russia
Spain
St. Helena
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Venezuela
West Indies
General

187
6
5
1

3
16
15
25
4
3
2
32
162
24
2

21
73
12

Total 2,330
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Statistics of exchanges sent during the last nine years.
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International exchange of government pnhlications in 1877.

Boxes

Canada 2
Portugal 2
Prussia 2
Queensland 2
Saxony 2
Scotland 2
Spain 2
South Australia 2
Sweden 2
Switzerland 2
Tasmania 2
Turkey 2
Venezuela 3
Victoria 2

Total 71

Boxes.

Argentine Republic 3

Belgium 2

Brazil 2

Buenos Ayres 2
Cliili 2
England 2
France 3

Germany 2

Greece . 7

Hayti 3

Holland 2

Japan 2
Mexico 2

New South Wales 2

New Zealand 2

Norway 2

Ontario 2

The expense of boxing, packing, transporting, and payment of agents

in connection with the transmission of these governmeu t docnmeuts

has been advanced for two years by the Institution, but it is expected

that Congress will reimburse it by an appropriation at the present ses-

sion.

LIBRARY.

Statement of the bools, maps, and charts received hy the Smithsonian Insti-

tution in 1877, and transferred to the Library of Congress.

Volumes

:

Octavo, or less 1, 328

Quarto, or larger oGl
1,889

Parts of volumes

:

Octavo, or less 1, Ool

Quarto, or larger 2, 373
4, 327

Pamphlets:

Octavo, or less 1, 751

Quarto, or larger 430

2, 184

Maps and charts 326

Total 8, 72G

An increase of 1,141 over the year 1876.

List of the more valuable booJcs received in 1877.

From the British Museum, London : Fac-simile of an Egyptian Hiera-
ticPapyrus, ofthe reign of Rameses III. London, 1876. Oblong Elephant
folio.—Fac-similes of Ancient Charters. Parts ii, iii. 1876-1877.

Folio.—Catalogue of Sanskrit and Pali books. By Dr. E. Haas. 1876.

4to.—Catalogue of Oriental Coins. Vol. ii. 1876. 8vo.—Catalogue of

Greek Coins. Sicily, 1876. 8vo.—Catalogue of the Fossil Eeptilia of
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South Africa. By K. Oweu. 1S7G. 8vo.—Catalogue of Birds. Vol.

iii. 1877. 8vo.

From tbe Eoyal Society of Northern Antiquaries, Copenhagen : An-

tiquites liusses d'apres les Monuments historiques des Islaudais et

des anciens Scandinaves. Vols, i, ii. Copenhagen, 1850-1852. Folio.

—

Aarboyer for 1875-187G. 7 parts. 8vo.

From the Eoyal Prussian Mining Office, Breslau: Geologic von Ober-

schlesien, with atlas, charts, and profile. Breslau, 1870. ito. (8

copies.)—Uebersicht liber die Production der Bergwerke, Salinen und
Hiitten im Preuss. Staate im Jahre, 1876. Berlin, 1877. 4to.—Mon-

tanstatistik des deutschen Eeichs und Luxemburgs, «&c., 1875. Berlin,

1877. 4:to.—Vierteljahrshefte zur statistik des deutschen Eeichs fiir das

Jahr, 1873. Berlin. 4to.

From the General Direction of tfae Eoyal Collections of Art and

Science, Dresden : Das Griine Gewolbe zu Dresden. Huudert Tafelu in

Lichtdruck, enthaltend gegen 300 gegenstiinde aus den verschiedensten

Zweigeu der Kunst-Industrie, nach Prof. Graff, Director der konigl.

Kuust-Gewerbschule zu Dresden. Berlin. Folio.—Mittheilungen aus

dem K. Zoologischen Museum zu Dresden, ii. Dresden, 1877. -Ito.

—

Archiv fiir Litteraturgeschichte, 1877. 3 parts. 8vo.

From the Eoyal University of Norway, Christiania: Die Plianzen-

welt, Norwegens. Von Dr. F. C. Schubeller. Specieller theil. Chris-

tiania, 1875. 4to.—Die Skandinaviske og Arktiste Amphipoder, besk-

revne af Axel Boeck. Christiania, 1876. 4to.—Enumeratio Insectorum

Norvegicorum, Auctore H. Siebke. i-iv. Christiania, 1874-1877. 8vo.

—

Die Kirche zu Hitterdal, in 10 BUittern. Dresden, 1837. Folio.—Aars-

bereturing, 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875. Christiania. 8vo.—Heilagra Manne
Sogur. Udgivne af Dr. C. E. Unger. Christiania, 1877. 8vo.—Pos-

tola Sogur. Udgivne af C. E. Unger. Chistiania, 1874. 8vo.—Norges

Mynter i Middelalderew af C. I. Schive. Christiania, 1865. Folio.

—

Norske Eigsregistranter, 1628-1631. Christiania, 1874. 8vo.—And 8

volumes and 14 pamphlets of university publications.

From the Imperial Archaeological Commission, St. Petersburg:

Comptes-Eendu,1872, 1873, 1874. St. Petersburg, 1875-1877. 4to. with

folio Atlas.

From the Eoyal Zoological Society, Amsterdam : Jaarboekje, 1852,

1853, 1855-1870, 1872-1875. Amsterdam. (22 vols.)—Nederlandsch

Tijdschrift von de Dierkunde. Vols, ii, iii, iv. Amsterdam, 1865-1873.

8vo.

From the South Kensington Museum : Science and Art Department,

London ; Descriptive Catalogue of the Maiolica, Hispano-Moresco, Per-

sian, Damascus, and Ehodian Wares, in the South Kensington Museum.
1873. 8vo.—Descriptive Catalogue of Bronzes. 1876. 8vo.—A Descrip-

tion of the lonies, Ancient and Mediteval, in the South Kensington Mu-
seum. 1872. 8vo.—Textile Fabrics in the South Kensington Museum.
1 870. 8vo.—Ancient and Modern Furniture and Woodwork in the South
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Kensington Museum. 1874. 8vo.—Catalogue of the Special Exhibition of

Works of Art on Loan. 1862. 8vo.—The First Proofs of the Universal

Catalogue of Books on Art. Vols. i. ii, and supplement. 1870-1875.

4to.—Universal Art Inventory. Parts i, ii, iii, 1868-1872. 8vo.—Cata-

logue of Italian Sculpture, bj J. C. Robinson. 1862. 8vo.—Descriptive

Catalogue of Musical Instruments in the South Kensington Museum.
1874. 8vo.—Historical Collection of Water-color Paintings in the South

Kensington Museum. 1876. 8vo.—Catalogue of Enamels on Metal.

Illustrated. 1875. 4to.—Illustrated Catalogue of Jubinal's Collection

of Ancient Cutlery. 1874. 4to.—Illustrated Catalogue of Electrotype

Eeproductions of Works of Art. 1873. 4to.—Drawings of Glass Cases

in the South Kensington Museum, with Suggestions for the Arrange-

ment of Specimens. 1877. 4to.—Special Loan Exhibition of Decora-

tive Art Needle-work made before 1800. 1874. 4to.—Catalogue of An-
cient Musical Instruments. 1872. 4to.—Catalogue of Exhibition of

National Portraits. 1866, 1867, 1868. London, 8vo.—Catalogue of

Special Exhibition of Portrait Miniatures. 1865. 8vo.—Objects of

Indian Art. 1874. 8vo.—Monuments of Early Christian Art. 1872.

8vo.—A Description of the Trojan Column, by J. Hungerford Pallen.

1874. 8vo.—And 65 volumes of catalogues, lists, &c.

From the British Government: Eeporton the Antiquities ofKathiawad
and Kachh, being the result of the second season's operations of the

Archaeological Survey of Western India, 1874-'75. By James Burgess.

London, 1876. 4to.

From Capt. John Ericsson, New York: Contributions to the Centen-

nial Exhibition, by John Ericsson, LL. D. New York, 1876. 4to.

From the Ministere de I'Instruction Publique et des Beaux-Arts,

Paris: Denderah : Description gen6rale du Grande Temple de cette

ville, par Auguste Mariette Bey, i-vi. Paris, 1870-1875. FoKo.—Cata-

logue de la BibliothequeNatiouale. Histoire. Tomex. M6decine. Tome
ii. Paris. 1870-1873. 4to.—Nouvelle Archives du Mus6um d'Histoire

Naturelle. Vol. iv, pt. 4; vols. v-x. Paris, 1868-1876. 4to.—Monu-
ments divers recueillis en Egypt et en Nubie. Livr. 1-24. Paris, 1872.

Folio.—Etudes Egyptologiques. Livr. 1-7 and 9. Paris, 1873-1877.

4to.—Melanges d'Archeologie Egyptienne et Assyrienne. Livr. 1-8.

Paris, 1872-1876. 4to.—Inventaire des Manuscrits Frangais de la Bib-

liotheque Nationale. Tome i. Theologie. Paris, 1876. 8vo.—Rapports
sur le service des Archives, de la Bibliotheque Nationale et des Missions.

1876, Paris. 8vo.—MauuscritTroano. Tomes i, ii, and supplement, 1869,

1870. 4to.—Travaux, Instruments et Machines Agricoles, par M. H. Man-
gon. Text and atlas. Paris, 1875. 4to.—Statistique Monumentale de
Paris. Livr. 30-36 and text. Paris, 1867. Folio.—Recueil de Diplomes
Militaires. i. Paris, 1876. 4to.—Examen des Tarifs de Douane. Paris,

1876. 4to.—Recueil des Chartes de I'Abbaye de Cluny. Tome i. Paris,

1876. 4to.—Monographie de la Cath^drale de Chartres. Atlas. Livr.

5-9. Paris, 1853-1865. Imp. folio.—Nouvelle Geographic E niverselle,
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par Elis6e Reclus. Tomes i, ii. Paris, 1876, 1877. 8vo.—Rapport au
Ministrede la Marine relatif ill'oestr6iculture. Paris, 1877. 8yo.—Statis-

tique des Peches Maritimes, 1875. Paris, 1876. 8vo.—La Chaleur solaire

et ses applications industrielles, par A. Mouchot. Paris, 1869. 8vo.

—

Situation Administrative des Monts-de-Piet6. Paris, 1876. 8vo.—Re-

paration des Dommages resultant de I'Invasion. Paris, 1876. 4to.

—

Enquete sur les Bureaux de Bienfaisance. Paris, 1874. 4to.—Vo-
yage Geologique dans les R^publiques de Guatemala et de Salvador.

Paris, 1868. 4to.—Rapj^orts sur I'Exposition Universelle a Vienne en
1873. Tomes i-v. Paris, 1875, 1876. 8vo.—Les Progr^s de la Photo-

graphie, par A. Davanne. Paris, 1877. 8vo.—Rapport sur la Mission

des Chotts. Paris, 1877. 8vo.—Nouvelle Navigation Astronomique.
Tb^orie. Pratique. Paris, 1877. 8vo.—(2 vols.)

From Dr. W. Engelmann, Leipzig : Aristoteles Werke. Vols. i-v.

Leipzig, 1853-1874. 8vo. Morphologisches Jalirbuch. Vols. i,ii; vol.

iii, pts. 1-3. Leijizig, 1875-1877. ' 8vo.—Jahrbiicber fiir wissenscbaftliche

Botanik. Vols, iv, vi-xi. Leipzig, 1865-1877. 8vo.—Zeitscbrift fiir wis-

senscbaftlicbe Zoologie, 1856-1875. Leipzig. 8vo. (58 parts).—Die
Heliceen, von J. C. Albers. Leipzig, 1861. 8vo.—Lebrbucb der Botanik,
von Dr. J. Sacbs. Leipzig, 1874. 8vo.—Die Spongien des Adriatiscbeu
Meeres, von Dr. O. Scbmidt and Suppl. 1-3. Leipzig, 1862-1868. 4to.—
Spongien Fauna des Atlantiscben Gebietes, von Dr. O. Scbmidt. Leip-

zig, 1870. 4to.—Handbucb der Zoologie. Vols, i, ii. Leipzig, 1863-1868.

8vo.— Bibliotbeca Entomologica. Vols, i, ii. Leipzig, 1862, 1863. 8vo.

Jabresbericbt der im Gebiete der Zootomie erscbienenen Arbeiten, vo;i

J. V. Cams. Leipzig, 1856. 8vo.—Die Slisswasserfiscbe der Oestreicb-

iscben Monarcbie, von J. Heckel und Dr. R. Kner. Leipzig, 1858.

Svo.—Uutersucbuugen liber Pteropoden und Heteropoden, von Dr. C.

Gegenbauer. Leipzig, 1855. 4to.—Catalogus Plantarum Cubensium,
von A. Grisebacb. Leipzig, 1866. Svo.—System der Tbieriscben Mor-
pbologie, von Dr. J. V. Carus. Leipzig, 1853. And various pampblets.

From tbe Minister of Education, Tokio, Japan : S4 cbarts for object-

teacbing, and 38 Japanese text-books.

From C. de Kaufman, Governor General of Turkistan, a collection of

pbotograpbs of tbe races of mankind inbabiting tbe Russian possessions

in Central Asia, prepared for tbe exbibition of tbe last International

Congress of Orientalists.

From tbe Academic de Montpellier : Faculty de M6decine. Tb^ses de
Montpellier. 1870-1875. Montpellier, 47 volumes. 4to.

From tbe Spanisb Centennial Commission, Pbiladelpbia : Coleccion

de Documentos iu6ditos del Arcbivo General de la Corona de Aragon.
Vols, i-xxxix. Barcelona, 1853-1871. 8vo.—Memorias de la Academia
de Ciencias de Madrid, vol. i; vol.ii,pt.2; vol.iii-vi. Madrid, 1850-1865.

4to.—Memorias de la Real Academia de Ciencias Morales y Politicas.

Vols. i,ii. Madrid, 1861-1867. 4to.—Discursos de Recepciony de Contest-

acion Leidos ante la R. Academia de Ciencias Morales y Politicas, 1860-
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1875. Madrid, 1875. 8vo.—Discursos Leidos en la Eeal Academia de la

Historia, 1852-1875. Madrid. 8vo.—Cortes de Leon y de Oastilla. Vols,

i-iii. Madrid, 1861-1806. 4to.—Historia de la Universidad de Granada.

Granada, 1870, 8vo.—Farmacopea EspaSola. Madrid, 1865. 8vo.

—

Antiqiiedadesprehistoricasde Andalncia. Madrid, 1868. 8vo.—Estudo

•social y politico de los Mudejares de Castilla. Madrid, 1866. 4to.—Estu-

dios Filosofia del Derecho, por Don M. A. Martinez. Madrid, 1871.

8vo.—Catalogo Bibliogratico y Biografico del Teaslo Antiguo Espaiiol.

Madrid, 1860. 4to.—Diccionario de Bibliograflca Agrouomica. Madrid,

1865. 4to.—Classificacion General de los Montes Publicos. Madrid,

1859. 4to.—Noticia del Museo Arqueologico Nacional. Madrid, 1876.

8vo. (6 copies.)—Estadistica de los Montes Pnblicos, 1861-1865. Mad-
rid, 1876. 4to.—Oomision de la Flora Espaiiola. Madrid, 1870. 4to.—

Memoria sobre la Inundacion delJucar en 1864. Madrid, 1866. 4to.

—

And 23 volumes and 30 pamphlets on education, medicine, &c.,

From the Swiss Centennial Commission, Philadelphia: Geschichte der

Gesellschaft zur Beforderung des Guten und Gemeinlitzigen Jahre, 1-98,

1827-1874. Basel. 8vo.—Folio volume of Geological Charts, published

by Wurster, Eandegger & Co., Wiuterthen.—28 volumes on Swiss rail-

roads. Folio and 4to.

From the Turkish Centennial Commission, PhiladeliJhia : L'Architec-

ture Ottomane, ouvrage autoris6 par Irade imperial et publi6 sous le

patronage de Sou Excellence Edkem Pacha. Constantinople, 1873.

Folio. (2 copies.)—Les Costumes Populaires de la Turquie en 1873.

Constantinople, 1873. 4to. (2 copies.)

From the Netherlands Centennial Commission, Philadelphia : Arch-

ives du Mus6e Teyler. Vols, i-iii. Haarlem, 1868-1874. 4to.—La
Chirurgie Militaire par W. C. Gori. Amsterdam, 1874. 8vo.—Des Hopi-

taux, Tentes et Baraques, par W. C. Gori. Amsterdam, 1872. 8vo.—

A

Sketch of the Public Works in the Netherlands. By L. C. Von Kerkwyk.
Haarlem, 1876. 8vo.—International Exhibition, Philadelphia, 1876^

Special Catalogue of the Netherlands section. Amsterdam. 8vo.—Cata-

logue of the Collective Exposition of the Netherlands Booksellers' Asso-

ciation. Amsterdam, 1876. 8vo. Elementary and Middle Class Instruc-

tion in the Netherlands. Leyden, 1876. 8vo.

From the New South Wales Centennial Commission, Philadelphia

:

Letters of Kegistration of Inventions. Vols. i-iv. Sydney, 1875.

Folio.—Newspapers published in New South Wales in 1875, 8 folio vol-

umes.—Annual report of the Department of Mines of New South Wales,
1875. Sydney. 4to.—Mines and Mineral Statistics of New South Wales.
Sydney, 1875. 8vo.—Catalogue of the Library of the Mechanics' School

of Arts, Sydney. 8vo.—Official Catalogue of the Natural and Industrial

Products of New South Wales. Sydney, 1876. 8vo.—New South Wales.
By Charles Kobinson. Sydney, 1873. 8vo.

From the South Australia Centennial Commission, Philadelphia : Plan
of the southern portion of the Province of South Australia as divided
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into coantios and bimdreds, sliowiug agricultural areas, post-towns, tele-

graph-stations, main roads, and railways; compiled from official docu-
ments. 187G. Elephant folio.—Flora of South Australia, 2 volumes.
Folio.—Ferns of Australia, 31 sheets.

From the Peruvian Centennial Commission, Philadelphia: El Correo
del Pern, i-v, 1871-1875. Lima. Folio. (5 copies.)-ElBoletin Municipal.
Vol. i. 1871. Lima. 4to.—Anales TJniversitarios del Peru. Vols, i-vii.

Lima, 1862-1873 . 8vo.—Defensa de la Autoridad de los Gobiernos y de
losObispos. Vols.i-vi. Lima, 1849. 8vo.—Diccionario delaLegislacion
Peruana. Vols, i, ii, and suppl. Lima, 18G0-18G1. 4to.—Anales de
Cuerpo de Ingenieros del Peru, i, ii. Lima, 1874. 4to—Docnmentos
Historicos del Peru. i-vi. Lima, 18G3-1874. Svo.—Docnmentos Lite-

rarios del Peru. i-vi. Lima, 1863-1874. 8vo.—El Peru. Tomei. Lima.
1874. 4to.—Compilacion de las Vistas Fiscales. i, ii. Lima, 1873-1875

4to.—Relaciones de los Vireyes y Audiencias. i-iii. Lima, 1867-1872.

Svo.—And 91 volumes and 96 pamphlets. Theology, Education, &;c.

From the Argentine Centennial Commission, Philadelphia: Coleccion

de Obras y Docnmentos sobre el Rio de la Plata, por Pedro de Angelis.

Vols. i-vi. Buenos Aires, 1836, 1837. 4to.—Anales del Mnseo Pu-
blico de Buenos Aires. Vols, i, ii. Bnenos Aires, 1864-1874. Folio.

—

Correo del Domingo. Vols, i-viii. Buenos Aires, 1864-1867. Folio.

—

Revista Argentina. Vols, i-xiii. Buenos Aires, 1868-1872. Svo.—La
Revista de Buenos Aires. Vols, i-xxiv. Buenos Aires, 1863-1871.

Svo.—Revista del Rio de la Plata. Vols. i-x. Buenos Aires, 1871-

1875. Svo.—Revista Medico-Quirurgica. Tomi i-xi. Buenos Aires,

1864-1875. Svo.—Boletin de la Exposicion Kacional de Cordoba. Vols,

i-vii. Buenos Aires, 1869-1873. Svo.—Revista del Archive General

de Buenos Aires. Vols. i-iv. Buenos Aires, 1869-1872. Svo.—Bole-
tin de la Academia Nacional de Ciencias Exactas. Tomo i. Buenos
Aires, 1874. Svo.—Anales de la Sociedad Rural Argentina. Vols, i-

ix. Buenos Aires, 1867-1875. Svo.—Galeria de Celebridades Argen-
tinas. Bnenos Aires, 1857. Folio.—Las Caballos Fosiles de la Pampa
Argentina. Buenos Aires, 1875. Folio.—Enseiianza Publica en Bne-
nos Aires. 1868. Folio.—El Plato Illustrado. Vols, i, ii. Buenos
Aires. 1871, 1872. Folio.—La Plata Mouatsschrift. Vols, i-iii, 1873-

1875. Folio.—RegistroEstadisticodeBuenos Aires. 1S6S-1873. Folio.

—

Concordancias y Fundamentos del Codigo Civil Argentino. Vols, i-xvi.

Buenos Aires, 1873-1875. Svo.—Registro Xacional de la Republica
Argentina. 1851-1874 (18 vols.) Svo.—Registro Oticial de Bnenos
Aires. 1821-1856. Svo. Historia de Belgrano, por Bartolome Mitre,

i-iv. Buenos Aires. 1858, 1S59. Svo. And 97 volumes and 62 pam-
phlets, chiefly government documents.

From the Queensland Centennial Commission, Philadelphia: Queens-
land Government Gazette, 1S74, 1875. Brisbane. Folio. 3 vols.—The
Queensland Statutes. Vols, i-iv (2 copies). Brisbane. 1874. 4to.

—

Queensland Parliamentary Debates. Vols, xvi, xvii. Brisbane. 1874.

3 s
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8vo.—The QueeuslaudAImauac, 1874. Brisbane. 8vo. 2 copies.—Sta-

tistics of the Colony of QneenslancI, 1870, 1871, 1872, 1873. Brisbane.

4to.— Public Accounts of Queensland, 1871. Brisbane. 4to.—Queens-

land Garden Manual. Brisbane. 1875. 8vo.—Catalogue Queensland

Exhibition. Brisbane. 1875. 8vo. C copies.

From the Venezuelan Centennial Commission, Philadelphia: 32 quarto

volumes of government documents.

From the Portuguese Centennial Commission, Philadelphia: Eevista

de Obras publicas e Minas, Publicagao Mensal da Associayao dos En-

gen heiros Civis Portuguezes. Vols. i-vi. Lisbon, 1870-1875. 8vo.

—

Oeographia e Estadistica geral de Portugal e Colonias, por Gerardo A.
Pery. Lisbon, 1875. 8vo.—Portuguese Special Catalogue Interna-

tional Exhibition, 1876. 8vo.—3 sets of works published by the direc-

tion of geodetical labors, and 80 pamphlets. Annaes de Observatorio

do Infante D. Luiz, Vols, i-xii. Lisboa, 1856-1874. Folio.—Movi-

meuto Commercial de Portugal. Mappa des valores importados dos

productos Chymicas, Gommas e Rezenas, Tabacos, &g. (25 framed

maps.) Specimen de Fundigao de Typos da Imprensa jSTacional. Lis-

boa, 1876. 4to.—Carta Constitucional da Monarchia Portugueza. Lis-

boa, 1876. 4to.—Codigo Commercial de Signaes para uso Internacional.

Lisboa, 1868. 8vo.—A Deltina do Mai. Poema por T. Ribeiro.

Lisboa, 1868. 8vo.—Didascalia ^thiopum. (Desumpta ex editione

Londinensi Thomas Pell Piatt, 1834.) 8vo.—Luiz de Camoes Episodio

de Ignez de Castro. Extrahido do Canto Terceiro do Poema Epieo Las
Lusiadas. Lisboa, 1873. 4to.—Recreio Apollineo. 4to.—Cancioneiro

d'Evosa par V. E. Harding. Lisboa, 1875. 8vo.

From the Mexican Centennial Commission, Philadelphia: Historia

Parliamentariadel CuartoCongreso Constitucional, por Pantaleon Tovar.

Vols, i-iii. Mexico, 1872-1874. 4to.—Diccionario Geografico y Esta-

distico de la RepubliCa Mexicana. Vols, i-iii. Mexico, 1874, 1875,

4to.—IMemoria de Hacienda y Credito Publico, 1868-1875. Mexico,

4to.—Tratacto de Administracion y Contabilidad de los Candales del

Gobierno Genei^al, por Julio Jimenez. Mexico, 1868. Folio.—Diccion-

ario de la Legislacion Mexicana. Parts 1-64. 1808-1871. Folio.—La
Naturaleza. Vols, i-iii, pts. 1-15. Mexico, 1870-1875. Roy. 8vo.—La
EnseQanza. Vols. i,ii. Mexico, 1872-1874. Folio. And 73 volumes and
133 pami)hlets, chiefly government documents.

From theKew Zealand Centennial Commission, Philadelphia: Trans-

actions and Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute. Vols, i-vii.

Sydney, 1868-1875. 8vo.—Census of oSTew Zealand, 1874. Wellington,

1875. Folio.—Statistics of Xew Zealand, 1874. Wellington. Folio.—
History of the Birds of IS'CW Zealand, by W. L. Buller. London, 1873.

4to.—New Zealand Exhibition, 1865. Reports and Awards. Dunedin,
1866, 8vo.—The Official Hand-Book of New Zealand. London, 1875.

8vo.—Catalogue of Marine MoUusca of New Zealand. Wellington, 1873.

8vo.—Catalogue of Tertiary Mollusca of New Zealand. Wellington,
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1873. Svo.—Meteorological Keport, 1868, 1870. Wellingtou 8vo.—
Fishes ofNew Zealand. Wellingtou, 1872. 8vo.—Catalogue of the Birds

ofNew Zealand. Welliugtou, 1871, 8vo.—Catalogue of the Echiuoder-

mata ofNew Zealand. Wellington, 1873. 8vo.—Catalogue ofLand Mol-

lusca ofNew Zealand. Wellington, 1873. 8vo.—Critical List of the Mol-

lusca of New Zealand. Wellington, 1873. Svo.—Phormium Tenax as

a Fibrous Plant. Wellington, 1873. Svo.—Reports of Geological Ex-

plorations during 1870-'71, 1871-'72. Wellington, 1871, 1872. Svo.

From the Tasmanian Centennial Commission, Philadelphia: Journal

of the House of Assembly, with appendices, vols, viii, ix, xii-xv, xxii,

xxvii-xxix. Hobart Town, 1862-1875. Folio.—Journals of the Legisla-

tive Council (with papers). Vols, xix-xxii. Hobart Town, 1873-1875.

Folio.—Statistics of the Colony of Tasmania, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876.

Hobart Town, 1871-1877. Folio.—Welch's Tasmanian Guide-book.

Hobart Town, 1871. Svo. (2 copies).—Welch's Tasmanian Almanac,
1866, 1867. Hobart Town. Svo. (2 copies).—Experience of Forty Years
in Tasmania, by Hugh M. Hull. London, 1859. 12mo.—A Description

of the Island, of Tasmania. Launceston, 1876, Svo.—Standing Eules

and Orders of the Legislative Council, 1875, 12rao.—Map of Tasmania

(3 copies).

From the Victorian Centennial Commission, Philadelphia: Biograph-

ical Charts of Italian Painters of the Schools of Bologna, Florence,

Sienna, Eome, and Naples. Compiled by direction of the trustees of the

Melbourne public library, 1870. Vols, i, ii. Elephant folio.—Report of

the. proceedings taken under the provisions of the Laud Act of 1869

during 1873. Melbourne. 4to.—Abstracts of Specifications of Patents.

Metals. 1854-1866. Melbourne, 1872. 4to.—Patents and Patentees.

Indexes for the years 1854-1873. Vols, i-viii. Melbourne, 1868-1875.

4to.—Hospitals for the Insane, Reports, 1870-1873. JMelbourne. 4to.

—

Melbourne Public Library. Reports, 1870-1875. 4to.—Catalogues of

Public Library, Supreme Court, and National Museum. 4 vols. Mel-

bourne. 4to.—And 31 volumes and 10 pamphlets, miscellaneous.

LABORATORY.

During the summer the laboratory was closed. Dr. Endlich, the min-

eralogist of the Institution, having been engaged on the survey under
Dr. Hayden. Mr. Fred. W. Taylor of this city occupied the laboratory

for some time in the autumn, and made analyses of mineral waters and
specimens of ores, &c., which had been sent to the Institution for exam-
ination.

As specimens are constantly being received by the Institution from
all parts of the country, with the request that a report be made as to

their character or constituents, it may be well to call attention to the

rules adopted for their examination,

1. Qualitative examinations, that is, for determining the constituents

of the specimens, are made without charge.
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2. Quantitative examinations, or the determiuatiou of the percentage

of tbe different components of the specimens, can only be made at the

expense of the applicant; the charge to be in proportion to the time

expended in the work, e. g., from $5 to $50, according to whether it is

partial (determination of silver, lead, or iron, &c., only), or full (deter-

mination of every thing).

3. The report of quantitative examinations will be given under the

name of the exjjert to whom the specimen shall be submitted, and not

under that of the Smithsonian Institution.

4. All applications for the determination of specimens must be made

by letter, addressed "Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution."

5. The specimens examined, or part of them, will be retained by the

Institution.

G. All specimens to be delivered to the Institution free of expense.

NATIONAL MUSEUM.

The National Museum was established by the Government in 1842, at

which time it consisted principally of specimens collected by the TVilkes

exploring expedition. It was transferred from the Patent Office to the

care of the Smithsonian Institution in 1858, where it has been enlarged

by all the collections made by exploring and surveying parties of the

several bureaus of the War, Navy, Treasury, and Interior Departments,

and those of the Smithsonian Institution.

The following report from Professor Spencer F. Baird, assistant sec-

retary, gives an account of the additions to the museum and the various

operations connected with it during the year 1877:

REPORT OF PROF. SPENCER F. BAIRD ON THE MUSEU3I.

Increase of the Museum.—It was hardly to be expected that the addi-

tions to the National Museum in 1877 should compare with those ^i

1875 and 187G, including, as they did, the results of large expenditures

for the purpose of making a suitable exhibit at the International Exhibi-

tion of 1876 of the ethnology and of the resources of the United States, as

derived from the animal and mineral kingdoms, with their accessories.

The reduction in the yield, however, proves to be much less marked

than was anticipated; and the aggregate of receipts has been far be-

yond that of any previous year, with the exception of those mentioned.

The number of donors was 312, of donations 189, and of separate pack-

ages 815.

As heretofore, the additions to the Museum consisted of five classes:

First, those supplied by the different government expeditions, in accord-

ance with the law of Congress. Second, the donations from private

individuals, made either spontaneously, or in response to special invita-

tions and requests. Third, the results of exchanges, prosecuted with

various establishments or individuals at home and abroad. A fourth
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source of supply is from explorations made at the expense of the Smith-
sonian Institution. A fifth source of increase is from purchase, which,
however, is very insignificant, and is principally confined to specimens
of animals obtained in marliet or occasionally a single ethnological imple-
ment, offered under specially favorable circumstances. It is in this that
the National Museum differs most from establishments of its grade
throughout the world, which depend very largely upon purchases to secure

desired materials. Here, on the contrary, the space and force at com-
mand are all fully required to receive and care for the collections that
are continually arriving from the sources referred to.

In view of the limited accommodations for the collections and of the
small appropriations for their maintenance, the special efforts toward
the extension of the National Museum have been restricted, for the most
part, to North America and to the most interesting subject of research
at the present daj^, that of American anthropology. Every possible ef-

fort has been made to invite contributions of facts and materials on this

subject, and with very gratifying success. The intention of the Smith-
sonian Institution to publish, whenever the proper means can be obtained,

an exhaustive treatise on American archoeology, with suitable illustra-

tions, has invoked the co-operation of many persons who desire to see such
an end accomplished; and especially as the Institution proposes to give,

under each group, an enumeration of the principal articles received,

arranged by localities and donors.

Few portions of the country have been without representation in the

ethnological donations of the year ; although certain regions have been
more prolificthan others. The largest additions from any one source have
resulted from the continued explorations of Eev. Stephen Bowers on the

main-land in the vicinity of Santa Barbara, and on the adjacent islands

of Southern California; over forty boxes of material having been
supplied by him alone. This exploration was made under the auspices

of Maj. J. W. Powell, with the co-operation of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion. An exhaustive report on the subject will be published by Major
Powell, the collections themselves becoming the property of the National

Museum.
AYith the material heretofore gathered in the same region, by Mr. W.G.

W. Harford, Mr. W. H. Dall, Mr. Paul Schumacher, and Mr. Bowers him-

self, it is believed there can never be a better representation of the

archfeology of the tribes of the California coast than that now in AYash-

iugton. This embraces a great variety of objects of stone, bone, shell,

and wood, representing applications of these substances far in advance

of those of any other aboriginal tribes, excepting those of the northwest

coast.

The large collections of similar character, made by Mr. Bowers, in

1875, in behalf of Lieutenant "Wheeler's survey, have tilso been trans-

ferred, in part, by that office, to the' Museum.
From Mr. Lucien M. Turner, late meteorological observer of the signal-
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office, at Saint Michaels, Alaska, there has been received a continu-

ation of his extremely important collections of objects manufactured

and used by the Esquimaux of Alaska. This collection is especially

rich in carvings on bone and walrus ivory, representing scenes and in-

cidents in the life of that people.

The Institution is indebted to Mr. F. Hirst, of Bridger Station, for many
interesting articles from the Eocky Mountain region, principally stone

implements of various kinds.

Professor Hayden has presented a fall series of models of the ancient

ruins in New Mexico and Colorado, together with restorations showing

what was probably their original character. These have attracted

much attention, and the promised continuation of the series affords much
satisfaction.

Mr. Frank H. Gushing, assisted by Mr. Henry J. Biddle, of Philadel-

phia, visited a cave near Hagerstown, Md., and obtained many relics of

the aboriginal people who formerly inhabited that vicinity. Kumerous

implements of stone and bone, articles of pottery, and fragments of the

remains of aboriginal feasts, &c., were collected and are now in process

of careful investigation.

The most important yields from the shell- heaps of the United States

were obtained from the shell-mounds of Mobile, by Colonel Gaines and

Mr. K. M. Cunningham, of that city. These consist of numerous articles

of pottery, some of them quite peculiar in form, and of a material and

ornamentation constituting almost a distinct class in aboriginal ceramics.

With these were also various articles of bone, stone, &c., the whole making

one of the most important contribatious of the kind yet secured by the

National Museum.
From numerous localities in the interior have been received single

specimens or collections, partly from mounds, partly from graves, and

partly from the superficial soil. These will be referred to in more detail

in the list of donations. Among the more noteworthy are those jjresented

by Colonel McAdoo and Mr. McKinley, from Georgia; Mr. Perrine,

from Illinois ; Mr. Bi^odnax and Dr. James, from Arkansas; Mr. Illigg

and Mr. Berlin, from Pennsylvania, and others.

A great many possessors of rare and curious objects, indisposed to part

with them permanently, have freely lent them to the Institution, for the

purpose of haviug copies made, and several persons have been occupied

daring a great part of the year in making plaster casts and in painting

them from the originals before their return.

A collection of implements received from Mr. Berlin, of Eeading, is

of peculiar interest as representing, in all probability, the same palaeo-

lithic epoch as that which Dr. Abbott has so ably discussed in his paper

on the Antiquities of New Jersey, published in the Report of the Smith-

sonian Institution for 1875.

A most valuable addition to the ethnological collection consisted of a

series of casts of the heads and faces of sixty-four Indians, held as pris-
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oners of war at Saint Augustine, in Florida, under the charge of the
War Department. These were prepared dnriug the summer by Mr.
Clark Mills, the well-known sculptor, of Washington, who visited Saint
Augustine for the purpose. It is generally difficult to induce an Indian
to submit to the discomfort and apparent danger of the treatment re-

quired in taking face casts, but these prisoners were easily persuaded
by Captain Pratt, United States Infantry, who has them in special

charge, to allow the operation, and Mr. Mills was extremely successful

in the work. In addition to the heads, a number of separate casts of arms,
legs, and busts were taken, thus furnishing a rare opportunity for study-

ing the anatomy of the Indian. The tribes represented are the Kiowas,
Comanches, Arapahoes, &c. This collection furnishes not only the

means of studying the lineaments of the North American Indian, but
also answers the purpose of models for lay figures on which to place the

many suits of Indian clothing in possession of the Museum.
Extremely important additions have been received from several of

the West India islands during the year, some of them unique and pre-

viously more or less unknown. Eefereuce has been made in previous

reports to the extremely rich collection of stone implements bequeathed
to the National Museum by Mr. George Latimer, and of which an illus-

trated account by Professor Mason is published in the Smithsonian Ee.

port for 1876. Among articles of West Indian archieology received in

1877 are several wooden stools of peculiar shapes, highly ornamented
and carved, presented by Dr. William M. Gabb and Mr. Frith ; some
wooden idols of la^rge size and complex shape, also from Dr. Gabb ; a

stone celt, with the handle and cutting ijortiou in one piece, from Mr.

George J. Gibbs ; a stone celt inserted in its original handle, b}' Mr.

Murphy, and a number of specimens of somewhat similar character,

belonging to the public library of Nassau, and lent for the purpose of

being figured and copied. Some collections of a similar character made
by Mr. Frederick A. Ober in Dominica, Antigua, and elsewhere, have
not yet come to hand.

Other extra-limital collections received have been a series of very in-

teresting articles of obsidian and stone from the National Museum of

Mexico, and some ancient Japanese stone implements from the Tokio
Museum in Japan.

Of mammals quite a number of specimens have been received, the

most striking of them being a pair each of the blue and white foxes of

Saint Paul's Island, Alaska, from the Alaska Commercial Company;
the skin of a cinnamon bear, from Mr. F. O. Mattesou ; skins of antarctic

seals, from Captain Fuller; and a skeleton of a porpoise of the genus
Tursiops, new to the Museum, from Mr. Alfred N. Lawrence ; two skel-

etons of the grampus, from Mr. Small, of Provincetown ; alcoholic speci-

mens of Platypus and Echidna from Tasmania, &c.

The collections of birds and their eggs received during the year have
been quite abundant, the most noteworthy among them being a speci-
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men of the everglade kite of Florida, from Mr. George A. Boardman.

Dr. James C. Merrill, assistant surgeon. United States Army, has con-

tributed a large collection of birds and eggs from the Lower Eio Grande,

several of them new to science, and others not previously known within

the limits of the United States. Mr. Lucien M. Turner and Mr. Nelson,

of the United States Signal Service, stationed at Saint Michaels, in

Alaska, have also sent in large numbers of the birds of Alaska, includ-

ing many very rare skins.

A series of the birds of Southern Illinois has been received from Mr.

Eobert Eidgway. Colonel Brackett and Mr. Hirst have furnished some

valuable specimens of birds and eggs from Wyoming. From Lieuten-

ant Wheeler and Dr. Hayden have also been received large numbers of

specimens collected in the course of their respective surveys.

The National Museum of Mexico has supplied a large number of species

from that country, several of them not before in the collectiou.

Perhaps the most important contribution of birds is that received from

Frederick A. Ober, as the result of the exi)loration he is now making

in the West Indies under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution.

These were principally obtained from the island of Dominica, and con-

stitute by far the largest series ever gathered in that island, several rep-

resenting new species and others jireviously lacking in the Museum.

Mr. Ober is still in the field, and additional contributions from the other

AVest India islands are expected.

The collections of reptiles have consisted in large part of the speci-

mens obtained under the direction of Lieutenant Wheeler and Professor

Hayden, and transmitted by those officers. The other additions have

consisted principally of turtles and snakes, forwarded at the express re-

quest of the Institution, to serve as models in the series of plaster casts

now in preparation for the Museum. The more important contributors

in this line are Mr. S. N. Ferguson, of the large alligator snapper of the

Lower Mississippi ; Mr. Kohu, of the turtles in the vicinity of New
Orleans 5 Dr. Merrill, of those from the Kio Grande ; Mr. Eichard, of

those from Pennsylvania, &c.

A very large living diamond rattlesnake was obtained through the

assistance of Mr. Way, of Sanford, Fla.; and Mr. Frank W. Heyward,
of South Carolina, supplied a number of living specimens of iSiren.

Of fishes the collections have been very large, embracing, of course,

those gathered by the United States Fish Commission during its labors

in different portions of the country. The summer's work of the Commis-
sion was prosecuted on the coastsof Massachusetts and of Nova Scotia,

and in the intermediate seas, extending over the months of July, August,
and September. Quite a number of fishes not previously described in

the fauna of the country were obtained. Many species in large quan-

tities were gathered to serve the purposes of distribution to museums of

the United States.

The collections of marine invertebrates, gathered under the same aus-
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pices, are also very large. Otber collections made by the commission
consisted of series of the fresh-water fishes of the Columbia and Clack-

amas rivers of Oregon, and the McCloud River of California, gathered

by Mr. Livingston Stone ; of landlocked salmon and other- fishes of

Grand Lake Stream, Maine, by Mr. Charles G. Atkins; and a great

variety of sea-fishes from Wood's Hole, Massachusetts, by Mr. Yinal X.

Edwards, and of the Saint John's Eiver, Florida, by Messrs. Baird and
Milner.

A large number of the stomachs of mackerel, collected by Capt. H. C.

Chester, furnished the means of solving an important problem in regard

to the food of that fish. Collections were also made at various ])oints

by ]\[r. Milner and his assistants of the Commission. Mr. Samuel Powel,

of Newport, who has been engaged for several years in collecting the

fishes of his vicinity, has added many specimens to those already pre-

sented by him to the museum, and furnished much information in

regard to the geographical distribution of species.

Captain Hulbert, who was engaged as pilot on the Speedwell during

her summer's cruise, obtained and transmitted a new species of chi-

mtera, which is now named G. j)luml)6a by Professor Gill. This was
taken on a halibut line, at a depth of several hundred fathoms, off the

coast of iSTova Scotia.

Mr. E. G. Blackford, the well-known fish-dealer of Fulton Market,

New York, has continued his valuable contributions, that have now ex-

tended over a number of years, securing and supplying to the museum
all the rarer and more remarkable fishes received by the New York
dealers. A large number of specimens have been sent by him, as enu-

merated in the list of donations, and furnishing a continued illustration

of that public spirit, liberality, and disinterestedness for which we are

happj' to make a public acknowledgment.

Many specimens of various food-fishes, as salmon, trout, whitefish,

and the like, have been sent by different contributors for the purpose of

meeting an expressed want or of securing identification.

A very interesting series of contributions during the year has con-

sisted of specimens showing the success of the various efforts made un-

der the direction of the United States Fish Commission for the propa-

gation of food-fishes and their introduction into new waters. Among
these may be mentioned a full-grown, true shad caught in the Ohio

Kiver at Louisville, being one of six hundred taken during the summer
under similar circumstances. These were probably derived from the

stock introduced four years previously as young fish into the Allegheny

Eiver in Western New York. This was presented by the fish commis-

sioners of Kentucky through Mr. Pack Thomas.

A shad, also the result of the transfer of young fish to California sev-

eral years ago from the East, was furnished by Mr. Bassett, through Mr,

B. B. Kedding. The latter gentleman also supplied several specimens

of the food-fishes of the Sandwich Islands, of which living specimens
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had been transmitted to the commissioners of California for introduction

into that State.

A salmon, of about twelve pounds weight, caught in the Delaware

Eiver, at Easton, in October, was supplied by Mr. Howard J. Eeeder,

fish commissioner of Pennsylvania. This was supposed to have been

derived from a stock introduced into the river in 1873.

Many other equally interesting cases will be found referred to in the

list of donations, and more especially in the report of the United States

Fish Commissioner for 1877.

A finely-stuffed skin of the adult Ontario salmon Avas presented by Mr.

Samuel Wilmot, of the Canadian fishery department, at New Castle,

Ontario. This was a female, and especially interesting as having fur-

nished a quota of eggs during three successive seasons.

In consequence of an extended exploration of the rivers of Georgia,

the Carolinas, &c., prosecuted by Prof. D. S. Jordan, during the last

summer, in part under the auspices of the United States Fish Commis-
sion, large numbers of species of fish, several of them i^reviously un-

described, were collected, and a series transmitted by Mr. Jordan.

Collections of the fishes of the Great Basin, and of the coast of Cali-

fornia, were received from Lieutenant Wheeler, as the result of his

gatherings in past years.

Of extralimital species, the most important collection of fishes was
one received from Mr. G. Brown Goode, assistant curator of the National

Museum, gathered by him during the past winter in Bermuda. Some
species from the vicinity of the Kerguelen Islands were presented by
Captain Fuller.

Of marine invertebrates, the principal collections were those made by
the United States Fish Commissioner. Some of great interest were

obtained from Col. E. Jewett, of Santa Barbara, Mr. James G. Swan, in

Washington Territory, and others.

The collections of plants were not very extensive ; the most important,

however, were furnished by Lieutenant Wheeler. A valuable contribu-

tion consisted of a series of specimens of Japanese woods, representing

fifty species, and presented by the Tokio Museum of Japan. These,

taken in connection with fifty other species received by the Smithsonian

Institution from the Japanese commission at the Centennial Exhibition,

complete the series of woods of Japan.

Fossil remains of more or less rarity and interest are represented by
a collection of the Black Hills fossils, gathered by Prof. Henry Newton,
whose untimely death science has reason to deplore. To this is to be
added a series from Illinois, collected by Mr. George Spangler.

Numerous collections of minerals have been added to the museum
;

but, for the most part, necessarily stored with the other accumulations

for the want of a proper opportunity of exhibition. The most important

of these consists of a collection illustrating the iron and steel manufac-

tures of Sweden. This constituted the exhibit of that government at
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the exbibition at Vienna, in 1873, It was presented by the commis-
sioner, Mr. Daunfeldt, to the Philadelphia Centennial Commission, but
was not exhibited, having been stored in Philadelphia until the past
summer, when it was presented by the Centennial Board of Finance to

the United States.

This exhibit was quite equal in value to that displayed by Sweden at

Philadelphia, and which became the property of the Institute of Mining
Engineers. The collection, amounting to about fifteen tons in weight,

was carefully packed under the supervision of Mr. Thomas Donaldson,

and forwarded to the Institution.

Messrs. Dunn & Brothers, of Philadelphia, presented three boxes of

China clay from an establishment in England, of which they are the

agents.

Surveyors-General Wasson and Hardenburg have continued their con-

tributions of specimens illustrating the character of the ores in newly-

discovered mining regions in Arizona, &c. Mr. C. W. Derry presented

a collection of silver ores from the J. D. Dana Mine in Colorado. Mr.
Eeynolds, the United States minister to Bolivia, has transmitted a series

of copper ores of that country, and a large number of single specimens

have been received, sent in for the purpose of identification.

It will be seen, from the preceding enumeration and from the list of

donations, that the collections are of varying magnitude, some being

exhaustive and covering all branches of natural history, others limited

to a single department and sometimes to a single specimen. All these,

however, find their place, a single object sometimes being more valuable

than a large collection in supplying an important gap.

The most important sources of supply, as will be understood from what
has already been said, have been the several government expeditions,

particularly those of Lieutenant Wheeler and of Major Powell ; the

articles of general and natural history and ethnology obtained from these

two officers being of very great magnitude and value.

The thanks of the Institution are due for 1877, as in previous years,

to the Alaska Commercial Company, for disinterested and important

services in acting as its agent in receiving and forwarding specimens

and supplies transmitted between the Smithsonian Institution and its

correspondents on or near the Pacific coast of IsTorth America and Asia
;

in giving free transportation on its vessels to their correspondents and
their equipment and collections, as well as subsistence and quarters at

its stations; in supplying objects of natural history, valuable in a scien-

tific point of view as well as commercially; and in every possible way
giving to the Smithsonian Institution the benefit of its organization and
opportunities in the most liberal manner, and, in all cases, without any
charge beyond that required for the reimbursement of moneys actually

paid.

The United States Signal Service, under General Myer, has taken

part, with its usual liberality, in the efforts of the Institution to in-
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crease the kuowledge of the natural history of North America, by allow-

ing it to nominate observers at several of its Northwestern posts, who
possessed the necessary interest and skill to make collections and obser-

vations. Noteworthy among these are Mr. Lucien M. Turner, for several

years stationed at Saint Michaels, in Alaska, and his successor at that

post, Mr. E. W. Nelson.

Single collections have been received from time to time from other

observers in the service. Reference has been made to Dr. J. C. Merrill,

of the United States Army, who made collections on the Lower Eio

Grande, in the vicinity of Brownsville. This gentleman has enabled us

in great measure to complete the work begun years ago by Dr. Berlan-

dier, and continued by Lieut. D. N. Couch, Gen. Stewart Van Vliet,

Mr. J. H. Clark, Mr. Arthur Schott, and other members of the Mexican

Boundary Survey. Although but a short time resident at Fort Brown,

Dr. Merrill has already made a great many important additions to the

known fauna of that region. In this he has been aided by Mr. George

B. Sennett, of Erie, Pa., who has also rendered valuable service to

science.

To Mr. F. Hirst, of Bridger Station, Wyo., we owe many important

contributions of birds, eggs, ethnological specimens, &c. Col. A. G.

Brackett, U. S. A., also stationed in Wyoming, has likewise been a

valued contributor.

Mr. Livingston Stone has added greatly to our knowledge of the fishes

and ethnology of Oregon and California, by his collections in connection

with the operations of the United States Fish Commission.

Lieutenant Wittich has also contributed toward the same end in

Oregon. Mr. James G. Swan, for many years a collaborator of the In-

stitution, and who, in 1875 and 187G, transmitted such extensive collec-

tions of ethnologica for the Centennial Exhibition of the Indian Bureau,

has also made large contributions of various objects, during the year,

from Puget Sound.

The sea-coast has been well explored by the United States Fish Com-
mission on the coasts of Massachusetts and Nova Scotia, while the fishes

of Narragansett Bay and vicinity have been investigated by Mr. Sam-
uel Powel, of Newport.

The collections of birds and ethnologica from the National IMuseum of

Mexico have been already adverted to, and relations have been estab-

lished between the national museums of the two countries, which we
hope will tend to their mutual benefit.

The residence of Mr. G. Brown Goode in Bermuda during the winter

of 1S7G, has been productive of very desirable results ; full series of the

fishes, invertebrates, corals, &c., having been gathered.

The attention of the Smithsonian Institution has for many years been

directed toward a thorough investigation of the natural history and
ethnology of the West India Islands, and extensive explorations and
collections have been effected through its agency in past years, in
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the Bahamas, Jamaica, Cuba, Hayii, St. Domingo, Porto Eico, St.

Thomas, Santa Cruz, and Antigua ; thus covering very hirgely the west-

ern portions of the gronp, or the Greater and Lesser Antilles.

For the purpose of obtaining at least a general idea of the other

islands more eastward, and of having them represented in the IsTational

Museum, the Smithsonian Institution, in the fall of 1S76, made an engage-

ment with Mr. Frederick A. Ober to proceed to that region, and, if pos-

sible, visit every island, large and small, occu[)yiug several years in the

labor. The islands of Dominica, St. Vincent, Barbuda, Antigua, &c.,

have been explored by Mr. Ober up to the present date.

The subjects to which his attention was especially called were the

archaeology and ethnology of the islands, and their vertebrate animals.

He has succeeded in finding remnants of the ancient Carib tribes,

especially in Dominica, and has obtained numerous photographs of the

people and specimens illustrative of their handiwork. His collections

of birds have also been very extensive, embracing several undescribed

species, and others of great rarity, or not previously represented iu the

National Museum.
Eefereuce has been made, iu previous reports, to the large collections

made at the Kergueleu Islands by Dr. J. H. Kidder, while connected

with the Transit of Venus Expedition. Some important deficiencies of

specimens, however, not procurable during Dr. Kidder's visit, have been

obtained, at his request, by Captain Fuller, of the merchant service,

and presented to the Institution.

Scientific investigation of the collections.—As in previous years, the

collections of the Kational Museum have been freely intrusted to com-

petent naturalists for investigation and description; and much has

been accomplished toward their proper classification and identification.

Specimens of certain groups of mammals have been intrusted to Dr.

Elliot Coues, of the United States Army, and Mr. J. A. Allen, of Cam-

bridge, who are preparing a series of monographs for publication, under

the direction of Dr. Hayden. A magnificent quarto by these two gen-

tlemen, forming volume xi of the Reports of the Government Surveys

of the Territories, and occupying 1100 pages, is devoted exclusis'ely to

the ilodentia, the materials derived almost entirely from the ]Sational

Museum.
Other important monographs on the fur-bearing animals and on the

insectivora have been likewise prepared by them.

The birds of xVmerica outside of the United States, and those of the

West Indies, have been p laced iu the hands of Mr. George N. Lawrence

who has published a number of papers upon them, describing several

new species, principally from the collections of Mr. Ober and of Mr. Brace,

of Nassau. Mr. Eidgway, the assistant in charge of the department of

ornithology in the museum, has made investigations into the scientific

relations of the raptores, the herons, &c., and published several mono-

graphs.
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The reptiles have beeu placed in the hands of Prof. E. D. Cope for

investigation.

The fishes have been elaborated by Prof. Theodore Gill, Mr. G. Brown
Goode, Dr. T. H. Bean, and Professor Jordan. The latter gentleman

has i:)repared some important monographs relating to the fresh-water

fishes of the United States from the specimens of the National Museum,
describing many new species.

Mr. William H. Dall has had charge of the Mollusca, and has described

some new species. Others have been submitted to Mr. Thomas Bland.

The marine invertebrates collected by the United States Fish Commis-

sion are in the hands of Prof. A. E. Verrill, of Yale College, the special

collaborator of the Commission. In their examination he has been

assisted by Prof. Sidney I. Smith, of the same institution. Extensive

monographs are in preparation by them, to be published by the Com-
mission.

The sponges have been sent to Professor Hyatt, of Boston, our chief

authority on that subject.

The fossil invertebrates have been investigated by Prof. C. A. White,

the palaeontologist of Dr. Hayden's survey.

In accordance with an arrangement of several years' standing, the

collections of all vegetable substances, and of insects, have been trans-

ferred, as received, to the Department of Agriculture, and these have

been properly elaborated by the officers in charge of the several depart-

ments of its museum.
The ethnological specimens have been studied carefally by Dr. Eau

and Mr. Gushing, in charge of the department of the ethnological col-

lection, Prof. O. T. Mason, and others. Professor Mason has published

a paper, with numerous illustrations, upon the collections from Porto

Rico, in the Smithsonian Eeport for 1876.

Worlc done in the museum.—The force in the museum occupied in the

arrangement of the collections was necessarily diminished on account

of the reduction of the Congressional appropriation, but all those re-

tained have been diligently occupied in cataloguing the collections, in

preparing and arranging them for exhibition, and in identifying and
describing them.

As will be seen by a table in the appendix, the total number of entries

of specimens during the year amounted to 11,398. Although this is

not quite equal to the number recorded in 1876, it is considerably in

excess of the receipts of any previous year.

The labor of receiving the specimens, ascertaining their exact origin,

distributing them among the various departments, giving to them the

treatment necessary for their permanent preservation, and finally their

identification and entry, and deposit in a suitable place, is very great;

no single day passing without some fresh addition of material requir-

ing all these precautions. It is, however, believed that the National

Museum will compare favorably with any establishment of its kind
in the accomplishment of this necessary work with its actual force.
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Distribution of duj)licate specimens.—A very large portion of tbe labor

during the year has been directed toward the selection and labeling,

recording audiiackiug, of duplicate specimens for distribution, in accord-

ance "with the act of Congress providing for the same.

In addition to a large number of single specimens or small series,

supplied as the result of special application, a number of collections

have been prepared embracing many extremely rare and desirable ob-

jects. Among the most important of these may be mentioned twenty-

five sets of fishes, each containing seventy-five to one hundred and

fifty species. These have been carefully identified and labeled, under

the supervision of Professor Gill and Dr. Bean, and have constituted

extremely acceptable additions to the museums to which they have

been sent.

Other series of magnitude consist of birds' eggs, shells, bird-skins, &c.

A large number of series of diatomaceous earths have also been sup-

plied, embracing forty or fifty different localities, many of them unknown
to the investigator. The demand for them is very great, and taxes the

ability of the person in charge to meet it,

Necessity of increased accommodations for tlie imiseum.—The necessity

for more space has already been adverted to in the report for 1876,

where full details will be found on the subject. It may be only neces-

sary here to say that the exigency is greater than ever, in view of the

largely-increased collections of the year and the deterioration caused

to the animal and metallic specimens in consequence of their being

boxed up and out of the reach of proper care. Very serious losses have

already been experienced in the collections of wools, animal fibers, «&c.,

and from the rusting of the specimens of iron and steel, and it is earnestly

hoped that the next report may chronicle the initiation of measures by

Congress for relief in this direction.

At present it is reasonable to estimate that the articles worthy of

exhibition, but withdrawn from view, are several times greater in extent

than those at present displayed, and that a correspondingly enlarged

building is required for their display.

The collections thus withdrawn from exhibition consistnotonly of those

most interesting to the naturalist, but also of such as are of the highest

industrial value to the country, and will add greatly to the means of tech-

nical instruction, embracing as they do illustrations of different kinds of

building-stone, ores of all kinds, earths, china and porcelain clays with

the products derived from them, illustrations of the animal products of

the country in the way of furs, oils, gelatines, glues, fibers, hair, bristles,

chemical products, &c., and a great variety of articles to which refer-

ence is made in the report for 1870.

FISH CULTURE.

The labors of the United States Fish Commission, under Professor

Baird's direction, have been prosecuted through the year with very sat-

isfactorv results.
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As in previous years, the operatioDs have been carried on under two

distinct divisions: first, the inquiry into the condition of the American

fisheries; and secondly, the multiplication of useful food-fishes in the

rivers and lakes of the United States.

The first division embraces a critical examination into the physical

and biological character of the waters, such as the determination of

their temperature in different seasons, their currents, their chemical

composition, the character of the bottom, and the precise nature of the

animal and vegetable life occurring therein, with their mutual relations;

as also the influences which may tend to affect the abundance and the

distribution of the fish in different seasons, whether by natural causes,

artificial impediments or obstructions, or by excessive fishing. Work
in this direction has been conducted since 1871, and has resulted in

supplying a minute and satisfactory knowledge of the character of the

coast and off-shore portions of the United States, from the Bay of Fundy
to Long Island Sound, and other portions of the sea-coast and of the

lakes have been investigated in a less elaborate manner.

The operations in regard to the propagation of food-fishes relate espe-

cially to the introduction of California salmon, Atlantic salmon, land-

locked salmon, and whitefish into new waters, or their multiplication in

those that have been depleted. Special attention, also, in later years,

has been directed to the European carp, a well known and favorite

domesticated fish, and promising to be an important addition to the

food resources of the United States.

The usual operations of the Fish Commission, in its maritime work
duriug 1877, were somewhat modified by the attendance of Professor

Baird on the International Fishery Convention on the part of Great

Britain and the United States, at Halifax, by the request of the Secre-

tary of State.

Under the law of Congress, which directs all needed aid to be fur-

nished, as far as practicable, to the United States Fish Commission in

its varied operations, by the executive departments of the government,

the Secretary of the iJvavy has for several years supplied a steamer,

completely equipped for use, and in the season of 1877 a much larger

vessel than nsual was detailed at the request of the Secretary of State;

this was the tug Speedwell, an iron propeller of 310 tons and of great

stanchness, and thoroughly fitted for her work. She was equipped for

the special service at the navy-yard in Portsmouth, X. H., under the

direction of Commodore Guest, and the scientific apparatus formerly

used on board the United States steamer Blue Light was transferred to

her at New Loudon. She was commanded by Lieutenant-Commander
A. G. Kellogg, with Dr. T. H. Sheets as surgeon, and Mr. A. V. Zane
as engineer. The vessel reported for duty on the 31st of July, at Salem,

at which point Professor Baird had been stationed for a month, engaged
in the preliminary work of the commission prior to proceeding to Hali-

fax. This consisted, in part, in the collection of statistical information
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in regard to the present condition of the American fisheries, for which

purpose circulars were printed and distributed very extensively along

the coast, and several competent agents were detailed for making the

necessary inquiries.

As in previous years, Prof. A. E. Verrill, of Yale College, assisted by
Mr. E. B. Wilson, took special charge of the investigations in regard to

the marine invertebrates, while Mr. G. Brown Goode and Dr. T. H.
Bean discharged a similar relation to the vertebrates. A number of

trips were made by the vessel from Salem, which resulted in the dis-

covery of some new and extensive fishing-grounds of much value, which

it is believed will in time be utilized in the interest of the American

fisheries.

Professor Baird proceeded to Halifax about the middle of August,

where he was joined by the Speedwell on the 22d, from which point a

new series of researches was carried on tending to still further elucidate

the fisheries of the United States and of the British possessions.

The opportunity furnished by the presence of many intelligent fisher-

men and other witnesses called on both sid es by the convention, was
embraced by Professor Baird to secure information in regard to the

condition, extent, and location of the American fisheries and the details

of their prosecution , and enabled him to collect material for an ex-

haustive work on the subject, to be published at some future time in

the report of the commission.

Professor Baird's duties in Washington required his return from

Halifax a short time before the close of the convention, and he left on

the 20th of October for home, the steamer Speedwell having proceeded

to Salem on the 13th ; and, after remaining a few days and carrying on

some investigations in regard to the habits and distribution of the sea-

herring, she reported herself at Portsmouth and was taken out of com-

mission.

The season of 1877 was unusually productive in the increase of our

knowledge of the natural history of the coast ; a number of species

having been added to previous lists, a considerable proportion new to

science.

The work of the commission in the direction of the propagation of

food-fishes began in April with the shad, an establishment having been

formed at Havre de Grace, in the Susquehanna, where 11,000,000 of

young shad were hatched out and distributed throughout the United

States. During this season an entirely new system of hatching shad,

invented by Mr. T. B. Ferguson, fish commissioner of Maryland, was
put into successful operation. In this the necessary motion required by
the eggs is imparted by steam machinery, which causes a cylindrical

vessel in which the eggs are placed to rise and fall in the water with a

proper degree of velocity. In this way many practical difficulties in

the hatching of shad in open bays and elsewhere are overcome.

The work of hatching shad at Havre de Grace was prosecuted with

the assistance of Mr. Ferguson, while the shipment and distribution of

4 s
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the young fish was directed by Mr. J. W. Milner, Assistant United

States Fish Commissioner.

Aft^r completing operations at Havre de Grace, the commission,

under Mr. Milner, transferred its operations to Holyoke, in Massachu-

setts, which resulted in about the average success.

The yield of eggs of the California salmon from the United States

establishment situated on the McCloud Eiver, in Northern California,

was not so large as usual, in consequence of the interference with the

upward run of the fish by some canning establishments on the Lower

Sacramento. Between five and six millions of eggs, however, were se-

cured and duly distributed. These were sent to all parts of the United

States, as also to Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the Sandwich Isl-

ands, Germany, France, England, and the Netherlands.

Nothing was done during the year with the Atlantic salmon, although

the establishment at Bucksport was kept in repair.

Unusual success was experienced in the collection of eggs of the land-

locked salmon in the Grand Lake Stream in Eastern Maine, about two

millions having been secured and distributed to fish commissioners and

other parties in a large number of States. This work was prosecuted

in co-operation with the fish commissioners of Massachusetts and Con-

necticut, who bore a share of the expense.

In the early part of the year Mr. Eudolph Hessel, an experienced fish

culturist, was sent to Germany to obtain a supply of the German carp,

and he brought back several hundred of the best varieties. These were

placed temporarily in certain ponds in Druid Hill Park, Baltimore, un-

der the care of Mr. T. B. Ferguson.

For the further treatment of these fish, and the multiplication of sufii-

cient numbers to commence distributing them throughout the United

States, Congress, in the latter part of the year, granted to the commis-

sion the use of the ponds on the Monument lot, in the city of Washing-

ton, and made an appropriation to fit them up properly. Work has

been begun upon these ponds, and it is hoped that in the course of the

year 1878 a successful beginning may be made in the way of distribu-

tion of fish from them.

The labors of the United States Fish Commission can scarcely be too

highly estimated. A very large and increasing portion of human life is

sustained by the product of the water, especially of shores and rivers.

Organic matter necessary to the sustentation of life is produced by

radiation from the sun in connection with plants, but a large portion of

this is carried into the waters of rivers and that of the sea, by sewage

and drainage, and can only be reclaimed for human use by the produc-

tion of fishes. Hence, with the increase of population of civilized coun-

tries, the art of breeding and catching fish becomes as important,

almost, as the extension of arable land and the improvement of agri-

culture. Indeed, it becomes in some respects more valuable than these,

since it supplies food differing from that of the land; and, therefore,

adds to the variety of the means for gratifying the palate.
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The improvement which has been made in the art of producing fish is,

truly wonderful. Rivers, ponds, and lakes which are almost entirely-

barren or inhabited only by fish of but little value may be filled to reple-

tion and kept full by judicious arrangement of the time of catching.

The rules, however, for the art of fish culture are founded on scientific

observations relative to the natural history of fish, and especially in

regard to one principle, namely: that nature, to preserve a species, is

prodigal in the production of individuals. This is especially true in

regard to fishes; for example, from a single shad may be stripped 10,000

eggs which, being left exposed to all the enemies to which they are sub-

jected, will yield not more than 50 young individuals able to feed them-

selves, and not more than 5 adult fish capable of reproduction, while

the same number of eggs hatched by artificial means ought to yield

9,500 youug fish, with a reasonable expectation of 950 adults.

The subject of fish culture has, however, but lately attracted the

attention of the general government, the first small appropriation in

regard to it having been made in 1872. It has, however, been extended

year by year by small additional appropriations, and has now attracted

such attention that the country will demand a still wider extension of

its labors.

In this connection I would draw attention to the immense importance

of the National Museum as an educational establishment. Specimens of

every variety of fish in the different waters of the United States are sent

by the employes of the Fish Commission to Washington in a fresh con-

dition, and from them molds are immediately made in plaster from

which again models are cast and painted to give exact representations

in form and color of the original specimens. In this way in the course

of a limited time a full set of all the edible fish of North America will

be obtained, as well as models of those of a similar character from other

countries. In addition to this, the National Museum has now in its

possession ready for exhibition when a new building shall be provided,

specimens of all the apparatus used in all the different countries of the

world for the capture and utilization, as well as the propagation of fish.

The importance of such a collection as a means of diffusing and im-

proving practical ideas can scarcely be too highly estimated.

CONCLUSION.

It will be seen from the i^eport of Professor Baird that a large amount
of his time has been expended in labor for the general government, in,

relation to American fisheries.
*

Almost from the first organization of the Institution until the present

time the officers of the Institution have rendered service to the general

government without additional salary. For several years past the Sec-

retary has devoted the greater part of the summer to investigations on
sound in its application to fog-signals, in connection with the Light-

House Board.
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These investigations have been made along the coast on light-house

steamers, with the assistance of members and officers of the light-house

establishment. During the last year a series of experiments were made

along the coast of Maine, which served to establish some new principles,

as well as to confirm previous results.

From all the experiments which have been made by the Light-House

Board in regard to the transmission of sound in free air and those

•derived from other observations which can be fully relied upon, the

following conclusions may be considered established, subject, however,

to such further modification and extension as subsequent investigation

may seem to indicate:

" 1. The audibility of sound at a distance (the state of the atmosphere

being constant) depends upon the character of the souud. The distance

through which a sound may be heard is governed by the pitch, the

loudness, and the quantity of sound. The pitch or frequency of the

impulses in a given time must not be too high, otherwise the amplitude

of vibration will be too small to allow a sufficient quantity of air to be

put into motion ; neither must the pitch be too low, for in this case the

motion of the atoms of air in the sound-wave will not be sufficiently rapid

to convey the impulse to a great distance. Again, the greater the loud-

ness of the sound, which depends upon the amplitude of the vibrations

of the sounding body, the greater will be the distance at which it will be

heard. And finally, the greater the quantity of souud, which depends

upon the magnitude of the vibrating surface, the greater will be the

distance to which it is audibly transmitted. These results are derived

from observations on the siren, the reed-trumpet, and the automatic

buoy. The effect of quantity of sound is shown in the fact that in

sounding different instruments at the same time, it was found that two

sounds apparently of the same loudness were heard at very different

distances. The audibility of sound depends upon the state of the

atmosphere.

2. A condition most favorable to the transmission of sound is that of

perfect stillness and uniform density and temperature throughout.

This is shown by the observations of Parry and other Arctic explorers;

although in this case an efficient and co-operating cause is doubtless

the downward refraction of sound due to the greater coldness of the

lower strata of air, as first pointed out by Professor Eeynolds. Air,

however, is seldom in a state of uniform density, but is pervaded by
local currents, due to contact with portions of the earth unequally

heated, and from the refractions and reflections to which the sound-

wave is subjected in its passage through such a medium it is broken up
and lost to the ear at a less distance.

3. But the most efficient cause of the loss of audibility is the direct

effect produced by the wind. As a general rule, a sound is heard far-

ther when moving with the wind than when moving against it. This

effect, which is in conformity with ordinary observation, is not due to
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an increase of velocity of the sound-wave in one direction and a dimi-

nution in the other by the motion of the wind except in an imperceptible

degree; for since sound moves at the rate of about seven hundred and
fifty miles an hour, a wind of seven miles and a half an hour could in-

crease or diminish the velocity of the sound-wave only one per cent.,

while the effect observed is in some cases several hundred per cent. It

is, however, due to a change in its direction. Sound moving with the

wind is refracted or thrown down toward the earth; while moving
against the wind it is refracted upward and passes over the head of the

observer, so as to be heard at a distance at an elevation of several hun-

dred feet when inaudible at the surface of the earth.

4. Although, as a general rule, the sound is heard farther when mov-

ing with the wind than when moving against it, yet in some instances

the sound is heard farthest against the wind, but this ijhenomenon is

shown to be due to a dominant upper wind, blowing at the time in an

opposite direction to that at the surface of the earth. These winds are

not imaginary productions invented to explain the phenomena, but

actual existences, established by observation, as in the case of the ex-

periments made at Sandy Hook in 1874, by means of balloons, and from

the actual motion of the air in the case of northeast storms, as observed

at stations on the coast of Maine.

5. Although sound issuing from the mouth of a trumpet is at first con-

centrated in a given direction, yet it tends to spread so rapidly, that at

the distance of three or four miles it fills the whole space of air inclosed

within the circuit of the horizon, and is heard behind the trumpet nearly

as well as at an equal distance in front of its mouth. This fact pre-

cludes the use of concave reflectors as a means of increasing the inten-,

sity of sound in a given direction ; for although at first they do give an

increase of sound in the direction of the axis, it is only for a compara-

tively short distance.

6. It has been established, contrary to what has formerly been thought

to be the case, that neither fog, snow, hail, nor rain materially interferes

with the transmission of loud sounds. The siren has been heard at a

greater distance during the prevalence of a dense and widely-extended

fog than during any other condition of the atmosphere. This may, how-
ever, be attributed to the uniform density and stillness of the air at the

time.

7. In some cases sound-shadows are produced by projecting portions

of land or by buildings situated near the origin of the sound, but these

are closed in by the spread of the sound-waves, and thus exhibit the

phenomenon of sound being heard at a distance and afterwards lost on
a nearer approach to the station.

8. It frequently happens that on a vessel leaving a station the sound
is suddenly lost at a point in its course, and after remaining inaudible

some time, is heard again at a greater distance, and is then gradually

lost as the distance is farther increased. This phenomenon is only ob-

served when the sound is moving against the wind, and is therefore
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attributed to the upward refraction of the sound-wave, which passes

over the head of the observer and continues an upward course until it

nearly reaches the upper surface of the current of wind, when the refrac-

tion will be reversed and the sound sent downward to the earth ; or

the effect may be considered as due to a sound-shadow produced by re-

fraction, which is gradually closed in at a distance by the lateral spread

of the sound-wave near the earth, on either side, in a direction which

is not affected by the upward refraction. Another explanation may be

found in the probable circumstance of the lower sheet of sound-beams

being actually refracted into a serpentine or undulating course, as sug-

gested in the Appendix to the Report of the Light-House Board for 1875.

Such a serpentine course would result from successive layers of unequal

velocity in an opposing wind; as being retarded at and near the sur-

face of the earth, attaining its maximum velocity at the height of a

few hundred feet, and then being again retarded at greater elevations

by the friction of upper counter-currents, or stationary air. In some

cases the phenomenon is due to one or the other of these causes, and in

other cases to both combined. That it is not due to the obstructing or

screening effects of an abnormal condition of the atmosphere is shown

by the fact that a sound transmitted in an opposite direction, through

what is called the region of silence, passes without obstruction. It is

probable, from all the observations, that in all cases of refraction of a

sound moving against the wind, it tends again to descend to the earth

by the natural spread of the sound.

9. The existence of a remarkable phenomenon has been established,

which is exhibited in all states of the atmosphere during rain, snow,

and dense fog, to which has been given the name of aerial echo. It con-

sists of a distinct echo, apparently from a space near the horizon of

fifteen or twenty degrees in azimuth, directly in the prolongation of the

axis of the trumpet. The loudness of this echo depends upon the loud-

ness and quantity of the original sound, and therefore it is produced

with the greatest distinctness by the siren. It cannot be due to the

accidental position of a flocculent portion of atmosphere nor the direct

reflection from the crests of the waves, as was at first supposed, since

it is always heard except when the wind is blowing a hurricane.

As a provisional explanation, the hypothesis has been adopted that

in the natural spread of the waves of sound some of the rays must take

such a curvilinear course as to strike the surface of the water in an

opposite direction and thus be reflected back to the station or location

of the origin of the sound."

Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH HENRY,

Secretary Sinithsonian Institutmi.
Washington, January, 1878.
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GOVERNMENT EXPLORATIONS IN 1877.

In accordance with the law of organization of the Institution, all the

specimens that are brought to Washington by the various government
surveys and expeditions are turned over to the National Museum in

charge of the Smithsonian Institution, and, therefore, accounts are here

given of the Government explorations during the past year under the di-

rection of Professor Hayden, Professor Powell, and Lieutenant Wheeler,
furnished by the directors of the explorations.

THE WORK OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL
SURVEY OF THE TERRITORIES, UNDER THE DIRECTION OF PROF. F.

V. HAYDEN, DURING THE SEASON OF 1877.

On the completion of the work in Colorado in 1876, it was determined
that the work should continue northward into Idaho and Wyoming
Territories. The belt of country along the fortieth parallel, including

the Union Pacific Railroad, having been explored in detail by the sur-

vey of the fortieth parallel under Clarence King, it was deemed best to

commence at the northern boundary of that work and continue north-

ward and westward.

The survey was divided into five parties for field, geological, and to[)o-

graphical work, besides several parties for special investigation. The
following notes present the salient features of the summer's work

:

Primary triangulation.—The primary triangulation party in charge

of Mr. A. D. Wilson, chief topographer of the survey, took the field from
Rawlins Springs, Wyo. Near this place a base-line was carefully meas-

ured and from this a net- work of triangles was extended to the north

and west. After completing the work in the vicinity of Rawlins, the

party marched northward, making stations on Seminoe and Whiskey
Peaks, and thence traveled westward to Yellow Butte, where another

station was located. From this point the work was carried to the Wind
River Range. Three stations were made on the more prominent points

of this range with much difiiculty, owing to the great quantities of snow
found in these mountains during the month of June—the time the party
was working there.

Continuing the work northward and westward, stations were made
on the Grosventre and Wyoming Ranges and on Caribou Mountain and
Mount Putnam near Fort Hall. After refitting at the latter place the

party marched south via Soda Springs to the valley of Bear Lake, where
another base-line was measured and connected with the work as brought
forward from the Rawlins base.

After occupying Mount Preuss, Soda, Paris, and North Logan Peaks,

the party marched to Evanston where a connection was made with the
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astronomical station made at this point by the boundary survey of Wyo-

ming. Stations were also made on Medicine Butte and Ogden Peak,

thus connecting with the primary triangulation of the fortieth parallel

survey. From Evanston the party moved eastward, occupying Pilot

and Black Buttes, again visitiug Separation Peak near Eawlins, thus

bringing the work back to the point of beginning where the party was
disbanded and the train sent into winter quarters at Cheyenne.

Mr. Wilson has finished the preliminary computations of his work,

and a chart, showing the results, has been published. Twenty-six points

were occupied, while many others were located by foresights, among
them the Grand T6ton and Washakie Needles.

The triangulation covered an area ofabout 28,000 square miles, extend-

ing from longitude lOT"^ to 112° and between north latitude 41° 10' and
43° 50'.

Stone monuments were built on all occupied points for future refer-

ence, and when the final computations are made, the latitude and longi-

tude of all these points will be given, with azimuths and distances

between the points.

Topography.—The topographical field-work of the past season was car-

ried on by three parties, to each of which a definite area was assigned to

be surveyed. These areas were approximately in the form of rectangles,

limited by meridians and parallels of latitude. Each of them contained

about 11,000 square miles. That assigned to the Teton division, in

charge of Mr. G. E. Bechler, lay between the meridians of 109° 30' and
112° and the parallels 43° and 44° 15'. This area comprises nearly all

the country about the sources of Snake Eiver, including the very rugged
range of the Teton Mountains and the northern half of the Wind Eiver

Mountains. From the character of the country, being nearly all moun-
tainous, and much obstructed by living and fallen timber, work was
necessarily slow, yet Mr. Bechler succeeded in surveying nearly 6,000

square miles up to the early part of September, when he was obliged to

stop work and leave the country, owing to the proximity of Joseph's

band of hostile Indians. About one-third of the area surveyed by this

division lies south of the Snake and west of Salt Eiver. The remainder

includes the greater part of the most rugged mountains, among them
the Tetons and a portion of the Wind Eiver Eange.
That portion of the district lying south of Snake Eiver consists of the

northern ends of two mountain-ranges, known as the Blackfoot and
Caribou ranges, with their adjacent valleys. These ranges have the

normal trend
; are here scarcely high enough (6,000 to 8,000 feet above

sea-level) to be dignified with the name of mountains, and are bare of

timber and grass-covered. All this section is fine grazing-land, and in

the valleys are large areas of arable laud.

North of the Snake are several fine valleys, well watered from the

snow-fields of the high mountains, among which are Pierre's and Jack-

son's Holes ; but the mass of the country is made up of mountains.
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As a rule, the valleys are narrow, mere cauons in very many cases. The
mountains are everywhere heavily timbered with pine and spruce.

During the season, Mr. Bechler occupied 60 stations, and measured
7,340 horizontal and 5,700 vertical angles.

The area assigned to the Green Kiver division, in charge of Mr. Henry
Gannett, lay between the meridians of 109° 30' and 112° 00' and the

parallels of latitude of 41° 45' and 43° 00', being directly south of that

of the Teton division. This district includes the northern half of the

Green Eiver Basin ; nearly all the drainage area of the Bear, and sev-

eral large branches of the Snake, comprising portions of the three

Territories Wyoming, Idaho, and Utah. The country being especially

well adapted to this class of surveying, work was pushed very rapidly,

so that, after flnishiug his district, Mr. Gannett was enabled to carry the

work westward over the valleys of the Portneuf and Malade, with their

bounding ranges.

With the exception of the Green Eiver Basin, which is a broad, flat

expanse of sage and grass, the country consists of a succession of par-

allel ranges of mountains, with the normal Rocky Mountain trend, sep-

arated by broad valleys. The valleys are fertile, and easily irrigated,

while everywhere there is a bountiful supply of water. The average ele-

vation of these valleys is from 4,000 to 6,000 feet, while the mountains
rise to heights ranging from 8,000 to 11,000 feet.

The lower mountain-ranges are grass-covered, while the higher ones

are well timbered, in some cases even densely timbered, with heavy
spruce and pine. The area of irrigable land is, by a rough estimate, ten

per cent, of the district, while at least three-fourths of it is suitable for

grazing. In surveying this area, Mr. Gannett made 347 stations of all

grades of importance, building monuments on 53 of the principal ones

for future reference by the land surveys, or other purposes.

The district assigned to the Sweetwater division, under Mr. George
B. Chittenden, lay between meridians 107° 00' and 109° 30' and parallels

41° 45' and 43° 00', being east of that last described. It includes the

southern half of the Wind Eiver Eange, the valleys of Wind Eiver and
the Sweetwater, with the Sweetwater Mountains and the desert-like

plateaus about the continental divide south of the latter. Of this area

nearly all or between 10,000 and 11,000 square miles were surveyed.

Of this district, a rough estimate makes five-eighths desert country, two
eighths mountainous, of value only for its timber, or, hypothetically, for

its mineral contents, and one-eighth only valuable as pasture or agricul-

tural land. In surveying this area, Mr. Chittenden made nearly 200

stations. Between 80 and 90 of these were marked permanently by
stone monuments for future reference.

As heretofore, attention has been paid to the economic value of the

land surveyed. Map notes and sketches indicate the extent of land

suitably situated for irrigation, and as all streams of any magnitude are

gauged, and their slopes measured, the data for estimates of the amount
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of arable land are at hand. Areas of pasture and timber land are also

noted.

During tlie whole season, of four mouths' duration, the weather was
unexceptiouably favorable for the prosecution of the work ; scarcely a

day was lost from bad weather by any of the parties.

The total area surveyed during the season, and to be mapped during

the winter, was about 29,000 square miles, a very considerable addition

to our knowledge of the Western country.

In succeeding years the work is to be extended toward the north,

east, and west.

Geologi/.—The geological field-work of the survey for 1877 was as-

signed to Dr. F. M. Endlich, Prof. Orestes H. St. John, and Dr. A. C.

Peale, in the Sweetwater, Teton, and Green Eiver districts respectively.

Many interesting geological facts were observed which will be detailed

in the annual report of the survey.

The Sweetwater district comprised a well diversified country. The
eastern portion of the Green River Basin was found to be underlaid

with Tertiary formations, with isolated volcanic eruptions at several

points. The prevailing westerly winds of the region have resulted in

the formation of sand dunes wherever the configuration of the country

has offered an obstacle to the progress of the sand that is formed from

the readily disintegrating Tertiary sandstones. On the eastern side of

the Wind River Mountains a full series of the sedimentary formations

was noted, beginning with the Silurian, and numerous stratigraphical

phenomena were observed and studied with a view to the determina-

tion of the age of the mountain-range.

Camp Stambaugh, at the south end of the range, is located within

the area of the oldest metamorphic rocks of the district In these, gold

has been found in varying quantities for the last ten years, and, at one

time, the region was the scene of considerable mining excitement.

The western side of the Wind River Mountains was found to be very

interesting on account of the remains of enormous ancient glaciers.

Moraines, covering many square miles, and often a thousand feet in

thickness, extend downward through narrow valleys that now contain

rushing streams. Striation, grooving, and mirror-like polish of rock in

sitUj denote the course taken by the moving ice-fields that have left

these marks of their former existence. From all indications, the cessa-

tion of glacial activity must have occurred within a comparatively recent

time. Scarcely any vegetation has sprung up on the light glacial soil,

and the characteristic distribution of erratic material bears every evi-

dence of " freshness."

All along the Sweetwater River the characteristic Sweetwater group

of the Tertiary was found, continuing northward to the hills opposite

Semiuoe Pass. These hills were found to be projections of granite that

during the Tertiary epoch, and probably long before, existed as islands

in a widely extended sea.

On the south side of the Sweetwater, in the Seminoe Hills, the older
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sedimentary formations were noted. In the region between tbe Seminoe
Hills and Eawlins, on the Union Pacific Eailroad, an interesting group
of mud-springs, analogous to the mud-puffs of the Geyser region, were
seen. About four hundred of these curious springs were found and ex-

amined.

After finishing his work with the field-party, Dr. Endlich visited the

coal-mines near Evanstou, Wyo., to examine the coal-bearing rocks of

that region.

The Green Eiver district lies directly west of the Sweetwater district.

With the exception of a small area of granite, along the southwestern

side of the Wind Eiver Mountains, and some basaltic flows in the north-

western portion of the district, the rocks are sedimentary. The Green
Eiver Basin was the first area surveyed. The prevailing formation was
found to be the Green Eiver group of the Tertiary, underlaid by the

Wahsatch. Toward the south, buttes of the Bridger clays rest on the

Green Eiver marls and sandstones. They are the northern outliers of

the extensive Bridger areas found farther southward.

On the northeast, the Tertiary beds rest on the granites of the Wind
Eiver Mountains, the line of junction being considerably obscured by
morainal material. One of the most interesting points noted in the

Green Eiver Basin was on its west side, where the Wahsatch Tertiary

is seen resting uncouformably on Jurassic and Cretaceous strata. At
one point. Carboniferous fossils were obtained from bowlders of lime-

stone found in a conglomerate in the Wahsatch group. These were

derived without doubt from the Carboniferous limestones of the mount-
ains that stand a short distance to the westward, and which must once

have formed a portion of the shore-line of the lake filling the Green
Eiver Basin.

An arm of this Tertiary lake extended up Harris Fork of the Green
Eiver, where Green Eiver and Wahsatch beds are found in horizontal

position. In the Green Eiver shales, at several localities, good collec-

tions of fossil fish and insects were found, among which were many new
species.

The region of the Blackfoot Eiver, in the northwestern part of the

district, is covered in all its lowest portions with flows of basalt which
had their origin in craters that still show between the Blackfoot, Bear,

and Portueuf Eivers. The pouring out of this basalt must have occurred

either during or just prior to the present period, as there has been but

little if any change in the surface since the eruption. On the Portneuf

Eiver a narrow tongue of basalt extends almost to Snake Eiver Valley.

The surface of this basalt slopes somewhat, but not so much as the pres-

ent bed of the Portneuf. The lower valley of the Portneuf is interesting

from the fact that it is probably one of the ancient outlets of the great

lake that once filled the Salt Lake Basin and extended across into

Cache Valley. In Cache Valley and Malade Valley, modern Tertiary

deposits are found jutting against the mountains, and in the central por-
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tions of the valleys they seem to pass gradually iuto the more modern

deposits.

The interesting soda-springs at the bend of Bear Eiver were carefully

examined.

Although the area surveyed by the Green Eiver division was large,

comprising about 13,000 square miles, large collections of fossils (many
of them new) were made. Notes were obtained for the preparation of

a geological map of the area, and data collected for the elucidation of

many interesting problems in relation to the age of the mountains.

Coal-outcrops were noted at a number of localities, on some of the

branches of the Upper Bear Eiver and of Green Eiver. The famous salt-

works on a branch of Salt Eiver were also examined.

Professor St. John reports the Teton district to be one of great inter-

est. He found extensive areas covered with rocks of igneous origin, ba-

salts, and trachytes.

The Snake Eiver plains are everywhere floored with basaltic rocks.

They extend up the valley of the Snake as far as the lower basin, where
they are succeeded by other volcanics, mainly trachytes. The latter are

observed inclining at greater or less angles and appear to be more an-

cient than the basalts. The Blackfoot Valley and the valley depressions

between the Blackfoot Mountains and the Caribou Eange are floored

with basalts in every way similar to those occurring in the Snake Eiver

plains. These extend southward iuto Dr. Peale's district.

Ehyolitic products were found at a few localities. In one instance the

eruptive matter appears as a dike in the crest of a low, short ridge be-

tween the Blackfoot and Caribou Eanges, its eruption having tilted the

sedimentary deposits into an anticlinal ridge.

In Caribou Mountain, also, interesting phenomena were observed. The
mountain is a mouoclinal ridge, made up of sedimentaries, between
whose strata the igneous material is intruded, appearing from a distance

like veritable beds of deposition, while the bulk of the west portion of

the mountain appears to consist of an enormous mass of erujDtive mat-

ter thrust up from below. This mountain would therefore appear to be

another instance of local outburst, similar to those brought to light by
the survey in Western and Southwestern Colorado.

Extensive areas of the district are occupied by sedimentary or strati-

fied rocks, which were referred to the Lower Silurian, Carboniferous,

Jura-Triassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary ages. These rocks have been
subjected to considerable folding and displacements in the different por-

tions of the district.

One of the most interesting discoveries was that of the presence of

Qsh-remains in the Lower Carboniferous. Several forms were found,

identical with or closely allied to Keokuk species of the genera Cladodus,

Petalodus, Anthlodus, and Helodus.

In the upper basin of Snake Eiver, Tertiary lacustrine beds occur.

These are probably the equivalents of the lake- beds of Dr. Hay den.

The Teton Eange was examined and found to be a gigantic monoclinal
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ridge, with a metamorphic and granitic nucleus, which forms a lofty,

exceedingly rugged, jagged crest, extending in a north and south direc-

tion three-fourths the length of the range, culminating in Mount Hayden.
In Jackson's Basin, east of the Teton Eange, a vast accumulation of

morainal matter was noted. Along the west side of the basin, extensive

morainal accumulations occur, which have been cut into beautiful ter-

races by Snake Eiver.

Calcareous tufa, indicating the presence of springs, was found at the

mouth of Salt Eiver, in a small basin east of Lincoln Valley, &c.
None of these, however, are comparable with the enormous spring de-

posits met with at the northeastern foot of the Wind Eiver Mountains,

in the upper portion of the Wind Eiver Valley, which were hastily ex-

amined late in the season.

The geological notes given above present only the salient features of

the season's work.

Paleontology.—During the past year the prosecution of paleontological

investigation in the field has constituted a prominent feature of the

work. This investigation embraces not only a collection and study of

the fossil remains, but also the application of such study to the correla-

tion of the geological formations that occupy the different districts that

have from year to year been surveyed by various parties. Dr. C. A.
White, the paleontologist of the survey, has been placed in chage of this

branch of the work, which he pursued in the field during the whole of

last season. The region studied by him is briefly as follows : That por-

tion of the great plain which lies adjacent to the east base of the Eocky
Mountains between Cheyenne and a point 25 or 30 miles south of Den-
ver ; a portion of Middle Park ; the district drained by Tampa and
White Eivers into the Green ; the district which lies adjacent to the

southern base of the Uinta range of mountains j that which lies adja-

cent to the northern side of those mountains ; a large part of the Green
Eiver Basin, and eastward as far as Eawlins Station on the Union
Pacific Eailroad.

The results have been very gratifying; among the more important of

which is the definition of the paleontological boundaries of certain of the

groups of strata, especially those of the Laramie group, over a large area,

including both sides of the Eocky Mountains. He has demonstrated
the fact that at least the lower portion of the Fort Union group, the
Lignitic group of Colorado east of the Eocky Mountains, and the Lara-
mie group of King west of those mountains, including the great Bitter
Creek series of beds, all belong to one period, and which are included
under the general name of Laramie group.

In the valley of Lake Fork south of the Uinta Mountains, he found
the Bridger group well exposed, and in the valley of the Du Chesne, the

Green Eiver group. Both these groups have there the peculiar litholog-

ical characteristics that distinguish them in the Green Eiver Basin north
of the Uintas.

Important collections of fossils were made by Dr. White, comprising
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many new forms, and also many interesting types. Some important

data were also obtained, showing the early differentiation and extraor-

dinary persistence of fresh-water and land molluscan types. A discus-

sion of these and other kindred questions will appear in his paleontolog

ical reports.

Fossil entomology.—Messrs. S. H. Scudder, of Cambridge, and F. 0.

Bowditch, of Boston, spent two months in Colorado, Wyoming, and

Utah, in explorations for fossil insects, and in collecting recent Coleop-

tera and Orthoptera, especially in the higher regions. They made large

collections of recent insects at different points along the railways from

Pueblo to Cheyenne and from Cheyenne to Salt Lake, as well as at Lakin,

Kans., Garland and Georgetown, Colo., and in various parts of the

South Park and surrounding region.

For want of time, they were obliged to forego an anticipated trip to

White River, to explore the beds of fossil insects known to exist there.

Ten days were spent at Green River and vicinity in examining the Ter-

tiary strata for fossil insects, with but poor results ; the Tertiary beds of

the South Park yielded but a single determinable insect, but near Flo-

rissant the Tertiary basin, described by Dr. A. C. Peale in the annual

report of the survey for 1873, was found to be exceedingly rich in insects

and plants.

In company with Rev. Mr. Lakes, of Golden, Mr. Scudder spent several

days in a careful survey of this basin, and estimates the insect-bearing

shales to have an extent at least fifty times as great as those of the

famous locality at Oeningen in Southern Bavaria. From six to seven

thousand insects and two or three thousand plants have already been

received from Florissant, and as many more will be received before the

close of the year.

Mr. Scudder was also able to make arrangements in jjerson with par-

ties who have found a new and very interesting locality of Tertiary strata

in Wyoming, to send him all the specimens they work out, and he con-

fidently anticipates receiving several thousand insects from them in the

course of the coming winter. The specimens from this locality are re-

markable for their beauty. There is, therefore, every reason to believe

the Tertiary strata of the Rocky Mountain region are richer in remains
of fossil insects than any other country in the world, and that within a

few months the material at hand for the elaboration of the work on fossil

insects, which Mr. Scudder has in preparation for the survey, will be
much larger than was ever before subject to the investigation of a single

naturalist.

Fossil botany.—Prof. Leo Lesquereux has been engaged during the

past year in studies of the tertiary flora. These are now completed,

and his monograph has been issued from the press.

Botany.—The botany of the Survey was represented the past season

by the two great masters of that department. Sir Joseph D. Hooker,
director of the Kew Gardens, England, and president of the Royal
Society of London 5 and Prof. Asa Gray, of Cambridge, Mass. Their
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examinations extended over a great portion of Colorado, Wyoming, Utah
Nevada, and California. Their investigation into the Alpine floras and
tree-vegetation of the Eocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada enabled them
to give a clear idea of the relations and influence of the climatic condi-

tions on both sides of the great mountain-ranges.

Sir Joseph Hooker, whose botanical researches embrace the greater

part of Europe ; the Indies, from the Bay of Bengal across the Hima-
laya's to Thibet ; the antarctic regions and the southern part of South
America, New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, Morocco, and Asia
Minor, presents in the English periodical " Nature," for October 25, 1877,

an outline of his studies during the season, and this outline, when filled

out, will form a most important part of the eleventh annual Eeport of the

Survey. It will be seen at a glance that the report will be of the most
comprehensive character, and cannot fail to be of the highest interest

to our people. The tree-vegetation, and especially the coniferae, were

made special objects of study, and many obscure points were cleared up.

Dr. Hooker sums up the results of the joint investigations of Dr. Gray
and himself, aided by Dr. Gray's previously-intimate knowledge of the

elements of the American flora, from the Mississippi to the Pacific coast

:

That the vegetation of the middle latitudes of the continent resolves itself into three

principal meridional floras, incomparably more diverse than those presented by any
similar meridians in the Old World, being, in fact, as far as the trees, shrubs, and many
genera of herbaceous plants are concerned, absolutely distinct. These are the two
humid and the dry intermediate regions above indicated.

Each of these, again, is subdivisible into three, as follows :

1. The Atlantic slope plus Mississippi region, subdivisible into (a) an Atlantic, (/3)

a Mississippi Valley, and (y) an interposed mountain region with a temperate and sub-

alpine flora.

2. The Pacific slope, subdivisible into (a) a very humid, cool, forest-clad coast range;

(/3) the great, hot, drier Californian valley formed by the San Juan River flowing to

the north and the Sacramento River flowing to the south, both into the Bay of San
Francisco; and (y) the Sierra Nevada flora, temperate, subalpine, and Alpine.

3. The Rocky Mountain region (in its widest sense extending from the Mississippi

beyond its forest region to the Sierra Nevada), subdivisible into (a) a prairie flora,

(,3) a desert or a saline flora, (y) a Rocky Mountain proper flora, temperate, subalpine,

and Alpine.

As above stated, the difference between the floras of the first and second of these re-

gions is specifically, and to a great extent generically, absolute; not a pine or oak,

maple, elm, plane, or birch of Eastern America extends to Western America ; and genera
of thirty to fifty species are confined to each. The Rocky Mountain region again, though
abundantly distinct from both, has a few elements of the eastern region and still more
of the western.

Mauy int-eresting facts connected with the origin and distribution ofAmerican plants,

and the introduction of the various types into three regions, presented themselves to

our observations or our minds during our wanderings. Many of these are suggestive of
comparative study with the admirable results of Heer's and Lesquereux's investiga-

tions into the Pliocene and Miocene plants of the north temperate and frigid zones,

and which had already engaged Dr. Gray's attention, as may be found in his various

publications. No less interesting are the traces of the influence of a glacial and a
warmer period in directing the course of migration of arctic forms southward and
Mexican forms northward in the continent, and of the efi'ects of the great body of
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water that occupied the whole saline region during (as it would appear) a glacial

period.

Lastly, curious information was obtained respecting the ages of not only the big

trees of California, but of equally aged pines and junipers, which are proofs of that

duration of existing conditions of climate for which evidence has hitherto been sought

rather among fossil than among living organisms.

Zoology.—Prof. Joseph Leidy, the eminent comparative anatomist and

microscopist, made his second visit to the West the past season under

the auspices of the Survey. He made a careful exploration of the coun-

try about Fort Bridger, Uinta Mountains, and the Salt Lake Basin, in

search of rhizopods. He has been engaged for a long time on a memoir

on this subject, which will eventually form one of the series of the quarto

Eeports of the Survey.

The rhizopods are the lowest and simplest forms of animals, mostly

minute, and requiring high power of the microscope to distinguish their

structure. While most of them construct shells of great beauty and

variety, their soft part consists of a jelly-like substance. This the ani-

mal has the power of extending in threads or finger-like processes, which

are used as organs of locomotion and prehension, often branching.

From the appearance of their temporary organs, resembling roots, the

class of animals has received its name of rhizopoda, meaning literally

root-footed.

In compensation for the smallness of these creatures, they make up

in numbers, and it is questionable whether any other class of animals

exceeds them in importance in the economy of nature. Geological evi-

dence shows that they were the starting-point of animal life in time, and

their agency in rock-making has not been exceeded by later higher and

more visible forms.

With the marine kind, known as foraminifera, we have been longest

familiar. Their beautiful many-chambered shells—for the most part

just visible to the naked eye—form a large portion of the ocean-mud

and the sands of the ocean-shore. Shells of foraminifera likewise form

the basis of miles of strata of limestone, such as the chalk of England

and the limestones of which Paris and the pyramids of Egypt are built.

Fresh-water rhizopods, though not so abundant as marine forms, "are

nevertheless very numerous. They mainly inhabit our lakes, ponds, and

standing waters, but they also swarm in sphagnous swamps and ever

live in newest earth. Professor Leidy has devoted several years of

etudy to the fresh-water rhizopods of the eastern portion of our country,

and his especial object in the past expedition was to investigate those

which are to be found in the elevated regions of the Rocky Mountains.

Dr. Elliott Cones, secretary and naturalist of the Survey, though pre-

vented from taking the field during 1877 by the press of publications,

which required his stay at the Washington office, has continued his in-

vestigations in Mammalogy and Ornithology. The printingof the " Birds

of the Colorado Basin" has steadily progressed during the year, and very

great accessions of material for his forthcoming Eeport -oh North Ameri-
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can Mammalogy have been received. He is at present investigating the

Insectivora of Xorth America, with a view to a special monograph on

that subject.

Mr. J. A. Alleo is engaged upon an exhaustive memoir on the Pinni-

peds, to be probably completed this year.

Dr. Coues reports unusual activity in the department under his charge,

and a very forward state of the several investigations now in x^rogress.

Archceology.—IMr. W. H. Jackson, photographer of the Survey, has

added to his department the work of reproducing the ancient ruins of

Southwestern Colorado,&c., by models. Specimens of the ancient pottery

are also represented, not only by photographs, but also by actual models.

In the spring of 1877, Mr. Jackson made a tour over much of the

northern part of New Mexico and westward to the Moqui towns in

Arizona, and secured materials for a number of very interesting models,

illustrating the methods of the pueblos, or town-builders, in the con-

struction of their dwellings. Two villages have been selected for imme-

diate construction, as showing the most ancient and best-known exam-

ples of their peculiar architecture, viz, Taos and Acoma ; the one of

many-storied, terraced houses, and the other built high upon an impreg-

nable rock. The model of Taos is now completed, the dimensions of which

are 42 by 39 inches, and the scale one inch to twenty feet, 1:240.

Of this town Davis says

:

It is the best sample of the ancient mode of building. Here are two large houses

three or four hundred feet in length and about one hundred and fifty feet wide at the

base. They are situated upon opposite sides of a small creek, and in ancient times

are said to have been connected by a bridge. They are five and sis stories high, each

story receding from the one below it, and thus forming a structure terraced from top

to bottom. Each story is divided into numerous little compartments, the outer tier

of rooms being lighted by small windows in the sides, while those in the interior of the

building are dark, and are principally used as store-rooms. * * * The only means

of entrance is through a trap-door in the roof, and you ascend from story to story by
means of ladders on the outside, which are drawn up at night.

Their contact with Europeans has modified somewhat their ancient

style of buildings, principally in substituting door-ways in the walls of

their houses for those in the roof. Their modern buildings are rarely

over two stories in height, and are not distinguishable from those of

their Mexican neighbors. The village is surrounded by an adobe wall,

which is first included within the limits of the model, and incloses an

area of eleven or twelve acres in extent. Within this limit are four of

their estufas, or secret council-houses. Tbese are circular underground

apartments, with a narrow opening in the roof, surrounded by a pali-

sade ; ladders being used to go in and out.

These models are first carefully built up in clay, in which material all

the detail is readily secured, and then cast in plaster, a mold being

secured by which they are readily multiplied to any extent. They are

then put into the hands of the artists and carefully colored in solid oil

paints to accurately resemble their appearance in nature, and, in the

case of restorations of modern buildings, all the little additions are made
5 s
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which will give them the appearance of occupation. The Survey is in

possession of the data for the construction of many more models, and
they will be brought out as opportunity is given. They have also, in

connection with the views, multiplied many of the curious pieces of pot-

tery which have been brought back from that region by the various

parties connected with the Survey.

Office iDorlc in 1877.—The early part of the year in the ofQce was
devoted to the completion of the Colorado work, and the latter part was
occupied in working up the summer's notes.

During the summer, Mr. W. H. Holmes remained in the office, super-

intending the publication of the Atlas of Colorado, which is now rapidly

approaching completion. A large portion of the time was devoted by
him to the preparation of the " Economic Map," the "General Geological

Map," the "Geological Sections," and the "Panoramic Views." The fol-

lowing are the sheets included in the Atlas of Colorado

:

I. Triangulation Map.
II. General Drainage Map.

III. Economic Map.
IV. General Geological Map.

V. Northwestern Colorado. XI. Northwestern Colorado.

VI. Northern Central Colorado. XII. Northern Central Colorado.

VII. Central Colorado. XIII. Central Colorado.

VIII. Western Colorado. XIV. Western Colorado.

IX. Southwestern Colorado. XV. Southwestern Colorado.

X. Southern Central Colorado. XVI. Southern Central Colorado.

XVII & XVIII. Geological Sections.

XIX & XX. Panoramic Views.

Fiihlications.—Tbe year 1877 witnessed a marked increase in the num-
ber of publications of the Survey, no fewer than nine separate and formal

works having been issued. These are enumerated as follows:

1. Catalogue of the publications of the Survey (second edition, revised

to December 31, 187G).

2. The annual report for 1875, a large octavo of over 800 pages, fully

illustrated with plates, maps, and wood-cuts, giving the results of the

field-work of the year 1875, with an extensive appendix, consisting of

J. A. Allen's Memoir on the Buffalo, and A. S. Packard's Report on
Noxious and Beneficial Insects.

3. A preliminary report of progress for the field-season of 1877, forming
part of the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior for 1877. The
full reports for the years 1876 and 1877 are in press, and will form two
large octavo volumes.

4. Volume III of the "Bulletin" of the Survey, containing very nu-

merous articles in various departments of physical and biological science.

5. The fourth edition of miscellaneous publications No. 1, being "Lists
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of Elevations," &c., by Henry Gannett, entirely revised and greatly en-

larged, now forming an independent octavo volume of 1G7 pages.

C. Miscellaneous i^ublications No. 7, "Ethnography and Philology of

the Hidatsa Indians," by Dr. Washington Matthews, U. S. A.

7. Miscellaneous publications No. 8, " Fur-bearing Animals : a mono-

graph of North American Mustelidce," by Dr. Elliott Coues, U. S. A.

8. Miscellaneous publications No. 9, "Descriptive Catalogue of Photo-

graphs of North American Indians," by W. H. Jackson.

9. Eleventh volume of Final Reports, quarto series, "Monograph of

North American Rodentia," by Dr. Elliott Coues, U. S. A., and Prof.

J. A. Allen, forming a large quarto volume of 1110 pages, with plates.

Various publications, including Leo Lesquereux's Tertiary Flora, to

form Volume VII of the quarto series, several numbers of the Bulletin,

miscellaneous publications, and two annual reports are now in press.

GEOaEAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
REGION, BY PROF. J. W. POWELL, IN 1877.

About the middle of May last, the surveying corps again took the

field. This year the rendezvous camp was at Mount Pleasant, a little

town in Utah, about 125 miles south of Salt Lake City. Three parties

were organized, under the direction of Prof. A. H. Thompson; one to

extend the triangulation, and two for topographic purposes, the latter

being under charge of Mr. W. H. Graves and Mr. J. H. Renshawe, re-

spectively, and the former under the immediate diiection of Professor

Thompson, assisted by Mr. O. D. Wheeler.

The area designated for the season's work lies between 38° and 40°

30' north latitude, and between 109° 30' and 112° west longitude, Green-

wich, and is embraced in atlas sheets 86 and 75.

Triangulation.—The triangulation party left Mount Pleasant in June.

The work of this year being a continuation of the expansion from

the Gunnison base-line, measured in 1874, it was desirable to first visit

some of the geodetic points established in previous years, but the

unprecedented amount of snow yet remaining in the high plateaus and
mountains rendered this impracticable, and the first part of the season

was spent in establishing stations on the Ta-va-puts Plateau west of the

Green Eiver. In midsummer the party was able to visit the high plateaus

and connect the work of past years with that of this season. Later the

triangulation was extended to the east, joining the work of the United

States Geological and Georaphical Survey of the Territories, under
charge of Dr. F. V. Hayden, and to the north to join the work of the

United States Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, Clarence

King, United States geologist, in charge. The whole area of the sea-

son's work embraces something more than 13,000 square miles. The
instrument used was the theodolite, hereafter described. The points

sighted to on the geodetic stations were either artificial monuments or

well-defined natural points, and all stations were marked by stone cairns.

Topographic work by Mr. Graves.—The district assigned to Mr. Graves
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for topographic work was that embraced in the eastern half of atlas

sheet 75, and that portion of sheet 86 lying east of the Green and

Colorado Rivers, an area of about 10,000 square miles. The most re-

markable topographic feature of this region is a bold escarpment facing

the south, and extending from the western, far beyond the eastern limit

of Mr. Graves' work. This is known as the Book Cliffs. At the foot

of this escarpment lies a narrow valley, through which passes the only

practicable route of travel between Central Utah and Western Colorado.

South of the valley the whole region is cut by a labyrinth of canons,

formed by the Grand, Green, and San Eafael Elvers and their tribu-

taries. This region is one of the most inhospitable and inaccessible in

the territory of the United States. It is characterized by extreme

aridity, and some portions are cut by many narrow gorges, forming
" alcove lands." In other portions are found hills of naked sands and
clays, regions of bad lands, bold cliffs, towering monuments, hills of

drifting, glittering sands, and deep, tortuous caSons, which give to the

landscape a strange and weird appearance.

The Book Cliffs rise to an average altitude above their base of 3,000

feet, and about 8,500 feet above the sea-level, and the country from the

southern crest inclines gently northward to the valleys of the White and

Uinta Rivers. This gigantic terrace, called the Ta-vd/-puts Plateau, is

cut in twain from north to south by the profound gorges through which

the Green River runs, known as the Caiion of Desolation and Gray
Canon. The drainage of the plateau is northward from the brink of

the cliffs through deep, narrow canons for many miles, but at last all

these enter Caiion of Desolation a few miles from its head. North of

the Ta-vaputs Plateau are the valleys of the White and Uinta Rivers.

Nearly all the former and a large portion of the lower course of the

latter are within the boundaries of Mr Graves' work.

Over the whole district assigned to Mr. Graves he extended the

secondary triangulation. Owing to the peculiar topography of the

country, his stations will average about twelve miles ajmrt. He also

made a connected j^lane-table maj) of the whole area, and complemented
his work with orographic sketches.

In the southern i)ortion of the area surveyed by Mr. Graves, consider-

able bodies of irrigable lands are found along the Grand, Green, San
Rafael, and Price Rivers, and in the northern part, along the Green
River and in the valleys of the Uinta and White Rivers, are other large

tracts, on which the waters of the streams named can be conveyed at

slight cost. Mr. Graves determined the extent, character, and location

of these lands, and the amount of water carried by the streams through-

out the area embraced in his work.

On the Ta-vdputs Plateau are small forests of pine and fir, but gener-

ally Mr. Graves' district possesses no more timber than sufiQcient to

meet the future local requirements of actual settlers.

ToiJograiJliic work by Mr. liensliaice.—The district assigned Mr. Ren-
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shawe was that embraced in the western portion of atlas sheet 75, an
area of about 6,000 square miles. The eastern portion of this area is a

broad table-land called the Wasatch Plateau, having an average eleva-

tion of about 9,500 feet, cut by deep valleys and drained from its very

western edge toward the east by the Fremont, San Eafael, and Uinta

Elvers. The western portion includes broad valleys, abrupt ranges of

mountains, and one plateau of considerable extent. The principal val-

leys in this part are the San Pete, Juab, and Utah all having a general

northern and southern trend, an average elevation of about 5,000 feet,

and all are drained by the San Pete River and the streams flowing into

Utah Lake. The mountain-ranges standing between the valleys are the

Wasatch, rising in its highest peaks to 12,000 feet, the Lake Mountains,

and the Tintic Hills, each reaching an altitude of nearly 7,500 feet.

The tableland called Gunnison Plateau has an area of about 750

square miles, and an average elevation of 8,000 feet. It is bounded on

three sides by almost vertical walls, and is extremely rugged and diffi-

cult to traverse.

There is but little irrigable land in the eastern portion of Mr. Een-

shawe's district, but the broad valleys of the western portion contain large

areas of excellent lands, and the numerous streams furnish a good sup-

ply of water. Mr. Eenshawe determined the volume of water in every

considerable stream, as well as the extent and localities of the irrigable

lands, throughout his district.

On the plateaus and mountain-ranges are large quantities of excellent

timber. On the head-waters of Price Eiver and on Huntington Creek

are extensive beds of coal, and on that portion of the Wasatch Eange
included in Mr. Eenshawe's district are deposits of silver and galena.

Mr. Eenshawe extended the secondary triangulation over the whole

district assigned him, making stations at an average distance of about

eight miles, and measuring all the angles of nearly every triangle in the

extension. He also made a connected plane-table map of the whole

area, and complemented his work with a complete set of orographic

sketches.

Hypsometry.—The hypsometric work of this season rests on a primary

base established at the general supply and rendezvous camp at Mount
Pleasant, and connected by a long series of observations with the sta-

tion of the United States Signal Service at Salt Lake City. At the base-

station observations were made with mercurial barometers four times

each day, and for eight days during the month hourly from 7 a. m. to 9

p. m. Mercurial barometers were carried by each field-party and obser-

vations made to connect every camp with the base-station. All the

geodetic points and topographic stations were connected by observa-

tions with mercurial barometers either with the camps or directly with

the base-station or both. All the topographic stations were also con-

nected with each other by angulation, and from these stations the alti-

tudes of all located points were determined by the same method.
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Instruments—Base-measuring apparatus.—The apparatus used in ineas-

uriug the base-liues from which the primary triaugulatiou is developed

consists essentially of wooden rods aligned and leveled on movable

trestles or tripods, the contact being made by coincidence of lines in-

stead of by direct abutment.

The rods are 15 feet long, one-half of an inch square, thoroughly dried,

oiled, and varnished ; they are supported in cases made truss-form to

prevent sagging, and moved in these cases to make the contact by a

rack and pinion motion. Both ends of the rod are shod with a plate of

brass firmly fixed upon and half the width of the rod, or one-fourth of

an inch, and so arranged that the plate upon the forward end of any rod

projects by the plate upon the rear end of the preceding one in such a

manner that both rods are in the same straight line. The line of coinci-

dence is marked upon both plates and contact is determined by a mag-

nifier.

A delicate spirit-level is attached to each case to adjust it horizontally

and a thermometer inserted to determine the temperature of the rod.

Two steel pins, by which the rods are aligned, are fixed on the cases

directly over the center of the ends of the rods.

The tripods (or stands upon which the cases carrying the rods rest)

have short double legs of the usual construction. Firmly fixed upon the

tripod-heads are two uprights upon which a sliding cross-piece is clamped

by thumb-screws. Above this cross-piece, parallel to and carried with

it, is a second, which can be moved up or down three-fourths of an inch

by means of a long slender wedge working between the cross-pieces,

and furnishing an easy means of making the final adjustment of the

rods in level. The uprights are several inches apart, and give sufficient

range to align the rods, which is done by a theodolite placed in advance

upon the line to be measured. Two or three rods and six or eight tri-

I)ods are used. The rods are kept in a horizontal position, and, when the

inequalities of the ground demand, vertical offsets are made with a the-

odolite. The line is first ranged out, and stakes set 500 feet apart along

its length, then, with six men to work the apparatus, 3,000 feet per day
can be measured with all the accuracy the refinements of the triangu-

lation demand.

Theodolite.—The theodolite used in the triangulatiou is of a new pat-

tern, embracing a number of improvements demanded by the character

of the work. So far as possible the number of parts has been reduced

by casting in a single piece parts that are usually combined by screws.

In this manner the liability to derangement incident to the vicissitudes

of mountain work is greatly reduced. The telescope has been enlarged

as compared with the graduated circle, so as to make its defining power
bear a greater proportion than usual to the refinement of graduation.

The object-glass has an aperture of two inches and a focal length of

twent;y. The horizontal circle is ten inches in diameter, and reads by
double verniers to five seconds of arc. The vertical circle is five inches
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in diameter and reads to one minute. The instrument also embraces

other improvements designed to secure greater stability, with ease and

rapidity in manipulation.

Flane-Tahle.—In the topographic work the gradieutor and sketch-book

have been superseded by the plane-table and the orograph. The plane-

table in use is of a pattern designed by Professor Thompson especially

for work of this character. The drawing-board is made of a series of

slats firmly fixed to canvas in such manner that it can be rolled into

small compass for transportation ; but when unrolled for work it is so

secured by cross-pieces and screws that great stability is attained.

When in use it is fastened to the platen of the orograph. The position

of important features in the topography is fixed with an alidade by the

usual methods of intersection and resection. Details are placed directly

upon the map while they are still under the eye of the topographer, and

much of the labor and uncertainty of description by notes is avoided,

and the experience of five years in its use has demonstrated that the

plane-table as modified is equally well-adapted to regions of mountains,

hills, plains, or plateaus. The sketches produced are actual maps and

not mere map material. They need only to be adjusted in conformity

with the triangulation, and but slight adjustment is necessary. And it

has been further demonstrated that a topographer in one field-season

can extend his work over an area of about 7,000 square miles with all

the accuracy necessary for the scale adopted by the Interior Depart-

ment for the physical atlas of the Eocky Mountain Eegion, i. e., a scale

of four miles to the inch.

Orograph.—The orograph is an instrument new to topographic survey-

ing, adapted to the requirements of this work by Professor Thompson.

It consists essentially of a telescope erected above a platen or drawing-

board, on which the movements of its oi)tical axis are recorded. The
telescope rotates about a vertical and about a horizontal axis, similarly

to the telescope of a theodolite, and is connected by simple mechanism,

with a pencil which rests on a sheet of paper fixed to the platform.

When the topographer moves the telescope so as to carry its optical

axis over the profiles of the landscapes the pencil traces a sketch of

the same. This sketch, being mechanically produced, is susceptible

of measurement, and is a definite and authoritative record of the angular

relations of the objects sketched. The instrument is also furnished with

graduated circles, on which horizontal and vertical angles may be read

to the nearest half minute, and these circles are used for the secondary

triangulation. The orograph and plane-table are used conjointly, and
their results furnish data for the j^roduction of contour maps. It is

believed that by their introduction the quality of topographic work has

been much improved without addition to its cost. When a topographer

takes the field with these two instruments and plane-table sheets on.

which the primary triangulation has been previously plotted, he returns,

with a map on which all of the geographic features to be delineated
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have been determined by their angular relations, and the scenic char-

acteristics necessary to give proper effect to the maps have been out-

lined by instrumental means. In this manner the subsequent construc-

tion of maps at the office, ready for the engraver, is reduced to a
minimum of labor, while for the proper accuracy the topographer is not

necessitated to resort to his memory for the appearance of the land-

scape, but only to the definite record.

Barometers.—The instruments used in the hypsometric work are Green's

mercurial mountain barometers, Green's psychrometers, and aneroid bar-

ometers of the usual construction.

Cartography

.

—Much attention has been given to this subject for the

purpose of determining the best method of representing the topography

of the region surveyed, taking into consideration the character of the

country, the more important facts to be embodied, and the scale adopted

for the physical atlas of the Interior Department. The systems of car-

tography in use in this country and many of those of Europe have been

examined and studied, and many experiments have been made in the

office for the purpose of determining the best methods adapted to these

circumstances and conditions.

For the physical atlas heretofore mentioned it is proposed to represent

the topography by contour lines with auxiliary hatchings to indicate

rock surface and shading for general reliefs, these so applied as not to

obscure the contours. For special purposes hatched maps are used, for

others contour maps, and for purposes relating to the discussion of geo-

logical structure maps are made by photographing or lithographing

models or relief maps in plaster.

Classification of lands hy Mr. Gilbert.—The survey under the direction

of Professor Powell has been extended over the northern portion of

Arizona and the greater part of Utah, but a broad strip along the north-

ern end of the latter Territory was embraced in the survey made by Mr.

Clarence King, under the War Department. It seemed desirable, how-

ever, to extend the classification of lands over this latter region, and
this duty was assigned to Mr. G. K. Gilbert.

Mr. Gilbert took the field at Salt Lake City and traversed all of the

Territory lying west, north, and northeast of that point, a tract compri-

sing so much of the drainage basin of Great Salt Lake as lies in Utah. In

this area is included the most valuable portion of the Territory, as well

as the most sterile. A very small part of it will repay cultivation

without irrigation, but this is exceptional, and in general the possibility

of agriculture depends upon the possibility of artificial watering. The
Bear Eiver, the Weber, and the Jordan carry as much water as can

profitably be used upon all the lands to which it is practicable to convey

them by canals, and those lands were measured, in order to determine

the agricultural capacities of the river valleys. The smaller streams, on

the contrary, are inadequate to serve the arable lands through which

they severally run, and the agricultural capacities of their valleys were as-
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certained by measuriug the volume ofeach stream . East of Great Salt Lake
are great mountain ranges, the Wasatch and the Uinta, and large streams

flow from their melting snows all through the summer season. The Bear,

the Weber, and the Jordan flow to the lake, and the three rivers can

be made to reclaim 800,000 acres of land in their valleys. This is 12i

per cent, of the district that they drain. West of the lake the plains

are interrupted bj' mountains, but there are none of great magnitude

;

the snows of winter are dissipated too early in the spring to be of use

for irrigation, and much of the land is an absolute desert. In a total

area of 8,300,000 acres only 21,000 acres are of value for farming—one-

fourth of one per cent.

These estimates are based upon the experience of the farmers of the

district, who have practiced irrigation for thirty years, and have given

it a greater development than can be found elsewhere in the United

States. They have now under cultivation a third part of the irrigable

lands of the Salt Lake Basin, and are utilizing many of the small

streams to the full extent of their capacities. A careful study was made
of their operations, for the purpose of learning the quantity of water

necessary to redeem a given quantity of land under various conditions

of soil and climate, and the resulting determinations were used in com-

puting the areas susceptible of irrigation by the streams and parts of

streams that are still unused. The greater part of the future extension of

the cultivated areas will be accomplished only by extensive engineering

works, including the damming of the principal rivers and the construc-

tion of long canals. Five million dollars is probably a moderate esti-

mate of the cost of redeeming the 500,000 acres that are susceptible of

reclamation, and the requisite cai^ital will have to be concentrated upon

a small number of large canals.

Since the first settlement of the Territory, in the year 1847, the water-

supply has increased. It is reported by the citizens that each stream

is now capable of irrigating a greater area of land than when it was

first used. Creeks that once scantily watered a few acres of ground

now afford an ample supply for double, treble, or even fifty times the

original area. This increase has been accompanied by a rise of Great

Salt Lake, which, having no escape for its water except by evaporation,

has stored up the surplus from the streams. For the purpose of inves-

tigating the extent and the cause of the increase of the streams, Mr.

Gilbert made a study of the fluctuations of the lake. It was a matter

of common report that the surface of the water had been subject to

considerable changes, and that on the whole it had greatly risen since

its shores were first settled, but previous to the year 1875 no systematic

record of its movements had been kept. In that year a series of obser-

vations was inaugurated by Dr. John E. Park, of Salt Lake City, at the

suggestion and request of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.

A small pillar of granite, graduated to feet and inches, was erected at

the water's edge near a rocky islet known as Black Kock.
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The locality was then a popular pleasure resort, and tlie record was
undertaken by Mr. J. T. Mitchell. Observations were made at frequent

intervals for more than a year, but were then interrupted by reason of

the disuse of the locality as a place of resort, and they have not since

been resumed in a systematic way. To obviate a similar difiQculty in

the future, Mr. Gilbert caused a new record-post to be established near
the town of Farmington, where the work of observation has been un-

dertaken by Mr. Jacob Miller, and it is anticipated that in the future

there will be no break in the continuity of the record.

In the interval from 1847 to 1875, during which no direct observations

were made, there was nevertheless a considerable amount of indirect

observation incidental to the pursuits of the citizens. The islands of

the lake were used for pasturage, and the facilities for the transfer of

cattle to and fro were greatly affected by the fluctuations of the water.

A large share of the communication was by boat, and the frequent

changes of landing-place which the boatmen were compelled to make
impressed upon their memories the character and order of the principal

oscillations. In pursuance of the inquiries instituted by the Secretary

of the Smithsonian Institution, the testimony of the boatmen was com-
piled by Mr. Jacob Miller, and a history of the oscillations was deduced.
A similar and corroborative history has been derived by Mr. Gilbert

from an independent investigation. Two of the islands used for pastur-

age are joined to the main-land by broad, flat bars, and during the lower
stages of the lake these bars, being either dry or covered by a moderate
depth of water, have afforded means of communication. It happens
that the Antelope Island bar was in use until 1865, when it became so

deeply covered that fording on horseback was impracticable; and that

the Stansbury Island bar was first covered with water in 1866, and has
been used as a ford with slight exception ever since. By the compila-

tion of the testimony of those who have made use of these crossings, a
continuous record was derived which cannot deviate very widely from
the truth, and the work was checked by making careful soundings to

ascertain the present depth of water on the Antelo[)e Island bar.

From 1817 to 1850 there was little change beside the annual tide—

a

variation dependent upon the spring floods, and which makes the sum-
mer stage in each year from one to two feet higher than the winter.

Then the water began to rise, and so continued until in 1855 and 1856 its

mean stage was four feet higher than in 1850. This progressive rise was
followed by a progressive fall of equal amount, and in 1860 the lake had
returned to its first-observed level. In 1862 there began a second rise,

which continued for eight years, and carried the water ten feet above the

original level. Since 1869 there has been no great change, but the mean
height has fluctuated through a range of about two feet.

As the lake has risen it has encroached upon the land, and the shores

are in many places so flat that large areas have been submerged. At
one point the water edge has advanced 15 miles, and the surveys of Capt.
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Howard Stausbury and Mr. Clarence King show that from 1850 to 18G9
the total area of the water surface increased from 1,750 to 2,1CG square
miles, or nearly 24 per cent. By this expansion the surface for evapo-
ration was increased, so that the lake could return to the atmosphere the

surplus thrown into it by the augmented streams.

Whatever laud is at any time flooded by the lake becomes saturated

with salt, and, if the water afterward retires, remains barren of vegeta-

tion for many years. The highest level readied by the water in storms
is marked by a line of driftwood and other debris. Above this line there

is usually a growth of grass and sage-brush, but below it nothing grows.
Previous to the last great rise of the lake the storm-line was six feet

lower than at present, and the intervening belt of land still retains the

stumps and roots of bushes that have been killed by the advancing brine.

The encroaching water overran the ancient storm-line in about the year

186G, and for the past eleven years it has covered ground which had
been exempt from incursions of brine for a time sufficient to permit the

rains to cleanse the soil, and for a further time sufficient to produce a

growth of sage-brush. The whole period is as likely to have been meas-

ured by centuries as by decades.

Thus it appears that the last twelve years have witnessed an exten-

sion of the lake which is not only without precedent in the experience

of the citizens of Utah, but is clearly an anomaly in the history of the

lake. To explain it, and to explain at the same time the increase of the

streams, there are two general theories worthy of consideration.

The first is that there has been a change of climate in Utah whereby
the atmosphere is moister, so that the fall of rain and snow has become
greater and the rate of evaporation has become slower. The second is

that the industries of the white man, which have been steadily growing

in importance for the last thirty years, have so modified the surface of

the laud that a larger share of the suow and rain finds its way into the

water-courses, and a smaller share is returned to the air by evaporation

from the ground. The latter theory, which is the one proposed by
Professor Powell, is considered by Mr. Gilbert the more probable, and
he finds reason to believe that the tax imposed upon the streams by the

work of irrigation is more than repaid by the effects of the draining of

marshes and the destruction of herbage and timber. A great volume of

water is turned upon the cultivated fields, and from their moist surfaces

is absorbed by the atmosphere without ever reaching the lake ; but, on
the other hand, the farmer has found it to his advantage to drain the

beaver-ponds and other marshes, and thus check the evaporation from
their surfaces, and the streams which he thereby rescues from dissipation

are used in irrigation for a few months only, while for the remainder of

the year they pay their tribute to the lake. The destruction of grasses

by herds of domestic animals and the cutting of trees upon the mount-

ains expose the ground to the sun and facilitate the melting of the snow

;

the removal of the grass opens the way also to a fieci circulation of sur-
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face-waters, so that the rain and melting snows are gathered more
quickly and thoroughly into rills and streams ; and both these influences

increase the inflow of the lake.

This discussion has an important bearing upon the agriculture of the

arid region, for if tlie theory favored by these gentlemen is the true one

the work of irrigation can be pushed forward with the confident assur-

ance that the supply of water is more likely to increase than diminish

in the future; and it may even be jiossible, when the subject has been
fully developed, to devise measures which shall directly promote the

increase.

Geological ivork by Mr. Gilbert.—During the preceding summer Mr.

Gilbert had discovered a peculiar series of phenomena produced by re-

cent orographic displacements, and he has this year found opportunity

to study them in numerous new localities. It appears that the system

of faults and flexures, the system of upward and downward movements,

by which the mountain-ranges and the valleys of Utah and Nevada
were produced, have continued down to the present time. Evidence of

recent movement has been discovered on the lines of many ancient

faults. The ancient shore-line of Great Salt Lake, which is exhibited

so conspicuously upon the surrounding mountain-slopes, and which must
originally have been level, is no longer so, but has been shifted up and

down by the displacement of the mountains. Its present altitude above

Great Salt Lake M'as determined at four different points by spirit-level,

and the determinations were found to range from 966 feet to 1,059

feet. The measurements by level were all made in the immediate vicin-

ity of the lake, but the barometer indicates that at points more remote

the discrepancy is several times greater.

These observations are valuable additions to onr evidence that mount-

ain-making is a work of the present as well as of past ages, and that

the grand displacements by faults and folds are caused by slow and

intermittent movements.

Mr. Gilbert also traced and mapped the northern portion of the

ancient shore-line of the lake from Salt Lake City to Kedding Spring,

following its sinuous course for 900 miles in Utah, Idaho, and Nevada,

and demonstrating that the ancient outlet he had discovered the pre-

ceding summer at Ked Rock Pass was the only one by which the lake

had ever discharged its water to the Snake Kiver.

During the winter of 1876-'77, Mr. Gilbert prepared his report on the

geology of the Henry Mountains, and the manuscript was sent to the

printer. The Henry Mountains constitute a small group in southeastern

Utah and stand quite by themselves. They are of a i)eculiar character

and represent a type of structure that has never before been fully de-

scribed. Mr. Gilbert's report is a monograph at once of the mountain

group and of the type of mountain structure. The mountains are of

igneous origin, but the rising lavas, instead of outpouring at the surface

of the earth in the usual way, failed to penetrate the upper portions of
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the crust and formed subterranean lakes or chambers. The strata lying

above the lava lakes were upbent in the form of great bubbles, and from

these babbles of sandstone and shale, with their cores of trap, the erosive

agents of the air have carved the mountains. The mountain structure

is thus two-fold, comprising first volcanic upheaval, and second atmos-

pheric degradation. To aid in the discussion of the first element of

structure, Mr. Gilbert constructed a stereogram of the district, in

plaster, exhibiting the forms due to upheaval as they would appear if

unmodified by degradation. He prepared also a topographical model,

exhibiting the same forms as actually modified; and the two models

will be reproduced by photography to illustrate the report. The treat-

ment of the second element of structure is of a thorough character and

includes a discussion of the general principles which control the sculp-

ture of the land surfaces of the earth by rains and rivers. The volume

is ready for the binder.

Geological tcorJc by Captain Button.—Captain C. E. Button resumed his

exploration of the same field which he has been studying for three years,

having recognized in it a certain unity which renders it eminently

adapted to an important monograph. The region explored by him is

centrally situated in the Territory of Utah, extending from Mount I^Tebo

in the Wasatch, nearly southward a distance of about 180 miles, and hav-

ing a maximum breadth of about GO miles. It possesses certain features

which serve to distinguish it both topographically and geologically,

and he proposes to call it the District of the High Plateaus of Utah. It

consists of a group of uplifts now standing at altitudes between 9,000

and 11,500 feet above sea-level, while the general platform of the coun-

try is from 5,000 to 7,000 feet high. The plateaus have been carved

out of this platform by great faults, and the general structure corresponds

closely to that described by Professor Powell under the name of the

Kaibab structure, and illustrated by him in his section of the region

traversed by the Grand Caiion of the Colorado. The relations of this

belt of high plateaus to the regions adjoining are of sjjecial interest.

At the close of the cretaceous the country lying to the eastward of it

passed by gradation from an oceanic to a lacustrine condition, the inter-

mediate stage presenting, doubtless, a strict analogy to the condition of

the Baltic. This eocene lake area now constitutes the southern part of

the drainage-system of the Colorado Eiver. During cretaceous and
eocene time, the area now occupied by the Great Basin was dry land,

and its denudation must have furnished a large part of the sediments

which were spread over the bottom of the great lake. The movements
which took place during the eocene at last resulted in the desiccation of

the lake, and though a strict chronological correlation to European and

other divisions of time cannot be made with certainty, it may be provis-

ionally inferred that this desiccation was completed before the commence-

ment of the miocene. It was brought about by the more rapid uplifting

of the lake area than that of the Great Basin, until at last the former
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area became the loftier of the two, thus reversing their relative altitudes.

The lake area is now a portion of the so-called plateau country, and

since the commencement of the miocene (para-miocene) has been subject

to a great and continuous erosion. The District of the High Plateaus

occupies a portion of a narrow belt separating the plateau country from

the basin i^roviuce, and therefore stands upon the locus of the ancient

shore-line, which, in the lacustrine stage, bounded the two areas. To
that shoreline they stand in an intimate and remarkable relation. To
its trend the great displacements maintain, not merely a general paral-

lelism, but an approxioiation to strict parallelism both in totality and in

detail, which would not have been anticipated, and which cannot be
purely accidental, and seems to point to some definite determinative

association between the littoral deposits and the great lines of displace-

ment. The great structural features are these faults and their equiva-

lent monoclinal flexures. They are remarkably persistent, extending in

parallel courses throughout the entire length of the region surveyed.

One of them, the great Sevier fault, becoming here and there a mono-

clinal flexure, has been traced continuously over a length of 240 miles,

and others of nearly equal persistence have been noted. The High
Plateaus belong to the Plateau country, for notwithstanding the great

amount of dynamical energy indicated in their uplifting, they preserve

in a remarkable manner the plateau type of structure, which is distin-

guished sharply from the arched, flexed, and tilted types prevailing in

other disturbed localities. There is an abrupt transition from this

plateau structure to that found in the adjoining basin. There are some
localities where one may hurl a stone from one province to the other,

and in general it may be said that the dividing line must pass within a

single range or table. The plateau province seems to stand here in

strict correlation to the tertiary beds ; where the tertiaries end there

also end the plateaus. The relation between the tertiary and cretaceous

throughout this belt is one of general unconformity ; in many places

where the contacts are seen, the tertiary is revealed lying across the

upturned and eroded edges of the cretaceous, showing clearly a break

between those portions of the two series which are here preserved.

But of all the features displayed by the high plateaus the most re-

markable are the manifestations of former volcanic activity. Both in

area and thickness the volcanic emanations are very extensive. They
cover more than 5,000 square miles, and sections of 4,000 to 5,000 feet

are presented without revealing the lowest beds. The greater part of

the eruptions took place after the lake basin had been drained or had
shrunken to limits outside of the district, for sedimentary beds have not

been found intercalated between the various flows, but always underlie

them. It is therefore impossible to fix with great precision the com-

mencement of the outbreaks; but the general indications are that they

began very soon after the close of the lacustrine period, and they may
have commenced still earlier. The eruptive epoch was undoubtedly a
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long one. The individual flows are very numerous, and represent all

the great groups of eruptive rocks. In many cases the quantity of ma-

terial extravasated is so great that the eruptions may well be called

massive; not, however, of such marvelous extent as are asserted to

have been poured forth from fissures during the basaltic period in

Oregon and Northern California ; but there are many individual sheets

which surpass in magnitude any which is known to have emanated

during recent or modern times from any existing volcanic vent at a

single eruption. From what openings these masses were extravasated

it is usually difiBcult to fix with certainty and precision. So vast are

the accumulations and so expansive are the sheets, and, at the same

time, so numerous, that wheresoever they were emitted the earlier vents

must have been buried by later deluges of lava ; and even the more

recent vents, except in the case of the latest basalts, have been swept

away by slow erosion in the long period which has elapsed since their

activity was extinguished. There are, however, still remaining, distinct

traces of localization of eruptive activity in the form of greater accumu-

lations, at some points from which, in mcst directions, the total thick-

ness of the volcanic series appears to attenuate. Moreover, in those

central localities of maximum accumulation there appears to be a large

amount of what might be called, in a certain sense, unconformity of the

various eruptions, and greater irregularities in their bedding, as com-

pared with the more even layers and more regular distribution of the

sheets more remote from these centers. This fact appears to be of gen-

eral application also to existing volcanic regions of great extent. Cap-

tain Button has succeeded in locating at least five areas, from which

the various overflows appear to have emanated, and believes that further

research might result in the determination of others.

At the time these eruptions were in progress it is probable that the

country was not an elevated one as at present, though it may have

been a rising area. The great displacements, consisting of faults

of extraordinary length and persistency, took place after the close or

during the decadence of the principal eruptions, and it was at this lat-

ter epoch that the greater part of the general elevation of this portion

of the plateau province occurred. During its progress many eruptions

must have taken place, and their later age is readily identifiable ; but

none of them were comparable in extent and in the volume of ejected

materials with older eruptions prior to the j;reat displacements. Al-

though it is ordinarily not difiicult to determine whether a particular

event preceded or followed some other within the locality, there seems

to be no way of correlating these different events strictly with the epochs

which are designated by the sedimentary formations of the adjoining

country, and it is therefore impossible to determine the exact period in

the chronological scale at which the faulting took place, further than

the fact that it must have occurred long enough after the close of the

eocene to allow for the accumulation of these vast bodies of volcanic
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beds. This may carry the period of faulting far into the miocene period,

or possibly as far as the commencemeut of the pliocene. But while the

first stage in the activity of these ancient volcanoes was undoubtedly

the greatest, and accompanied by an incomparably greater amount of

extravasation, it by no means constitutes the whole of it. Even after

the great displacements, and after the principal topographic features of

the country, depending upon structure as they now exist, had received

their shape, minor eruptions continued ; they present, however, a some-

what remarkable fact. The later eruptions did not take place froni the

same centers as the earlier ones, but show a tendency to recede from

them and to occur around the borders of the older volcanic district.

The central portions of the volcanic area are unquestionably the oldest,

while the younger ones are found around their borders, and sometimes

at considerable distances.

One point which during the study of this region: has engaged the care-

ful attention of Captain Button has been to ascertain whether it presents

any such sequence in the lithological character of the eruptions as is

asserted by Baron Kichthofen to prevail in the volcanic districts of

Europe, South America, Asia Minor, and the Sierra Nevada. This as-

serted sequence has engaged the profound attention of most vulcauolo-

gists and is of great importance in relation to all questions bearing upon

the origin and causes of volcanic action. Although at first disposed to

doubt the prevalence of this sequence, and not favorably impressed with

the speculations and theoretical views of Baron Kichthofen, Captain

Button has reached the conclusion that the high plateaus of Utah ex-

hibit in a decided manner essentially the same sequence which Kicht-

hofen claims for other volcanic regions. The earliest eruptions consist

of rocks agreeing well in lithological characteristics with those described

by Kichthofen under the name of propylite. This rock is usually con-

cealed if it exists in any great quantities by the later flows, but is in

several places brought to light partly by the great displacements, and
partly through the agency of erosion, and wherever found it is seen to

occupy the lowest position of all. It is also worthy of note that this

rock is found at those points which constitute the centers of eruption

before referred to, showing that the activity which it ushered in con-

tinued to have its seat through a long cycle in and about the same lo-

cality. The propylite is succeeded by a rock answering to Kichthofen's

description of hornblende andesite, which is usually overlaid by a rock

rich in augite with triclinic feldspar which may be termed augitic ande-

site. Still higher in the series are found immense masses of trachyte

which, however, is frequently intercalated with dolerite. The variety of

the trachytes is very great ; so great, indeed, that were it not for the per-

sistence of certain mineralogical as well as textural characteristics which
are universally accepted as being distinctive of that group of rocks, one
might feel strongly tempted to make numerous subdivisions of them into

a series of groups. The extremes of the varieties of the trachytes
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might be represented at one end bj a coarsely granular micaceous rock
composed chiefly of orthoclase, and is sometimes hornblendic and some-
times augitic, at the other end a highly porphyritic trachyte consisting

of well-developed orthoclase feldspar imbedded in a fine paste highly

charged with peroxide of iron. Between these masses of trachyte are

intercalated, though in subordinate quantities, beds of dolerite showing
distinct crystals of striated feldspar with great abundance ofaugite and
magnetite. In the earlier and grander periods of the eruptions the fol-

lowing sequences may therefore be recognized : first, propylite; second,

andesite; and, third, interblendcd trachyte and dolerite. Still later than
these, and occurring at new centers of eruption, were outpours of rhyo-

lite, while last of all were erupted around the outskirts of the district

great quantities of true basalt. There does not appear to be any single

locality where all the groups of rocks are found superposed ; neverthe-

less the relative ages do not admit of any doubt, whether the various

beds are superposed or not; but while furnishing a general verification

of the sequence, the district of the High Plateaus presents the fact with
certain modifications which may be set forth in the following manner

:

In the lithological scale propylite and hornblendic andesite are very
nearly intermediate between the extremes of acid rocks represented by
rhyolite, and basic rocks represented by basalt. Taking propylite as a
starting-point in the scale of classification, we find two divergent series

proceeding on the one hand toward the acid end of the scale, and on the

other toward the basic end. As we follow the eruptions down into the

later epochs, we find that both series are represented in a certain sense in-

dependently of each other so that they intercalate; the acid becoming at

one end more acid with the progress of the volcanic cycle, and the basic

rocks becoming more basic. Each series seems to pursue its own order
and to be subject to its own law, so that, being originally divergent, they
become more and more widely separated in their lithological characters
as the cycle proceeds. Thus at the commencement of the activity we
have propylite and hornblendic andesite, which are closely assimilated

to each other in their physical characteristics; at the middle stage we
have trachytes and moderately basic dolerites, which are moderately
separated, and at the close we have rhyolites and basalts, which stand
at the opposite ends of the scale.

Planofpuhlication.—In the geological branch of the work the plan has
been adopted as far as possible of publishing monographs, each embrac-
ing all the studies made by the corps of any particular region to which
it relates, preferring this to a system of annual reports consisting of

resumh of the field-notes of each season. In the preparation of these
monographs, relief maps or plates are constructed on a scale of two miles
to the inch or larger, vertical and horizontal scales being equal; and to

correspond with each relief map a stereogram in plaster is constructed
on the same scale, designed to exhibit such a surface as would appear
had there been no degradation by atmospheric agencies, but displace-

6s
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meut only. By this meaus the characteristics of displacement can be

studied independent of the phenomena of degradation, with which,

in nature, they are always associated, and by which they are more
or less obscured ,• and a comparison of the stereogram with the relief

map gives approximate quantitative results of degradation ; that is, the

two factors of mountain structure, elevation by displacement and degra-

dation by rains and rivers, are separated, that each may be considered

independent of the complicating conditions of the other.

Geological illustration.—Much attention has been paid to the graphic

representation of the important features of geological structure. The
Eocky Mountain Region has proved to be one of great interest in this

branch of investigation, because of the peculiar features of its physical

geography. Long and towering escarpments are found, deep canons
with precipitous walls are numerous, its hills and mountains are often

without soil and vegetation, accumulations of subaerial or glacial drift

are infrequent, and thus the general rock-structure is well revealed.

Several new methods of illustration have been devised, some of which
have already appeared in the publications of the survey.

Ethnographic work.—During the season the ethnographic work was
more thoroughly organized, and the aid of a large number of volunteer

assistants living throughout the country was secured.

Mr. W. H. Dall, of the United States Coast Survey, prepared a paper

on the tribes of Alaska, and edited other papers on certain tribes of Ore-

gon and Washington Territory. He also superintended the construction

of an ethnographic map to accompany his paper, including on it the

latest geographic determinations from all available sources. His long

residence and extended scientific labors in that region peculiarly fitted

him for the task, and he has made a valuable contribution, both to eth-

nology and geography. With the same volume was published a paper
on the habits and customs of certain tribes of the State of Oregon and
Washington Territory, prepared by the late Mr. George Gibbs, while he
was engaged in scientific work in that region for the government. The
volume also contains a Niskwalli vocabulary, with extended grammatic
notes, the last great work of the lamented author. In addition to the

map above mentioned and prepared by Mr. Dall, a second was made,
embracing the western portion of Washington Territory and the northern

pat of Oregon. The map includes the latest geographic information,

and is colored to show the distribution of Indian tribes, chiefly from
notes and maps left by Mr. Gibbs. Much of the linguistic material of
this volume was collected by correspondents of the Smithsonian In-

stitution, and turned over to Professor Powell to be consolidated with
materials collected by members of his corps.

These papers form a quarto volume of 361 pages, entitled Contributions

to North American Ethnologj', Volume I, the first of a series to be pub -

lished on this subject.

Volume II, relating to the tribes of the eastern portion of Washington
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Territory and the State of Oregon, was partially prepared for the printer,

but it was thought best to withhold its publication until further mate-

rials were collected from that region.

The third volume of the series has been published. This relates

to the Indians of California. Mr. Stephen Powers, of Ohio, has been

engaged for several years in the preparation of this volume. The first

part contains an account of the habits, customs, mythology, &c., of the

several tribes. At our earliest knowledge of the Indians of California

they were divided into small chieftaincies speaking diverse languages

and belonging to radically dififerent stocks, and the whole subject was
one of great complexity and interest. The materials collected by Mr.

Powers were sufficient to successfully unravel the difficult problem rela-

ting to the classification and affinities of a very large number of tribes,

and his account of their habits and customs is of much interest. A
number of vocabularies of the Smithsonian collection are published with

those of Mr. Powers. The linguistic portion of the volume was edited

by Professor Powell.

The volume is accompanied by a map of the State of California, com-

piled from the latest official sources and colored to show the distribu-

tion of linguistic stocks.

The Eev. J. Owen Dorsey, of Maryland, has been engaged for more
than a year in the preparation of a grammar and dictionary of the

Ponka language. His residence among these Indians as a missionary

has furnished him favorable opportunity for the necessary studies, and

he has pushed forward the work with zeal and ability.

Prof. Otis T. Mason, of Columbian College, has for the past year

rendered the office much assistance in the study of the history and sta-

tistics of Indian tribes.

Brevet Lieut. Col. Garrick Mallery, U. S. A., has during the year

been engaged in the study of the history and statistics of the Indians

of the United States. His researches lead him to the conclusion that

the generally received opinion that a very large Indian population oc-

cupied this country at the time of its discovery is erroneous; that the

supposed rapid and general decadence of the Indians arising from con-

tact with civilization is not sustained, and that, when circumstances

have not rendered it impossible, they are making reasonable progress

toward civilization, together with which in many instances their num-
bers have increased. ISTo final publication on ihe subject has yet been
ssued, but he has read papers before the Philosophical Society of

Washington, and other scientific bodies, to invite the attention of

ethnologists to the subject. He has also been engaged in preparing the

history and bibliography of the Klamath, T'sinuk, Wayiletpu, Sahap-
tin, and other families of Oregon, and his papers on this subject will

appear in the second volume of Contributions to ISTorth American Eth
nology.

In March last Mr. Albert S. Gatschet was employed to assist in the
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study of Indian languages, and during the spring months his time was

occupied as an assistant in compiling the bibliography of the North

American languages. During the summer and autumn months he vis-

ited a number of tribes in Oregon for the purpose of collecting vocabu-

laries and grammatic notes. On his way to the field he stopped at

Ogden, where he found a tribe of Shoshoni Indians from whom he

procured a vocabulary of about five hundred words.

In Chico, Butte County, California, he stopped one week to visit the

Michopdo Indians, a branch of the Maida stock, where he collected lin-

guistic material of value. From Chico he proceeded directly to the

Klamath agency, in Southern Oregon, where eight weeks were devoted

to the study of the language of the Klamath Indians, a branch of the

Modok family. Mr. Gatschet had previously studied this language by

obtaining words from Modok Indians visiting Washington and New
York, and his work at the Klamath agency was a continuation of such

study. Altogether he has collected a vocabulary of about five thou-

sand words, also many sentences and texts, on historic and mythologic

subjects, arranged with interlinear translations.

The numerical system of this language is quinary, and the numerals

above eleven have incorporated particles giving them a gender or classi-

fying significance, apparently based upon form. The subject and ob-

ject pronouns are not incorporated in the verb ; the personal pronouns

differ from the possessive ; and a true relative pronoun exists. An im-

I)ortant characteristic of the language is the use of prefix particles in

nouns and verbs indicating form, and the reduplication of the first syl-

lable, which is usually the radical syllable, for the purpose of showing

distribution. It is often equivalent to our i)lural. It occurs in the

singular of adjectives indicating shape and color; in augmentative and

diminutive nouns and verbs ; in iterative and frequentative verbs ; and

forms the distributive plural of many substantives, adjectives, numerals,

verbs, and adverbs.

From the Klamath agency Mr. Gatschet proceeded to the Grande

Eonde agency in the northwestern part of Oregon. On his way he

stopped at Dayton and made collections of Shasta and Umpqua words

from reliable Indians. On the Grande Konde agency are found a large

number of tribes and remnants of tribes, which were collected there after

the Oregon war of 1855-50; and with tlie exceptions of the Klikatats

they are all from Western Oregon. The following is a classification of the

linguistic stocks now on this reservation : Tiuneh, Siletz, Wayiletpu,

Shasta, T-sinuk, Sahaptin, Selish, Modok, and Kalapuya. The Kalapuya

once occupied almost the whole extent of the beatiful and fertile Willa-

mette Valley, and one branch of this stock, the Yonk^lla, even extended

into the Umpqua Valley.

The Tu^lati language, a dialect of the Kalapuya stock, was the one

studied by Mr. Gatschet, and from his notes the following characteris-

tics appear: The phonetics are strikingly soft and harmonious, and
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though consonants are often assembled in large clusters they never of-

fend the ear, nor do they seem unpronounceable to Americans. A largo

number of words begin with vowels, especially with a, i, and u. The
substantive, adjective, and numerals are not inflected for case, as in the

Modok. Adjectives and numerals and some substantives are varied to

indicate the plural number. The parts of speech are very imperfectly

diflerentiated. The personal and possessive pronouns have the same
form. Gender as a distinction of sex is indicated in the singular of sub-

ject pronouns, but not in the plural. Prefix iwrticles are extensively

used to express the mood, voice, and tense of the verb, and the same
particles fulfi.ll this function in the noun. The personal pronouns of the

direct object differ greatly from the pronouns of the indirect object ; and
every one of the three persons, in the singular and plural, possesses a

difl'erent series of direct and indirect objective pronouns. The conjuga-

tion of the transitive verb differs in many particulars from that of the

intransitive. There appears to be structural affinities between the Kala-

puya and Selish stocks. Over three thousand words, many hundred sen-

tences, and valuable ethnologic texts were collected.

Besides the Michopdo, Modok, and Tudlati, before mentioned, Mr.

Gatschet also collected vocabularies and sentences of the following

languages: Shoshoni,Achomawi, Shasta, Wintun,Waccan(§ssisi,Wasko,

K14karaas, Molele, Nestucca, Yamhill, Lukamayuk, and Akantchuyuk.
In the collection of all these vocabularies the " Introduction to the Study
of Indian Languages," prepared for the Smithsonian Institution by Prof.

J. W. Powell, was used.

Dr. H. C. Yarrow, U. S. A., now on duty at the Army Medical Mu-
seum, in Washington, has been engaged during the past year in the col-

lection of material for a monograph on the customs and rites practiced

in the disposal of the dead among the North American Indians. To aid

him in this work circulars of inquiry have been widely circulated among
ethnologists and other scholars throughout North America, and much
material has been obtained which will greatly supplement his own ex-

tended observations and researches.

During the summer some interesting work was done in the exami-

nation of the stone graves of Tennessee, and valuable collections were

made. Professor Powell has co-operated with the Institution in providing

for a more thorough examination of the archfeology of the islands off the

shore of Southern California. This exploration was made by Eev.

Stephen Bowers, of Indianapolis, Ind., and his report will be published

with the papers of the Survey.

A small volume, entitled "Introduction to the Study of Indian Lan-

guages," has been prepared. This book is intended for distribution

among collectors. In its preparation Professor Powell was assisted by
Prof. W. D. Whitney, the distinguished philologist of Yale College, in

that part relating to the representation of the sounds of Indian lan-

guages. A few preliminary copies have been printed and distributed
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among gentlemen interested in the study of Indian languages, for such

additions and emendations as may be suggested preparatory to final

publication. A tentative classification of the linguistic families of the

Indians of the United States has been i)repared. This will be published

as soon as the bibliography is ready.

In pursuing tbese ethnographic investigations it has been the endeavor,

as far as possible, to produce results that would be of practical value

in the administration of Indian affairs; and, for this purpose, especial

attention has been paid to statistics, the progress made by the Indians

toward civilization, and the causes and remedies for the inevitable con-

flict that arises from the spread of civilization over a region inhabited

by savages. It is believed that the labors in this direction will not be

void of useful results.

Survey of the Black Hills.—In 1875 a reconnaissance survey was made
of the Black Hills of Dakota, by Mr. Walter P. Jenny, with a corps of

assistants, under the direction of the honorable Secretary of the Interior.

On the return of the party from the field, Mr. Jenny's report, relating

to the mineral resources of the country, was immediately published ; but

the geographical and geological report was unfinished at that time.

This latter work was left in the hands of Mr. Henry A. Newton, his

geological assistant, to be completed. On May 28, 1877, at the request

of Mr. Newton, the completion of the work was placed under the direc-

tion of this survey, by order of the Secretary of the Interior.

On consultation with Mr. Newton it appeared wise that he should

visit the field again, for the purpose of determining certain doubtful

points in the geological structure, and to insert on the maps the position

of the several towns and roads established in that region since the dis-

covery of gold ; and Mr. Newton was employed for this purpose. He
had been in the field but a short time when he was prostrated by the

sickness which resulted in his death. Previous to his departure he

completed his report on the geology of that country, and the map had

been placed in the hands of an engraver; the whole embodying all the

facts discovered up to that time. Thus, happily, his work will not be

lost. It is expected that his report will be published, during the present

winter, in the shape in which it was left by him.

The death of Mr. Newton makes a serious break in the ranks of the

younger and more active geologists of America. He possessed rare

abilities, had much experience in field operations, and had received

thorough and wise training ; and his work in other fields had exhibited

his ability. But the great work of his short life will doubtless be his

report on the geology of the Black Hills of Dakota.

During the past six years one branch of the work of the Survey has

been considered of paramount importance, namely, the classification of

lands and the subjects connected therewith. The object has been to de-

termine the extent of irrigable lands, timber lands, pasturage lands,

coal lands, and mineral lauds. In general the lands that are cultivable
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only through irrigation are limited by the supply of water. There are

some exceptions to this. Where streams are found in narrow valleys

or run in deep caiions, the limit of agricultural land is determined by

the extent of the areas to which the water can be conducted with

proper engiueering skill. In the study of this subject many interesting

and important problems have arisen, and many valuable facts have

been collected.

From the survey of the timber lands one very important fact appears,

that the area where standing timber is actually found is very much
smaller than the areas where the conditions of physical geography are

such that timber should be found as a spontaneous growth; that is, the

area of timber is but a small fraction of the timber region. The destruc-

tion of the timber in such regions now found naked is due to the great

fires that so frequently devastate these lauds ; and the amount of tim-

ber taken for economic purposes bears but an exceedingly small ratio

to the amount so destroyed. Hence the important problem to be solved

is the best method by which these fires can be prevented.

Another subject which has received much attention is the utilization

of the pasturage lands; and still another, the best methods of survey-

ing the mineral lands for the purpose of description and identification,

that the owners of mines may be relieved of the great burden of litiga-

tion to which they are subjected by reason of the inaccurate and ex-

pensive methods now in vogue.

UNITED STATES GEOGRAPniCAL SURVEYS WEST OF THE ONE-HUN-
DREDTH MERIDIAN, IN CHARGE OF FIRST-LIEUT. GEORGE M.

WHEELER, CORPS OF ENGINEERS, U. S. ARMY, IN 1877.

The geographical surveys west of the one hundredth meridian,

under First-Lieut. George M. Wheeler, Corps of Engineers, United States

Army, for the field season of 1877, were conducted in three sections,

named the Colorado, Utah, and California sections, respectively. In
each section were two main parties, besides special parties in the Utah
and California sections, making ten in all. One of the special parties in

Utah, being under the immediate command of Lieutenant Wheeler, oper-

ated in the northern part of that territory and southern part of Idaho;

others under his immediate direction were engaged in Utah, Idaho, and
^Nevada.

(1) The parties of the Colorado section, under Lieutenants Bergland
and Morrison, operated from Fort Lyon, Colo., the former wholly in

Colorado, and the latter mostly in New Mexico, and to some extent in

Colorado and Texas. The special field of the former was in the Un-
compahgre region, the topography and drainage of which were deter-

mined, and the Gunnison and Tumichi rivers gauged, and mines of the

locality examined. The country examined is well watered, with plenty

of fish and game, rich minerals in the mountains, and portions of the

valley of the Uncompahgre good for agricultural purposes. For the

greater part of the season the party under Lieutenant Morrison was
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engaged in Central Xew Mexico, sonth and southeast of Santa Fe, in

the area of athis-sheets 77 D and 84 A and 84 B. Tbroughout the Eio

Grande and Fort Stanton sections, good agricultural lands were found,

and copper, silver, and gold deposits in the mountains. Ancient pue-

blos, among them the "Gran Quivira,-' were visited, and a cave, in the

limestone near Fort Stanton, was explored for the distance approxi-

mately of one mile.

The various parties in the Utah section took the field from Ogden,

that one under Lieutenant Tillman operating in the area between the

meridians of 111° and 112=^20' west longitude, and the parallels of 43^ 10'

and 41° 40'. The work was connected with a base measured at Ogden.

The whole area was triangulated and numerous secondary points located.

About 8,000 square miles were surveyed, and the data collected to com-

plete atlas-sheets 32 D and 41 B. In September, Lieutenant Young,

Corps of Engineers, took charge of this party, and Lieutenant Tillman

proceeded to Fort Ellis, Montana, where he measured a base-line in the

vicinity of the main astronomical station at Bozeman, for future use.

Lieutenant Birnie, in charge of Utah party No. 2, operated in an area

connecting with the geological exploration of the fortieth parallel under

Clarence King, with a view to finishing the work on atlas-sheets 41 A
and 32 C, containing approximately 6,800 square miles. This area in-

cludes the great basin north of Great Salt Lake; the drainage basin of

Snake Eiver; several detached mountain groups, which were examined

for low passes, these passes being also examined as to their altitude

compared with the highest beach-marks of the ancient Lake Bonne-

ville; and north of Snake Eiver an unbroken lava desert, remarkable

for its rock surface, almost entire absence of water, and fine grazing

near the few water-courses. In the mountains some timber was found,

and they have been prospected for silver in the Clear Creek and Black

Pine regions, from which a few streams run toward Great Salt Lake, to

be lost, however, in the neighboring valleys. Cattle-raising is exten-

sively carried on upon the grazing-fields in the vicinity of the numerous

tributaries of Snake Eiver, running south from the mountains. Snake

Eiver was gauged and examined for fords, and the party made several

trips outside the area particularly alluded to, one being for the purpose

of determining the course of Wood Eiver, and to examine and locate

the Great Shoshone Falls.

The parties of the California sections took the field from Carson,

Nev., in June. One under Lieutenant Symons, Corps of Engineers,

occupied the area of atlas-sheets 38 B, 38 D, and 47 B, for the prosecu-

tion to completion of the work therein. A side party made the detour

of Pyramid Lake for the purpose of occupying outlying tiiangulation

stations, the main triangulation being extended over the whole area to

be surveyed. The main party worked from Honey Lake Valley north

to Eagle Lake, Horse Lake, Smoke Creek, the Madelin Plains, and by

the Warner Eange to the west of Goose Lake to Drew's Valley, in Ore-
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gon, all of which area was occupied with a view to correct topographical

data, and the triangulation carried as far north as Beatty's Butte.

Returning by the east shore of Goose Lake, Granite Mountain, and
Honey Lake, to Verdi, Nev., a base line was measured and the triangu-

lation of 1876 and 1877 connected. The country surveyed by this party

embraced i^arts of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and is of volcanic

origin. Water is scarce, and except in the valleys there is scanty veg-

etation.

The party under Lieutenant Macomb pursued its labors principally in

the area of atlas-sheets 47 D and 5G B; its route was up Carson Valley

and canon into Hope Valley to Placerville, Cal. ; thence north and

among the headwaters of the American and Yuba rivers, connecting

with work of the previous year. In August it again moved from Placer-

ville eastward across the Sierras, occupying numerous triangulation

points, to Silver City. Thence it moved south to Sonora Pass, and as

far as Bridgeport, Cal. From thence its course was north by the Sweet-

water Mountains, and west by San Andreas, to Silver City, for sup-

plies, at which point the geologist was occupied for nearly a month in

the mountains east of Carson Valley, and the field-season closed. The

following summary shows a number of the principal instrumental

observations made:

Number of azimuths measured, 13; number of sextant latitude sta-

tions occupied, 118; number of main triangulation stations occupied,

108; number of secondary triangulation points occupied, 202; number of

three-point stations occupied, 1,414 ; number of meander stations occu-

pied, 11,227; number of variations of the needle taken, 423; number of

miles measured, 9,728; number of cistern-barometer stations occupied,

1,255; number of aneroid stations occupied, 7,558. The highest alti-

tude noted was 14,415 feet, and the lowest 900 feet, the latter at San

Andreas, Cal.

The special parties operating in Utah, Idaho, and Nevada, other than

Lieutenant Wheeler's, consisted of Dr. Kampf, Miles Rock, and Francis

Klett, and their assistants. The results of their labors consist in the

establishment of a number of main triangulation stations, the measure-

ment of three bases, the occupation of a number of trigonometric stations

in the valley of the Great Salt Lake about Ogden, and the measurement

of several minor traveled routes from the Union Pacific Railroad to the

northward. The special parties in the California section were occupied,

one, under Mr. Weyss, in the Lake Tahoe region, productive of very

interesting topographical results; and one, consistingof John A. Church,

mining engineer, and A. Karl, in a critical survey of the Comstock

Mines, an interesting preliminary report of which has been made
by Mr. Church. The examination of the Washoe mining region, in

which the famous Comstock lode is situated, consists of an elaborate

contour survey of the entire area covered by the mining and milling

works, delineated upon a scale of one inch to five hundred feet, each
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contour represeuting a vertical distauce of fifty feet. The field-work for

this purpose is uow completed. Cross-sectious at horizontal distances

of one hundred feet are being made; the workings along each of the

opened levels of the numerous mines are being mapped, and a longi-

tudinal section on an aijpropriate scale will show most accurately the

relative i)osition of the mines, their present openings, and the lines of

all tunnels, including the Sutro Tunnel. In this work the engineers

and surveyors of the region have gratuitously contributed the use of

their maps and tracings made by them for the several mining companies,

and especially Mr. I. E. James, whose name in this relation has been

connected with the Oomstock Mines almost continuously since their

early working. The examinations proposed to be made include the sub-

ject of temperatures, ventilation, drainage, and treatment of ores. In

this work, that must cover a number of years in order to prove success-

ful, the officer in charge will be able to devote some of his time, and the

different problems involved will be submitted to experts in the branches

of geology, mineralogy, and metallurgy.

Mr. Henshaw, zoological assistant, accompanied party Ko. 1 of the

California section as far as Southern Oregon, and largely supplemented

the collections made during the j)revious year illustrative of the zoology

of that interesting region. The habits of the water-birds were carefully

studied, and large collections made of skins and eggs. A thorough col-

lection of fishes was also made, and the discovery of a large and tine

trout, one of two species inhabiting Lake Tahoe, is announced. The
Lepidoptcra, Orthoptera, &c., gathered have yet to be examined and re-

ported upon.

Mr. A. K. Conkling accompanied party No. 2 as geological assistant,

and examined the eastern and western slopes of the Sierras, in contin-

uation of previous examinations. Some important mining stations were

visited, including Bodie, where new and promising discoveries of gold-

bearing quartz have been recently found, and Aurora, which is again

becoming prominent. The country examined, however, offers few

problems of interest to the geologist, presenting a monotonous uniform-

ity of structure, granitic rocks largely predominating, with occasional

evidences of volcanic outbursts. Volcanic breccia abounds in some

sections. Evidences of glacial action, so abundant at Lake Tahoe, were

found at various points southward, notably about the headwaters of

the Stanislaus, American, and Mokelumne rivers. A small collection

of vertebrate fossils of the Tertiary age was made near Carson, Xev.

At the Washington office the usual number of draughtsman have

been continuously engaged upon the topographic sheets in course of

construction, upon scales of one inch to eight miles, one inch to four

miles, one inch to two miles, one inch to one mile, and one inch to two

thousand feet. The number of sheets so projected as to conjoin, cover-

ing the entire area of survey, is 95, each 19x24 inches. Many of these

sheets are now complete, and thirty-two sections to be represented by
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distinct sheets have been entered. The geological maps are based upon

the topographical-atlas sheets, and have corresponding numbers. The

following sheets appear with the annual report submitted to the Chief

of Engineers, June 30, 1877, viz : Atlas-sheet 53 0, embracing portions

of Central Colorado, and showing the drainage-basin of the South Platte

Eiver; CI B, Central Colorado, showing portions of the drainage basin

of the Eio Grande, Arkansas, Gunnison, and South Platte rivers, indi-

cating economic features; Gl C, sub, part of Southwest Colorado, and

drainage-basins of the Gunnison, Eio Grande, Animas, Miguel, and Un-

compahgre; Gl D, embracing i)ortions of Southern Colorado, and lying

principally in the drainage-basin of the Eio Grande ; G5 D, embracing a

l)Ortion of Southeastern California, showing the interior basin of Pana-

mint and Death Valleys, Amargosa Eiver and Owens Lake drainage

;

69 B, Southern Colorado and Northern New Mexico, lying principally

in the drainage-basins of the Eio Grande, Conejos, Chama, and Navajo

rivers ; 70 A, Southern Colorado and Northern New Mexico, showing

the drainage-basins of the Purgatory and Canadian rivers, and Costilla

and Culebra creeks ; 70 C, Northern New Mexico, and drainage-basins

of the Canadian and Mora rivers; and 77 B, embracing portions of

Central New Mexico, and lying in the drainage-basins of the Eio Grande

and Pecos rivers.

All these sheets except 53 C and 61 D show economic features of the

areas represented by arrangement of colors.

A temporary field office has been established at Ogden, where time

and meteorological observations are being taken, and the further topo-

graphical and hydrographical survey of the Great Salt Lake basin is

being carried forward by a special party.

During the year, volume IV of the quarto reports on Paleontology

has been published, and volume II, on Astronomy and Barometric Hyp-

sometry, is passing through the press; as is also a catalogue of the

mean declinations of 2,018 stars, which useful work will supply all the

needed latitude stars for the entire area west of the one hundredth me-

ridian from latitude 30° to 60° N. During that part of each year, i. e.,

from May to December, in which the season is best adapted for such

observations, it will appear that this Survey, having at its base the sys-

tematic collection by the most scientific method of topographical data

for an accurate map of the Western mountain region, has gone on with

its usual vigor, having now prosecuted its labors in the States and Ter-

ritories of Texas, Colorado, Nebraska, California, Nevada, Oregon, New
Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana, and already

published original maps covering an area of 242,598 square miles. It

will be seen that considerable progress has been made toward the com-

pletion of the great topographical map, on a scale of one inch to eight

miles, that will embrace an approximate area of 1,413,300 square miles;

or an area considerably larger than that embraced by all the States lying

east of the Mississippi Eiver.
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STATISTICS OF EXCHANGES.
BOXES SENT ABROAD IN 1877.

Country.
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Table showing the number of entries in the record-booJcs of the United States National Mtiseum

at the close of the years 1876 and 1877, respectively.

[These tables show only what has been recorded or entered in the detailed catalogue, constituting but a

small proportion of the whole.]

Class. 1876.

Mammals
Birds
Keptilea and amphibians.
Fishes
Steletons and skulls
Eggs
Crustaceans
Annelids
MoUusks
Radiates
Invertebrate fossils

Minerals
Ethnological specimens..

12, C12
70, 987
8,572

16, 893
15, 442
17, HOI
2,310

100
30, 721
3,229
7,905

20, 050
27, 880

Total. 234, 002

Increase for 1877.

12, 838
73, .523

9,500
20, 804
15, 877
17, 500
2, 324

100
30, 72L
3,229
7,906

20, 135
30, 883

245, 400

11, 398

Approximate table of the distribution of duplicate specimens to the end of 1H77.

Class.

Skeletons and skulls
Mammals
Bircis

Reptiles
Fishes
Nests and eggs of birds
Insects
Crustaceans
Shells
Radiates
Other marine invertebrates
Plants and packages of seeds . .

.

Fossils
Minerals and rocks
Ethnological specimens
Diatomaceous earths (packages)

Total

Total to the end of
1876.

Species. Specimens.

531
2,141

2j, 816
2. 005
2, 984
7, 428
4,081
1,078

89,961
583

1,844
28, 450

4, 125
9, 083
2,065

408

182, 583

1,624
4, 792

39, 426
3, 282
6, 2:22

18, 128

!), 3ii0

2, 650
195,514

778

5, 160
49, 855
10,154
16, 824
2,481
1,162

367, 412

Distribution during
1877.

Species. Specimens.

18

1,778
110

3,156
211

12S
9

210
10
48

987
236
21
169
20

7,136

194
18

2,440
206

3, 4-23

CIS
140
14

929
15

65
1,114
314
44

200
20

9,754

Total to the end of
1877.

Species. Specimens.

536
2, l.-jg

27, 594

2, 135

6,140
7, 639
4, 209
1,0h7

90, 171

593
1, 892

29, 437
4,361
9, 104

2,234
428

189, 719

1,818
4,810

41,866
3,483
9,645

18, 746
9,500
2,664

196, 443
793

5,225
50, 969
10, 468
16, 868
2, 681
1,182

377, 166
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LIST OF DONATIONS TO THE NATIONAL MUSEUM IN 1877.

Alaslca Commercial Company, San Francisco, Cal. Two skins of the blue

fox and two of the white fox [VuJpes lagoinis), from the Prybilov

J/, Islands, Alaslca.

^Ammen, Commodore Daniel, HydrograpMc Office. Soundings of the United

States steamer Gettysburg, on the Gorringe bank.

Anderson, W. Bones, shells, «&c., from cave in Ohio.

Appleton, B. M. {through John Sutherland). Salmon-trout and white-fish?

from Lake Winnipiseogee, New Hampshire.

Arnold, J. Edicard. Three eggs of selachian, from Santa Monica Bay,

California.

AtJcins, Charles G. Collection of fishes (salmon, white-fish, suckers, &c.),

from Grand Lake Stream, Maine.

Anderson, William. Box of stone implements and pottery, from Illinois.

Babcoclc, L. L. Skin of Hedymeles ludovicianus, from Massachusetts.

Baird, Frof. S. F. Three everglade kites, two boxes fishes, reptiles,

shells, seven boxes turtles, fishes, &c., and potstoue dish from Florida

;

two boxes of fishes from Wilmington, N. C; box of fishes from Charles-

ton, S. C. 5 four living terrapins from North Carolina; stone tube from

Tennessee, and specimen each of Morpho cypris and M. menelaus,

from South America.—See, also, Washington, United States Fish

Commission.

Baldivin, D. Skull of black-tailed deer, and skeletons of skunks.

Ballon, W. H. Box of Indian relics, from Oak Harbor, Ohio.

Bannister^ Marshall. Box of skins of Massachusetts birds.

Barber, E. A. Skin of loon, from California (collected by J. H. Buel),

box of fossils, shells, and minerals, from Colorado and Arizona.

Barringer, A. L. Four boxes of living snakes, from North Carolina.

Bassctt, William. Specimen each of shad and cat-fish, from the Sacra-

mento Kiver.

Beach, 3Iiss Agnes. Horned toad (Phrynosoma), from Colorado.

Beach, Seth. Piece of enamel of tusk of mammoth.

Bean, Br. T. H. Skin of night-jar, specimens of Hyhognathus regius,

Pseudoplcuronectes americanus, and plaice, Pleuroncctes glaber; frogs,

{Rana halecina and B. clomitans), irom Washington, D. C; three boxes

of stone implements, from Bainbridge, Pa., and stone celt, from Ma-

ryland.

Bean, Br. T. H., & F. E. Cushing. Collection of fragmentary pottery,

arrow heads, &c., from Washington, D. C.

Beardslce, Commander L. A., TJ. 8. JV. Box of salmon and trout, from

Piseco Lake, New York.

Beaty, John F. Ball of matted hair taken from stomach of Texas ox.

Beauchamp, Bev. W. M. Box of stone implements and shells, from West-

ern New York.

oue^e.t.^\ iryiai.. /hto^ ^./. %AJ?^t> /f>'f^GJ
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Beaumont, Thomas. Specimens of arrow-heads aud rocks, from Kansas.
Beckwith, J. B. Devil beetle (Bpiastcs), from New Orleans, La.

Beldiiig, L. Large collection of birds' skins, from California.

Bellinger, Edmund. Narcotic bean (Indian " Freliolea"), from Texas.

BeneclcCf Louis. Box of minerals, from Missouri.

Bennett, Br. Jaw of fossil Macropus, from Darling Downs, Queensland.

Bennett, G. J. Collection of arrow-heads and chippings, from Virginia.

Bennett, Henry B. Fragments of pottery, from near Cape Henlopen.

Berlin, A. F. Collection of rude stone implements, from Pennsylvania.

Bernays, Dr. F. T. Echinoderm, from Missouri.

Binney, W. G. Seven species of Relices.

Bishop, J. JV. Box of 17-year locust aud box of minerals, from Con-

necticut.

Blackford, Eugene G. Specimens of blue-back trout, suckers, Cristivomer

namaycush, Salmo salar, Coregonus albus. Lota lacustris, Alepidosaurns

ferox, Argyrosomus tullibec, smelt, Esox nobilior, Lachnolaimus, Ostra-

cion, shad, Bermudian prawn, oyster shells, and many other species

of fishes, from various localities in the United States.

Bland, Thomas. Nine species of Helices.

Boardman, Geo. A. Egg of Aramus giganteus ] mounted skin of albino

robin from Maine ; skins of blue heron and hawk, from Florida.

Boehmer, Geo. R. Nest and 4 eggs of crow, from Maryland.

Bowers, Rev. Stephen. Forty-four boxes of ethnological collections, from
Santa Barbara, Cal.

Boyd, Dr. 8. B. Shed skin of black snake.

Brackett, Col. A. G., U. S. A, Box of birds' skins and eggs, from Wyom-
ing.

Bransford, Dr. John F., U. 8. 1^. Thirty-fi ve boxes of pottery and tank of

alcoholics, from Nicaragua.

Brazilian Commission, Philadelphia. Specimens of glue, marine grasses?

&c.

Brodnax, Benj. H. Indian utensils, and iron dust, from Plantersville

La.

Broicn, A. Centipede and tarantula, from Texas.

Brown, Dr. J. J, Box of Pupas, Helices, &c., from Bermuda ; specimen

of Chrosomus erythrogaster, from tbe Baraboo Eiver, Wisconsin.
Bruner, C. C. Box of invertebrate fossils, from the Mississippi.

Bunting, Gen. T. B. Two stone idols, from Guatemala.
Butler, A. W. Skin of Regulus calendula, from Indiana.

Carley, B. J. M. Specimen of borerclam, and box of Calcutta oysters.

Carpenter, Lieut. W. L., U. 8. A. Box of birds' eggs, from the West.
Case, H. B. Casts of stone implement!?, from Ohio.

Casey, Edward P. Carved black-slate dish, from the northwest coast.

Catlin, J. C. Insect, from Ohio.

Centennial Board of Finance, Philadelphia. The Swedish exhibit of iron

and steel at the Vienna Exposition of 1873.
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Chapman, N. A. Stone implements, fiom Ohio.

Chase, Orem M. Specimen of Lota lacustris, from Detroit, Mich.

Chester, Capt. H. C. Stomachs of mackerel, from Fisher's Island Sound
Clarlc, Geo. A. Spider, from Washington, D. C.

Cleneay, Thomas. Collection of stone implements, from Ohio.

Coggswell, Amos. Specimen of silver ore, from Oregon.

Coleman, George. 8. Specimen of coal, from Texas.

Colvin, Yerplanclc. Specimens of white-fish and salmon, from Raquette

and Bisby Lakes, New York.

Coues, Dr. Elliott., U. S. A. Five skins of birds, from Wyoming and
Dakota.

Coulter, R. M. Crustacean {Branchipus), from Ohio.

Coup, W. C.jN'eiv Toric Aquarium. Flying-fox {Fteropiis); and Mexican

Axolotl, from Germany.
Courtenaij, William. Insects, from Dakota.

Cruger, Kortwright. Fresh-water polyp.

Cunningham, K. M. C. See Gaines.

Cushing, Frank H. and Henry J. Biddle. Three boxes of caveremaiDS,

from Hagerstown, Md.
Cheney, S. F. Starfish and specimens of coral, from Grand Manan, N. B.

Daggett, F. Eocks and minerals, from Vermont.

l>ay, Robert. Two fish [Cyprinodonts).

De Beck, D. W. Collection of fossils.

F>erry, C. W. Box of silver ores, from the "J. D. Dana" Ledge, Dana-
ville, Colo.

I>imock, W. D. Stone implement, from Ohio.
.

Doron, T. S. Specimens of fishes, from the Alabama Eiver,

DougliertyviUe, Tenn., Quarry Company. Slab of marble.

Downing, 8. W. Sulphate of soda, in deposit and solution.

Duffy, Daniel J. Specimens of Dorosoma and Hyodon, from the Tennes-

see River.

Duges, Dr. Don Alfredo. Box of birds' skins, from Mexico.

Dunn, Geo. D. Casts of stone implements and images, from Indiana and

Ohio.

Dunyi Brothers, Fhiladelphia. Three boxes of China clays.

Du Fre, D. A. Box of fossil plants, from Virginia.

Dickinson, E. Specimens of birds' eggs, from Palestine, and nest and

eggs of Selasophorus alleni, from California.

Easton, D. M. Specimens of quartz, from New Mexico.

Edwards, Vinal N. Thirteen boxes of fishes, from Wood's HoU, Massa-

chusetts.

Elliott, B. 8. Bone from round of beef with circular rings.

Ellsworth, E. W. Collection of shells and wooden implements, from

Connecticut.

Eversjield, Dr. W. 0. Drilled ceremonial implement from Maryland.

Ferguson, 8. W. Live snapping turtle and specimens of pike-perch,

from tbe Mississippi Eiver.
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Fisher, Miss . Collection of English mosses.

Flack, J. 0. Specimen of ore, from Fort Smith, Ark.

Fogg, W. R. Specimen of fossil {Alhrisma), from Indiana.

Ford, John. Stone implement, from Illinois.

Ford, J. B. Quartz pebble.

Forney, D. S. Specimen of magnetic iron, from Virginia.

Fox, W. H. Thirteen bird's skins, from New Hampshire.

FrinTi, W. B. Specimen of sounding sand, from Kania, Hawaii.

Frith, David E. Native Carib chairs, from Turk's Island, West Indies.

Fuller, Capt. Joseph J. Collection of fishes, birds and mammals, from

Kerguelen Land, S. A.

Fitzhugh, D. A. ^ipecimens oiNotemigonus chrysoleucas, from Bay City,

Mich.

Gabb, Br. W. M. Two wooden idols and box of alcoholics, from St.

Domiugo ; one Carib wooden chair, two wooden Carib carvings.

Gaines, Maj. A. S. <& K. M. Cunningham. Two boxes of pottery, from

Mobile, Ala.

Galbraith, F. G. Arrow points and stone implements, from Bainbridge,

Pennsylvania.

Garreth, J. E. Newt in alcohol, from Pennsylvania.

Garland, Maurice U. Ked-tailed hawk ( Buteo borcalls), from Virginia.

Gibbs, Geo. J. Corals, ball of matted hair from stomach of cow, seeds

of giant yellow stramonium, and stone relics, from Turk's Island,

W.I.
Gill, Mrs. Charlotte. Insects, from Colorado.

Glass, Br. J. H. Box of shells, from Oneida County, N. Y.

Goodale, S. L. Samples of Menhaden oil and extractum carnis.

Goode, G. Brown. Collections of fishes, shells, coral, twenty-two eggs of

Phaeton jlavicauda, and fish-trap (model), from Bermuda ; specimen of

salmon, from the Connecticut Eiver.

Gordon, J. J. Specimen of coal, from West Virginia.

Graham, J. B. Model of fish-weir.

Grant, General U. S. Bust of General Grant executed in wire, exhibited

by the Peruvian section. International Exhibition, 1876.

Greegor, I. Collection of Indian relics, from Florida.

Gregg, A. Photograph of sternum of deer.

Griest, Jesse W., United States Indian agent. Specimen of mineral,

from Otoe agency, Nebraska.

Gundlach, Br. Juan. Ten specimens of birds' skins, from the West In-

dies.

Ealdeman, Br. 8. 8. Indian slung-shot and plume, collected by Lewis

and Clarke expedition.

Hall, M. E. Fresh and alcoholic specimens of herring, from Lake Cham-
plain.

Hall, Capt. W. G. Basket, ceremonial ax, and collection of shells, from

the South Sea Islands.

7 S
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Waller, Chris. D. Albino robin, in flesh, from Virginia.

HallocJc, Charles. Collection of alcoholic fishes.

Hammons, S. C. Minerals, from Alabama.

Mardenhurgh, A. E., United States surveyor-general, California. Speci-

mens of gold, silver, and other ores from various mines in California.

MasJcin, S. D. Lydite, celt, and double-grooved stone ax, from Tennes-

see.

Harman, A. G. Broken arrow-head.

Sayward, F. W. Collection of sirens, from South Carolina.

Hessel, Rudolph. Specimen of Astacus Jltwiatilis, from Bohemia.
Hewitt, R. N. Specimen of pike.

Hewitt, John R. Entozoic worm, from liver of cat.

Hildcr, Fred. F. Collection of mound pottery, from Missouri.

Hill, Charlotte. Fossil insects and leaves, from Colorado.

Hill, H. H. Casts of stone implements, from Ohio.

Himes, Frof. Chas. F. Bones, from cave near Hagerstown, Md.
Hirst, F. Collections of fossil shells, bones, fishes, Indian stone imple-

ments and pottery, birds' eggs and skins, fishes and worms, and skull

of Castor fiber, from Wyoming.
Hitchcoclc, H. N. Skin of Flectrophanes maccowni, from Arizona, and

skin of Louisiana tauager, from California.

Hoffman, Dr. W. J., U. S. A. Album of autobiographical pictures, by
"Eunniug Antelope," a Dakota Indian chief.

Holden, Captain. Snake, from Indianola, Tex.

Huhbard, S.jr. Box of California birds' eggs.

Hulbert, Robert H. Specimen of fish {Chimcera plumhca), from the La
Have banks.

lUig, H. L. Box of stone implements, from Lebanon County, Pennsyl-

vania.

Invin, Br. B. J. B., U. S. A. Specimens of 17-year locust, from New
York.

Ives, FranJc. Box of fossils, from Kenyon County, Minnesota.

Jaclson, E. F. Penis of Lacertian and specimens of gold-fish, from South

Carolina.

James, Br. T. H. Box of Indian relics, from Arkansas.

Janeway, Br. J. H., U. S. A. Three bottles of fishes, from Saint Augus-
tine, Fla.

Jeffries, W. W. Collection of rocks, from Pennsylvania.

Jennings, R. G. Eggs of tarantula, from Arkansas.

Jeicett, Colonel. Bottle of parasites {Cymothoids), from Santa Barbara,

Cal.

Johnson, W. R. Mineral, from Marion County, Virginia.

^ones, H. R. Stone pipe and arrow-heads, from Indiana.

Jones, W. Mineral earth, from Alabama.
Jordan, Prof. B. S. Collection of western and southern fresh-water

fishes.
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Kales, J. W. ludian stone tube, from Ohio.

Keep, Professor.

KendricTc, Franlc F. Specimen of coal, from Virginia.

Kerchevaly A. W. Quartz crystals, from West Virginia.

Kershaiv, John. Box of fossils, from Nebraska.

Klemm, Theodore. Swan, in flesh, from Maumee Bay, Ohio.

Kohn, O. Collection of turtles and salamander {Manculus 4-di(/itaUis),

from Louisiana.

Krefft, Gerard. Specimens of Eleotris, perch, and Phascogale, from

Queensland, Australia.

Kumlien, A. L. Collection of birds' skins, from Wisconsin ; nest and

eggs of Zonotrichia coronata, from California.

Langdon, Franlc W. Collection of birds' skins, from Ohio.

Langley, William E. Crab, from New South Wales, Australia.

Lawrence, Alfred N. Skeleton of cow-fisli (Tursiojps), from Kockaway

Beach, Long Island.

Le Baron J. F. Box of shells, bones, pottery, &c., from Florida.

Letton, Rev. J. E. Insect [Lampyris), from Kentucky.

Locke, William M. Boxes of stone implements, from Ohio and New
York.

LocTctcood, Samuel. Prepared skeletons of bass and shad.

Loomis, W. T. Two frost-fish [Coregomis), from White Lake, New York.

Love, Dr. J. G. Two marine shells.

Lugger, Otto. Specimens of TJmhra pygmcca, Parephippns faber, Gohiids,

&c., and shark [Ginglymostoma cirrhatum), from Chesapeake Bay.

Lyford, W. R. Portion of lower jaw of musk-rat.

McAdoo, Col. W. G. Box of pottery, from Georgia.

McGannis, A. Specimens of mineral, from California.

McGregor {Iowa) Artesian Well Company. Bottle of artesian-well water.

McKinley, Wm. Box of Indian relics and funeral urn, from Georgia.

McLeod, R. B. Black fox in flesh, from Maine.

McNeill, Alexander. Specimen of sand impregnated with asphaltum.

McWilliams, Dr. Skin of Carpodacus liwmorrlwus, from Mexico.

Malirenholz, H. & A. Tanned skiu of breast of human being.

Marsh, H. N. Quartz pebble, from New Jersey.

Martin, F. R. Skin each of Dcndroica coronata and D. lahurnitv, from

New Hampshire.

Mason, Prof. 0. T. Fossil fish, from California.

Mather, Fred. Eggs of Urophycis rcgius and parasites from Menohranchus

lateralis.

2Iatteson, F. S. Skin of cinnamon bear and skin of cuckoo {Coccyzus
americanus), from Oregon.

Maxso7i, 0. P. Salmon, from Lake Michigan.

Maijnard, C. J. Skin of Passerculus princeps, from Massachusetts.

Masych, W. G. Box of alcoholic specimens of mollusks, from South

Carolina.
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Meigs, Henry. Two boxes of antiquities, from Bolivia.

Meigs, General M. C, U. S. A. Kat, in flesh.

Meldrum, George. Collection of Indian relics, from Ohio.

Mercer, B. W. Supposed cremated remains from Indian vase.

Merrill, Mr. [through J. Henderson.) Chipped arrow-points, from Illinois.

Merrill, Dr. J. C, U. 8. A. Three boxes of birds' skins, two boxes of

general natural-history collections, skin of Felis yaguarundi, from

Texas.

Micklehorough, John, Collection of Lower Silurian fossils, from Ohio.

Middleton, E. J. Thirty-six birds' aud one weasel's skin.

Miller, Howard. Dried plant, from Pennsylvania.

Mills, ClarJc. Sixty-four casts of heads of Indians, from Florida.

Milner, J. W. One box general natural history, 1 keg of alcoholics,

5 living turtles, box of fishes, from Havre de Grace, Md.; 1 black

bass, box of stone implements, from Illinois.

Minnieville Mining Company, Neiv YorTi. Specimens of iron ore.

Moore, N. B. Four birds' skins, from Nassau, K P., West Indies.

Morgan, Senator John T. [through Interior Department). Mica, from
Alexander City, Ala.

Mueller, Dr. Rudolph. Stone celts, from Ohio, aud moccasins, from

"Custer's battle-field."

Murphy, W. 3L Jaws of Haploidonotus grunniens.

Nash, J. C. Brass hose-nozzle, from mound, in West Virginia.

National Museum ofMexico. Collection of Mexican ethnologica and birds.

Neff, Peter. Cast of stone face.

Nelson, E. W. Skin of wild cat [Lynx rvfus), from California; collection

of fishes from the Illinois and Calumet Rivers ; collection of ethno-

logica aud general natural history, from Saint Michael's, Alaska.

Newton, H. Three boxes of fossils, from the Black Hills.

Nichols, Br. C. H. Specimens in flesh of peacock and Canada goose.

Noricay, King of. Two native chairs.

Nottingham, Wm. Specimen of Inoceramus, from Washington, D. C.

Nye, Willard. Box of alcoholic fishes, from New Bedford, Mass.

Ober, F. A. Collection of birds, mammals, reptiles, and fishes, from Do-
minica; and box of general natural history, from the Bahamas, West
Indies.

Ogle, David G. Collection of rocks, fossils, and Indian relics, from Mary-
land.

Ordnance Department, U. S. A., Gen. 8. V. Benet. Large collection of

general natural history, fossils, minerals, and Indian implements, from
the West.

Osgood, F. 8tory. Minerals, from Massachusetts.
Outerbridge, A. E., jr. Microscopic slide of gold, from the United States
Mint, Philadelphia.

Oicingo, Mr. Ironstone nodule.

Palmer, Joseph. Skeleton each of hort^e aud duck.
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1

Palmer, William. Collection of fishes, from tlie Potomac Eiver; snakes,

from Virginia and Maryland.

Peeler, Henry A. Caterpillar, from New Orleans.

Pergande, Ph. Collection of eggs, bones, woods, &c., from Missouri.

Permanent Exhibition Company, Philadelphia. New South Wales', Vic-

toria's, and Carneghy's exhibits of minerals.

Perrine, T. M. Box of stone implements, from Illinois.

Plummer, Miss S. A. Can of mollusks, from California.

Potcel, Samuel. Two tanks, 1 box, and 1 keg of fishes, from Newport,

E. I.

Preston, D. A. Box of minerals, from Joplin, Mo.

Queensland, Australia, Acclimalization Society. Package of seeds of

Maba fasciculosa and photographs of aborigines of Australia.

Ramsey, i\r. A. Specimen of kaolin, from North Caroliua.

Bau, Dr. Charles. Indian stone tube, from Warren County, Kentucky.

Bavenel, H. W. Bermuda grass, from Aiken, S. C.

Redding, B. B. Fishes aud invertebrates, from Japan ; specimens each

of awa(C/iawos sahnoneus) and mullet [Mugil chaptalia), from Honolulu.

Beeder, H. J. California salmon {Salmo salar), from the Delaware Kiver.

Beid, Dr. J. H. Two Indian mallets and arrowhead, from Colorado.

Beinsch, Dr. P. F. Box of microscopic slides of meteoric stones.

Beis, Prof. J. B., Centennial Commissioner. Portuguese arboretum,

specimens of cottons from African aud Indian colonies, books, photo-

graphs, &c.

Bepublic {the) Iron Company, Da lid Morgan, President. Specimens of red

specular iron-ore.

Beville, Father D. Anal spines and interspinal bones of sheep'shead.

Beynolds, Hon. A. B., Minister to Bolivia. Box of copper ores, from Boli-

via.

Richard, J. H. Thirty-one turtles, 1 frog, and 12 shells, from Pennsyl-

vania.

Bichmond, A. G. Small package of fragmentary pottery, from New
York.

Bidgway, Bobert. Box of birds, reptiles, &c., from Mount Carrael, Ill.j

2 birds, nest and eggs, from Washington, D. C.

Bobertson, B. S. Two stone implements and portions of human crania,

from Illinois.

Bobertson, Dr. W. B. Specimens of Campostoma, from Holstein Biver,

Virginia.

Bobinson, Neill. Stone celt from West Virginia.

Bosamond, W. B. Box of stone implements, from Ohio.

Bust, H. N. Box of mound pottery, from Illinois.

Samuels, S. B. Miuerals, from Virginia.

Schneck, J. Bottle of spiders, from Illinois.

Seligman, Henry, & Co. Sample of stable -purifying compound.

Sellers, G. E. Box of pottery and stone implements, from Illinois.
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Shqffer, David H. Box of Unios, from Little Miami River, Ohio.

Sharp, S. Z. Box of fresh-water shells, from the Holsteia Biver, Ten-

nessee.

Sharp, B. Bowlder. Nine species of Old World birds.

Shaver, Amanda B. Geological specimens, from the Ohio River bottom.

Shelby, Dr. D. Stone bowl, from Jackson County, Alabama.

Sherman, W. A. Collection of bird eggs.

Shorne, Mr., through T. B. Ferguson. Section model of oyster j)uugy.

Slingerland, A. Stone implement, from Missouri.

Smith, J. P. Arrowheads, from Maryland.

Small, E. B. Two grampuses, from Highland light, Massachusetts.

Smith, Franli. Collection birds' eggs.

Smith, W. H. Gall insects, from Cbapel Hill, N. C.

Snyder, S. P. Specimens of galeua, from Wyoming Valley. Pennsyl-

vania.

SonnansUne, J. F. Supposed Indian implement, from Ohio.

Southicell, J. H. Bone perforator, from Illinois.

Spangler, Geo. Box of fossils, from Indiana.

Spanish Legation, Washington. Collection of Spanish pottery.

Stabler, James P. Snake {Ophibolus triangulus), from Maryland.

Stearns, E. E. C. Stone implements and Indian food, from California.

Sterling, Dr. E. Cast of ovaries of fish, and dwarf pike {Esox pygmwus.)

Stone, Gen. Chas. P. Block of Egyptian marble.

Stone, Livingston. Collection of salmonidsB, from the Clackamas River,

Oregon ; box of fishes, from the McCloud River, California.

Stout, Mrs. Georgia. Box of Indian relics, from Pima Agency, Arizona.

Siitro, Adolf. Papier-mach6 models of the Sutro Tunnel and Comstock
Lode.

Taggart, B. F. Tooth of Equus occidentalis, from West Virginia.

Talbut, William. Liviug snake, from Washington, D. C.

Tanaka, Hon. Fusimaro. Collection of Japanese coins.

Tasmania, Government of. Two specimens of Platypus and three of

Echidna}; three boxes of seeds of Australian i^Iants.

Tate, Geo. K. Specimen of iron pyrites, from North Carolina.

Thomas, Hilton. Orange infested with insects.

Thomson, J. R. Chub-sucker [Erimyzon oblongus), Paratractus pisquetos,

and Achirus lineatus, from Massachusetts.

Thomas, Pack. Shad {Alosa sapidissima), from the Ohio River.

Thompson, J. B. Five specimens of Salmo quinnat, reared from eggs

planted in 1874 and 1875.

Thornburgh, Ron. J. M. Fossil coal plant, from Anderson County,

Teunessee..

Thornton, S. C. Skin of common myua {Acridotherus tristis).

Tilghman, Dr. Chas. R. Seeds and shells, from craw of redhead duck.

Tingley, Prof. Joseph. Fossils, from Indiaua.

Tokio, Japan, Museum of, Ron. Kubo, in charge. Collection of

woods and stone implements, from Japan.
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Toner^ Dr. J, 217' Stone pipe, arrowheads, and unfinished tube, from
Ohio and. Kentucky; stone pestle, from Maryland.

Turner, Granville. Specimen of belemite, from the Black Hills.

Turner, Lucien M. Eight boxes of ethnologica and general natural

history, Saint Michael's, Alaska.

Ullj Henry I. Box of botanical specimens, from New Jersey.

Valentine, G. G. Box of stone implements, from Virginia.

Van Bensclioten, Frof. J. G. Stone ceremonial implement, from mound
in Indiana.

Van DycTc, ^Y. T. Skin of Pastor, from Beirut, Syria.

Vickers, J. P. Stone implement, from Illinois.

Washington, D. G.

:

Department of State. See under the name of Hon. A. R. Reynolds,

minister to Bolivia.

Treasury Department. Box of building stones, from new custom-house,

Chicago, 111.

United States Coast Survey {Gapt. G. P. Patterson, in cliarge). Spec-

imens of starfish, from oft" Cape Cod, Mass.

War Department

:

United States Army. See under the names of Col. A. G. BracJcett,

Lieut. W. L. Carpenter, Gen. M. G. Meigs, and Lieut. Willis Wittich.

Surgeon- GcneraVs Office. See under the names of Drs. Elliott Goues,

B, J. D. Iricin, J. H. Janeway, and J. G. Merrill.

Survey icest of the one hundredth meridian {Lieut. G. M. Wheeler, in

charge). Collection of west-coast fishes, 941 birds' skins, and 2

bales of ethnologica, from the West.

Signal Service. See under the names of Sergeants B. W. J^elson and
L. M. Turner,

Navy Department

:

United States Navy. See »-«^er tbe nam« of ^ommander L. A.
Beardslee.

Buref!s. y.j Navigation, Commodore Daniel Ammen. Sownriings, from
the Gorringe bank, by the United States steamer Gett>c,i)uj.g,

Medical Bureau. See under the name of Dr. J. F. Bransforc^

Interior Department

:

General Land Office. See under the names of Surveyors- General ^
R. Rardenhurgh and John Wasson.

Indian Bureau. See under the name of Indian Agent Jesse W.

Griest.

United States Geological Survey of the Territories, First Division,

{Dr. F. V. Eayden, in charge). Five boxes and 2 tanks general

natural history collections, from the West j 9 models of cliff-houses

and relief maps.

United States Geological Survey of the Territories, Second Division

{Prof. J. W. Powell, in charge). Eleven pieces of Shoshone In-

dian clothing, 1 box ethnologica. See also under the name of

Rev. Stephen Boicers.
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Washington, D. C.

:

United States Fish Commission {Prof. 8. F. Balrd, Commissioner).

Eleven boxes, 4 tanks marine zoology, collected at Wood's Holl,

Salem, Mass., and at Halifax, N. S. See also under the names of

Chas. G. AtMns, S. F. Baird, T. H. Bean, H. C. Chester, Vinal K
Fdwards, Rudolph Hessel, A. L. Kumlien, J. W. Milner, and Liv-

ingston Stone.

Wall, John P. Two stone sinkers, from Florida.

Wasson, Hon. John United States surveyor-general, arizona. Specimens

of gold and silver ores, from various mining claims in Arizona.

Way, D. 8. Living diamond rattlesnake, from Florida.

Webb, John S. Fossils, from near Daytou, Ohio.

Werner, W. H. Skin of solitary sandpiper, from Pennsylvania.

Whitman, G. P. Marine fern {Pennatula phosphorea var. aciileata), from

Brown's Bank, Mass.

Whittlesey, Charles. Cast of stone implements, from Ohio.

Willets, Joseph C. Trolling-hook used for lake-trout, at Skaneateles, N.

Y.; 14 bottles of Forida fishes.

Wlllird, Mrs. Celeste. Box of insects, from Florida.

Williams, C. Foster. Shell, Pyrula, from Tennessee.

Williams, Dr. M. Specimen in flesh of Mexican flycatcher.

Williamson, J. M. Specimens of fulgurite, from Illinois.

Williamson, T. Spawn of black bass.

Wilmot, Samuel. Specimen of Dorosoma heterura, from Lake Huron;
stufled skin of Ontario salmon.

Winchell, Prof. Alex. Collection of fresh-water fishes, from Tennessee.

Wittich, Lieut. Willis, U. S. A. Collection of shrews, rei^tiles, and in-

sects, from Fort Klamath, Oreg.

Wood, Thomas. Collpotiou of fossils, from Maryland.

Wooster, A. F. Ccjfiections of general natVJal history and Indian relics,

from Connecti'^Ql^^

Yarroiv, Dr.^ ^[ q^ Box of slugs, from Washington, D. C. ; Li.:iof shf.lls

{Rydatp^-^)^ from Santa Barbara, Cal.

Terl:es.^ fsaac. Two celts and quartz crystal, from Pennsylvania.

^^^^^^glove, John E. Peutramites, from Bowling Green, Ky.

^''rtcA-, John A. Sample of glass wool.

^nhnown. Two boxes alchoholic birds' skins; cast of human face; 2

grooved celts ;
pair of moccasins and belt; 3 pieces of rock ; specimens

mica and granite ; larvae of migratory grasshopper.
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LIST OF THE MORE IMPORTANT EXPLORATIONS AND EX-
PEDITIONS, THE COLLECTIONS OF WHICH HAVE CONSTI-
TUTED THE PRINCIPAL SOURCES OP SUPPLY TO THE
NATIONAL MUSEUM, WITH INDICATION OP THE DEPART-
MENT OF THE GOVERNMENT UNDER WHICH PROSE-
CUTED.

[Where no department is mentioned it is to be understood that the collections were
made more especially at the request and under the direction of the Smithsonian In-

stitution and to a greater or less degree at its expense.]

Prior to 1§50.

1. Captain WilJces, U. 8. N'. The coasts of South America, Western
North America, Polynesia, etc. 1838-1842. United States Navy
Department.

2. Rev. Br. Gurley. West Africa. 1816-1857.

3. Eev. G. W. Dennison. British Guiana. 1842-1857.

1§50.

4. Dr. D. B. Oicen. United States Geological Survey made in Iowa,

Illinois, and Minnesota. 1850-1857. United States General Land
Oface.

5. Capts. L. Sitgreaves and J. C. Woodruff, U. S. A. The survey of the

Creek boundary. War Department.

6. Br. J. Evans. United States Geological Survey of Oregon and
Washington Territories. Land Office.

7. Br. Charles T. JacTcson. United States Geological Survey of Lake
Superior. Land Office.

8. Messrs. J. W. Foster and J. B. Whitney. United States Geological

Survey of Lake Superior. Land Office.

9. W. Stiinpson. The New England coast.

10. Thaddeus Culbertson. Upper Missouri.

11. Col. J. B. Graham and Maj. W. H. Emory, TJ. 8. A. United States

and Mexican Boundary Survey. 1851-1855. InteriorDepartment.

12. Capt. L. 8itgreaves, U. 8. A. Zuni and Colorado Rivers. War De-

partment.

13. Capt. Hoicard Stanshury, TJ. 8. A. The Valley of the Great Salt

Lake, Utah. War Department.

1§52.

14. Lieut. J. M. Oilliss, U. 8. JV. United States Astronomical Expedi-

tion to Chili. 1849-1852. Navy Department.

15. Lieut. TV". L. Herndon, TJ. 8. N. The Amazon and its tributaries.

Navy Department.

16. Capt. E. B. Marcy and Capt. George B. BIcClellan, TJ. 8. A. The Red
River. War Department.
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1§53.

17. Dr. E. K. Kane. Korth Greenland.

18. Capts. G. Ringgold and J. Modgers, U. S. N. Exploration of the China
Seas, Behring Straits, coast of California, etc. 1853-1856. Navy-

Department.

19. Gov. 1. 1. Stevens. The Pacific Eailroad Survey of the forty-seventh

parallel. 1853-1855. War Department.
20. Lieut. E. S. Williamson, U. iS. A. The Pacific Eailroad Survey on

the partial route in California. 1853-1855. War Department.
21. Gaptains Gunnison and Beclcwith, U. S. A. The Pacific Eailroad

Survey on the thirty-eighth, thirty-ninth, and forty-first parallels.

1853-1855. War Department.

22. Gaptain WMpple, U. S. A. The Pacific Eailroad Survey on the

thirty-fifth parallel. 1853-1855. War Department.

23. Lieut. J. G. Farlce, U. 8. A. The Pacific Eailroad Survey on the

western end of the thirty-second parallel. 1853-1855. War De-
partment.

24. Gapt. J. Fope, TJ. 8. A. The Pacific Eailroad Survey on the eastern

end of the thirty-second parallel. 1853-1855. War Department.
25. Lieut. B. 8. Williamson, TJ. 8. A. The Pacific Eailroad Survey in

California and Oregon. 1853-1855. War Department.

26. Gommodore M. G. Ferry, U. 8. N. Japan. 1853-1855. State and
Navy Departments.

27. Gapt. J. Fope, TJ. 8. A. Artesian Well Borings in the Llano Esta-

cado. 1853-1857. War Department.

28. Dr. George 8ucMei/, TJ. 8. A. Washington and Oregon Territories.

1853-1856. W^ar Department.

29. Dr. J. G. Gooper. Washington Territory, California, and Nebraska.

1853-1856. War Department.

30. Dr. F. Y. Hayden. Upper Missouri. 18£3-1855.

31. Lieut. D. N. Gouch, TJ. 8. A. Northern Mexico.

32. Dr. L. Berlandier. Northern Mexico. Collections made 1826-1851

and purchased by Lieutenant Couch.

33. Gapt. T. J. Fage, TJ. 8. N. Paraguay. Exploration of the Parana.
1853-1855. Navy Department.

34. E. D. Gutts. The California coast. United States Coast Survey.
35. Frof. 8. F. Baird. Wisconsin, Illinois, and Ohio.

1854.

36. A. J. Vaughan. Upper Missouri. 1854-1855.

37. Dr. P. E. Hoy. Wisconsin and Missouri.

38. Eobert Kennicott. Illinois, Minnesota, and Winnipeg. 1854-1857.

39. Gapt. E. B. Marcy, TJ. S. A. Brazos Eiver.

40. Lieut. W. F. Trowbridge, TJ. 8. A. The Pacific coast. 1854-1855.

United States Coast Survey.
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41. Gustavus Wurdemann. Texas, Louisiana, and Florida. 1854-1858.

United States Coast Survey.

42. Bev. A. C. Barry. Wisconsin.

1855.

43. Prof. S. F. Baird. Coast of New Jersey.

4:4:. E. Samuels. California. 1855-1856. Boston Society of Natural His-

tory and the Smithsonian Institution.

1856.

45. Maj. O. H. Thomas, U> 8. A. Vicinity of Fort Yuma.
46. Lieutenant Bryan, U. S. A. Wagon-road survey from Fort Eiley to

Bridger's Pass. 1856-1857. War Department.

47. Lieut. O. K. Warren, TJ. S. A. On the Upper Missouri and Yellow-

stone. War Department.

1857.

48. W. M. Magraic. South Pass wagon-road. 1857-1858. Interior

Department.

49. Caj)t. T. J. Page, TJ. S. JV". La Plata Eiver and tributaries. Navy
Department.

50. Donald Gunn. Eed Eiver of the North and Nelson Eiver. Hudson's

Bay Territory.

51. John Xantus. Fort Eiley, Kans., and Fort Tejon, Cal. 1857-1858.

52. Lieut. N. Michler, U. S. A. Exploration of a canal route. The Isth-

mus of Darien. War Department.

53. Col. J. E. Johnston, U. S. A. Southern boundary of Kansas.

54. J. B. Leech. El Paso and Fort Yuma wagon-road route. Interior

Department.

55. A. Cainpbell. Northwestern boundary survey. Western end. 1857-

1861. State Department.

56. Lieut. G. K. Warren, U. S. A. The Platte Eiver Valley. War De-

partment.
1858.

57. Capt. Thos. BlaMston, B. A. The Saskatchewan.

58. Lieut. J. C. Jves, TJ. 8. A. Navigation of the Colorado Eiver. War
Department.

59. L>r. F. Y. Eayden and Prof. F. B. MeeTc. Kansas.

60. Er. F. V. Eayden. New Jersey.

1859.

61. Capt. J. E. Simpson, TJ. S. A. Kansas, Nebraska, and Utah. War
Department.

62. F. W. Lander. South Pass wagon road route. Interior Depart-

ment.
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63. Lieut. John Midlan, U. S. A. Wagon-road route from Walla Walla

to Fort Beuton. Interior Department.

64. Capt. W. F. Eaynolds, U. 8. A. Upper Missouri and Yellowstone.

War Department.

65. Capt. J. N. Macoinh, U. S. A. San Juan and Upper Colorado. War
Department.

66. JoJinXantus. Cape Saint Lucas, Lower California. United States

Coast Survey.

67. John Feilner. Fort Crook, California.

68. Bobert Kennicott. British North America into the Arctic Circle.

1859-1861.

69. J. W. Tolman. Illinois.

70. Dr. J. B. Bean. Central Florida.

71. Dr. SucMey, U. S. A. Kansas, Nebraska, and Utah.

72. William Cooper. Bahamas.

73. Br. H. Bryant. Bahamas.

74. Br. J. G. Cooper. South Florida.

75. Capt. H. G. Wright, U. S. A. Tortugas.

76. Capt. B. P. Woodbury, U. S. A. Tortugas.

77. Br. Whitehurst. Tortugas.

78. ISaint Charles College. Louisiana.

79. James McLeannan. Isthmus of Panama.

80. Theodore Gill. West Indies and jSTewfoundland.

1860.

81. Br. J. G. Cooper. To Oregon via Fort Benton. War Department.

82. Capt. C. P. Stone, U. S. A. The Gulf of California.

83. Br. C. S. Canfield. The coast of California.

84. B. B. Boss. Mackenzie's Eiver district. Fort Simpson, Hudson's

Bay Territory. 1860-1861.

85. George Barnston. North shore of Lake Superior.

86. J. Mackenzie. Moose factory, Hudson's Bay. 1860-1863.

87. C. Brexler. In James Bay, Hudson's Bay.

88. Elliott Coues. The coast of Labrador.

89. Williams College Lyceum of Natural History. Greenland and Lab-

rador.

90. Br. W. Stimpson. The coast of North Carolina.

91. Theodore Gill. The coast of North Carolina.

92. Br. W. W. Anderson. Cantonment Burgwyn, N. Mex., and on the

Pecos.

93. J. H. Clark. The Texas boundary survey. Interior Department.

94. J. W. Swan. Puget Sound. 1860-1877.

95. Br. J. B. Holder. Tortugas.

96. Charles Wright. Cuba. 1860-1863.

97. J. M. Woodicorth. Minnesota.

98. Patrick Buffy. New Mexico.
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99. W. A. Henry. Labrador Eclipse Expedition.

100. Lieut. J. D. Kicrts, U. S. A. On the Atlantic coast of the United
States.

101. F. Germain. Chili.

103. P. S. Dodd. Sable Island, i^ova Scotia.

103. J. B. Willis. Nova Scotia.

104. W. G. Winion. Nova Scotia.

1§61.

105. John Xantus. Cape Saint Lucas and the Gulfof California. United

States Coast Survey.

106. Eohert Kennicott. Hudson's Bay Territory : Eort Eesolution, Peel's

Eiver, and Fort Yukon.
107. Lmorence ClarJc,jr. Hudson's Bay Territory : Fort Eaeand Great

Slave Lake.
i§C3.

108. John Xantus. Western Mexico in the vicinity of Colima and Man-
zauillo. 1862-1863. State Department.

1§63.

109. Henry Connolly. Hudson's Bay Territory: Eigollet, Labrador.

1863-1866.

110. Son. G. B. Biotte, United States minister. Costa Eica.

111. J. Garmiol. Costa Eica.

112. Dr. Charles Sartorius. Eastern Mexico.

113. Prof. F. Sumichrast. Orizaba, Mexico.

114. Capt. John. M. Dote. West coast of Central America.

115. IIo7i. G. B. BucJcalew, United States minister. Ecuador.

116. Br. Elliott Cones, U. S. A. Arizona.

117. Dr. B. Hitz. Upper Missouri.

118. Capt. John Feiliier, U. S. A. Upper Missouri.

1§64.

119. Col. A. J. Grayson. Vicinity of Mazatlan, including the Tres

Marias and the Eevillagigedo Islands.

120. Dr. Arthur Schott. Yucatan, under the auspices of the government

of the province.

121. Hon. D. K. Cartter. Bolivia.

122. W. T. March. Jamaica.

123. N. H. Bishop. Cuba.

124. Lieutenant Fitzgerald, British Army. New Providence, Bahamas.

1§65.

125. Gov. William McTavish. Vicinity of Fort Garry.

126. Bohert Kennicott. Alaska and British Columbia.
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127. Dr. n. Berendt. British Honduras and the interior of Guatemala.

128. Robert Swift. Saint Thomas and Porto Eico.

129. George Latimer. Porto Eico.

130. Rev. E. B. Tristram. Palestine.

i§e6.

131. G. P. Gaudet. Hudson's Bay Territory: Fort Good Hope.

132. William L. Hardesty. Hudson's Bay Territory: Fort Simpson.

133. Strachan Jones. Hudson's Bay Territory : Vicinity of Fort Kae.

131. James LocMart. Hudson's Bay Territory : Fort Eesolution, Fort

Yukon.
135. John Reid. Hudson's Bay Territory : Big Island, Great Slave

Lake.

136. James Sihhiston. Hudson's Bay Territory : Fort Yukon.
137. Donald Gunn. West of Lake Winnipeg.

138. George A. Smith. Hudson's Bay Territory and Labrador.

139. Robert MacFarlane. Hudson's Bay Territory : Vicinity of Fort An-
derson, Arctic Coast. 1860-18C8.

140. William Bross. Hudson's Bay Territory : Fort Halkett.

141. Thomas Flett. Hudson's Bay Territory : La Pierre's House.

142. G. L. Bulkley. Eussian America. Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany.

143. William H. Dall. Shores of Behriug Straits. Western Union
Telegraph Company.

144. Ferdinand Bischoff. Kodiak, Sitka, and other portions of Alaska.

Western Union Telegraph Company.
145. H. M. Bannister. Vicinity of Saint Michael's, Norton Sound.

Western Union Telegraph Company.
146. Dr. J. T. RothrocJc. British Columbia. Western Union Telegraph

Company.
147. Dr. C. A. Ganfield. Monterey, Cal.

148. Dr. Edward Palmer. Arizona.

149. Dr. Wernicli. Colorado.

150. Dr. K. B. Butcher. Laredo, Eio Grande.

151. A. E. Younglove. Hayti.

152. Dr. Henry Bryant. Porto Eico and the Bahamas.
153. Senry Hague. Guatemala.

154. Dr. Earl Flint. Nicaragua. 1806-1877.

155. Df. A. Von Frantzius and J. G. Zeledon. Costa Eica.

156. J. and T. Rhodes. Panama.
157. Valdimir Knudsen. Sandwich Islands.

158. William H. Hudson. Buenos Ayres. 1866-1868.

1§67.

159. Hon. A. A. Burton. Columbia.

160. Ferdinand Bischoff. Vicinity of Mazatlan.
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161. Bernard B. Ross. Hudson's Bay Territory : Moose Factory.

162. Prof. F. Y. Hayden. Geological Survey of Nebraska. United

States General Land Office.

163. Dr. Thomas T. Miner. Winnebago Reservation.

164. Clarence King. Along tbe line of tbe fortietb parallel. "War De-

partment.

165. Br. 31. Alleii. Bermuda.
166. Col. A. J. Grayson. Eevillagigedo Islands.

167. Dr. Van Patten. Guatemala.

168. Mr. Hardemann. San Salvador.

1§6§.

169. Prof. James Orton. Ecuador.

170. Mr. McDougal. Hudson's Bay Territory, Mackenzie's Eiver district.

171. George Davidson. Alaska. United States Coast Survey.

173. Dr. F. V. Hayden. Black Hills, Laramie Plains, &g. General Land
Office.

173. J. JEL. Devereaux. Tennesee and Ohio. Ethnology.

174. Dr. Edward Palmer. Indian Territory.

1869.

175. Capt. C. M. Scammon. Coast of Oregon and Alaska. United States

Eeveuue Bureau, Treasury Department.
176. Dr. F. V. Hayden. Colorado and New Mexico. Interior Depart-

ment.

177. Lieut. F. M. Ring. In the vicinity of Fort Wrangel, Alaska.

Ethnology.

178. P. Figyelmezy. British Guiana. State Department.

1§70.

179. Prof. 8. F. Baird. In Marine Zoology, in Vineyard Sound. 1870-

1875. United States Fish Commission.

180. Dr. F. Y. Hayden. Eocky Mountains. Interior Department.

1§71.

181. Prof. J. W. Powell. Colorado. Interior Department.
182. Dr. F. Y. Hayden. Montana and headwaters of the Yellowstone.

Interior Department.
183. Geo. A. Boardman. Florida and New Brunswick.
184. Dr. H. G. Yarrow, U. S. A. Vicinity of Fort Macon, North Caro-

lina.

185. Capt. Chas. Bryant. Pribylov Islands, Bebring Sea.
186. Strachan Jones. Hudson's Bay Territory, Lower Slave Lake Eegion.

1872.

187. Prof. S. F. Baird. Marine Zoology in the Bay of Fundy. United
States Fish Commission.
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188. Br. A. S. Paclcardjr. George's Banks, &c. United States Coast

Survey and United States Fish Commission.

189. Eenry W. Elliott. Saint Paul of the Pribylov or Fur Seal Islands

of Bebring Sea. Treasury Department.

190. William H. Ball. Alaska and the Aleutian Islands. 1872-1874.

United States Coast Survey, Treasury Department.

191. Prof. F. V. Hayden. Basin of the Upper Yellowstone and various

regions of the Eocky Mountains. Interior Department.

193. Lieut. Geo. M. Wheeler, U. 8. A. Southern Utah and Eastern

Nevada. War Department.

193. Prof. J. W. Powell. Colorado Eiver. 1872-1875. Interior Depart-

ment.

191. F. 8arg. Guatemala.

195. Prof. William M. Gahb. San Domingo.

196. 0. Broicn Goocle. Bermuda.

1§'73.

197. Ca;pt. C. F. Ball and Br. Emil Bessels. In the Arctic Seas, on the

Polaris. Navy Department.

198. Henry W. Elliott. Saint George's Island of the Pribylov Group.

Treasury Department.

199. Commodore G. E. Belknap, United States Steamer Tuscarora. North

Pacific Ocean. Navy Department.

200. Archibald Camphell and Br. Elliott Goues. Along the north

western boundary survey, in Dakota. State Department.

201. Gen. Bavid S. Stanley and J. A. Allen. Along the line of the North-

ern Pacific Eailroad. War Department.

202. Prof. F. V. Hayden. Colorado and New Mexico. Interior Depart-

ment.

203. Lieut. Geo. M. Wheeler. The region west of the 100th meridian.

War Department.

201. Gapt. Charles Bendire, U. S. A. Arizona.

205. Livingston Stone. Upper Sacramento Eiver. United States Fish

Commission.

206. James W. Milncr. The Great Lakes and the Upper Mississippi.

United States Fish Commission.

207. Prof. S. F. Baird. Vicinity of Portland, Me. United States Fish

Commission.

208. Yinal N. Edwards. Vicinity of Wood's Hole, Massachusetts.

United States Fish Commission.

209. Samuel Poiccl. In Narraganset Bay.

210. Prof. William M. Gahh. Costa Eica. Government of Costa Eica.

211. Prof. F. Poey. Cuba.
1§74.

212. Lieut. Geo. M. Wheeler. Nebraska, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico,

and Arizona. War Department.
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213. Prof. F. Y. Haydeti. West of the one hundred and seventh merid-

ian, in Colorado. Interior Department.

214. Prof. J. W. Poicell. Utah. 1874-1877. Interior Department.

215. Prof. S. F. Baird. Sonth coast of Connecticut. United States

Fish Commission.

21G. Capt. Nicholas Pike. The Mauritius. State Department.

217. A. B. Steinherger. The Samoan Islands. State Department.

218. Luclen M. Turner. Vicinity of Saint Michael's, Norton Sound.

1874-1877. United States Signal Service, War Department.

219. Prof. II. E. Webster. The coast of Virginia.

18'5'5.

220. Prof S. F. Baird. Vineyard Sound and Buzzard's Bay. United

States Fish Commission.

221. Alaslca Commercial Company. The coast and islands of Alaska.

222. Paul Schumacher. Oregon and the mainland and islands adjacent

to Santa Barbara. (Ethnology.) 1875-1876. Peabody Museum,
Cambridge, and Indian Bureau, Interior Department.

223. Eev. Stephen Bowers. The south coast of California. (Ethnology.)

1875-1877. Indian Bureau, Interior Department.

224. J. G. S^can. British Columbia: Vancouver's Island, &c. Indian

Bureau, Interior Department.

225. Stephen Powers. Nevada and California. (Ethnology.) Indian

Bureau, Interior Department.

226. Dr. J. H. Kidder, U. S. N, Transit of Venus Expedition : Kergue-

len Island and other points. Navy Department.

227. Dr. F. Eershner, TJ. S. N. South Pacific, in the United States

steamer Swatara. Navy Department.

228. Edwin Smith. Chatham Islands. United States Coast Survey and
Navy Department.

229. Prof F. V. Bayden. Colorado, Northern New Mexico, and East-

ern Utah. Interior Department.

230. Lieut. Geo.M. Wheeler. Colorado and Arizona.. War Department.

231. Dr. Edward Palmer. Arizona and California. Indian Bureau,

Interior Department.

1§76.

232. W. A. Mintzer. Arctic America, north of Hudson's Strait. Navy
Department.

233. Dr. W. W. Bays. San Luis Obispo. (Ethnology.)

234:.Dr.J.F.Bransford. Nicaragua. 1876-1877. (Ethnology.) Navy
Department and Peabody Museum, Cambridge.

235. Capt. J. G. Baker. Islands south of California. Treasury Depart-

ment.

236. Prof F. V. Hayden. Western Colorado and Eastern Utah. Interior

Department.

8 s
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1877.

237. Prof, F. V. Hayden. Wyoming, Idalio, and Northern LTtah. In-

terior Department.

238. E. W. Nelson. Norton Sound, Alaska. United States Signal Office

and Smithsonian Institution.

239. Prof. D. S. Jordan. Fresh waters of Southern States.

240. Dr. J. F. Bransford^TJ. S.N. Nicaragua and Costa Kica. Medical

Bureau, Navy Department.

241. Bev. Stephen Boicers. Islands and mainland adjacent to Santa

Barbara, Cal. Maj. J. W. Powell, Interior Department and
Smithsonian Institution.

242. ClarJc 31ills. Indians in Florida. Peabody Museum, Cambridge,

and Smithsonian Institution.

243. F. A. Obcr. West India Islands : Dominica, Antigua, Barbadoes,

&c.

244. S. F. Baird. Coast of Massachusetts off Salem, and of Eastern Nova
Scotia. United States Fish Commission.

245. Livingston Stone. Clackamas Eiver, Oregon. United States Fish

Commission.

24G. Capt. J. J. Fuller. Kerguelen Island.

247. Maj. A. S. Gaines and K. M. Cunningham. Shell mounds near

Mobile, Ala.

248. G. B. Goode. Bermuda and surrounding waters. Wesleyan Uni-

versity, Middletown, Conn., and Smithsonian Institution.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED EXPLORATIONS UNDER
THE DEPART:\IENT by WniCH CONDUCTED.

Smithsonian Institution : carried on directly by or under the supervi-

sion of the Institution, and for the most part wholly or partially at its

expense : 87, 88, 90, 91, 94, 95, 9G, 97, 98, 99, 102, 105, 100, 110, 111, 112,

113, IIG, 117, 118, 119, 122, 123, 127, 128, 129, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 147,

148, 150, 151, 153, 154, 155, 158, IGO, 1G3, 1G5, IGG, 1G7, 173, 174, 177, 185,

19G, 219, 233, 239, 243, 24G.

Smithsonian Institution : less directly under the charge of the Insti-

tution, and not at its expense, but the results communicated to it: 82,

83, 92, 100, 101, 103, 104, 114,' 115, 121, 124, 128, 129, 130, 149, 152, 15G,

157, 159, IGS, 178, 183, 184, 194, 195, 204, 209, 211, 247.

Smithsonian Institution, with the especial aid of the Hudson's Bay
Company : 84, 85, 8G, 107, 109, 125, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 13G, IGl, 170,

18G.

Smithsonian Institution and United States Coast Survey : 105, 171,

188, 190, 228.

Smithsonian Institution and Western Union Telegraph Company

:

12G, 142, 143, 144, 145, 14G.

Smithsonian Institution and Kentucky University : 119.
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Smithsonian Institution and Boston Natural History Society : 44, 113.

Smithsonian Institution and Peabody Museum : 222, 234, 242.

Smithsonian Institution andWesleyan University, Middleto^u, Conn :

248.

Smithsonian Institution and Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.:

89, 169.

Smithsonian Institution and Costa Rican Government : 210.

Smithsonian Institution and Government of Yucatan: 120.

Smithsonian Institution and State Department: 108.

State Department: 200, 21G, 217'.

Navy Department : 197, 199, 220, 227, 228, 232, 234, 240.

Treasury Department : 175, 189, 198, 235.

Interior Department: 93, 170, ISO, 182, 191, 193, 202, 213, 214, 229,

236, 237.

Interior Department, Land Office : 162, 172.

Interior Department, U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the

Territories, Second Division, J. W. Powell in charge : 241.

Interior Department, Indian Bureau : 222, 223, 224, 225, 231.

War Department: 81, 181, 201.

War Department, Engineer Bureau : 164, 192, 203, 212, 230.

War Department, Signal Office : 218, 238.

United States Fish Commission : 179, 187, 188, 205, 200, 207, 208, 215,

220, 244, 245.

Alaska Commercial Company : 221.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS MEN-
TIONED IN THE PRECEDING LIST.

A.
Current No.

Alaska Commercial Company
Allen, J. A
Allen.M

Anderson, W.W

221

201

165

92

B.

Baird, S. F.35, 43, 179, 187, 207, 215, 3C0, 244

Baker, J. G 235

Bannister, H. M 145

Barnstou, Geo 85

Barrj^, A. C 42

Bean, J. B 70

Beckwith, Capt 21

Belknap, G.E 199

Bendire, C 204

Berendt, U.. 127

Berlandier, L 32

Bessels, E 197

Current No.

Bishop, N. H 123

Boardman, G. A 183

Bowers, S 223,241

Bransford, J. F 234,240

Bross,W 140

Bryan, J. T 46

Bryant, C 185

Bryant, H i 73,152

Buckalew, C. R 115

Buckley, C. L 142

Burton, A. A 159

Butcher, H. B 150

C.

Campbell, A 55,200

Canfield, C. A.

Canfield, C. S.

Caruiol, J
Cartter, D. K.
Clark, J. H...

Clarke, L

147

83

111

121

93

107
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Current No.

Connolly, H 109

Cooper, J. G 29,74,81

Cooper, William 72

Couch, D. N 31

Cones, E 88,110,200

Culbertson, T 10

Cunningham, K. M 247

Cutts, R. D 34

D.

Ball, W. n 143,190

Davidson, G 171

Deuison, Chas 3

Devereaux, J. H 173

Dodd, P. S 102

Dow, J. M 114

Drexler, C 87

Duffy, P 98

E.

Edw.irds, V. N 208

Elliott, H. W 189,198

Emory, W.H 11

Evans, J 6

F.

Feilner, J 67,118

Figyelmezy, P 178

Fitzgerald, Lieut 124

Flett, T 141

Flint, E 154

Foster, J. W 8

Frantzius, A. Von 155

Fuller, J. J 246

G.

Gabb, Wm. M 195,210

Gaines, A. S 247

Gaudet, C. P 131

Germain, F Ill

Gill,T 80,91

Gillies, J. M 14

Goode, G. B 196,248

Graham, J. D 11

Grayson, A. J 119,166

Gunn, D 50,137

Gnnnison, Capt 21

Gurley, Rev. Dr 2

H.

Hague, H 153

Hall, C. F 197

Hardemann 168

Hardesty, W. L 132

Current No.

Hayden, F. V..30, 59, 60, 162, 172, 176, 180,

182, 191, 202, 213, 229, 236, 237

Hays, W. W 233

Henry, W. A 99

Herndon, W. L 15

Hitz, R 117

Holder, J. B 95

Hoy, P. R 37

Hudson, W.H 158

I.

Ives, J.C 58

J.

Jackson, C. T 7

Johnston, J. E 53

Jones, S 133,180

Jordan, D. S 239

K.

Kane, E. K 17

Kenuicott, R 38,68,126

Kershner, Dr 227

Kidder, J. H 226

King,C 164

Knudsen, V 157

Kurtz, J. D 100

L.

Lander, F. W 62

I;a timer, Geo 129

Leech, J. B 54

Lockhart, J 134

M.

M'Clellan, Geo. B 16

MacDougal 170

MacFarlane, R. 139

M'Kenzie, J 86

M'Leannan, James 79

Macomb, J.N 65

Mactavish, W 125

Magraw, W. M -48

Marcy,R. B 16,39

Marsh, W. T 122

Michler, N 52

Mills, C 242

Milner, J. W 206

Miner, T. T 163

Mintzer, W.A 232

Mullan, J 63

N.

Nelson, E.W 238
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Current No.

o.

Ober, F.A 243

Orton, J 1G9

Oweu.D.D 4

P.

Packard, A. S 188

Page, T. J 33,49

Palmer, E 148,174,231

Parke, J. G 23

Perry, M. C 26

Pike, N 216

Poey, F 211

Pope, J 24,27

Powell, S 209

Powell, J. \V 181,193

Powers, S 225

E.

Eaynolds, W. F 64

Eeid, J 135

Ehodes, J. T 156

Ring, F.M 177

RiDggoH,C 18

Eiotte, C.E 110

Eodgers, Joliu 18

Eoss, B. E 84,161

Eotbrock, J. T 146

S.

St. Charles College 78

Samuels, E 44

Sarg, F 194

Sartorius, C 112

Scammon, C. M 175

Schott, A 120

Schumacher, P 222

Sibbeston, J 136

Simpson, J. H Gl

Sitgreaves, L 5,12

Smith, E 228

Smith, G. A 138

Stanley, D. S 201

Stansbury, 11 , 13

Steiaberger, A. B 217

Stevens, I. 1 19

Current Xo.

Stimpson, W 9, 90

Stone, C. P 82

Stone, L 205,245

Suckley, Geo 28,71

Sumichrast,F V. 113

Swan, J. G 94,224

Swift, E 128

T.

Thomas, G. H 45

Tolman, J. W G9

Tristram, H. B 130

Trowbridge, W. P 40

Turner, L.M 213

V.

Van Fatten, Dr 167

Vaughan, A. J 36

W.

Warren, G. K 47, 56

Webster, H. E 219

Wernick,Dr 149

Wheeler, G. M 192,203,212,230

Whipple, Capt 22

Whitehnrst 77

Whitney, J. D 8

Wilkes,"^ Chas 1

Williams College 89

Williamson, E. L 20,25

Willis, J. R 103

Winton, W, G 104

Woodbury, D. P 76

Woodruff, J. C 5

Woodworth, J. M 97

Wright, C 96

Wright, H. G 75

Wurdemann, G 41

X.

Xantus, J 51,66,108

Y.

Yarrow, H. C 184

Younglove, A. E 151

Z.

Zeledou, J 155



REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

The Executive Committee of the Board of Regents of the Smithsouian

Institution respectfully submit the following report in relation to the

funds of the Institution, the appropriations by Congress for the support

of the National Museum, the receipts and expenditures for both the

Institution and the Museum for the year 1877, and the estimates for the

year 1878.

Statement of the condition of the funds at the beginning of the year 1878.

The amount originally received as the bequest of James
Smithson, of England, deposited in the Treasury of the

United States, in accordance with the act of Congress of

August 10,1846 $515,109 00

Eesiduary legacy of Smithson, received in 1865, deposited

in the Treasury of the United States, in accordance with

the act of Congress of February 8, 1867 26, 210 03

Total bequest of Smithson $541,379 03

Amount deposited in the Treasury of the United States as

authorized by act of Congress, February 8, 1867, derived

from savings of income and increase in value of invest-

ments 108,620 37

Amount of the bequest of James Hamilton, of Carlisle, Pa.,

February 24, 1874 1,000 00

Total permanent Smithson fund in the United States

Treasury, bearing interest at 6 per cent., payable

semi-annually in gold $651, 000 00

In addition to the above, there remains of the extra fund,

from savings, &c., in Virginia bonds and certificates, viz:

Consolidated bonds $58, 700 00

Deferred certificates ., 29, 375 07

Fractional certificate c 50 13

Total 88, 125 20

Valued January, 1878, at 34, 562 00

Also, the cash balance deposited in the United States

Treasury, at the beginning of the year 1878 25, 083 90

Total Smithson funds, January 6, 1878 $710, 645 90
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RECEIPTS IN 1877.

Interest on $050,000, for the year 1877, at 6 per cent., gold . . $39, 000 00
Premium on gold interest

:

June 30, 1877, © 5/^ $1, 035 94
January G, 1878, © 211 524 06

1,500 00

Less broker's commission 48 74

1,511 26

Interest on Virginia bonds

:

Sale of coupons by Riggs & Co., for January 1 and
July 1, 1877, for $3,522, November 26, 1877, ® 82-

82J 2,885 76

Interest on Hamilton fund of $1,000

:

For the year 1877 $00 00

Premium on gold, less brokerage 2 32

62 3i

Eepayraent by National Museum

:

For advances made by Smithsonian Institution in

1875-'7G, for International Exhibition, &c . . . , 5, 548 28

Total receipts for the year 1877 „ $49, 007 62

EXPENDITURES IN 1877.

Building, furniture and fixtures $4, 030 G6

General expenses 16, 052 64

Publications, researches and explorations 12, 946 81

International literary and scientific exchanges. 9,790 73

Gallery of art 1, 710 83

National Museum 421 23

44,952 90

Balance unexpended of the income for 1877 4, 054 72
Balance at the beginning of the year 1877. 21, 029 18

Cash balance, January 6, 1878 $25, 083 90
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HAMILTON BEQUEST.

Eeceived from James Hamilton, February 24, 1874, and

deposited in the United States Treasury $1, 000 00

Interest received from February 24, 1874 to December 31,

1870 183 85

Interest received from January 1 to June

30,1877 $30 00

Premium, 5^^ 1 59

31 59

Less commission 04

$31 55

Interest received from July 1 to Decem-

ber 31, 1877 30 00

Premium, 2ii 81

30 81

Less commission 04

30 77

62 33

Total income received to December 31, 1877 24G 17

Appropriated in 187G, for exploration of cave near Car-

lisle, Pa 150 00

Balance on hand January 1, 1878 96 17

Statement of expenditures in 1877, in detail.

BUILDING.

Eepairs and improvements : $2, 325 46

Fire-proofing apartments for collections 1, 343 34

Furniture and fixtures 361 86

$4, 030 66

GENERAL EXPENSES.

Meetings of the board $197 50

Lighting 238 09

Heating 1,029 10

Postage 163 31

Stationery 286 16

Incidentals, ice, insurance, &c 560 60

Salaries 11, 780 00

Labor and extra clerk hire — . 1, 382 11

Books and periodicals 416 77

$16,053 64
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PUBLICATIONS, EESEARCHES.

Smithsonian Contributions $6, 412 40

Miscellaneous collections 2, 205 81

Annual report 994 09

Meteorology and researches 985 43

Apparatua 1, 40G 14

Laboratory G3 38

Explorations 879 50

12,940 81

Literary and scientific international exchanges 9, 790 73

Gallery ofart 1,710 83

Museum 421 23

Total $44, 952 90

REPAYMENTS.

The Institution, as heretofore, has made temporary advances during

the year for the payment of freight on government collections, &c., the

repayment of which, together with the amount received from sales ot

publications of the Institution, have been deducted from the several

items of expenditure for the year, as follows, viz

:

From exchanges, repayments for freight $439 65

From postage, repayments 7 42

From publications, sales 484 30

From National Museum, repayments 427 34

From electrotypes of wood-cuts 87 50

Total $1,440 21

ESTIMATES.

The following are the estimates of receipts and appropriations for the

year 1878

:

Estimated receipts.

Interest on the permanent fund receivable July 1, 1878, and
January 1, 1879, in gold $39, 000 00

Interest on the Hamilton fund for the year 1878, in gold .

.

GO 00

Probable premium on gold, 2 per cent 781 20

Sale of Virginia coupons due January 1, 1878, and July 1,

1878 2, 5C0 00

$42,341 20
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Provisional appropriations.

For building $2, 000 00

For general expenses 15, 000 00

For publications and researches 15, 000 00

For exchanges 9, 000 00

For books and apparatus !l , 000 00

For contingencies 341 20

$42, 341 20
NATIONAL MUSEUM.

The government collections of specimens of natural history, ethnology

geology, &c., continue in charge of the Smithsonian Institution, and

Congress has made the necessary appropriations for their care and
preservation, and for defraying the expense of packing, moving, and

storing the articles received at the close of the International Exhibition

in Philadelphia. The advances made by the Institution in previous

years for the construction of a hiboratory of natural history, required

for the iireparation of new specimens for the Centennial, have also been

refunded.

The following is a statement of the National Museum appropriations

for 1877 and 1878, and the balances at the beginning of the year 1878

:

The appropriation by Congress for the care and preservation of tlie

collections for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877, was $10,000. Of
this amount $5,090.86 were expended up to December 31, 1876, and the

balance of $4,909.14 has been expended during the six months ending

June 30, 1877.

For repairing and fitting up the " Armory Building," and storing the

specimens received from the International Exhibition, an appropria-

tion was made by Congress of $4,500, of which $3,916.23 were expended

in the six months ending December 31, 1876, and the balance of $583.77

has been expended during the first six months of 1877.

APPROPRIATIONS BY CONGRESS FOR NATIONAL MUSEUM IN 1877.

Preservation of collections^ Smithsonian Institution^ 1878.

*' For preservation and care of the collections of the National

Museum" $18,000 00

" For expenses of making up into sets for distribution to col-

leges and academies, the duplicate ores, minerals, and

objects of natural history now belonging to the United

States, or in the collections of the International Exposi-

tion presented to it by foreign governments." Act March

3, 1877. (Digest of Appropriations, 1878, page 86.) 5, 000 00

$23, 000 00
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Preservation of collections, Smithsonian Institution,Armory Building, 1878.

" For fitting up the Armory Building for storage of articles

belonging to the United States, including those trans-

ferred from the International Exhibition, and expense of

watching the same" $2, 500 00

Ifational Museum, Smithsonian Institution.

'' For the National Museum in charge of the Smithsonian

Institution, for restoring to their proper place in the

National Museum cases removed to the luternational

Exhibition, and rearranging the collections, and for ex-

penses and preservation of the collections, aud for receiv-

ing, packing, and transporting the objects presented to

the United States at the Centennial by State and foreign

governments, and for i^roperly storing and preserving

them until a proper disposition can be made of the same."

Act March 3, 1877. (Digest of Appropriations, 1878, page

86.) $35, 000 00

The total receipts of the Museum for the year 1877 have therefore

been

—

Preservation account, for fiscal year ending June 30, 1877

(balance) $4, 909 14

Armory account, for fiscal year ending June 30, 1877 (bal-

ance) 583 77

Preservation account, for fiscal year ending June 30, 1878. L'3, 000 00

Armory account, for fiscal year ending June 30, 1878 2, 500 00

National Museum (return of Centennial collections, &c.),

for fiscal year ending June 30, 1878 25, 000 00

$55,992 91

Expended during six mouths ending June 30, 1877

:

Preservation ... $4, 909 14

Armory 583 77

$5,492 91

Expended during six months ending Decem-

ber 31, 1877

:

" Preservation " $11, G76 79

"Armory " 1, Oil 75

^'National Museum" 22,959 10

$41, 140 55

Balance January 8, 1878, to the credit of the Museum, to

defray expenses of the collections for the six months end-

ing June 30, 1878 ... : $14,853 36
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All the payments on account of the ifational Museum have been made
directly by the disbursing-ofQcer of the Department of the Interior, on
the presentation of vouchers approved by the Secretary of the Smith-

sonian Institution.

SUMMARY.

The Executive Committee have examined six hundred and seventy-

six vouchers for payments made from the Smithsou income duriug the

year 1877, and six hundred and eight vouchers for payments made from

appropriations by Congress for the National Museum, making a total of

1,284 vouchers. All of these vouchers have the approval of the Secre-

tary of the Institution and the certificate that the materials and ser-

vices charged were applied to the purposes of the Institution.

The Committee have also examined the account-books of the National

Museum, and find the balance, as before stated, of $14,852.36 to corre-

spond with the certificates of the disbursing-oflBcer of the Department of

the Interior.

The quarterly accounts-current, bank book, check-book, and journal

have all been examined and found to be correct, and to show a balance

to the credit of the Institution on the Gth of January, 1878, in charge

of the Treasurer of the United States of $25,083.90, to be appropriated

to the current operations of the Institution.

Respectfully submitted.
PETER PARKER,
JOHN MACLEAN,
GEO. BANCROFT,

Executive Committee of the Smithsonian Institution.

WASHiNaxoN, January 22, 1878.



JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

Washington, D. C, January 16, 1878.

In accordance with a resolution of the Board of Regents of the Smith-

sonian Institution fixing the time of the beginning of the annual session

on the third Wednesday of January in each year, the Board met this

day, but a quorum not being present it adjourned to meet on Wednesday,

January 23, at 7 o'clock p. m.

Washington, D. C, January 23, 1878.

A meeting of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution was

held this day at 7 o'clock p. m., in the office of the Secretary.

Present, Chief-Justice W^aite, Chancellor of the Institution; Hon. Wil-

liam A. Wheeler, Vice-President of the United States ; Hon. R. E. Withers,

Hon. Hiester Clymer, Hon. James A. Garfield, Rev. Dr. John Maclean,

Prof. Asa Gray, Prof. Henry Copp6e, Hon. Peter Parker, and the Secre-

tary.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

Excuses for non-attendance were received from Messrs Hamlin, Sar-

gent, Bancroft, and Stephens.

The Secretary stated that on the 1st of November, 1877, the Vice-

President appointed Hon. R. E. Withers, of Virginia, as a member of

the Board of Regents, in place of Hon. J. W. Stevenson, of Kentucky,

whose term of service as Senator had expired. He also stated that the

Speaker of the House of Representatives, on the 14:th January, 1878,

had appointed the following Regents : Hon. Hiester Clyraer, of Peunsyl-

ania; Hon. Alexander H. Stephens, of Georgia ; Hon. James A. Garfield,

of Ohio. He also laid before the Board a letter from Prof. James D.

Dana, resigning his membership in the Board, on account of continued

ill health, and stated that a joint resolution had just passed both houses

of Congress electing President Noah Porter, of Yale College, Connec-

ticut, to fill the vacancy.

Professor Henry presented a general exhibit of the condition of the

Smithson fund and a detailed statement of the receipts and expenditures

for the year 1877. He stated that to save time these statements and
all the accounts of the Institution had been referred by him to the

Executive Committee.

The subject of the Virginia bonds held by the Institution and the

propriety of disposing of them was considered, the Secretary having
125
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called attention to the fact that their present value was about $7,000 less

than at the last meeting of the Board.

Mr. Withers was of the opinion that the temporary depression was
due to fears of improper legislation by the State, and he could not pre-

dict what course would be pursued, but he believed it injudicious for the

Institution to part with these funds at i^resent.

The Chancellor and the other Regents concurred in this opinion.

Dr. Parker, from the Executive Committee, presented the following

report relative to the portrait of the Secretary, ordered by the Board at

its last annual session :

REPORT.

TheExecutive Committee, which were authorizedand requested to have

a life-size portrait of the Secretary of the Institution painted by some

competent artist, report that after a full inquiry for the best artist, the

chairman of the committee visiting New York solely for the purpose,

consulting men acquainted with, and judges of, the artists of the city, and

visiting the studios of some of the most distinguished portrait-painters

and examining their works, their choice was between Daniel Huntington

and Thomas LeClear, esqs.

Mr. Huntington, who had painted Professor Henry when a younger

man, would have been happy to paint him again in the maturity of his

years, but his health was delicate and he was averse to leaving home.

Mr. LeClear could come to Washington and paint the portrait at once.

The prices were essentially the same with both artists.

Mr. LeClear was decided upon, and he agreed " to paint a three-quarter

length life-size, the canvas to be three feet by two feet nine inches, head

and two hands, for $1,500, the same to be painted in the best style pos-

sible to him."

Mr. Huntington, on learning the decision of the Executive Committee,

wrote: "I congratulate you on your choice of my esteemed friend, Mr.

Thomas LeClear, .to paint the portrait, which will insure you a work of

rare artistic merit."

The committee have now the pleasure of presenting the Board of Ee-

gents the portrait of Professor Henry, the result of their endeavor to

discharge the delicate duty devolved upon them.

PETER PARKER,
GEO. BANCROFT,
JOHN MACLEAN,

Executive Committee.

January 22, 1878.

On motion of Mr. Withers, the report of the committee was received

and ordered to lie upon the table for the present.

Dr. Parker presented the annual report of the Executive Committee,

signed by himself. Dr. Maclean, and Mr. Bancroft, relative to the re-

ceipts, expenditures, estimates, &c.
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On motion of Professor Copp<So, the report was adopted.

The Secretary stated that the "Memorial of the Board of Eegeuts,"

relative to the new building for tbe National Museum, had been presented

to Congress, and that a bill in accordance with it had passed the Senate,

without objection, but it had been presented so late in the session that

favorable action could not b6 obtained in the House of Eepresentatives.

A renewed effort would be made this session to accomplish the desired

object. Several of the Eegents expressed the opinion that the bill would

be passed at an early day.

The Secretary presented to the Board a miniature likeness of James
Smithson, founder of the Institution, and also one of Col. Henry Dick-

inson, his half brother, which had been purchased from Mons. de la Batut,

of Belz, France, a half brother of the nephew of Smithson, who parted

with them on account of pecuniary need and his desire that the Insti-

tution should possess them. Mr. de la Batut had also presented to the

Institution a number of notes addressed to Smithson by Oersted, Arago,

Biot, Tennant, Klaproth, and other distinguished scientific men of his

time, showing his intimate association with them ; also a draught, in

Smithson's handwriting, of his will, differing in one very slight particular

from the will as presented to the United States by the English Court.

Professor Henry gave an account of what had been received of the

personal effects of Smithson, and stated that nearly all these had been

destroyed in the fire at the Institution in 1865. He advised the repub-

lication, in a suitable form, of all the scientific papers of Smithson.

On motion of Dr. Maclean it was

—

Resolved, That the Secretary be requested to have a memoir of James
Smithson prepared and published, to include all his scientific papers

now accessible.

On motion of Dr. Coppde it was

—

Resolved, That the Secretary prepare and publish a history of the

origin and progress of the Institution.

On motion of Dr. Copp(5e the Board adjourned to meet on Saturday,

26th instant, at 7 o'clock p. m.
January 26, 1878.

A meeting of the Board of Eegents was held this day at 7 p. m., in

the oflQce of the Secretary.

Present, Chief-Justice Waite, Chancellor ; Hon. E. E. Withers, Hon.
James A. Garfield, Hon. George Bancroft, Hon Peter Parker, Dr. Asa
Gray, Dr. Henry Copp6e, and Professor Henry, Secretary.

Excuses for non-attendance were received from Messrs. Wheeler, Ham-
lin, Sargent, Stephens, Clymer, Maclean, and Porter.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and api)roved.

Professor Henry presented his annual report of the operations of the

Institution for the year 1877, which was read in full.

On motion of Hon. James A. Garfield the report was accepted, and
the Secretary directed to transmit it to Congress.
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The report of the Executive Committee, relative to the portrait of the

Secretary, laid over at last meetiug, was considered.

On motion of Dr. Gray it was

—

liesolved, That the Eegents accept from the Executive Committee the

portrait of the Secretary, procured in fulfillment of the resolution of the

Board of February 5, 1877, and present their thanks to the committee

for the satisfactory manner in which this duly has been accomplished.

The Board then adjourned to meet at the call of the Secretary.



GENERAL APPENDIX

SMITHSONIAN REPOET FOR 1877.

The object of this appendix is to illnstrate the operations of the Institntion by
reports of lectnres and extracts from correspondence, as well as to fumisli information

of a character snited especially to the observers and other persons interested in the

promotion of knowledge.
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COLOR-BLINDNESS IN ITS RELATION TO ACCIDENTS BY RAIL
AND SEA.

By F. Holmgren,
Professor of Physiology at the University of Upsal.

[Translated for the Smithsonian Institution by M. L. Duncan.]*

INTEODUCTION.

In several preceding memoirs I have treated the subject of colorblind-

ness from the theoretical side of this singular phenomenon. But it has,

likewise, a practical side of vast importance j for not only does this de-

fect of vision every day give rise to inconveniences in the various depart-

ments of the sciences, arts, and industries, but it is also the cause of most

disastrous accidents by rail and by sea. Public attention has been

attracted to this side of the question by scientific works or by accidents,

and to judge from certain facts reported in books and newspapers, there

now seems to prevail a more general conviction of the necessity of making
the sense of color amongst seamen and railway employes an object of

official scrutiny and control in order to guard against this hidden danger,

to which too little attention has been given. Our times are probably

ripe for such a reform, and there is only wanting, it seems, for its imme-
diate and general adoption, a practical method, a well-arranged plan,

and initiatory energy. It is to supply these deficiencies that we have
undertaken and published these pages.

To Sweden belongs the honor of having taken the initiative iu this

reform, and in such a manner as to exercise a full control over the sense

of color on all our railways. This reform was promptly matured, and
introduced in a not less rapid, sure, and systematic manner, which un-

doubtedly proves the advantages of the method, plan, and principles

which were followed.

A knowledge of the method of investigation and of the principles

relating to it has been so far dissemiaated merely by oral exposition and
application before the physicians and railway employes in the Amphi-
theatre of Physiology of Upsal, during the latter part of the year 1876.

Consequently, what is remarkable with regard to the subject is that the

entire reform was established in Sweden before any rules or principles

were printed. One of the most important causes of this fact is found
iu the conviction felt from the first of the advantages of speech over
writing in such matters. The other reason is that our results were ob-

tained with unexpected rapidity, and that the time devoted to it pre-

* This article has been necessarily somewhat abridged from the French trauslation :

De la C6cit6 des Couleurs, dans ses rapports avec lea Cbemins-de-fer et la Marine, par
F. Holmgren. Traduit du sunders avec I'autorisatiou de I'auteur. Stocliholm. 8 vo.

pp. 144. [1877.]
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veuted us from publishing this worii before the reform was introduced.

If this fact should render the publication of these labors less indispeu-

sable for the time being, we must not forget the importance and neces-

sity of directions which will serve in the future for our own railways, as

well as for the introduction of a similar reform elsewhere.

The importance of uniformity in the method of examination, in the

classification, and in the principles relating to the disposal of the jjer-

sonnel, cannot be too highly estimated, for this is of consequence, not

only to science, and especially to statistics, but also to a purely practical

end. This fact becomes the more forcible when connected with the in-

vestigation of the sense of color among seamen ; for every reform of this

kind within the province of navigation naturally assumes an interna-

tional character. Our classification as well as our method of examining

the color-blind is founded upon the Young-Helmholtz theory, and wo
cannot refrain from enumerating here the principal elements. This

theory is assuredly not the only one, nor even the last that has been

given to the public and gained partisans ; but it is, in our opinion, the

best for the end in view, and it will be seen that it essentially responds,

as far as regards practical interest, to all that we have a right to require

of a theory. We have no intention of attempting to establish its correct-

ness. We make use of it for a definite purpose, under the conviction

that it is a needful basis for the systematic and accurate solution of

some of the practical questions under consideration.

In brief, the object of this work is to give a practical and clear idea

of the nature of color-blindness, of its importance to marine and railway

service, and, finally, a concise summary of the principles to be followed

and the measures to be taken in order to secure immunity from its pecu-

liar dangers. The reason why we confine ourselves almost exclusively

to railways here is that the reform in view has already been introduced

iuto this department, and a valuable experience acquired. And it is

clear that these results may equally well be applied to navigation, at

least in all essentials.

Color-blindness in many other departments of practical life also leads

to serious inconveniences, and as it is desirable that an examination of

the chromatic sense be undertaken on a large scale in schools, as a guide

in the choice of professions, we hope this memoir may serve in a meas-

ure to this end. We should, moreover, be very happy to have the

opportunity (so rarely accorded to physiology) of being useful to human-
ity, without the intervention of practical medicine.

I.—HISTORICAL SKETCH.

Color-blindness has been known for a long time, and, therefore, has

its history. The first cases known to the public are mentioned in a let-

ter from Joseph Huddart* to Joseph Priestley, dated January 15, 1777,

* An Account of persons who could not distinguish colors. By Mr. Joseph Hnddait,

in a letter to the Rev. Joseph Priestley, L.L.D., F.R.S. Philosophical Transactions of

the Royal Society of Loudon. Vol. Ixvii. For the year 1777, part i, p. 260.
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just oue hundred years ago. The cases in point were those of a shoe-

maker, named Harris, of Mary-port, in Cumberland, and his brother,

master of a merchant- vessel, belonging to the same port. Although the

description is very brief, several features, which at a later date charac-

terized complete color-blindness, are recognized, and especially in the

latter case the type of blindness known at present under the name of

red-blindness.

The first case of color-blindness accurately described, known to us, is

that of John Dalton, the celebrated English chemist and physicist.

Unable to distinguish red, he studied this defect of nature in himself,

and published in 1794 a detailed and accurate description of it.* It is

after him that color-blindness received the name of Daltonism, an ap-

pellation which appears to have been employed for the first time by

Pierre Provost, at Geneva, in 1827, and was, therefore, in use during the

life of Dalton, who did not die until 1844. It is not known whether

Dalton was aware of this appellation, but, however that may be, he

i:»robably would not have objected to this use of his name, for according

to George Wilson he was more amused than annoyed by his defect, he

himself enjoying the amusement he afibrded others by his mistakes

in colors. His countrymen have, however, warmly protested against

this manner of immortalizing the memory of Dalton by perpetuating a

congenital defect, especially as his scientific merits are sufficient to ren-

der his name imperishable. But notwithstanding these protestations,

and the universal use in England of the name of color-hlindness, which

was first introduced by Sir David Brewster, and is now in general use in

Germany {farheblijidheit), the terms Daltonisme and Dalionien are still

in common use in France.

Dalton also cites a number of instances of colorblindness, similar to

his own, and later a host of others are mentioned by different authors;

but, on the whole, these are isolated cases accidentally encountered, and

considered as curiosities, and their most striking features described and
discussed, but with no knowledge of how to reduce them to fixed laws.

For this purpose, tiiree things were especially wanting: a practical

method of investigation, a large material for the purpose, and a satis-

factory theory for direction in the employment of this material.

Seebeck was the first to interest himself especially in systematically

collecting a number of cases relatively very large, and in comparing
them with each other. In 1837 he made a strict examination of the

students of one class in a school in Berlin, and gave a detailed account

of twelve cases of complete color-blindness examined by himself, and of

one mentioned by his fatlier, as well as a few other instances more or

less color-blind, which form the transition between complete color-blind-

ness and the normal chromatic sense. Seebeck understood the uncer-

* Extraordinary facts relating to the vision of colors: with observations by Mr. John
Dalton, read October 31st, 1794. Memoirs of the Literary and Philosoiihical Society

of Manchester. Vol. v, part i (1798), p. 28.
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tainty and inadmissibility of attempting to discover the nature of this

blindness by simply interrogating the color-blind as to the names of the

colored objects ; he was careful to note what mistakes they made in

comparing the colors, or, in other words, he ascertained between what
-colors, different to the normal eye, they found resemblances. Follow-

ing up this principle, he proceeded methodically to examine individuals;

he invited them to arrange, in the order of their resemblances to each

other, a number of colored objects, which in the beginning were in confu-

sion. He used principally paper, about three hundred pieces of differ-

ent colors, not, however, rejecting other materials, especially pieces of

colored glass. He objected to silk on account of its brilliancy, but rec-

ommended wool, although he does not appear himself to have preferred

to use it. It is not clear from Seebeck's writings whether, after each

examination, he preserved the order in which these pieces of paper were

arranged by the color-blind; but it is certain he compared the manner
of arranging them in different cases, and drew his own conclusions.

By this comparison, Seebeck succeeded in pointing out two classes of

specifically distinct color-blindness. Of the thirteen cases he examined,

eight belonged to the first and five to the second class. Moreover, ho

shows that in the two classes there is a great varietj^ of degrees of color-

blindness, and seeks further to prove the probable existence in the two

classes of a gradual transition to the normal sense of color.

But Seebeck and his contemporaries, like their predecessors, could not

discover a satisfactory explanation of the defect in question, or practi-

cally see its relation to the normal sense of color. This is easily ex-

plained by the fact that at this time there was not the least plausible

system of a physiological doctrine of colors. Indeed, as early as the

beginning of our century, a useful and satisfactory theory had been

devised by Thomas Young, but it had been neglected or forgotten, as were

many of the other ideas of this extraordinary man, who was far in

advance of his age, and consequently not understood. The theory of the

three primitive colors, or fundamental perceptions,of Young, was rescued

from oblivion by Helmholtz about the year 1850, and also later, but inde-

pendently, by Maxwell. This theory has undoubtedly already exerted a

very happy influence over the physiological doctrine of colors in general,

as well as over thatof the anomaly in chromatic perception. In designat-'

ing this theory by the names of both scientists, we thereby simply ren-

der justice to the merit which accrues to Helmholtz for having revived

and applied it. Owing to this theory, the question of the nature of color-

blindness has been of late the object of strong and growing interest. The
number of cases, and also of treatises on the subject, have increased ver^'

considerably, and the study, undertaken by physiologists as well as by
ophthalmological practitioners, has not been confined to congenital color-

blindness and its different forms, but has also extended with much
earnestness over pathological diagnostics. It is onlj' about ten years

since that a new theory, that of four cardinal colors, succeeded in making
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many partisans. But when will it be in a condition to meet the exigen-

cies of the physiological doctrine of colors in a more satisfactory manner

than the Young-Helmholtz theory 1 This is yet unknown. With regard

to the defect now occupying our attention, it seems very doubtful, to

judge by the trials that have been made, whether this theory would better

meet practical necessities than that of the three cardinal colors. And
it is precisely these practical requirements that have led us to mention

the theory here.

Up to the present time, the theoretical problem of color-blindness

has undoubtedly been the object of more serious attention, and has been

richer in results than the practical. Now, as the latter is nevertheless

of singular importance, and the difficulties to be encountered to solve it

in a satisfactory manner seem, in many respects, of only secondary

importance, it is not easy, in reality, at the first approach, to find a suit-

able explanation. It will not, therefore, be uninteresting, we believe, to

cast a rapid glance over this side of the question from a historical

point of view, which will, in the first place, bring out the fact of which

we speak, and perhaps also contribute to bring to light the point at

which it is necessary to look for the cause of this state of things. The
first writer who seriously occupied himself with the investigation of

color-blindness in the various departments of practical life, and especially

drew attention to the possible accidents occasioned by the employment

of color-blind individuals on railways and at sea, and generally in all

operations where colored signals are used, was George Wilson, professor

of technology at the University of Edinburgh. * Wilson's researches

were purely practical in aim and end. The mistakes made by the

students of his laboratory in judging the colors of chemical precipitates

led him to reflect upon this subject, after reading the memoir in

which Dalton describes his own anomaly. For a long time, he tells

us he scarcely dared suspect any of his pupils of having so rare anin-

tirmity, but, like many after him, he took courage, proceeded to make
an examination, and found that not only were his suspicions perfectly

correct, but that color-blindness was far from being so uncommon
as usually supposed.

He dilates at length, in his memoir, on the peculiar characteristics of

seventeen color-blind individuals; eight were examined by himself, and
the others described by difl'erent observers, or the color-blind them-

selves. These cases were distributed as follows: fourteen men and
three women ; sixteen cases were congenital, and one proceeded from

a cerebral affection caused by a fall from a horse. It must be re-

membered that this last case had not been examined before the acci-

dent; a circumstance rendering the verification of the pathological

origin of color-blindness difiScult, but the description seems to authorize

• Researches on color-blindness, with a 8npj)lement on the danger attending the

present system of railway and marine colored signals. By George Wilson. Edin-
burgh, 1855.
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the conclusion that the case was correctly judged. Besides these

cases described in detail, and illustrated by a number of interesting anec-

dotes, Wilson cites a great many others analogous, but only accidentally

encountered by our author, or mentioned to him by other persons, for

which he was indebted to the interest the question had excited in Eng-

land by his own initiatory steps. Wilson's data are not merely limited

to this kind ofinvestigation. He also mentions the systematic researches,

(analogous in some measure to those of Seebeck,) which he undertook in

order to discover color-blind individuals, and by that means form some
idea of the frequency of colorblindness amongst the population. It is

to him, in fact, we owe the first efforts to establish regular statistics on

this subject, as it would be diflBcult to receive as such the cases collected

by Dalton. To attain this*end, Wilson examined at the same time a large

number of individuals belonging to the same class, such as soldiers,

students, police-agents, veterinary students, etc., and discovered in this

way 65 color-blind out of l,15i persons examined ; that is, 5.6 per

cent., or one color-blind out of every 17.7 persons. If desired that statis-

tics of this nature should render the service expected, it is plain that

there must be great strictness in the use of the methods of examination,

and especially in any case where a doubt of color-blindness exists. Here,

as in the classification of color-blindness in general, theory exercises

great influence. In this respect, it is very important that uniformity

should prevail, or at least that, at the time of the employment of the

different theories and methods, the limits should be well defined between

color-blindness on one hand, and, on the other, between the different

kinds of anomalies, and finally that the process should be so selected for

examination and classification that from any practical point of view

an accurate judgment could be formed of the result, and a classifica-

tion made of the different cases under any system whatsoever. It is only

by fulfilling these conditions that these statistical data can be useful;

and that they may have a real value, it is the more necessary that the

method should be so sure that no color-blind individual could escape

the experimenter.

It is impossible to say that Wilson's statistics fulfill these requirements.

Wilson was not ignorant of Young's theory as restored by Helmholtz

and Maxwell. But this theory had not as yet begun to excercise a

general influence over the ideas of the nature of the anomalous percep-

tion of colors, thy methods employed in discovering it, and the manner
of classifying the different forms. Wilson's method and classification

therefore are deficient. His method consists in x>resenting to the

individuals to be examined pieces of colored paper, one after the

other, or a diagram in an illustrated work, and asking the names of

the colors. Those only who evince some hesitation in distinguishing

red, green, and brown are required to submit to Seebeck's proof, that is

to say, classifying according to their analogy, but without indicating by

name the pieces of colored paper, glass, or wool. From this it can be
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quite positively coDcluded that this method is not altogether safe.

Wilson acknowledges as possible that some of the color-blind might pass

unperceived, especially when, to save time, the examination is made more

hastily than the method allows.

The classification is not better regulated ; in fact, it distributes the

color-bliud into three classes: 1st, those who confound red with green;

2d, those who confound brown with green ; and, 3d, those who confound

blue with green. This distribution is not founded upon any theory, nor

is it either the exact expression of well-defined kinds. Wilson himself

agrees that those who make the mistakes characterizing the first class do
not fail to make those of the second also. The second group might there-

fore be correctly regarded as the same kind as the first, of an inferior

degree. With regard to the third class, it is more than doubtful whether

the greater number of the cases which it includes can be classed under

the head of color-blindness. It also seems that Wilson hesitated with

regard to this, since he has excluded this group from one of his tables.

This class contributes the most also in rendering the proportion of color-

blindness as great as Wilson found it. From these statements, the

statistics given by this author cannot be regarded as very useful.

Besides, the number of cases examined is too limited, especially as the

particular figures forming the sum-total differ considerably among them-

selves. There is, however, another reason rendering Wilson's work of

great importance, and worthy of being especially mentioned here. Wil-

son's constant aim, in fact, was to direct attention to colorblindness in

its connection with practical life, and that in a very extended sense. He
shows that an individual whose anomaly from infancy has been estab-

lished should avoid selecting a profession in which his defective sense of

color might occasion difficulties and annoyances to himself as well as to

others. According to Wilson, the color-blind should never become paint-

ers, dyers, weavers, tailors, chemists, botanists, geologists, physicians, etc.

Amongst the occupations in which the color-blind risk being the cause of

embarrassments and annoyances to themselves as well as to others, and of

real and serious accidents, Wilson especially mentions those of the

sailor and railway employ^, because the color-blind, who have a peculiar

tendency to confound the very colors employed as signals at sea and
on railways, may in this way occasion even death itself.

Wilson does not confine himself to pointing out these dangers to their

full extent, but proposes preventive measures. For this purpose, he
suggests very sensibly the only two measures that could be taken: to

preserve the colored signals in actual use,—red (= danger), green (=
attention), and white (the ordinary light of lanterns, that is yellow =
clear track), and in this case eliminate all the color-blind

; or else

retain all, and change the signals. Wilson decides in favor of the latter

alternative, which he considers preferable. He says that the managers
of railways have been very unfortunate in their choice of colors, select-

ing precisely those, red and green, the color-blind confound the most.
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This opinion does not extend to the signals used during the day. But

Wilson fails, and very naturally, when he proposes other colors prefer-

able, according to his judgment, for night-signals ; for example, a blue

light, excellent in all other respects, cannot fail to be useless in conse-

quence of the small amount of power it is capable of acquiring in an

ordinary lantern. Wilson reaches the conclusion that colors should be

discarded as .principal signals; they should be employed, he says, only

as auxiliary, and founds his system of signals on form, motion, and num-

ber. He enlarges to some extent upon this subject in a supplement to

his memoir, into the details of which we cannot now enter.

The dangers which threaten travel by rail and sea, and the disasters

resulting from mistakes of the color-blind with regard to colored signals,

were clearly understood and distinctly expressed, and the measures to be

taken to avoid them plainly proposed more than twenty years since. If,

therefore, it is now asked, as would be natural, to what practical results

all this has led, we might reasonably expect, especially when we recall the

attention that Wilson awakened on the subject amongst his contempora-

ries, that an important reformation for assuring public safety would long-

since have been accomplished not only in England, but in every civilized

country. A mere glance over the existing condition of things, however,

reveals the fact that the answer is not satisfactory. The only practical

result mentioned by Wilson in his work as a result of his writings, is

the resolution of the Great Northern Eailway Company that the entire

personnel must in future prove themselves free from this defect of the

chromatic sense before entering the service ; and, as Wilson says, the

public is indebted for this wise measure to one of the directors of the

company, Mr. Graham Hutchison, whose attention was called to Wil-

son's works by Dr. Mackenzie, of Glasgow. We see by this that the

numerous articles written by Wilson before publishing his views and

experience in full had aroused public attention to an interesting phe-

nomenon in the scientific world, but had not led to any practical appli-

cation, except in the one case in which a physician had succeeded in per-

sonally interesting one of the directors of a railway company in the ques-

tion. We know not how far other administrations have followed this

example. It is very probable that this measure has not been adopted by

a single company in Dalton's country, where color-blindness was dis-

covered in the first place, and where it was studied with so much care

that England was long regarded as the veritable land of this anomaly.

It would appear then that no considerable change has taken place in

the matter since Wilson's time. With regard to the English navy, we

still lack positive information.

With regard to France we are more fortunate. For a long term of

years. Dr. A. Favre, of Lyons, was occupied with the practical side of

this question, and made different investigations into the perception of

colors, especially amongst the employes of the ParisLyon-Mediterraueau

Company, of which he was for a long time one of the consulting physi-
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cians. He then proceeded to make an examination of soldiers, sailors,

and students. The information we are about to give is principally

derived from Dr. Favre's pamphlet, which he kindly sent us.

We will give a brief statement of his statistics, his method, and his

idea of color-blindness, and then his propositions for practical measures.

In relation to the frequency of color-blindness amongst the personnel

of railways, Dr. Favre tell us that out of 1,196 candidates examined by
him from June, 186-4, to December, 1872, thirteen were red-blind and
one green-blind (1.17 per cent.) ; but out of 728 employes of the same
line examined in 1872 and 1873, he found not less than 42 cases (5.76

per cent.) of color-blindness more or less pronounced, and that although

276 amongst them had previously submitted to an examination for the

same defect. During a subsequent examination, from July, 1873, to Oc-

tober 1, 1875, he dis(;overed, amongst 1,050 men from eighteen to thirty

years of age, nearly all formerly soldiers, not less than 98 color-blind

(9.33 per cent.). The increasing proportion of color-blindness at each

series of inspection must be attributed to the modifications introduced

into the method and diagnosis, owing to which a comparatively much
larger number of cases has been classed under the head of color- blind-

ness. This large proportion is easily explained by the method and man-
ner of making the diagnosis. Dr. Favre's method, which he has devel-

oped from year to year, consists in this : he presents to the subjects to be
examined wool of different colors corresponding to those of the spectrum,

red^ yellow (including orange), green, blue (including indigo), and violet,

and demands the name of each of these colors. All who are at fault

about them are pronounced color-blind. He regards also as such those

who hesitate, and who, when the test is repeated several times, give to a

color sometimes its own name and sometimes another. And yet. Dr.

Favre thought it his duty to correct the result obtained at the last exam-
ination : from the 98 cases, he withdrew 29, who hesitated only in the

designation of the colors, and 8, who, after repeated tests, corrected their

preceding mistakes ; the proportion falls by that from 9.33 to 5.8 per

cent.

On two points, Dr. Favre has in his works announced new views, and
whether they ought to be accepted or merely left to gain supporters,

they are of a nature to produce consequences of great importance in the

practical world. In fact, it has invited especial attention on one hand
to acquired color-blindness, which is quite common, according to his pam-
phlet, on the Paris-Lyon-Mediterranean line, and results from various

causes. On the other hand, he asserts that congenital color-blindness is

not incurable, but can be remedied by means of assiduous and syste-

matic exercise in colors.

The practical measures demanded by Dr. Favre, in accordance with

his views and experience and that of his fellow-laborers, with regard

to color-blindness, might be embodied in the following terms : an ex-

amination of the chromatic sense, obligatory upon all candidates for
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railway employment, and upon tbose already in service ; exclusion from

active service of all who cannot distinguish red ; especial examination of

all employes afflicted with contusionsor wounds on the head, orrecovering

from a serious illness; examination of drinkers and smokers; and, finally,

a i)eriodical examination of the entire personnel in active service; these

last measures having reference to acquired color-blindness. These prin-

ciples apply equally well to sailors. In behalf of his views on the

curability of acquired color-blindness, in which he seems more and more
interested, Dr. Favre earnestly urges the introduction of systematic

exercise in colors in schools, in the army and navy, and on railways.

It is readily seen that these views, and the measures based upon them
might have very considerable practical consequences; in fact, ifthey were

proved by adecisive test, we would havethebestandmostradicalmeansof

preventing all the inconveniences and dangers that colorblindness might
occasion. But, on the other hand, if the ideas of our honorable colleague

prove to rest on but slight foundation, as is generally admitted so far,

and as we ourselves believe, it is to be feared lest through an actual

improvement in the chromatic sense, on which these measures depend,

we might be led into error as to the ability that the color-blind often

acquire by practice in designating the colors of common objects accu-

rately by conjecture or the help of other characteristics, and, lulled into

a false security, neglect the measures that should and might be taken.

We are far from asserting that Dr. Favre's opinion on this point may
have already exercised such an influence, but we cannot refrain from

mentioning a circumstance, which, at all events, would not contradict

such a supposition. In fact, Dr. Favre tells us that in 1875 the Academy
of Sciences and Letters at Lyons voted resolutions calling the attention

of the ministers, and amongst others that of the navy, to Dr. Favre's

publications, and especially his request that sailors should be educated

and exercised in colors. We do not know whether this decision has

been put into practice, but we have no reason to doubt it. But, on the

other hand, we learn, from special information, that up to the present

(January, 1877) no examination of the chromatic sense has been exacted

of those desiring to enter the French navy. Nevertheless, Dr. Favre's

labors aud his practical efforts in the cause of color-blindness have

awakened genuine attention in France and Belgium. He tells us him-

self, also, that the greater part of the precautionary measures in use on

the Lyons railway from 1857 have been since introduced on other lines,

and quite recently on the Belgian railways. Moreover, Dr. Favre's

example has enlisted the interest of several physicians in this cause.

One of the most distinguished. Dr. Feris, surgeon-general of the navy,

has written a memoir on the importance of color-blindness to navigation.

This memoir describes an examination, by the author, of 501 sailors,

amongst whom he discovered 41 cases, more or less affected with this

anomaly of the chromatic perception, that is to say, 8.18 per cent. This

large proportion is explained by the fact that Dr. Feris finally employed
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the same method and made the same diagnosis as Dr. Favre, and nearly

the same chissiflcation, with slight modifications.

The foregoing seems to show that the question is now exciting atten-

tion in France, and this owing to the activity of a single individual.

It is obvious, however, that although Dr. Favre may have succeeded

in introducing measures insuring the communications against color-blind-

ness amongst the employes of the line to which he was himself attached, or

those of other lines, no reform has been generally recommended or intro-

duced on the French railways, and that absolutely no measures have
been taken in the navy. Besides, it is evident from certain passages in

Dr. Favre's pamphlet and from his opinion of the curability of congeni-

tal color-blindness, that the principles applied, where a control has been

introduced, have not been particularly rigorous. As to the elimination

of the color-blind personnel, it might with certainty be concluded that no

rigid rule has been followed ; from the fact that those only are dis-

charged from active service who ''cannot or only partially can distinguish

red, and are consequently dangerous," and the fact that of the forty-two

color-blind subjects detected by Dr. Favre in one of his examinations,

nine only were removed from active service.

In Germany, where an interest in colur-blindness has been lately ex-

cited in many quarters, but little is presented in regard to the control of

this defect on railways and in the navy. We can supply only a few data

capable of throwing any light upon the state of the question there.

In an article on the works of Dr. Favre, Mr. Blaschko points out the

importance of seriously making the sense of color amongst the person-

nel of railways an object of official scrutiny and control, according to

Dr. Favre's plan.

Dr Stilling in 1875 gave us still further information in an account of a

method proposed by him for discovering color-blindness by means of

colored shadows. "Here also in Germany," says he, " several railway

companies have directed their attention to this subject (color-blindness),

and the time is probably not far distant when investigation amongst
railway personnel and others will be undertaken ex officio and eu

masse." We do not know how or in what measure this prediction may
be realized, but inasmuch as the late movement in Sweden was regarded

by the German papers as a new and extraordinary phenomenon, and as,

moreover, one of the most eminent physiologists of Germany writes us

that no general measures have been adopted with regard to it in that

country, we may conclude that no practical reformation on the subject

has been generally introduced there.

We hear from Holland that measures with regard to this defect are

now on the road to execution.

A rapid glance over the development and existing state of this ques-

tion in Sweden cannot be void of interest. In what is called the Lager-

lunda case or trial, instituted in consequence of a railway accident, of

which Lagerluuda in Ostrogothia was the theater, November 15, 1875,
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and which at the time intensely excited public attention, testimony

was adduced which led me to suppose that color-blindness was one of

the principal causes of the disaster. This impressed me with the idea

that official scrutiny and control should be exercised over the sense of

color amongst railway employes. Without knowing what had been
done or written with reference to this in other countries, I considered it

my duty to take the initiative. After convincing myself that the steps

to be taken should consist, with the preservation of the existing system
of signals, in eliminating from the railway service all employes afflicted

with color-blindness, or at least those with certain kinds and degrees, I

regarded it, first, of the highest importance, to have a practical method
which should render the discovery of the color-blind rapid and certain,

without incurring heavy expense or requiring extensive preparations,

and in consequence to be able to examine easily a considerable number
of individuals. Then it seemed to me essential to endeavor to interest

the high functionaries at the head of the railways personally in the

matter.

As regards the method, I had already found one purely theoretic,

which, while in agreement with that of Young-Helmholtz, proved to be

practical in the examination of the color-blind. But this method was
only intended for discovering the types of partial color-blindness (com-

plete, according to the theory), but not the form of blindness I had
ascertained by the periraetrical examination of the colored visual field,

and defined under the name of incomplete color-blindness. The method
received accordingly a new practical aim, and it became necessary, in

consequence, to render it more accurate, and especially to make a trial

of it by an examination of the masses, so as to determine, by experiment,

the practical value of the method, and form an idea of the amount of

color-blindness in our country, of which no one had the slightest con-

ception. The desired occasion presented itself in the mouth of June,

1876, and I am indebteded to the politeness of Major-Gen eral Von Kiior-

riiig and Major Eudbeck for permission to examine 2,220 men belonging

to a regiment of infautrj', cantoned in Upland (standing army and mili-

tia), and to the dragoons of the guard (militia). The method proved to

be capable, in its extraordinary simplicity, of perfectly answering the

end in view with reference to rapidity and accuracy. The examination

of each man required, on an average, one minute, sometimes more and
often less ; and with the improved form we had given the method, we
also discovered, with accuracy, every individual incompletely color-

blind. With regard to the knowledge acquired by this examination of

color-blindness amongst the population of the province, we found that

out of 2,220 men eleven could not distinguish red, seventeen green, one

violet (?), and thirty-one were incompletely blind, according to the

classification I had used. There were, then, in all, sixty color-blind,

or 2.7 per cent. -^The instances of a feeble sense of color are not in-

cluded in this.
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On the 14th of July, of the same year, I had an opportunity, before a

congress of Scandinavian physicians assembled at Gothembourg, of

giving an account of the method, of stating the results obtained by its

use, and, besides, of expressing my views on the necessity of taking

measures, on a large scale, for the detection of color-blindness, especially

amongst railway employes. It resulted in the congress unanimously

resolving that it was necessary to make investigations for the detection

of color-blindness: 1st. Amongst employes of railways; 2d. Amongst
pilots, light-house keepers, and sailors in general ; and 3d, In schools.

During the session of the congress I had an opportunity also of proving

to the physicians the practical utility of the method by examining, in their

presence, and with the permission of Colonel Carlsohn, 100 men of a regi-

ment of artillery from Gothia, amongst whom we found four color-blind,

namely, one red-blind, one green, and two incompletely blind. Besides,

on the same occasion, we discovered amongst the medical members of

the congress one green-blind, and amongst the audience one red-blind.

I was then advised to apply directly, in person, to the directors of rail-

ways. Thanks to the press, which had attentively followed up the

debates of the Gothembourg congress, the question had reached the

public. It naturally became an object of attention to railway officials,

although received by a greater portion of them with a certain mistrust,

seeing in it the result of a scientist's imagination or an overwrought
solicitude, rather than a matter of practical application for the benefit

of railways. " If color blindness really exist," they said, " it cannot, at

any rate, be amongst the employes, or it would undoubtedly have been
remarked ; especially must this be the case amongstthe engineers and con-

ductors, as they rise from inferior grades, and consequently have amply
proved their ability to distinguish signals." It was therefore of extreme
importance to endeavor to obtain at once positive assurance on this

point. The opportunity soon presented itself. Mr. Jacobsson, superin-

tendent-in-chief of the Upsala-Gffle line, invited me to accompany him
in a tour of inspection to examine all the employes under his con-

trol. The trip was made in a special car; we left Upsal the 7th of

September, and, to make our inspection, halted at every station and
gate-keeper's and guard-house. In brief, we stopped at every place where
an employe could be found. The investigation was concluded at Gelie,

the 8th of September. The entire personnel, men and women, number-
ing 266 individuals, was examined. We discovered amongst these

thirteen color blind men, that is, 4.8 per cent.; six were completely green-

blind, and seven incompletely blind. They were distributed as follows,

with reference to their functions: one station-master, one engineer, two
conductors, one foreman, two workmen (one a supernumerary), two
overseers (one a supernumerary), two way-guards, one porter (messenger),

and one journeyman engineer. Immediately after the examination, the

general superintendent discharged all who were completely green-blind.

This first inspection was in many respects very interesting. It showed
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that the method of iDSpection conld be used and was expedient for rail-

ways. Moreover, it proved that there really were color-blind in almost

every grade of service of a Swedish railway, and this without there

having been the slightest suspicion of it, which confirmed my opinion of

the utility and importance of enabling those employed on railways to

conviuce themselves de visu of the nature of color-blindness and of its

practical value to railways.

Relying upon the experience I had just acquired, I wrote, September

25, to the royal directors of the state railways, and called attentiou,

amongst other matters, to the necessity of establishing a systematic con-

trol over the sense of colors amongst railway officials, and requested at the

same time permission, in the presence of the directors, or a person desig-

nated for the purpose, to examine the officials attached to any railway

whatsoever for the purpose of convincing the directors, in a practical

manner, of the true nature and importance of the question. At this time

the directors had already issued orders that as incapacity to distinguish

primitive colors closed the avenue to railway employment, the physi-

cians attached to the different lines must examine all applicants, and

that heads of sections must afterward examine into whether any of

their subordinates were incapable of distinguishing these colors, in the

use of flags and ordinary signal-lights, in any way which seemed pro-

per to them. On the other hand, however, debates and experiments on

color-blind individuals, at the Physiological Institute of Upsal, had

enabled me to succeed in interesting in the question several persons at-

tached to railways, and amongst them all the directors of the Up.sal-

Gefle line.

In another letter to the royal directory, dated October 8, I invited

the members to be present at one of these experiments, to be able to

form a better judgment of the question. Two engineers of the rail-

way presented themselves October 11, and on the 13th the chief

director, Mr. Troilius, came in person. From this day success seemed

assured. As early as October 16, the directors ordered that a physician

from each district, and as many more as should desire, should assemble

at my office at an appointed time, to acquaint themselves with the

methods that I would explain to them relative to the examination of

cases of color-blindness amongst the railway personnel. In consequence

of this, at the appointed time, October 24, twenty-six physicians at-

tached to railways assembled in the Amphitheater of Physiology at

Upsal, and also thirty-two individuals employed on railways, amongst

whom were the heads of nearly all the lines belonging to the private

companies of the country.

November 9, the managers directed the physicians of the lines to

proceed gradually, and according to my method, in the examination of

all the men then employed on railways. Those of the physicians

who did not understand this method, added the circular, should

study it, either with me, or with one of the physicians who had been
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l^reseut at my lectures on the subject ; and finally the superintendents

must send a report of the result of this examination, suggest measures

to be taken, Slud in certain cases apply those that circumstances might

require. In this way the reform was actually introduced on the rail-

ways of the state. The example was soon followed by the private com-

panies (we do not know of a single exception), and although all the re-

ports have not been returned (February, 1877), and consequently the

result is not yet j)erfectly kuowu, we might assert that the examination

itself is finished everywhere, in an almost if not entirely thorough man-

ner. Every case during the examination pronounced doubtful in the

diagnosis, or where doubt existed about the measures to take with re-

gard to it, has been reported to me. Sweden is consequently the first

and only country, as we see, where the control in question has been gen-

erally adopted, and applied according to determined principles.

We have enlarged to some extent on the manner in which this matter

has been successively accomplished in our country, not simply to give

our experience on the subject, but rather that such details seem to us to

elucidate the question occupying us. This will be clearly evident if we
compare other countries with our own with regard to this. Let us recall

the following facts: In England, color-blindness has been known for a

century, and for more than twenty years a strict control over the sense

of color amongst railway employes and sailors has been demanded. In

France, a physician attached to a railway has been for a long time inter-

ested in color-blindness amongst its employes, and has been eudeavor-

ing for at least three years to introduce a general control on railways, in

the navy, and in schools. Finally, in Germany, color-blindness has

been for a long time a subject of scientific study, where the necessity

of a control of the railway of&cials has been urged by a number of

people of late years. Well, we have seen that in spite of all this, not one

of these countries has yet decreed or introduced a general control on

railways and in the navy. In Sweden, on the other hand, where color-

blindness had scarcely been mentioned until the last few years, and
where a proposition to examine railway officials was only iDublicly made
July 14, 1876, and referred to directors of railways September 25, of the

same year, this important reform may be already regarded (February,

1877) as actually and thoroughly established, in all essential details, on

the entire system of railways throughout our country. To complete our

data, it may be added that since November 13, 1876, the king has issued

orders that, at the time of a general review of the fleet, every man should

bo examined u ith reference to color-blindness. This result is so truly

remarkable that we cannot refrain from endeavoring to discov^er the

probable explau ition of the unexampled rapidity with which it has been

reached in our country. The explanation does not seem to us difficult.

In our opinion, it is chiefly owing to two circumstances : one is the

method employed, which is not only accurate, as well as simple and
rapid, but eflects so palpable a result that the most skeptical observer

10 s
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is struck by it; the other circumstance is the manner in which the

knowledge of the method, as well as the principles for the introduction

of an official control, has been spread throughout our country. This

publicity was not reached in the usual way, through the medium of

books, but by oral exposition, practical application, and de visu. Our

idea is confirmed by the fact that this personal influence is recognized

in the cases brought to our knowledge in England and France, where

the scrutiny and control over the sense of color amongst the personnel

of railways has been introduced, particularly on the Great Northern

Eailway of the first-named country, and the Paris Lyons-Mediterra-

nean line. But even without this support, our experience would suffi-

ciently convince us that it is important, if not necessary, to explain the

question orally and de visu to the physicians, and especially to railway

employes. Speech, in such cases, has an undoubted advantage, and

our experience of the last months of 1876, when the Amphitheater of

Physiology at CJpsal was often the resort of physicians, railway officials,

and individuals afflicted with color-blindness, proves to us that this

kind of communication, especially in such a case as that now before us,

undoubtedly exerts a more powerful influence than the best written book.

The warm interest with which the question has been followed up by

the journals is too important a circumstance to be forgotten. Not only

has this kept the public on the alert, but the movement begun by us

has been continued in other countries. Immediate efl'ects were visi-

ble amongst our neighbors. In Finland, Dr. L. Krohn, who acquainted

Tiiraself by correspondence with the method and principles used in

Sweden, has already examined the railway officials of his country. A
locomotive and ambulance were placed at his disposal for examining

the personnel the whole length of the line. All was accomplished in

twelve days. He discovered amongst twelve hundred individuals exam-

ined, sixty color-blind, that is, 5 per cent. They were distributed as

follows: four red -blind; twenty-five green-blind; and thirty-one incom-

Xjletely blind.

We have as yet heard of no results from our method in Denmark and

Norway, but the qnr>stion is there under serious examination, as the

Physiological Insti'ite of Upsal has been visited on different occasions

by two Danish pli . sicians, Dr. Slidelin and Dr. Fontenay, sent by the

railway manager? )f Zeelaud, and by Mr. Hagen, assistant at the Physi-

ological Laborat ry of Cbristiania, sent by the Medical Board of Norway
at the suggest jn of Professor Worm Miiller. I have thus had the

l^leasure of exi laining to them the method of examination as well as the

practical prir. ;iples and rules I propose to communicate in this work.

II.—THE NATUEE OF COLOK-BLINDNESS.

It is not my intention to treat this question in a thorough manner,

but simply to mention what is essential to the practical end in view.

It has been known for a long time that every one does not possess
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the power of distinguishing colors in the same manner, and that some
exhibit a divergence of such a nature as to excite surprise and amuse-

ment. The confusion of green and red is very common. But, in many
instances, the difficulty consists merely in discriminating between deli-

cate shades, while the principal colors are easily distinguished. How
shall we explain all this; how find the relation existing between the

normal sense of colors and the abnormal j and where must the limit be

drawn ?

1.—THEORETICAL SKETCH.

Every one knows that a radiant body creates, throughout the ether

which surrounds it, undulations which are propagated in every direction.

When these undulations—whether they proceed directly in right lines

from the radiant body, the sun for example, or whether they are reflected

by some intervening body encountered in their course—come in contact

with special organs of sense, they produce certain corresponding changes,

which, in their turn, excite certain i^erceptions in our mind. If the un-

dulations come in contact with our skin, we experience the sensation of

heat ; if they strike the retina, that of light. It is consequently our own
brxiu that produces both light and heat, resulting from certain changes

that take place in our organs of sense (the retina or the skin), although

by these names we designate the external cause, when we say that the

rays of light and heat proceed from the incandescent body. Neverthe-

less, to thoroughly understand this fact it is necessary on the one hand
to distinguish between light and heat in an objective sense, which are

virtually the same thing, that is to say, undulations of the ethereal

medium : and, on the other hand, between light and heat in a subjective

sense, which are sensations of an altogether different kind. We have,

in the first place, here to consider our perceptions, and as their most
immediate cause is found in a modification or activity of our own organs

of sense, whatever be the external cause, it is clear that we must seek

the explanation of all luminous phenomena in our special organism

—

the optic nerve ; comprehending by that term the retina, the optic nerve,

and those portions of the brain with which they communicate.

If all the undulations of the luminous ethereal medium were exactly of

the same nature, or, on the contrary, if all the elements of our optic

apparatus reacted in the same way on every kind of undulations of the

ethereal medium, we could with difficulty imagine sensations of light of

a different nature. Every specific activity of our apparatus of the optic

nerve would produce a perception of light which would vary in degree,

but not in quality. We could have no conception of, according to the

cases, a light of different kinds, that is to say, of color. But, on the one

hand, the science of physics teaches that the undulations of ether are

of various kinds, differing in the rapidity, and consequently in the length

of the waves; and, on the other hand, the subjective qualities of light,

oi our perceptions of color, fall within the range of our daily experience.
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It belongs to theory to discover the law regulating these two factors.

All the qualities of light must depend upon functional diflfereuces of the

elements of the organ of the optic nerve. A necessary alternative is,

either this organ has but one kind of elements, ond then different kinds

of undulations of the ether induce it to act under different forms, or else

there are several kinds of elements or terminal organs in the retina or

in the brain, which always act respectively in the same way, while differ-

ing from each other. This latter hypothesis accords better with all we
know otherwise of the physiology of the nervous system, and is virtually

but J. Miiller's principle of the specific energies of the senses applied in

detail to the sense of sight. It is also on this last hyi)othesis that the

Young-Helmholtz theory is based.

The following is the principle upon which this theory explains the

qualities of light or colors. When one kind of element alone is excited

or set in motion, or when all are simultaneously excited, but one in a

higher degree than the rest, our sensation takes hold of that element as

the quality of the light, as the colored light or color, and particularly the

cardinal or primitive color, which corresponds specifically to the excited

element. If there are several kinds of elements, and only two of these

are excited or more excited than the rest, we see the light colored, but

of a color which constitutes the combination of the two colors corre-

sponding to the excited elements. It is clear that the principle on which

this reasoning is based gives room for the admission of as many differ-

ent elements, and, consequently, primitive colors, as could be desired.

At all events, it results from the principle that when all the kinds of

elements, whether there be one or several, are excited simultaneously

with the same force, there is no possibility of perceiving the quality of

light. We then see but a light in general, in contradistinction to the

absence of light or darkness; in other terms, we see a colorless light, or,

as it is called, a tchite light, and incorrectly a white color. It follows

therefore that when one element is principally excited while the rest

are also excited, but in a less degree, the perception of the specific

quality of the light is feeble in proportion to the degree of excitation

of the other elements, since this effect of their excitation must be, in

short, like a mixture of colorless light, or white relatively to the color in

question.

Let us now see how the Young-Helmholtz theory applies the principle

we have just explained. It recognizes three cardinal colors, red, (jrien^

and violet, and consequently three kinds of corresponding elements in

the organ of the optic nerve; elements respectively perce^iug red,

green, and violet. When the perceptive element of red is excited alone,

or in a greater degree, we experience the sensation of red, and so on.

Different kinds of undulations of the ethereal medium excite, in differ-

ent degrees, the different elements'^ but in such a way, however, that

all excite in some measure each of these elements.

Without attempting, from a scientific point of view, to explain the dif-
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ferent kinds of objective light in the length of the wave, in the practical

course we are pursuing here it is much more convenient to designate

them by the efifect they exert on the normal sense of colors. With
this explanation we will then proceed to speak of red, green, and violet

light, and so on, meaning those ethereal waves which differ in length, in

duration of undulations, in refrangibility, etc.

The easiest and most convenient means of describing the relations

existing between the kinds of objective light and the excitability of the

different elements, or, in other words, of the different kinds of subjective

light, will be to construct a diagram in which the curves indicating the

different kinds of light will be traced on an abscissa according to the

order in which they are presented in the solar spectrum, and those

which indicate the excitability of the respective elements, or rather the

intensity of the sensation of colors, will be expressed by the ordinate. To
save space, and more easily to comprehend the whole, we have drawn
the curves of intensity of the different elements on the same abscissa,

which consequently serves for each one of them.

Figure 1 represents this diagram, showing the normal sense of colors.

The spectral colors are here found placed horizontally in the natural

order, beginning with the red (E.), and finishing with the violet (V.);

the three curves of excitability, namely, 1st, that of the organ perceiv-

ing red ; 2d, that of the perceptive organ of green ; and, 3d, that of the

organ perceiving violet ; these curves indicate the manner in which the

different sj'stems of waves of solar light act on each of the three ele-

ments sensible to light.

FtG. 1.

According to these curves, the homogeneous red, from the extremity of

the spectrum to beyond the orange, affects the perceptive elements of

red strongly, in a much less degree those of green, and still less those of

violet. From this results the sensation of red, which is transferred more
and more into orange in proportion to the increase of the excitation of

the perceptive elements of green. Homogeneous yelloio intensely excites,

aud almost in the same degree, the perceptive elements of red and green,

while only feebly affecting the perceptive elements of violet. Hence, the

sensation of yellow, which is a combination of red and green. Green

light strongly excites the perceptive elements of green, and very feebly

and almost equally the two other elements. Hence, the sensation of

green. - Homogeneous blue excites quite strongly and almost equally the
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perceptive elements of green and violet, but feebly those of red. Hence,

the sensation of blue, which is a combination of violet and green. Violet

light powerfully affects the perceptive elements of violet and feebly the

two others. Hence, the sensation of violet.

These curves enable us to explain easily the colors of the spectrum by

the theory. We find in what proportion each one of the three fundamen-

tal perceptions enters into it by measuring the vertical distance from their

place on the horizontal line (abscissa) to the corresponding points of each

of the three curves. It is then seen that there is no color of the spectrum

into which but one primitive color enters exclusively. The two others also

furnish their contingent. No one is therefore perfectly "saturated." They
are more or less spread with white, and green is the least sensibly "sat-

urated," or more whitish. The curves also show us that yellow and blue

are at the same time whitish colors, and the most intensely luminous in

the whole spectrum. When we again add that a color "saturated" in

almost the same degree as the other spectral colors, proceeds from the

homogeneous combination of red and violet, that is to say, purple, and

its whitish shade, pink, we shall have said all, theoretically, that we
have to say in relation to the normal chromatic sense.

To explain the abnormal sense of colors by the theory of the normal, we
can, in advance, conceive various possibilities. Let us suppose that one

of the three fundamental perceptions is wanting, or that one of the prim-

itive colors is absent; it is clear that the whole chromatic system will be

upset. It is evident, therefore, that this system must be completely dif-

ferent, according to the absence of one or the other of the three primi-

tive colors. It is virtually just in this way that it has been attempted

to explain cases of a strongly marked defect in the chromatic sense, or

genuine types of blindness to color, found in real life; The term color-

hlindness has been justified by this, as it indicates in each case a genuine

blindness to one of the cardinal colors. In this way, therefore, we dis-

tinguish, according to the kind of element wanting, three classes of

blindness

:

1st. Eed-blindness.

iid. Green-bliudness.

3d. Violet-blindness.

We shall see that the Young-Helmholtz theory, as we have explained

it far from being contradicted, as has been recently claimed, by the

phenomenon of color-blindness, finds in it, on the contrary, a support,

and this theory most certainly furnishes the best guide for attaining

the practical end in view for which we intend to use it. Let us, in the

first instance, cast a rapid glance over the different kinds of typical and

complete blindness to colors, as their features are presented by the

theory. This sketch will be singularly facilitated by the use of the same

kind of curves employed in illustrating the normal sense of colors.

1. According to the theory, blindness to red is due to the absence or

paralysis of the organs perceiving red (fig. U). Ked-blindness has then
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but two fundamental colors, which, adhering strictly to the theory, are

green and violet (blue according to Maxwell).

The curves distinctly show what aspect the various kinds of lights of

the spectrum must have for the chromatic sense such as the one we
have in view. We will give a short list of them, according to Helm-

holtz, by designating here the different kinds of lights, as we did before,

that is to say, by using terms borrowed from the impressions they pro-

duced on the normal chromatic sense ; the comparison will not be with-

out interest.

" Spectral red, which feebly excites the perceptive organs of green,

and scarcely at all those of violet, must consequently appear to the red-

blind a ^saturated'' green of afeehle intensity, more 'saturated' than nor-

mal green, into which a sensible portion of the other primitive colors

enters. Feebly luminous red, which affects the perceptive organs of red

in a normal eye sufficiently, does not, on the other hand, sufiBciently

excite the perceptive organs of green in the red-blind, and it, therefore,

seems to them black. Spectral yelloiv seems to them a green ^ saturated^

and intensely luminous, and as it constitutes the precisely saturated and

very intense shade of that color, it can be understood how the red-blind

select the name of that color, and call all those tints that are properly

speaking green, yellow. Green shows, as compared with the preceding

colors, a more sensible addition of the other primitive colors; it then

appears, consequently, like a more intense but whitish shade of the

same color as yellow and red. The greatest intensity of light in the

spectrum, according to Seebeck's observations, does not appear to the

red-blind to be in the yellow region, as it does to the normal eye, but

rather in that of the blue- green. In reality, if the excitation of the per-

ceptive organs of green, as it was necessary to assume, is strongest for

green, the maximum of the total excitation of the red-blind must bo

found slightly toward the blue side, because the excitation of the organ

perceiving violet is then increased. The white of the red-blind is natu-

rally a combination of their two primitive colors in a determinate pro-

portion, a combination which appears blue- gray to the normal sight;

this is why he regards as gray the spectral transitition colors from green

to blue. Then the other color of the spectrum, which they call l)lue, pre-

ponderates, because indigo-blue, though somewhat whitish, according
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to their chromatic sense is to them, owing to its intensity, a more evi-

dent representative of that color than violet."

This description of the manner in which the red-blind forms a con-

ception of the different kinds of light of the spectrum is assuredly a

conclusion logically deduced from the theory, but it accords so well, at

the same time, with the experience acquired in examining the color-

blind, that this might perfectly serve to support and corroborate the

theory. We will simply add a point for our esi^ecially practical purpose,

or rather emphasize one point of this theory. In fact, it is clear that a

red and green light especially excite one and the same element in the

red-blind. A ray red and green, or an object red and green, to the nor-

mal sense, must seem fundamentally to the red-blind to be the same color,

and if, in especial cases, he knows how to discriminate, his judgment
is simply guided by the intensity of the light. The intensity of light

is much more feeble, as shown by fig. 2, in red than in green. If then

a red-blind individual finds that a red and green tint are exactly alike,

it is necessary that the green be to the normal eye much less intense

than the red. This is distinctly shown by the vertical dotted lines

between R. and O., and also between Y. and G., in fig. 2, and this is

entirely confirmed by experience.

2. Green-hlindness derives its origin, according to the theory, from the

absence or paralysis of the perceptive elements of green. The green-

blind has therefore but two fundamental colors, that is—still closely

adhering to the theory—red and violet (blue according to Maxwell).

The spectrum for green-blindness should be, according to the theory,

constructed in the following manner:

Fig. 3.

The spectral red, which strongly excites the perceptive organs of red,

and but very faintly those of violet, must therefore appear to the green-

blind as an extremely "saturated" red, but of a light somewhat less in-

tense than the normal red, which is comparatively more yellowish, as

green forms a part of it. The spectral orangeis again a very " saturated "

red, but much more luminous. Yellow is undoubtedly a more intensely

luminous red than the spectral red, but, on the other hand, more whit-

ish, because a sensible portion of the other primitive color enters into it.

Green, with its shades inclining to yellow and blue, ought, correctly

speaking, to be a "saturated" purple and with a mean intensity of
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light, but it is the white (gray) of the green-blind, for it is composed of

almost equal parts of the two primitive colors.

The blue is an intense violet, but a little less "saturated" than indigo,

which is more strongly luminous and more *' saturated." Violet is a little

less intense, but more "saturated" than normal violet. The tints most

luminous and at the same time most "saturated" which must constitute

the types of the primitive colors of the green-blind are orange or its im-

mediate neighbor in the spectrum, red, and indigo-blue. Now orange is a

color which, in ordinary language, especially amongst the uncultivated

and uupracticed, is indiscriminately called red and yellow; this fact

explains why the green-blind denominate their first fundamental color

sometimes "red " and sometimes "yellow." We will add to this descrip-

tion the same remark made about red-blindness. In green-blindness

the same organ is also found affected by spectral red and green light.

Eed and green are then perceived by the green-blind in the same way,

or, in other words, are to him in fact exactly the same color. In cases

where he succeeds in distinguishing them, it is by the aid of the inten-

sity of the light ; but with regard to this intensity of light, it is the op-

posite of what occurs in the case of the red-blind. A green tint which

to the green-blind must appear exactly like a red one, to a normal sense

of color must be sensibly more luminous than red. This is shown by

the dotted vertical lines between R. and O. and also between Y. and G.

(fig. 3), and is confirmed in every respect by experience.

3. Violet-blindness (or blue according to Maxwell) is due, according

to the theory, to the absence or paralysis of the elements perceiving

violet. The two primitive colors of the violet-blind are then, according

to theory, red and green. The spectrum of the violet-blind must in conse-

quence be represented as follows

:

Fig. 4.

The red is a purer red color (not yellowish) than normal red, but still

less "saturated"; the more it inclines toward orange the more strongly

luminous it is, but is at the same time less "saturated," more whitish.

The yellow is, as it were, a combination of almost equal proportions of

the fundamental colors that form white. Green is a strongly luminous,

but whitish green, which in tending toward the blue, becomes more and
more " saturated," so that greenish blue must be the type of these hues.

The blue is a green of moderate luminosity and strongly " saturated",

and violet is green very feebly luminous, but also "saturated" in a much
higher degree than the normal. A violet strongly luminous is suflBcient
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to induce this green, but a feeble violet, although very sensible to the

normal eye, is black to the color-blind in question.

It is plain that the violet-blind, whose primitive colors are red and green,

do not confuse these colors. This kind of blindness, from the experiments

made so far, must be very rare. For our part we have not succeeded in dis-

covering more than two cases agreeing quite exactly with the descrip-

tion given by the theory, while the first two kinds are comparatively

very common. In order to be abnormal it is not necessary that a sense

of color should completely fulfil the conditions indicated in the types

we have just described. We might perfectly conceive a resultant, not

of an absolute absence or of a complete paralysis of one kind of percept-

ive elements, but solely of a comparatively very low excitability, or, if

preferred, of a much more limited number of one kind of elements, act-

ing on the retina, as compared with the two other kinds. It is very easy

to construct curves in conformity with this idea, and not less easy to

arrange in this manner a continuous series of transitions and gradual

forms between one kind ot complete color-blindness on one side and

the normal chromatic sense on the other. This kind of defective vision

might be called incomplete color-hlindness, to distinguish it from complete,

as we have just characterized the three different kinds. Our experience

has taught us that the intermediary forms agreeing with the data given

above are met in large numbers in practice and of very difl'erent degrees.

These are the forms we designated under the common appellation of

incomplete color blindness, but we can according to the theory still con-

ceive other forms of a defective sense of color. There is one, amongst

others, which has at command only one of the three kinds of elements.

Such a sense of sight is not properly a chromatic sense. For it, there

exists no specific difference in light, that is to say, no color. Every kind

of light here acts as if on one element alone. This is why the single

perception of differences of intensity of light (quantity), but not of dif-

ferences of color (quality), is possible. This condition may then be

designated under the name of total color-Ijlindness. Several cases have

been mentioned from time to time, but we have not succeeded in find-

ing a single one, and it may well be questioned whether such a case has

actually existed. "We may also conceive that another form of a defective

sense of color arises from the three kinds of elements being uniformly of

moderate sensibility. We are able to trace the following diagram (fig.

5), by which the three curves simultaneously approach the abscissa, and

are flattened in such a manner that the vertices disappear the first.

Fig. 5.
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As is readily observed, green is then precisely the color which, beiog

ordinarily the most whitish of the primitive colors, is the first to lose its

quality of " saturated" color, and shades into gray. This must then be

the exact scheme of pathological color-blindness, according to the theory.

In fact, we have found in our examinations a large number of cases per-

fectly harmonizing with this scheme. We have, therefore, classed them

under the head of incomplete colot^-hlindness ; and this from essentially

practical reasons. To define their nature according to the theory, it is

necessary to regard them as a particular variety, which we shall call a

feeble sense of colors. We are not of course able to decide how far defects

of this kind should be considered as having a pathological origin, or

whether they are ever congenital. For this determination a much wider

experience in this particular department than we now possess is requi-

site, for reasons to be given hereafter. This kind of defect in the sense

of color leads, if we fancy it carried to its highest degree, or in such a

condition that all the elements lose sensibility, to the complete absence

of perception of light, that is to say, to blindness, strictly so called.

Every defect in the sense of color must then proceed either from a sensi-

bility anomalously reduced to a complete paralysis of one or several kinds

of elements, or from a number relatively diminished in sensibility to the

complete absence of one or several amongst them.

The experience acquired by an examination of colors in different parts

of the visual field elucidates our theory of color-blindness, while at the

same time having a practical value. The following is the manner in

which this examination is conducted: the eye is fixed upon an im-

movable point; a colored object—for example, a colored paper one or

two centimetres (two or four-fifths of an inch) square—is slowly

passed from the side of the visual field toward the fixed point. This

experiment is performed still better by means of a special instrument,

Forster's perimeter. We then find that the colored surface, of any color

whatsoever, appears completely colorless at the extreme periphery of

the visual field. Surfaces of different colors exhibit only variations

in intensity of light, not in color. The ground on which the surface

appears plays here an important part; since every time our visual

sense perceives the light and color of an,object, it partly depends upon

the comparison with that which surrounds it. Thus a colored surface

seems to us, in this part of the visual field, black or gray on a light

ground, and gray or white on a dark. If while following the same
direction, the colored object is carried within the region which surrounds

the rest of the visual field, like a belt of greater or less width, we begin

to see the colored object, but not always in its natural color. Two colors

alone, yellow and blue, retain their natural colors. All the others have

the appearance of one of these colors, consequently yellow or blue. It

is only after the colored object is carried a little farther toward the fixed

object that it is seen in its natural color. Consequently we normally

see colors only in the middle of our visual field, within a compass extend-

ing in a more or less eccentric manner in every direction from the fixed
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point. Outside of the central field extends a belt which surrounds it

on all sides, and in which our whole system of colors is classed under two
heads, exactly as in the case of the red-blind. We have here, as in the

last case, but twocolors, yellow and bluQ. In other words, we are completely

red-blind in this intermediary zone; beyond this, there is a peripheral belt,

in which we are totally color-blind. These are matters unquestionably

of great theoretic value, but it must be acknowledged they are also of

great practical Importance. Although we have adopted the Young-Helm-
holtz theory, we must admit that the different kinds of perceptive elements

of colors have a different local division upon the retina ; and this is why
we may speak of the topography of the chromatic sense. The fact is ex-

plained in this way : in the retina ot the normal eye, there are simultane-

ously three kinds of elements in the central part, corresponding to the

central region of the visual field. Toward the periphery, beginning at

the central fossa, the elements become more and more rare, but in un-

equal proportions, so that the perceptive organs of red cease first, and

this at a limit corresponding to that of the central region. In a belt

which answers to the intermediate zone, or the belt of the red-blind,

there remains in consequence but the perceptive elements of green and

violet. At the limit near the periphery of the retina, corresponding to

that of the peripheral zone of the visual field, or region of absolute

color-blindness, the perceptive elements of green cease also, so that there

only remains in this last zone the perceptive elements of violet. We
have been especially led to this last conclusion by the examination of

two cases of color-blindness, where the visual field was so abnormally

small that the peripheral zone seemed to be effaced, and where we be-

sides recognized the characteristic features of violet-blindness. This

experiment, which perfectly harmonized with the theory, showed us the

relation of complete red-blindness to the normal chromatic sense. Eed-

blinduess is distinguished from the normal sight in this, that the normal

central field is wanting, but is replaced by a mean corresponding at the

same time to the central field and to the intermediary zone of the normal

sight. We have also succeeded, owing to the peripheral investigation

of the colored visual field, in verifying in a great number of cases the

continuous series of forms of transition which we have classified as one

kind under the head of incomplete color-blindness, or in the instance es-

pecially occupying us here, incomplete rcd-hlindness. In the same way,

the other kinds of color-blindness may also, as regards the visual field,

be classified according to the theory. The visual field of the green-blind

is distinguished from that of the normal observer in this, that it has a

peripheral field corresponding in extension both to the intermediary and

peripheral zones of the normal observer. The violet-blind is distinguished

on the other hand in this, that it is completely deficient in the normal

peripheral zone. These two kinds of incomplete color-hlindness are charac-

terized by a central field diminished at every degree. With regard to

the visual field we may therefore lay down this rule, that it has as many
distinct zones, with reference to the perception of colors, as the chro-
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matic seuse has fundamental colors or different kinds of perceptive ele-

ments, and that the different degrees of incomplete color-blindness are in

the inverse ratio to the dimension of the visual field. If the central field

is limited to a circle of ten degrees from the fixed point, all the respective

characteristics of color-blindness are usually found in it, sometimes

within even a narrower range. A feeble sense of color manifests itself in

a much wider central field. All the anomalies that can be discovered in

an examination of the visual field might, in consequence of the method

employed, be explained by a diminution of excitability as well as of the

number of the elements. The intermediary zone of the normal visual field

or belt of red-blindness has an especial interest, as it furnishes us with

tbe opportunity of seeing with our own eyes as the red-blind sees, and

consequently of exactly comprehending his abnormal perception.

According to the theory, we see only yellow and blue in this belt, and in

consequence we admit that the red-blind not only caZ^ yellow and blue their

principal colors, but moreover see them exactly as the normal observer does.

This hypothesis cannot assuredly be proved, but this is not necessary, as

the explanation Helmholtz has given of the designation of one of the

principal colors of the red- blind is perfectly satisfactory. This circum-

stance, however, has given rise, amongst others, to a doubt about the

Toung-Helmholtz theory, and to another theory admitting four principal

colors to the normal seuse of colors, yellow being classed amongst them.

But this is useless . It must not be forgotten that colorless light as well

as colored light are subjective perceptions, and that comparison here per-

forms an important part. This fact is sufficiently proved by the phe-

nomena of contrasts, accidental colors, etc. White is not a color ; it is

merely a general, neutral light, and is therefore produced when one kind

of element is not more excited than another, or when all the elements

are equally excited.

But as the theory obliges us to admit that the excitation of the

perceptive elements of green and violet may in certain cases, as in

the instance of the red-blind, supply the perception of white, and
not bluish green, and that in certain cases, as in that of the green-blind,

the excitation of the perceptive elements of red and violet does not give

purple, but white, it is in no wise contrary to the theory to admit that

the excitation of the organ perceiving green gives the perception of

yellow in cases where all that remains moreover of the system of colors

is the complementary color ofyellow, that is to say, blue. The excitation

of the perceptive organ of green gives the perception of green only

on the retina or on a point of the retina which also contains the organ

perceiving red. But this is not the place for further developments of

this theory.

2.—CLASSIPIOATION OF THE DIFFEEENT KINDS OF COLOR-BLINDNESS.

In the preceding we have indicated, in conformity with the theory,

the different forms of a defective sense of colors to which, we think,
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should be applied the name of color-blindness, and which, owing to their

nature theoretically, must be considered as of different kinds. This

division will be sanctioned if we consider the relations in which it stands

to the method pursued for discovering them, and which is based on the

Young-Helmholtz theory. It is this we are about to explain.

We classify the different kinds of color-blindness under especial heads,

to be able the better to grasp the whole. We might indeed divide this

blindness into congenital and acquired, but as such a division has refer-

ence alone to the mode of origin, and not to the nature of this blindness,

and affects in no wise the manner of its discovery, it has no practical

importance in the case now occupying our attention. Besides, our

division relates, as does our entire memoir on this subject, essentially to

congenital color-blindness. The division is as follows

:

I. Total color-blindness {total farghlindhet), in which the faculty of

perceiving colors is absolutely wanting, and where the visual sense con-

sequently can only perceive the difference between darkness and light,

as well as the different degrees of intensity of light.

II. Partial color-blindness {partiel farghlindhet), in which the faculty

of certain perceptions of color, but not of all, is wanting. It is subdivided

into

—

1. Complete or typical color-blindness (fullstandig or typisJc farg-

hlindhet), in which one of the three fundamental sensations, one of the

three perceptive organs of color in the retina, is wanting, and in which

consequently the colored visual field has but two ranges. This group

includes three kinds, namely :

[a) Red-blindness {red hlindhet).

{h) Green-blindness {gron hlindhet).

(c) Violet blindness {violett hlindhet).

2. Incomplete color-blindness {ofullstdndig farghlindhet), where one

of the three kinds of elements, or perhaps all, are inferior in excitability

or in numbers to those of the normal chromatic sense. Incomplete color-

blindness exhibits, like the normal sense, three zones in the visual field,

but is distinguished from it by an unusually small central field. This

group includes the whole of a series of different forms and degrees, a

part of which—the superior degrees, which might be called incomplete red-

hlindness and incomplete green-hlindness (and incomplete violet-hlindness)—
constitutes the transitions to the corresponding kinds of complete color-

blindness, and another part of which—the inferior degrees, which we call

a feeble chromatic sense—constitutes the transition to the normal sense

of colors.

We will show further on that this classification, based entirely upon

the Young-Helmholtz theory, is quite practical, and conformable to

experience. We know no classification which, though distinguishing

accurately between the different essential forms of a defective sense of

colors, draws a surer, more decided, and more practical limit between

the defective sense of colors and the normal sense.
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For the classification of the different forms of the defective sense of col-

ors, regard is generally paid to the methods of investigation, and the divi-

sion is governed much more by those methods than by a theory of the

sense of colors. But in every case it is found that the classification lat-

terly in use leaves room for much improvement, either because some of the

forms of defective color-sense not taken into account, or, on the other

hand, because even some cases of normal chromatic sense, wanting in ex-

ercise and intelligence, have been classed amongst the different kinds

of defective color-sense. As an instance of the first kind. Dr. Stilling's

classification should be mentioned, which is based upon the theory of the

four primitive colors, complementary two by two. According to it, there

could be but two kinds of color-blindness, namely : ^h-othgrUnblindhet" and
^^ gelhhlauhlindheW^ {green-red-hlindness and that of blue-yelloiv). With-

out allowing ourselves to criticise the theory itself here, we will simply

remark, looking at it practically, that, on one side, this classification

draws no distinction between the various kinds of red- and green-blind-

ness. Dr. Stilling classing them as one, and that, on the other side, the

whole series of forms classed by us under the head of incomplete color-

blindness is not included in his plan.

As an example of a classification of the last kind, the one which seems

universal in France, and employed by Dr. Favre and Dr. F6ris, mnj be

cited. It is reduced nearly to this: all those who give false names to

the primitive colors belong to one class j those who are only mistaken

in the shades, but not in the principal colors, are classed under another
5

and, finally, those who, after several trials, evince some hesitation in des-

ignating colors, form a third class. It is plain that this classification

gives but little idea, properly speaking, of the nature of the different

kinds, and that the third class must include a large number of individ-

uals endowed with normal sight, but who have been mistaken or hesi-

tated at the time of the test, in consequence of want of exercise.

3.—COLOR-BLINDNESS IN PRACTICAL LIFE.

Volumes might be written on this subject, if the different instances

of all the peculiarities presented by color-blindness, and all the embar-

rassment to which they give rise, were cited. We will limit ourselves

to a few facts here, closely connected with our really practical end, and
over which they exert a direct influence. To avoid being prolix, we
will merely remark that in alluding to color-blindness in general, with-

out naming one especial kind or form, we usually mean the ordinary

typical kinds of partial and congenital color-blindness, namely, red and
green.

We must first remember that color-blindness is not a disease in the

sense of being attended with suffering, obliging the individual to have

recourse to a physician. Color-blindness, quite as well as the normal

sight, is a sense of color, though of another and a more simple nature.

He whom we call color-blind is not correctly speaking at all blind to
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colors. He perceives, in the main, the same kind of light as the normal
observer, but sees a part of it in another manner. In the system according

to which he arranges his colors, he has fewer kinds than the normal ob-

server, and this is why he is obliged to classify under the same denomina-

tion a portion of the colors classed by the normal observer under different

heads. It results from this that he finds resemblances between colors or

confuses others that the normal observer finds different ; for instance, red

and green. These confusions naturally surprise and amuse the normal

observer, who readily imagines that it arises from very great ignorance of

colors, or from defective training. He ordinarily supposes that there is

no limit to the mistakes the color-blind might make in this respect. But
such is not the case ; he obeys laws quite as exact as does the normal

observer ; a color-blind person can no more accustom himself to seeing

colors as the normal observer does than the red-blind can see colors in

the same way that the green-blind does, or conversely.

This theory, which is based upon experience, explains to us how the

color-blind see colors. But if we only base our ideas on the names
given to colors by the color-blind, we can be easily deceived. To judge
correctly of color-blindness, and the various practical questions con-

nected with it, it is of the highest importance to distinctly observe the

difference between the manner in which the color-blind person sees and

the manner in which he names colors. The sensation is based upon the

nature of the sense of color in the organization of the optic nerve from

birth. The name, on the contrary, is learned 5 it is conventional; it de-

pends upon exercise and habit. The names of colors are naturally the

objective expression of subjective sensations ; but, on the other hand,

they are regulated by the system of normal sight, and cannot conse-

quently agree with that of the color-blind. They can, nevertheless, be

learned by the latter, and even applied correctly in many cases. There

is connected with this fact a peculiarity of the utmost importance

practically to the question in point, and one that has given rise to the

most serious embarrassments and misunderstandings. This has been

and is still one of the chief causes of our erroneous ideas on the subject

of color-blindness existing in the masses, because it is the veil under

which this defect usually conceals itself from our observation in every-

day life, and under which, even to the last moment, it will succeed in

escaping discovery in cases where, as frequently happens, the methods

of exploration employed are indecisive or are based upon erroneous

principles.

If we reflect on the condition of the color-blind, it is difficult to under-

stand how he can avoid being detected in his daily intercourse with

men endowed with normal sight. And yet experience has sufficiently

controverted this idea. That which we have acquired in examining en

masse the personjiel of a railway, for example, where it is required night

and day to give attention to colored signals, is singularly worthy of notice.

We learn by it that a number of colorblind were discovered, although
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their defective seuse of color bad uever been suspected by themselves

or any one else, and the majority had correctly jjerformed their duties.

Such a condition of things furnishes us with food for reflection, and it will

not be uninteresting to examine some of the peculiar circumstances

which explain it. All the details connected with the subject cannot be,

ot course, enumerated here. We will content ourselves by merely indi-

cating the course to be followed to obtain this explanation.

Agreeably to the property of our senses to serve as sentries before

the external world, we interpret the information they give us in a partic-

ular manner. In fact, we do not consider the changes that take place in

our sensitive apparatus, of which alone, however, we possess any im-

mediate perception, but refer everything immediately to the cause that

has provoked it (that is to say, to the external objects), and we attribute

as qualities properly belonging to them what in truth is merely a pro-

cess of our own organs. If an object simply reflects certain kinds of

rays of light to our eye, we preceive a certain corresponding color, red,

for example. We ascribe this perception to the object itself as an

attribute, and we say it is red. A red carpet seen by daylight is and

remains red. It is red by no matter what kind of light. It is red even

when behind our backs or before our eyes in the dark. We discard the

sensation of red, which belongs to our optic nerve, for the quality of red,

which we ascribe once and forever to the carpet, and by this name of

red we supply a whole definition, which, to be complete, should be stated

nearly thus: "A red carpet is a carpet which, by the ordinary light of

-day, reflects only ethereal waves creating, when in contact with the

retina of a normal eye, the perception of red, but absorbing, ^er contra,

all the other luminous waves." It is owing to this manner of imputing

qualities to objects that the name hlach has been admitted amongst the

names of colors, although properly speaking it would designate the

quality of absorbing all light, and consequently of not at all aflecting

our eye. Kow the tendency to employ our senses, as we have just inci-

dentally stated, is often promoted by a school education so limited and
partial that the immediate impression is referred to the external object,

and the faculty of observation is suppressed to give place to descriptions

and to names.

As color is an immutable quality in a variety of objects of difl"erent

colors, it is not very dilficult to learn their names by heart. The direct

impression is not even necessary. We may hear a really blind man,

even one born blind, give the exact names to colors of common objects of

which he has often heard. To the color-blind this is still more easy, as

he derives some assistance from his incomplete chromatic sense. On the

other hand, it must be comparatively very rare to meet one color-blind, who
influenced as Dalton was by individual interest carries his reflections

on colors and the chromatic sense so far as to reach the point of discov-

ering his own anomaly. Amongst the color blind discovered by us,

11 s
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•while directing our researches especially to this point, not a few have

been painters and tailors.

But such disregard to the subject of colors is no longer permitted in

occupations where colored signals are employed and where human life

may depend upon the manner in which the signal is or is not understood,

as on railways and at sea.

A great number of color blind are to be found employed in almost

every position on railways, without the defect in their chromatic sense

being suspected by themselves or others. Nay, more, a number of them,

far from being willing to acknowledge, even after the examination, the

existence of such a defect, urgently demand a new trial, even six or

seven, offering all kinds of pretexts to account for their repeated failures.

They all agree in declaring that they have excellent sight; that they

have never had the least diificulty in distinguishing signals, though they

have been employed for a long time and in the most important positions,

that for instance of engineer, and had never made the slightest mistake;

that the engineer is never the only one whose duty it is to watch the

signals. He has always near him a fireman, and in his neighborhood

an assistant engineer, a greaser, etc., who come to his aid at critical

moments. That must be a very rare case where all the officials are

affected with color-blindness.

Looking practically at the fact mentioned and the explanation given,

it might be imagined probably that color-blindness, although a subject

of scientific interest, could not possess any possible practical interest.

At least, it might be believed that all the stir which has been made in

our country about color-blindness amongst railway employes was founded

upon nothing real. Since it is proved (it may perhaps be urged) that the

color-blind have long been employed on railways and the defect never

remarked, without any accident or even inconvenience resulting from

it, and finally since they can really learn to distinguish signals, although

otherwise than by colors, their kind of blindness should not legitimately

give rise to any preventive measures whatsoever. And doubtless a

great many still reason in this manner.

We will not dwell here upon what experience has or has not proved

with regard to this in our country. The fact is certain that colorblind-

ness in other countries has caused numerous and serious accidents. And
even though experience should not have proved it in an absolute manner,

it would not be the less evident that in such cases no one has the right

to await a new experience of this kind before proceeding from words

to acts, inasmuch as it can be demonstrated that, in spite of the many
circumstances aiding the color-blind to obey signals, all danger is not

averted, and uncertainty still remains. Now, this is not difScult to

prove, for neither the fact that color-blind individuals have been long

employed on railways without causing accidents, or without the discov-

ery of the defect, nor the circumstances we have cited to explain this

fact, furnish the slightest ground for security.
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A color-bliud iudividual of the tj^pical kinds cannot distiugnish red

from green. This is an undoubted fact, easily explained by theory and
adequately proved by experience. All that he asserts about differences

between these colors is founded consequently upon conjecture. But this,

manner of perceiving signals is attended by great uncertainty, and he

who guesses correctly in this manner in a certain number of special

cases must infallibly guess wrong in some cases. This is a principle

which does not rest on a theory, but which has been confirmed by our

experience without an exception in an examination of more than two
hundred color-blind persons, and its evidence could be extended far

beyond the limits to which we are confined here, or, in other words, to

the majority of the cases of incomplete color-blindness.

If a small amount of soot, smoke, vapor, ice, snow, etc., adhere to the

glass, the lantern shines less brightly. A lantern shines differently in.

ciear or foggy weather, etc. All this may give rise to mistakes. But,

on the other hand, the sensibility of the eye is very different according

to circumstances. The nervous organ of the eye may, like every other

part of the system, vary extremely in sensibility. The same light is to

the sound and rested eye stronger than to the weak and tired eye, etc.

But every modification of intensity of light is equivalent, to the color-

blind, to a change of color. All this proves how little reliance can be

placed upon the knowledge of signals acquired by the color-blind by
practice.

III.—EEFORMS EELATING TO COLOK-BLINDNESS.

As we have shown already, the tendency of color-blindness to conceal

itself wheresoever it occurs, in all classes of society, especially in the lower,

may be regarded as one of its most remarkable peculiarities. It is

necessary to add still another circumstance: one whose color-blindness

has been disclosed, and who is thus himself made aware of his defect,

and who has been, as is so commonly the case, a subject of ridicule

to his acquaintances, is generally more than ever eager to conceal his

infirmity. The result of this is, in spite of all that has been written on

color-blindness, this affection of the sight, far from being recognised

as a fact belonging to every-day life, has been and still is considered by
the public as a legend about which anything desired could be believed.

The idea, at least, usually formed with regard to its frequency and prac-

tical importance, is far from corresponding with the reality. It is diffi-

cult to accustom one's self to the idea of the necessity of refusing to

a number of persons admission to a career which would afford them
means of subsistence, and, what is worse, to discharge from their present

position those who have performed their duties in an irreproachable

manner, and which have been to them and their families a legitimate

source of income.

Prompted by a just regard for the good of man, it is asked whether
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the difficulty in distinguisbiug colors experienced by certain individuals

may be corrected by exercise. And if this is not possible, it is natural

to conclude that more regard is due to the men than to a particuUir kind

of signals, since the latter is not absolutely essential, and consecjueutly

may be changed if not adapted to the employes.

1.—INSTRUCTION AND EXERCISE OF THE PERSONNEL IN RECOGNIZ-

ING COLORS.

The importance of the habitual exercise of our senses generally should

not be underrated. As we are born with naturally sound organs of loco-

motion, and yet require to be taught to walk, so it is necessary to learu

to use our organs of sense ; and when experience shows us that many
original defects of our organs of locomotion can be remedied as well as

those of our visual organs, we readily conceive the idea that this is also

possible with color-blindness. If it were the case, this would be, without

doubt, the most radical means possible for protecting railway lines, with-

out the necessity of displacing a single employ^.

To avoid all misunderstanding, we must dwell upon the difference that

we have mentioned between the genuine perception of the colorblind

and the najue he gives to the color of the objects. We have already seen

that a true name may often be united to a false perception, but it is evi-

dent, also, that just as the perception is anomalous, or merely uncertain,

the name must also be uncertain, as it is simply a conjecture. We do

not here allude to that acquired color-blindness which, casually occur-

ring, might also disappear, but to congenital color-blindness, let it be

understood.

We will endeavor to give some account here of what experience has

furnished on this subject, and first of all we will try to discover upon

what grounds it is claimed that color-blindness can be cured.

An effort has been made to derive one indication of this from the fact

that amongst the numerous instances of color-blindness that have been

discovered and mentioned by different writers since Huddart, tliere are

many more amongst men than women. It is concluded from this, in the

first place, that color-blindness is much more common amongst men than

women, and from this statistical fact, added to the undoubted experience

that women have more to do with colors from their very infancy than

men, from the nature of their clothing, etc., another inference is reached,

namely, that exercise assists in diminishing and counteracting color-

blindness. All this may be true, but the argument fails in more than

one particular. In the first place, it has not been at all proved, we think,

that color-blindness is less common among women than men. The
majority of the cases of color-blindness described by writers have been

accidentally discovered, that is to say, without any special examination.

If we observe, first of all, that these are probably the most marked cases

of color-blindness, and also that they are usually not persons who have

much to do with colors (as these easily conceal their defect), it will be
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readily understood why the female sex has furnished so small a proportion

to statistics. Again, in cases where experiments are made to discover

color-blindness, it is evidently much easier to find opportunities to ex-

amine men than women. For the most part, those examined are soldiers,

students, agents of police, etc., it being difficult to find equal oppor-

tunities for examining women en masse. It is necessary to operate on

a large number to obtain very satisfactory statistics. The data we i)os-

sess are furnished mainly by experiments among men. This is why wo
venture to dispute what is usually admitted as a certain fact, that color-

blindness is more common among men than women, the necessary infor-

mation being so far wanting to establish such a fact. We must not

overlook the testimony of Prof. H. Dor on this subject, who examined

the very considerable number of 611 women at Berlin, amongst whom he

found only five color-blind, or little less, therefore, than 1 per cent., or

exactly 0.82 per cent. We do not desire in the least to deny the possi-

bility that color-blindness amongst women is less common ; on the con-

trary, we think it even probable that this may bo the case.

In using the statistics of the experiments thus far made on women, it is

important to observe carefully whether the method of scrutiny has been

such that previous exercise has not had some effect upon the result. For
if the method is founded upon the principle that those examined must be

interrogated as to the names of the colored objects presented to them,

and their chromatic sense judged according to the answer, it is clear

that the proportion of failures will be relatively less amongst women than

men, as they have much more practice. We are not certain that this

may not be the explanation of the result thus far obtained.

For a number of years, Dr. Favre devoted himself to the study of color-

blindness amongst railway employes, and succeeded in introducing

reformatory measures on several railways in France. This circumstance,

and the manner, also, in which he has treated this subject from several

points of view, are more worthy of attention, since he has boldly pro-

nounced in favor of the curability of color-blindness by exercise, and
urged measures founded upon this principle. We will give his result

in the author's own words:
" Out of one hundred and forty-six scholars, from seven to sixteen

years of age, belonging to two schools, one hundred and eleven named
the natural colors without error or hesitation ; thirty-five made mistakes

in different degrees; twelve made serious mistakes with regard to sev-

eral colors; the errors of the others were with regard to orange, blue,

or violet ; some were mistaken about all these three colors, others about
two, and some only about violet. These thirty-five children were sub-

jected by their instructors to repeated methodical exercises according

to the directions I had given them. One of the teachers cured all his

defective pupils ; the duration of the treatment varying from two weeks
to six months. The other teacher had on the 2d of April of this year

only two patients out of eleven uncured."
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In an additional note, he adds: "This account of the treatment of

color-blindness must be brief on account of the object for which it is in-

tended ; but it may be necessary to set forth in a few words the process

in use in schools. 1 have simplified it as much as possible. The chief

point was to have the colors corresponding with those of the solar spec-

trum, that is, those generally designated by the names of violet, indigo^

dhie, green, yellow, orange, and red. The scale of colored wools that I

presented in large quantities to managers and agents of railways, to my
colleagues, to several teachers, male and female, and to individuals under

treatment, was thus arranged : five packages were composed of three

shades each—three shades of red; three of yellow, including orange; three

oi green; three of blue, including in^/^/o; three of violet; and besides one

package of white and one of black wool. The children are summoned
one after the other, and separately interrogated. The examination of

those who are without this defect, and are well trained, is soon made.

Those who hesitate or trip should be treated with great indulgence, and

set straight, if I may so express it, and if their errors are not easily cor-

rected, their answers are accurately noted down. The master then, in

another lesson, shows and names the colors to the children, and makes

them repeat with him. It is important not to make the inexpert pupil

an object of ridicule or even of attention to his companions. The

lesson should be repeated every three or four days until he is quite cer-

tain that the idea of colors is well established. The training is com-

pleted by making them name the color of the various objects within

reach of the master j flowers, fabrics, geographical maps, etc. Ourpupils

will not be able to distinguish the 14,420 tints established by M.

Chevreul, but they will have acquired the indispensable mimimum ; they

will know the a, h, c, of the science of colors."

What we have just quoted cannot essentially change the view we
have adopted and described in the preceding i3ages. To demonstrate

the curability of color-blindness, it is indispensable to prove, first, that

the treatment is applied to those whose deficiency has been duly estab-

lished, and, in the second place, that these same at the end of the treat-

ment have a normal chromatic sense, or at least are not color-blind.

Dr. Favre's pamphlet does not furnish us on these points with suflicient

evidence. We cannot, from our point of view, have much confidence

in the method of investigation employed by Dr. Favre. It is not only

possible, but even extremely probable, that ignorance and a want of prac-

tice might pass for color-blindness, and especially as the examination is

that of children. That there were among the individuals under Dr.

Favre's treatment some cases of genuine color-blindness would appear

from the fact that two children, a year after beginniug the training, had
not succeeded in learning the task imposed, which nevertheless does

not seem to present insurmountable difficulties, even in instances of per-

sons really color-blind.

In brief, without attempting to deny the curability of color-blindness
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theoretically or practically, we maintain that not one ijositive proof of it

has so far been produced.

It is a significant fact that individuals who have themselves discov-

ered their own chromatic blindness, and have been very much interested

in it, having reflected and experimented, and consequently exercised

themselves much in colors, have nevertheless retained their anomalous

perception, such as it was in the beginning, for many years, indeed, as

long as they lived. Such was the case with Harris, who himself discov-

ered his defect at the age of four years, and studied it with much inter-

est, but never succeeded in correcting it. Milne was found by Wilson to

be as color-blind at Edinburgh in 1854 as he was thirty years before,

when Combe examined him. Such was also the case with Professor

N , examined twenty years before by Sir David Brewster. But

such was especially Daltou's case, who has thrown much light upon

the subject. No one will deny that if exercise in colors can cure chro-

matic blindness, Dalton would have been cured, and yet it must be ac-

knowledged that at the meeting of the British Association at Oxford

in 1832 he then compared a scarlet red to the leaves of trees, proving him

to be as colorblind as in 1792, the date of the discovery of his color-

blindness, and as far as his friends could observe he continued so to

the end of his life (1844).

The history of science tells us of cases of persons completely blind who
can easily and correctly distinguish wool of different colors by means of

other senses, smell, taste, or touch. The power of touch in this case

deserves especial attention, as it is exactly adapted to the kind of quali-

ties now interesting us. The close connection between touch and sight

in determining whether an object is smooth, rough, etc., is well known.

The assistance which these two senses render each other in a gen-

eral appreciation of everything in si^ace is not less well known.

These are the very qualities, beyond any doubt, that the color-blind call

to their aid to supply the place of colors. This is why many color-blind

are seen placing the samples of wool in different lights, bringing them
quite close to the eye and in different angles to the visual axis. But
we have heard many color-blind, who knew the difference between red

and green, or purple and green, frankly acknowledge that they only

recognized them because one colored wool was coarser, harsher, or

rougher than the other. Consequently it is not the color, that is, the

quality of the reflected light, but the coloring matter and its peculiar

effects upon the wool, which were to them the distinguishing features.

As the result of our investigation we can state that exercise is certainly

not without value, but is more useful in other respects than in curing

color-blindness, or in removing the causes of the mistakes made by the

color-blind with regard to the colors of signals. We maintain, therefore,

that not one case has been sufficiently established to prove that a genuine

case of color-blindness has ever been cured by exercise.

But it in no wise follows, we repeat, that we deny the possibility of
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improvemeut iu cases where the correspondiug organs are not wanting,

but are simply deficient in sensibility. Moreover, we are very much in-

debted to Dr. Favre for having interested himself in the question of the

treatment of congenital color-blindness, and also for having undertaken

the work of applying this treatment. If this idea is generally admitted,

it will, without any doubt, produce excellent fruits, among others that

of introducing examinations into schools, so that color-blindness will be

discovered in time to be cured, if that is really possible, or if not, that its

subjects may be enabled to choose a career in which their infirmity will

not be attended by inconveuieu(!e or danger. This is, moreover, the only

means by which we can reach a perfectl^^ decisive answer to the extremely

important question, whether or to what degree color-blindness may be

improved or cured. But it is also evident that the more important the

answer to this question, practically, the more does its solution require

critical methods and rigid investigation and control in order that when
the answer is once obtained no doubt may be cast upon its accuracy.

On the other hand, we oppose iu the most positive manner every

measure relating to railway officials, sailors, etc., founded upon the idea

of the curability of color-blindness, until this question has been perfectly

established by an affirmative answer. It is evident that otherwise not

only is the danger of employing the color-blind on railways, etc., not

diminished, but also that the introduction of a radical reform iu this

matter is impeded. When Dr. Favre requests that the personnel on

railways and in the navy, etc., be exercised in distinguishing colors,

this demand, favorably received, can only lead to the admission of the

color-blind to the positions in question ; and then under the assurance

that their congenital defect may be cured, they are watched over until

they acquire the necessary amount of training. According to our opinion,

such a measure is positively dangerous, because it merely lulls the

authorities with the belief that the color-blind can cause no accident,

while in reality their defect is exactly where it was before, and, owing

to the exercise, has only become more difficult to detect, if for this pur-

pose a defective method is adopted. ' From this point of view it is

apparent that exercise, far from removing the danger, only increases it.

It may be answered indeed that, owing to exercise, the colorblind will

less frequently confound the signals than they will without exercise, and
this we willingly grant. But, on the other side, it is evident there should

be no question here of an alleviation, but of a radical correction. The

danger of employing the color-blind on railways or at sea once well

established, it is necessary*, it seems to us, to take measures for com-

pletely removing the danger, if possible. If comparative security can

satisfy, we already have it, either from the fact that all the officials cannot

be color-blind, or that the majority of such do not usually cause accidents.

But it is precisely the desire to save the communications from this state

of uncertainty that has inspired us with the idea of taking measures

against it, and we believe that we have proved by what we have said that
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any reform that can be iutroduced at present in this matter sliould be

established just as if it were already decisively proved that color-blind-

ness is incurable. It is therefore this hypothesis that we intend to apply

in what follows.

2.—MODIFICATION OF THE SIGNAL SYSTEM.

(a) Other colors for signals.—If congenital color-blindness is incurable,

or at least if we know no actual remedy for it, it is necessary to devise

some other method (while retaining the color-blind in the employment
of railways) of guaranteeing the communications against any mistakes

they might commit with regard to signals. It is seen by what precedes

that these errors can and must occur in the use of the signal colors

generally aiopted, red, green (and yelloio). This choice seems there-

fore unfortunate. Wilson is of the same opinion. When red and green

color-blindness are the kinds of complete or typical partial blindness

which are most generally seen, it would seem that the difiBculty might

be considerably diminished, if, in place of using the actual colors, those

should be selected best suited to these kinds of color-blindness, although

they might not suit the third kind of typical partial color-blindness or

violet-blindness, which, according to the experience acquired up to the

present time, is much more uncommon.
Undoubtedly, the principle wehave endeavored to establish would not be

radically enforced, but the practical result at least would be comparatively

nearly accomplished. As the color-blind has but two principal colors, or

two classes to which he can refer all the colors, it is evident that to select

two colors that he can recognize and distinguish without the least hesita-

tion, it would be necessary to selectone from each class. In this way, it is

always possible to bear in mind that each kind of color-blindness will

always be able to find two colors distinctly defined, but not more than two.

It is therefore necessary first to ask how far two colors for signals could

satisfy the demands of railways and the navy. As regards railways,

it is claimed, and it may be conceded, that, in case of necessity, and
perhaps without too great inconvenience, two colors might be made
to answer. It is certain that three colors are a great improvement

upon two. Let us admit, however, that two colors would answer, and
that it were desired to sacrifice the advantage of three colors for an-

other advantage, namely, that of retaining in the service of railways the

color-blind, there will still remain the necessity of making a good selec-

tion of these two colors. This is more easily said than done. The choice

must be so made that one color may be selected from each of the two
groups in which all the colors are classed according to the system for the

color-blind. Now, it is found, as we have already seen in the instances

of the principal colors of the red and green blind, that, amongst the seven

colors of the rainbow perceptible to the normal observer, four, namely,

red, orange, yellow, and green, belong to one class, and three, especially

blue, indigo, and violet, to the second. Consequently, one of the colors
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must be red, orange, yellow, or green, and the other blue, indigo, or violet.

It should very naturally be our object to give the i^reference in the

selection to the colors which niost strongly affect the eye at the time of

the comparison. Now, the most intense colors of the spectrum, that is

to say, the most vivid colors which enter into the white light of the sun,

are yellow and blue, one of each of the two groups. We then select them,

the more willingly, that the light of the lantern is, without any prepara-

tion, and to a very high degree, yellow, though it is not homogeneous.

But we are far from being so fortunate with regard to blue. We here

encounter a difficulty, on the contrary, which induces us to doubt

whether a change of colors will accomplish the desired end.

On all colored surfaces—flags, paintings, semaphores, etc.—employed

by railways to reflect during the day the sunlight or daylight, the pro-

posed colors answer perfectly without any doubt, and, in all probability, no

color-blind individual of the kinds specified would nominally make mis-

takes of judgment. But the night-signals are quite another matter, and

are by far more important for many reasons. This is therefore why we

prefer to attach here so much importance to them, as during the day a

multitude of different circumstances might give warning of danger,

while during the night the colored light is the only signal which indi-

cates it.

The colored lights used for night-signals are made, as all know, by plac-

ing colored glass before the flame of a lantern. The use of Bengal lights

as regular signals could scarcely be introduced into practice. Now, a

colored glass produces a colored light, because, of all the kinds of light

radiated from the flame, but one kind (or, at least, mainly one kind) is

allowed to escape, while all the others, or a greater part of the others,

are absorbed by the glass. Thus, blue glass, according to its thickness

or degree of coloring, absorbs all the other kinds of light emitted by the

flame of the lantern, allowing only the blue rays to escape. But, un-

fortunately, as is well known by direct experience, the flame of the lan-

tern emits comparatively but a small amount of blue light when rape-

seed oil and photogene, or generally any of our ordinary sources of

artificial light, are employed ; and this is why all appear yellow or red

when compared with the light of day. Under such circumstances, blue

glass can naturally transmit only a small amount of blue light; and the

light of a' blue lantern must consequently always be very feebly lumi-

nous.

What we have just said of blue applies equally to indigo and violet.

The proposed changes of the colors of signals furnishes, therefore,

but two colors in place of three; and then one is a very feeble light,

so that it is difficult to see it far off" so long as it is sufficiently colored.

This state of things scarcely holds out much inducement to introduce a

reform of this nature. And it seems the more dangerous that this change

of colors in the signals would cause those with normal sight amongst the

personnel to run the same risk that the really color-blind do; I mean that
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they wonld be forced to distinguish and jadge the night-signals alone

by the intensity of the light.

The result of all that we have just said is, it seems to us, that the

proposed change of the signal colors is not very practical, and such

would be the case with any other choice of two colors. It must at least be

conceded that the new signal colors would be to every normal observer

worse than those now in use with us, as with nearly all nations; in

brief, if they were adopted, it would diminish the public safety. We
must add that, by adopting them, the principle we have explained

is not taken into consideration, according to which it is necessary to

use a system of signals adapted to all kinds of color-blindness, since

the violet-blind are not able to distinguish between yellow and blue.

The proposed change should therefore be rejected, it seems to us, on

every iiractical consideration.

{h) Colorless liglit and darJcness, black and white.—It has been seen

that it is impossible to hope for colored signals suiting every one,

color-blind or not ; it becomes necessary, therefore, to try to devise a

plan for establishing a system of signals independent of colors, and

based upon the introduction of a colorless light of different degrees of

intensity. While there is nothing more sensible to our sight than the

relative intensity of two lights placed side by side (when the absolute

intensity does not exceed certain limits), in the present case the

only comparison involved is made from memory, so to speak, which

is equivalent almost to an appreciation of the absolute intensity

of light. We are so far from being able to judge of this, that, in spite

of a deeply felt need and constant efforts, science even has not suc-

ceeded in discovering suitable measures to apply to it.

It is, however, necessary to acknowledge here that a system of signals

based only on two extremes of intensity of light, namely, on light and
darkness, white and black, ought to suit the normal observer as well as

the color-blind. Moreover, such a system ought to satisfy all exigencies,

])rovided it is practically applied, and that two signals only are sufficient.

A white and black flag, etc., would fully suffice during the day ; but

such would unfortunately not be the case at night, for a black light is

a contradiction of terms, and it would be necessary, consequently, ac-

cording to this system for the night, when signals are of the greatest

importance, to be limited not to three, but to one signal only, unless the

absence of all signals could bo considered as one. Here it might be

well asked, whether the better system is not that which is based on the

alternations of darkness and light, that is, movable signals or echpsed

signal-lights. As far as we know, no system has yet been discovered,

based upon the principles alluded to above, which could advantageously

take the place of the one actually in use.

(c) Form, movement, number.—If we do not succeed in finding a suit-

able system of signals, based on the differences of the quality and quan-

tity of light, there remains but to appeal to some arrangement in space,
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if absolutely limited to the visual sense. Many dififerent ways suggest

themselves of varying the signals by form and arrangement in space:

large brilliant surfaces arranged in dififerent forms; several small lights

grouped in different positions with reference to each other; lights sim-

ply disposed, but differing in value as signals according to their number,

or else illuminated figures of simple colors, and produced by different

movements, and so on. A practical difficulty seems to be connected

with such a system ; the signals require the illuminated surfaces to be

large enough, or placed at distances considerable enough between the

luminous points, to appear distinctly afar off; now the larger such a fig-

ure, having the outlines marked with luminous points, the greater the

risk that a portion of it bo hidden by other objects intervening between

it and the eye. These two inconveniences must be apparent, particu-

larly if these surfaces and illuminated figures have to be placed at every

point where colored lanterns are found, as for example on locomotives

and cars.

If the system of signals were based upon form, and all persons dis-

charged from the service of railways who, in consequence of an imperfec-

tion of vision, could not clearly and decidedly distinguish tbese signals at

a distance, the proportion of such would be larger than that of the color-

blind. To form an idea of the different capacities of the normal eye in

the various senses just mentioned, we will recommend a very simple ex-

periment. Take something, colored i)aper, for example ; make some plain

figures, such as letters, one of which must be attached vertically to a

large black or white surface. To prevent any distraction from subject-

ive influences, let some one else select and attach this letter, while the

observer stands at such a distance that even with the eye directed

toward it but a single object can be seen. If the letters are small, it is

not necessary that the distance should be very great. Then if the sym-

bol be slowly approached, with the eye fixed on the colored surface, the

following observations in the order in which the different impressions

succeed each other will be made. When the letter is first perceived,

neither form nor color can be distinguished ; nothing is seen but a point

or patch darker than the background, if that be white, or lighter, if it

be black. The fllrst attribute remarked, as the distance diminishes, is its

color. When the color is very distinct, it is necessary to approach con-

siderably nearer before the form is perceptible, that is to say, before this

letter can be read, and its name given. This simple experiment clearly

shows that the eye, as far as it is possible to compare itscapacitiesin differ-

ent directions, is first sensible to the relative intensity of light, then to

color, and finally to form. It would be necessary, of course, to consider

various circumstances relative to the choice of color, form, etc., if the

experiment should be made with exactness to serve as a basis for a

scientific demonstration. It would appear therefore that a system of

signals based on the power of distinguislung light from darkness is less

suitable than the one now in use ; not only because this is based upon
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the principle of the difference iu the quality of light, that is to say, on
color, but because, iu the applicatiou, the very colors have been choseu

which iu practice are the best adapted to the object in view. Expe-
rience also seems to have decided in favor of this system, since in spite

of the substitutes proposed with a view to retain the color-blind, it has

up to the present time maintaiued its ascendency, so to speak, through-

out the entire v.orld.

3.—DISMISSAL OF THE COLOR-BLIND.

It now remains to solve the question of what reform is preferable. Is

it necessary, in order to facilitate the free admission of all classes of

color-blind to the service of railways, to change a system of signals

recognized as the best and generally accepted, or, continuing the system,

to discard the incompetent? It is manifest, from what we have just said,

which measure is most conducive to the safety of railway lines. All

depends upon knowing whether, from solicitude for the color-blind, any
measures tending to diminish systematically or on princi[)le this security

should be countenanced. We are fortunately accustomed to accepting

the maxim that private interest must yield to the general welfare. The
l)roportion of color-blindness in the population of a country is relatively

very small. It is true that railway employes are not made for signals,

but the signals for them
;
yet it is no less certain that in this matter the

first consideration must be the public good, and not a personal advan-

tage. It is, without doubt, very praiseworthy to desire that any one

afflicted with a congenital defect, for which he is not responsible, should

not be debarred trom entering every career open to those more favored by

nature. But this case is not peculiar, for there are many other careers

to which every one has not access for want of the natural ability requi-

site for the efUcient discharge of the duty 5 and there' are numbers of

persons who, in consequence of some natural defect, cannot be admitted

into even the most common occupations. We will, therefore, maintain

the position that, as long as the existing system of signals used on rail-

ways is considered in almost all respects the best known, it is indis-

pensable that no one incapable of rapidly and accurately distinguishing

red, green, and yellow should be allowed to fill any position on railways

involving any connection with colored signals.

IV.—GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND PLAN OF CONTROL OF
THE CHROMATIC SENSE.

It is, of course, to the interest of railways not to take into their ser-

vice persons having any degree of defect in their chromatic sense. It

must be acknowledged that in several posts on railways, the observation

of signals is not considered an indispensable requisite ; but as it is, at least,

unfortunate to have an employ^ who can not, in case of need, attend to

the signals, we consider this reason alone as quite sufiicient. For no one,
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and still less a color-blind individual, could be regarded as born espe-

cially for a railway employ6. Numerous otber vocations are open to the

color-blind, although they might, on account of this defect, run the risk

of finding themselves excluded from many occupations where color-

blindness is much less injurious than to railways. Hence, we conclude

that the decision to be adopted in this matter must be comparatively

very stringent, that is to say, that a relatively slight defect of the chromatic

sense must suffice to prohibit admission to the service of railways.

The question is quite a different one with respect to those already

employed on railways, and other points must be weighed. It may be

necessary, perhaps, to remove them from a position which suits them,

and where they have earned a livelihood, and performed their duties in

the most irreproachable and decorous manner. It is just, therefore, that

the least severe principles he applied, and their personal interests as much as

possible considered without violating the requirementsfor the safety of the line.

In this case, no one should be dismissed without plausible reasons,

and when any such exist, the employes to be discharged should be trea-

ted with as much consideration as possible, and receive a legitimate

compensation for their loss by the offer of another place or a pension.

In order to secure an intelligent supervision and control, each employ^

should submit to a rigorous examination of the chromatic sense, that

there might not be the slightest doubt as to the nature of its capacity.

To be able to attain this end in a perfectly certain and at the same time

practical manner, while creating as few difficulties as possible, is with-

out doubt the most difiicult part of the reform to execute. It is admit-

ted as a fact that color-blindness may manifest itself ir. persons formerly

endowed with a perfectly normal chromatic sense. TIjis is what is

called acquired or pathological color-blindness, only lately known, and

far from being as much studied as the congenital defect. It would be

perhaps more suitable for our practical purpose to divide pathological

color-blindness into two classes, one of which might be called general or

regular, and the other local or irregular. We will understand, by the

first term, that kind of pathological blindness due to general causes, and

usually concentrically disposed about the yellow spot; and, by the second,

that which is produced by local causes, and appears eccentrically placed

in the visual field, or having its center in the blind spot. This last class

should not belong to the subdivision now occupying us, principally because

it rarely appears in such a degree as to be able to occasion any danger to

railways. There is no doubt but that this acquired blindness really exists.

Dr.Favre and several other writers have especially devoted themselves to

this form of color-blindness amongst railway employes; they have pointed

out several causes to which it is due, and proposed measures for discov-

ering it. It is of the highest importance here, it seems to us, that per-

fectly certain methods of investigation should be employed. Dr. Stilling

justly remarks that the great frequency of congenital color-blindness

constitutes one of the principal difficulties encountered in obtaining an
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accurate knowledge of pathological blindness. It is also plain that in

cases where pathological color-blindness might be coufounded with con-

genital blindness, there is no means of arriving at a knowledge of its trne

nature, unless in an individual who, after a rigid examination pre-

viously made by a trustworthy method, had been found to possess a

normal sense of vision. But it can scarcely be admitted that there have

been any such cases amongst those hitherto cited. But there is no better

way of definitely solving this question than by systematically organiz-

ing observations and repeated examinations on railways where all the

2)ersonnel have been previously examined. On this point, among many
others, the interests of science and those of the public go hand in hand.

Within the last few years sufficiently positive information has been

gathered to be able to form a fixed plan for enlarging these examinations.

Dr. Favre tells us—according to his experience and that of several of

his colleagues—that common causes of color-blindness are contusions,

serious illnesses, such as typhoid fever, etc., and the abuse of strong

liquors.

After every accident by rail or at sea, from collision, etc., where mis-

takesin distinguishing colors have been the principal or secondary causes,

not only the personnel present at the time of the accident, but also all

who have to give testimony about the signals, should be subjected to a

rigorous examination. The necessity of this measure must be evident

from what has been said before. It is absurd to condemn anyone because

some one who is blind says he has seen him violate the law, or to excul-

pate him because the blind person has seen him fulfill this law. To solve

the problems involved, it is necessarj' to make periodic examinations,

1st, of every one who has a chromatic sense already acknowledged as

defective; 2d, of all who have had contusions, etc. ; and, 3d, of the whole

2)ersonnel, to discover any color-blindness that may have arisen without

apparent cause. The result of all that has been said is, that it is abso-

lutely necessary that the directors and principals should be perfectly

familiar with the nature of the chromatic sense of each one of their

subordinates.

v.—SHORT CRITICISM OF THE USUAL METHODS OF
INVESTIGATION.

Our exposition of color-blindness has shown, we hope, that, in spite

of its wide divergence from the normal chromatic sense, it is not so

easily discovered as one might imagine; quite the contrary. Just in

proportion to the increase of our knowledge of color-blindness and the

peculiarities of its subjects have we been led to establish different

methods for its discovery. Several already exist, which differ from each

other In the very principle upon which they rest or in the application

of this principle.

Supposing the usual signal-lights be presented, one after the other,
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to the person examined, he being required to name the colors or their

value as signals, his chromatic sense could not be judged by his answer.

For we have seen, on one side, that the color-bliud can guess correctly

in such cases, and, on the other hand, it is scarcely necessary to sny that

the normal observer might make a mistake in the name, either from negli-

gence, through inattention, or simply by a lapsus livguce. How many
times, then, must the trial be repeated to secure positive results ? How
often must the individual make mistakes to be considered color-blind?

How many times may he make them without being considered color-

blind? Evidently there is no categorical answer to these questions. We
are therefore authorized to conclude that the examination by means of

railway-lanterns, for discovering color-blindness, must be considered for

several essential reasons as an impracticable method, and consequently

to be rejected. The use of flags, for the same purpose, is still worse.

A general principle, applying to every examination of the chromatic

sense, is that such examination should not at first endeavor to trace the

connection of the chromatic sense with signals of any kind whatsoever,

but have in view only the discovery as to whether the subject is or is

not color-hlind, or whether the chromatic sense is defective or normal.

While none of the various methods proposed can be condemned as ab-

solutely barren, there are several which, used alone, never give positive

results, or give them only in a limited number of cases, or else cause

so great a loss of time, and are so inconvenient, that they ought to be

rejected from this consideration alone. We class amongst tbese methods

all those which, as in the examination by means of the lantern, have a

tendency, in principle, to place before the one to be examined different

colors or colored objects to be named by him. The real question is not

to discover the degree of skill comparatively attained by each one in

correctly naming the colors, but the manner in which he sees them, or,

in other words, the nature of his chromatic sense. Any method fultill-

iug this requirement must, in principle, be based upon the comparison

between difl'erent colors, and an investigation into the causes of the con-

fusion of the color-blind about several of them.

An example will more clearly illustrate our idea and show its impor-

tance. Let us take a green-blind individual j we know by experience

that he confuses or finds a perfect resemblance between tbe shades of

three colors very different to the normal eye. I allude to purple, green,

and gray. The reason of this is very simple according to the theory;

the green-blind is void of the organ for perceiving green. Purple, green,

and gray are, in reality, the same color to the eye of the green-blind,

but he has heard three names given to these colors under difl'erent cir-

cumstances. The result of this will be that he will in his turn designate

this color sometimes by one and sometimes by another of these names,

or else he will only use one, especially the one he first remarked or heard

most frequently applied to this color. If the subject use all three names,

he will apply them correctly in some instances and incorrectly in others.
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But if he employ a single name, it might in a consequent manner be,

according to the case,purpl€ (improperly called red), green, or gray. Sup-

posing that he uses "green," according to the denominating method, his

chromatic sense will be judged as imperfect for purple and for gray, but

as correct for green,'.

From our point of view, therefore, Dr. Favre's method does not seem
satisfactory. Besides, not appearing to us certain, and not supplying

us with any basis for a useful classification, it requires more time than
is expedient ; nevertheless, this principle seems usually applied in France
and England.

Dr. Stillings's method is also founded upon the designation of colors,

and, if for no other reason, it should, we think, be condemned. This

method is based upon the principle of colored shadows. Before a bril-

liant light in a dark room a colored glass is held, so that the light, pass-

ing through the glass, and in consequence colored by absorption, strikes

a white surface, a sheet of paper for instance, at right angles. In the

neighborhood of this sheet, and between it and the glass, a slender

and opaque object, a pencil, say, is held in such a manner that its

shadow distinctly falls upon the paper. This shadow then seems tinted

with the complementary color of the glass, that is to say, it shows the

different shades of purple or red if the glass is green
;
green or blue-

green if the glass is red, etc., in accordance with the Young-Helmholtz

theory. According to Dr. Stilling, the color-blind will be recognized by
the fact that the shadow in question appears to him uncolored, black

or gray, while to the normal observer it assumes the contrasted color, and

the diagnosis is established according to the riames applied to the colors

of the shadows by the color-blind. It must be evident that his method
deserves very little confidence, and that it simply depends upon a chance,

whether after such a jiroof a normal observer may not be declared

color-blind. Besides, as the judgment is based upon the name given to

the colored shadow by the subject examined, it may readily happen
also that a color-blind person may be declared to have normal sight, if,

as is often the case, he guess the true name of the color. Briefly, then,

this method is not sure under this form. This judgment is not founded

merely upon theoretic reasons, but also upon a large number of direct

experiments, and is also confirmed by the examples cited by Dr. Stil-

ling himself.

It does not, however, follow that colored shadows may not be used in

the examination of the chromatic sense, if so arranged that the exam-
iner can i)erfectly regulate the light according to his pleasure. Accord-

ing to my method, with mirrors and two lights, a comparison between

two colors may be established. The green-blind here finds, as elsewhere,

a resemblance between a certain shade of green and purple, etc. As
by this method the intensity of the light may be exactly regulated, the

feeble perception may also be relatively determined. The experiment

we have made about this declares in favor of the Young-Helraholtz
VI s
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theory, but it has besides convinced us that the colored shadows are

not suitable for the discovery in the first instance of color-blindness.

This is the sauie case with Eagoua Sciua's method of representing com-

plementary colors; and also that of Kose, which, practically, strongly

resembles the preceding.

After having named the processes which, according to our convic-

tions, are not suitable for the end in view, we must mention two other

methods which thoroughly supply us with the information wanted.

One is due to Seebeck; the other to Maxwell. They are both founded

on the comparison of colors, and do not assume either any knowledge

or any use of the names of colors, which is, we think, an essential

advantage..

Maxwell's method consists in representing two colors on a rotatory disk,

to be compared by the person under examination, the tints, degree of

"saturation," and intensity of light of which may be changed at will.

They can be modified, until, to the color-blind, they attain an absolute

resemblance. The chromatic sense is then judged by its dissimilarity to

that of the normal eye. It is in this that the force and accuracy of the

method consist. It shows us with certainty how the subject sees the

colors as compared with each other. The Youug-Helmholtz theory is

confirmed by Maxwell's method, as this shows us that, by the aid of

only two primitive colors, we can exhaust the whole chromatic scale of

the color-blind.

Seebeck's method consists in making the individual to be examined

classify a number of colored objects according to their reciprocal resem-

blance or dissimilarity. In this way, we have at once a complete picture

of the person's chromatic sense. We learn what colors he distinguishes

and which he confounds. By this method, also, we can know how he

sees colors in their relations to each other. But, although these two

methods avc, perfectly rcliahle, they are not entirely suitable for a practi-

cal purpose, because they require much time and are very inconvenient,—
that of Maxwell for the examiner and that of Seebeck for the examined.

He who has examined a large number of color-blind by Maxwell's

method knows only too well how mucli time this investigation consumes,

in however incomplete a manner it is made. This arises from the extreme

affectation of precision by the color-blind. It is not difficult for one

with normal sight to point out two similar colors on the rotatory

disk, because the essential point is the resemblance in the tint of the

color. But the color-blind person who cannot perceive this tint re-

quires a complete resemblance in the intensity of light or in the degree

of "saturation," and in this lies the difficulty. His appreciation often

depends upon the addition of a minimum of white or black, which is to

him of the greatest importance, although the normal observer cannot per-

ceive any diiference. We may add that the method is very fatiguing

and inconvenient to the examiner, on account of the continual changes

made in the colors, and the incessant work that the rotation of the
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apparatus necessitates. Finally, if we state ttiat the apparatus is some-

what expensive, and is comparatively difficult to transport, it will suffice,

it seems to us, to condemn its use as a method of the first order when it

is required to make the examination on a multitude.

The method of Seebeck causes much loss of time by obliging those

examined to classify a large number of colored objects. This is not an

easy task for them. It not only progresses very slowly, requiring per-

haps an hour, but costs much trouble and evident effort. One may
obtain a tolerably clear idea of this by attempting to do the same work
with the use of blue-green eyeglasses. The colors are then seen and
classified very nearly as they are by the red-blind, and almost the same
difficulty is experienced. Seebeck's method, however, is superior to

Maxwell's in this, that it requires the subject to make an active use of

his chromatic sense, while the other allows him to remain passive, and
merely announce his decision. Both methods, however, require too

much time to be employed with advantage for the purpose in question.

But they are the best methods known to us at present.

The perimetric exploration with Forster's apparatus may be excellent

in more than one case for examining those before examined, but it is

not advisable alone and as a primitive method. It is even inapplicable

to some persons; it entails much loss of time, requires much exertion on

the part of the one examined, and requires an expensive instrument,

which is besides very inconvenient for transportation.

It may be very interesting scientifically to use the spectrum for exam-

ining the color-blind ; but this method is not very appropriate for

practical purposes ; it requires costly apparatus, and different arrange-

ments, which render it more or less long and inconvenient. It does not

enter into our plan to give an account here of all the known methods
that may be used in the first inspection, or when desired to establish a

test for examination. We shall limit ourselves to the examples cited,

and to explain in a special chapter the method we have ourselves used,

and which of all tried seems to us best adapted to the purpose.

VI.—NEW PRACTICAL METHOD FOR DISCOVERING AND
DETERMINING DEFECTS OF THE CHROMATIC SENSE.

The method we are going to describe here has been employed in all

the examinations of the chromatic sense of the different classes of the

population which have been made in Sweden.

1.—A SHOET SKETCH OF THE GENEEAL PEINCIPLES OP THE METHOD.

Theoretically, our method most resembles those of Seebeck and Max-
well, as it is based upon a comparison between different colors. It there-

fore first seeks to discover the chromatic ^ercf/^fio/i of the subject, disre-

garding the names he gives to the colors, as generally it is not neces-

sary he should designate the names. Our method resembles Seebeck's
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most in this, that it does not require a special apparatus for preparing the

necessary tints for the examination; it assumes there will be a supply of

objects of different colors provided in advance. It agrees again with this

method in not allowing, as Maxwell's does, the person examined to remain

passive, and simply give his opinion of the resemblance or dissimilarity

of the shades indicated, but requires him to discriminate and select the

shades, and in consequence reveal by an act the nature of his chromatic

sense. But practically our method differs essentiall}' from Seebeck's.

His certainly gives, in a certain sense, more complete results than ours

by requiring the subject to thoroughly classify, in accordance with their

reciprocal resemblances and dissimilarities, the various differently col-

ored objects placed before him. A complete table of his whole system

of colors is the result of this. Our method, on the contrary, requires the

person examined to select, amongst a large number of variously colored

objects, those alone which resemble the sample shown him by the ex-

aminer. The difference is evident. Seebeck's method is, without any

doubt, preferable when the nature of the color-blindness iu the aggregate

is to be considered ; that is, so long as this is yet unknown. His method
then gives a more complete idea than ours of the nature of the color-blind-

ness. But for our actual purpose, the main question is to discover a

defect,with the entire nature of which we are acquainted in advance.

Our practical mission then is evidently to discover, if possible, some cer-

tain sign which will enable us to accomplish this end by the shortest pos-

sible route. If a siugle proof which would detect the color-blind as

certainly as if he revealed to us his entire system of colors were discovered,

this would undoubtedly be the method preferred to any other, as it would

accomplish the object much more quickly and easily. This is the case

with our method. We are far from denying, in general, the value of a

thorough examination, but we will say that it may sometimes be super-

fluous. Its practical advantage will not be very great, if at the cost of

a great loss of time, and it may even be prejudicial, if, under a multitude

of details, it conceal what is essential; in a word, prevents our "seeing

the city on account of the houses." All this may bo applied to Seebeck's

method, when the object in view is the one of which we are in

pursuit. Our method again endeavors to seize as rapidly as possible

one or two essential characteristics while neglecting all the others. A
single caudal feather of the peacock reveals whence it came; a single

flower or fruit, the plant whence it was plucked; and the genus man is

recognized if we can but see a face. It is only when the face is muti-

lated, the flowers, fruits, and caudal feather are defective, that iu certain

cases it is necessary to have recourse to other characteristics. Our
method rests upon these principles ; it also offers the same security as

Seebeck's. But, as regards the time necessary to accomplish the exami-

nation, it bears nearly the same relation to that of the learned German,
that a minute does to an hour. This may seem a very trifling matter

at the first glance, but is in reality of immense practical importance
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when a multitude of persons are to be successively examined. A simple

calculation shows us in fact ttat an examination requiring one day by

our method would require two months by Seebeck's.

It is but just to. acknowledge that it was only by weighing the results

obtained by Seebeck's method and following the Young-Helmholtz

theory, as well as the principles we have indicated as indispensable to

a practical method, that we have succeeded in formulating our own
method, such as we shall explain it in what follows. We also will re-

mark that it is very simple and easily mastered ; but we think this is

likewise often the case with all that is useful and practical, and that

simplicity offers great advantages. We prefer this method because it

seems to us more than any other to fulfill the conditions we have

pointed out as necessary to a practical method, namely, certainty, rapid-

ity, and convenience. The only inconvenience of any moment besides

those it has in common with a greater part of the others is that it re-

quires daylight. It can undoubtedly be used by artificial light (elec-

trical and calcium lights, and certain arrangements of lamp-lights with

blue glass), but this causes much loss of time.

After this rapid sketch of the general principles of the method, we
will proceed to give its details, and shall not fail to mention generally

the reasons why, amongst several possibilities, we have selected this or

that process.

2.—THE MATERIAL AND ITS ARRANGEMENT.

Our method demands neither costly apparatus nor a special place for

the examination. The only necessary elements are a number of variously

colored objects. It consists in taking one from a number of objects pro-

miscuously thrown together, and asking the person examined to select

from amongst them all the others corresponding with the first in color.

With regard to the colored objects, it of course matters little in principle

what their nature is, as, in the main, the method never changes, no mat-

ter what the kind selected. But, practically, the choice is by no means
a matter of indifference. Among the ordinary objects suggested, and

also used for the purpose, are pieces of colored paper, glass, or silk,

or Berlin wool, etc., the last of which seems to us the best, for the

following reasons: One of the chief advantages of Berlin wool is, that

it can be procured in all possible colors corresponding to those of the

spectrum, and each in all its shades, from the darkest to the lightest.

Such selections may be found in trade, and are easily procured when and
where desired. It can be used at once, and without any preparation

for the examination, just as delivered from the factory. A skein of

Berlin wool is equally colored, not only on one or two sides, but on all,

and is easily detected in the package, even though there be but one

thread of it. Berlin wool is not too strongly glaring, and is, moreover, soft

and manageable, and can be handled, packed, and transported as desired,

without damage, and is conveniently ready for use wherever needed.
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These advantages are wanting in the other colored objects suggested

for use. Colored paper or silk may be used when light or dark, dull or

bright colors are wanted ; but they both have these inconveniences, they

must first be cut into suitable pieces, and they are troublesome to handle

;

moreover, they are easily concealed from view, and it is necessary to

stretch them carefully on a large surface to enable them to be seen

without trouble. They are often glaring ; they reflect, besides their

particular kinds of light, a quantity of white light, which is a promi-

nent defect, as it misleads the color-blind, who, as we know, judge of

colors by the intensity of light, that is, the quantity of light, and he

consequently estimates differently the color of a brilliant surface, ac-

cording to the position in which it is found with regard to the eye, etc.

The paper is often colored on only one side, and this gives rise to much
trouble, as it is necessary to turn the pieces from one side to the other

to see them in their true colors. Finally, from being so much handled,

the pieces of paper or silk soon become tumbled and faded.

Colored glass, which must be in pieces, is not suitable either, from

the fact that it is difficult to procure it in sufiiciently great variety. It

is besides troublesome to transport, easily broken, and finally inconve-

nient for using, because necessary to be held against the light of day, or

a luminous source, in order that the color may be seen. The advan-

tage ot being able to use them by any kind of light does not counterbal-

ance their inconveniences.

Although these are not all the objections, the preceding will suffice

to i)rove the advantages of Berlin wool. All this applies equally well

to wafers, powders, colored solutions, spools of colored thread, pieces of

wood, and porcelain, especially painted for the purpose, etc.; they can

all be and have been employed, but none of these objects are, in every

respect, so well suited to our purpose as Berlin wool.

A selection of Berlin wool is then made, including red, orange, yel-

low, yellow-green, pure green, blue-green, blue, violet, purple, j)ink,

brown, gray, several shades of each color, and at least five gradations

of each tint, from the deepest to the lightest. Green and gray, several

kinds each, of pink, blue, and violet, and the pale gray shades of brown,

yellow, red, and pink, must especially be well represented. The choice of

the material does not belong specially to our method. In fact, Seebeck

suggested the use of Berlin wool, which was employed by his advice and
still is at present. To us only belongs the credit of originating the man-
ner in which it is employed. According to our method, the examiner

selects from the collection of Berlin wool in a pile on a convenient table,

and lays aside a skein of the especial color desired for this examination

;

then he requires the one examined to select the other skeins most closely

resembling the color of the sample, and to place them by its side. The
chromatic sense of the individual is decided by the manner in which he

performs this task. The rapidity with which this examination is made
does not seem to directly correspond with the nature of the chromatic
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sense, but to depend finally upon the character of the person examined.

One of intelligence, with a quick, practical mind, is examined in less

than a minute. In this time, in fact, a normal eye could easily find the

four or five skeins of the same color as the sample, and the color-blind

make a sufficient number of characteristic mistakes to thoroughly

establish the diagnosis. It is clear that a method such as ours affords

the opportunity in connection with the investigation of the chromatic

sense of learning much of all the peculiarities relating to the use of

our senses. This is why we maintain the principle that it is nec-

essary to leave to the activity of the hands the task of revealing the

nature of the sensations, and to have recourse to the tongue only for

verification when there is need of more information. The combina-

tion of the action of the eye and hands, which plays in general so

important a part in the training and use of the senses, is also of

great consequence in this examination. An attentive examiner, espe-

cially if he have already acquired some experience, can draw im-

portant conclusions from the manner m which the other executes

his task, not only and directly with regard to the nature of his chro-

matic sense, but generally as to his intelligence and character, and
especially in some cases as to his previous training and exercise in the

use of colors, and his skill in recognizing them. The examination

affords us also the opportunity of making psychological observations,

which contribute in a great measure in giving us a clear idea of the

nature of the chromatic sense. A practiced examiner can often detect

color-blindness by the first gesture, and make his diagnosis before the

end of the trial. He can, according to the manner in which the task is

performed, form ajudgment of a feeble chromatic sense in instances which
are proved correct by the final result. He also can and must see whether

the result is erroneous simply on account of a misunderstanding or a

want of intelligence, just as he can see whether the really color-blind

succeeds, in a certain degree, from much previous exercise or a consid-

erable amount of caution. In short, the method supplies us with all

necessary information, so that by an examination made with its assist-

ance, a defective chromatic sense, no matter of what kind or in what
degree, cannot escape observation. As we have already said, the prin-

ciple of our method is that the test is confined to one color.

The faculty possessed by the eye of distinguishing colors and that of

defining the degrees of light and color (of '^ saturation") are relatively

very difierent; but these special faculties have this in common, that they

have their maximum activity in a certain intermediary region of abso-

lute intensity of light and their minimum at the two limits of this region.

Just as we experience the most difficulty in distinguishing between the

shades of intensity of light by a very feeble or very strong illumination,

so it is difficult for us to distinguish colors slightly or strongly luminous,

or the deepest and the lightest. It is, therefore, necessary to select as

a suitable color for discovering a feeble chromatic sense either the light-
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est or darkest shades. The well-defined kinds and degrees of a defect-

ive chromatic sense confound only colors of mean intensity. I have

selected, to determine whether the chromatic sense is or is not defective,

a light green (dark green may be also used), because green, according

to the theory, is the whitest of the colors of the spectrum, and conse-

quently is most easily confused with gray. For the diagnosis of the

especial kinds of partial color-blindness, I have selected purple (pink),

that is, the whole group of colors in which red (orange) and violet (blue)

are combined in nearly equal i^roportions, at least in such proportions

that no one sufficiently preponderates over the others, to the normal

sense, so as to give its name to the combination. This is the reason for

this choice. Purple occupies a singular position amongst colors; although

it is a combination, it is, we know, a color, as well " saturated " as the

colors of the spectrum, and might be, from this point of view, classed

with them, although it is not found in the spectrum. In fact, it has been

regarded as the eighth color of the spectrum, closing the circle of satu-

rated colors. Purple is of especial importance in the examination of the

color-blind, for the reason that it forms a combination of two fundamental

colors—the two extreme colors—which are never confounded with each

other. In fact, from a color-blind point of view, one of two things must

liappen, according to the theory: either it excites but one kind of per-

ceptive organ or it excites them all. It appears then either like a sim-

ple color, that is to say, like one of the two colors of the combination,

or like white (gray). Experiment has confirmed this hypothesis. Our
sample colors, therefore, are the two complementary colors of each other,

green and purple. In the examination of the chromatic sense of a large

number of individuals, it is, of course, of importance to decide, first,

whether the chromatic sense of the individual is or is not normal. It is

only after establishing the existence of a defect that its nature or degree

must be determined. The sample colors are, therefore, employed with

more advantage in a certain order, as the test must be accomplished as

a whole, according to a plan that experience has proved the surest, most
rapid, and, finally, most suitable for the purpose.

3.—TnE EXAMINATION AND DIAGNOSIS.

The Berlin wool is placed in a pile on a large plane surface and in

broad daylight; a skein of the test color is taken from the pile and
laid aside far enough from the others not to be confounded with them
during the trial ; and the person examined requested to select the other

skeins most resembling this in color, and place them by the side of the

sample. In the first place, it is necessary that he should thoroughly
understand what is required of him

; that is, that he should search the

pile for the skeins making an impression on his chromatic sense, in-

dependent of any name he may give the color, similar to that made
by the sample. The examiner should explain that resemblance in

every respect is not necessary; that there are no two specimens exactly'
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alike; that the only question is the resemblance of tbe color; and that

consequently lie must endeavor to find something similar, of the same
shade, something lighter and darker of the same color, etc. If the

person examined cannot succeed in understanding this by a verbal

explanation, we must resort to action. We must ourselves make the

trial by searching with our own hands for the skeins, thereby showing

in a practical manner what is meant by a shade, and then restoring the

whole to the pile except the sample skein. As it would require much
time to examine each individual in this way, it is advisable, when ex-

amining a large number at the same time, to instruct all at once, and

moreover to ask them to attentively observe the examination of those

preceding them, so as to become more familiar themselves with the

process. By this, time is saved, without loss of security; for no one

with a defective chromatic sense finds the correct skeins in the pile

the more easily from the fact of having a moment before seen others

looking for and arranging them. He makes the same characteristic

mistakes; but the normal observer, on the other hand, generally ac-

complishes his task much better and more quickly after having seen

how it must be done, and this is the advantage of our method.

The colors mentioned in this chapter are divided into two classes :

1st. The colors for samples {test colors'), that is, those presented to the

j)ersons examined ; and
2d. The " colors ofconfusion,''^ that is to say, those which the color-blind

selects from the heap, because he confuses them with that of the

sample.

Test I.—The green sample is presented. This sample should be the

palest shade (the lightest) of very pure green, which is neither a yellow-

green nor a blue-green to the normal eye, but fairly intermediate be-

tween the two, or at least not verging upon yellowish green.

Hule.—The examination must continue until the one examined has

placed near the sample all the other skeins of the same shade, or else,

with these or separately, one or several skeins of the class correspond-

ing to the "colors of confusion," until he has sufficiently proved by his

manner of doing it that he can easily and unerringly distinguish the con-

fused colors or until he has given proof of unmistakable difficulty in

accomplishing this task.

Diagnosis.—He who places beside the sample one of the "colors of

confusion," that is to say, finds that it resembles the " test color," is

color blind. He who, without being quite guilty of this confusion, evinces

a manifest disposition to do so, has & feeble chromatic sense,

BemarJc.—We must remember that we cannot allow more than five

colors for " confusion." But we have here in view, not every kind of defec-

tive color-sense, but only those important in the business of railways.

The number of colors allowed is therefore sufiicient, as these are the

most important and most common.
Test H.—A purple skein is presented. The color chosen must be

between the deepest and lightest shades of the scale.
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Eule.—The trial must be continued until the one examined has placed

near the sample all or the greater part of the skeins of the same shade,

or else simultaneously or separately one or several skeins of "confusion."

He who selects either the light or deep shades of blue and violet (es-

pecially the deep) or the light or deep shades of one kind of green or

gray inclining to blue has committed an error.

Diagnosis.—1. He who is color-blind by the first test, and who, upon

the second test, selects only i^urple skeins, is incompletely color-blind.

2. He who, in the second test, selects with purple only blue and violet,

or one of them, is comjyletcly redhlind.

3. He who, in the second test, selects with purple only green and gray,

or one of them, is completely green-blind.

Remarli.—The red-blind never ratifies the test of the green-blind, and

vice versa. However, it happens in certain cases that the green-blind

selects a violet or blue skein, but always the lightest shades. This

should not affect the diagnosis. The examination may end with this

test, and the diagnosis be considered as perfectly settled. It is not even

necessary, practically, to decide whether the color-blindness is red or

green. But to be more entirely convinced of the relation of complete

color-blindness with the signal colors, and especially to convince, if neces-

sary, the railway employes and others who are not specialists, the exami-

nation may be completed by one more trial. The one we are going to

mention is not necessary to the diagnosis, and only serves to corrobo-

rate the investigation.

Test III.—The red skein is presented to the subject. It is necessary

to have a vivid red color like the red flag used as signals on railways.

Rule.—This test, which is applied only to those completely color-blind,

should be continued until the person examined has placed beside the

specimen all the skeins belonging to this shade or the greater part or else

separately one or several "colors of confusion." The red-blind then

chooses, besides the red, green and brown shades which, to the normal

sense, seem darker than red. On the other hand, the green-blind selects

opposite shades which appear lighter than red.

Bemarlc.—Every case of complete color-blindness discovered does not

always make the precise mistakes we have just mentioned in the preced-

ing examinations. These exceptions are either instances of persons

with a comparatively inferior degree of complete color-blindness, or of

color-blind persons who have been exercised in the colors of signals, and

who endeavor not to be discovered ; they therefore usually confound at

least green and brown, but even this does not always happen.

Additional note.—We have not given rules for discovering total

color-blindness, because we have not found any cases of this kind. If

any such should be found, they will be recognized, according to the

theory, by a confusion of every shade having the same intensity of

light. Violet-blindness will be recognized by a genuine confusion of

l^urple, red, and orange in the second test. The diagnosis should be
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made with discrimination. The first test often shows blue to be a " color

of confusion." This may, in certain cases, be the sign of violet-blind-

ness, but not always. We have not thought it advisable to admit defects

of this kind ; only the most marked cases, that other examinations

establish as violet color-blindness, should be reckoned in the statistics.

Finally, to acquire a desirable uniformity, it is necessary to add that in

the preparatory examination, it is my habit to indicate in the journal,

especially kept for that purpose, cases of complete color-hlindness by 2

(2 E., 2 G., 2 v.), those of incomplete blindness by 1, and those of feeble

chromatic sense by 0.5 (0.5 R., 0.5 G., 0.5 V.).

4.—PRACTICAL RULES AND SPECIAL DIRECTIONS FOR THE CONDUCT
OF THE TRIAL.

The method, as we have said, plays an important part in an examina-

tion of this kind, not only from the principles upon which it rests, but also

from tbe manner in which it is used. The best plan for directing how
to proceed is by oral instructions and de visu; but here we are obliged

to accomplish this by description. Now, this is always defective in some
respects, especially if we wish to be brief. What has been said would

evidently sufiBce for an intelligent and experienced physician, but it

may not be superfluous to enter still further into detail to provide against

any possible difficulties and loss of time. The object of the examination

is to discover the nature of a person's chromatic sense. Now, as the

fate of the one to be examined and that of others depend upon the

correctness of the judgment pronounced by the examiner, and that this

judgment should be based upon the manner in which the one examined

stands the trial, it is of importance that this trial should be truly what it

ought to be, a trial of the nature of the chromatic sense and nothing

else, an end that will be gained if our directions are strictly followed. It

is not only necessary that the examiner carefully observe them—which

does not seem to us difficult—but that he also take care that the indi-

vidual examined does thoroughly what is required of him. This is not

always as easy as one might suppose. If it were only required to ex-

amine intelligent people, familiar with practical occupations and espe-

cially with colors, and with no other interest connected with the issue of

the examination than to know whether they are color-blind or not, the ex-

amination would be uniform and mechanical. But it is required to ex-

amine people of various degrees of culture, all of whom, besides, have a

personal interest in the issue of the examination. Different people act

very differently during the examination for many reasons. Some submit

to it without the least suspicion of their defect; others are convinced that

they possess a normal sense. A few only have a consciousness or at least

some suspicion of their defect. These last can often be recognized before

the least examination by keeping behind the others, by attentively follow-

ing the progress of the trial, but if allowed willingly remaining to the

last. Some are quick ; others slow. The former approach unconcernedly
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and boldly; the latter with over anxiety aud a certain dread. The lowest

class are those who have the opposite desire, that is, to pass for color-

blind, although in possession of normal sight. We will speak of these

later, to enable us now to devote ourselves to those who undergo the trial

in good faith, or, at least, with the desire to appear normal, even al-

though color-blind.

In the trial it is especially desirable to confine the range of selection

to the lighter shades of tbe test color (say green), for tbe trial would

cause great loss of time and be less reliable if it included every shade

of green. In fact, no little judgment has been exercised in the selection

of the very lightest shade of the green proposed as a sample color. For
it is exactly what the color-blind most readily confounds with the paler

shades of gray, drab, straw, and salmon-color. If the subject were

allowed to depart from the narrow limits established by the trial, it would

include every shade of green, the result of which would be that he would
prefer to select all the vivid shades, and thus avoid tbe dangerous ground
where his defect would certainly be discovered. This is why it is neces-

sary to oblige him to keep within certain limits, confiuing him to pure
green specimens, and, for greater security, to recommend him to select

especially the lightest shades. What we have just said of green applies

also of course to jiurple.

Tbe principle of our method is to force the one examined to reveal,

himself, by an act of his own, the nature of bis chromatic sense. Now,
as this act must be kept within certain limits, it is evident that the ex-

aminer must direct him to a certain degree. This may present, in certain

cases, some difficulty, as he will not always be guided, and does

either too much or too little. In both cases, the examiner should use

his influence in order to save time and gain certainty, and this is usually

very easily done. Tbis intervention is, of course, intended to put tbe

examiner in the true path, and is accomplished in many ways according

to tbe case in point.

We will here mention some of the expedients we have found useful ;

A. Interference during an extended selection.—It is not always easy to

confine tbe one examined within thelimitsof tbe method. He easily slips

in the first test, for example, a yellow-green or blue-green skein among the

others, and as soon as there is o«e, others follow usually, and it thus

happens that, in a few moments, he has a whole handful of yellow-green,

a second of blue-green, a third of both these shades at tbe same time.

Our process has assisted us in more than one case of this kind.

(a) When tbe person examined has begun to select shades of one or sev-

eral other colors than those of the sample, his ardor is arrested by taking

from him the handful of skeins he has collected, and asking him whether
his eye does not tell him there are one or several which do not match
tbe others, in which case he is solicited to restore them to tbe pile. He
then generally remarks that there is some obscuration, and pro3eeds in

one of the following manners

:
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1. He rejects one after the other, the foreign shades, so that the correct

remain, which is often only the sample skein. He is shown what mistake

he has made. Names are used to remind him that one class of green

may be yellow-green and another blue-green; and to induce him to

avoid them, he is advised only to select skeins of the same shade as the

specimen, although they be lighter or darker, and have neither more
yellow nor blue than that. If his first error arose only from a miscon-

ception or want of practice in handling. colors, he begins generally to

understand what he has to do, and to do properly what is required of him.

2. Or else he selects and rejects immediately the skein of the sample

itself. This proves that he sees the difference of color. He is then

shown the skein as the only correct one, and asked to repeat the trial in

a more correct manner. He is again put on the right track as just before,

and the trial proceeds rightly, unless the error arise from a defect in

the chromatic sense. Many seem, however, to experience a natural diffi-

culty in distinguishing between yellow-green and blue-green, or the dull

shades of green and blue. This difficulty is, however, more apparent

than real, and is corrected usually by direct comparison. If the method
requiring the name of the color to be given is used, a number of

mistakes may be the result. If a skein of light green and light blue

alone are presented to him, asking him to name them, he will often call

blue, green, and green, blue. But if in the first case a blue skein is

immediately shown him, he corrects his mistake by saying this is blue

and that green. In the last case, it happens so mutatis mutandis. This

is not the place for an explanation. It must suffice to say that the error

is corrected by a direct comparison between the two colors.

There is, according to the theory, one class of the color-blind—violet-

blind—who, in consequence of the nature of their chromatic sense, and,

therefore, notwithstanding the comparison, cannot distinguish blue and
green. But our method has nothing to do with this class of the color-

blind, because such are not dangerous on railways.

{&) Another process.—If the one examined place by the side of the sam-

ple a shade, for instance, of yellow-green, the examiner places near this

another shade, in which there is more yellow, or even a pure yellow, re-

marking at the same time that if the first suit, the last must also. The
other usually dissents from this. He is then shown, by selecting and
classing the intermediate shades, that there is a gradation which will

diverge widely if logically carried out as he has begun. The same
course is followed with colors of the blue shades, if the blue-green were
first selected. He sees the successive gradations, and goes through

with this test perfectly if his chromatic sense is correct.

To ascertain further whether he notices these additions, or the tints of

yellow and blue in the green, we can take ourselves the yellow-green and
blue-green to ask him if he finds this to be so. We can judge by his

answer of his sense with regard to these shades, and the object of this

investigation is accomplished.
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It results from all this that many who are finally considered to have

a normal chromatic sense may occasionally cause embarrassments. In

the main, the normal observer of this kind causes greater loss of time

than the color-blind. It is astonishing to see with what rapidity the

color-blind betray their defect. At least, it is found, in the majority of

the cases examined by us, that the first skein of wool selected from the

13ile by the color-blind in the first test was one of the "colors of con-

fusion."

B. Intervention during a restricted clioice.—Those who evince too great

slowness also require the interferences of the examiner in another man-

ner. We can lay aside here those cases in which at the sight of the

complex colors of the heap of wool, the examined finds it difficult to

select a skein resembling the sample in a collection where all the particu-

lar colors seem to differ from each other, and in consequence declares im-

mediately that he can find none resembling the specimen. It is replied

that an absolute resemblance is not demanded, and that no one asks

impossibilities, that time is limited, many are waiting, etc. But there

are people who from natural slowness, from being unaccustomed to such

business, from fear of making mistakes, and especially if jireviously ex-

amined and suspected of color-blindness, or from many other motives,

proceed with the greatest caution ; they do not even wish to touch the

wool, or they search, select, and replace with the greatest care all the

possible skeins without finding one corresponding with the sample, or

that they wish to place beside it. Here then are two cases: on one hand,

too much action with the fingers, without result; on the other, too little

effort. The examiner is forced to interfere in both cases.

[a) At the time of a too great manual action without corresponding

practical result, the examiner must be careful that the eye and hand act

simultaneously for the accomplishment of the desired end.

Some people forget that the hands should be subservient to the eye

in this trial, and not act independently. Thus they are often seen to fix

their eyes on one side while their hands are engaged on the other.

This should be corrected so as to save time and avoid further labor.

When, from the manual activity of the one examined, or by the unob-

served aid of the examiner, all the correct skeins or only a portion are

found in the pile, it is wise to stop and invite the former to cross his

hands behind his back, to step back a pace, and quietly consider all the

skeins, and, as soon as his eye has met one of those for which he is look-

ing, to extend his hand and take it. The best plan is to advise him to

look first at the sample and then at the pile, and to repeat this maneuver

until his eyes find what he is looking for.

This stratagem generally succeeds when nervousness from over-anxiety

causes his hands to tremble. But it is not always easy to induce him

to keep his hands behind his back until the moment for taking the skein

in question.

(ft) In cases of great caution, the trial is hastened, if the examiner
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come to the assistauce of tlie other by holding above the pile one skein

after the other, and requesting him to say whether it resembles the color

of the sample or not. It will be advisable first to select the skeius that

a color-blind person would approve. If he is so, he will approve of the

selection, and the question is settled. If not, he rejects them, not with-

out a characteristic smile, or with an expression of wounded dignity.

This also enlightens us as to his chromatic sense. But even the color-

blind may in such a case refuse what is presented, especially if his cau-

tion is premeditated, and he suspects that a snare is intended. It is

found quite frequently that he rejects the correct shades likewise pre-

sented with the others. This is not the case when one, having a normal
chromatic sense, is slow and deliberative when subjected to the test

under this form. He has an eye alive to the correct colors.

One process, in cases of this last kind, is to select false samples which
are placed quite near the correct one, by the side, above or below, to

attract the attention of the examined from the right side. It is necessary

so to proceed that the true sample be displaced when the others are

drawn out, so that the person examined may see it move. It does not,

however, always happen to catch his eye. The best means is then to

make him examine the whole, with his hands behind his back, and invite

him to freely make his choice. But, whatever the process, it is neces-

sary, in every case where one has been assisted in selecting a certain

number of skeins which he has found analogous to the sample color, to

make a rule not to conclude the trial without examining into the effect

of the aid accorded. It is necessary to hold in the hand the approved

package, and ask if he is satisfied or if he would desire any change. If

he approve the choice, the diagnosis is established. The same course

must be pursued with the defective chromatic sense, that the trial may
be made with or without assistance. To be thorough, the name given

by the color-blind to the colors in question may be likewise asked.

In cases where any one suspected of color-blindness has remained

some time to see the trial of others, and where, as often happens, he

has remarked the samples belonging to a required green shade, he may
of course profit by it in his own trial. But this can be prevented by
furtively concealing one or two of these samples. If he seem to be dis-

posed to confound green and gray, it will be very easy to entrap him.

If we do not succeed, even when assisting him, in entraj^ping him in

this snare, the hidden samples may be put back into their places, to be

convinced that the trial is correct.

From the above, it is seen that many artifices may be necessary in

our examination. It may be regarded as an advantage of our method
that it has at command a great variety of resources. We have by no

means mentioned all; and yet many who have only read this descrip-

tion will probably reproach us with having devoted ourselves too much
to details which seem to them puerile. But we believe that those who
have examined the chromatic sense of a great number of persons, and

acquired thereby considerable experience, will think differently.
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5.—APPRECIATION OP THE CAPACITY OP EXAMINEES.

The method of scrutiny here described is able to detect, as we have

seen, not only complete or incomplete color-blindness, but a feeble chro-

matic sense. Moreover, it has been proved that there is a perfect grada-

tion from complete color-blindness on the one side to the normal chro-

matic perception on the other. The question then naturally arises, from

our practical point of view, whether it is possible to draw a dividing

line between the kinds and degrees of defective color-vision which would
except those who could not cause any inconvenience to the railway ser-

vice, and, in case of an affirmative answer, where such limit is to be

found.

It must first be remembered that in the existing state of things, these

questions neither can nor ought to be settled in the same manner in

every case, since the examination is intended for individuals of two dif-

ferent classes; 1st, the aspirants for railway employment; and, 2d, the

employes, or those already in service.

A. Aspirants.—We must bear in mind that in Sweden, according to

the regulation in force there for the management of state railways (fol-

lowed also, as far as we know, on the private lines), it is required that,

in order to be admitted, each applicant "prove by a certificate from a

physician that he is exempt from any kind of infirmity, disease, or defect

of conformatioa that could be prejudicial to the exercise of his functions,"

and also, that among these defects of conformation, in connection with

signals, are reckoned the defects of the chromatic sense, to which the

managers have especially directed the attention of the physicians at-

tached to the lines.

According to the principles we have stated, the greatest severity

should be observed in this case, or, in other terms, the least defect in the

sense of colors should be a sufficient ground for rejection.

B. Persons already in service.—We must here ask ourselves if there

is no necessity to modify the limit we have just traced, in order to carry

out the principle we stated before, namely, that it is necessary to adopt
less severe rules to elimiuate from the service those who are already

employed. We here encounter great difficulties, and it will be seen that

it is not possible to settle the question summarily, that is, that a well-

defined limit cannot be traced. In such cases, the physician should
always, when he discovers a defect in the chromatic sense, give a certi-

ficate which should indicate its nature. These indications include, as we
have already said, the diagnoses : complete red-blindness, complete green-

blindness, incomplete color-blindness, or a feeble chromatic sense.

We are convinced that every case of complete color-blindness of both
kinds, as well as every case of incomplete of the higher degrees, should

be immediately dismissed. But as regards those who may be retained,

it is clear that the first question concerns those who, at the time of the

trial, were regarded in the diagnosis only as having a feeble chromatic

sense, and then those who in the first test merely confound gray with
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the sample color. But we do not venture to lay this down as a principle,

for, if it should be proved that these individuals can generally distinguish

the light of colored lanterns with sufiflcient accuracy, this does not prove

that it is so in ev^ery case, and especially not at every distance required

in the service. This is why we know nothing better to advise than to

refer all such cases to competent specialists, as long as the transition

period of which we have spoken lasts.

In the examination of doubtful cases submitted to my judgment, I

determined according to several of the methods mentioned in one of the

preceding chapters. In general, these persons were all subjected to a

trial according to the methods of Seebeck and of Maxwell, and an exami-

nation by means of the visual perimeter and of colored shadows, as well

as the lanterns of my invention and colored glasses. These last means
have capacity especially in view, and they are very suitable for the ob-

ject, when it is desired to investigate those who have been already dis-

covered, by my method of Berlin wool, as having a defective chromatic

sense.

The light of colored lanterns and illuminated surfaces generally, con-

veniently arranged and methodically used, may serve especially in such

cases to enlighten us as to the faculty of the person, examined for appre-

ciating colored signals. Our experiences of this kind have shown us that

the majority of color-blind railway employes, however much practice they

have had, are utterly incapable of recognizing and distinguishing the

regulation colors of lanterns, especially when they are employed in the

shades which are not most commonly in use in the service. This applies

not only to the completely red and green blind, but also to the incom-

pletely blind. These last require the most circumstantial investigation,

and it is not to be assumed that the lower degrees can stand the trial; they

may often, it is true, distinguish the signal-lights at a short distance

with sufiicient accuracy, but they do not succeed at a comparatively

greater distance. As the places where the trials are usually made do
not command such distances as railways for observing signals, signal-

lights cannot of course be used for these trials. They are replaced by

small illuminated surfaces, which, seen from a suitable distance, produce

exactly the same effect as lanterns at a great distance. Such surfaces

are made by placing a screen with a suitable opening covered with a

colored glass before the flame of a lamp. This is enough to show how
to dispose of the case in question.

C—EFFORTS TO CONCEAL OR TO FEIGN COLOR-BLINDNESS.

We have announced that none of the kinds of color-blindness we have
in view in this work could escape discovery by our method. But this,

of course, assumes that the subject does his best in the trial and acts in

good faith. If it happen that one persists either in concealing a conscious

color-blindness or for some other motive, in not giving the least informa-

tion by act or word it is evident that the examination must fail from this

13 s
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simple reason, and that it is impossible to draw any positive conclusion

with regard to his chromatic sense. The examiner may in such a case

mention unconditionally in the certificate that the one examined refused

to submit to the usual examination.

It is not difficult to say how it is necessary to act with regard to such

persons. It should, in fact, be to the interest of each one possessing

normal sight, desirous of entering the service of railways, etc., to en-

deavor to be competent in every respect, and consequently to give mani-

fest proof of his sense of colors. The color-blind alone have any interest

in concealing their defect ; therefore he endeavors to escape the trial.

Every candidate who will try to avoid the prescribed trial must there-

fore be considered and treated as color-blind. Such obstinacy on the

part of an employ6 must be considered and treated as an infraction of

the regulations.

But cases may arise also in which those possessing normal sight will

feign color-blindness, and act as if they were so affected. This may occur

when some one wishes to receive a pension before the time, or else to

escape punishment consequent upon an unexpected accident. These

are just the very cases that put the method and perspicacity of the

examiner to the test. The examination then assumes the character

of a kind of criminal inquest, where the judge and the accused must

give all the attention of which they are capable to their reciprocal acts

and expressions, to try to entrap each other. The one examined tries to

prove that he is color-blind, while the examiner endeavors to prove that

he has normal sight. The prospect of coming off victorious in so singu-

lar a contest rests, in the last resort, with him who best understands the

nature of color-blindness, and has most experience in the manner in

which the color-blind act. To enable the pretender to deceive the ex-

aminer, it is absolutely necessary that he surpass the latter in knowl-

edge of color-blindness. There is in this an element of success to the

examiner, as it would be extremely rare to find a railway employ6 or

sailor who would, under the circumstances mentioned, be subjected to

an examination by a person inferior to himself in knowledge. It is clear,

in fact, that an examination so difficult, so minute, and involving so

much responsibility, should be confided to the most competent person

possible. But it is, on the other hand, very improbable that a case

should occur where it would be necessary that a learned and experienced

specialist would have to submit to an examination.

In the first place, examinations of this kind must rarely occur, and

when they do, it must be at least in the most difficult cases, that is to say,

after an accident—under circumstances where the one examined has not

had much time to study his part. It will generally be seen then that he

has not a profound knowledge of the nature of color-blindness, but

imagines it to be a difficulty or incapacity to distinguish signal-colors or

colors in general. He will, therefore, be governed by this idea, and,

either he will perfectly distinguish every other color so as to mistake only

the signal-colors, or else he will believe he must confound no matter what
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color. But, as we have seen, each kind of color-blindness follows laws

as fixed as the normal sense. Such a stratagem will not fail to violate

them, and the individual will be caught in the very act.

But there is absolutely nothing which opposes the supposition that

this individual may have a certain knowledge of the nature of color-

blindness, or, at least, that he may have an idea of its regularity with
regard to the confusion of colors. He may have studied the proofs we
have cited, and, owing to the exercise and observation of the color-blind,

he will know how to perform them in a manner suitable to the object in

view. The examiner has always, however, the choice of other sample
colors, and the Berlin wool method affords a large choice. If that does

not sufiBce, and the individual has learned from the truly color-blind

to classify the whole collection of wool according to their chromatic

sense, that is to say, that he can stand the trial according to Seebeck's

method, and if he is so thorough in his part that there is no means of

making him depart from it by abrupt or contradictory questions, the

examiner may employ for the examination a number of other known
methods, but probably unknown to our individual. It must not be for-

gotten here that it is generally easier to discover faults committed by
others than to avoid being guilty of them one's self, and one must be

profoundly familiar with his borrowed part not to be guilty of inconsist-

encies. With regard to feigning a certain kind of color-blindness, we
know by our experience with regard to this, that it is a very difficult

thing, and scarcely ever succeeds before an attentive and experienced

examiner. All these circumstances are advantageous for the examiner,

but his superiority is not limited to this. For if it should happen—an

extremely improbable thing—that a i)retender were familiar with all the

known tests and methods, and besides had not less practice than talent

in executing them as accurately as the color blind, the examiner has,

nevertheless, the power of inventing, owing to his special knowledge,

new tests, and of var;ying those already known.

Besides the precaution, which must not be neglected, of conducting

the examination in the presence of expert and competent persons, there

is an especial means, which, while being certain of preventing all frau-

dulent attempts, judges the accused in the usual manner, that is, by the

testimony of two persons. These two witnesses should be two color-

blind of the same kind as that feigned by the examined. If these two
individuals are first subjected separately and independently of each

other and the pseudoco\or-hVind, to the same trial as he, let the results

be noted down carefully, and then the whole three together, and it will

then soon be seen how the case stands with one individual. The two
color-blind will in this manner give the necessary testimony without

resting upon the discretion of the examiner. This manner of proceeding

must, however, be employed with caution and discrimination, as the

conformity between two color-blind of the same class is not absolutely

perfect in every respect. The result must, therefore, always be made tv

harmonize by the explanation of the examiner.



COLOR BLINDNESS.*

By Joseph Henry.

[Fiom the Princeton Review, for July, 1845.J

It is an interesting fact in reference to the dependence of one class,

at least of onr knowledge, on sensation, that many persons are born with

defective vision and yet remain for years of their lives without being

conscious of the deticieucy. We know a gentleman who had probably

been always near sighted, but who did not discover the peculiarity of

his vision until the age of twenty-five, when it was accidentally made
known by looking at a distant object through a concave lens. Many
persons whose eyes are sound and capable of exercising the most deli-

cate functions, are permanently unable to distinguish certain colors.

And the number of such persons is much more considerable than we
would be led to imagine Irom the little attention this defect of vision

has excited. It is often unknown to the individual himself, and indeed

only becomes revealed by comparing his powers of discriminating dif-

ferent colours with those of other persons. The eye also under some cir-

cumstances may lose its sensibility for particular colors, or be thrown

into such an unusual state as to present all objects to the mind under

the appearance of a false color. Thus if a person looks fixedly for a time

at a bright red object and then turns his eye to a white wall, he will

perceive a green image of the red object depicted on the white surface.

A lady of our acquaintance was once thrown into an alarming but laugh-

able i)aroxysm of terror by an eflect of this kind. She had been tor some

hours attentively sewing on a bright crimson dress, when her attention

was directed towards her child, who, in its sport, had thrown itself on

the carpet; its face appeared of the most ghastly hue, and the affrighted

mother screamed in agony, that her child was in convulsions—the other

inmates of the house hastened to her assistance, but they were surprised

to find the little one smiling in perfect health. The sanity of the mother

became the natural object of solicitude, until the effect was properly re-

ferre<l to the impression made on her eye by the crimson cloth.

Phenomena of this kind are known by the name of accidental colors;

they have long attracted the attention of the natural philosopher, but

the explanation of them is still involved in considerable uncertainty.

The hypothesis which has been most generally adopted is that the eye

by long attention to a particular color, becomes fatigued with this and

* 1. Observations on colour bliuclness, or insensibility to the impression of certain

colours. By Sir David Brewster, K. H., &c. Philosophical Magazine.

2. Memoir on Daltonism, (or colour blindness.) By M. Elie Wartmann, Professor of

Natural Philosophy in the Academy of Lausanne, &c. Scientific Memoirs.
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is incapable after a time, of distinctly perceiving it; while it retains its

full power of perception in reference to a Iresh color. The consequence

of this is that when the eye is directed to a white surface, after having

attentively regarded a red object, green must appear ; because white

may be considered as a compound of red and green, and when the per-

ception oi' the red is destroyed, the green must become visible. This

explanation, however well it may apply to some of the phenomena, is

not sufficient for the whole. Accidental colors can be perceived in the

eye itself in perfect darkness. This is shown by steadily regarding for

a short time a brilliant lamp, and then covering the eyes with the hands

so as to exclude all external light, a luminous spot will be perceived

which passes in succession througli all the colors of the rainbow.

Of the real cause of these appearances we are as yet almost entirely

ignorant. Professor Plateau, of Ghent, has indeed referred them all to a

few simple principles, but these appear to us rather expressions of the

law of succession of the phenomena, than physical explanations of them.

Wedo not however at this time intend to dwell on this class of phenomena,

but to give a succinct account of those peculiarities of vision, in which

abnormal perceptions of color are permanent, and which are fully treated

of in the memoirs, the titles of which stand at the head of this article.

The peculiarity of vision called colorblindness, and sometimes Dalton-

ism, may generally be referred to two classes. 1. Those in which all im-

pression of color, except white and black, are wanting. 2. Those in

which the individual can perceive certain simple colors, but is not able

properly to distinguish between them. There are persons, strange as it

may appear, in whom the sense of primary color is entirely deficient,

and who, in place of red, yellow and blue, see nothing but different

degrees of white and black. Professor Wartmann gives a number of

cases of this kind. The most ancient of those he finds described, is that

by Dr. Tuberville, in 1G84, of a woman, of about 32 years of age, who
came to consult the Dr. about her sight, which, though excellent in other

respects, gave her no impression in reference to color, except white and
black. Spurzheim mentions a family, all the membersof which could only

distinguish different shades of white and black An account is given by
Mr. Huddart of a shoemaker, in Cumberland, who could distinguish in dif-

ferent colors only a greater or less intensity of light, calling all bright

tints white and alldull ones black. His peculiarity of vision was unknown
to him until oneday, while a boy, playing in the street, he found a stocking,

and for the first time, was struck with the fact that it was called by his

companions red, whereas to his mind it was capable of no farther descrip-

tion than that designated by the word stocking; he was thus led to con-

clude that there was something else besides the form and position in the

leaves and fruit of a cherry tree, perceived by his playmates but not seen by
himself. Two of his brothers had the same imperfection, while two other

brothersjhis sisters, and other relatives, had the usual condition of vision.

Of the other class, the cases are much more numerous ; we shall, how-

ever, give only a few examples. Mr. Harvey, of Plymouth, mentions a
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tailor who could see in tbe rainbow but two tints, namely, yellow and
bright blue. Black appeared to him in general, gTeen, sometimes crim-

son—light blue appeared like dark blue, crimson, or black—green was con-

founded with black and brown—carmine, red, lake, and crimson with blue.

But the most interesting case of this kind, is that of the celebrated

chemical philosopher, Dr. Dalton, of England. He published an account

of his own case and that of several others, in the Transactions of the

Manchester Society, in 1794. Of the seven colors of the rainbow, he

could distinguish but two, yellow and blue ; oi' at most, three, yellow,

blue, and jsurple. He saw no difference between red and green; so

that he thought the color of a laurel leaf the same as that of a stick of

red sealing-wax. A story is told of his having, on one occasion, appeared

at the quaker meeting, of which he was a member, in the usual drab

coat and small-clothes of the sect, with a pair of flaming red-colored

stockings to match. Yv'hatever may be the truth in reference to this

story, we have the assertion of Professor Whewell, that when Dr. Dalton

was asked with what he would compare the scarlet gown with which he

had been invested by the university, he pointed to the trees, and declared

that he perceived no difference between the color of his robe and that Of

their foliage. Dr. Dalton found nearly twenty persons possessed of the

same peculiarity of vision as himself; and among the number, the cele-

brated metaphysician, Dugald Stewart, who could not distinguish a

crimson fruit, like the Siberian crab, from the leaves of the tree on which

it grew, otherwise than by the difference in its form.

On account of the prominence which Mr. Dalton's publication gave this

defect ofvision, the continental philosophers gaveit the name of Da/toJi«sm.

To this name, however, several British writers have strongly objected. If

this system ofnames were once allowed, say they, there is no telling where

it would stop, the names of celebrated men would be connected, not with

their superior gifts or achievements, but with the personal defects which

distinguish them from their more favoured but less meritorious cotempo-

raries. Professor Whewell proposed the term Idiopts, signifying peculi-

arity of vision ; but to this name SirDavid Brewster properly objected, that

the important consonant p would be very apt to be omitted in ordinary pro-

nunciation, and so the last state of theldiopt would be worse than the first.

The name colorhlindness, suggested by Sir David, although not in all

cases free from objection, is perhaps better than any we have seen proposed.
It has already been stated that the number of persons affected with

color-blindness, is much more considerable than is generally imagined

They are often themselves ignorant of their imperfection of vision, i)ar-

ticularly when it is restricted to the want of power to discriminate

between colors nearly related to each other. Professor Seebeck found

five cases among the forty boys who composed the two upper classes of a

gymnasium of Berlin. Professor Prevost, of Geneva, stated that they

amounted to one in twenty ; and Professor Wartmann does not think this

estimate much exaggerated.

Observations on this peculiarity of vision have as yet been confined^
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SO far as we kuow, to Europe, with the exception of two cases described

by Dr. Hays, of Philadelphia, in the Proceedings of the American Philo-

sophical Society. It has also as yet been found only amoug the white

race, although sufficient observations have not been made to render it

probable that it is confined to this variety of the human family. The
question has been asked, whether there is any external sign by which

to detect, with simple inspection of the visual organ, a case of color-

blindness. Professor SYartmann remarks, that he would not venture to

give an answer to this question in all cases in the negative. I have

observed, says he, in the case of Daltonians whose eyes are brown, of

the color which the English call hazel, a golden lustre of a peculiar

tint, when the eye was viewed under an incidence of some obliquity.

Color-blindness is found much more common among men than women.

Out of one hundred and fifty registered cases, there are but six of females,

and one of these is doubtful. It has been conjectured that needle-work

on a variety of colored articles, might be the means of counteracting the

tendency to this defect, as well as to produce a delicacy of discrimina-

tion of different shades of color not possessed by those otherwise em-

ployed. But, in answer to this, it has been remarked, that in the case

of Daltonians engaged in painting, there has been found but little, if any

improvement of condition of the vision ; and the very employment of the

females on works which require a constant comparison of color, would

daily reveal cases of blindness of this kind, did it frequently exist in the

female sex. This peculiarity of vision is principally congenital. Pro-

fessor W. has found but two exceptions. In one of these, colors were

perceived in the usual manner, until at the ninth year, when at that time

the boy received a violent blow on the head, which fractured the skull,

and rendered surgical operations necessary. The fact, however, that

three of the brothers of this individual were affected with the same kind

of vision, renders it probable that he was constitutionally predisx)osed to

this peculiarity.

With regard to hereditary predisposition there are some persons in

whom this defect of vision occurs, whose relatives have never been

known to be affected with it: others appear to have inherited it from

their fathers through several generations, both on the maternal and

paternal side. The boy before mentioned, as becoming blind at the age

of nine years, was the eldest of eleven children, seven males and four

females ; these were singularly divided into two sets, one of which con-

sisted of individuals with blond hair, and all the males with defective

vision ; the other, of those with red hair and ordinary power of vision.

Dr. Seebeclj, as well as Professor Wartmann, has made a series of

experiments to determine whether a person of this peculiarity of vision

possesses the power of perceiving diflerences in colors which appear

identical to us. The result of the investigations of both these philoso-

phers was that he does not. Another problem has also been solved by

the last-mentioned gentleman, in reference to the difference between a

person with this defective vision, and oneof ordinary conditioned sight, in
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the perception of complementary colors. He found that colors which

we regard as complementary, or such as when mingled together produce

white, do not appear as such to those affected' with abnormal vision.

They are not however insensible to accidental colors, but the feeling

which results from the fatigue of attempting to produce these appears to

be more painful in them than in us.

Various hypotheses have been advanced by different persons for the

explanation of color-blindness. Mr. Dalton supposed that his peculiarity

of vision, as well as that of those whom he had examined, depended on

the fact that the vitreous or principal humour of the eye, in these cases,

instead of being colorless and transparent was tinged with a blue. After

his death, in obedience to his own instruction, his eyes were examined

by his medical attendant, Mr. Ransome, bat the vitreous humour was not

found to exhibit any tinge of blue; on the contrary, it was of a pale

yellow color. Objects viewed through it were not changed in color as

they should have been had the hypothesis been true. Indeed, were the

supposition correct, the same effect should be produced b}^ blue specta-

cles, which is known not to be the case.

Stewart, Herschel and others are of the opinion that this malady of

vision is attributable to a defect in the sensorium itself, which renders

it incapable of appreciating the differences between the rays on which

the sensation of color depends. Sir David Brewster conceives that the

eye, in the case of color-blindness, is insensible to the colors at one end

of the spectrum, just as the ear of certain persons is insensible to sounds

at one extremity of the scale of musical notes, while it is perfectly sen-

sible to all other sounds. He knows nothing about the sensorium or its

connection with, or mode of operation upon, the nerves of sensation ; and

from the analogy of sight and hearing, he has no hesitation in predicting

that there may be found persons whose color-blindness is confined to

one eye, or at least is greater in one eye than in the other. Nor is this,

says he, wholly a conjecture from analogy, for my own right eye, though

not a better one than the left, which has no defect whatever, is more

sensible to red light than the left eye. The case is precisely analogous

with respect to his ears, for certain sounds; and no person, it is pre-

sumed, will maintain that there is a sensorium for each ear and each eye.

Whatever may be the cause of the inferiority, there exists a very easy

means of rectifying it to a certain extent. This method, first used by Dr.

Seebeck, consists in viewing colored objects through colored media.

Suppose the medium to be a piece of red glass ; the impression of a red

body and of a green one on the eye of a person like Dr. Dalton, would

be different, although with the naked eye they would be the same. The
red glass would intercept much more of the light of the green object

than of the red one, and hence the two would be readily distinguishable

by a difference in the intensity of the illumination of the two objects.

[Nothing can equal the surprise, says Professor Wartmaun, of a Dalton-

ian when the errors which he commits every day in the appreciation of

colors are thus disclosed to him.
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Gentlemen : I shall conform to the established usage of treating, in

the first part of this report, questions relating to the membership and
administration of our society, and of giving, in the second part, a succinct

statement of its scientific labors.

Our society has met this year with a very great loss in the death, at

<Geneva, March 7, 1875, of Dr. Chossat; if medical science has lost

in him one of its most distinguished representatives, we have also to

mourn a colleague who felt the liveliest interest in the labors of the

society, in which, from 3830, he took an active part, and of which he
Ibecame president in 1863, and for many years punctually attended its

meetings. The great reputation of Chossat's works extended far beyond
the confines of Geneva, and exercised a remarkable influence on the

science to which he had devoted himself; he was, so to speak, better

known abroad than in his own country, where he was, without doubt,

fully appreciated by his associates of the Society ofMedicine and Physics,

but where, however, the influence and consideration he enjoyed among
liis countrymen had not reached the level of his reputation abroad.

Being myself unacquainted with the science cultivated by Dr. Ohossat, it

would be very difiicult, if not im])ossible, for me to give an even imper-

fect account of his labors and life, without having recourse to the assist-

ance of a more competent person ; it is to the kindness of our colleague,

Dr. J. L. Prevost, that I am indebted for the following notice:

Dr. Charles lEtienne Jacques Chossat, born at Carouge, April 30, 1790,

was descended from a French family originally from the environs of

Valence, who had taken refuge in Geneva, in consequence of the relig-

ious persecutions so cruelly waged in the Cevennes in the eighteenth

-century. Chossat first studied with Pestalozzi, and on leaving the Iii-

stitut d'Yverdon, continued his studies at the Academy of Geneva.
IVhile still young he evinced a very decided taste for the natural sciences

and medicine, which latter he intended to embrace. In 1813, Chossat,

then seventeen years of age, would have been enrolled iu the Guard of

Honor (gardes d^hotmeur), if his father had not entered him as a student

of theology, either at Geneva or Montauban. This decision was entirely
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antagonistic to the scientific tastes of Chossat, who, while attending the

lecture-room of theology to please his parents, was secretly studying

anatomy, under the auspices and direction of Dr. Coindet, then at the

head of the Hospital of Geneva, who gave him access to his library and

to the hospital. In 1815, after having obtained the degree of bachelor of

sciences, Ohossat left for Paris, where he zealously devoted himself to

the medical and physiological sciences, under the auspices of Magendie,

his instructor, and at a later date his friend. In addition to his medical

studies, he assiduously attended courses of lectures on physics, by Gay-

Lussac and Biot; on chemistry, by Th^nard ; on comparative anatomy, by

Cuvier; on astronomy, at the observatory, by Arago; and on the differen-

tial and integral calculus and applied mechanics, by Lacroix and Poissou.

These numerous studies did not prevent him from undertaking original

researches, for, in 1817, he published his first memoir, "0» the relation

of the sine of refraction to the refracting media of the c?/e"; and the year

following a second memoir, "0» the curvature of the media of the e^/e"

United by ties of friendship with one of his former school-compan-

ions. Dr. J. L. Pr^vostj from Edinburgh, Chossat made with him, in

the course of the same year (1818), a great number of experimental

researches on death by cold and on the mechanism of refrigeration

—

experiments briefly stated in his thesis for the degree of doctor, which

was the object of his labors for the year 1819.

In 1820 he presented to the Academy of Sciences a memoir "0» the

influence of the nervous system on animal heat.''' In this work, which he

made the subject of his thesis, and which confirmed the former researches

of Brodie and Legallois, he attributed to the ganglionic nervous system

the power of directly developing heat, independently of the combustion

exercised by respiration. Bis conclusions are not all now admitted, but

the facts observed were exact, and only their interpretation has varied

since then.

After having received the degree of doctor in 1820, Chossat passed

several months in England, where his scientific researches, already known,

caused him to be kindly welcomed by Brodie, Astley Cooper, Aber-

nethy, Humphrey Davy, et al. He visited the faculties of Edinburgh and

Dublin, and then returned to Geneva, whence he soon set out as private

physician to an Austrian countess, with whom he traveled for several

years in Germany, France, and Switzerland, and in the south. During

these travels he made prolonged sojourns in the most important cities,

liassing all his winters in Italy, which he learned to know throughly.

Meanwhile, however, he did not abandon study and experiment; it is

in fact to this period that we trace several of his works. It was dur-

ing a long stay at Pisa, in 1824, that he completed a memoir " On the

analysis of the urinary functions,'" in which he sought experimentally the

circumstances in man influencing the secretion and composition of urine.

This very important memoir, which contains new and numerous observa-

tions, won the prize for experimental physiology at the Academy of



Sciences in 1825, and was inserted the same year in Magendie's Journal
of Physiology. It was at the same time, during his winter residence in

Eome, Florence, and Naples, that he began his experimental researches

on inanition, a work to which he consecrated several years of diligent

labor.

In 1828, Cbossat, leaving Italy, returned to establish himself perma-
nently in Geneva, where he was married ; from that period he divided his

time between the duties of his practice and his scientific labors. Eesum-
ing his studies, and pursuing them with indefatigable perseverance,

he presented in 1838, to the Academy of Sciences, his researches " On
inanition''''—a work remarkable from the importance of the results

obtained and the influence it soon exer^cised on the dietetics of acute

diseases. A short time after, this memoir gained the prize for experi-

mental physiology, which won for its author, from the year 184G, the

title of corresponding member of the Academy of Medicine of Paris,

and in 1865 the cross of the Legion of Honor. In this work, Chossat col-

lected and grouped the results of his researches, some of which had
already been stated in se%'eral notes addressed to the Academy of Sci-

ences. He studied the influence of the deprivation of aliment in gen-

eral, and showed that an animal dies when it has lost, on an average,

0.4 of its initial weight. With warm-blooded animals, the integral loss

seems to be independent of the class to which the subject under experi-

ment belongs, as well as of the normal weight of its species. This
average figure of 0.4 for the adult animal varies, however, in its already

quite extended limits, according to the strength, age, and obesity of the

subject. With a very fat animal, the loss might be increased to 0.5,

while with the young it can scarcely exceed 0.2. The author also very

carefully studied the diminution of temperature caused by inanition.

These data are of essential importance in the treatment" of diseases, by
showing the injurious influence of too restricted a diet.

Chossat then studied the influence of the deprivation of nitrogenous

food by subjecting animals to an exclusively sugar diet, as well as the

influence on the skeleton of mineral inanition, or of the deprivation of

saline substances.

It is impossible to give here even an incomplete summary of an au-

thoritative work, justly become classic, and one of the chief sources of

Chossat's fame. In this work, as in all his other researches, Chossat

distinguishes himself by a remarkable scientific conscientiousness, a

minute exactness in his experiments, and a careful and truthful analy-

sis of facts. The author excludes every doubtful fact ; and it is only

after convincing himself of his accuracy by new researches that he draws
conclusions. " In brief," said Chossat, and it is in this way he ends his

memoir, '•'' inanitiation* is a cause of death, which marches silently and

*See on the subject oUnaniUaUon the following note, p. 9 of the memoir: "I find

myself regretfully obliged to invent a new term, though according to grammatical
analogy, to express the gradual passage ofthe body to a state which is only really inani-

tion at irs close. Inanition is, correctly speaking, but the end of iuanitiation."
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abreast with every disease in which the alimentation is not in a normal

condition. It reaches its natural limit sometimes sooner and sometimes

later than the disease it silently accompanies, and may then become the

principal disease in instances where it was at first but symptomatic. It

might be recognized by the degree of the destruction of the muscular

fibers, and its actual importance measured each moment by the relative

weight of the body."

Constantly occupied with the task of verifying and completing his

researches, Chossat undertook the study of osteomalacy by saline inani-

tiation, when in 1842 he was invited to constitute one of the board of pub-

lic instruction. Carrying into these new functions all the zeal and perse-

verance which characterized him, he was obliged to abandon his original

scientific researches. Appointed in 1845 member of a commission

charged by the department of public instruction to organize a system of

instruction for the industrial and commercial classes of the canton of

Geneva, he drew up, as reporter, a detailed memoir, the conclusions of

which, logically deduced, were applied at a later date.

In 1848, the board of public instruction was dissolved, and Chossat

retired again into private life, but the time he was obliged to devote to

a large ijractice, and the fatigue attending it, forced him reluctantly

to renounce his original labors, which he felt, he said, that he had no

longer the time and strength to continue in a regular manner. Although

he gave up writing, he still continued to occupy himself with the most

varied scientific and literary subjects. The taste for reading, which he

indulged, finally became a veritable passion, and even in the last years

of his life he kept himself informed of all the principal scientific discov-

eries, not, however, neglecting for this the ancient writers, especially

Plato, ui)on whom he loved to meditate.

Attacked by an organic disease of the stomach, which made rapid pro-

gress in a body worn out by intellectual and physical labors, Chossat

awaited his end with resignation, i^reserving his faculties to the last

moment sufficiently to be able to announce, himself, to his family, some
hours before dying, the precise moment of his death. This distinguished

scientist died March 7, 1875, in the seventy-ninth year of his age.

The society had to award this year the prize founded by A. P. De Can-

dolle. The prize was adjudged to Professor Eadlhofer, of Munich, for

a monograph on the Sapindaceous family'.

The second part of volume xxiii of the memoirs of our society ap-

peared during the course of last autumn; the first part of volume xxiv

is now in press, and includes the second part of the memoir of Messrs.

do Loriol and Pellat.

The Geological Society of France having communicated its desire to

meet in Geneva in 1875, to hold there a ijortion of its annual session,

the society appointed a committee, composed of MM. Alphonse and
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Ernest Favre, de Loriol, de Saussure, and Soret, to arrange this mat-

ter. This committee, which had the power of adding new members,

was commissioned to take measures for the reception of the Geological

Society during its stay in Geneva.

RESUME OF SCIENTIFIC WORK.

1. Physical sciences.—Professor Colladon read before us a memoir in-

serted in No. 212 of the Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturdles

(Archives of the Physical and Natural Sciences), October, 1874, on the

vestiges of a former bed of the Arve, discovered by digging for the found-

ations of the new theater. The excavations made on this occasion, at

the foot of the terraces of Treille and Tertasse, disclosed the presence

of a bank of gravel and sand from 2.1 to 2.5 metres (7 to 8 feet) in depth,

lying on a bed of clay whose upper surface is 0.85 metre (33 inches) below

the mean level of the^waters of the lake at the present time. The orienta-

tion of the stones and pebbles forming this bank indicates that it must
have been deposited by a current flowing from the southeast toward the

northwest, and the chemical and mineralogical composition of the sand

is absolutely identical with that of the sand now drifted by the Arve,

and proceeding from the rocks forming the chain of Mont Blanc. There

can then be no doubt that at the era when this deposit was formed, the

Arve emptied into the Rhone, very near its issue from the lake, and
within the inclosure of the present city, whereas the confluence is now
more than a kilometer (about a mile) down stream. The existence of

this bank of gravel and sand, at different points of the plain of allu-

vium, comprised between the city and the present bed of the Arve, had
already been established on several occasions ; and it might therefore

be concluded that the direction of the current of the lower portion of

the Arve has gradually changed in the course of centuries, and that

after flowing by the foot of the hill, on which the most ancient part of

the city is built, the river empties into the Rhone at the foot of the hill

on which the forest of Batie is found. The era to which the deposit of

gravel mentioned by M. Colladon dates back does not appear to be very

remote, not exceeding twenty or thirty centuries, as within the interior

of these ancient strata, which have never been touched, are found frag-

ments of bricks, and even pieces of wrought iron very much rusted.

The fact that the upper surface of this deposit is about 1.5 metres (5

feet) above the mean level of the waters of the lake at this present

time is mentioned by M. Colladon as proof that this level must have
been sensibly higher by at least two metres (G^ feet) at the period of its

formation.

Dr. F. Florel communicated a memoir, inserted in No. 205 of the Ar-

chives, January, 1875, on the configuration of the bottom of Lake Le-

man, in accordance with the four maps of the topographical atlas of
Switzerland, published by the Federal Bureau of the Staff Office. These
four maps, drawn on a scale of 25 Joo, according to the notes and sound-
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ings taken by the engineer, M. Ph. Gosset, include the Swiss bank

of the lalje, from Saint Sulpice to Saint Saphorin, with the opposite

bank and the intermediary basin, which attains at this place its greatest

depth of 334: metres (1,000 feet) below the surface. The same number of

the ArcJiivcs contains a memoir of M. Ed. Pictet-Mallet, read before the

society during its session of January 7, 1875, and relating to an analo-

gous subject. M. Pictet-Mallet undertook the task of representing on

a chart, projected on a scale of ys^qo^ ^"^ traced with contour-curves

at equidistant levels of 5 metres, (LtJ feet) the configuration of the bottom

of the lower part of Lake Leman; that is, the space comprised between

Coppet, Hermance, and Geneva. The portion of this work nearest the

city is not yet completed, but it contains a thorough discussion of the

advantages and disadvantages of the different methods that may be

followed in the operation of soundings, and quite singular details about

the inequalities of bottom presented by the lake in the portion that has

been explored.

M. Plantamour gave a summary of the observations relating to the

variations of the level of the lake during the year 1874. By the indica-

tions of the limnimeter of the Jardin Anglais (English Garden), the

mean annual level was within two millimetres, (one twelfth of an inch),

the same as that deduced from the thirty-six preceding years, but with

a greater annual variation than usual, say 1.G9 metres (67 inches), instead

of 1.44 metres (57 inches). From February to June, the level was below

the mean : the absolute minimum occurred on the 10th and 11th of March,

and was 9 centimetres (4 inches) below the mean annual minimum.

Per contra, from July to October, the level was above the mean, and

the absolute maximum exceeded by 16 centimetres (6 inches) the mean
level of high stages of water. The gauges established at two other

points of the canton of Geneva, at Secheron and Genthod, and at three

other points on the Vaudois shore, Ouchy, Vevey, and Chillon, the daily

readings of which were transmitted by the engineer of the canton of

Yaudois, (M. Gonin,) admitted of a comparison being made from day to

day, and from month to month, of the level of the lake on the right shore

along its entire length ; the zeros of all the scales of the gauges having

been made to correspond in the operations of running the level of Switz-

erland. By these observations it is ascertained that the inclination of

the lake is almost insensible from its upper extremity to IJ kilometres (1

mile) above the city of Geneva, the admitted level at Secheron being

duiiug the entire year within a few millimetres the same as at Vevey and
Chillon, and the chance depressions shown by the deviations among the

heights observed on the same day from one extremity to the other be-

ing very small and limited to a few centimetres. From Sdcheron to the

limnimeter of the Jardin Anglais, the slope is very appreciable, as might
hav^o been expected from the existence of a very sensible current in the

immediate vicinity of the city ; moreover, the inclination varies with the

season
; it is very slight in winter, and at the opening of spring, at the
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time of low water, and it is from 5 to G centimetres (2 inches) greater in

summer at the time of high water. If the level of the water is sensibly

the same during the whole year at Chillon, Vevey, and Sdcheron, the

observations taken at Ouehy show a level lower by 2 centimetres (1 inch;,

and at Genthod, on the contrary, higher by 2 centimetres, the difference

remaining also sensibly constant during the whole year 1874. The obser-

vations taken in the three preceding years at Chillon, Vevey, and Ouchy
confirm the constant depression of level at the latter place relatively to

the other two. It would appear difficult to attribute this anomaly to

errors in the agreement of the zeros of the different scales; yet new
measures of verification will be taken to put the fact itself beyond all

question.

M. Plantamour, in conjunction with Professor Hirscb, presented the

results of the latest operations of leveling; these results are recorded

in the fifth number of the Topography of Switzerland, published by the

Federal Geodetic Commission.

Professor Thury presented a memoir on photometry, and on an astro-

nomical photometer of his own invention ; this memoir was inserted in

jSTo. 202 of the ArchiveSj^oyember, 1874. Professor Thury's photometer is

constructed upon the system of the extinction of the light of a star, an

^extinction produced by the reduction of the aperture of the object-glass

by the help of a diaphragm, or by the reflection of pencils of rays

by a system of mirrors. The diaphragm in this apparatus consists of

16 thin rectangular plates, capable each of sliding in the direction of

its length and in the direction of the center of the object-glass. By a

very ingenious mechanism, the movement of these IG plates is so co-ordi-

nated that their small interior sides form a regular jjolygon, the diame-

ter of which can vary from zero to the diameter of the object-glass. In

order to prevent the inconveniences resulting from false disks, produced

by too great a diminution of the aperture of the objective, a diminution

which might be necessary to bring about the extinction of a brilliant

rstar. Professor Thury has recourse to the interposition of one or two

Iblack mirrors perfectly plane, and receiving the incident ray at an angle

<;3f 45°. The extinction of the light can be produced either by the dimi-

nution alone of the aperture for a star of moderate brilliancy, or by the

interposition ofone or two mirrors, according to the brightness of the star,

and not reducing the opening below 0.23 of the total aperture. In each of

these three cases the position of the eye-glass is of course different.

Professor Thury also presented a memoir on the experiments he made
in connection with Dr. Minnich, relative to a disengagement of electri-

«city from the thermal waters of Baden (Aargan). These experiments,

which appeared in No. 205 of the Archives, January, 1875, furnish the

means of verifying the existence of a very decided electric current, which
is revealed by the galvanometer, when by means of electrodes the water
of the Limmat is placed in communication with the thermal spring, the

^direction of the deviation indicating that the mineral siiring is electrified
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negatively. Professor Thury intends resuming and continuing these

experiments.

M. Soret read before the society a memoir, inserted in No. 199 of the

Archives, under date of July, 1874, on polarization by diffusion of light.

He described and discussed in his memoir the experiments that he made
on the reflecting power of flames on the proper colors of bodies, and on

the cause of the illumination of transparent bodies and the diffusion of

light; experiments in which he studied a large number of crystalline

substances, such as quartz, diamond, rock-salt, etc.

M. Soret also presented a memoir on the phenomena of diffraction

produced by a circular grating, a paper inserted in April, 1875, in No.

208 of the Archives. He gives the name of circular grating to opaque

screens pierced by a series of circular openings presenting the form of con-

centric rings. He further indicates the method he took for constructing

such a grating, and for producing upon a glass plate of small dimensions

a series of 19G concentric rings, alternately transparent and opaque, the

central part being transparent in the positive grating and opaque in

the negative grating; and the radii of the circles bounding these

rings increasing proportionally to the square roots of the series of nat-

ural numbers. He has shown that a circular grating of this kind can

perform the office of a non-achromatic object-glass; an inverted image

is produced of a distant luminous object, and this image passes through

the different colors of the spectrum, according to the distance of the

grating.

M. K. Pictet communicated the results of his experiments made in

Egypt on the propagation of the calorific rays of the sun through differ-

ent substances, sand among others. He undertook to verify the idea ex-

pressed by M. Soret, that sand acts after the manner of a plate of glass

;

that is to say, it would be found diathermanous to luminous heat and

athermanous to dark heat. M. Pictet found, in fact, in the action of

temperature, more agreement of sand with glass than with other sub-

stances, such as wood or sheet-iron, even when the latter were painted

the color of sand.

The same member explained to the society a new process for the manu-

facture, on a large scale, of sulphurous acid, which consists in pouring

sulphuric acid, drop by drop, on sulphur, heated to from 300° to 350c>

C. (572°—6620 F.), in a cast-iron retort. He stated some of the proper-

ties of the sulphurous acid prepared in this way, as well as those of the

sulphite of water, obtained by the addition of water in a determined

proportion.

M. E. Demole read a work, inserted in No. 204 of the Archives, De-

cember, 1874, on the question of molecular transpositions in the aromatic

series. Taking up again the experiments of M. Lautemann on the prod-

ucts of the distillation of oxysalicylic acid, M. Demole reached the con-

clusion that the products obtained by the latter were due to the circum-

stance that the oxysalicylic acid employed was not pure, but contained
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protocatechic acid. With pure oxysalicylic acid, M. Demole obtained

bydroquiniDe aud a small quantity of pyrocatecbiue. The formation of

these two dioxybenzols is a curious fact, the theoretical explanation of

which is still rather obscure.

The same member communicated a memoir, published January, 1875,

in No. 205 of the Archives, on the reaction of the bromide of ethylene

on diluted alcohol, in presence of the acetic ethers of glycol. M. Demole

made numerous experiments for the purpose of explaining the formation

of the products due to this reaction, namely, of glycol, bromhydrine,

acetate of ethyl, aud bromide of ethylene.

2. I^atural sciences.—Prof. A. Favre submitted a communication on

the altitude of the glaciers at the Glacial era, and the height that must

be attributed to the summits of the Alps, if the slope of the glaciers

were the same at that time as at the present day. Among the maps
of the topographical atlas of Switzerland, executed by the Federal

Bureau of the Staif Office, there are some referring to the Bernese

Jura, in which are found represented, on the flanks of the Chasseral,

erratic blocks of considerable bulk, at altitudes varying from 1,200 to

1,300 metres (about 4,000 feet). These blocks have drifted from the

mountains which command the present glaciers of the Ehone, and are

260 kilometres (162 miles) distant from the Chasseral. By assuming that

the glaciers of the glacial era had a slope equal to the minimum slope of

the present glaciers, namely, from 2 per cent, to 1^ per cent., the result

would be a difference of altitude of 5,200 and 3,900 metres, (17,000 and

13,000 feet) respectively, between the upper and lower part. From the

altitude of the latter, which is 1,300 metres (4,000 feet), there would re-

sult 6,500 or 5,200 metres (20,000 or 17,000 feet), for that of the upper

part, or a sum greatly exceeding the height of the Galenstock, one of

the most elevated summits bordering on the glaciers of the Ehone, which

rises to a height of 3,600 metres, (12,000 feet). We would thus have

to adujit that either the height of the Alps at the Glacial era greatly

exceeded the ])resent height, or that the slope of the glaciers was con-

siderably less. This last hypothesis is quite admissible from the results

of the recent explorations of the polar regions, especially those of Green-

land, but nothing forbids the admission of the combined action of both

causes.

Professor Favre also presented a memoir on the recession of the gla-

cier of the Bossous of late years, aud on the relation between the ad-

vance and retreat of glaciers and the atmospheric conditions, especially

the summer temperature. lu the last eight years, included between

July, 180G, and June, 1874, the glaciersof the Bossons receded 212 metres^

((il)6 feet), and at the latter date it was 682 metres (2,240 feet) in rear of the

point it had reached in 1818, the epoch of its greatest development in this

century. If within late years the retreat of the glaciers can be explained

by the elevation of the mean temperature, especially in the summer

months, their development at an anterior period can likewise be attributed

14 s
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to the effect of a series of cold and wet years. The series of meteorological

observations conducted at the foot of the Alps, in Switzerland, do not

go far enough back to enable us to compare the year 181G and those

immediately preceding or following it with the mean temperatures

deduced from a great number of years. M. Favrc was only able to in-

stitute the comparison by the observations made at the observatory of

Paris from the beginning of the century ; these observations show for

Paris a series of cold years from 1810 to 1818, in which the lowering

of the temperature was more marked in the summer mouths, when the

thawing of the ice especially takes place. If we cannot admit a com-

plete parallelism between the course of the temperature at Paris and at

the foot of the Alps, still the alternations of dry and hot years and cold

and wet ones must afford a certain analogy, because they are due to gen-

eral phenomena, embracing a considerable part of the surface of the

globe.

M. Ernest Favre presented a summary of the work he is now pub-

lishing in the Memoirs of the Helvetic Society of Natural Sciences, on

the geology of the central Caucasian chain ; this work is the result of the

exploration recently made of that region, and is accompanied by a geolog-

ical chart and numerous cuts. M. Ernest Favre read a memoir on the geo-

logical structure of the southern part of the Crimea; among the other con-

clusions of this work, M. Favre expresses the idea that the Crimean chain

is not, as was thought, a prolongation of the northern chain of the Cau-

casus ; the prolongation of the latter to the northwest connects with

the granitic zone, which reaches into Poland and into the east of Europe.

The Crimea is left, by this prolongation, to the south, and seems rather

to belong to the mountains of Turkey and Asia Minor.

The same member finally communicated the results of an exploration

recently made by him, of a mountain of the Yoirons, with the view of

verifying the geological section of that mountain, given by his father in

his work on the geology of Savoy, He was enabled by this new examina-

tion to confirm the perfect accuracy of the section as published.

Professor Renevier presented to the society geological tables, which

are more especially intended for facilitating the teaching of geology and

the study of the sedimentary rocks during the organic eras of the globe.

These tables contain, under a synoptical form, all the data relating to

the succession of the rocks, their geological age, their area, and their

most characteristic fossils.

Professor de Candolle communicated the results of his experiments

for studying the manner in which buds receive the impression of the

heat that promotes their unfolding; he reaches the conclusion that the

beat is collected as well by the wood that bears the bud as by the bud

itself

M. Duby read a memoir on some new, or but little known, mosses,

drawn largly from the Delessert collection, and the description of which

is illustrated by plates. He discovered among these mosses a new kind,

altogether anomalous, to which he gave the name of Hymenoclcision.
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M. de Saussure, in presenting to the society the third part of his

studies of the Orthoptera, which is devoted to the family of the GrylUdce,

gives a few details of the musical organ with which the males of this

family are endowed. The singing is produced by the intercrossing and

very rapid friction of the two elytra against each other. He shows the

series of transformations that the elytron undergoes in the male to ren-

der the production of a sound possible, whereas with the females the

elytron remains in the normal state.

M. Fatio read a memoir on the different development of the pectoral

fins in the two sexes among some fish of the genus Cyprinns, which live

in the waters of our environs, especially among the minnows. With
these fish, particularly in the rutting season, the swelling and develop-

ment of some of the Larger rays of the males have the effect of expelling

and causiug the disappearance of the smaller rays, so that their num-

ber is reduced to ten, and even to six only, while in the female the rays

are always very slender and from fourteen to sixteen in number.

The same member communicated a memoir on a curious case of mela-

nism, of nodose melanosis, which is sometimes observed in fish of the

genus Ctiprinus, and which is due to the i)reseuce of a small parasite

which M. Humbert recognized as a helminth. These two memoirs

were published in No. 205 of the ArcMves^ of January, 1875.

Dr. Fol presented a summary of researches made by himself, on the

development of the ^gg of the Medusae and the Pteropodous Mollusks,

during his stay at Messina; he studied particularly the mode offormation

of the egg-shell of the latter.

The same member communicated the principal results of the investi-

gations to which he had been devoting himself for some years, into the

devolopment of the nervous system and the sexual organs of the Mol-

lusks. M. Fol studied in the embryos of Pteropods (which more par-

ticularly favor these researches), the mode of formation of the nervous

system, as well as the organs of hearing and sight. Finally, M. Fol com-

municated the results of some observations made by him at Messina,

upon the origin of the generative organs, male and female. These in-

vestigations led him to adopt the views of M. Ed. Van Beneden on

this subject.

Dr. Prevost presented the results of some experiments he recently

made on the physiological properties of the Jaborandi. The eifects pro-

duced by an infusion of this plant are quite similar to those produced

by the muscarine, consisting in a powerful salivation, and in a general

way in an exaggerated secretion of all the glands except the kidneys.

Atropine may be considered as antagonistic to this new substance, as

well as to the muscarine; it can, in fact, be employed to arrest the sali-

vation produced by the two other poisons.

Independently of these memoirs read before the society, a large num-
ber of different communications were made, and reports of discoveries.
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and labors abroad. In this way, Professor Gautier continued to keep the

society informed of the progress in astronomy, and in the physics of the

globe, by communications on various subjects, such as the jneparations

for the observation of the transit of Venus by the English expedition,

from the Annual Eeport of the Eoyal Astronomer; observations made
at the Itoraan College on magnetic variations and their relations with

the maxima and minima of solar spots ; appearance of the belts of Jupi-

ter, from a memoir published in the Monthly Notices; a new theory of the

aurora-borealis, from a memoir by M. Gronemann, inserted in the Astro-

nomische Naclirichten; a memoir of M. Montiguy on scintillation; the

orbit of Coggia's comet and the phenomena presented by it during its

apparition; the present state of our knowledge of the small planets;

finally, the work of P^re Eosa on the variableness of the solar diameter.

The same member, while announcing to the society the deaths of the as-

tronomers Argelander and Miidler, gave a sketch of the character and
works of these scientists.

M. Soret gave a description of a new thermometer invented by Ne-
gretti in London, formeasuring the temperature of water at greatdepths,

without having recourse to the index ; the same ai)paratus, placed in

communication with an electric current, which reversed it at a deter-

mined instant, might serve to record the temperature, without neces-

sitating a direct reading at the same moment. M. Plantamour has sent

for one of these instruments, with which he proposes to measure the tem-

perature of the lake at different depths.

Professor Wartmann presented a resume of M. Jamin's method for

the study of magnetism, and of some of the results obtained. M. E. Pic-

tet gave some details of the exceptionally great rise of the Nile in 1874.

The same member described Boulanger's teleometer.

Professor Marignac gave an account of a work by Dr. Wagner on the

antiseptic properties of salycilic acid.

M. E. Ador presented to the society a glass jar containing meat pre-

served for nearly two months by M. de Herzen's process; this meat was
as fresh as on the first day, and had undergone no change.

Prof. A. Favre gave an account of a work by M. Zittel on the glacial

terrain of the south of Bavaria.

M. E. Eavre mentioned a work on comj)arative geology by M. Stan-

islas Meunier, and a work by M. Stoppani on the glacial terrains of

the southern slopes of the Alps. The same member made a communi-
cation on some implements he had seen at Basle, at the residence of

M. Eutimeyer, and which were found in the lignites of Wetzikou. These

implements give evidence of the presence of men in Switzerland before

the second Glacial period.

Professor Candolle, when presenting to the society his notice of M.
Meisner, accompanied it with some details relative to the botanist of

Basle. The same member gave a recapitulation of Mr. Asa Gray's work

on the natural extinction of varieties of fruit-trees, and also the results
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obtained from the restoration of the growth of trees to the Island of

Ascension, from an article by Mr. Bell, inserted in the Gardener's Chron-

icle.

M. Micheli presented a branch of the genus Ficus repens bearing fruit,

which is remarkable from an extraordinary transformation of the leaves.

The same member gave some details of the flora of the central and north-

ern country of the Argentine Eepublic, from collections made by M. Lo-

renz, and described by M. Griesebad.

M. Ph. Plantamour invited the members of the society, or those whom
it might interest, to his residence, to see two plants of Arm(ypliopfales

Bivieri, jast ready to bloom.

M. A. Humbert pointed out a peculiar change in the lenses of the micro-

scope, which he attributed to algse attached to the glass, and produced

by humidity. The same member described a work by M. Gerstaecker

on the respiratory organs of certain insects, and of a memoir of M. Zel-

ler on the development of the larvae of intestinal worms.

Dr. Lombard made a communication relative to the accidents in the

last ascension of the balloon, the Zenith. He dwelt upon the conse-

quences of the diminution of the quantity of oxygen contained in a litre

of air at a great height, and on the internal and external i5erij)heric

motions produced by a too rapid ascension.

Dr. Provost presented a resumS of the researches recently made on
apomorphine, and the effect produced by this substance on different

animals. The same member summed up the most recent observations

on the hypnotic action of hydrate of chloral, the use of which may be re-

garded as dangerous to man, but which is capable of rendering great

service in experiments by vivisection of animals.
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I.—MATTEKS RELATING TO THE MEMBERSHIP, THE PROCEEDINGS, AND
THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

Our society has experienced this year a great loss in the death of

General Dnfour, who was born in Constance, September 15, 1787, and

died in Geneva, July 14, 1875. Switzerland loses in him one of its most

popular and beloved sons and most illustrious citizens. After the pub-

lication of the biographical sketches in the Journal de Geneve^ there

appeared a history of his life, a life in every respect complete, and

marked by patriotism, disinterestedness, and general usefulness to his

country. This biography, besides giving a sketch of the war of the

Sonderbund, describes the brilliant career of the soldier, the classic

reports of the general, and the conscientious labors of the scientist,

whose military chart of Switzerland, requiring thirty-one years for

its execution, is a masterpiece of successful perseverance; it likewise

states the active part taken by the general in political, legislative, and

administrative affairs, both federal and cantonal, as well as his indefati-

gable activity in military, scientific, artistic, and philanthropic societies.

These publications, of course, render it unnecessary for me to enter into

more general details.

Our society, of which the general had been a member since 1819, and

to which he had contributed articles on the strength of iron wire, on the

determination of the astronomical coordinates of Berne, and the high

waters of the lake, published in volumes ii, ix, and x of our memoirs,

has lost in him one of its most zealous members, who took a warm
interest in its labors, and attended its meetings with military regularity

and punctuality. The energy, kindliness, and uprightness, so faith-

fully reflected in every feature, and his uniform politeness, created in all

a feeling of respect and affection never to be effaced.

Our society must also deplore the loss of two honorary members, M.

Adolphe Bronguiart, professor of botany, and one of the directors of

the Museum of Natural History of Paris, and M. Ch. Desmoulins, of Bor-

deaux.

As to our publications, the first part of volume xxiv of our memoirs,

a large half-volume of fifty printed leaves and twenty-eight plates, is

214
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published, and contains the paleontological and geological monograph
of the upper strata of the Jurassic formation of the environs of Boulogue-

sur-Mer, by MM. de Loriol and Pellat, and the selection of new and
but slightly known mosses by M. Duby. The second part of volume
xxiv, and also the tirst part of volume xxv, are both in preparation

for the press, in the first of which is a memoir by Professor Plautamour
on the climate of Greece, and in the second a work by M. H. de Saussure

on the Gryllidw.

ir.—MEMOIRS COMMUNICATED TO THE SOCIETY.

1.

—

Astronomy and meteorology—Physical geography.—Professor Plau-

tamour gave an account to the society of a memoir which he published,

with Professor Hirsch as collaborator, on the determination of the differ-

ence of longitude between the Simplon, Milan, and iJ^euchatel. During
this work, he ascertained that the Swiss telegraphic lines are not as well

insulated as the foreign lines, a circumstance that considerably reduces

the velocity of the electric current, owing to the retardation of attraction

of the armatures. Allowing for the changes of position that the axis of

the instrument undergoes from a unilateral dilatation, caused by the

presence of the body of the observer, and the corrections required by
personal equations, those of the four observers, MM. Plantamour at the

Simplon, Celloria at Milan, and Hirsch and Schmidt at Neuchatel, the

following differences were established:

Between Milan and the Simplon 4' 39".238

Between the Simplon and Neuchatel 4' 1G".82J:

Between Milan and Neuchatel S' oG"M2

The same member also submitted to the society a summary of his

observations on the climate of Geneva. He found by examining the

mean temperatures for the last fifteen years that they were higher than
those of the thirty-five preceding years, so that the mean actually estab-

lished for a series of fifty years must be increased by nearly 0o.2. C. (0<^.3 •

F.). For every month of the last fifteen years, the mean temperature was
higher than the mean temperature deduced from the previous thirty-five

years, with the exception of the month of December, in which it was
0^.2 O. (0O.3 F.) lower. The greatest increase was 1° 23 C. (2o.2l F.), and
occurred in the month of September. The mean temperatures of the
whole series of fifty years furnish the following results : January,
-00.079 C. (310.85 F.) ; February, -f 10.598 C. (SDo F.) ; March,
+ 40.597 C. (40O.274F.); April, + 80.967 0. (480.14F.) ; May, -}- 130.197

C. (550.75 F.) ; June, + IGO.809 C. (64o 05 F. ; July, + 18O.S07 C. (650.85

F.) ; August, + 170.910 C. (G10.24 F.) ; September, + 140.659 C. (58o.3S

F.) ; October, + 90.879 C. (490.78 F.) ; I^ovember, -f 40.552 C. (40O.194

F.); December, — O0.8O C. (30O.56 F.).

M. Plantamour, on the other hand, made an examination of his obser-

vations by dividing the year into seventy-three series of five days (the
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pentodes of Professor Dove) in order the better to detect the variations

of the elements which had furnished the monthly mean temperatures,

and to ascertain whether the meteorological tlieory by virtue of which

M. Ch. Sainte-Claire Deville admitted the more or less regular return of

anomalous cold spells at certain periods of the year, had or had not any

foundation in fiict. The plotted means of these pentades (or tive-day

periods) naturally gives a more nndulatory line than the regular theo-

retical curve of the monthly means, and if there existed anomalous causes

at certain fixed epochs, we should find the duration proper to each of

those epochs traced in a manner altogether more decided in proportion

as the observations are extended over a greater number of years. Now,

M. Plantamour found that the very reverse was the case, and the curve

of the mean temperatures of the pentades of the fifty years approaches

more nearly the regular theoretic curve than that which had been cal-

culated for the first forty years only. The annual mean for the last fifty

years is 9^.345 0. (480.821 F.). The warmest year of the series, 1834,

had a mean temperature of 10^,99 0. (510.78 F.); the coldest, 1851, one

of 70.80 C. (400.13 F.). The period from 182G to 1834 contains seven

warm and two cold years; that from 1835 to 1860 gives twenty-two cold

-and only four warm years ; and in the last fifteen years there have been

thirteen warm and two cold. But there is no regularity in these varia-

tions, which, contrary to the ideas of certain meteorologists, afford

nothing which substantiates any coincidence between them and the

periods of eleven years which have been observed for the epochs of the

minima and maxima of the solar spots.

Professor Gautier read a second account of the meteorological observa-

tions made at Labrador, at five different stations, by the Moravian mis-

sionaries. That of Hoffenthal gives the mean temperature of five years,

from 1869 to 1873, at — 3o.03 C. (260.55 F.), vrhile the annual mean tem-

perature of Edinburgh is + 80.4 C. (46.47 F.). The winter and spring

are very cold, while the summer and autumn are relatively mild. The

mean diurnal variation, which is 4o,45 0. (80.OI F.), attains at times to

220 C. (390.6 F.). The extreme temperatures observed at the station of

Roma were, on the 3d of February, 1873, — 350 C. (—310 i^^.)^ and August

21, 4- 240 C. (750.2 F.). The greatest number of auroras observed there

occurs in the months of January and February.

Professor Colladon read to us a work, which will be published in our

memoirs, upon the great hail-storms, one of which devastated the canton

of Geneva on the 7th and 8th of July of the past year, and the other

Savoy and Bas-Valois, twelve hours afterward, and which coincided

with violent storms between Lucerne and Zurich, and with another in

Ardeche. The storms moved at a velocity of 50 kilometres (31 miles) per

hour and the height of the hail-cloud was determined to be 2,000 metres

(6,600 feet). M. Colladon recognized four different types of hail-stones.

The same member communicated an article upon the effect of a thun-

der-bolt on the trunks of two Lombardy poplars of different dimensions
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on the plain of Eynard near Eolle. From the different details observed

and the topograpbical position of tlie poplars, M. Colladon concludes

:

1st, that the poplar is more likely to be struck than other trees; 2d, that

when several poplars are standing in a group or in a row, the one near-

est to water is the first struck, and this ftict may be made available in

discovering springs; 3d, the upper part of the poplar always remains

intact, because its branches are good conductors of the electricity; 4th,

the lightning passes between the sap-wood and the old wood, and escapes

near the foot of the tree, laterally, by passing through the sap-wood leav-

ing great spots around the holes through which it has passed.

Professor Forel, of JMorges, announced to the society the first results of

his observations of the seiches (variations of level), made at Merges by
means of a recording limuimeter. The lake here presents longitudinal

and transverse seiches, according as the periodic undulations follow the

great or small axis of the lake. The normal seiches of Merges have a dura-

tion of ten minutes, whatever their amplitude may be. There are other

seiches, less frequent, at Merges, having a duration of 70 minutes and of less

amplitude, notexceedingonecentimetre (four-tenths of aninch). M. Forel,

by comparing these with those of Lake Constance and Lake Neuchatel,

thinks that those of 70 minutes' duration are to be considered as longi-

tudinal. Others, observed at Veytaux and Chillon, and which he acci-

dentally recognized at Merges and Evian, whose duration is about 35

minutes, might be the longitudinal seiches of the large lake, oscillating

from Chillon to the bar of Promenthon, and vice versa; those observed

at Geneva of a duration of 30 minutes are probably the seiches peculiar to

the small lake oscillating between the port of Geneva and the limit of

the large lake; and, finally, the ordinary seiches of Merges and Iilvian, of

10 minutes' duration, are the transverse seiches of Lake Leman. The
register indicates the passage of a steamboat, 20 minutes in advance, by
waves of three-quarters to one minute in duration, and these waves, after

the passage of the boat, continue to repeat themselves for an hour and
a half at intervals of from one to two minutes.

2. Physics and mechanics.—Professor Soret communicated to the society

the result of his study of the phenomena of diffraction in the circular

gratings examined by him in the special case of equidistant circles. This

result presents some analogy with those considered in a communication
of the previous year. They produce a powerful concentration of the

luminous rays along the whole length of their axis, and are capable of

giving images of objects quite similar to those obtained through small
holes.

The same member, in making a communication on halos, and especially

on parahelia by reflection in crystals of ice, adverted to the fact that

Bravais had considered two cases only, the prism with an elongated
hexagonal base, and the star or regular hexagonal prism with re-enter-

ing angles. M. Soret added two new cases of parahelias, the prism of

icicles with six regular sides, and prisms with elongated base, in which
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the course of the rays is different from that which had been indicated

by Bravais.

MM. Soret and Sarasiu have made a summary of their work, inserted

in the Archives de la Bibliotheque Universelle, No. 215, p. 253, on the

rotatory power of quartz. The employment of the spectroscope, with

the fluorescent eyeglass devised by M. Soret, admits of the extension

of these limits to the ultra-violet part of the spectrum as far as the

line N ; and by the interposition of a plate of cobalt-blue glass, which

arrests tbe mean red and orange rays, they succeeded in clearly dis-

tingaishing the lines a and A, by which they were then able to measure

the rotatory power of quartz. These researches complete, as regards

the extreme red and ultra-violet, the results obtained by Bloch and

Stefan.

Mr. N. Lockyer, of London, an honorary member of our society, did

us the honor of presenting the principal results of his researches

in spectral analysis. This scientist mentioned the different spectral

methods, the distinction which he established between the short and

long lines of the spectra, the different conditions in which the vapors of

bodies may be found, the modilications that the atomic grouping of those

bodies may undergo, and the effects in the spectrum by which these

modifications manifest themselves.

M. Eaoul Pictet placed before us a communication on the application

of the mechanical theory of heat to the study of volatile liquids, and

the simple relations existing between latent heat, atomic weights, and

the tension of vapors. There results from this work, which was inserted

in the Archives de la Bibliotheque Universelle, No. 217, p. 66, 1st, that all

liquids have the same cohesion ; 2d, that the derivative of the Naperian

logarithm of the quotient of the tensions in relation to the temperatures

is constant for all liquids at the same pressure and temperature; 3d,

that the latent heat of all liquids under the same pressure multiplied by

their atomic weights at the same temperature gives a constant product;

4th, that for all liquids the difference of the internal latent heat at any

two temperatures whatsoever multiplied by the atomic weight is a con

staut number; 5th, that the latent heats of all liquids are multiples ot

their specific heats.

Professor TVartmanu presented to the society various models of

Crooke's radiometer, manufactured at Bonn by M. Geissler. The radia-

tions from a luminous source act upon the wheel, and repel the blackened

faces. Nevertheless, by covering the latter, M. Wartmann showed that

the rays from the sun, or from sources of high temperature, repel also

the white faces. The interposition of colored glasses diminishes more

or less the rapidity of the motion, which continues very rapid in the

focus of a lens of sulphuret of carbon saturated with iodine. By acting

upon one paddle only, M. Wartmann found that it remained in a state of

equilibrium when the intensity of the radiation concentrated on the

black face and the opposite white face is in inverse ratio to the absorb-
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ing power of those faces. Light is not the cause of the phenomenon of

the rotation of the wheel. This our colleague demonstrated by concen-

trating on the black face of the disk of an extremely sensitive radiometer

the light of the full moon passing over the meridian. If a large lens or

a concave mirror 0.55 metre (2 feet) in diameter is employed, the intense

light of the focus renders the paddle motionless. The phenomenon has

therefore a calorific origin. M. Wartmanu also reported an experiment

due to Dr. Schuster, according to which, when the motion of the wheel

is impeded, it is the envelope of the radiometer, delicately suspended,

that tends to turn in an opposite direction. There is therefore a mechan-

ical reaction. Finally, M. Wartmaun dwelt upon the fact that the degree

of vacuum exerts a very sensible influence on the rate of each instru-

ment under experiment. With the same radiometer, this vacuum does

not appear to preserve the same value after the energetic action of the

calorific sources.

M. Th. Turrettiui submitted a communication on the different boring

implements employed in tunneling St. Gothard, and explained the

various apparatus, with working plans. The drill invented by him-

self, and bearing his name, is distinguished from others in two essential

points : 1st. The system of air-distribution, effected by the reciprocat-

ing motion of the piston, which is produced by an arrangement of the

piston and piston-rod in two separate pieces, and by the assistance

of a system of differential pistons; 2d. The automatic advance and

recoil of the machine is effected by utilizing the action of compressed

air upon the percussion cylinder, in order to produce the tightehing and

loosening of the apparatus, which permits or stops that advance by the

l)osition itself occupied by the j^iston-rod. This machine makes 600

strokes per minute.

3. Chemistry,—Professor Mari gnac gave to the society an account of his

researches, published in the Archives, !N"o. 218, p. 113, on the specific heat of

saline solutions. The specific heat depends on the nature of the acids and

the bases of the salts, and also on other circumstances, which do not seem

connected with the greater or less tendency of salts to combine with water

to form definite and crystallizable hydrates. It is much less in general

than the sum of the specific heat of the separate elementsof the saline solu-

tions; but the greater part of the acetates and acetic acid dissolved in

water present the reverse. M. Marignac is of the opinion that the diminu-

tion of the specific heat of solutions is due to the disengagement of heat,

resulting from a dissociation of the definite hydrates contained in them.

This does not occur among alloys, because they cannot undergo disso-

ciation so long as they are below their point of fusion.

M. Ador gave a statement of the research which he carried out in con-

nection with M. Albert Eilliet, on the constitution of benzine. This

investigation, with its numerous details, was inserted in the Archives,

:So. 219, p. 263.

M. Eugene Demole made a communication on the compound C* H^ I O,
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which is formed by the action of ethylene upon an alcoholic solution

of iodine heated to a temperature of 05° 0. (149° F.) This compound had
been regarded by M. Baumstark as a derivative of ethyledine, and as

being possibly a singular iustanceof transposition. M.Demole undertook

the synthesis of this substance, making glycol his starting-point. The
substances he employed wore all prepared at low temperatures. They
were glycol, iodinated glycol, monethylic glycol, and iodethylic glycol.

Now this last agrees in its properties, its formula, and its vapor-density

with the said compound in such a manner that we are forced to consider

the latter a derivative of ethylene.

4. Geology.—Professor Favre presented to the society his chart of the

Swiss glaciers of the Glacial i)eriod, projected on the scale of -as^oo*

This beautiful chart shows, 1st, the ne'res (partially congealed snow);

2d, the true glaciers of the Rhone, the Aar, the Eeuss, the Linth, and
the Rhine ; and, 3d, the glacial terrain or glacial clays and sediments, the

moraines, and erratic blocks. M. Favre designates as glacier reservoir

(glacial basiu) the zone of the neves occupying the high valleys, and

glacier cPecoiilement (flowing glacier) the zone of glaciers properly so

called extending along the plains. As to the glaciers of the Rhone and
the Rhine, the extent of the glacier reservoir was found equal to that of

the flowing glacier. In addition, M. Favre deduced the depth of the

glaciers from the position of the most elevated of the erratic blocks.

o. Botany.—We were presented by M. C. de Candolle with the result

of his anatomical and physiological researches on the Dioncea muscipula,

which led him to adiuit that here also, as among sensitive plants, the

movement of the valves of the leaf is caused by the known phenomena of

turgescence. It is only by the touch of one of the three hairs that the

movement of the two demi-limbs is produced about the middle rib ; for

if the surface of the leaf is touched, the two valves do not close at all.

It was therefore in the structure of the costa, and especially in that of

the hairs, that M. C. de Candolle sought and found the details of cellular

organization, which enabled him to refer the phenomena to the effects of

turgescence. This work, accompanied by two plates, was inserted in

the Archives, No. 220, p. 400.

6. Zoology.—Dr. Fol communicated to the society the principal results

of his investigations into the nutrition, the mode of reproduction, and

the means of locomotion of the Tunicates. These marine animals take

nourishment by means of a thick and glutinous saliva. Their repro-

duction is complicated, for it is not until the third generation that the

mother-form exactly reappears. The central style bears two kinds of

buds : the central, attached directly to the axis, jierform the functions of

procreation and locomotion ; and the lateral, further removed from the

axis, whose office had not been known, are only organs of nutrition and

respiration. When separated from each other, they soon perish. - Dr.
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Fol concludes from this that amoiifr the, Tiniicates, as weli as the

Siphonophora, there are swirniniDjj individuals and feeding individuals.

The same member, in presenting to the society a copj' of his memoir
ou the Pteropods, gives some details of the Heteropods, which he is now
elaborating for his second volume, and proves, contrary to the opinions

of some writers, that the opening of invagination is persistent, and that

it becomes a mouth. This mouth once formed, the embryo swallows

the white of the egg; and this albuminous mass, after the hatching of

the larva, serves for food.

M. Al. Ilnuibert communicated to tlie society the result of the study

of a blind Gammarus, found by M. Forel at the bottom of Lake Leman.
As no intermediaries have been found between the seeing Gammarus of

the lake at the surface of the water a;id the blind Gammarus which live

from the depth of 50 metres (IGO feel) to the bottom, M. Humbert does

not think it can be admitted that this Gammarus is descended from the

seeing species, and takes it for a variety of the GammarKs puteanus, a

species which dwells at the bottom of wells in the vicinity of the lake.

Professor Bogdanow, of St. Petersburg, read to us a memoir ou the

successive history, through the difiereut geological ages, of the fauna of

European Russia, and accompanied his communication with numerous
explanatory maps.

In additiou to the works mentioned above, a large number of reports

of recent and rare publications were made to the society, and a series

of less detailed communications were presented.

M. Barbey gave some account of the Calilbrnia species of the genus

Upilobium, which he is now preparing lor the Kew Flora of California by
Mr. Watson.

Prof. Alph, de Candolle took up and refuted the principal objections

offered by M, Schacht to t he theory of the sums of temperatures applied to

the phenomena of vegetation. The samegentleman informed us tliat Pro-

fessor Blytt, of Christ iania, made observations in Scandinavia, which con-

firmed his own made in our Alps, and which lead to this: that of the

valleys laid bare at the Glacial period, those whose glaciers retreated

first, present a richer and more varied vegetation than those which re-

mained a long time covered with ice. By consulting the notes collected

by the Rigaud family and the employes of the guild hall on the folia-

tion of the chestnut of Treille, at Geneva, M. de Candolle was able to

show that the time of the foliation does not vaiy with the age of the tree.

The same scientist described to us a colossal tree of California, 276 feet

in h( ight and measuring 20 feet in diameter, a section of whose trunk

was i)repared for tlie exhibition at Philadeli)hia, and whose age was
estimated at 2, i20 years. He gave us some details of the extent

of the culture of tea in the Indies, derived from the English journals.

He showed us a bunch of grapes, of half-white and half-red berries, and
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also a remarkable leaf and fruit-bearing stem of the Diacontium pertusum.

The same member, when on the subject of the investigations of Profes-

sor Favre on the hill of Cassina Rizzardi near Como, remarked that the

two Tertiary and Quaternary floras north of the Alps are distinctly

separated by the Glacial period, while south of the Alps the Pliocene

and Quaternary regions fade into each other, the Tertiary flora already pre-

senting many of the plants of the present epoch. M. de Candolle like-

wise made a detailed report of the work of M. Francis Galton on twins

in the human species.

Prof. A. N. Cazin, of Paris, honorary member of our society, gave an

interesting recital, rich in details, of his journey to the island of St. Paul,

to observe the transit of Venus.

Professor Dor, of Berne, made a detailed report of the experiments

made under his direction by M. Decker, at the ophthalmological clinic

of Berne, on the influence of the trijumeau in certain affections of the

cornea.

M. Fatio described his researches, made conjointly with M. Adore,

to determine the moment at which, with us, the winged form of the

Phylloxera is produced. It was proved that the event takes place in the

middle of July. These gentlemen also discovered a plant-louse, strongly

resembling the Fhylloxera, on the leaves of the maple.

M. Ernest Favre, while distributing a memoir on the Jurassic rocks of

the Voirons, entertained the society with the discussions of geologists

ou the limits of the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods, and more par-

ticularly on the tithonic stratum of cephalopodic and coralline beds.

Far from sharing the opinion of the geologists, especially the French,

who see a great hiatus between the Oxford beds and the Cretaceous

deposits of our Alps, M. Favre adaiits, with the other Swiss and Ger-

man geologists, that at least for the Western Alps, and likewise the

Voirons, these are all the equivalents of the Jurassic rocks; aud if we are

still unable to verify all the fossil iferous levels of the Jurassic basin, it

is because the sediment was formed under diflerent conditions, especially

with regard to temperatures and currents. Professor Favre proves that

by examining, on the spot, the hill of Cassina Eizzardi, near Como,

where it was claimed that there were Pliocene shells iu the glacial ter.

rains he saw nowhere between Mendrisio and Chiasso that pretended

mixture; that the hill in question bears no resemblance to a moraine;

and that it is formed from a i^ost-Glacial alluvium. The fossils found

there were washed down by streams which drifted the rolling stones in

which these fossils are imbedded. M. Favre likewise showed us speci-

mens of the mineral known as the sapphire of the glacier of the Bois,

and now classed by M. Spocia with emeralds.

M. Fol described in the embryos of mole-crickets, before hatching, a

larval heart analogous to that of the larva of mollusks. It is a contrac-

tile region of the ectoderm on both sides of the body. The same scien-

tist gave some interesting details of the zoological laboratories of

Naples and Eostock.
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Professor Gautier kiudly continued to inform us, as in times past, of

new discoveries in astronomy and meteorology. Amongst other sub-

jects, he mentioned Encke's comet, seven small new comets, three of

which were discovered by M. Borelli, the astronomer of Marseilles, and
a chart of shooting-stars observed by M. Ferrari on the night of the 11th

of August, in the neighborhood of the constellations of Perseus and
Cassiopia. He also alluded to a memoir published by the observatory

of Athens on Coggia's comet, and gave an account of meteorological

observations made at the observatory of Berne. Colonel Gautier sub-

mitted to us an analysis of a work by M. Trouvelot, an American

astronomer, on a new category of solar spots, the veiled spots.

M. Raoul Pictet mentioned the second volume of M. Hiern on the

mechanical theory of heat. He also communicated to the society the

fact that sulphurous acid, after being used for several days in the ice

machine prepared by M. Pictet, and recently tested at Toulon and Mar-

seilles, was found much purer and more limpid than at the time of its

introduction into the machine, and no longer held sulphur in suspension,

and absolutely ceased to act upon metals, especially copper. The same
member, in giving an account of the trials he had made to determine

the conditions of equilibrium of a heavy body in a gaseous current,

pointed out to the society that there was in the interior of the conical

gaseous jet an ovoidal space, in the interior of which heavy bodies, such

as balls of different substances, remain in equilibrium, taking up a very

rapid rotatory movement.

Professor Plantamour commented before the society upon a publica-

tion of M. Tacchiui on the Italian mission to the Indies to observe the

transit of Venus.

Professor Prevost gave an account to the society of a memoir that he

had recently published in the Bulletin of the Medical Society of Switz-

erland on cases of alcoholic delirium observed in the cantonal hospital

of Geneva, during the year 1874-'75. The same member mentioned

the thesis of Dr. David on apomorphine, and also the researches of M.

A^ulpian on the singular effects of the paralyzatiou of the movement
of the heart. He showed to us a photograph of the brain of an aphasiac

patient observed at the hospital of the canton of Geneva. This brain, in

confirmation of Broca's opinion, presented a lesion in the third convolu-

tion of the left frontal hemisphere. On this occasion, Dr. Pr6vost re-

affirmed that a lesion in the island of Reil might have the same conse-

quence. He showed to the society a rat that had been perfectly pre-

served for two years by means of an injection of six grains of chloral.

Moreover, M. Prevost presented to us the circular of the committee

charged with the organization of the fifth session of the periodical In-

ternational Congress of the Medical Sciences to meet at Geneva, Sep-

tember 9, 1877, and gave some details of the congress.

M. Eisler presented an analysis of M. Ebermayer's work on the influ-

ence of forests on climate. The same member furnished us with some
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details of the efl'ects of a stroke of lightning upon five telegraphic posts,

placed at a distance of 30 metres (100 feet) apart. The mark left by the

fluid was a spiral; this passed from four to five times around the post, but

the post next to the last, which was of ash, was less injured, and the

fracture was in the form of a straight furrow.

M. Sarasin gave an account of a work by M. Weber on the specific

heat of carbon, boron, and silicon (see Archives, No. 216, p. 407).

M. n. de Saussure furnisbed some details on the fauna of Turkistan,

presenting at the same time the first number on the Orthoptera of that

country, now being published by M. Tchenko. The same gentleman

mentioned the scientific collections which he had had the opportunity

of seeing at Vienna.

Professor Soret gave us some information about the zoological labo-

ratory of Arcachon.

M. Turrettini spoke of the tension of the overhanging granite of St.

Gothard. The parts laid bare press toward the vacancy, and break up,

often with violence, which made it necessary to arch the whole length

of the tunnel, contrary to anticipation.

Professor Wartmanu described to the society the results obtained by

M. Lockyer from observations on the variations of the calcium si^ectrum.
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Gentlemen : Called for the second time to render an account of all

that concerns oar society, I have the pleasure to state that the number

of members has considerably increased, notwithstanding our previous

sad losses.

In presenting to you a summary of the condition and i)roceediugs of

the society, as well as of the various subjects which have engaged your

attention during the seventeen meetings of the year, I will follow the

usual order.

I.—OBITUAKY NOTICES.

Joseph de Notaris, made an honorary member of our society in 1871,

was born in 1805 at Milan, was of a noble family, and died at Kome on

22d of January, 1877. During his medical studies at the University of

Eome, where he received the degree of doctor, he acquired an ardent

taste for natural history. In 1832 he was made professor of botany at the

Lyceum of Milan ; in 183G, assistant in the Museum of Natural History

of Turin; in 1839, professor at the University of Genoa, and director of

the Garden ; and finally, in 1872, he accepted the same position at Rome.

This was contrary to the advice of his friends, who feared, not without

reason, disappointment in the hopes he had conceived of the restoration

of the Garden and of science in the new capital of Italy. His nomination

to the Senate was but a small compensation for the numerous difiSculties

he encountered.

As soon as he was established at Turin, J. de Notaris commenced the

publication of botanical works, particularly upon Cryptogamia. The

memoirs devoted to the mosses have been collected in a magnificent

volume, published at the expense of the municipality of Genoa, and con-

stitute a reliable system of Italian Bryology, to which the Academy of

Sciences of Paris awarded the Desmazieres prize.

The other branches of Cryptogamy were also pursued with careful and

accurate research by the learned professor. J. de Notaris was the soul

of an important publication, " VRerhier cryptogamique^^ (the Cryptogamic

Herbal). The flora of Liguria, as well as the fragmentary records of

Egyptian Agrostography, equally attest his profound knowledge in

every branch of botany.
225
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Two days after the death of Joseph de Notaris, our society sustained

the loss of Jean Christian Poggendorff, added to the number of her hon-

orary members in 1874, as an expression of her sympathy with this

illustrious savan, on the occasion of a, fete celebrated in commemoration

of the fiftieth year of the publication of the annals bearing his name.

Born on the 29tli of December, 1796, deceased at Berlin on the 24th

of January, 1877, this learned physicist labored unceasingly from 1821

until the time of his death, which came to him after a short illness.

During his laborious youth, his uncommon energy led him into a path in

which his active perseverance, his just and clear understanding secured

the esteem and respect of all savans. In 1820, he was matriculated at the

University of Berlin ; in 1834, received the degree of doctor of philos-

oi)hy
J
was nominated professor at the same university ; and in 1839, was

made a member of the Academy of Sciences of Berlin. Still a young

man, he studied chemistry, and soon devoted himself to physical research,

especially in the line of electricity.

In 1824, he commenced the ^^Annales de Chimie ct de Fhijsique " (An-

nals of Chemistry and Physics), which succeeded the Annales of Gil-

bert. The 106 volumes which have appeared in the course of fifty-three

years contain many of his own works, as well as additions, criticisms,

and elaborations of the memoirs of other scientists. This important

publication did not prevent him from engaging with Liebig in the forma-

tion of a dictionary of chemistry, while at the same time he was giving

to the world various biographical sketches and a biographical dictionary.

The death of Poggendorf is a great loss to science. He not only con-

tributed to its advance by his original investigations, but rendered easier

for others the researches to be made in physical science, still a maze of

confusion which every day renders it more necessary to reduce to order.

II.—THE SOCIETY.

Our society has added this year to its regular members Dr. Pierre

Dunant, M. Schifif, Dr. Julliard, and M. Zahn, all four professors of the

university. These elections carry the number of regular members up to

fifty, the limit according to rule of admission, so that at present our

society is full.

From the ranks of the free associates we have had the misfortune to

lose Messrs. Charles Eyuard and Prevost-Martiu ; we have, however,

added to them Charles Golaz, William Favre, Charles Kigaud, Emile

Pictet, Domaine Roux, and Ernest Covelle.

Professor Wartmann was elected president for the year 1877-'78, and

Messrs. Marignac, Edward Sarasin, and Philippe Piantamour were con-

tinued in their offices of secretaries and treasurer, and received the thanks

of the society for the manner in which they had fulfilled their trust.

You have, gentlemen, taken an important step, it may be well to men-

tion here. In view of the constant increase in the number of ordinary

members and free associates, and the consequent insufficiency in the
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supply of our Memoirs, it was decided that there should no longer be a

general distribution, but that the members and associates should be ad-

vised, as soon as a volume appeared, that it could be obtained at a cer-

tain place appointed, and if not claimed at the end of two years it would

be at the disposal of the society. This decision does not affect the dis-

tribution of our Memoirs abroad.

The committee of publication has been charged to make every eflFort to

obtain for the society former volumes necessary to complete our series.

The society has published during the past year the second part of

volume XXIY of its Memoirs, containing articles by M. Plantamour and

M. de Loriol. To this must be added the first part of volume XXV, con-

taining a memoir of M. H. de Saussure ; and we have still in press the first

part of volume XXVI, containing memoirs of M. Duby upon new species

of mosses, of M. E. Favre upon the geology of the Crimea, and other

interesting matter.

In regard to the memoirs in competition for the prize founded by A.

P. de Candolle, to be presented in 1879, the society caused the following

notice to be published in various journals {Archives des sciences pJiyslques

etnaturelles* March, 1877).

" Prize toukded by Augustin Pyramus de Candolle for the
BEST monograph UPON A SPECIES OR A FAMILY" OF PLANTS.

"A competition is now opened by the Societe de •pliysique et dliistoire

naturelle de Geneve for the best unpublished monograph of a species or

family jof plants.

"The manuscripts may be written in Latin, French, English, or Ital-

ian. They must be sent, postage paid, before the 1st of October, 1879,

to Professor de Marignac, corresponding secretary of the society at

Geneva. Members of the society are not admitted to the competition.

" The prize is 500 francs. It may be reduced or not awarded in case

the articles do not correspond to the conditions of this notice.

"Geneva, February, 1877.

"A. Favre,"
President of the Society.

III.—LABORS OF THE SOCIETY.

]. Physics.—Professor Plantamour has given an account of a work pub-

lished by him with Professor Wolf, of Zurich, upon the telegraphic deter-

mination of the difference of longitude between the observatory of Zurich

and the astronomical stations of Pfandler (near Bregenz) and of Gabris

(Appenzell). The astronomer Oppolzerassisted in this work. Duringthese

* In future we will mention this review simply as Archives.
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observations it was observed that the pendulums of M. Wolf and M.

Oppolzer were influenced in their course by the electric register which

accompanied them, while the pendulum of M. Plantamour, constructed

by jM. Hipp, was not in the least disturbed. In fact the probable error

for each combination of longitude is from seven to eight thousandths of a

second. The measures gave for the difference of longitude between the

three stations

:

m. s.

Pfiindler-Zurich 4 53.691

Gabris-Zurich 3 40.070

rfiiudler-Gabris 1 13.G21

M. Eaoul Pictet has proved an anomaly in the law of the diffusion of

gases, in the fact that sulphurous acid passes through India rubber with

greater facility than hydrogen ; a balloon of india rubber containing

sulphurous acid will soon be emptied. By filling with this gas a gl-ass

tube closed at the upper end by a sheet of india rubber, and plunging

the lower end of the tube into mercury, the rapidity of the escape of the

gas may be measured by the ascent of the mercury in the tube.

Professor Soret has entertained the society at two sessions with some

new researches made, with M. Edward Sarasin, upon the rotatory

polarization of quartz, particularly for the ultra violet rays, by means

of a spectroscope with a fluorescent eyepiece. This instrument was

described in the Archives in December, 187G, The results of the labors

of MM. Soret and Sarasin are given in the CoDiptcs rcndus de VAcademie

des Sciences, t. 83, p. 188.

Professor Wartmann made a ccminunicatiou uj^on the extrapolar

deviations observed upon mercurial conductors, whether vats or

troughs. He produced a very sensible current by placing the two

extremities of the wire of a galvanometer in the neighborhood of the

pole of a current passing through a trough or vat filled with mercury,

but beyond the line of the poles.

Lucien de la Eive presented a work upon the specular reflection of

surfaces covered with hairs, considering them as cylinders with a circular

base. The author demonstrated that a surface covered with cylinders

presented other brilliant points than those of the surface itself. {Ar-

chives, 1876, t. 57.)

Professor Marignac made in his laboratory some experiments upon

capsules of tempered glass ; one of them very well resisted the gas

flame, but half a minute after the extinction of the flame it exploded

like a Rupert's drop.

M. Theodore Turrettiui observed that a mixture of snow and chloride of

magnesium gives a temperature of—34° C. (—29° P.), while the mixture

of snow and chloride of sodium gives only —18° C. (—2° P.) An im-

portant use may therefore be made of a product very abundant in mother-

waters which has hitherto been thrown away. The double chloride of
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potassium and of magnesium is also a product of the mother-liquors which
is not deliquescent, and which jiresents some advantages over the

chloride of magnesium. It gives a temperature of —32° to —o^° C.

(—260 to —290 F.)

M. Turrettini showed that the temperature to which may be carried a

solution of salt or of chloride of magnesium in water is the same as that

produced by salt or by this chloride when mixed with snow: thus the

solution of chloride of magnesium freezes only at —34° c. (—29° F.)

M. Turrettini also exhibited and explained the diplograph, a writing-

machine for the use of the blind, invented by M. Ernest Eecordon of

Lausanne, and constructed by the Genevese Society for the Manufacture

of Physical Instruments. This machine forms, at the same time, char-

acters in relief for the blind, and ordinary printed letters for those who
can see; so that the blind can correspond with each other, and those

who have sight with the blind.

2. Meteorology and terrestrial physics.—Professor Plautamour presented

to our society a resume of the principal results of a work upon the baro-

metric observations, the hygrometric state of the atmosphere, the nebu-

losity, the rain, and the wind observed at Geneva during the fifteen years

comprised between 1881 and 1875. These researches, which were con-

siderable in extent and important in results, were published in the twenty-

fourth volume of our Memoirs, under the title of N'ouvelles etudes sur le

climate de Geneve (Recent investigations of the climate of Geneva), and
were discussed by Professor Gautier in the Archives^ 1877, t. 58. They
formed a sequel to a volume published by M. Plantamour, in 1803, upon
the climate of our country from 1826 to 1860.

Dr. Forel while pursuing, as we know, with great perseverance his

investigations of Lake Leman, succeeded in discovering the form of the

seiches—oscillations of the water in the direction of the length and the

width of the lake. This exposition is equally applicable to the movement
of the waters of the lakes of Brienz and of Wallenstadt. The obser-

vations which served as the base of these calculations were made with

a limnimeter register. (See Arehives, 1870, t. 56, 57, and 59.)

To carry the study of this oscillation of the water further than can be

done in a single locality, Professor Plantamour examined this move-

ment at Secheron near Geneva. He recognized its existence, but it was
produced here in a contrary direction from that at Merges. When it

was low at Merges it was high at Geneva and vice versa. Professor

Plantamour caused a limnimeter register to be established at Secheron.

{Archives, 1877, t. 58.)

Dr. Forel has also studied the transparency of the waters of Lake
Leman. He determined it by measuring the depth at which a white

disk ceased to be visible in the water, or by measuring the minimum
depth at which a photographic plate experienced no alteration. A
white disk of 25 centimetres (10 inches) in diameter disappeared, from
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May to December, at G™. C (22 feet) ; in winter at 10"^. 1 (33 feet ;) iu March,

1875, it was necessary to sink it to 17°* (56 feet.) The limit of photo-

graphic action was found to be 45"! (148 feet) in summer, and 100™ (328

feet) in winter. According to the author the transparency of the water

of the lalje depends, first, upon the temperature; second, upon the pro-

portion of organic matter in suspension in the water. The latter is more

abundant in summer than in winter, because the waters of the lake in

the first of these two seasons present strata of different temperatures,

producing differences in density, and the result is that the organic

matter, also differing in density, will seek a stratum of a corresponding

density and will be there held iu suspension. In winter the temperature

of the water being more uniform, the substances are retained in much

less quantity. {Bulletin Soc. vaudoisc des Sc. nat, 1874, t. xiii; 1875, t.

xiv; and Comptes rendus de VAcademie des Sciences, 1877, t. 84, p. 311.)

M. Eaoul Pictet has presented, iu regard to the intermittent fountain

of Vichy, a theory by which he has been enabled to explain the singular

movements of waters more clearly, since he has succeeded in construct-

ing an apparatus which produced them in miniature. This fouutain pro-

ceeds from a tube which descends to a depth of 107™ (351 feet), at the base

of which, therefore, there must be a pressure of ten atmospheres. The

eruption of water mingled with gas is produced for about an hour, rises

to ten or twelve meters (33 or 39 feet), and ceases for five or six hours.

If the pipe reaches a little below the most elevated portion of an im-

permeable vault which covers a part of the sheet of water, the gases

which are generated by the waters of Vichy accumulate in the vault,

drive the water to the lower edge of the conduit and escape with it

over the latter. (See Archives, 1876, t. 57.)

M. Theodore Turrettini has made known the results obtained by M.

Pictet and himself in the fabrication of transparent ice by means of

the machine employed by the firm of Kaoul Pictet and Company.

As slow freezing of the water could not be managed, MM. Turrettini

and Pictet tried agitating the water under the pneumatic pump in

order to drive out the air, but the middle of the block of ice formed

was more or less opaque on account of a sort of crystallization. M. Tur-

rettini has at last succeeded in obtaining some perfectly transparent ice

by causing globules of air to pass through the water to be frozen, in a

continuous current. These large globules of air seemed to carry away
with them the small air-bubbles, which even more than the crystalliza-

tion appeared to cause the non-transparency of the ice.

3. Geology and chonchology.—Professor Kenevier has exhibited a chart

of the Swiss Alpine Club on a scale of sqojto? colored geologically, pre-

pared for the federal commission of the geological chart of Switzerland.

It includes the most elevated parts of the Vaudois Alps, the rocks of

Diablerets, of the Muverau, &c., and extends along the right shore of the

Ehone to the north of Martigny in Valais, from the village of Ardon to

that of Ollen, to the north of Bex. This when published will be accom-
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panied witli numerous raised sections, prepared with the greatest care,

so as to represent the country in all its details. The inversions of the

strata are so numerous in this region as to be almost the normal condition

;

not less than thirty-six geological stages may be counted in this chart,

from the crystalline schists to the modern alluviums. Among the new
facts contained in a memoir published by Eenevier, on the appearance

of this chart, we mention the discovery of a tooth of Otoduk in the sand-

stone of Taveynnaz. This is the first time a fossil has been observed in

this rock. {Archives, 1867, t. 59.)

Professor A. Favre has given some explanations of the geological,

chart of the canton of Geneva, scale 25 ooo' ^"^^ submitted them to the

society. The various strata which compose this region have been

already described elsewhere. The most ancient rock is the sandstone,

which is divided into the red, or lower, sandstone, and the gray sand-

stone, containing traces of lignite and gypsum.

The ancient alluvium rests upon the sandstone, and appears at vari-

ous levels ; it is composed, at its base, of clay without pebbles, and with

lignite surmounted with a formation of worn pebbles and sand, often

in a state of hard conglomeration. M. Favre has recently discovered in it

scratched pebbles and insertions of a rock of a glacial character. {Bulle-

tin Soc. geol. de France, 1875, iii, t. 723, and Archives, 1877, 58, p. 18). If

such observation are multiplied they will probably acquire such impor-

tance that a refutation may be deduced from them of the hypothesis of

two glacial periods. The glacial stratum resting upon the ancient allu-

vium is composed of clay more or less gravelly ; it constitutes the

largest part of the surface of the canton. Erratic blocks are found upon
it, all from the valley of tlie Rhone, while there appear to be none from

the valley of the Arve.

The post glacial alluviums are composed of gravel and of sand from ter-

races more or less elevated upon the borders of the lake and of the

rivers. They contain many pebbles, broken and indented. This de-

struction or decomposition of pebbles, near the surface of the soil, is

without doubt one of the principal causes of the formation of vegetable

earth. We find in the canton much sandy soil, fine sand, and small

gravel. These are of different ages, and formed of various rocks.

Particles of oxidized iron are found in tbem, which attest their Alpine

origin. Peat and marshy ground are not of frequent occurrence in the

canton. M. E. Favre has presented Some rcmarJcs upon the origin of an-

cient alluvium. He has indicated the principal characteristics, and has

especially dwelt upon the sections of the Bois de la Batie and the quarry

of Mategnin. He concludes that the formation of this stratum, entirely

composed of worn pebbles, was intimately connected with the extension

of ancient glaciers, and that its presence at various levels on the sides

of the mountains and in the bottoms of the valleys is because the ice

covered very uneven ground. {Archives, 1877, t. 58.)

M. de Loriol has exhibited two species of EchinoMs from Maurice Isl-
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and, one belonging to the genus Brissus, the other, the EcJmiolampas

Alexandri. This genus made its appearance with the Tertiary forma-

tion. The species, numerous in the Eocene, less extensive in the Mio-

cene, rarer still in the Pliocene, number four at the present time. (See

vol. XXIV of our Memoirs.)

A few years hence the conchologists of our country would be much
puzzled to explain the appearance of two fresh water shells, Paludina

vivipara and Planorbis corneus, if M. H. Fol had not taken the precau-

tion to inform our society that he had put in the salt marsh of Sionnet a

certain number of these mollusks to see whether they could be accli-

mated.

4. Animal physiology and medicine.—Professor Schifif has sought to

modify the hypothesis of M. Dubois Eaymond, of the electric nature

of the nervous agent, and to determine whether electric currents are

produced in the nerves of living animals. Using very sensitive appa-

ratus and operating upon the sensitive nerve of a frog decapitated

just at the moment of the experiment, the result was negative. In

other experiments M. Schifif employed the muscles of the thigh of a

frog cleaned and arranged so as to serve as a connection between

two electrodes. He observed no current, and the learned professor

concluded that none was produced, in the absence of all lesion in

the uncut nerves. He, however, immediately perceived, the formation

of a current when the nerve was merely pinched. After the hypoglos-

sal nerve of a dog has been cut and the wound healed, the nerve is no

longer in a normal condition. Uncovered at the moment of experiment

it gives variable electric efi'ects. In operating upon the pneumogastric

nerve of cats and rats under the influence of alcohol and curara, kept

at the temperature of the surrounding air, M. Schifif observed no cur-

rent; but, on binding or tying the nerve, the curreut was formed imme-

diately. M. Schifif thinks, therefore, that in the normal condition of

the nerve and in the state of immobility of the living animal there is no

curicnt ; that when the current is produced, it results from the death of

the nerve, or from nervous activity and the contraction which accom-

panies it.

The same learned gentleman addressed the society upon the proper-

ties of nicotine as a poison, and the action of the liver under the effects

of this poison. The nicotine injected under the skin of a dog produced

death in a few moments. When the nicotine was forced through the

liver, its effects were weakened; the nicotine is destroyed by this or-

gan. The nicotine doubled has very nearly biliary activity. Until

now only iocyamine was known which produced similar effects; and

according to M. Lautenbach the action of the liver is more complete

upon this poison than upon the nicotine. One-sixtieth of a drop of this

substance is sufficient to kill a frog, after the liver has been tied, al-

though one-twentieth is sufificieut in the ordinary state. The tying of

the vena porta of a dog, of a cat, or of a rabbit, produces the death of
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the animal in about two hours and a half, with circumstances similar to

those caused by morphine or any other narcotic. If two cubic centime-

tres of the blood of a dog, the vena porta of which has been tied, are

inserted in a frog, and in another frog the same quantity of the blood

of a dog intact, at the end of three hours the first frog will be dead,

while the second will be in good condition. M. Schifif concluded from

this that the action of the liver destroys the nicotine, and that there is

constantly produced in the digestive organs of man and of animals a

poisonous substance which would destroy them in a very short time if

they were not continually saved by the action of the liver.

Professor Zahn submitted to the examination of the society a prepa-

ration of the costal cartilage of man, showing a jiigmentary infiltration

of the cells. This infiltration is a new characteristic of this cartilage,

and has not been mentioned in any treatise on pathological anatomy,

although M. Wechl and M. Wirchow have both mentioned the pigmen-

tation. It is four years since M. Zahn first noticed this infiltration

;

since then he has often observed it 5 it exists in half the men over forty

years of age. General pigmentation has been observed by him only in

two cases of severe ictarus. {Archives, 1877, t. 58.) M. Schiff adds that

he has been able to produce this pigmentation by the slow compression

of the biliary livers.

Dr. Prevost has given a description of a case of aphasia observed in

a young girl, who, although attacked with a right hemiplegia, retained

all her intelligence. The aphasia continued after the hemiplegia disap-

peared, and the patient could pronounce words only when she sang them.

Professor Plantaraour drew the attention of the physiologists to the

difference in the power of perception of the transit of stars according to

the inclination of the head. He remarked this fact several times, and

again recently during some observations made with Colonel Orflf, who
having difficulty in seeing on account of the position of the eye-glass,

bent more or less his head. The result was a very noticeable difference

in the appreciation of the transit of stars.

M. H. Fol gave an account of his researches in regard to the fecun-

dation of eggs, especially of sea-urchins. Tlie details of these remark-

able researches may be found in several articles. {Arcliives, 1877, t. 58, p.

439; Comptes rcndus de VAcadcmie des Sciences de Paris, 1877, t. 84, p.

2G8, 357, and 059.)

M. V. Fatio has made known certain variations in species among
fishes, such as alterations in the form of the mouth on account of the

medium in which these animals live, as well as correlative modifications

in various parts of the body.

5. Botany.—Professor Candolle has given some details of a work he

has just completed relative to the family of Smilaeece. This is a part of a

work entitled Monographice Fhanerogamarum, which he prepared with his

son and several other assistants. This family is well defined by its char-

acteristics, and is divided into three genera : Heterosmilax, Sniilax, and
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Bhiphogonum. M. de Candolle has been able to prove that several

species have been described under two names, and has made known
fifty-five new species. The present geographical distribution of plants

of this family, combined with our knowledge, unhappily imperfect, of

fossil Smilacecv, allows the presumption that dispersion in former times

was much greater than at present. Now the Smilaccw are found only

in the district comprised between Japan, India, New Caledonia, and
the Sandwich Islands. From this limited region to Brazil, the Cape,

and the Azores, only a few genera or subgenera are found.

M.Duby submitted a work accompanied with plates relative to a genus

and eighteen new species of moss from Japan, the Philippine Islands,

and Maurice Island. They belong to the genera Batranica, Orthotrichum,

Schlotheimia, Fterohrium, Mypiiiim, and Hcnoniella. M. Duby called

attention to the large number of mosses found at the same time in

Maurice Island and the Sunda Islands. (See part 1 of vol. XXVI of

our Memoirs.)

M. Marc Micheli has given account of the most recent investigations

relative to insectivorous j)lants. {Archives, 1877, t. 58, p. 393). M. Duby
mentioned on this occasion that other plants exuded digestive acids,

among othei's the Petunias, which capture certain insects by means of

glutinous glands.

6. Statistics.—Dr. Diinant called the attention of the society to the

change in the population of the city of Geneva from 1845 to 1872.

At no period has the increase by naturalization been as great as from

from 1850 to 18G0. The i)roportion of the population under fifteen years

of age and that above sixty has increased ; that of adults has dimin-

ished.

The number of marriages among the Genevese diminishes, that of

marriages between strangers and Genevese remains the same, and that

of marriages between strangers increases. There are fewer births

among the Genevese than among the Swiss of other cantons and among
the foreigners. Illegitimate births are more frequent in the foreign pop-

ulation and the Swiss of other cantons than in the Genevese popula-

tion. The mortality is studied with care in this great and concientious

work. (See Journal de Statistique Suisse, 187G, Nos. II and III.)

The society has listened to numerous reports upon works published in

various countries, and in regard to which the members of the society,

after discussion, i)assed judgment more or less pronounced. These

discussions animated the sessions, and drew the attention of the mem-
bers to labors outside of their especial studies.

The following is a list of these communications : Professor Gautier,

observations made in various observatories, of the velocity of the stars,

the zodiacal light, a new star in the constellation of the Swan, the

double star of the Centaur, the climate of Berne, inundations in Switzer-

land in June, 187G, &c.; Colonel Gautier, solar protuberances; Pro-

fessor Soretj photographs of the moon, defects of the retina, and the
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teloplione; Dr. Forel, the frost of the 12tli of November, 18T6; Pro-

fessor Wartmaun, apparatus for ascertainiug the impulsion that a spark

of induccioii passiug through a rarefied gas is capable of producing in a

longitudinal direction ; M. A. Achard, the form and properties of the

articulated losangeof Peaucellier ; composition of certain waters, accord-

ing to Cxirardin; M. E. Sarasin, a writing-machine; M. E. Pictet, a

work of M. Dufour, of Lausanne, upon the cure of a person blind from

birth, and upon the theory of vision {Archives, 1877, t. 58) ; Professor

SchifP, various experiments upon the hereditary transmission of certain

artificial lesions ; M. Fol, memoirs upon the heteropodes, upon pulmo-

nated terrestrial mollusks, and upon a microtome which allowed the

making of fifteen or sixteen cuts of an embryo of one-fifth of a milli-

meter in thickness ; M. Fatio, axolotls, the preparation of delicate skel-

etons cleaned by the tadpoles of frogs ; Professor De Candolle, the law

of botanical nomenclature ; Professor Muller, lichens ; M. M. Micheli, in-

fluence of manure upon the composition of grains.

With this list, gentlemen, I close the report I have the honor to pre-

sent to you. We have cause for satisfaction that the increase in the

number of members, of the memoirs presented, and of our publications,

manifests a growth of activity in our society.



ANTIQUITIES OF JEFFERSOX AND CLEAR CREEK COUNTIES, COLORADO.

By George L. Cannox, of Idaho Springs, Colo.

During the last three years I have examined a large number of abo-

riginal structures in the counties of Jefferson and Clear Creek, and as

the prehistoric remains of Clear Creek County are of small extent, I shall

devote the greater part of my communication to a description of those

in Jefferson County. A good idea of the topographical features of the

district in which these remains are situated may be obtained by con-

sulting Chittenden's map of the eastern base of the Kocky Mountains,

published in Haj'den's Survey of Colorado for 1874. It consists for the

most part of elevated plains, interspersed with prairie bluffs and sand-

stone " hogbacks." Most of the remains apparently belong to quite a

modern period, that is to say, within the space of twenty or thirty years

;

still, in some cases, judging by the depth to which the stones composing

them have sunk and by the thickness of the superincumbent soil, we may
give them an antiquity of a century or more. The greater part of them

are situated on the tops of hills, commanding a view of the adjacent

plains, but occasionally we find some in low lands, in the vicinity of

springs, where good water can be obtained. The first to be described, and

perhaps the most numerous class of relics, are the so-called " fire-places."

They consist of several flat, irregular stones, discolored by fire, arranged

so as to form a hearth, and are identical with the fireplaces which the

modern Indians have in the center of their wigwams. They are scat-

tered promiscuously over the plains, without much reference to location,

save such as a party of campers would choose.

Next in importance to the fire-places are what are locally denominated
" Indian circles." Tliey are usually constructed of bowlders arranged

in the form of a rude circle, about a yard in diameter, with a cavity a

foot or two in depth, hollowed out in the center. The most common
opinion is that they were used by the Indians as fire-places. The modern

Indians are said to encamp on sites similar to those in which these circles

are found, and in some cases surround their fires with a wall of stones,

to prevent them from being extinguished by the wind. Some have sup-

Xwsed that they were occupied by signal-fires, and this may have been

the case, as most of them are in situations that would be suitable for the

purpose. Again, it has been thought that they mark the graves of some

prominent Indian warrior or chief, although it was not the usual custom

of the Indians to bury their dead, but rather to place the corpse on an

elevated platform.
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Oue of these circles, on !North Table Mountain, appearetl so much like

a grave, that a party of excursionists made an ineffectual attempt to open

it, in hope of finding something to reward their pains, as Indians fre-

quently bury utensils and weapons with the dead. The wall surround-

ing the supposed grave differs from that of other circles in being con-

structed of flat slabs of basalt, instead of bowlders of quartzose rock, and
on the southern side of the inclosure stood a slab of trachyte, which had
probabl}^ been brought from the crater of an extinct volcano a mile or

more distant, and had the appearance of a tombstone. The ground for

some distance around gives forth a hollow sound, as if there were a

cavity beneath, and on a hill near by is a mound apparently intended

as a mark to guide in finding the grave. In connection with the circles

we sometimes find heaps of stones rudely piled together, whose use has

not as yet been conjectured. In many places are to be seen spots where

the Indians appear to have been encamping and making their arrow-

heads and tools. In most cases only a few scattered chippings of flint

and quartzite occur, as if they had encamped for the night and chipped

out a few arrow-heads for the morrow's chase, while other places appear

to have been occupied for quite a length of time, and the ground in their

neighborhood is thickly scattered with fragments and flakes of the

various stones used by the Indians in making their implements, accom-

panied occasionally by chipping-axes, hammers, skin-scrapers, mortars,

and pestles. These camps are usually situated in fields, in the vicinity

of running water, and also in the neighborhood of a hill or steep bluff,

to which they could retreat in case of attack. In a small grove of Cot-

tonwood trees near Apex, Colorado, the Indians appear to have made,

in former times, great quantities of tools and arrow-heads, for the ground

all around is thickly strewn with tools, chippings, and arrow-heads, some

of the latter made of beautiful stones and of the most exquisite work-

manship. Within the space of an acre or two we have found about a

hundred arrow-heads and ten axes and hammers. The Indians seem

to have c irried on quite a trade among themselves, in order to procure

the materials for arrow-head making, as some of the chippings found

in their encampments are from stones which cannot be found within

several miles of this place, and some, I think, have been brought from

distant localities. Although the Indians used several kinds of stone in

the manufacture of arrow-heads, yet they seem to have had a preference

for quartzite, chalcedony, and jasperized wood, probably on account

of their superior hardness, and may have made others from handsomer
but less durable stones only for purposes of barter, as the Indians of

California exchanged arrow-heads made of bottle-glass.

The following minerals were employed in the manufacture of tools

:

moss-agate, chalcedony, caruelian, wood-opal, sapphirine, petrified wood,

flint, red jasper, brown quartzite, agatized wood, obsidian, yellow quartz-

ite, purple and yellow jaspers, smoky quartz, chert, jasperized wood,

red quartzite, besides several undetermined silicates. While speaking
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of the encampments, it will be well to describe some of the most promi-

nent Indian implements found in this neighborhood, because we may
safely say (if we except a few scattered tools and an occasional arrow-

head lost in hunting) that they are all to be found in these places. The

most abundant implements are chipping-axes, hammers, skin-scrapers,

mortars, and pestles, but others occur to which we are unable to apply

names, owing to our ignorance of their former uses. The chipping-axes

are usually made from pieces of quartzite, worn or chipped down to an

edge, and were most probably employed in chipping out flint-flakes to

be used afterward in the manufacture of weapon-points. The liammers'

are simply oval stones, sometimes grooved on one or more sides, for the

purpose of attaching them to handles. The skin-scrapers found in this

vicinity do not differ much, if at all, from those procured in other local-

ities. The so-called " corn-mills" consist of a flat slab of rock containing

on its upper surface an oval depression, and a roundish stone supposed

to be a pestle. These mills were probably used in pulverizing" roots, and

perhaps corn, although I hardly think the Indians of this section culti-

vated corn, or any other sort of grain. Sometimes small pieces of fine-

grained quartzose rock are found, which appear to have been used in

polishing or sharpening weapons. A friend of mine states that he found

near Idaho Springs an earthern jar, a foot below the surface, containing

a quantity of reddish paint, and I have found at the encampment at

Apex small pieces of a reddish colored sandstone, which, on being wet

and rubbed on the flesh, leaves a slight red stain. 1 have been informed

that the Indians used it for paint, but I hardly think this can be the

case, as the sandstone is quite gritty and would scratch the flesh consid-

erably. The Indians probably had many other tools besides those which

I have mentioned, but being composed of wood, or of some other perish-

able material, they have decayed. There are said to exist in some

localities large circular depressions in the ground, where, according to

old settlers, the Indians were in the habit of holding war-dances. On
the top of a steep blufl:' near South Table Mountain is a semicircular

wall of basaltic bowlders about 20 feet in length and a foot or two in

height, and as the bluff on which this wall is situated is in the center

of a large prehistoric encampment, it may have been used as a breast-

work for the purpose of defense. On the side of a steep hill, near Green

Mountain is what appears to have been an Indian road ; a path about a

yard in width has been made by clearing away the stones from the side

of the hill and placing them as a border on either side. For the greater

part of its course the path goes straight up and down the hill, but near

the bottom of the hill it takes an abrupt turn, making nearly a right

angle with its former course.
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ANTIQUITIES I\ WISCONSIN.

By Moses Strong, of Mineral Point, Wis.

Traces of tbe mound-builders are found extending northward in

Dunn, Barron, Polk, Burnett, and Douglas Counties. The localities,

however, are not numerous, and the mounds are usually circular.

Commencing in the territory south of that above indicated, the mound
shown in Fig. 1 was observed a short distance west of the village of

Orion, in Eichland County. It is situated on the southeast quarter of

section 35, township 9, range 1 west, on a low, sandy ridge, which sep-

arates the Wisconsin and Eagle Eivers; and about a quarter of a mile

northwest of it is the mound shown in Fig. 2.

It is, perhaps, an open question whether these mounds are efiBgies of

men or birds, but after a careful examination of them and of many others,

I incline to think they are representations of the human form.

So much, and so much only, of the article of Mr. Strong, on the pre-

historic mounds of the western part of Wisconsin, bad been written by
him before the 1st of August, 1877. On the 18th of that month, while

engaged in the prosecution of his geological researches, he was drowned
in the Flambeau, a branch of the Chippewa Eiver, leaving unfinished

the article of which he had commenced the preparation. The field-book

left by him contains, however, the notes of his examinations of several

mounds, with rough pencil sketches of their forms and dimensions. These

notes and sketches being in my possession as his father and administra-

tor, I have had drawings prepared representing the mounds, which, with

copies of the original field-notes explanatory of them, are herewith sub-

mitted.

Fig. 3 is a sketch representing mounds near Wauzeka, in Crawford
County, which are referred to in the field notes, as follows; "The fol-

lowing shows a number of mounds near Wauzeka. There is only one

which is at all remarkable in appearance ; the rest are the usual round
and straight mounds. The large one has been excavated in three places

and scraped away on its western end. It seems to consist principally of

sand. Examined May 31, 1875."

The accompanying pencil-sketch (Fig. 4) was made by Mr. Strong, on

a scale of 120 feet to the inch, from his notes, and is given as he prepared

it, instead of attempting to make another draught.

All that is contained in the field-notes concerning this group is written

upon the margin of a sketch, and is in these words: "Map of mounds
at Hazen's Corners, on the Black Eiver road, made June 5, 1875, in K. E.

^ sec. 35, T. 8, E. G W. The mounds lie in the brush and woods, on the

crest of the ridge."

The sketch of Fig. 5 was also made by Mr. Strong, in pencil, and is

given as he prepared it, together with the following in relation to it,

which is all the field-notes contain :
" N. E. I of sec. 21, T. 8, E. G W.

;
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lies on crest of ridge alone. Saw several long, straight mounds on crest
of ridge in N. W. ^ of sec. 21."

The accompanying drawing (Fig. 6) was taken by tracing from the
sketch made in the field, and the proportions are probably not exact,

but cau be corrected by the dimensions marked upon it.
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The field-notes accompanying: tliis drawing are as fol-

lows :
'' Man-shaped mound in N. \V. ^ of sec. 21, T. 8, 11. 6

W.—very short legs, thick body, and long arms. There are

three more exactly similar to this, a little further west in a
ploughed field." Then follow in the field-notes rude

sketches of the three, without dimensions, of which trac-

ings are given (Figs. 7, 8, and 9), and the only notes are

as follows :
'' Three eflQgies in a ploughed field."

The next two drawings (Fig. 10 and 11) are pencil-

sketches of bird mounds made by Mr. Strong, on a scale

(No. 10, of 50 feet to an inch, and No. 11 of GO feet to an
inch). The following remarks in relation to these mounds
is all the information that the field-notes supplj":

" Bird-mound in S. E. a of sec. 19, T. 8, E. G W. No. 10."

" No. 10 lies about 50 feet N. E. of No. 11, and is 50 feet

from tip to tip of the wings."

"No. 11 is a biid. Lies on crest of ridge on end of it,

toward the Miss. Eiver, where the ridge splits up."

The field-notes contain the following in this connection :

" The creek which runs through sees. 27, 28, 29, 30, T. 8,

E. C W. forms a little table about a mile above its mouth,

which is covered with mounds, but so overgrown with brush

that it is hard to make them out. The valley is narrow

and walled in with cliffs of lower magnesian limestone 200

feet thick. Potsdam sandstone does not appear. Timber
in this part of the country is scattering white-oak."

The next drawing (Fig. 12) is made from a sketch in the

field-notes.

In reference to this drawing (Fig. 12) the field-notes con-

tain the following: "Monday, June 7.—Mounds on the

Black Eiver road on S. E. i sec. 24, T. 8, E. 6 W. Mounds

1 are covered with growth of small black oak. Two hundred

feet east of No. 12 is a straight mound 250feet long—course
N. E."

The accompanying drawing (Fig. 13) is taken from a

field-sketch, made by Mr. Strong in his field-notes, and the

other (Fig. 14) is intended to be like it. The field-notes con-

tain the following: "Fifteen feet N. E. of No. 13 is another

exactly like it, situated in the same way. They lie 25 feet

S. E. of Black Eiver road."

From the field-notes it is evident that these two mounds
(Figs. 13 and 14) are in the east half of section 24, township

8, range 6 west.

The next drawing (Fig. 15) is made from a field-sketch, which is

accompanied by the following : " S. W. ^ sec. 19, T. 8, E. 5 W. No. 15

lies about one mile beyond No. 13, on the north side of the road."

IG s
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AT HAZENS CORNELB,
CRAWFORD COUNTY, WIS,

Scale: 50 FT=1 inch.

Fig'. 6
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Scale: 50 FT = 1 inch.
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The field-notes contain the following : " Thursday,

June 10.—The ridge in sec. 26, T. 9, E. 6 W., is very

narrow and steep on each side. Eidge is not over

thirty yards wide, and the crest has numerous long,

straight mounds on it conforming to it. The view

from here is very fine. The mound-builders chose the

ends of the ridges overlooliing the Miss. River for iheir

mounds. Saw a man-shaped mound near ^ post be-

tween sees. 36 & 35, T. 9, R. G W."
Fig. IG is a pencil-sketch drawn by Mr. Strong from

the sketch contained in his field-notes:

The field-notes contain the following in relation to

the drawing (Fig. IG)

:

" On the man-effigies the body and breast bulge up
much higher than the rest. They look like a man
lying on his back. Mounds all about three feet high.

Arms and legs on these mounds about ten feet wide.

Mounds in S.W. i sec. 2G, T. 9, R. 6 W., on crest of

ridge."

" Saturday, June 12.—Went with Dr. Wight (Dr.

O. W. Wight, then chief geologist) and father and

George (Geo. Haven, assistant), and dug up mound
(B, Fig. IG). The mound was made of clay, and easy

digging. Found in bottom a thin stratum of hard

clay, with a whitish substance which may have been

decayed bones."

The accompanying drawing (Fig. 17) is made from

a sketch found in the field-notes.

The field-notes contain the following in relation to

this mound (Fig. 17):

"Man-mound on west fork of the Kickapoo River,

in N. W. i sec. 27, T. 12, R. 3 W."

THE MOUNDS AND OSTEOLOGY OF THE MOUND-BUILDERS OF WISCONSIN.

By J. N. DeHart, M. D., of Mendota, Wis.

Along the northern and eastern shores of Lake Mendota, or Lake of

the Great Spirit, as it was called by the aborigines, many mounds are

found, whose outlines are quite distinct, and represent the bear, deer,

squirrel, and other animals, while a few of them imitate birds of various

kinds. Some of the latter resemble the eagle, and are of very large

dimensions. There are three mounds of this character in close prox-

imity to each other ; the body of the largest bird measures 100 feet in

length, and 30 feet in width at the junction of its wings; while its tail
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expands to the width of 40 feet, and the wings are each 300 feet long.

The head is perfectly formed, so that the beak is quite distinct, and
measures 15 feet in length. The other two eagles are somewhat smaller

in all of their dimensions. Near the left wings of two of these birds,

the form of a deer, 3 feet in height, is easily recognized. The body of

the deer is Go feet long, and the legs measure 14 feet in length ; the

head measures 12 feet from the tip of the nose to the origin of the

antlers. These latter are each 10 feet long, with branches extending at

nearly right angles from their center. Near the right wing of the third

bird is the form of a bear.

In Sauk County, one mound is made in the form of an animal, which
also resembles a sqnirrel, whose body is 160 feet long, with a remark-
ably long tail, measuring 320 feet.

Dr. Lapham, in his "Antiquities of Wisconsin," describes a mound
which represents a turtle measuring 6 feet in height, 5G feet in length,

with a caudal appendage 250 feet long. Another ancient mound is in

the form of a night-hawk, whose expanded wings measure 240 feet in

length.

While many of the ancient mounds represent different kinds of ani-

mals and birds, others are circular in form, and a few are oblong.

There are several ancient mounds located upon the northeastern

shore of Lake Mendota and on the lawn of the former residence of

Ex-Governor Farwell.

The largest of these mounds is circular in form, and measures 188 feet

in circumference and 35 feet from the base to its summit. It is elevated

96 feet above the lake, and was the first explored. It is the highest of
all the mounds in this group, and located in a central position. From
its elevated site it could have been used for observation and as a means
of communication by signal with other mounds in the adjacent country.

The view from its summit extends from 8 to 10 miles in all directions.

In commencing the explorations, it was decided to sink a perpendicu-
lar shaft, about 6 feet square, through the center of the mound from the

apex to the bottom. After removing the surface, a rich black earth,

similar to what is found along the shore of the lake where muck accumu-
lates or on the prairie bottom, was encountered to the depth of 5 feet.

At this depth and on the western side of the shaft stones, composed
of magnesian lime and yellow and red sandstone, were found. Below
this layer of earth there was a bed of yellow clay 4 feet in depth, through
which a course of similar stones was found, arranged in a circular man-
ner, and passing off toward the opposite side of the shaft. Some of

these stones were quite large, and presented a flat surface, while a few
of them bore indications of having been broken from the stratum of lime-

stone, which is found just below, along the shore of the lake. These
had been worn quite smooth in places by the continual washing of the

water. Beneath the bed of yellow clay a course of rich earth, similar

to the first layer, was found. This deposit was 4J feet in depth. After
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removing two feet of this course, some ashes were found lying quite

near the layer of stones previously described. Charcoal and decayed

wood in small quantities were unearthed ; also a few shells and small

pieces of flint. The earth was very dry and underneath the stones was
very hard, and had the appearance of having been baked. Another

loot of earth was removed, when the skeleton of an adult mound-builder

was discovered at the southeastern corner of the shaft, in a sitting

l)0Sture, resting upon a natural bed of yellow clay. Several pieces of

tlie cranium, the inferior maxillary, vertebrae, ribs, and bones of the ex-

tremities were found, but none of them where wholly perfect. There

was a mold in the earth, in which the skull had lain, but only portions

of the bones were found. The body of the inferior maxillary was very

large. The vertebrae were larger than those of the present human type,

and the right humerus was perforated at its inferior extremity. The
perforation on the anterior surface of the bone is surrounded by a gradu-

ally-receding border or margin. This bone is no doubt of great antiquity,

and is very much decayed, the superior extremity having disappeared.

In no case did I find any of the long bones wholly perfect, but all of

them were broken near the center of the shaft, the other extremity not

being found. It is hardly probable that this is due to decay, but as

others have previously stated, may point to some superstitious rite or

custom connected with the sepulture of the dead. This was the only

humerus found with either extremity in a nearly perfect condition.

Two small sections of the shaft of the other humerus were removed

irom the tumulus, but they did not present any anomaly.

The shafts of ten tibiae found in this mound presented a remarkable

flatness. In comparing the specimens found near Lake Mendota, in

mound No. 1, with those reported by Mr. Gillman (see Eeport 1873),

I find they are very similar 5 and while his measure j\^q of an inch in

<',omparing their antero-posterior diameter with the transverse diameter,

my specimens measure -f^^ of an inch in the same diameter.

The bones of the cranium crumbled into many pieces when removed,

find could not be put together so as to give a proper idea of its conforma-

tion and structure.

Underneath the remains of this mound-builder were a few inches of

black earth, the removal of which revealed a course of stones similar to

those found elsewhere in the mound. These stones lay upon a natural

bed of yellow clay. As there were no evidences that it had ever been

disturbed, and being below the level of the surrounding ground, it was

not thought best to continue the shaft any deeper.

A drift was then made into the side of the mound, about 3 feet above

the level of the surrounding surface, and to the width of 8 feet. After

removing several feet of black earth, a similar course of stones, as pre-

viously described, were found j charcoal, ashes and decayed wood were

discovered near them. On continuing the drift toward the center of the

tumulus and near the shaft previously sunk, the remains of the skeleton
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of a young mound-builder were found, probably not more tban six years

of age, and in a sitting posture. Only a few pieces of the cranium, sev-

eral vertebrae, portions of tbe long bones of the extremities, and the su-

perior and interior maxillary were found. Several teeth were still in the

alveolar process of the superior maxillary. Many pieces of flint, a few-

shell beads, and two fossil teeth of some animal, about one inch and a

half long, were taken from the same vicinity. About one foot from these

remains three pieces of ancient pottery were discovered. The largest

piece measured 4J by 5J inches, and bore indications of having been

part of the bottom of an earthen bowl. It was smooth on the inner sur-

face, and marked externally by oblique lines, such as are frequently

found upon tbe ancient pottery of the mound-builders.

The drift was continued toward the center of the tumulus as far as the

shaft and then downward to the natural bed of yellow clay. Just before

reaching the shaft, and after removing a course of magnesian limestone

and yellow and red sandstone, a few bones of the cranium and portions

of the long bones of another adult mound builder were found. These

were all that remained of this skeleton. .

Many flat stones were found below the skeleton, upon which lay char-

coal, ashes, and decayed wood. Large pieces of flint were quite numer-

ous in this vicinity. Some of the stones had been exposed to such

intense beat, that they crumbled to pieces on handling them. At the

junction of the drift and the perpendicular shaft a pillar of earth was
encountered. On removing this, a few bones of the foot of the first skele-

ton were found, together with large quantities of ashes, charcoal, decayed

wood, and flints. A flat disk of stone, one-fourth of an inch in thickness

and 4 inches in diameter, was removed from the earth forming the pillar.

Similar stone disks have been met with in other ancient mounds, and

are supposed to have been used by them in playing games.

Mound iS"o. 2, circular in form, and located a few yards from mound
Ko. 1, was then explored. It was about 5 feet high and 130 feet in

circumference.

A drift G feet wide was made in the side of it, on a level with the sur-

rounding ground. After removing the surface, a layer of gravel and
pebbles to the depth of 1 foot was encountered, and at the summit there

was a course of sand, dipping downward ; this was followed by a course

of black earth about 3 feet deep. Below this there was a third stratum

of gravel and sand ; then a course of earth to the depth of 1 foot. A
thin stratum of sand was then removed, which revealed ashes, charcoal,

and pieces of flint lying upon an altar of stone resting upon a bed of

yellow clay. This altar was about 1^ feet below the natural surface.

The excavation was continued 1^ feet deeper, but nothing was found.

A few feet from the summit of this mound there was a tree, measur-

ing 5^ feet in circumference. In the side of this tree, and fastened in

the bark, was a stone pestle. This had evidently been carried upward
though the mound by the growth of the tree. The bark of the tree was
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broken and the pestle removed. It was formed of a very hard, gray,

granite, and measured 6 inches by 8 inches.

Owing to the rapid approach of cold weather, no further examination

of these mounds was made. Next spring it is my intention to continue

the explorations, and I hope to find more evidences of the existence of

this ancient race.

PITS AT EMBARRASS, WISCONSIN.

By E. E. Brekd, of Embarrass, Wis.

There is a series of pits on the northwest of the northwest section 10

and northeast of the northwest section 10, township 25, range 15 east

(town of Mattesou). They are in an irreguhir line
;
general direction,

from northwest to southeast ; from 4 to G rods apart. Quite a number
are in pairs. The depth, as found by excavating the earth that had

caved in, was originally from 4 to 5 feet ; diameter, 3 feet. In almost

every instance the earth was thrown out on the southwest side; soil

sandy. A few years ago the land was covered by a heavy growth of

timber, principally hemlock. Trees over two hundred years old grew

on the earth that had been thrown out. The chain is broken by a small

pond, perhaps 10 rods across, but. follows a sandy ridge most of the

way.

MOUNDS IN DELAWARE COUNTY, IOWA

By M. W. Moulton, of Monticello, Iowa.

So far as now known, the credit of discovering these mounds belongs

to Mr. Rynerson, of Ilopkinton, and the following brief description will

convey some idea of their size and relative i)osition: Assuming a start-

ing point which I shall call A, as the most important mound of the

system, from A in nearly a westerly course is a row of mounds ten in

number, exclusive of A. This row curves a little for the purpose of

following the highest land, the surface descending both north and south.

Starting again at A, and following a course west of south about 20

degrees, for 36 yards, we come to an earth- work of continuous eleva-

tion and 40 yards in length. After an opening of 10 yards, this ele-

vation continues 50 yards farther, making a work 100 yards in length,

including the opening. Leaving the south end of the long earth-work,

and stepping 18 yards due west, then following a line parallel with the

long earth- work 54 yards, we come to the first of another set of mounds
six in number. These are in an exact line. From the most southern of

these, and extending nearly in a western course, is still another set of

six. These are also in a straight line. The north and south rows are

parallel to each other. It will be observed that these three sets form
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nearly a hollow square, with the opening to the west. The area inclosed

is about ten acres. Eeturniug again to our starting point at A, and pur-

suing i^, northeasterly cottrse, we fiud the most remarkable set of the

system, eleven in number, extending from A in nearly a straight line.

This set, with the exception of three, is almost perfectly preserved, ris-

ing abruptly from a comparatively level surface to a height of about four

feet, round aud symmetrical, and with a base diameter of about 30 feet.

The system, as a whole, is well preserved.

EARTH WORKS OX THE ARKAXSAS RIVER, SIXTEExX MILES BELOW LITTLE
ROCK.

By Mrs. Gilbert Kxapp, of Little Eodk, Ark.

When we came into possession of this plantation thirty years ago, it

was an unbroken wilderness. We were attracted to the place by the

immense artificial mounds and a wall similar to our levees, from G to

10 feet high, inclosing ninety acres, and forming a half circle on the

lake bank, which might have been, at one time, the Arkansas Eiver.

In the wall are two openings, both deep pools of water.

Within the area, between the lake (which is three miles long) and the

wall, are numerous mounds, but only two of great size ; the heights are

variously estimated ; one, which was called 100 feet high, we have cul-

tivated for twenty years. It produces more than a bale of cotton, so

you may imagine the size. As the years go by, it washes away, and

rude relics are picked up. It was certainly a place of sepulture, for

human bones are found tier upon tier, mingled with those of deer and

other animals. They are of great age, and crumble on being exposed

to the air.

One of the elevated mounds, still covered with trees, sometimes gives

forth a ringing sound as if it were hollow, when wagons are driven round

it. These two larger mounds are situated sixteen miles southeast of

Little Rock, in the alluvial valley of the Arkansas, where the black

deposit is 10 feet deep, and no stones or pebbles exist naturally; but

the bygone race who made it their home, brought crystals, flints, jasper,

granite, and sandstone from Hot Springs.

ANTIQUITIES OF KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

By W. H. R. Lykins, of Kansas City, Mo.

We have lately made a discovery here of a number of Indian mounds
which are evidently of great antiquity. They are situated on the north

side of the Missouri River, in the angle of the Great Bend, upon the

high bluffs commanding a view of the country about the mouth of the
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Kansas River, directly opposite. They are found for several miles np
and down the river, scattered in groups of three and five. They are of

two kinds, one made entirely of earth, the other has an interior con-

struction of stone, but outwardly they are all similar in appearance.

They are of an irregular oval shape, about GO or 75 feet in length at the

base, and from 4 to 6 feet high. All have had a heavy growth of tim-

ber on them. On the apex of one, a stone mound, I noticed a large

burr oak about 5 feet in diameter, and on another, the decayed stump
of a black walnut about the same size.

We have not yet made any extended investigation of these mounds,

but examined partially one group of five, three of which were of earth

and two of stone and earth. In the center of No. 1, an earth mound,

at a depth of about five feet, we found a human skeleton, lying north

and south, with its face to the east. The bones were so fragile that

we could only get them out in fragments. The skull fell to pieces as

soon as exposed to the air ; we, however, saved the frontal bone in

tolerably good condition. We did not notice any very marked peculiar-

ity as to these bones except their great size and thickness, and the great

jirominence of the supraciliary ridges. The teeth were worn down to

a smooth and even surface. The next one we opened was a stone mound.

On clearing off the top of this we came upon a stone wall inclosing an

area about 8 feet square, with a narrow opening for a doorway or en-

trance on the south side. The wall of this inclosure was about 2 feet

thick ; the inside was as smooth and compactly built and the cor-

ners as correctly squared as if constructed by a practical workman.

No mortar had been used. At a depth of about 2 feet from the top

of the wall we found a layer of five skeletons lying with their feet

toward the south. The bones were in the same condition as those

of No. 1. We saved two or three of the skulls in a tolerable condition,

by coating them with thick varnish as soon as exposed. We did not go

any deeper in this mound ; but there are probably other layers of bones

beneath the ones we uncovered. Mound No. 3 was also a stone mound,

and contained a stone wall inclosing a room about the same size as that

in No. 2, but was built in a very rough manner as compared with the

other. AYe removed the earth of about half of this inclosure, but found

nothing inside but a mass of charcoal, ashes, and burnt human bones.

The walls and earth around them appeared to have been subjected to

long-continued heat, and the place had evidently been used for crema-

tion or sacrifice. No. 4 was a very large earth mound. In the center

of this, at a depth of four feet, we found a small pile of loose stones

covering a few handfuls of broken and calcined human bones, too frag-

mentary to make anything out of them. This was the extent of our ex-

plorations at this time. No flint implementvS, pottery, or any other

relics were found with the bones. A farmer living in the vicinity reports

having ploughed up a lot of pottery ; but it was, unfortunately, all de-

fitroyed by his boys, who threw it on a burning log heap to see if it
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would " stand lire." iSTo flints are found on the surface in the neigh-

borhood of the mounds ; but the larmers say that when their fields be-

come old and worn the plough often turns them up from the yellow clay

beneath the soil. A few rude stone axes and arrow-beads were found
in the ravines, where they had been washed out of the bank. A gen-

tleman, living near the mounds we opened, has a spear- bead, which he

found, when digging a foundation for his house, at a depth of over 3

feet. Ills house is situated on one of the highest points in this locality.

In our excavations into the mounds we did not find any of the black

surface-soil which covers the land here j the earth was entirely homo-
geneous, and was of the loess or bluff formation which covers these hills.

The mounds have the same depth of soil on them as the surroundinp-

surface, and there is no trace of any pits or depiessious from which the

earth might have been taken to construct them.

THE MOrXD BUILDESS Ix\ THE ROCK RIVER VALLEY, ILIIXOIS.

By James Shaw, of Mount Carroll, III.

That part of the State of Illinois called the Kock Kiver country is, ia

many respects, one of the most interesting portions of the great i^'orth-

west.

The early settlers and explorers found this valley thickly peopled with

Indian tribes, wbo regarded it a.^ a favorite hunting and fishing ground.

Black Hawk and his brother, the Prophet, here made their last desper-

ate struggle.

Those remains which can hardly be called prehistoric, such as the

later Indian tribes and the early French explorers left, will be dismissed

with a passing notice. In some localities, the early settlers well remem-
ber the evidences of an Indian cultivation of the soil, where well-de-

fined hillocks in parallel rows marked the old corn fields. Immediately
east of Rock Island, and at various places in the rich alluvial bottom
lauds, these were found perfectly distinguishable. They are mostly

worn away now by the rains and subsequent cultivation. The writer

has also an iron lance-head, picked up many years ago on the prairies

of this county, whose wooden shaft was well-nigh rotted away, evi-

dently used by the Indians in spearing the buflalo, when they pastured
on our prairies. In several localities old decayed camp kettles, of brass

or zinc, have been found buried near the edges of streams, which were
evidently used by the early explorers and voyageurs before the country

was settled by white men. Two of these were recently found near the

banks of Eock Eiver, between Dixon and Sterling, and are now in the

collection oF Dr. Everett, of the former city.

There is also abundant evidence tbat this Eock Eiver country was
densely peopled by the mound-builders. They have left their remains
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everywhere, on all its most beautiful spots. Stone implements, copper

weapons and ornaments, and the remains of their plastic art are also

frequently found.

The antiquities of that portion of Eock Eiver flowing through the

State of Wisconsin and of the Wisconsin counties lying immediately

north of this part of the State of Illinois have been fully described by

Mr. Lapham, in Vol. YII of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowl-

edge. But the antiquities of the Southern Eock Eiver Valley and of

Northwestern Illinois yet remain comparatively unknown.

It is the design of the writer to indicate briefly the character and ex-

tent of the works of the mound-builders in this region of Illinois.

The first thing to be noticed is the contrast between the character

of the remains found here and those of Wisconsin and the Ohio Valle3\

The animal figures and efiBgies of the former State are almost wanting

here. With the exception of a large turtle mound within the limits of

the city of Eockford, and a few rude serpent-shaped structures in an-

other part of the district examined, the mounds are round or oblong in

form. Nothing like the great field-works, fortifications, and sacred iu-

closures of Ohio, or such as are found at Aztalan, in Wisconsin, exist,

so far as known, on or near the shores of Southern Eock Eiver. But

the oblong and common round mounds, some of them of large size, may
be counted by thousands. The valleys of the Fox and Wisconsin Eivers,

not a great distance from us, are very similar to this section of country

in their physical geography. Tlie upper valley of Eock Eiver very much
resembles the lower; the mound-builders swarmed over them all; yet the

efiigy mounds are peculiar to a portion of Wisconsin, and are bounded

by geographical limits, outside of which they are seldom found.

Commencing with Winnebago County, the most interesting remain

is the Turtle Mound, within the city limits of Eockford, already re-

ferred to. It is noteworthy on account of its great size and fine pro-

portions, but more so because it is the only one of the kind on Low^er

Eock Eiver. It is generally known as the " Turtle Mound,*' but the

resemblance to a headless alligator is more striking. The following are

its dimensions: Length, 150 feet; width, opposite fore legs, 50 feet;

width, opposite hind legs, 39 feet ; length of tail, 102 feet. The figure

lies up and down the river, on a line almost north and south, the tail

extending northward. The body rises into a mound as high as a stand-

ing man. The feet and tail gradually extend into the greensward.

The measurements acrossthe body at the legs include those appendages,

which are only a few feet long. The efiSgy, whether of alligator, lizard,

or turtle, seems to be headless, and no depression in the surrounding

soil would indicate that the materials of which it is constructed were

obtained in its immediate vicinity. Near by this is an oblong-shaped

mound, and several round mounds. The oblong mound is rather re-

markable, 130 feet long, about 12 feet wide at the base, and 4 feet

high.
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Thus it will be seen that three types of the mounds are found in this

county. The oblong ones are not numerous. Circular mounds, from 10

to 15 feet in diameter and from 2 to 6 feet high, abound. An interest-

ing group of large ones almost surrounds the oblong and turtle mound
above referred to. There is a large group of the circular variety on the

north bank of Rock Eiver, about six miles below the city. They exist

in manj^ places aloug the stream in scattered groups. But the locality

where they are met with in the greatest numbers is on the banks of the

Kishwaukee, in the southeastern part of the county, near the confluence

of the two streams of that name. Scores of them are scattered about

here, and scores more have been well-nigh obliterated by the plowshares.

This was a favorite spot with the mound-builders. Many relics, includiug

some of copper, have been picked up, disturbed in their places of deposit

by continued cultivation and plowing.

Jo Daviess County, contains great numbers of these mounds. Dr. J.

S. Love, of Hanover, writes me that there are from three to four hun-

dred around that place, mostly on or near the banks of Apple Eiver.

The locality is one of wild beauty, and such as would attract the mound-

builders and become a swarming center of population. Among these

are two well-marked chains of fortifications—a rather unusual kind of

works for this part of the country.

From excavations made in these mounds have been taken many beads;

arrow-poiuts and spears made from red, white, and black chert aud flint;

one large battle-ax, 8 inches long, 5 inches wide, and 2 inches thick

;

pestles for pounding corn ; one chisel of flint, and one carved stone

pipe. No galena, so far as I know, has been found in these mounds,

although they are not far distant from the famous Elizabeth diggings.

Mounds abound near this latter place, but I have no special information

of their character or numbers.

In Carroll County there are some interestiog works of the mound-

builders. About two miles northeast of the city of Mount Carroll, in

the southern margin of Arnold's Grove, three mounds, of rather large

size, and somewhat oblong in shape, stand side by side. They were

opened a few years ago, but nothing except remains of ashes and char-

coal, with a few fragments of bones far gone in decay, were found. On
section 32, in the town of Woodbind, about six miles west of Mount
Carroll, are several groups of mounds. Most of them are the small,

common, round mounds. But one group is an exception to this rule.

Some of these seem to be unfinished works, some are circular in form,

some have a simple depression in the middle, and some are the common
round mounds. Ashes and burnt bones were found a few years ago by
digging into a few of them. The jaw-bone and teeth of a skeleton were

exhumed at the same time, but these evidently belonged to a later time.

There is an old tradition coming down from the later Indian tribes which

once dwelt here that these were cremation mounds. The internal evi-

dences found by digging them open would seem to confirm this tradition.
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About one and a half miles west of Moimt Carroll, in a valley made

by Carroll Creek, and walled in by high rocks, is a spot of ground filled

with fragmentary relics. The waters of the creek caused a part of the

bank to cave in, and thus the deposit was first brought to light. By
excavating back from the edge of the fallen mass, at the depth of from

one to two feet, pieces of pottery quite artistic in design, arrow-heads

of a light-colored chert and hard enough to cut letters on glass, prongs

of deer's antlers evidently used as some sort of implements, bones of

animals in a fair state of preservation, abundant flint chips, and char-

coal and burnt stones in great quantities, were found inclosed in a black

alluvial deposit. This was evidently a favorite camping ground, and

the refuse of the kitchen lies buried over a large space of ground.

In the numerous mounds that might be referred to but one more group

will be noticed. These are called " The Mounds" pre-eminently. There

are six or seven of them, looking like large blunt-topped hay-stacks in

the distance. They are located in the western verge of a high sand

prairie, about two miles northwest of the village of Thomson, and can

be seen for miles from the north, east, or south. On the west the allu-

vial flood plain of the Mississippi Kiver is about a mile and a half wide,

and is covered by a dense growth of heavy timber. A running slough,

a part of the river, washes this steep sand ridge on the west, and passes

close to the base of these mounds. Being situated midway between Sa-

vanna and Fulton, they are striking objects in the landscape. A rude

stone altar was found in one of them a few years ago, but nothing satis-

factory can be learned about the relics said to have been inclosed in it.

A pipe, shaped like an eagle—one of the real mound-builders' bird-

shaped pipes—was taken from the stone iuclosure at the time the exca-

vation was made. Its workmanship was perfect, and its shape artistic

in a high degree.

On section 7, in the town of York, just north of the residence of Mr.

John Cole, is a most remarkable deposit of flint chippings. They were

found on the top of a high sand ridge. A broad expanse of swamp land,

formerly covered with water, and an old bed of the Mississippi River,

runs up to the base of this sand ridge on the east. On the west the

sandy plain recedes and becomes lower. In the first settlement of the

country this sand plain and ridge were covered with a sward, which

held the sand permanently. Now the pasturage of cattle and cultiva-

tion have destroyed this, and many acres are now a naked yellow sand,

resting on a harder, sandy subsoil. The winds keep wearing and dig-

ging ofiC this sand, and piling it about in other places—sometimes cover-

ing neighboring fences; sometimes digging the very posts out of the

ground.

All over this sand ridge, for a space a mile long and half a mile wide,

flint chippings are being exposed. In some places they occur in masses

of a peck or half a bushel ; in other places they whiten the ground for

yards in extent. The material is a cream-colored chert, breaking with
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a smooth, conchoidal fracture. It was all brought there, as no stone

is found in situ in the whole ridge.

Here was a great manufactory of arrow-heads, and other flint imple-

ments. Pieces of arrow-heads, and fragments of the flint in all stages

of manufacture, strew the ground. Perfect arrow-heads are sometimes

found in clusters. Twenty-six were recently picked up in one nest,

rough, but well-nigh finished. Two copper implements, and one of sand-

stone, evidently used for polishing stone axes, were also picked up.

In Whiteside County, just above the city of Sterling, on a high table-

land overlooking Rock River, and on the north bank of the same, is a

large group of these mounds. They now form a part of the fine ceme-

tery grounds of that city. Along the south banks of the riverbelow Ster-

ling are a number of quite large mounds, at considerable distances

apart. Most of these Sterling mounds are the common round ones.

Some of the largest are oblong in form. Many have been partially ex-

cavated, and some trinkets and charcoal and ashes observed in them.

At Portland and about Prophetstowu similar mounds also exist. On
Elkhoru Creek, on the farms of Dr. Pennington and Mr. Dinsmore,

some small round ones were noticed.

At Cordova and New Albany, near the banks of the Mississippi Eiver,

some large mounds may be seen. At the latter place, Mr. Tyler

McWhorter, in the summer of 1872, had a tunnel carried through one

of them. This one was GO feet in diameter at the base and about 12

feet high. In it was found a rude stone inclosure. Portions of skele-

tons had been placed here, seemingly in detached parts. The structure

seemed to belong to the more recent works of the mound-builders.

But it is useless to enumerate further the localities where these mounds

may be seen. In almost every picturesque spot they were built ; and

doubtless they exist in hundreds in this county, as they do in those

surrounding it. A village of mounds also exists below Sterling on the

north sideof Eock Eiver, of large size.

Mercer County contains probably something over one thousand

mounds, mostly located over the western third of the county. The eastern

part of the county has a few scattered ones of the same general character.

Most of these mounds seem to be of very ancient date—they are much
flattened by the wear of time, only rising a few feet above the general

level. But there are a few mounds on the bottom-lands under the bluffs

of more recent date. They have steep declivities, and rise 8 or 10 feet

in height. These have yielded well-preserved skeletons ; but the more

ancient have disclosed to the spade of the excavator no well-preserved

bones or implements—only beds of ashes with some charcoal and stones,

and, in some of the older, human remains in a state of decay.

In Iowa, opposite to the county of Mercer, and near the Mississippi

Eiver, is a high bluff range, on the top of which, facing the town of

Xew Boston, is the old half-forsaken village of Black Hawk. Here are

seven or eight mounds, on the brow of the hill, which are the largest

17 s
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found in this part of the West. They rise twelve or fifteen feet above
the general level, and are four or five rods across the base. One ot

them, on being opened, yielded numerous bones in partial decay 5 also,

pottery, flint implements, and flint chippings.

On the high level plain immediately back of the mounds was formerly

an old line of embankment, that contained five or six acres. The ground
has been under the plow for many years, and the embankment is now
almost gone. But pieces of pottery, flint implements, and numerous
chips are yet picked up, and at one time the manufacture of these was
evidently carried on here extensively. The pottery seems to have been

made of a mixture of river-mud and decayed clam-shells. In short, it

was made of lime mortar, and is different from that found in other lo-

calities in this part of the country. Pieces of clay pottery are also found

about the Black Hawk mounds.

What are called the New Boston shell-heaps are found in this county.

They are on a high, sandy river- bank, one-half mile below the town of

that name. They are constantly exposed by the sliding down of the

bank, and will in time disappear. Each one seems to have contained

many tons of shells, mostly in a state of decay. Enough can be seen to

determine that they are of the same species as those now existing in the

river. The following species are supposed to have been identified : U7iio

tuhercuJatus, U. metanever, U. jylicatus, U. asperamus, U. anadontoides.

These heaps were formerly some rods from the river. In proximity to

them were formerly found old fire-beds of burnt stone, with broken pot-

tery, mostly of burned or baked clay, but occasionally of the pounded-

shell mixture, some flint implements, numerous flint chips, &c. These

heaps seem to be the kitchen refuse of the mound-builders.

I have referred to this section somewhat in detail, because it is the

southwest corner of the tract of country mentioned in this article, and

because it illustrates very well the character of the works and remains

in the counties lying north of it, contiguous to the Mississippi Eiver.

It would be useless to occupy further space with an enumeration of

the mounds of this section. In the counties adjoining those named,

they exist almost as thickly as in the latter; but none of them possess,

so far as now known, any special or peculiar interest.

WEAPONS AND IMPLEMENTS.

Copper relics.^—Tl\\^ region abounds in interesting relics of the true

mound-builders. Drift copper is found often. The writer has a bowl-

der weighing 15 pounds, picked up in a ravine among some small bowl-

ders near Mt. Carroll. Implements of copper are rather scarce, two hav-

ing come under the immediate observation of the writer. The first was

the Sterling copper knife, figured in Foster's Prehistoric Races, and also

in the Transactions of the Chicago Academy of Natural Sciences. The

cut in the former has no resemblance whatever to the original ; while

that in the latter is too long for the width. At the time the knife was
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found, I was disposed to associate it with the bone of a mastodon found

in a similar position higher up the river; but I am now satisfied it is a

relic from the mounds which abound in its neighborhood. It was found

some six feet below the surface of the soil, in the cut made by a little

ravine in the bank of Rock River. It stuck out of the bank when first

seen, and was imbedded in a material composed of black diluvial or river-

drift, filled with pieces of chert and river gravel. The knife is of pure

copper, made, I think, by hammering, and resembles in form one of our
long, heavy knives. The broad end has a hole for a rivet, and has the

edges turned over for about two inches, making a socket for the handle.

The blade is exactly 10| inches long, an inch and a half wide at the wid-

est part; tapers gradually on both sides—a little more on the cutting

edge—to a blunt point. The shape is modern ; but the attachment of

the handle is of the age of the Lake Superior copper-raining, and the

veined appearance denotes an age equal to the older relics of the mound-
builders.

The next relic is an ax or hatchet, found half-way between Dixon
and Sterling, on the north bank of Rock River, on the farm of a Mr.
Lawrence. The locality is one of the most charming, and abounds in

relics, such as arrow-points and stone axes. This relic is also of cop-

per, evidently hammered into its present graceful shape. Several sur-

face cracks made by the folding of the metal are to be seen. It is 6^
inches long, 3^ inches wide at the cutting edge. If inches wide at the

hammer end, and about one-fourth of an inch thick. There are slight

traces of wear on one side, as if made by the friction of a handle. The
hatchet resembles a tomahawk, and is a fine specimen of the copper

relics of this region. It is in the possession of the writer, but belongs to

the collection of Dr. Oliver Everett, of Dixon. Relics of stone pipes are

not very abundant. Occasionally one is found made of clay or stone.

In a collection of two hundred arrow-points belonging to the writer,

can be selected all the typical shapes given by Sir William Wilde; with

all the modifications figured by Foster, including those supposed to be

reamers or borers by some of the collectors. A group of arrow-point

figures, taken from Lubbock's Prehistoric Times; Evans' Ancient Im-
plements, &c., of Great Britain ; or Squier & Davis's Ancient Monu-
ments, &c., will greatly resemble the originals in almost any cabinet in

the Northwest. The same is true of spear-heads,' and flint-chippings.

Flame-colored chert, dark hornstone, and a whitish chert or flint, were
the materials commonly used in their manufacture. The writer has
picked up very perfectly shaped flint implements, which must have been
used for knives and scrapers.

Stone hatchets, axes, and skinuingstones are quite plentiful. The
finest in the writer's collection was plowed up among the Kishwaukee
mounds. It is of spotted polished granite. Avery perfect and artistic

tomahawk of stone, of small size, is in the collection of Dr. Everett, at

Dixon. The Hanover mounds have furnished a ten-pound ax of very per-
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feet shape; butthe largest one in this section is in Dr. Everett's collection.

It weighs one ounce over 15 pounds ; is of dark color ; the shape is artis-

tic; the external boundary lines are all graceful curves. Only a giant

could have vfielded it.

Among these relics of stone the writer has one of unusual shape and

appearance; it is somewhat like the section of a circle ; thick along the

straight edge; and tapering from the top to the circular edge. It was
found in a mound, near the north line of the State.

Gorgets, or parallelogram -shaped stones, with two holes drilled through

them, are often picked up. The finest one in the writer's collection is

of the red-pipe-stoue material. A small one in Dr. Everett's collection

has but one hole through the end.

Weapons of the size and shape of a goose-egg, with narrow creases

round the middle, clubs and hammers undoubtedly, are not rare. In

Dr. Everett's collection is a large plummet-shaped imf)lement, with a

sort of neck on the smaller end. As a slung-shot it would have proved

a formidable weapon.

A very perfect-shaped plummet, made from what seems to be hema-

tite iron ore is in the writer's cabinet. It lacks the usual crease around

the small end. One discoidal stone, of spotted greenstone, was i^icked

up in this region, the only one found, so far as I know.

A flint hoe and flint chisel or gouge, from the collection of Dr. J. S. Lowe,

in Hanover, are objects of great interest.

Pottery.—Some very perfect specimens of pottery have been found and

preserved. The writer has three different styles in his cabinet. Some
of the fragments are large enough to show the graceful curves of the

vessels before they were broken. The specimens taken from the mounds
are of more graceful shape, better and smoother material, and superior

hardness, to the later and ruder work of the Indians.

Beads.—Several strings of beads have been taken from the Hanover

mounds. These are circular and flat, with a bole in the center ; and

some of them are artistic in shape. Hanover is the only place where

they have been found in this locality, so far as the writer knows.

ANTIQUITIES OF MASOX COIXTY, ILLINOIS.

By J. CocHKANE, of Havana, III.

There are five interesting mounds in this vicinity, varying in height

from 20 to 40 feet. The two highest are built adjoining each other on

the bank of the Illinois Eiver, two others are three miles below them,

also on the east bank of the Illinois Eiver, and about ten rods apart

:

the fifth one is on the bluffs of Illinois Eiver bottoms, west side, and

about six miles distant, but in full view of the former ones.

One is of gravelly soil (none of which exists in j)roximity to it) and

the others of loam. No excavations are perceptible in the vicinity
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from which the loam could have been taken in such quantity. Many
small mounds are situated near by. IsTo excavations or investigations

have ever been made.

AXCIENT EARTinVORKS OF ASHLAXD COUXTY, OHIO.

By George W. Hill, M. D., of Ashland, Ohio.

Evidence of the existence of a race somewhat advanced in the arts

of military defense, anterior to the appearance of the Caucasian, is

found in almost every part of this county. Mounds and intrenchments

in all the great valleys and commanding points are very numerous.

The principal streams along which the earthworks are found are the

Muddy, the Jerome, the Black and Clear Forks of the Mohican.

Tylefs Fort.—On section 24, now in Wayne County, a short distance

below the junction, upon the heights northeast of Tylertown, and east of

the stream, is an ancient intrenchment. It overlooks the valley, which

here is about one and a half miles wide, and afibrds an extended view

up and down the Mohican. The work is situated on an elevated spur of

the ridge, on the lands of Benjamin Tyler; is circular in form, and con-

tains about three acres. When Mr. Tyler took possession in 1814, he

found the work destitute of grown timber. The ridge, in and about the

intrenchment, had the appearance of having been often burned over. He
found the embankment about 4 feet high and about 10 feet in diameter

at the base, and completely covered with hazel-bush, about as high as

his head. He states that he stood in the center of the work, and could

overlook the Mohican Valley for many miles. The work is now covered

by a growth of thrifty young white-oak, ranging from 50 to 70 feet in

height, and 10 to 15 inches in diameter. Contrary to the general rule,

there was no spring in the immediate vicinity of this earthwork.

Ramsey's Fort.—Ascending the Muddy Fork, about 15 miles, we find

another intrenchment upon the lands of John Earasey, on the southwest

quarter of section 28, in Jackson Township. The valley of the stream

the entire distance is very fertile, and was once a favorite resort of the

Uelawares. This work is situated on the western side of an elevated

ridge, overlooking the valley. The eastern line of the intrenchment

reaches the summit facing the valley. The work is quadrangular, and
estimated to contain a fraction over two acres. When first discovered

the embankment was about 3 feet in height, and from 8 to 10 in diameter

at the base. The timber within the fort was equal in size to that of the

forest around it, and was of the same character. The area of the fort has

been cultivated about twenty-five years, and the embankment is nearly

obliterated by the plow. While plowing within the fort, a highly-pol-

ished stone hammer was found, five inches long, two inches at the base,

and one and one-half inches at the point, encircled in the middle by a
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groove. The ravines in the vicinity contained water sufficient to supph"

the wants of the fort if beleaguered by an enemy.

Two mounds were found in the north part of Perry Township, about

one mile from the fort. They were about 30 feet apart, and occupied

level ground near a brook. The larger one was about 5 feet high and
25 feet in diameter at the base. The smaller one was probably 12 feet

in diameter at the base and 3^ feet high. William Hamilton destroyed

the larger one in digging a cellar; and about 4 feet below the natural

surface found a triangular wooden post and three human slieletons, one

of unusual size, imbedded in sand. On exposure the smaller ones dis-

solved.

Metcalf^s Fort.—By returning to the Jerome Fork, and ascending that

stream about one and a half miles, we approach a fort on the lands of

the late William Metcalf, south of the stream, on an elevated plateau,

facing the valley on section 21. It was circular in form, and contained

about three acres. It was near a spring. AVhen first discovered in the

forest, in 1812, the embankments were about 4 feet in height, and the

base about 10 feet in diameter. Large trees grew in and upon the work.

It commanded an extensive view. The fort at Tyler's, some four miles

down the stream, could be easily seen by the naked eye. By the means
of assault, probably used by the race that then inhabited these valleys,

it would have been difficult to capture it.

WmMglefs Fort.—On an elevated point, two and a half miles north,

and across the Jerome Fork, was another fort, on the lands of Henry
Winbigler, on the northeast quarter of section 9. It contained about

four acres of land, was circular in form, and was much more easily

defended than Metcalt's, because the ground around it was steep and
more difficult of ascent. The embankments were also somewhat higher

than the former work, and 10 feet thick at the base. When first dis-

covered it was covered with large timber—a sort of ridge-oak of slow

growth, and must have been abandoned for a long series of years. It

had a gate-way looking to the north and one to the south, and was
near an excellent spring. From this fort a good view of Metcalf's was
had. By the use of torches or other signals, the Tyler Fort could have

been alarmed at the same time. Nearly due west of this fort, on section

13 in Vermillion Township, is a large mound which was used as a burial

site by the Mohegans and Delawares, but was doubtless erected as a

signal point by the same race that constructed the forts. West of it

about four miles, on section 14, and near the town of Hayesville, is

another large mound at the head of a valley reaching the Mohican. It

was also most likely used as a signal point.

Gamble's Fort.—Continuing up the Jerome Fork, which rises in the

summit, in the north center of the county, is found a beautiful valley^

from three to six miles wide, through which that stream meanders, fed

by numerous smaller ones on either side. As we approach Ashland, an

elevated point of land on the north of the town, on section 8, southwest
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quarter, is seen overlooking the whole surrounding country for a distance

of from four to seven miles. This work is above the town, and there is

a gradual descent from it in all directions. It is a strong military posi-

tion. A circular embankment, 2,145 feet in length, containing an area

of 8^ acres, surrounded the brow of the hill. When the late Henry
Gamble entered upon his land in 1815, the fort was covered by large

trees, such as were found in the forest of the neighborhood. The em-

bankments were very nearly 4 feet high in the center, and 10 or 11 feet

wide at the base. The work must have required a considerable body of

men a long time to construct it. It had a gate-way at the southwest

side, fticing a deep ravine; and near the gate a very excellent spriug. In

taking the dimensions of the fort, I was assisted by Col. George W. Urie

and Maj. Eichard P. Fulkerson, who examined the work nearly fifty years

ago, when much of the large timber was standing. The Atlantic and
Great Western Eailway passes down the ravine just south of the fort,

and the spring now supplies the water-tank. The embankments have
been plowed over for nearly fifty years, and exhibit but slight traces of

their outlines.

In looking down the valley some two miles, a large mound can be seen,

which has recently been opened and found to contain human bones,

charcoal, and wood, clearly evincing the presence of fire. The mound is

situated on the northeast part of section 9, and is composed of sand
and drift. The excavation from which it was taken, about one hundred
yards away, can be plainly seen. On section 3, in a northeast direc-

tion from the above mound, about a quarter of a mile distant, near a fine

spring, stood another small mound, which contained human bones, a few

arrow-heads, and one or two stone axes and fleshers. These were turned

up by the plow. The site of the mound is now obliterated. Other small

mounds have been found in Montgomery Township, the contents being

similar to the ones described. Four miles northeast of the Gamble Fort,

'on section 28, in Orange Township, is found the Norris Mound, near the

village of Orange. It has been examined and found to contain human
bones, large quantities of red and yellow ocher, charcoal, a few shells,

and a pure copper needle seven inches long, with a well-tempered point.

If the forest were removed this mound could be plainly seen from the

fort. It was evidently a burial site. The presence of charcoal, and the

oily condition of the hard-pan, ocher, and sand, would suggest that vast

quantities of animal oil had been used in its sacrificial ceremonies. It

may have been a signal point also. Large trees grew around and upon

this mound, its height being about 5 feet, and diameter 30.

About thirty-five years since, while some persons were engaged in

cutting a bluff on the bank of the creek east of the residence of the late

Patrick Murray, for the purpose of improving the railroad alluded to,

a number of human skeletons were unearthed. The bones were in a

good state of preservation.
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In the year 1850, in digging a well, Isaac Stull, near his residence,

half a mile south of the village of Orange, about 5 feet below the

surface, came upon an earthern vessel that would hold, perhaps, about

two gallons. Before discovering this relic he unfortunately stepped

upon and broke it. It was found mouth upward, and resembled in

many respects a two-gallon crock. The rim around the top was artistic,

and intended to aid in lifting the vessel. It was formed of a bluish

earth, and seemed to have been subjected to heat. It was ornamented

all over the exterior by finely pulverized white flint, somewhat resem-

bling rice-grains, which adhered firmly to it. A short time afterward,

in plowing in a field northwest of his house, Mr. Stull turned up a frag-

ment of the same kind of vessel, as large as his hand.

In the fall of 1872, Harvey Roberts, residing a short distance west of

the Stull farm, on an elevation just north of the creek, while engaged
in excavating for the foundation of a building, came upon two human
skeletons, about 3 feet beneath the surface, in a sitting posture, in a

good state of preservation. These remains were undoubtedly those of

Wyandots who had di-ed during their annual residence and hunting ex-

cursions along the Mohican, over sixty years ago. Another old Indian

cemetery was found on the premises of Jacob Young, about half a mile

southeast of Mr. Eoberts's, and many of the graves being very shallow,

were exposed in his garden and on the bank of the creek. Most of the

skeletons on the lands of Mr. Young, we believe, were buried in a hori-

zontal position. We do not see the precise reason for this difference.

It may be that the parties found by Mr. Eoberts may have been chiefs

or members of another tribe.

Sprotfs Hill.—On the northeast quarter of section 35, in Clear Creek

Township, and about two and a half miles northwest of Gamble's Fort,

is Sprott's Hill. This hill is about 90 feet high, and contains, at its base,

an area of about five acres. It is composed of alluvium, mixed with

gravel and rounded bowlders. The top is about 60 by 90 feet, and
nearly flat. Upon this two mounds were erected, each about 25 feet in

diameter and 4 or 5 feet high. When Thomas Sprott settled there,

some fifty years since, largo trees grew upon and about these mounds.

They were about 30 feet apart. From them a view of the Gamble Fort

and the mound at Orange can be had.

In examining the south mound thirty years ago, Thomas Sprott and
his brother came upon a sort of stone coffin, constructed of flat stones

set on the edges, which contained the skeletons of six or eight Indians,

neatly cleaned and packed, in a good state of i)reservation. On the flat

stones, constituting the lid of the coffin, more than a peck of red ver-

milion was found. These relics were replaced by Mr. Sprott.

About one and a half miles northwest of the Sprott Mound, on section

2G, is

Bryte's Fort.—This work is quadrangular in shape. Its longest sides
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face the east and west, and arc very nearly 500 feet each in length, while

the north and south ends are each about 250 feet long, making the

whole length of the embankment about 1,500 feet. Near the southwest

corner was a gate-way leading to a very fine spring, four or five rods dis-

tant. A deep ravine encircles the west side and south end of the work,

while there is a gradual descent from the north end and eastern side,

showing that it was erected for defensive purposes. The view from the

fort in all directions is very fine, and takes in an area of four or five miles.

The Orange Mound and those of Sprott's Hill were plainly discernible.

When Mr. John Bryte commenced to clear his farm, fifty-four years ago,

he found large oak trees and other timber growing on the embankment,

and often walked upon it in hunting squirrels. "When he first saw it

the walls were between 3 and 4 feet high, and perhaps 10 or 11 wide at

the base. He has been cultivating the fort for nearly fifty years, and

the embankment is nearly obliterated. For defensive purposes, the site

was a good one. The water of the adjoining spring would supply a

large army. It is situated on the summit where the brooks divide to

flow north to Lake Erie and south to the WbiteAYoman, the Muskingum,

and the Ohio.

Many stone axes, fleshers, arrow-heads, polished and perforated stones,

and pipes have been found in the vicinity of the foregoing work.

Shambaugli's Fort.—Returning to the south end of the county, we
ascend the Black Fork of the Mohican. At the farm of Lewis Oliver,

and one or two points below, were found mounds of 5 or G feet in height

and about 30 feet in diameter at the base. A little southwest of Perrys-

ville, on the road leading to Newville, on the summit above the village,

was a mound overlooking the valley the size of the ones described.

Passing up the stream to near the old Indian village of Greentown,

to the lands of Mr. John Shambaugh, on the north side of the stream,

on section 18, we find another circular fort, containing very nearly two

acres, with a gate-way looking to the west. In the center was a mound,

about 4 feet high, which had probably been an altar or lookout. When
first discovered, the embankment was about 3J feet high and 10 wide

at the base. It is difficult to conjecture for what purpose the work was

constructed, as it was situated on the bottom, fully a quarter of a mile

from the elevated lands on either side of the stream. A small brook

flowed by it, from which, no doubt, water was obtained. Timber—such

as oak, hickory, and elm—grew upon and within the work, the larger

trees being over 3 feet in diameter. The lands along the streams are

very fertile, and the site of the fortification having been plowed over

for half a century, the embankments are merely traceable.

The Parr Fort.—About one mile distant from the work alluded to, on

section 19, is found what is known as the Parr Fort. It is also a circular

work, the embankment, when first discovered by the pioneers, being

about 7 feet high, and 12 or 14 in diameter at the base. It inclosed an
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area of about three acres, and had a gate-way at the west. Yery near

it, on the east side, stood a large mound, from which copper beads and

stone implements have been taken.

I am informed by Dr. J. P. Henderson, of Newville, that this mound
was opened about fifty years ago. In it were found human bones, char-

coal, decayed wood, a stone pipe, the stem of which was wrapped with

copper wire, and a copper wedge. The mound was of a peculiar struc-

ture. It was built of large flat stones in a circular form, like a shot-

tower, and filled up and around with earth, and was a cone in appear-

ance. Many stone axes, stone fleshers, and polished stone plates have

been found in the vicinity of these works.

Darling's Fort.—About two and a half miles south of Parr's fort, near

Saint John's church, on the north bank of the Clear Fork of the Mohican,

may be seen another defensive work. It is circular, and contains au

area of nearly 3 acres. It had embankments from the gate on the south

side (as I am informed), leading dowh to the bank of the stream. When
first discovered it was covered with large timber, and the embankment

was over 3 feet high. It commands a full view of the valley for many

miles, and was doubtless used as a defensive work. Many very choice

stone relics have been plowed up along the valley by farmers, and are

now in the cabinet of Dr. James P. Henderson, of Newville.

We find no other remains until we reach the village of Mifflin. On
level land a little northwest of this village is a large mound. The top

is slightly flattened, and was, no doubt, used as a burial spot by the

Delawares. It has not been excavated and its contents are only a mat-

ter of conjecture. Many stone axes, some beads, flint arrow-heads, and

pick-shaped implements of stone, highly finished, have been plowed up

by the farmers all along the valley of the Black Fork.

There are, perhaps, twenty or thirty smaller mounds scattered over

the country, to which my attention has not been given. The mounds

of this county are invariably truncated, and none exceed 10 feet in

height. I am inclined to the opinion that many of the smaller ones

were the center of an encampment, and were erected for sacrificial pur-

poses. Such a mound existed in the center of the council-house of

Greentown. The venison and bear-meat for their great feasts was

boiled in large copper kettles upon the mound. This may account for

the charcoal, ashes, and charred bones so frequently found in small flat

mounds. I have reason to believe, also, the tent or wigwam of the rul-

ing chief was sometimes placed on a central mound of similar structure.

Stone implements.—Several classes of implements are found in great

numbers within this county. They seem to have been scattered broad-

cast over the hills and valleys. One class consists of highly-polished

stone pestles, stone axes, weighing from six or eight ounces to five or six

pounds, stone fleshers, stone implements, pick-shaped, with a neatly-

drilled hole in the middle, stone beads, and flat variegated stones from
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one to two inches wide, six or seven long, and half an inch thick, with

rounded ends, highly poHshed, and generally with a neatly-drilled hole

in the center, have been found in and about these ancient works.

Another class, of more recent date, consists of thousands of flint arrow-

heads, from a half inch to seven inches in length. These were unques-

tionably made by the modern tribes that overspread Northern Ohio, and
most of the material was procured from the ridges in Licking County.

One such nest was plowed up in Sullivan Township, three years since,

by Mr. W. S. Eiggs, containing 201 pear-shaped arrow-heads, neatly

finished and of an unusual style, haviug no notch for fastening them to

the shaft, and had the appearance of being intended for cutting.

FLINT IMPLEMEXTS IN HOLMES COOTT, OHIO.

By H. B. CasEj of Zoiidonville, Ohio.

An interesting "find" of flint implements of the leaf-shaped pattern

was discovered in the summer of 1870 on the farm of Daniel Kick,

about half a mile north of the Lake Fork of Mohican Eiver, in Washing-

ton Township, Holmes County, Ohio. They were found in a pond or

basin-like depression formed in the glacial drift or river gravel which is

found in this, vicinity. The pond has no outlet, as the rim of the basin

is 20 feiet high. In order to collect the water, which, during most sea-

sons, covers the bottom of the pond, a ditch 4 feet deep was dug

through it. Near the bottom of the ditch were found the remains of an

old oak log lying across the cutting, and beside the log were found

ninety-six flint implements, all leaf-shaped, and of sizes from 2J to 5i

inches in length. They were colored by red oxide of iron, which ad-

hered very tenaciously to the flint, showing that a quantity of this ma-

terial had been deposited with them. This pond, in seasons of great

drought, becomes dry, but has not been so for several years. Were
these implements buried in the pond by the owner, or were they placed

beside the log and covered by the slow accumulations of the alluvial

deposits of centuries ? The pond never having had an outlet since the

deposition of the glacial drift, and the flints being found within a foot

of the bottom of the four feet of alluvial deposit, would indicate, if de-

posited upon the surface, an antiquity of three-fourths of the iiost-gla-

cial period, assuming that the alluvium was laid down uniformly, and

that the flints were placed beside the log and had not been buried, and

had not sunk to their place from higher up in the mud. These imple-

ments are now in the collection of the writer, who has furnished speci-

mens of the same to the National Museum at Washington.*

* The implements were, iu all jirobability, iatenlionally buried, forming a deposit

or " cache."
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MOUND IN TRUMBULL COUXTT, OHIO.

By F. Miller, of West Farmingion, Ohio.

The mouud referred to is situated about a mile north from the village

of West Farmington, Ohio, on the land of Mr. Belden. Its elevation

above Swine Creek, flowing near by, is about 70 feet, and its height is

supposed to have been some 30 feet above the level of the land. It has

been much reduced in circumference by the plow. Two years ago a

gentleman dug three holes in the mound, in one of which he found a

square piece of lead ; in another, some red paint, and a round stone in

the form of a human head, and some bones. In the third, and central

excavation, he found two skulls; but they were so much decayed as to

crumble on exposure. The jaws and teeth of one of the specimens

remained perfect. The bodies originally were laid in circular tiers,

with their heads in the center and the feet outward. Above and below

each there was placed a flat stone, which must have been brought at

least six or seven miles from here, as none of that kind are found in this

vicinity. How many tiers of bodies there were I could not learn, as

there was no note made of it. In the upper i^art of the mound a skele-

ton of large size was discovered. Flint tools were also discovered with

the bodies.

The father of the present owner settled here about sixty years ago

and on his arrival found beech-trees over 2 feet in diameter surround-

ing the mound, several of which were hollow.

ANTIQUITIES OF HANCOCK COUNTY, KENTUCKY.

By JoSEni Friel, of CIoverj>ort, Kij.

About a mile north of Bennettsville, Hancock County, Kentucky, is

a range of hills, at the foot of which runs Allen Cave Creek. These hills

are capped by high sandstone ledges, which have been so eroded in past

ages as to leave overhanging shelters at several points ; some of these

are of considerable size ; one, particularly, seems to have been occupied

by man for a long period, but now serves only as a shelter for hogs.

The cavern is open toward the south, the overhanging roof protecting

the space below from any exposure to the elements from above, while

an immense rock which has fallen down forms a partial waU directly in

front, between which and the rear wall of the cavern the deposit contain-

ing prehistoric remains is found. This deposit consists of rich black loam,

wood ashes, and decomposed vegetable matter. The deposit is 27 by 12

feet, and from 12 to 22 inches deep. I found large quantities of flint chips

and fragments of arrow-heads scattered all over the surface of the deposit.

On digging down I found bones, flint-chips, wood ashes, charcoal, burnt
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sand-rocks, fragments of rude pottery, pieces of decomposed wood, and
frequently pieces of muscle shells. I found signs of fire mostly in the

center of the cave, while fragments of pottery and bones were more fre-

quently met near the outer edge. A small piece of a cocoanut shell was
discovered near the bottom of the deposit. This proves that the cave-

dwellers of Kentucky carried on trade to some extent with their southern

neighbors. About three hundred yards farther down the valley, and on

the opposite side, at a corresponding elevation, is an underground cavern

which runs under the hill to a considerable distance. In this cave I hoped

to find the skeletons of the ancient cave-dwellers, but I was mistaken.

After a diligent examination of every part I discovered nothing but the

skull of an animal. In one corner near the mouth of the cave I found

a number of burnt sand-rocks, but could discover no other signs of fire

or human habitation. I find a great many arrow-heads and flint chips

scattered all over this country, and also numbers of rough sandstones

with cavities in one side.

Recently I visited the mounds of Indian Hill, located on the farm of

Mr. James Sanders, about three and a half miles north of Pellsville,

Hancock County, Kentucky. Indian Hill is about 150 feet in height,

and on the summit of it are three mounds built entirely of sandstone,

which must have been conveyed a distance of at least 250 yards up the

steep side of the hill. The mounds are 25 feet in diameter at the base,

and were originally 12 feet in height, 15 feet apart, and in a straight line

with the ridge, of the hill, which runs in a direction northeast by east.

The average weight of the stones used in constructing these mounds is

about 65 pounds, but many of them will weigh J 00 pounds. The mounds
were perfectly solid, having no cavity in the interior whatever, neither

were used as sepulchres, for the parties who opened them some years

ago state that they found no traces of human remains. Close to the

base of one of the mounds is a white-oak tree which is about 18 or 20

inches in diameter, and probably one hundred and fifteen years of age.

This tree bears no mark or hacks, which it doubtless would have re-

ceived and yet exhibit, if the Indians who occupied this country one

hundred years ago were in any way connected with these mounds. About
20 feet northeast of the most northerly mound many flint chips may be

found, which indicates the jilace where the mound-builders were in the

habit of manufacturing their arrow-heads, spear-heads, «S:c. Many stone

implements occur in the vicinity of these mounds.

ANTIQUITIES OF TEXx\ESSEE.

By W. M. Clark, of FranlcUn, Tenn.

The mounds and cemeteries of Tennessee are situated throughout the

whole of the State, but especially in the middle portion. The Indians

seem to have preferred a water-course for their habitations, and it is

generally the case, that, wherever these remains exist, there are the very
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best of our farming lands. There are various kinds of these remains,

such as mounds, cemeteries, and fortified camps. There is a singular

chain of works extending from the Tennessee River at Florence, Ala.,

diagonally across the State of Tennessee and resting on the Upper Cum-
berland Eiver near Monticello, Ky. Whether or not this chain denoted

a line of travel for the aborigines, or was accidentally the most thickly

populated section of country, I know not. This region, at any rate, is

far-famed for its fertile soil, and is, at this time, the most thickly popu-

lated section of Tennessee. In the county of Williamson alone, where

my investigations principally were made, are four fortified camps, and
the builders of these defenses evinced a shrewdness in the selection of

location and the manner of improving the natural advantages that we
seldom find among the ignorant savages of the present day.

In May, 1875, with a force of hands, I commenced digging in a large

mound situated two miles from Franklin, in this county. This mound
is located upon a high hill on the farm of Dr. William Eeid. The hill is

isolated, and commands a view of the country for many miles in every

direction. It is 400 feet in circumference, and is surrounded by a level

terrace, smooth, and free froni stones. The height above the terrace,

after ages of settling and attrition, is 20 feet. It is covered by a growth

of trees similar to those of the surrounding forest, which has never been

cleared. The hill is very rocky, and the wonder to me was where so

much soil had been procured. But my wonder ceased after a few hours'

digging, for, when I had penetrated the deposit of made-soil on the sur-

face about 18 inches, I came to the material of its construction,

which consisted almost wholly of limestone bowlders, gathered from the

face of the hill. These stones varied from small, broken pieces to masses

which would tax the strength of a large man to carry. About 4 feet from

the top, we came to a layer of graves extending across the entire mound.

The graves were constructed in the same manner as those found in the

cemeteries, hereafter to be described; that is, of two wide parallel slabs,

about 2.J feet long for sides, and with the bottom, head, and foot stone of

the same material, making, when put together, a box or sarcophagus.

Each of these cofiQns had bones in it, some of women and children together,

and others of men. Numerous bones of rodents, and a few of deer, were

mixed with the human bones, and were in a much better state of pre-

servation than the latter. In fact, the human bones were very much de-

cayed, and I was able to obtain only a few fragments. The skeletons were

laid in the graves with the heads to the east, and the arm and leg bones

were alongside of the body. It is probable that the later tribe of In-

dians used this place as a sepulcher, from the fact that these graves

were so near the top of the mound, having, in the other mounds, found

the skeletons at or near the center, and at the bottom. The only relics

I discovered among these graves were a string of beads, which were ly-

ing with the cervical vertebra of the skeleton of a woman. These beads

are made of chalk,* and have a polish when not eroded by lying in con-

* Probably of shell, which, when decomposed, has the appearance of chalk.
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tact with the soil. They are large in the center, gradually tapering

each way to the end. There were also some broken fragments of pot-

tery, bnt no entire vessels. We penetrated the center of this mound

until we struck the top of the hill, and it appeared that the builders had

made no change in its apex, but simply piled up rocks, with, possibly,

some soil, at its summit, the top being slightly truncated.

About two miles to the west is a group of mounds, and a cemetery,

and every evidence of a large encampment. Earth-works were also once

there, but they have been destroyed by cultivation, being located in a

very fertile valley on West Harpeth, and all fully in view of this mound.

I am under the impression that this was an advanced outpost for the

village, and, as such, was used as a signal station to warn the inhabit-

ants of approaching danger. There was no altar at its bottom, nor

any evidence of fire, except just above the graves, where a few ashes were

found, caused probably by the signal-fires here lighted. Whether the

terrace was made by the subtraction of the soil in the formation of the

mound, or by soil carried there, did not appear.

Iforth of this hill and near its base, on a slight elevation, were three

small mounds, not more than 20 feet in diameter and about G feet high,

though their height had been reduced by cultivation. I examined two of

them, and found no remains of skeletons or relics, but beneath the level

of the surrounding land was a simple pile of stone mixed with ashes.

These were evidently altars, and though rudely put up, showed the

handiwork of man. We went altogether below the stones, but found

nothing. I then removed my party to the farm of Samuel F. Glass, to

the encampments above alluded to, about two miles to the west. There

is a fine group of mounds, and four of them are in a line from north to

south ; a large one in the center, flanked on the south by two small ones,

and on the north by another, evidently intended to be a large one, but

from some interruption never finished. This last was not more than

3 feet high, though 75 feet in diameter. It had been cultivated a great

number of years, but showed distinctly its proportions. Being in cultiva-

tion at the time of my visit, I did not examine it. The two smaller ones

were about 6 feet high and 20 feet in diameter, while the largest was 20

feet high and 400 feet in circumference. They did not stand in a per-

fect line, but formed the segment of a very large circle, the largest mound
forming the lowest part of the curve. I made a section across the large

one, carefully noting the work which progressed from either side. I

dug east and west two trenches, rneetiug in the center. This proved very

conclusively to have been a sacrificial mound, and though the relics found

were indeed few, yet they were of the greatest interest. There were

no stones in the mound, it being constructed entirely of soil, not even

any clay being visible. It had, 5 feet from the summit, a layer of ashes

and baked earth. This layer was conical, as if spread over the top and

afterward covered up. The evidence of fire extended about 8 feet over

the surface, so that, in the section presented to view, the ashes formed
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a curve about 8 feet across. Charred wood was intermixed with the

ashes, showing that the earth had been piled on it while yet burning.

Xo fragments of bone were found, as they would surely have been

if there had been any burning of animal oiferings. These layers of

burnt soil and ashes recurred every 5 feet, until we reached the last,

which was on a level with the earth, but for 4 feet below the surface

the whole seemed baked and interspersed with ashes and charcoal. In

this charred mass of earth we came upon the only relics contained in

the mound ; both are of copper, and were made of uusmelted ore. No.

1 is a face or mask, and is composed of four pieces. The main pieces

are beaten together in the center by some instrument of stone, the mark
of the blows being distinctly visible. One piece is riveted on each side

to represent ears, and the rivets are exceedingly well put in and firmly

united. It is oval in shajje, G inches long and 4 wide, being about as

large as the average face of a man. By aid of a sharp tool small dots

were made to trace the location of the eyes, eyebrows, uose, and mouth,
and a horizontal line beneath the uose shows the place of the nose-

stick, which has a pendant on either end, with a bead or other ornament
resting on the cheek. At its lower edge, below the chin, are three rivet-

holes, by which it was possibly fastened to a wooden or stone body, and
then raised upon tbe altar, with its burnished surface glittering in the

sun, an object of pride and admiration to the assembled nation. One
side of this mask is eroded, and the whole is heavily coated with the oxide

of copper. By its side lay another; it consists of two concave disks, which

are connected together by a stem, the whole being shaped like an hour-

glass, hollow through its entire length. It was also hammered out of

copper ore, and so deftly done that no joints are visible either in the

ends or in the stem. The stem is not riveted, but seems continuous, as

if it had been cast in one piece
;
yet the blows of the tool with which it

was made are plainly visible. At first I supposed it to have been a

spool upon which the Indians wound their thread of sinews ; nor could

I have guessed its proper use had I not discovered one of a similar

kind in an adjacent mound. It would have been a costly spool, for, no
doubt, with their mechanical appliances, it was a labor of long dura-

tion to fashion one such, and I afterward became convinced that it was an
emblem of authority, and was worn around the neck of their priest.

Where did they procure the copper? There is none in this country
nearer than the mountains of Unaka, 300 miles distant, and the still

more remote shores of Lake Superior. The existence of copper imple-

ments is so rare in this State, that they must have been indeed precious

to the tribe owning them, and may have been buried for safe-keeping.

The two smaller mounds were now examined, but, in the one nearest

the large one I found nothing, it having been iireviously opened and ex-

amined by Dr. Joseph Jones, of New Orleans. In the farther one, how-

ever, I found an oval piece of galena, weighing three pounds— this lay

about 4 inches to one side of the other objects—and a piece of a lower
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maxillary bone. A man had been buried in this mound, but all that

was left of him was some bone-earth, showing where they laid him, and

this small fragment of the jaw-bone, preserved by its contact with the

copper, it being colored and permeated by the oxide of copper. It is

the central piece of the lower jaw, and shows on each side the mental

foramina and the absorbed remains of the alveolar processes. Only

fragments of the incisors remain, ^ow, the fact that the skeleton was ^

entirely decayed, excepting this small fragment, plainly indicates its

great antiquity ; for in all the mounds examined, not only by myself, but

by others, where the remains of bones are discovered at all, they are in

a good state of preservation, the depth of the sepulcher preserving them
from decay. And yet, in the bottom of this mound, never before brought to

light, or subjected to the influences of the atmosphere, only this remains;

and even that would have long since moldered into dust had it not been

in contact with, and almost surrounded by, this piece of copper. Kor
was this the only strange thing preserved by this copper, for on the stem

of the bobbin was about 18 inches of flax-thread and through its

center was a piece of cord. This thread and cord are green from

the effect of the copper and still retain some degree of strength. I

say it is flax, but of that I am not certain, as I examined it

with a pocket microscope only. It certainly is not of animal fiber, but

is vegetable. It had evidently been hanging around the neck of the

skeleton over which this mound was erected, and, the lower jaw drop-

ping, the mental portion of the bone became naturally wedged in the

copper bobbin, and thus it remained until my discovery. The skeleton

was that of a very old man. In all my exhumations I have not before

found a decayed skeleton, rarely even a missing tooth. The order of loss

is well known ; first, the molars, then the bicuspids, and finally the incisors.

Here all were gone. From these facts I suppose this man to have attained

a very great age. From the known veneration of the later races of

Indians for the aged, I infer that he was one of their rulers ; and the

Indians being patriarchal in their form of government, he must have

been a priest and a noted person, or no mound would have marked the

place of his burial. This, then, is my reason for believing these copper

bobbins to have been the symbols of office or authority, and not simply

spools upon which to wind their thread. The fragment of thread is

coated with some kind of gum, probably asphaltum, and that, no doubt,

contributed to its preservation. These few relics were all that was
obtained from these mounds, except the piece of galena, before alluded

to, which may have served to give weight to the club of some stalwart

warrior. Unfortunately the land has been cleared and cultivated so

long that most of the graves have been destroyed. Several ledges of

rock pass through it, and in every crevice of these ledges bones are de-

posited. They are also to be found scattered over the ground, where they

have not been destroyed by the plow and the elements. Old settlers say

that at one time the ground was thickly strewed with them. Near tho

18 S
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center of the great cemetery stands a huge mound, the finest in tke coun-
try, and one which I was anxious to examine, but was prevented from
doing so by the scruples of the owner. I examined some of the graves,

however. I found them, as usual, composed of flat stones, set edgewise,
with stone bottoms, but no covering except earth. Several pieces of

crockery were broken by the carelessness of the assistants. One spec-

imen resembles perfectly a squash, and tends to show that this vegeta-
ble at least was familiar to these people. I also obtained a string of

bead!?, and an amulet which resembles the face of a man. Many relics

have been taken from these graves, but being considered of little

value were neglected until lost or destroyed. There was at one time a
large fortified camp which withstood the changes of time, but it has
long since yielded to the influence of the plow. Three miles south of

Franklin, on a blufi" of Big Harpeth Eiver, was another camp, covering
twelve acres of laud, each end of the inclosing earth-work resting upon
the bluff. This camp was surrounded by a wall and ditch, and three

mounds were within the inclosure. Three mounds were examined in

1867 by Professor Jones, the result of which I have not been able to

procure. I found a few isolated graves there, from which I procured a
very perfect vase with ears to it. This vase was lying inverted by the

neck of a male skeleton, and there were also some bones of a deer. A
pile of rocks near by indicated, as I thought, a grave, but I found it to be

an oven, lined at the bottom and sides with baked clay, and covered

with flat rocks. It had broken pieces of pottery in it. On the largest of

the three mounds, about half-way up the slope, a grave was discovered

containing a large skeleton. Pierciug the sternum, from the interior,

was a small, delicately-made arrow-head, the cause, no doubt, of the

death of the buried man.

The most celebrated cemetery, and the one most frequently resorted

to by relic-hunters, is at "Old Town," seven miles northwest of Frank-
lin, on the farm of Mrs. Brown. Formerly, like other encampments,
it had a wall and ditch surrounding it, but they are gone. There were

many graves and mounds scattered over the inclosure. Most of these

graves have long since been emptied of their contents, and the mounds,
for the most part, have been dug into. However, I obtained some
very interesting relics here, among them two beautiful pieces of ivory

carved with a precision seldom seen among Indians. They are made
from a tusk, probably, of the mastodon. The larger one must have
come from the tusk of a monster, for to furnish material for such a

gorget it must have been 12 inches in diameter. These gorgets have
two holes in the edge, near each other, and they were most probably
worn suspended on the breast, and may have been emblems of authority.

One of them was in the grave of a giant, for a large man could pass the

lower jaw-bone around his face; and the thigh-bone was four inches

longer than that of a man six feet two inches high. A piece was frac-

tured off one edge by accident after taking it up. Another string of
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beads was procured here. They are made of bone, are quite small, and
were lying in the grave of an infant. The dead in this cemetery were

all buried with their heads toward the east, and some graves contained

the bones of three or four persons. It was quite common to find the

bones of children and adults in one grave, though occasionally a grave

was occupied by several children. The relics, when there were any, were

always found by the side of the skull.

Where they j^ocured the material to make the greenstone axes found

among their grave relics I cannot say, as it is a volcanic or igneous

rock, and none is found in this State. It is said that a bluff on the Mis-

souri River furnished the neighboring Indians with the material for

these and many other implements.

A jar holding about two quarts, and a small pot, were exhumed. In

the' latter was found a piece of oxide of iron, weighing about two
ounces, which shows a worn spot, where it had been scraped by the

owners to obtain paint for their bodies. It readily yields a dusky-red

color on being moistened. In one of the graves were found five beauti-

ful oblong beads of amber, two inches long, and in the center one-half

inch in diameter. They were smoothly bored, and, though showing

some cracks, were still entire. Unfortunately, these were stolen. They
showed a fine polish, and would have been prized by our ladies very

highly. I also saw a bead of the same material raised upon the drill of

a well-borer in this town, only differing from the others in the fact that

it was round and about the size of a grape. It was accidentally lost by

the gentlemen who discovered it. I have a small implement of con-

glomerate—iron, silica, and pyroxene—so hard that the best file will

make no impression upon it, and tapering both ways from about one-

third its length. It is difficult to conceive its use, unless by the aid of

sharp sand it was used to bore or drill the bowl and stem-hole of their

pipes. It fits those openings in both the pipes which I have. I also

procured a large number of axes of every size, from the smallest toma-

hawk to the largest choppingax. Flint arrow-heads, harpoon-heads,

and spear-heads also are plentiful in my collection, besides many other

utensils and implements. On the bluffs of the Big Harpeth many pic-

tures of Indians, deer, buffalo, and bows and arrows are to be seen.

These pictures are rudely drawn, but the coloring is as perfect now as

when first put on. We have also bone awls, buckhorn handles for

knives, &g.

We now have to consider the most interesting relics found with the

dead aborigines, viz, the idols ; and, as I have before stated, since it is

universally conceded that our Indians are the only known savage race

which does not worship idols, it is difficult to define the use to which

these relics were put by their owners. I have procured four speci-

mens, all of sandstone, except one made of clay and sand and burnt.

One of these idols weighs 27i pounds, and is cut from a solid block of

sandstone. It is remarkable for its great resemblance to the idols of
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India and China. The workmanship is rude, it is true, but faithful in

its details. The legs are only represented to the knees. There is an

attempt to show the hair, and at the back of the head there is a knot

of hair, with a loop for the suspension of ornaments. This figure does

not contain an opening like a pipe, and was evidently only intended as

a representation of a man. It was found lying in a grave by the side

of a huge skeleton, much taller than the present race of men. The
skeleton was in such a state of decay that it could n9t be preserved.

Another idol of sandstone of much ruder workmanship than the former

was found here. It weighs eight pounds, and was also taken from a

grave. Evidently art was in its earliest stages when this was executed,

and it is rather a caricature than a likeness of man. The arms folded

on the breast are only outlines traced in the stone, and the features are

made in a similar manner. The breasts are larger in proportion than

those of the former image, and from their prominence I am inclined to

think it was intended for a female. Another figure about the same size

and of the same material was found ; it unquestionably represents a

woman. The features are more distinct, and the arms, instead of being

^crossed, rest upon the side, with the hands upon the knees. The breasts

are well developed, and the spinal column is marked along the entire

length of the back. The head-dress is peculiar, the hair being in folds,

and divided into three separate parts, with a knot on the top of the head.

All these images were taken from graves, though mounds were in their

immediate vicinity. I have many other relics of the mound-builders,

but these comprise the most important and interesting.

ANTIQUITIES OF NASHVILLE, TENX.

By E. S. KOBERTSON, of Fort Wayne, Ind.

On the 27th of August, 1877, during the session of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, in company with Mr. H. U.

Eust, of Chicago, and Mr. E. Curtis, of I^ashville, I visited a locality

famous for its stone graves, or " cist " burials. It is a vast cemetery,

situate on a hill-side, about two miles from the State House, beyond

risk University, the hill being crowned by Fort Zollicoffer, a Confed-

erate earth-work commanding the Cumberland River for a considerable

distance. Nearly all the hills and ridges in the viciuity are said to have

been occupied and used as cemeteries by the aborigines. A brief search

through a corn-field close at hand rewarded us with a number of perfect

and broken arrow-points and two pestles, one of which is peculiar from

having the upper end flattened like the " fleshers," or " skin-dressing

implements." The ground on the face of the hill, where denuded by

the action of the weather, is covered with periwinkle shells, and on

digging we found them everywhere mixed in large quantities with the
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earth filliug the graves. The graves, or " cists," do not seem to be laid

out according to any regular plan, though many of them are side by
side and located close together. We found none, however, in which the

same slab was used as a partition between two burials, but those opened

were complete in themselves. Of two completely exhumed by us, lying

side by side, one had stone slabs lying on the bottom upon which the

body had been laid. The sides and ends of the grave were lined with

thin limestone slabs, making a complete stone cist, about six feet long

and just wide enough for the body to be placed within it, with the arms
pressed close to the side. The body had been placed on its back, but

the head had fallen a little to the right side, and the pressure of the

earth had caused a distortion of the base of the skull in the opposite

direction from the point on which the skull rested. Close to the left

shoulder a small earthen vase, holding about a gill, was found. It had
perforated ears for suspension, and was filled with some carbonized

matter. The skeleton of a child, of about two years (as we surmise

from the condition of the teeth), lay between or upon the legs of the

adult (probably a female), its head between the thighs, and the body
extended down along the legs. The earth inside the cist was very com-

pact, and mixed very thoroughly with periwinkle shells. I concluded,

from the compactness of the earth within the cist, that it had been

heaped up and the slabs laid ui)on the heap to allow for settling, as no

space existed between the covering slabs and the earth beneath.

In the next grave there were no stones forming a bottom to the cist,

but the body lay upon the earth. In this case the head had not turned

at all, and the distortion by compression was a flattening of the rear of

the skull, so that the diameter from front to rear was less than the lat-

eral diameter. No ornaments, tools, or pottery were discovered in this

grave, but a flint arrow-head of the blunt pattern was found in the earth,

above the covering slabs. Another noticeable feature was the fact that

])art of the covering had fallen in at one side. Had the stone been laid

upon the upright slabs forming the sides, it could hardly have fallen in

in that manner, but must have broken by the weight of the superin-

cumbent earth. The earth filling the grave, as in the other, was mixed

with shells.

These graves are found everywhere about Nashville, and within the

city limits. On the ridges close to the Sulphur Spring, the stones in-

closing such graves may be seen protruding from the ground, where the

earth above has weathered oft'. Fragments of pottery abound, some of

the common sort, and others very thick—about one-half to three-fourths

inch—composed of a grayish clay, with large fragments of shells. The
vessels of which they were part must have been very large. Tradition-

ally, they are believed to have been used in evaporating salt from the

spring. A brief search resulted in finding numerous specimens on the

surface and protruding from the sides of the ridges near the surface.
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It is said that the saline properties of the spring were more notice-

able before the deep bore was made which produced the sulphur w^ter,

which is so much patronized. The well is now 300 feet deep.

My main object in presenting these facts is to call attention to the

distorted condition of the crania. In my opinion many otherwise acute

observers have been misled in their classification of skulls by the ap-

pearance of those distorted by pressure.

My experience has led me to believe that many skulls considered ab-

normal, or as belonging to a race type, are simply distorted by the

pressure of the superincumbent earth. To illustrate: If a corpse has

been buried in a sandy or otherwise loose earth, with the eyes turned

upward, as the soft parts decay, the skull is filled by the earth pene-

trating or silting down through the sockets so as to present a resistance

to pressure, and we may expect to find a skull in the normal condition.

If, on the other hand, the earth is hard and not of a quality to penetrate

and fill the skull, or if the skull be turned to one side so as to prevent

it being filled except by a slow process, we may expect to find the skull

distorted, bent as it were, and, so far as my experience goes, the rule is

invariable. If the head lay on its side we should have a dolichocephalic,

and if upon its back a brachycephalic skull, without any breaking of

the bone. If turned to either side, we should have a distorted skull,

which belongs to neither class, but might be unwittingly classed as a

" type," or as an abnormal development.

ABORIGINAL STRUCTURES IX GEORGIA.

By Charles C. Jones, Jr.

I.

BIRD-SHAPED STONE TUMULI IN PUTNAM COUNTY, GEORGIA.

The existence of curious effigy-mounds in the southern counties of

Wisconsin was noted by Mr. Lapham in 183G. Subsequently, Mr. Tay-

lor, Professor Locke, and Messrs. Squier and Davis furnished additional

information in regard to the distinctive characteristics of these unusual

structures. It was reserved, however, for the Smithsonian Institution,

in the seventh volume of its " Contributions," to furnish, from the pen

of Mr. Lapham, the most complete account of these interesting remains.

They were quite numerous along the great Indian trail or war-path

from Lake Michigan, near Milwaukee, to the Mississippi above the

Prairie du Chien. Generally representing men, buffaloes, elks, bears,

otters, wolves, raccoons, birds, serpents, lizards, turtles, and frogs, in

Bome instances they were supposed to typify inanimate objects, such as

bows and arrows, crosses, and tobacco-pipes. While the outlines of not
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a few had been seriously impaired, others in a spirited and correct man-

ner declared the objects of their imitation. Constructed of earth, they

varied in height from 6 inches to 7 feet. In certain localities the

animals were delineated not in relief but in intaglio, by excavations

and not by elevations.

Two animal mounds have been observed in Ohio. On an elevated spur

of land near Granville is an earthwork known in the neighborhood as

the Alligator. Its total length is 250 feet. The head and body, four

sprawling legs and a curled tail, were all clearly defined. Across the

body it was 40 feet broad, and the length of the legs was 36 feet. Four

feet expressed the average height, while at the shoulders the mound
attained an elevation of 6 feet. It was manifestly the effort of the

primitive workmen to preserve the iDroportions of the reptile.

Situated on a ridge rising 150 feet above Brush Creek, in Adams
County, is a still more remarkable structure, which, from its configura-

tion, has received the appellation of the Great Serpent. "Conforming

to the curve of the hill, and occupying its very summit, is the serpent,

its head resting near the point and its body winding back for 700 feet in

graceful undulations, terminating in a triple coil at the tail." If ex-

tended, its entire length would be not less than 1,000 feet. The em-

bankment is upward of 5 feet high, with a base diameter of 30 feet at

the center of the body, whence it diminishes somewhat toward the head
and tail. " The neck of the serpent is stretched out and slightly curved,

and its mouth is opened wide, as if in the act of swallowing or ejecting

an oval figure, which rests partially within the distended jaws."

When and by whom these remarkable tumuli were built is not known.
The object of their construction is equally a matter of conjecture.

It has been supposed that these animal-shaped mounds existed only in

Wisconsin and a few other localities in the West. Our recent observa-

tions prove, however, that the primitive dwellers in the South have left

similar traces of their rioustructive skill.

Six miles and a half north of Eatonton, in Putnam County, Georgia,

on a plantation owned by the heirs of the late Mr. I. H. Scott, may
now be seen a bird-shaped mound of definite configuration. Located
in the midst of a beautiful wood, and crowning a high ridge near the

headwaters of Little Glady Creek, it is composed entirely of bowlders of

white quartz rock, gathered from the adjacent territory. Most of these

bowlders are of such size that they could have been transported by a
single individual. For the removal of others two or three persons

would have been requisite. These bowlders were carefully piled one
above another, the interstices being filled with smaller fragments of

milky quartz. Into the composition of the structure enters neither earth

nor clay.
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Scale 40 feet to 1 inch.

Bird-shaped atone mound in Putnam County, Georgia.

This stone mound represents an eagle lying upon its back, with ex-

tended wings. (See Fig. 1.) The head is turned toward the east. In

the construction of this tumulus respect was had to the object imitated

;

the height of the tumulus at the breast of the bird being between 7 and

8 feet, its altitude thence decreasing toward the head and beak, where

it is not more than 2J feet high, and also toward the extremity of the

wings and tail, where it has an elevation of scarcely 2 feet The beak

is decidedly aquiline, and the tail is indented. Measured from the top

of the head to the extremity of the tail this structure is 102 feet long.

From tip to tip of the wings, measured across the body, we have a dis-

tance of 120 feet. The greatest expanse of tail is 38 feet, the same as

the lateral diameter of the body. Tlie proportions of the head, neck,

wings, and tail are cleverly preserved. That this tumulus was designed

to typify an eagle, we think may be affirmed with some degree of con-

fidence, and that it possesses unusual attractions will not be denied.

Surrounded by primitive forest and composed of most durable material,

its antiquity is evidently very considerable. If undisturbed, it will

l^reserve its integrity for an indefinite period.

By some curious persons an attempt was made, years ago, to pry into

its secrets. A partial opening was effected in the breast, but with what

results we could not learn. It excites no surprise that the eagle should

have been selected in ancient times as a symbol of all that was swift,

powerful, watchful, daring, and noble. Of its feathers was the battle-

flag of the Creeks made. Their council-lodges were surmounted with
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carved images or stuflPed skius of this regal bird. Kone among the

Cberokees, save approved warriors, were permitted to wear its plumes.

To this king of the feathered tribe were religious honors paid by the

Natchez, who regarded its feathers not simply as ornaments and tro-

l^hies, but as marks of dignity' and insignia of no common import.

About a mile and a balf from Lawrence's Ferry, on the Oconee River,

and situated on a stony ridge near the main road, on the plantation of

Mr. Kinchen D. Little, in Putnam County, is another of these bird-

shaped mounds. Like the former, it is composed wholly of bowlders
of white quartz rock, collected from the hill on which it stands. (See

Fig. 2.)

""^-
nG.2.

Scale 40 feet to 1 inch.

Bird-shaped stone mouud in Putnam County, Georgia.

Its dimensions do not materially differ from those of the tumulus on
the Scott place. The tail, however, is bifurcated. The head of the bird

lies to the southeast, and its wiugs are extended in the direction of

northeast and southwest. The entire length of the structure, from the
crown of the head to the end of the tail, is 102 feet and 3 inches.

For a distance of twelve feet the tail is bifurcated, and just above the

point of bifurcation it is 12 feet wide. Across the body, and from tip

to tip of the wings, the tape gave us a measurement of 132 feet. The
body of this bird, which is evidently lying upon its back, is stouter than
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that of the eagle, being 76 feet in diameter. Its wings are relatively

shorter. The proportions of the head, neck, and tail are tolerably well

observed. What particular bird this tumulus is designed to typify, we
are at a loss to suggest. The altitude at the breast is about 5 feet, and
from that point the structure tapers to the head and tail, which are some
two feet high. At the tips of the wings, which are short and curved, the

height is not more than a foot and a half. The ridge upon which this

mound rests has never been cleared.

Surrounding this bird-shaped tumulus is an inclosure of rocks similar

to those of which the mound is built. This stone-circle is symmetrical

in outline, and at its nearest approach passes within a few feet of the

tips of the wings.

Crowning the elevated ridges by which this county is traversed, are

occasional rock-mounds of artificial origin. Usually from 4 to 8 feet

high, and with base diameters of from 30 to 40 feet, they are circular in

form, and are composed of the fragments of milky quartz so common
ju the region. Some have been opened, and from them have been taken

human bones and relics of various sorts. Manifestly such are grave-

mounds, it being easier in the rocky neighborhood to heap such stone-

piles above than to cover the dead with earth. Of this class of tumuli

we instance one on the plantation of Dr. J. T. de Jarnette, 12 miles from

Eatonton and about a mile from the Oconee River, and another on the

land owned by Capt. A. S. Eeid, four miles from Eatonton and near

Little Kiver.

It was intimated by some of the early observers that tumuli of this

description were not infrequently temporary in their character, and
designed as a protection to the dead who perished away from their

homes, until such time as they could be conveniently removed and carried

back for interment in the established burial-grounds of the tribe or com-

munity of which the deceased were members. While it may be true

that some, and perhaps many of the smaller rock-piles so frequent in

many portions of Cherokee Georgia, may have originated in this way, we
are of opinion that the substantial structures to which we have alluded

are permanent in their character, and were erected as enduring memo-
rials of the primitive dead of this region. Surely no more lasting mon-

uments could have been devised at that early period.

The existence of two distinctly marked bird-shaped mounds, of firm

construction and excellent proportions, within the territory occupied by
the Southern tribes, is deeply interesting, and will attract the attention

of the student of American archaeology.
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II.

ANCIENT TUMULI ON THE SAVANNAH EIVEE, VISITED BY WILLIAM
BARTRAM, IN 1776.

Kear the close of a spring day in 1776, Mr. William Bartram, who, at

the request of Dr. Fothergill, of Loudon, had been for some time study-

ing the flora of Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, forded Broad Eiver just

above its confluence with the Savannah, and became the guest of the

commanding officer at Fort James. This fort was situated on an emi-

nence in the forks of the Savannah and Broad, equidistant from those

rivers, and from the extreme point of land formed by their union. Fort

Charlotta was located about a mile below, on the left bank of the Sa-

vannah. The stockade of Fort James was an acre in extent.

Fig. 1.

Ancient tamnli on the Savannah Eiver.

Attended by the polite surgeon of the garrison, Bartram made an

excursion up the Savannah Eiver, " to inspect some remarkable Indian
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monuments," four or five miles above the fort. Of them he writes as

follows : " These wonderful labors of the ancients stand in a level plain

very near the bank of the river, now 20 or 30 yards from it. They con-

sist of conical mounts of earth, and four square terraces, &c. The great

mount is in the form of a cone, about 40 or 50 feet high, and the cir-

cumference of its base two or three hundred yards, entirely composed

of the loamy, rich earth of the low grounds ; the top or apex is flat ; a

spiral path or track leading from the ground up to the top is still visi-

ble, where now grows a large, beautiful spreading red cedar {Juniperus

Americana). There appear four niches excavated out of the sides of the

hill, at different heights from the base, fronting the four cardinal points

;

these niches or sentry-boxes are entered from the winding i^ath, and

seem to have been meant for resting i^laces or lookouts. The circum-

jacent grounds are cleared and planted with Indian corn at present,

and I think the proprietor of these lands, who accompanied us to this

place, said that the mount itself yielded above one hundred bushels in

one season. The land hereabouts is indeed exceeding fertile and pro-

ductive."
Fis. 2.

Ancient tnmnli on the Savannah Hiver.

Unable satisfactorily to determine the precise object the aborigines

had in contemplation in the erection of this striking monument, he

hazards the conjecture that the Indians formerly possessed a town on

the river bank, and raised this mound as '' a retreat and refuge in case

of inundations, which are unforeseen, and surprise them very suddenly,

spring and autumn."

What were the uses of the smaller elevations he does not suggest.

Wishing to note the changes which might have occurred during the

past hundred years, we visited these tumuli a few weeks since. The
attendant mounds, which are mainly grave-mounds, had been materially

wasted by the plowshare and the influences of the varying seasons.
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The tetragon terraces had lost their distinctive outlines, and were little

more than gentle elevations; their surfaces littered with sherds of pot-

tery and flint chips, and occasionally with fragments of human bones.

Freshets had sadly marred the level of the adjacent space. Overleaping

the river bank, the turbid waters had carved deep pathways in the sur-

face of the valley on both sides of the " great mount." There it re-

mained, however, wholly unaffected by these unusual currents. It had

evidently suffered no perceptible diminution in its recorded dimensions.

The Savannah Eiver still pursued its long-established channel, but " the

four niches or sentry-boxes," if they formerly existed, were entirely gone,

and of "the spiral path or track leading from the ground up to the top "

we could discover no trace. On the south a roadway, about 15 feet

wide and commencing at a point some distance from the base of the

mound, leads with a regular grade to the top. This manifestly fur-

nished the customary means of ascent, as the sides are too precipitous

for convenient climbing. This feature seems to have escaped Mr. Bar-

tram's observation.

Not having been cultivated for many years, the apex and sides of this

truncated cone are now clothed in a luxuriant growth of trees and
swamp cane. Attired in such attractive garb, this tumulus forms a

marked object in the profile of the valley from which it springs. Proofs

of long-continued occupancy, by the aborigines, of the adjacent territory

are abundant. Ancient burial-places, the sites of old villages, traces

of open-air work-shops for the manufacture of implements of jasper,

quartz, chert, greenstone, and soapstone, refuse piles, and abandoned
fishing resorts, are by no means infrequent along both banks of the Sa-

vannah River for many miles. Upon the advent of the European the

circumjacent valley was found cleared and in cultivation by the red

men, who here had fixed abodes and were associated in considerable

numbers. The Southern tribes, in the sixteenth century, subsisted

largely upon maize, beans, pumpkins, and melons. These they planted,

tended, and harvested regularly. Of their agricultural labors at the

dawn of the historic period we have full accounts.

So vast are the proportions of this largest mound that we are per-

suaded it rises beyond the dignity of an artificial place of retreat, eleva-

tion for chieftain-lodge, or mound of observation.

It appears entirely probable that it was a temple mound, built for sun-

worship, and that it forms one of a well-ascertained series of similar

structures still extant within the limits of the Southern States. These
Florida tribes, as they were called in the days of De Soto, worshiped the

sun and were frequently engaged in the labor of mound-building. Over
them ruled kings who exercised powers well-nigh despotic. Often were
the concentrated labors of the nation directed to the accomplishment of

allotted tasks. Hence, within the territory occupied by these people,

we find many traces of early constructive skill of unusual magnitude.

The material employed in erecting this large tumulus differs from the

soil of the surrounding bottom. It is a dark-colored, tenacious clay,
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while the surface of the valley is covered with a micaceous loam readily

dissolving into an almost impalpable powder. Near by are no traces

of pits or excavations. Kor are there indications that any earth was

scraped up around the base. These facts afforded confirmation of the

statement made by the present owner of the plantation upon which

these tumuli are located, that the big mound had been built with clay

brought from the Carolina side of the Savannah Eiver. There clay

abounds ; and we were informed that in the side of the hill immediately

opposite, the excavations may still be seen whence the tough material

was obtained for heaping up this mound. This tumulus is one of the

finest within the limits of Georgia, and should be classed with the

truncated pyramids on Tumlin's plantation in the Etowah Valley, with

the largest of the East Macon mounds, and with that frustrum of a four-

sided pyramid on Messier's place, in Early County.

III.

ANCIENT TUMULI ON THE OCONEE RIVER.

About a mile and a half north of the Fontenoy Mills, in Greene

County, Georgia, and located on the left bank of the Oconee Eiver, are

three tumuli surrounded by traces of extensive and long-continued in-

humations. The largest (A) is situated rather more than 100 yards

Ancient tumuii on the Oconee Eirer.
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east of the river, and rises about 40 feet above the level of the valley.

In general outline it may be described as a truncated cone. Its apex

diameters, measured north and south, and east and west, were respect-

ively, 05 and 68 feet. At the base, however, the tlanks are extended in

the direction of the east and west to such a degree that there is a differ-

ence of 35 feet between the base-diameters running north and south,

and east and west; the former being 133 feet and the latter 168 feet. At
the center of the top may be seen a circular depression, some 20 feet wide

and 2 feet deep. Toward the north the face of this tumulus is quite

precipitous. When first observed by the European, this monument
was covered with a growth of trees as dense and apparently as old as

that of the circumjacent lowlands. When the neighboring fields were

cleared, this mound was also denuded of its vegetation and cultivated,

its rich surface yielding generous harvests both of corn and cotton.

Although now overgrown with brambles and small trees, which materi-

ally retarded minute inspection, it appeared quite probable from the

scars on the surface of the valley in the immediate vicinity, that some
severe freshet years ago impinged upon the northern base of this mound
and carried away a considerable portion of its northern flank.

Eather more than 100 yards to the north of this tumulus, and trend-

ing to the northwest, is an irregularly shaped excavation (B), at present

from 10 to 15 feet deep and partially filled with water, from which the

earth used in the construction of these tumuli was obtained.

As yet no attempt has been made to open the large mound, but

against its eastern face the overflowing waters of the Oconee at one

time dashed, wearing it away for some distance and leaving there a

perpendicular front of 10 feet or more. Here were disclosed human
bones, the skeletons of dogs, and large beads made of the columns of

the Stromhus gigas. If this partial revelation be accepted as indicative

of the general contents of the tumulus, it should be classed as a huge
grave-mound. We decline, however, adopting this conclusion without

further information. It may be that the remains and relics then un-

earthed belonged to later and secondary interments. Instances of this

sort, as we well know, are of frequent occurrence.

Two hundred yards to the south is an elliptical grave-mound (C), not

more than 4 feet high, but covering a considerable area. This struct-

ure, in the direction of its major axis, is about 150 feet long. Its minor

axis is two-thirds less. The surface and neighborhood abound with

human bones, sherds of pottery, fragments of pipes, shell-beads, muscle-

shells, and various other relics. Across a shallow lagoon, and 250 yards

southeast of the large tumulus, is a third mound (D), well preserved, 10

feet high, and quite level at the top. In every direction, except where

it looks toward the north, its sides slope gently. Ilaving been constantly

cultivated for many years, this structure has encountered no inconsid-

erable waste. At the base its north and south diameter was 100 feet.

Measured at right angles, the other diameter was 88 feet. Similar meas-
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urements across tbe top indicated 50 feet and 40 feet. To the east,

west, and south, are traces of spurs or graded ways for easy ascent.

This mound occupies a central and commandiDg position in the mid-

dle of a fertile alluvial field of fifty acres. Although its contents are

unknown, we conceived the impression that it was designed as an eleva-

tion for a chieftain's lodge, since the Spanish historians mention the

existence of artificial tumuli erected for this purpose. Around the base,

and for a considerable distance on every hand, are traces of primitive

occupancy, all i)ersuadiug us of the fact that, in former times, this tum-

ulus was surrounded by the dwellings cf people who had here fixed

their home.

The space adjacent to the large tumulus (A), to the extent of some

four acres, appears to have been largely, if not exclusively, dedicated to

the purposes of sepulture. Every freshet which sweeps over this area

uncovers human skeletons, disposed in every direction only a few ftet

below the surface. So thoroughly and frequently has this territory been

torn by freshets that it has lost its original level, and now exhibits on

every hand heaps of broken pottery, quantities of human bones, and

fragments of various articles of use, sport, and ornament. The freshet

of 1840 was the first, so far as we can learn, which in a marked manner

invaded the preciocts of this ancient burial ground. Upon the subsi-

dence of the waters many were attracted to the spot by the multitude

of terra-cotta vessels, human bones, shell-beads, pipes, discoidal ston%,

grooved axes, celts, and other objects of primitive manufacture. Oj^'

gentleman collected nearly a quart of pearls which had been perforata

and worn as beads. The plantation negroes supplied themselves with

clay pipes then unearthed. In the possession of not a few of them were

seen strong clay vessels, thence obtained, which they used for boiling

soap. Large calumets and other objects of special interest were secured

by the curious and carried to their homes, where, for a season, they

formed matter for speculation and idle talk, and in the end were either

lost or broken. Subsequent inundations have brought to light similar

proofs of sepulture and early manufacture, but this treasure-house has

been so often visited and so carefully searched that its present yield

falls far short of that which was encountered when the Harrison freshet

invaded this place of the dead.

It is a sad fact that the denudation of the banks of these southern

streams and the destruction of extensive forests in reducing wild lands

to a state of cultivation have proved tbe proximate causes of serious in-

jury to, and often of the total demolition of, many prominent and inter-

esting aboriginal structures.

On the right bank of the Oconee Eiver, about a mile and a half above

its confluence with the Appalachee Eiver, situated in the low grounds

of the plantation of Mr. Thomas P. Saffold, is a circular earth mound
some 20 feet high, covering about the eighth of an acre. Tbe sides are

sloping, as in the case of other conical mounds along the line of this
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river, but the peculiarity which distinguishes it from its companions is

that around the apex stout earth walls were raised to the height of sev-

eral feet, thus causing a depressed or guarded top.

Near the banks of the Appalachee Eiver, in Morgan County, may still

be seen occasional artificial pits, some 4 feet in depth and G feet or more
in diameter. Upon removing the debris of leaves and earth with which
they are filled, their bottoms and sides indicate the influence of long-

continued and intense fires. Fragments of pottery also occur in them.

It would seem that they constituted a sort of rude oven in which the

Indians baked their clay vessels.

We might multiply instances of tumuli still extant in the valleys of

the Oconee and its tributaries, but having already described and figured

those in East Macon and its vicinity,* enough has probably been said

to convey an intelligent idea of the aboriginal monuments of this sec-

tion.

ANTIQUiriES OF SPALDING COUNTY, GEORGIA.

By W. B. F. Bailey, of Griffin, Ga.

About three miles west of Griffin, in a field known to the inhabitants

of this vicinity by the name of Walnut Level, is, from present appear-

ances, a place where once a thrifty Indian village was situated ; but

whether inhabited by the Creek Indians or by the more ancient mound-
bfiilders is unknown. This field contains, in one place, a perfectly level

plain of four or five acres, which, when first cleared, was a walnut

grove, in which the Indian village was situated. East of the village,

and not more than 100 yards distant, runs a beautiful little stream, now
known as " Wilson's Mill Creek." This stream and the fertility of the

land no doubt attracted the people of this ancient village. With the

exception of broken pottery and a few arrow-heads, no relics are left to

mark this spotj though I am told by the old inhabitants that when the

field was first cleared they would plow up urns of a curious shape, but

not deeming them of any importance left them on the ground; and

nothing now remains but a vast quantity of broken fragments. Of this

pottery there are thousands of pieces, ranging in size from that of a

silver dime to pieces as large as one's hand. I have no doubt but that

a man could gather five or six bushels of fragments in one day. This

pottery is of two different styles of workmanship, one being plain and

the other carved in the " cord fashion." These relics are fast dis-

appearing, and in a few more years scarcely anything will remain

except a few arrow-heads. One mile east of this is a small lake, about

a quarter of a mile in length and 30 feet wide, with an average depth

of 4 feet. On the banks of this lake and in the surrounding fields a

great number of arrow-heads are scattered around. The water in the

•Antiquities of the Southern Indians, &c., p. 158 et seq., New York, 1673.

19 S
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lake is fast failing, haviug vsunk about 4 feet in the last ten years, and

ere long it, too, will be numbered with things of the past.

Judging from the alluvial deposits on its banks, this was, at the time

when this Indian village flourished, a great lake for this part of Georgia.

Fish of all species common to the country are found in great abundance

here. From the number of relics found and the great quantity of fish

at present in the lake, 1 have no doubt that this place was once their

favorite hunting ground. About midway between the lake and village

v^as an earth-work. I only hear this from others, as it was plowed down
level with the ground long before I was born. People who have seen it

say that it resembled the breastworks of the present day j that it was

circular in form, inclosing about two acres, with a base 8 or 10 feet wide,

4. or 5 feet wide on the top, and an average height of 18 inches. They

supposed, and some still think, that it was made by De Soto, and that

he had a fight with the Indians here ; others think that it was made

during the Eevolutionary war, while I attribute the work to a more

ancient age, namely, t he " mound-builders." If this work was really

done by the " mound-builders" (and there can be no doubt of it), it is the

only trace left behind them in this vicinity. The idea that De Soto or

any other man had a fight with the Indians at this place is, to say the

least, absurd, for there are no implements of war found here other than

the arrows used in hunting, whereas if a fight had taken place between

De Soto and the Indians, some kind of war implements would have been

found.

v,^;

SHELL HEAPS OJf MOBILE RIYER.

By A. S. Gaines axd K. M. Cunningham, of Mobile, Ala.

The Smithsonian Institution has received a very valuable collection

of shell-heap relics from Simpson Island, at the mouth of Mobile River.

They were sent by Mr. A. L. Gaines, land commissioner of the Mobile

and Ohio Railroad, who gives the chief credit for their discovery and

transmission to Mr. K. M. Cunningham, from whom the Institution has

received several communications, accompanied by sketches of the speci-

mens.

These shell-heaps are very numerous on the banks of the Mobile

River at its mouth, especially upon Simpson Island, which forms the

delta between the mouth of the Mobile and that of the Tensas. Many
of them are the sites of market-gardens, and the shells from those most

accessible to the water have been utilized in paving the stock-yards of

the railroads, and the grounds around the cotton warehouses in Mobile.

The one from which the relics in question were recovered is about 19

miles above Mobile, on the land of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad, and

200 feet from the water's edge. The heaps are composed almost entirely
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of clamshells, althongli a few specimens of Area incongriia, Neritina,

Melania, and Fusus cinereus are met with.

Human remains have been found in great abundance even upon the

surface. Mr. Cunningham reports the discovery of portions of fourteen

skeletons. Of the perfect crania found, one was very much distorted,

the other was slightly flattened on one side. Bone implements were

also recovered, sharpened at the end like a toothpick. But the most

interesting part of the collection is the pottery, thousands of fragments

having been recovered on this single occasion. Five entire vessels

were sa,ved, and fragments of one or two others which can be repaired.

Of the entire vessels, ^o. 1, 18 inches wide and 14 inches deep, is com-

posed of coarse material, shells and clay, brown outside and red inside.

In shape it is an inverted conoid, with perpendicular rim. There is no

ornamentation excepting a line drawn around the base of the neck. It

contained human remains, and when found was covered by a flat dish

in the same manner as the burial jars of Nicaragua. Ko. 2 is a flat in-

verted conoid, 7^ inches deep and 18 inches in diameter, angular at the

widest part, and with perpendicular rim. The portion from the bulge

to the neck is elaborately ornamented with sigmoid lines and dots, at

intervals interrupted by figures which resemble a pair of hands or feet.

This is a very unique specimen in smoothness and ornamentation. Sev-

eral of the broken jars were similarly ornamented. No. 3 is similar in

shape and ornamentation to No. 2, 3 inches deep and 6 inches wide.

The rim was formerly furnished with knobs or handles. No. 4 is a plain,

round- bottomed cup, 3^ inches deep and 4 inches in diameter. No. 5

resembles in shape an ordinary dinner pot, G inches deep and 6 inches

in diameter. It is to be hoped that further researches will be made in

this interesting locality.

THE STOCK IN-TRADE OF AI ABORIGINAL LAPIDARY.

(Mississippi.)

By Charles Eau.

In an essay entitled "Ancient Aboriginal Trade in North America,"

which was published in the Smithsonian Eeport for the year 1872, I

attempted to trace the beginning of a division of labor among the

former inhabitants of this country. I expressed the opinion that certain

individuals, who were, by inclination or practice, particularly qualified

for a distinct kind of manual labor, devoted themselves principally or

entirely to that labor, basing my conjecture on the occurrence of manu-
factured articles of homogeneous character in mounds or in deposits

below the surface of the soil. There is little doubt, for instance,

that there "were persons who devoted their time chiefly to the manufact-

ure of stone arrow-heads and of other articles produced by chipping,

among which may be mentioned those remarkable large digging tools
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described by ine several years ago,* and the oval or leaf-shaped imple-

ments made of the peculiar hornstoue of " Flint Eidge," in Ohio. These

latter, which bear much resemblance to certain palaeolithic types of

Europe, were first noticed by Mr. E. G- Squier, who found, many years

ago, a large deposit of them in a low mound of "Clark's Work," iu Eoss

County, Ohio. An excavation, six feet long and four feet wide, disclosed

about six hundred specimens, which were standing edgewise, forming

two layers, one immediately above the other. The deposit extended

beyond the limits of the excavation on every side, and hence the actual

number of specimens has not become knowu.f Since that time deposits

composed of objects of corresponding shapes and of the same material

have been discovered, generally under the ground, iu Illinois, Wiscon-

sin, and Kentucky ; but the area of their distribution may be much

greater. Dr. J. F. Snyder has described the Illinois deposits iu the

Smithsonian Report for 187G4 That of Beardstown, in Cass County,

is of special interest. It contained about fifteen hundred leaf-shaped or

round implements, arranged in five horizontal layers, which were sepa-

rated by thin str-ata of clay. According to Dr. Snyder, another deposit,

said to have consisted of three thousand five hundred specimens, was

discovered in Fredericksville, Schuyler County, iu the same State.

Smaller subterranean deposits of flint arrow-heads, cutters, &c., have

been met with iu various States iu the eastern half of this continent,

the articles showing in many cases no traces of use whatever, and gen-

erally exhibiting a symmetrical order iu their arrangement. Such facts

naturally lead to the supposition that flint chipping formed a special

profession, and, furthermore, that the objects found iu these hiding-

places, or "caches", constituted the magazines of the aboriginal crafts-

men. The deposit of Clark's Work, it should be stated, has been thought

to owe its occurrence in a mound of peculiar structure to superstitious

or religious motives, and thus to partake cf a sacrificial character.

This view, however, whether correct or not, has no bearing on the point

in question, namely, the production of the chipped articles by way of

trade.

The carved stone pipes, representing imitations of the human head,

of quadrupeds, birds, &c., which were found in great number by Messrs.

Squier and Davis iu a mound of the group called " Mound City," not

far from Chillicothe, Ohio, illustrate the highest development of early

aboriginal art iu this country.§ Their production required much skill

and patient endurance, and hence we may infer that the manufacture of

stone pipes formed iu past times a branch of industry which was chiefly

carried on by persons who possessed an extraordinary talent for this

* A Deposit of Agricultural Flint Implements iu Southern Illinois, Smithsonian Report

for 1868, p. 401.

i Squier and Davis : Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, Washington, 1848,

p. 158; representations of the objects on p. 214.

jDeiJOsits of Flint Implements, p. 433.

^ Ancient Monuments, &c., ^. 242, &c.
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peculiar kind of work. There are to this day pine-makers among the

Ojibway Indians, and probably among other tribes.

In corroboration of the foregoing, I may state that certain handicrafts

were practised to some extent by the North American Indians at the

time of their first intercourse with the whites. " They have some," says

IvOger Williams, " who follow onely making of Bowes, some Arrowes, some

Dishes (and the women make all their Earthen Ycssells), some follow fish-

ing, some hunting: most on tlie Sea side make Money, and Store up shells

in Summer against Winter whereof to make their money."* These re-

marks, of course, relate to the l!^ew England tribes, with whom Eoger

Williams used to associate j but a later writer, Lawson, gives a similar

account of the Southern Indians, among whom labor was doubtless still

more systematized, considering that they had attained a somewhat

higher degree of civilization than their Northern kinsmen. It is known
that until within late years the manufacture of arrow-heads was prac-

tised as a profession by certain individuals among several Indian tribes.

I will now proceed to describe a deposit of aboriginal manufactures,

which illustrates the subject of division of labor among the earlier in-

habitants of this country better than any other discovery of kindred

character with which I have become acquainted.

In the spring of 187G, Mr. T. J. E. Keenan, of Brookhaven, Lincoln

County, Mississippi, presented to the National Museum a collection of

jasper ornaments, mostly uufiuished, which had been found in Lawrence

County, in the same State, forming a deposit of a very remarkable

Character. Being desirous of learning the particulars of this discovery,

I addressed a letter to Mr. Keenan, and obtained from him the desired

information. The deposit was accidentally discovered on the farm of

Anthony Hutchius, situated on the east side of Silver Creek, about one

mile distant from Hebron church, in the northeastern part of the above-

named county. While Mr. Huchins's son was engaged ore day in July,

1875, in ploughing a cotton-field, entirely free from pebbles and stones of

any kind, a grating of the ploughshare attracted his attention, and upon
examination he found that he had struck the deposit, which appeared

originally to have been buried two feet and a half below the surface,

filling an excavation of about eighteen inches in diameter. The
arrangement of the articles constituting this deposit will be described

hereafter. They all consist of jasper of a red or reddish color, which is

sometimes variegated with spots or streaks of a i)ale yellow. But few

of these objects, which were undoubtedly designed for ornament, may
be considered as entirely finished.

The following is an inventory of the specimens sent to the National

Museum by Mr. Keenan

:

1. Twenty-two pebbles of jasper, showing no work whatever. They
are irregular in shape and mostly small, being from half an inch to au

inch and one-fourth in size.

* A Key into the Lauguage of America (London, 1645); Providence, 1327
; p. 133.
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2. Twelve rudimentary ornaments of diflferent forms, brouglit into

shape by chipping.

3. Three polished pieces with narrow grooves, showing that cutting

was also resorted to in the manufacture of the objects.

4. Two hundred and ninety-five beads of more or less elongated cylin-

drical shape, measuring from one-fourth of an inch to three inches in

length, and from one-fourth of an inch to one inch in thickness.

Though they are polished, they exhibit but rarely a perfectly regular

cylinder form. Ten of them show the beginnings of holes, in most cases

at one end.

5. One hundred and one round beads of a more compressed or dis-

coidal shape. They are from one-eighth to five-eighths of an inch long,

while their diameters vary from one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch.

They are polished, and only five of the number exhibit incipient holes.

G. Nine polished ornaments of elongated flattish shape, showing an

expansion on each side (like Fig. 10). They measure from an inch and

one-fourth to two inches and one-fourth in length, and from three-

fourths of an inch to an inch and one-fourth in width across the middle.

One specimen is partly drilled.

7. Two specimens of similar character, but expanding on one side

only (Fig. 11). They are from an inch and a half to two inches in

length and seven-eighths of an inch wide across the middle.

8. One large ornament showing two expansions on each side (Fig. 12).

A more minute description will follow.

9. Two small animal-shaped objects. They are about an inch long

and well polished.

10. Two semicircular polished pieces, probably designed to be worked

into the shapes of animals.

There are four hundred and forty-nine pieces in all. Mr. Keenan has

kept for himself sixteen specimens, and four bad been disposed of be-

fore he became the owner of the collection. One of the latter was drilled

entirely through. Hence the entire deposit consisted of four hundred

and sixty-nine objects.

From the character of the inventory just given several inferences may
be drawn.

There can hardly be any doubt that the deposit constituted the stock-

in-trade of some aboriginal manufacturer of ornaments of jasper, which

he made from pebbles of that material.* He shaped them by the oper-

ation of chipping before he proceeded to grinding, and he likewise ap-

plied the method of cutting in the manufacture of the articles. The cut-

ting, however, was done after the piece had been reduced to a certain

shape by grinding. The drilling of the beads and bead-like ornaments

was the final process in their fabrication. This fact affords an additional

•According to Mr. Keenan's express statement, no jasper i^ebbles occur in the neigh-

borhood of the place where the ornaments were entombed. They must have been

brought from a distance.
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Jasper oni.iments from Mississippi
(J).

Fig. l.-ATs»er Ltr .,
"?® '

"f""''^
composiog tbe deposit.

.1,
^' :;-1^.^''°^' ^^O'^^P-'^ratively slender piece, desio-ned for a bead Tf
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Fig. 3.—Polislied cylindrical* bead (undrilled).

Fig. 4._Ycry regular and well polished cylindrical bead of a fine red

color (undrilled).

Fig. 5.—Long and slender bead, appareutly not entirely ground into

sliape (undrilled).

Fig. C.—Large cylindrical bead, wliicb exhibits a rather rough sur-

face, the traces of chipping not having been entirely removed by the

grinding i)rocess (undrilled).

Fig. 7.—Small cyliudrical bead, polished, but not regular in shape,

and showing at one end the beginning of a hole, which forms a cylin-

drical cavity nearly three millimeters in diameter and two millimeters

in depth.

Fig. 8.—Polished bead of discoidal shape, with incipient holes at both

ends. One of the holes is merely indicated by a small depression ; the

other forms a cup-like cavity of two and a half millimeters diameter and

two millimeters depth.

Fig. 9.—Ornament of elongated flattish shape, with an expansion on

each side. It is unfinished, having been brought into shape by chi^)-

X)ing alone.

Fig. 10.—Object of the same form ; well polished, but not absolutely

regular in outline. There can be no doubt that the ornaments of this de-

scription were intended to be drilled in the direction of the longitudinal

axis. A broken specimen of the collection shows the commencements

of holes at both extremities.

Fig. 11.—Polished ornament of similar character, exhibiting an ex-

pansion or projection only on one side (undrilled).

Fig. 12.—Large iwlished ornament of elongated flattish form, with

two expansions on each side. The object is irregular in outline, the ex-

liansions being larger at one extremity than at the other. It is three-

fourths of an inch thick in the middle. A longitudinal perforation was

doubtless intended.

Fig. 13.—A small, flattish, bird-shaped object, made of beautiful

cherry-red jasper, and well polished. The wings are indicated on both

sides by slight grooves.

Fig. 14.—A similar polished object of dark-red jasper, in which the

bird form is less distinctly expressed. Indeed, the maker may have pur-

l^osed to represent some quadruped. It would be unprofitable to spec-

ulate on the use of these two carvings. They probably were merely toys,

though it is not impossible that they had a totemic significance, or were

designed to serve as charms. They could not well be worn about the

person, and I doubt whether it was intended to perforate them.

Fig. 15.—A polished semicircular piece, perhaps designed to be

worked into the shape of a bird ; its size is exactly the same as that of

the original of Fig. 13.

* In this description of ornaments the term "cylindrical" rau3t not be taken in a

mathematical sense, as I merely intend to indicate by it an approximate resemblanco

to a cylinder.
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Fig. IG.—A polished piece, of a compressed oval shape, showiog two

parallel incisions iu the direction of the minor axis. They were evidently

made with a sharp flint tool. It is probable that this specimen illus-

trates a stage in the manufacture of a small animal-shaped trinket, like

those already described, the piece being almost too flat to be made into

O-liead of cylindrical form.

9
10

Jasper ornamenta from Aia^.^ioai^.pi
(Jj.

It now remains to be stated in what manner the objects forming the
deposit were arranged. The large piece, represented by Fig. 12, lay flat

on the bottom of the hole ; the long and massive cylindrical beads were
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placed on end, on and around it, as closely as possible, and the smaller

objects were spread over them in a rather promiscuous way.

The owner of the articles here described, we may suppose, had no in-

tention of leaving them buried in the ground ; he would some day have

recovered them, had circumstances iDermitted. Death, captivity, or re-

moval to another part of the country, from which he never returned, may
have frustrated his design. The deposit in question shared the fate of

many others which have been preserved to our time, in order to add,

as it were, to our knowledge of the former occupants of this country.

It would be a vain endeavor to offer any conjecture as to the age

of the deposit. The objects appear absolutely fresh, not showing the

slightest alteration of the surface. Jasper, however, is a very hard sub-

stance, capable of resisting the influences of exposure for ages. On the

other hand, there is nothing that would militate against a comparatively

recent, though pre-Columbian, origin of the deposit.

It must have been a very difficult task to work a stone as hard as

jasper without the proper appliances, and we cannot but admire the

skill, and, above all, the patience of the artist or artists who fashioned

the ornaments from such an obdurate material. "Yet it is known that

even at the jiresent time mineral substances of equal hardness are

shaped and perforated in the most primitive manner by tribes occupy-

ing a very low i)ositiou in other respects. The execution of such work
is but a trial of endurance, a quality displayed in an eminent degree by
uncivilized man when his mind is bent upon a definite purpose.

OBSERYATIOXS OX A GOLD ORXAMEiXT FE03I A MOIXD IN FLORIDA.

By Chakles Kau.

In December, 1877, Mr. Damon Greenleaf, of Jacksonville, Florida, sent

for examination to the National Museum a curious relic of gold, lately

discovered in a mound in Manatee County, Southern Florida, with a

request for information as to its probable origin and use.

The accompanying illustration represents the object in question re-

duced to one-half of its natural size, the original measuring exactly nine

inches from the point to the middle of the oi)posite curve. It is cut from

a flat piece of gold plate, not quite a millimeter in thickness, and some-

what thinner toward the edge. The specimen is broken in two pieces,

as indicated by the dotted line in the figure; but the two parts fit well

together, and thus the original character of the object remains unal-

tered. On the whole, it is in a good state of preservation, though the

effects of long exposure are plainly visible. Both faces appear bright

and smooth, and the engraved lines, which represent exactly the same

pattern on both sides, seem to be as fresh as on the day when they

were traced.

Little need be said concerning the shape of the ornament, considering

that all its features are distinctly expressed in the cut. The maker
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evidently intended to represent a bird's head, the neck of which forms

a blade-like prolongation, and the grotesque execution clearly illustrates

Gold ornament from a mound in Florida, and head of the ivory-billed woodpecker. (|).

the curious taste characterizing the ornamental work of the IJTorth

American Indian. It never would occur to a person of Caucasian origin

to represent a bird's head in the peculiar manner here exhibited. The
eye of the bird, it should be stated, has been formed with great regu-

larity by the process of punching from the under side, and perfectly

resembles in size and convexity the head of a common brass tack.

However clumsy the design of the object may appear to a common
observer, the ornithologists of the National Museum have discovered

the prototype that was before the aboriginal artist's mind. The trun-

cated bill and recurved crest leave no doubt that he intended to repre-

sent the ivory-billed woodpecker {Piciis principalis, Liun. 5 CampepMlus
principalis, Gray), a bird quite frequent in Southern Florida, but not

found at any great distance from the Gulf of Mexico. To facilitate

comparison, a half-size sketch of the head of the ivory-billed wood-

XDCcker is placed in juxtaposition with the cut representing the aborig-

inal relic.

The composition of the gold plate from which the specimen is made
indicates its post-Columbian origin. Having been forwarded, through
the courtesy of Mr. E. B. Elliott, chief clerk of the Bureau of Statistics,

to the Mint at Philadelphia, for the purpose of ascertaining its weight

and composition or fineness, it was found to weigh 1.53 ounces (troy),

and to consist exclusively^ of gold and silver, in the proportion of 893
parts of gold to 107 parts of silver. Consequently, the amount of gold

therein contained is 1.3GG ounces, and of silver 0.161 ounce (troy).

The metal value of the relic is twenty-eight dollars and forty-five cents.

According to Mr. Elliott's statement, its composition corresponds almost
exactly with that of the "ounce" of gold or quadruple of Spain bearing

the date of 1772 ; and this circumstance is not without significance, in

so far as it seems to point to the source from which the material of the

figure was derived. It may ha.ve been given by Spaniards to some
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ludian, who fashioned it, according to his taste, to serve as a totemic

emblem or ornament, perhaps designed to form a part of the head-

dress ; for, though a small elongated aperture is formed by the inner

curve of the bird's neck, I hardly deem it likely that the object was

intended for suspension. The Florida Indians, it is veil known, paid

l)articular attention to the decoration of their heads, and hence it is

not an improbable conjecture that it once embellished the crown of

some chief or brave while living, and was afterward placed in his grave,

in accordance with aboriginal custom.

Whether the figure was brought into shape by hammering a large

gold coin or a bar of gold, or was made from a piece of sheet gold, can-

not now be decided. The surfaces certainly look as though they had

undergone the process of beating; but it is just as likely that the orna-

ment was made from a piece of gold plate furnished by whites. That

the Indians were skillful in working metal in a cold state is shown by
the implements and ornaments of copper found in various parts of the

United States, more especially in the neighborhood of Lake Superior,

where their supplies of native copper were chiefly obtained. Even
modern Indians practise the art of working silver dollars, beating and

cutting them into tasteful gorgets, ear-rings, and other objects of per-

sonal adornment. On the other hand, there is no ground whatever

for supposing that the Indians north of Mexico possessed the skill of

casting gold, and far less of producing an alloy like that of which the

Florida ornament is composed.

"While I am of opinion that the material of the relic was obtained from

whites, I ascribe (as stated) the work itself—that is, the cutting out of

the figure and the tracing of the lines—to the agency of an aboriginal

artist. The ornamental lines, though incised with a steady hand, are

not uniform in width, and in some places the tracing forms a double

line, as though the implement used in lieu of a graver had not been i^ro-

vided with a sharp point. A knife which has lost its extreme point

would produce such lines; perhaps also a pointed flint. The latter

alternative, however, is hardly admissible, considering that at the time

when the object was made, implements of such primitive character prob-

ably had been superseded by more efficient instruments of iron or steel.

The North American Indians, like other savages, were not slow in recog-

nizing the superiority of the white man's tools, and adopted them with-

out hesitation.

Though it would be hazardous to pronounce a definite opinion con-

cerning the age of the relic, it may be assumed that it is not very old.

Its origin may not date back more than a century. It was perhaps

made during the second period of Spanish supremacy in Florida, which

lasted from 1780 to 1821, when the province was ceded to the United

States. The ornament was taken from the centre of the mound, and

doubtless formed a part of a primary burial. This fact affords an addi-

tional evidence that mound-building was continued in this country after
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its occupation by Europeans. " The man who dug it out," says Mr.

Greenleaf, "had no idea that it was gold. He had been digging all

day, and was just giviug up the work, wheu, with a fiual desperate

blow, he struck, broke, and brought to light the gold ornament. Ho
then explored the rest of the mound carefully, but found nothing but

fragments of pottery and crumbling bones."

Purely aboriginal relics of gold appear to be extremely rare in this

country. According to Colonel Charles C. Jones, Indian beads composed

of that metal have been met with in Georgia. He says : " Gold beads

—

evidently not European in their manufacture—have been found in the

Etowah Val'ey, in the vicinity of the large mounds on Colonel Tuinliu's

plantation."* This statement is corroborated by Mr. M. E. Stephenson

in an article on ancient mounds in Georgia, which was published in the

Smithsonian lieport for 1870. I am not aware that Indian relics of gold

have been found in Florida in modern times ; but mention is made of a

small gold bell obtained in 1527 by the party of the unfortunate Pam-
philo de Narvaez, immediately after his landing in Florida. It was
discovered in one of the large houses {bitJiios), which the natives had
deserted upon the approach of the Spaniards.!

We learn from the old accounts relating to the discovery and coloni-

zation of the large tract of land formerly called Florida that the abo-

riginal inhabitants were cognizant of the occurrence of gold in their dis-

tricts. The grains of gold which the early Spanish visitors saw in the

possession of the Floridians excited their cupidity, and inspired them
with the hope of finding a second Mexico or Peru in the more northern

portion of the new continent. Upon asking the Indians where the

precious metal had been obtained, they were referred to the "Apalatcy "

Mountains, in the north, from which rivers carrying particles of gold,

silver, and copper were flowing. The Indian method of collecting these

metallic grains is represented en plate 41, vol. ii, of De Bry's Peregri-

nationes (Frankfort on the Main, 1591), where the natives are pictured

as usiug long tubes for this purpose. Jacques Le Moyne de Morgues,

the artist of Laudonni^re's expedition, to which the volume relates,

probably drew the sketch from imagination, or according to what he

had heard from the Indians, who were never noted for their veracity.

The short Latin description accompanying the sketch closes with the

statement that the Spaniards knew how to apply these treasures to their

own use. Indeed, traces of mining operations which are ascribed to

the Spaniards have been found in the gold district of Georgia. It

would be foreign to my purpose to enlarge on this subject ; but I will

refer to two articles by Dr. D. G. Brintoo, which treat of this early

* Antiquities of the Southern Indians. New York, 1873, p. 43.

t " Uu de ces buhios 6tait si grand, qu'il pouvait contenir plus de trois cents person-

Ees : les autres dtaient moins vastes ; nous y trouvdmes une clochette en or parmi des

filets."

—

Eelation et Xaufrages d'AIvar Xunez Calcga de Vaca. Paris, 1837, p. 24. (Ter-

naux-Compana Collection.) The Spanish original was published in the year 1555 at

Valladolid.
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mining : one forms the third appendix to his excellent little work en-

titled Ja^otes on the Floridian Peninsula; the other is published in the

Historical Magazine^ vol. x (18GG), p. 137, under the title "Early Spanish

Mining in Northern Georgia." Additional information on the subject

is to be found in Colonel Jones's work, to which I have referred on the

preceding page.

OJf A POLTCHROME BEAD FROM FLORIDA.

By Prof. S. S. Haldeman.

This bead (Fig. 1), now in the United States National Museum, is of

a kind known to archseology as the star pattern, because the white be-

tween the exterior blue and inner red forms a terminal star or zigzag

band when the original cylinder is ground into an oval so as to expose

the interior colors. Examples occur of various sizes from about two
inches in length and one and a half in diameter to about one-fourth

of an inch in size, the latter being spheric or oblate and as distinctly

Fisc. L

29080,

colored as the large ones. There is a specimen about an inch and a

half long in the ancient Egyptian department of the Louvre (hor-

izontal case Q), and, according to my recollection, a specimen from

Dakkeh (Nubia) in the British Museum (horizontal case E, No. 6294:

d) is larger. The Slade collection in the British Museum contains

two of the same character.* A large one found in England with

Samian cups and Eoman buckles is figured in the Proceed. Brit. Arch-

seol. Assoc. 1848, vol. 3, p. 328; Eaussettt figures an example from

Gilton, England ; and another is described in the Archseologia (1851,

vol. 35, pi. 5, fig. 10), the locality unknown, but Mr. B. Nightingale says

examples occur along the Ehine and are to be seen in the museums of

Mannheim and Baden. Mr. Morlot, of Lausanne, gives colored figures

of two examples in the museum at Copenhagen.^ That of fig. 1 was said

to have been found near Stockholm, the other in an antique grave in

* Catalogue of the collection of glass formed by Felix Slade, esq., F. S. A., with notes

on the history of glass-making, by Alexander Nesbitt, esq., 1871, p. 10, fig. 21.

t Inventorium Sepulchralo, 1866, pi. 5, fig. 2.

X Proceed. Am. Philosoph. Soc, Nov., 18G2, p. 111-114 and 119-120.
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Denmark. He also copies (fig. 3) one of Schoolcraft's figures of a smaller

cylindric bead from the ossuaries at Beverly, Canada. Somewhat
similar to the Stockholm specimen is a bead in the National Mu-

seum (Fig. 2) from Santa Barbara, Cal., in which the exterior blue is

Fig. 2.

15193.

minutely and thickly speckled with yellowish points. The same collec-

tion has examples of the small spherical kind from graves at Lima, N. Y.;

and I have a specimen found on the Susquehanna, with other remains,

in digging the Pennsylvania canal, about the year 1830.*

The exterior blue is usually more or less clearly striped with a lighter

tint, owing to the ridges of the interior white shining through. In all

the specimens, and in such as I have seen in Euroi)e, the order of the

colors toward the interior is blue-white-red-white, with an additional

central color in some of the larger ones, that of the large Louvre ex-

ample being dark blue. This order is present in modern Venetian beads,

of which I have examples much like that of Santa Barbara, Cal., and

in those from New York and the Susquehanna, but the last two are

more neatly made, the white, wavy band in the Susquehanna specimen

being very slender, delicate, and regular. The external tint of the mod-

ern Venetian cylindric beads is blue, green, red, or longitudinally striped

with several colors, and the Louvre has blue and also green ancient

Egyptian specimens.

Mr. Morlot's paper is intended to show that the Northmen received

these beads from the Phoenicians and carried them to America, a view

which is opposed by Mr. A. W. Franks, F. S. A., of the British Museum,
who thinks that the Beverly specimen figured by Schoolcraft is Venetian

of the fifteenth or sixteenth century,t a view which is probably correct

for all the North American examples. Of these, the New York speci-

mens show signs of oxidation, while that from the Susquehanna is un-

tarnished.

* Proceed. Am. Phil. Soc, May, 1869, vol. 11, p. 360. Mr. Thos. Masterson, of Colum-
"bia. Pa., has added to my cabinet a fine specimen, but little tarnished, from a grave in

Tioga County, Pa., and he has the longitudinal half of another, If inch long and l^V

in diameter, found at Turky Hill, below Columbia, Pa.

t Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries, January 28, 1864. Lubbock, Prehistoric

Times, ch. 3. I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Franks for valuable ancient and
modern additions to my cabinet of beads.
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And yet, the manufacture of the star pattern and other kinds of beads

in glass and enamel, with varicolored spots and circles, is of great an-

tiquity. The art seems never to have been lost, and in later times to

have been chiefly cultivated at Venice, where more than five hundred

varieties are made. A local historian, Mr. Samuel Evans, of Columbia,

Pa., says the natives along the Susquehanna traded with the French for

fire-arms before 1608, and he mentions a trading-post at the mouth of

the river, established in 1631 by a person named Claibourne.* Charles

C. Jones t mentions that De Soto found European beads in possession

of the natives as early as 1510, and they seem to have been valuable

articles of trade at various periods and among many nations. They are

abundant in European mounds, where they occur in various shapes and

variegations of color, as may be observed in works devoted to antiqui-

ties.| The magnificent Cesnola collection in New York has varicolored

examples from Cyprus. The Kertch example (Archceologia, 34, pi. 5, f.

20) is blue with white circles. The same tints occur on Egyptian beads

in the Louvre, and on Phcenico-Greek specimens in the Liverpool Mu-

seum. The British Museum has beads from Tyre of a dark ground, some

with white circles, others with transverse zigzag bands.

A Venetian bead known as " cornalino d'Aleppo " is widely spread.

It is red, with a white or yellowish center, and when strung or worked

into ornaments the white is scarcely apparent, so that it might be sup-

posed that redheads would answer as well. Possibly they are more pleas-

ing to the eye when sold in bulk. I have specimens of it from Abyssinia,

Algeria, in native work of Demerara, in a medicine-bag probably from

the Eocky Mountains, in moccasins of the kind made by the Indians of

New York and Canada, and Mr. W. n. Holmes of the Hayden expedi-

tion picked up a specimen near the trail in the vicinity of the ancient

ruins of the Rio Mancos, in Southwest Colorado. Mr. Holmes also found

a small elliptic white enamel bead among the debris of the ruins, but

* Lancaster, Pa., Expres3, Marcla 8, 1876.

t Antiquities of the Southern Indians, 1873, pp. 235-237, 520.

t Archseologia, 1851, vol. 34, cuts p. 117, and pi. 5, including a Sabine example (f. 27),

two from Kertch (f. 20, 21), and three from Egypt. AU these are varicolored. The
spheric and sulcate forms, figs. 8, 13, 15, known as "Druid's beads," occur in Egypt,

and are represented in a large and varied collection of ancient Etruscan specimens

which I owe to the liberality of the distinguished archaeologist, Signer Alessandro

Castellani. Among its representatives of the plate referred to are fig. 20 (Kertch), 23

(cylindric, Nubia), 25 (triangular, Egypt), 27 (spotted, Sabine), and 35, with colored

rings.

K. C. Neville, Saxon Obsequies, 1852, pi. 18-22, containing several hundred figures,

mostly varicolored.

John Yonge Akerman, Remains of Pagan Saxondom, 1855, cuts p. xxviii, and colored

plates 12 and 21, with thirty or forty varieties.

Faussett (op. cit.), pi. 5, 6, 7, figures in single tint and varicolored of about two hun-

dred examples.

Achille Deville, Histoire de I'Art de la Verrerie dans I'Antiquit^, 1873, pi. 78-9, vari-

gated
;

pl. 5, uuicolored.
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even this is a Yenetian pattern. Among many varieties of glass beads,

the Wbeeler Survey has the cornaliue cl'Aleppo from excavations near

Santa Barbara, Oal. (Dos Pueblos, Big Bonanza), also another Venetian

variety with the center black instead of white. Both kinds are used

by the modern Utes. It deserves mention that Professor Henry has

recently procured for the Smithsonian Institution a fine collection of Ve-

netian beads for comparison in this branch of archteology.

COLORED BEAD DUG FROM A MOUND AT THE EXTREME NORTH EXD OF
BLACK HAMMOCK, THREE MILES WEST OF MOSQUITO INLET, EASTERN
COAST OF FLORIDA.

By A. M. Harrison, Assistant, Coast Survey.

Imbedded in the roots near one of the skulls was found a small gold

bead, and another larger one of such peculiar material and construction

that a description of it will not be amiss. (See Fig. 1, in preceding-

article). It is cylindrical, 1^ inches long, 1 inch in diameter through the

center, and one-half inch across the hexagonal ends. When taken from

the ground, parts of its surface had a peculiarly pearly or iridescent ap-

pearance, due to oxidation. Upon my return home I divided it length-

wise, and gave one-half in its original condition to the Superintendent

of the Coast Survey ; the other I had polished, and it is still in my
possession. It is brilliantly colored around the middle by dark and light

blue longitudinal bars, tapering toward the ends of the bead, which are

deep red, each bar being defined by a dead white line. Running length-

wise through the center is a variegated cylinder of op'ique and semi-

transparent enamel, or glass, which has a single perforation. Obviously,

a tube arranged in concentric layers of different colors was first made,

then cut into sections at intervals, and each section ground to the present

shape. It is beautifully tinted, and plainly the work of a skilled artisan.

SHELL-HEAPS AT THE MOUTH OF SAINT JOHN'S RIVER, FLORIDA.

By S. p. Mayberry, Ca;pe Elizabeth, Me.

Fort George Island lies at the mouth of Saint John's Eiver, Florida.

It embraces 1,100 acres of high and dry " hammock" land, surrounded

on three sides by 1,800 acres of marsh. On the remaining part is a

sandy beach, which also extends along the mouth of the river four miles.

The island is very nearly level and covered with a dense growth of many
varieties of wood, among which are live and water oak, magnolia, hick-

ory, cedar, and pine. Mount Cornelia is a hill of sand about one-half

mile from the shore. It is estimated that there are forty acres covered

with large piles of oyster-shells, while many acres are covered with

20 s
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them distributed evenly over the surface. In that climate, when not

protected, they disintegrate with some degree of rapidity.

The larger deposit that we examined covered IJ acres ; the height at

the point must have been 30 feet. In shape it resembled a bowl turned

bottom side up. The upper surface was covered with a vegetable mold

from 10 to 10 inches, upon which were growing forest-trees. We meas-

ured a live-oak which had a diameter of 32 inches. Six feet from the

bottom was a layer of black vegetable mold Ibllowing a course nearly

parallel with the surface of the ground. It showed no indication that

there were any trees growing in the space occupied by these deposits

I)revious to their being transported there. The shells were, without an

exception, single, and inside of the pile, where they had not been exposed

to the influence of the climate, no signs could be discovered of their

having been treated with fire. Large quantities of these shells are being

carted off to make roads on the island, so that we had a good chance to

see the interior of the pile. We were informed by the cartmen that

human skeletons were found occasionally. A gentleman informed me
that he had seen a piece of pottery on which was marked " 1707." Ad-

joining the above pile was a depression resembling the inside of a bowl,

the outside being irregular, and in one place it looked as though the side

might have been forced out and that it was caused by a largo body of

water which had been inclosed and burst from its confinement. In the

center of this deposit the shells were not three feet deep, while the walls

were fifteen.

On another i)art of the island the i)roprietor informed me that among
forest-trees of 2 and 3 feet diameter, on the deposits could be traced dis-

tinctly the rows and other indications of sugar-cane culture. About a

month previous to my visit. Dr. Hall leveled a sand mound in front of

his residence, in which were human skeletons, stone implements, and

pottery.

ANCIENT MOUND IN WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA.

By William M. Taylor, of Mount Jackson, Pa.

This mound is about 35 feet in diameter and 5 feet high. Joining the

circumference on the southeast is a projection 35 feet long, of the same
height as the main part. This gives the mound a gridiron shape, with

a very broad handle.

The site of the mound is on the Mahoning River, west side, second

bench, and about a quarter of a mile from the stream. It is one-third

of a mile from the mound back to the range of hills more than a hundred
feet high. It is worthy of notice that the projection extends in a course

parallel with the river on one side and the hills on the other.

In leveling this mound a number of graves and skeletons were dis-

covered. There were also a few implements, bone beads, mica, &c.,
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found. Most of the skeletons quickly crumbled upon exposure to the

air. From Mr. Gibson, the owner, I obtained a large and well shaped

skull. The under jaw is still attached, and most of the teeth remain.

On a former visit I picked up a numberof bones that were lying loosely

around after the attempt at leveling. The skeletons were surrounded

by large fiat stones set on their edges. These stones were brought from

the hills, as there are none like them in the bottom. The earth of which

the mound was built was also brought from a distance. It is quite dif-

ferent in color and quality from that near by. Some charcoal is found

mixed in it. Flint chippiugs and arrow-heads are still lying around.

Formerly various stone implements were fonnd in the neighborhood.

Last spring a colored man was plowing on the farm of Mr. 0. B. Easby,

on the hill-side, in sight of the mound, and less than half a mile from it.

lu the turning over of the sod he discovered an ancient cache. The
stock or collection consisted of axes, hatchets, tomahawks, hoes, wedges,

and a chain on which were strung several of the tomahawks. There were

over twenty iron implements in all. Ko two of even the same kind were

of the same size or shape ; but one of the hoes was almost identical in

shape and size with the hoes made for the Southern cotton -fields. Is it

probable that the same race and generation used both the iron and stone

implements? The iron tools have a very thick coating of rust upon them,

and are evidently among the first iron implements ever used by any

people in the valley of the Mahoning.
Near the mound once stood the Indian village of Kushkushkee, or Kas-

kaskunk. Pakanke, the Delaware chief, and Glikkikan, a celebrated

orator of the Delaware tribe, lived here. It is probable that Christian

Frederick Post visited the Indians in this town, by appointment of the

governor of Pennsylvania, in 1758. "Again, in 1761, Post repeated his

visit ; not on this occasion in the capacity of a political envoy, but as

an ambassador of the gospel."

—

Blade Robes.

This was the year before the establishing of the Moravian missionary

station and the founding of Friedenstadt, nine miles below on the Bea-

ver River, near the present town of Moravia.

DEPOSIT OF ARROW-nEADS NEAR FISHKILL, X. T.

By EowaN M. Siiepard, of Norfolk, Conn.

This interesting discovery of arrow-heads was made upon the farm of

Mr. George Allerton, at Green Haven, Dutchess County, New York.
The fiirm is situated in a beautiful valley about twelve miles from Fish-

kill on the Hudson. It seems that there were several bog-holes scattered

about the place, each, perhaps, 25 to 40 feet in diameter. They have a
few inches o"f water and several feet of rich muck, and are the resort of

numerous frogs, turtles, and snakes. Last July Mr. Eedevaty, thinking
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that the muck would be an excellent thiug to spread on his land, set

one of his men at work haulin-g it out. While employed in digging, his

spade brought up a number of arrow-points. He described them to be

nicely piled side by side, edgewise, in two or three rows. There were

perhaps two or three hundred in all. On each side and on top were

some charred logs and sticks, that seemed to be the remains of an old

fire. They were 10 or 15 inches below the surface of the pond. They
are of a blue jaspery flint, and seem to be in an unfinished coudition.

I thought that probably the Indians had brought them from a distance

(as I have never found any of the same rock anywhere in this neighbor-

hood) and made this pocket and covered the traces of them by building

a fire, intending to return and finish them at their leisure ; or, perhaps,

they hid them there to prevent their capture by their enemies.

STONE CELTS IN THE WEST INDIES AND IN AFRICA.

(Extract from a letter of Geo. J. Gibbs, esq., Turks Island.)

Mr. Gibbs draws attention to a paragraph (vol. ii, p. 451) in the work

of Martin Fernandez Navarrete, a French translation of which was

published in Paris in 1828, entitled "Eelations des Quatre Voyages

entrepris par Christophe Colombe, &c.," in which the natives of all the

West Indies are said to use ^' des baches et des ermiuettes faites avec

des pierres si elegantes et si bien travailldes, qu'on ne pent trop s'eton-

ner de ce qu'ils out pu les fabriquer sans fer." On page 448, vol ii, M.

Navarrete repeats the words of Columbus concerning the idolatry of the

natives, "Car dans leur maisons ils ont des idoles de plusieurs esi)eces.

Je (Columbus) leur ai demand^ ce que c'etait, et ils m'ont repondu que

c'etait une chose de Turey, ce qui veut dire du del."

In the same letter, Mr. Gibbs, after drawing attention to several

places in Livingstone's " Last Journal," where the distinguished author

denies ever having heard of stone implements in Africa (pp. 83, 89,

442, 448), says that in 1841 a Spanish slave-ship was wrecked on the

Caicos Islands. In conversation with Mr. Gibbs, who showed some of

the negroes a stone celt, they remarked that such things were wor-

shiped in their country, that they fall from heaven during thunder-

storms, and that they are a sure preventive of the evil effects of light-

ning to those who keep them in their houses. It is esteemed very

unlucky to part with one under any circumstances.

THE INDIANS OF PERU.

By F. L. Galt, M. D., of Lynchburg, Va.

The tribes of South American Indians who live on and to the east-

ward of the Andes in Peru belong, according to d'Orbigny's classifica-

tion, to the Race AndoPeruvlenne, one branch of which he designates as
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tbe Quichuas and Aymaras, and the other as the Amtisian. The latter,

more especially, embrace those living to the eastward of the Cordil-

leras, whose home is among the lowlands, which, I suppose, include

what is known as the "Montaiia" of Peru. This MontaSa embraces a

district from an elevation of 4,000 feet down to the level of the Ucayali

basin, whose average level above the sea varies from 200 to 500 feet,

and is continuous with the lowlands of the Brazilian portion of the

Amazon Valley. There are three platforms, differing greatly in height,

which form the basins of the Ucayali, the Huallaga, and the proper

main current of the Maraiion itself; and the tribes who inhabit the low

countries of Eastern Peru have traded for centuries among the broad

currents of the first two river bottoms. The Ucayali Eiver, which seems

for some reasons worthy of being more properly considered the contin-

uation of the Peruvian part of the Amazon, has a length of 885 miles

from its debouchment into the Maraiion to the point where the two

streams Urabamba and Tambo unite to form it. On the old charts of

the priests it was called the Apo-Paro, and the term Ucayali only applied

to the more northern half, from about the Pachitea to the Maraiiou. A
fine stream like this, which by recent surveys has been shown to be

navigable for steamers its whole length, and with its comparatively

moderate current of 2.65 miles per hour, must have naturally attracted

the natives to its borders, where abundance of fish, turtle, and water-

fowl offered so easy a liveliliood. We accordingly find that the manu-
script records of the friars of the order of Saint Francis, which show
the ardent spirit of these enthusiasts during two centuries, mention

numerous peoples dwelling along the whole length of this noble river;

and the present deserted spectacle of its borders gives us no index of

the population which once dwelt here. Another attraction for the

native was the comparatively moderate heat which is to be encountered

here, as in all parts of the Montaiia of Peru, not rising above an annual

averageof 24° Cand it must have attracted migration now and then from

the more desolate or cold heights of the sierras to the westward. The
great drawback to the basin of this river Ucayali, and also to the whole

of the river country of the lower part known as the ''Pampa del Sacra-

mento," would have been, probably, the inundations of the rainy season,

and the comparatively few points suitable for permanent settlement.

The simplicity of house structure, and the very few articles to be trans-

ported, would have counteracted this objection, and the generosity of

the climate as to vegetable production would offer them a relief from

the toil of a hardy agriculture and the preparation for cold, which they

found so necessary among the mountains.

Of the origin of the tribes living in the lower portion of the Montaiia

of Peru, we have little or no reliable information. What relation the

present rejDresentatives bore to the Inca population is uncertain.

In some recent surveys, undertaken under the auspices of Peru, of the

tributaries of the Amazon, which waters the territory of that republic,
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I had, as surgeon of the expedition, many opportunities of becoming ac-

quainted with the tribes who live in the lowlands of the basin of the

Ucayali, the Maranon, Pachitea, and other streams, and I could obtain

but the faintest knowledge of their peoples. Tradition among them
seemed to be reduced to its lowest condition, and among those tribes

which I visited there wa^ only one which seemed to treasure any notion

of the Inca history ; and they, in their pride of faucied descent from that

race, showed in their physical type some resemblance to the ancient

rulers of Peru.

Beginning at the mouth of the Ucayali River, the following tribes ap-

pear as we go up that stream : Kokamas occupying both sides and the

adjacent country of the Maranon River. They are a Christianized peo-

ple, and are those more frequently found about the villages occupied

by the white settlers. Their color is darker than that of most others

of the inhabitants of that country, and their stature is below the average.

Their limbs have not the rounded forms which characterize some others,

and their features are harsher in expression. They are very tractable

and work faithfully. Fidelity among their women is a characteristic

virtue.

The Mayourunas inhabit the country back from the river hereabouts,

and are less approachable by Christian or civilizing influences.

Remains of the Setibos shipibos are here and there to be found,

although, as is generally the case on this and other river borders

of the MontaSa, the tribal type is so destroyed by the custom of the

priests for many years to collect together at the various missions the

younger of the different tribes for religious and other purposes, that

intermingling of blood has destroyed among most of the tribes distinct-

tive marks.

The Conibos, are the largest, most numerous, and most important of

all the river tribes, and, having been about the prominent missions,

such as Sarayacu, Callina, and other places for many generations, they

are the most conspicuous on the Ucayali. In their tyi)e they resemble

much the Inca caste in their strongly aquiline nose, which is promineutj

their broad forehead, large eye, yellow cornea, and not prominent cheek-

bone. The limbs are round 5 abdomen protuberant; hands and feet small;

shoulders broad, though rounded. The custom of flattening the heads,

said by some to be a custom among them, must be very rare, as I never

saw an instance of it, though much among that tribe. They pride them-

selves much on their blood, and do not permit of marriage among neigh-

boring tribes, although they frequently make raids on their neighbors-

living up on the Pachitea and Suugaruyacu, the Coxibos, for the pur-

pose of stealing children, women, and slaves.

Aoout the missions of Calleria and Caxiboya are found the remains of

the older tribe of the Remos, who have disappeared very much through

wars and disease. They, like the Amahuacas, who live higher up th&

Ucayali, above the Pachitea, are mostly to be found as slaves.

i
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M. Castelnan, iu bis Voyage, gives some statements going to show that

there is among the tribes of this region a definite idea of futiiiity iu

couuectiou with the soul's immortality and of a Supreme Being. It ap-

pears to me that he must have confounded the notions they have gained

by long contact with the friars with their original ideas. Those whom
I often conversed with among these tribes, traders, priests, half-breeds,

and Indians themselves, seemed, as far as I could learn, a race most
ignorant of everything beyond the daily life they led, except where they
had some comprehension of what t'jey had heard from the teachings of

the friars, who for over a hundred years have been among them. I was
repeatedly told by the very intelligent prefect of the order of Saint

Francis, at Caxiboya, the headquarters of the missions, that he had
never been able to detect among the purely savage natures any notions

of the subjects referred to, except that they seemed to have a vague
idea of an evil spirit, who m they looked upon as the author of all the

ills of life; that of the soul and its immortality they did not entertain

the rudest conception.

The Couibo tribe, from their prominence on the river, are more ap-

proachable by the whites, and they show a larger degree of thriftiness

and comprehension of the uses of trade. But wheu at their homes,

unexcited by the animation of business, there seems little difference

between them and the other tribes in that country, being indisposed to

commnuicate information, quiet, with a species of cadness, or rather

apathy arising from want of thought. Yet it is well known that when
they, or any of the representatives of the tribes, are taken young, as is

frequently the case—sale of them being one of the elements of trade on

the rivers—and brought down to the villages on the MaraSon, or to the in-

terior, where there are white populations, they develop rapidly a remark-

able sprightliness. They learn the Spanish language with great facility, as

also the various duties they are called on to perform as nurses or servants

for children or grown people, and iu all respects acquire the arts of the

stage of civilization of that country with ease. Many of these young
persons, however, die before they have been in their new homes any
length of time, not from homesickness, which they rarely feel, but from

a change of diet and mode of life, the comparative plenty of their new
mode of existence and its excitement apparently producing derange-

ments of digestion. Among all the young people of the tribes of the

Ucayali and its tributaries who thus find their way into civ-lization, the

children of the Campas tribe, who inhabit the country of the Cerro de
la Sal and the south part of the Pampa del Sacramento, are preferred

on account of their quickness, energy, and fine physique, which, though
slight, is somewhat more elegant iu figure.

The Couibo tribe control the Ucayali for some distance above the Pa-

chitea, and are then replaced near the Urubamba and Tambo Elvers by

the Pirros, who are the most stalwart of all the aborigines of this country.

They inhabit both sides of the Ucayali near the two rivers mentioned,
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and also about tlie mouths of the Urubamba and Tambo. This change

from the dull, heavy-looking Oonibo, Sitibo, and Shipibo is possibly

owing to a modification in climate, which, about the country of the

Pirros tribe, is much more moderate as to temperature and damp-

ness.

The surface of the country is also much more open a little way from

the river margins, and allows, therefore, of locomotion by other means

than that of the sluggish canoe. This difference of physical features of

a section must in the course of time make considerable difference in the

physique of races, and its effects are probably not more distinctive any-

where than in the tangled jungles of the Amazon and the open plains

of the La Plata basin. This physical distinction reacts on the morale

of the inhabitant, and substitutes for the sluggish, apathetic, and uncom-

municative native of the former location the active horseman, the bold

antagonist, and the ready occupant of the pampas of the temperate

regions to the south. The country inhabited by the Pirros tribe com-

municates with the headwaters of some of the Brazilian rivers, and

intercourse is more or less regularly kept up with the tribes of that

country, inducing similarity of customs, &e. The Pirros also communi-

cate with the country of Cuzco for trading purposes, and they show a

much greater vitality than those living down on the Lower Ucayali.

But, of all the tribes of the tributaries of the Ucayali, those of the

Tambo aud Ere Rivers and of the Cerro de la Sal, attract more atten-

tion by their long, persistent, and dangerous hostility to the whites.

They are known iu the old manuscripts as the *' Antis," and under the

name of Campas appear more conspicuously about the end of the last

century. The friars of Saint Francis seem to have made, among the

tribes of the Cerro de la Sal, greater progress in civilizing than else-

where in the MontaSa, and, from that portion of the valley of the Chan-

chamayo, of the Perene and Ere Rivers, they steadily pushed their way

to the Ucayali, and even down to the Maraiion, during the last century

But it appears that an apostate from Cbristianity, one of the race who

had been educated in Spain, returned to the land of his fathers, pro-

claimed himself as sent of God, to redeem his people from the tyranny

of the worship of the priests, and a general massacre of these holy pio-

neers forever put a stop to progress in the southwest part of the Pampa
del Sacramento. Since that time the route to the Ucayali by the Ere

aud Perene has been closed to the white man and the neighbor Indians;

and even government expeditions sent to reopen that road have been

baffled and compelled to retire before the ambuscades which the Campas

ever prepared for all who sought to disturb their water-front along the

Cerro de la Sal. Besides the Campas, living along these rivers there

were the Campantis, Pirros, and Simiuchis, although all were merged

or lost in the towering reputation of the Campas, and now, all along the

Ucuyali, the Pachitea, and, in fact, all the streams flowing from the

Pampa del Sacramento, that name is sufficient to startle a tribe into
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fear or flight. The old name of " Eiiim" is to be found as that of an

Indian sovereignty in the southern part of the Pampa, although one does

not hear of it nowadays. The Campas have generally a broader chest

than is common with the other tribes, proportionate to the height, and

their hands and feet are often very beautiful as to size, and the instep

of the foot much arched ; their eyes are smaller than those of many
other tribes found in the Ucayali Valley, and the forehead has not

that breadth so common among the Conibos. The progress first made
among them by the friars has had the effect of causing a good many
reports as to their advance in the mechanic arts, and 1 heard, while

upon the Ere and Tambo Eivers, that they knew now the art of work-

ing in iron, although I could never ascertain this fact from those whom
I saw of that tribe. Being the Ishmaelites of the Ucayali basin, there

was little to be learned of them from their neighbors.

]\Iany of the tribal names mentioned by the friars in their early voy-

ages down the Ucayali are not now to be heard on that river. Some
have disappeared by war, others by pestilence, and some have left for

" parts unknown." The old "Pano '' lives now only as a sort of basis

for some of the dialects, especially the Eemo, Conibo, Sipibo, and Setibo.

The language of the old " Omaguas " tribe, which now is rarely heard,

is, I am told, the most difficult of all to learn ; that one has to learn, in

fact, two dialects, the men using one set of words to express their ideas,

and the women another. In a modified form this is seen not only in

the Qnichua, but some other of the river dialects of the Upper Amazon.
During my visit to the river country of the Pampa del Sacramento I

was unable to learn any traditions as to the Inca power having, in

ancient times, ever extended itself as far east as that portion of Peru.

However, in June, 1873, during an expedition made up the Pachitea and

Pichis Eivers, which flow through the middle and southwest of the

Pampa, I discerned, some 50 miles up the first-named stream, on the

face of a sandstone rock which formed a surface some 60 yards long by

40 in height, near the foot of which flows the river itself, a great num-
ber of representations cut into the rock, and which could also be dis-

covered by digging away the soil which had accumulated at the foot of

this stony rampart. Some of them have a relation with other relics

found in the interior districts of Peru. The Indians whom we had with

us had never heard of or seen these tracings before, although they had,

at least a few of them, gone up higher than this point, and lived near

the mouth of the Pachitea Eiver itself.

It is a very noticeable fact that these tribes of the lower platforms of

the Montana of Peru, and of its continuation into Brazilian territory, do

not seem to be an aboriginal race, or one suited to their habitat. They
remind one of refugees from some other clime, and have the appearance,

as to the conquest they make over the difficulties of their situation, of

"strangers in a strange land." The ease and frequency wuth which

they move from one part of the river to the other, according to the stage
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of water, the unbomelike look of their habitations, the untilled nature

of the soil, where vegetation crowds up to the very doors, the unoccu-

pied character of their life, their inability to tell us of themselves, their

forefathers, of the scenes of the laud they live in, all go to show a for-

eign extraction of not many centuiies past. In fact some of the tribes

living now on the TJcayali and on the MaraSon did come from the slopes

of the Andes far away to the northward in Ecuador, and others arrived

there from the upper country about the Huallaga, and Upper Marauon
;

while the name "Oraaguas," which appears on the JMarauon in the name
of an abandoned village site, and a member of which tribe rarely is

heard of iu this western part of the great Amazon Valley, comes from

the south and east under the name of Tupi or Guarani. The physical

characteristics applied to this stock by La Coudamine will answer for

many of the tribes encountered in this section of South America. It

seems not improbable that the oldest of the tribes living some few cen-

turies back in the low country of the Ucayali and Maraiion have been

replaced by the stronger red races from the Andean slopes, who iu their

turn have withered under the influence of their new climate and its

debilitating tendencies. To this cause for disappearance must be added

small j)Ox as a large factor. During the past year this scourge has

desolated the river country of the borders of the Brazilian and Peru-

vian frontier, and has caused the entire disappearance of one of the most

docile and iihysically the handsomest of the tribes about the mouth of

the Nape, the Yaguas, who died by families, and were eaten by the wild

beasts and birds of the forest about them. The custom of piercing the

lower lips and the ears for the purpose of placiug wooden plugs therein,

which was characteristic of the old Tupiuamba race of Brazil, is to be

found now and then among some of the tribes of the Ucayali and the

Napo, on which latter stream the enormous dilatation of the lobe of the

ear by these plates is a striking peculiarity among one of the tribes known
as the Cotos. But as far as I could learn there seems to have been

given to none of the Ucayali or Maraiion tribes that organized faith in

religious matters which some writers have discovered among the tradi-

tions of the Tupinambas of Brazil.

In reference to the breadth of chest and size of the lung-case noticed

among the dwellers on the Andean slopes, I may state as the result of

my own observation that this development is oftener to be encountered

among the mixed breeds, the cross of the Indian Jind white, and more
particularly in the female, than among the pure-blooded Indians whom
I have seen from there ; and I am disposed to ascribe this to the fact that

the female is the burden-carrier not only among the pure Indian races,

but also among the half-castes of Peru, and iu her relations with the

whites has more drudgery of life to perform in many instances. The

custom among them of carrying burdenson the head, while it contributes

to expansion of the chest, gives them an erectness and elegance of move-

ment of the body which is frequently noticed. The absence among the
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ludians of the Pampa del Sacramento and adjoining regions of the mus-

cular delineation in the limbs is very characteristic; they seem to be-

cushioned with adipose matter, which gives a roundness which does not

disappear even when performing an act of muscular exertion, and the

contrast between this race and the negro of Brazil is very striking. This

roundness of figure is continued in the mixed breeds of Indian and white.

One of the most frequent and severely painful affections among the

ludian races is what is known as "cold abscesses" which form in and

under the muscular tissue of the body. They give rise to enormous depos-

its ofpus, which entail great debility on the individual, and which are these

adipose tissues breaking down, no doubt, under iulluences of depressed

vitality. Tliis softness of the muscular system is also noticed in their

hands, which, although in incessant use of the paddle, never seem to

acquire that horny hardness to be found among a laboring class in more

open and temperate regions. In the tribes living on the MaraGon bor-

ders, about the Ccayali mouth, the nose has a tendency to spread con-

siderably at the nostril, nor has it the arched appearance to be seen

among the Couibos and others living higher up on the Ucayali River.

The color of the skin, too, is more inclined to brown than red, and the

prominence of the cheek-bones is greater. A noteworthy fact among the

half-breeds—the offspring of the Spanish-Peruvian descendant and the

Indian oftheMoutaSa of Peru—is the great general resemblance there is to

the Chinese type, so much so as to make us often doubt whether there

may not be sometimes a blood kinship. This resemblance is found in

the oblique position of the eye, the yellow-white complexion, and tbe

shape of the nose. This resemblance is one of the most common features

observed by strangers who are thrown among the half-castes of this

region.

The different dialects spoken by the tribes on theMarauon, Ucayali, and
Huallaga Elvers, where the Indians have been for some time in con-

tact with the white or half white Hispano-American, are very much inter-

mingled in conversation with the Spanish language, so that persons who
are familiar with this latter are enabled sometimes to partially understand

the subject when listening to the natives. The Mestizos who talk with

the natives always use the Spanish largely in their sentences. I was
also told that the Quichua spoken in that part of Peru was much cor-

rupted, sometimes so much so as not to be intelligible to those speaking

the purer form in use about Cuzco.



SANTA ROSA ISLAND.

By Eev. Stephen Bowers.*

The approximate geographical position of the central portion of this

islai)d is latitude 33° 55" north and longitude 120° 8^' west. The
island is fifteen miles long by ten miles in width, the general shape being

that of a parallelogram, and contains about 75,000 acres. Its longer

axis is parallel with the line of the coast and the Santa Inez Mount-

ains, which form the northern side of Santa Barbara Channel. The
channel between Santa Eosh Island and the island of Santa Cruz has a

width of five miles, and that between Santa Eosa and San Miguel a

width of four miles. The depth of water around Santa Eosa Island is

less than that of the other islands. The outline of the island is bold,

and no harbor exists aroui.d its shores. There are, however, several

places where vessels can laud, and the i^resent jiroprietors, the Messrs.

Moore Brothers, have built a wharf on the eastern end of the island,

where vessels can load and unload at any time, except when gales pre-

vail from the northeast.

Geology.—This island has been described as being composed of sand-

stone, but the first thing we observed upon landing was that the eastern

end of the island is composed principally of volcanic rocks. At the

wharf we found a good exposure of strata, forming cliffs about 30 feet in

height, the lower portion, for about 15 feet above the sand of the beach,

composed of stratified sandstone, fine grained, and destitute of fossils,

with an occasional stratum of breccia or conglomerate. These strata

have a dip of from 12° to 14° southeast. The upper portion of the cliffs

consists of a horizontal deposit of fragments of rhyolite, trachyte, vesic-

ular basalt, and white bituminous slate. The fragments gradually

decrease in size from the bottom upward, and are cemented together

with volcanic sand. The whole is covered with a deep and apparently

good soil. In some iilaces the rock fragments in the upper half of the

cliffs have been water worn and form conglomerate. This character of

rock extends from the wharf southeasterly to near a sand-point at the

southeastern extremity of the island, where it culminates in a hill of

volcanic rock 175 feet high. This is exposed for some distance in a
southerly direction from the beach on the north side of the point. The
rocks have a tendency to weather into odd and fantastic forms, the

angular ones becoming rounded by disintegration, irregular cavities

and caves being worn in it by the winds.

*Dr. Lorenzo G. Yates, of Centreville, Cal., rendered me valuable assistance in the

exploration of this island. The geology is principally compiled from his notes.
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At the northeastern extremity the rock is a coarse, volcanic breccia,

composed of porpbyritic and trappean rocks, having a distinct stratifi-

cation, with a dip of 30° southeast. Several spurs extend out some dis-

tance from the shore-line and others have been worn away by the in-

cessant beating of the surf until they form small rocky islets, while the

porphyritic rocks which have weathered out of the main body of the

breccia, lie as smooth bowlders at the base of the cliffs. From this

point the hills rise sharply to a height of from 250 to 300 feet, and run

southwesterly to the main backbone of the island, which lies on the line

of its longer axis. The highest points on this range were visited, and
the altitude was found to approximate 1,400 feet. Several high peaks

are grouped together about five miles south of the wharf, being on the

southern side of the line of the longer axis of the island. Three of

these high peaks, lying within a circuit of about two miles, were meas-

ured. The first (Black Mountain) measured 1,325 feet. Crossing over

a depression 350 feet below the first summit, rhyolite and white bitu-

minous slate occurs. The next peak south (Saddle Mountain) is about

100 feet higher than the first. Between this point and the hills on the

southeasterly side of the Caiiada la Cruz limestone occurs in the bed

of the creek, with ostrea titans and other Miocene fossils. Southeast-

erly from Saddle Mountain, and lying between Canada la Cruz and the

ocean, there is an intrusion of syenite, the extent of which we did not

ascertain; nor did we discover the line of juncture between the Mio-

cene and Pliocene.

On the north side of the island, about ten miles from the wharf, and

near the mouth of Soledad Caiion, there is a fine exposure of strata,

consisting of about 90 feet of Post Pliocene deposit, containing fossil

bones of vertebrates, and at one place fossil physas, at a depth of some

75 feet below the surface. This deposit is horizontal and overlies strata

of older rocks, probably Pliocene, which dip 13° northeast, and contain

Pectens and Turbitiellas in abundance. From this point to the north-

western extremity, and around the west end of the island to the point

where the main range of mountains meets the ocean, the shifting sands

have covered the rocks, obliterating all other writings of time in the

geologic formation.

History.—The first written account of this island and its inhabitants

is that of Juan Rodriguez de Cabrillo, a Portuguese navigator in the

employ of Spain. He reached this group of islands October 7, 1542,

and spent nearly six months here and on the main-land. He died here

and was buried on one of the islands on the south side of Santa Barbara

Channel, most probably San Miguel.

Cabrillo describes Santa Rosa Island as filled with inhabitants, who
differed in some respects from those living on the main-land, and spoke

a diflerent language. The women were comparatively white, very hand-

some, and of retiring and modest demeanor.

The cause of the decline and final extinction of this race is variously
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Stated. The old Jesuits of Sauta Barbara Mission informed Mr. Taylor

that a century ago the Eussians were in the habit of visiting this island

for the fur of the sea-otter, then very abundant here. They brought

with them natives from Alaska, whom they left on the island during

the winter months, having taught them the use of fire-arms. These

fellows, in the absence of the Russian ships, amused themselves in

shooting the defenseless inhabitants. Mr. Taylor thought that in this

way we can account for the number of skeletons which lie exposed in

different portions of the island. Another account is that the Russians

themselves killed them off in vast numbers in order to obtain the furs

they had accumulated.

Still another account is to the effect that a destructive famine pre-

vailed, reducing the number from many thousands to a few score of in-

dividuals.

In examining their burying-places we found many skulls which had

been broken by violence, but none that seemed to have been penetrated

by bullets. This was especially true of those buried just beneath the

surface. But as other tribes inhabited adjoining islands, they were

probably sometimes engaged in war, which may account for the perfo-

rated and fractured skulls. A famine of food could hardly occur, as the

inhabitants depended largely on the sea to yield them food. Mollusks

are still abundant, as well as whales, sea-lions, seals, and sea-otters

;

also various kinds of fish and water-fowl. The only possible chance for

a famine, we can see, would be in the drying up of the springs and

fresh-water streams, now abundant in the island. In a large burying-

place in the western portion of the island we found human bones occur-

ring near the surface, which were broken lengthwise, as if to extract

the marrow ; and in the same place we found the skeletons of as many
as fifty children, who would probably be the first to die in case of a

famine. The stumps and roots of many trees, indicating about the

same age, may be still seen in various portions of the island, and dead

land-shells {Helix ayersiana) in multiplied millions, all of which must

have been destroyed by a long drought many years ago. At all events,

about the year 181G the inhabitants of this island were reduced to a

few individuals, and were removed by the priests of the Romish mis-

sions to the main-land. They were placed in the mission of the Puris-

sima, in the western part of what is now Santa Barbara County. One
individual, an old man, and the last survivor of his tribe, was visited

by Dr. J. L. Ord a few years since. This man's name was Omsett,

•and he said his tribe was called Chumas. When visited by the doctor (to

whom I am indebted for the old man's narrative respecting his people),

through very old and entirely blind, he was quite intelligent, and spoke

Spanish fiueutly. Ho represented his tribe as being very numerous

previous to the advent of the Spaniards. They were strong, well-built,

good swimmers, and fine fishermen. They made their hooks from the

shell of the Jialiotis ; had canoes made from the skins of sea-lions, and
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also from the pine and large redwood logs found on the beach ; used

spears in killing the whale, the blubber of which they ate raw. Accord-

ing to this old Indian's account, their idea of a future state was some-

what obscure. They worshiped the sun, the crow, and the sword-fish.

The sun they worshiped morning and evening, and as the source of

light and heat. The sword fish was worshiped because it brought

them the whale, as they were numerous, and united with the "orca,"

or killer, in killing or driving these monsters ashore. Their object in

worshiping the crow is not so clear.

Nearly all their food they ate raw, it being principally of fish and

mollusks. They pitched their boats with asphaltum. They carried

on considerable trade in shells with the Indians in the interior, who
would manufacture them into money and ornaments that were highly

prized by both sexes, especially the females. The language spoken

by the " Chumas" was different from that spoken on the main-land.

Antiquities.—A large portion of this island appears as a vast ranche-

ria, and it once doubtless supported a vast population. Just west of

the wharf a rancheria begins and extends for the distance of two miles,

stretching across a point of land which projects into the sea. This old

village or rancheria has an average width of about one mile. The sand

has drifted over it in many places, and in others the soil has been

removed by westerly winds until many skeletons are exposed, and
human bones are scattered promiscuously over the surface. Some idea

may be formed of this extensive shell-heap when I state that over the

entire rancheria shells, bones, and other kitchen debris have accumu-

lated to the depth of several feet.

Owing to the luxurious vegetation, the burial places were not readily

found, but those examined yielded many skeletons. The implements

were not numerous, and were generally broken when buried. The in-

habitants seem to have been an indigent race, living in much greater

poverty than those on the main-land. Including fossils and some
alcoholic specimens, we obtained about one ton of specimens.

The specimens from the graves and shell-heaps consisted of mortars

manufactured from sandstone; one o?/a carved from crystalbzed talc and

used for cooking purposes ; one pipe, cone-shaped, and about six inches

long, with bone mouthpiece inserted in the smaller end; pestles of sand-

stone
;
perforated disks from the size of a silver half-dollar to five or six

inches in diameter. These were used in games. It required either

three or four to play a. game with these disks. Two individuals, stand-

ing at a given distance, rolled the disk rapidly upon the ground between
them, while one or two others stood at the side with sharpened sticks

and caught the disks as they were whirled rapidly by. We also found

a conical disk, which was probably used in spinniug. Spear-points,

arrow-heads, knives, drills, &c., of chert were common. We found

wampum, beads, and a great variety of ornaments manufactured from

shells. The Olivella hiplicata is used from which to manufacture warn-
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pum, the Facliydesma crassatelloides for beads, and the Haliotis for orna-

ments. The specimens in bone were principally whistles, perforators,

needles, »&c. We found a bone implement some eighteen inches long

and shaped like a butcher's cleaver ; also bone swords or spears.

Although more than sixty years have elapsed since the last survivors

left this island, yet the material of which their houses were constructed

remains undecayed. A circular excavation was made to the depth of

three or four feet, around which the ribs of whales were planted point-

ing inward at the top, and covered with " sea-grass." Those we exam-

ined had fallen inward, and the bones and grass were covered with debris

to the depth of a foot or more, but perfectly preserved. In many in-

stances they had used the circular depressions, where these dwellings

had been erected, for burial places.

It was not unusual to find the teeth very irregularly set in the jaw,

and sometimes an extra tooth would appear. This probably gave rise

to the story of skulls having been found on this island with double rows

of teeth. I have frequently heard this related of the Indians that once

inhabited this island and the main-land, but after exhuming some 5,000

skeletons, during eight or nine months' explorations in this portion of

California, I failed to meet with a single case of the kind, nor have I

been able to learn of a well-authenticated instance of such a find. In

some instances the skulls indicated great longevity. The bones were

generally large, and the markings of the muscular attachments indi-

cating a very stout race of people.



NOTES ON THE HISTORY AND CLIMATE OF NEW MEXICO.

r>v Dr. Thos. a. McParlix, Snrgem, United States Army.

(Couimuuicated by General J. K. Barnes, Surgeon-Geueral, United States Army.)

HISTORY OF NEW MEXICO.

What is now known as New Mexico has had a varied history. First,

the home of nomadic Indians, perhaps as peaceable, loving, and tracta-

ble as those first described by Columbus. Gold and silver and the quest

of precious jewels, like the Golden Fleece, brought over the Spaniards,

and with them Mother Church. In 1540 Francisco Vasquez Coron-

ado came to the country with an expedition. He found some of the

Indians nomadic, and others living in settlements, and among them he
describes Cicuye, extending along the river for six miles, and the soil

cultivated by the Indians, from the mountains as far west as the present

town of AguaFria. This pueblo and cultivcated valley correspond with

what was afterward named after the patron saint, San Francisco de
Asis de Santa Fe. As it is at least four hundred years old as a town,

(how much older it may be there are no means of determining,) it is

much older than San Augustine, Fla., founded in 1565, or any other

town on this continent.

In 1546, during the empire of Charles V, it was determined to encour-

age the settlement of the Indians in towns in order to protect the Pu-
eblo Indians. New Mexican Pueblo traditions accredit Montezuma with
having gone sou<^h from this Territory, and with his people the substan-

tial evidences of gold and precious minerals gave the Mexicans and
their conquerors, under Cortez, the information that their gold came
from the north, and with precious minerals existed here in great quan-

tities.

The Indians were compelled by the Spaniards of this country to dig

the mines in all parts of the Territory, to carry water, and pack ores and
fuel on their backs to the furnaces ; and in consequence, after the rebel-

lion in 1680, when they drove the Spaniards out, they filled up and care-

fully concealed all evidences and traces of the mines they had worked
so successfully. When in 1701 the Spaniards revisited New Mexico,
the Pueblos entered into a compromise " by which the Spaniards were
permitted to return, but with the positive and express condition that

they should not open the mines or prosecute mining as a pursuit."

Hence it is probable that the richest mines in this country are yet to

be discovered
; and it is certain that but for the scarcity of water very

many now known, but only imperfectly worked, would be very product-

ive. The records of the ancient mine near Abiquiu, derived from nn

21 s
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old church uear by, show that 10 per cent, ia tithes collected from it

amonnted to $10,000,000. No mining of any extent has been prosecuted

in this mine since 1080. Gold, silver, and coal and turquoise are found
near Santa Fe ; and from this country an unusually large and valuable

turquoise was sent to the Emperor.

Pedro de Eeralto was governor in IGOO5 in 1G40 General Arguello

was governor and captain-general, resident at Santa Fe as the capital

;

General Concha, in 1G50; Henrique de Abila y Pacheco, in 1650; Juan
Francisco Junio, in 1675; Antonio de Otermin, in 1680-'83.

The Indians rebelled first in 1583 and again in 1680, and on the night

of the 20th August, 1680, Otermin evacuated the place and marched
to El Paso, arriving there October 1.

In 1681 the viceroy at Mexico dispatched General Otermin from El

Paso with an army to recapture the capital ; but after reaching La Ba-

jada, 21 miles from Santa F6, he gave up the enterprise, finding the

Pueblos concentrated to resist him. In 1692 the viceroy commissioned
Diego de Vargas Zapata Lujan Ponce de Leon as governor and captain-

general of New Mexico, who fought and overcame the Pueblos Septem-

ber 13 of that year and entered into Santa Fe. After the re-establish-

ment cf Spanish supremacy he returned to El Paeo, reaching there De-

cember 20, 1692, and returned December 16, 1693, to Santa F6, where his

occupation and re-entry was disputed, and a battle was fought on Christ-

mas-day. The next day he took formal possession of Santa Fe, in the

name of King Charles II.

After the reconquest by the Spaniards, the Pueblos (twelve towns
on the Rio Grande or in the vicinity) made their submission and were

subject nntil 1837, when they rebelled, on account of a tax on tobacco

and other articles laid by Governor Albino Perez. After fighting a

battle with the Pueblos at Santa Cruz de la Canada, he was beaten,

returned to the suburbs of Santa Fe, where he was overtaken and as-

sassinated, August 9, 1837.

In 1838, Manuel Armijo was recognized as governor, and continued

so until the capital was taken possession of, in the name of the United

States, by General Stephen W. J. Kearney, U. S. A., August 18, 1816.

General Kearney occupied the palace, a building now in existence, and

which was erected previous to the year 1581, being built then of mate-

rial of the old Indian town, (Cicuye.) Since his time it has been occu-

pied successively by Col. John M. Washington, Col. John Monroe and

Col. E. V. Sumner, as military governors, until March, 1851, when theex-

isting territorial government was initiated.

The office of the Secretary of State contains several extended docu-

ments, in Spanish, upon the history of the conquest, occupation and

reconquest of the country. From these and the works written upon

New jNIexico by Mr, Elias Brevoort, Gov. W. F. N. Arny, Mr. D. J.

Miller, and General Davis, the student may find ample material for

interesting inquiry.
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CLIMATOLOGY.

Formerly a journey across the plains, a distance of 700 miles from

the frontier of Missouri, requiring a life in the open air, traveling with

a wagon-train, amid hostile Indians, from May to July, was necessary

to reach Santa Fe. Many pulmonary invalids came out, living on game

and buffalo-meat, gradually ascending day by day to the level of 8,000 feet

in the Eocky Mountains. They were undoubtedly in the great majority

of cases benefited, while many recovered from threatened consumption.

Two railroads now have advanced to within 220 miles of Santa Fe, at

El Moro, near Trinidad, and it is expected that by May 1, 1877, the Den-

ver and Eio Grande Railroad will be completed to Fort Gnrland, 150

miles from Santa Fe. The line of daily stages now runs from Santa Fe

to El Moro in 30 hours.

Now the traveler passes over the plains on the railroad, and at once

begins traversing the Eaton Mountain chain and then the spurs of the

Eocky Mountains. The old-fashioned trip across the plains is deprived

of many advantages to the invalid above mentioned ; although in some

cases it is (especially to the timid valetudinarian) compensated by an

earlier and more comfortable transit.

The altitude of Las Animas, (Fort Lyon,) 4,000 feet, and of Trinidad,

5,000 feet above the sea, has been quite beneficial to such as require a

gradual approach to a higher level.

They are accessible by railroad, and comfortable accommodations are

to be had at both places.

After reaching Fort Garland, nearly 8,000 feet above the sea, or

Santa Fe, 6,816 feet, any less degree of elevation can be obtained by

going southward down the valley of the Eio Grande toward El Paso,

3,600 feet of altitude ; and at every step southward a milder summer
climate will be found.

A portion of New Mexico, the Mesilla Valley, acquired in 1848 under

the Gadsden treaty, has of late years developed features of unusual

interest on account of its mines, minerals, pasturage, fertility and

climate. It is between the thirty-third and thirty-first and a half par-

allels of latitude, is about 70 miles long, from 1 to miles wide, and

contains about 28^ square, miles ; embracing the towns of Dona Ana,

(population 1,000,) Las Cruces, (2,000,) Mesilla, (2,000,) and others of less

size.

The air is mild, snow being very rarely seen, with a bright daily sun-

shine in about 360 days of tlie year. Vegetation dries rather than rots

;

meat is cured without salt in the oi)eu air; and it presents to the inva-

lid the advantages of a very moderate altitude, varying from about

4,000 feet near the Eio Grande to about 7,000 feet in the high cattle-ranges

of the Guadaloupe and other mountains. The valley is protected by

the mountains from the cold winds prevailing from the north.

1 know of one asthmatic patient who abandoned the Pacific const to

join a friend in Mesilla, who, similarly aflected in every other locality.
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had wanted biin to join him. His friend had secured the desired

climatic relief and taken up his residence there.

Tbe dryness of the air in the Lower Rio Grande and Mesilhi I have

no doubt is not exaggerated. During the past year I had occasion to

see the body of an individual who died on the southern plains (of starva-

tion, it is said) several (perhaps seven) years ago. The body was found

some time after death, and had been buried near Fort Craig. It was

disinterred for removal to the national cemetery here in 1875, and pre-

sented a remarkable preservation by desiccation. The process it had

undergone was what I would term mummification, and reminded me
of the accounts of what occurs to the bodies of the dead when aban-

doned in the deserts of Lybia or Arabia.

The Mesilla Valley is said to produce a fine variety of grape, with

juices heavier than from the grapes of Madeira and Portugal, as the

grapes remain on the vine until they commence to dry before being-

pressed ; and the wort contains as much sugar as the sweetest of Mal-

aga, (Brevoort.) When dried, they make a good raisin. The almond-

tree, peach, apple, pear, quince, ai)ricot, are raised there, and all kinds

of garden-plants; and probably game is as abundant as elsewhere in

the country.

Mesilla may, I think, be considered a very favorable locality for pul-

monary invalids. The trip across the plains and to New Mexico may

be contrasted and compared with interest to the invalid with that which

might be experienced in old Mexico. The journey from Vera Cruz to

Mexico is made by rail in fifteen hours. The ascent is 7,459 feet, (to

the highest point on the road 8,318 feet,) and is made in ten hours.

"Many travelers, though in health, (says L'rof. E. R. Peaslee,) experi-

ence a decided dyspnoea on reaching these altitudes, especially in mak-

ing any considerable exertion, on account of the rarefaction of the

atmosphere, though no amount of eflbrt produces much sensible per-

spiration. The consequences in cases of pulmonary emphysema or

asthma dependent upon cardiac affections are, as might be expected,

not favorable. Asthma depending on derangement of the stomach,

however, is sometimes cured. Chronic bronchitis also is not likely to

be relieved at this altitude, combined with the dampness I have men-

tioned.*

But all these are alleviated by a residence at a lower altitude, the

point suitable for such cases being found at Vera Cruz or between that

city and the altitude of Cordova, or Orizaba, i. e. 2,700 to 4,000 feet.

(New York Medical Record, No. 286, April 29, 187G, p. 291.)

The situation of the Mexican peninsula between the Atlantic and Pa-

cific Oceans, and the nearness of all its cities to one or other ocean, is

very different, however, from that of the inland nature of New Mexico
;

* The present city of Mexico was built upon grounds formerly covered by Lake

Tezcuco, and into which it is drained. (See New York Medical Record, April 27, 187G

p. 290.)
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and ospi'oially in the dryness of the atmosphere of our continent is the

patient interested.

With all the dampness found at the city of Mexico, it is stpted by Dr.

Peaslee that "Phthisis is not indigenous in that city, and it is not sel-

dom arrested in those who come here from the north. A member of the

Mexican Congress assured me that the natives do not die of phthisis,

and that the lives of phthisical patients from the north are usually much
prolonged by a permanent residence here." {Ibid., \). 2Q1.) He thinks,

however, it presents no special advantage to phthisical or bronchitic

patients, and he cannot recommend it to such as a winter residence.

But there are other places of lower altitude in this country (Mexico)

which he believes to be fully equal, and in some respects even superior,

to any of the famous resorts abroad, mentioning "Cordova (altitude

2,715 feet) and Orizaba, (1,030 feet.) both presenting a tropical climate

and all its productions and the most grand and picturesque scenery.

Cordova has, moreover, sometimes been visited by yellow fever. Jalapa

also, now accessible by railroad, is doubtless equal to either of these

places as a sanitarium for this class of patients, and as a residence is one

of the most beautiful places on earth. Its great humidity may, however,

render it unsuitable to some cases, and the sudden chill of the northers

must also be guarded against in these places. But Cueruavaca, 60

miles south of Mexico and not accessible by railroad, has an altitude of

5,428 feet, and the same climate and productions as Orizaba, and is far

more desirable. In addition to these, Tetecala, not far from Cuerna-

vaca; Atlixco, 23 miles from Puebla, and Monterey, are mentioned by
Dr. Peaslee, though the latter is only accessible by a tediousjourney by

diligence."

It may be interesting to compare with the climate of Mexico that of

Colorado, Utah, ]^ew Mexico, and Texas. Whatever may be lost of the

tropical air and productions as we go northward from Mexico may be

more than made up by the dryness of the atmosphere, a short wet sea-

son, and diminished rainfall.

In some localities dust-storms are sufficiently prevalent to be prejudi-

cial, on account of the irritation they occasion to the air-passages. In

Texas tJie heat ofsummer is extreme, and the sudden vicissitudes of tem-

perature and moisture and extreme chill produced by northers are

worse, perhaps, than in Mexico. In Utah (see Eeport of Surgeon E. P.

Vollum, Circular isTo. 8, Surgeon-General's Office, May 1, 1875, ii. 343) the

humidity is marked in the spring months, arising from the winds passing

over Great Salt Lake from the northward, bringing the watery vapors

not only from that great body of water, but also from the regions beyond,

supplied by the southwesterly currents that are seen to pass over at a

great altitude most of the winter long. This statement is true as to

the climate of Camp Douglas, 2^ miles east of Salt Lake City, and at an
altitude of 4,901 feet above the sea.

"Great Salt Lake, with a shore-line, exclusive of offsets, of 291 miles,

is vast enough to furnish a horizon in jilaces like the ocean itself."
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lu Dr. Vollum's special report on the diseases of Utah, [ibid., pp. 341-

343,) he regards the altitude and climate of Utah on phtliisis as favor-

able. * * "If a case comes here in the incipient stage, and is well

situated for comforts, that it will get well spontaneously from the bene-

ficial effects of this altitude and the inland dry character of the atmos-

l^here. It is the boast of the people that this is not a consumptive coun-

try, which is my opinion decidedly. On the other hand, it is believed

that if a patient comes here in the later stages of the disease, that the

atmosphere is too rare to give the proper support, and that the case will

be hastened to a termination more speedily than on the sea-coast. * *

The beneficial influence of this climate on asthma is deckled and deserves

a pro'mine7it mention. It is also the boast of the people, as well as the

physicians, that asthma cannot exist here, excepting under a relieved

and modified condition ; which I think is the case."

Very many invalids are attracted annually to the mineral-waters of

Manitou, Colorado, (G,370 feet above the sea-level, and 8,000 below the

summit of Pike's Peak,) where there are several springs containing car-

bonic acid and carbonate of soda, (as the Navajoe, Manitou, and Ute
sodaj) purging carbonated soda-waters, modified by the presence of sul-

phate of soda and potash, as the "Little Chief" and "Shoshone;" and fer-

ruginous carbonated soda-waters containing carbonate of iron, as in the

" Iron Ute" and the " Little Chief" mineral springs.

In a memoir (Saint Louis, 1875) on the climate of this region, by S.

Edwin Solly, M. E. C. S., (late house surgeon to St. Tliomas Hos-

pital, London,) reference is made to the decrease of pressure in a rarefied

atmosphere, causing a diminution of the gases of the blood and lymph,

and this probably checks the advance of phthisis, as unquestionably

beneficial in certain cases. In phthisis, where the weakness is not ex-

cessive but there is anaemia and want of assimilation, a high elevation

with a moderate supply of stimulants and a course of cold douches is

generally beneficial. The greater dryness of mountain air acts bene-

ficially on phthisis, probably for the most part in the manner indicated

by Dr. Herman Weber :
" We may here mention that although the loss

of moisture to the whole organism may not be greater in high than in

low elevatiouSj yet the acknowledged greater loss through the lungs may
be accompanied by local effects in certain morbid conditions of the res-

piratory organs, as well as by producing a more active circulation in the

lungs in order to supply the required moisture, as also by favoring a

kind of drying up of surface^ secreting a morbid amount of mucus and

pus, and also of moist exudations within the tissue. Possibly the ini-

jirovement in many cases of chronic catarrhal pneumonia may be pro-

duced by this increased afflux of blood and increased loss of moisture.''

"Yery highly situated places are adapted for winter treatment (of

phthisis) on account of the greater number of clear days." (Braun.)

And for another reason they are specially desirable in the winter ; be-

cause in high elevations there is less moisture during the winter than at
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any other season of the year, and therefore the air being dry, the greater

actual cold than in lower climates is felt less severely, and if the body

is warmly clad the lowness of the temperature exerts only its tonic influ-

ence. The air being rarefied, the sun has a much greater influence, be-

ing more constantly visible in mountainous districts, and enables the

enfeebled invalid to spend several hours almost daily in the sunshine

with very great advantage. (Page 32, "Manitou, Colorado, U. S. A.;

its mineral-waters and climate." Saint Louis, J. McKittrick & Co.,

1875.)

Dr. Solly refers to the fact that oxygen is essential to procure change

of substance, and as it diminishes in proportion to the elevation above

sea-level, it might be supposed that healthy change of substance would

be retarded in mountain air ; " but this," he adds, " is practically found

to be otherwise, and the reason doubtless is that, as only about 25 per

cent, of oxygen is on an average used in respiration, there is probably

more than sufficient oxygen at any height that has as yet been attained

by man."

The discussion as to the gases of the blood, their ratio to other con-

stituents, condition of the oxygen as free, mechanically dissolved there-

in, or chemically combined, or both, I have no disposition to continue;

but in so far as atmospheric pressure may be considered an important

cause of variation, we have the statement of Lehman (Physiological

Chemistry, vol. 1, p. 572) that " Liebig is certainly in the right when

he advances the proposition that ' a gas can only be considered as me-

chanically absorbed when its quantity increases and diminishes in pro-

portion to the external pressure.'" We think we are justified in conclud-

ing with Liebig that the quantity of oxygen which may be absorbed by

the blood is constant in amount, and, to a certain extent, independent

of external pressure—an opinion which is based partly on the fact that

the respiratory process is carried on nearly the same, both at very great

heights and at the level of the sea ; and that no more oxygen is absorbed,

even in an air very rich in oxygen, than in the ordinary atmosphere." A
certain amount of mechanical difificulty, labored respiration, on ascend-

ing heights rapidly is generally experienced. At the same time, the

very great strain put upon the muscles of locomotion causes pain in the

limbs. We have no reason to expect the muscles of respiration to bear

undue exercise and strain without fatigue, and it very probably contrib-

utes largely to what is known as dyspnoea, which is experienced as

severely after rapid running any distance upon a plain. The question

might be asked to what extent a diminished atmospheric pressure might

facilitate the escape of carbonic acid from the lungs 1 May it not be far

more imi^ortant to free the blood rapidly of its carbonic acid, which is

poisonous, than to inhale and accumulate oxygen in excess of the need

of the system and the chemical capacity of the blood to utilize ?

The extent to which diminished pressure alone may affect respiration

can best be determined by the aeronaut, who reaches a height without
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physical fatigue. He does so, however, at a very rapid rate, and a

quickened respiration is the result. Dyspnoea (besoin de respirer) results

from any change of accustomed relations between the lungs and the air

to be respired. It occurs in pregnancy
;

(in dropsical accumulations,

abdominal or thoracic, which obstruct the expansion of the chest and
lungs, and limit the free play of the muscles of respiration and fatigue

them.) Emotional disturbances, nervous perturbations, and mental anx-

iety cause it, as well as any undue physical labor or unwonted exertion.

That the respiration of an atmosphere of 8,000 feet above sea-level

need not necessarily involve dyspnoea in an individual, I know from per-

sonal experience. I visited this country, ascending 8,000 feet, in 1849,

and lived at an elevation of between 6,700 and 7,000 feet for three years.

Again, in the past year (1875) I revisited New Mexico, and I have never

detected in myself any disturbance of respiration as the effect of this

altitude—not even a quickened respiration. I am not unmindful of the

fact, however, that another person may have a different experience, but

it may, perhaps, be attributable to other causes than altitude, or as com-

bined with it.

The amount of oxygen present available for respiration may be in some
degree dependent upon the stagnation or relative movement of the air.

A moveless atmosphere becomes very oppressive, and perhaps is most
prevalent in low countries. The movement of the air is, as a rule,

greater in the mountains and high altitudes generally. I invite atten-

tion in this connection to the Chief Signal-Officer's remarks for October,

1874, (page 285, report for 1875 :)
" The extreme maximum movements

of the wind have been, at Breckenridge, 7,050 miles ; at Cape Henry,

9,147 ; Cape May, G,907 ; Cleveland, 7,281 ; Escanaba, Mich., 7,217

;

Long Branch, 9,242 ; Pike's Peak, 14,734 ; Sandy Hook, 10,917. The
extreme minimum movements have been, at Memphis, 1,700, and at

Shreveport, 1,880- The calm area is therefore coterminous with that of

high pressure."

That high temperature produces oppression in breathing is evidenced

in the East Indies both in the periods ofcalm and during the prevalence ot

the hot winds, especially when, as happens in midsummer, the thermome-

ter reads higher at night than in the day-time. At Nowshera, in 18G7, the

condition of the troops is described as " gasping for breath. There was
a peculiar feeling of weight on the chest, even in the apparently healthy;

and after every 20 inspirations, or thereabout, a strong and convulsive

effort was necessary to inflate the lungs. * * * When the cause,

viz., prolonged high temperature, was removed, an almost instantaneous

return to health (in cases of insolation) was the result." (British Army
Med. Dept. Eeport for 1868, Appendix No. X, pp. 296, 297, by Asst.

Surg. Staples, 19th Regt.)

" In the same way that we cannot endure either constant dryness or

dampness, so we cannot endure a very constant state of the barometer

without suffering in our breathing or nerves. In fact, there is little
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doubt that rapid changes of the barometer are more favorable for the

more important functions of life than its relative stability ; and this

probably explains in a measure the value of both mountain and sea air."

It also explains the benefit experienced frequently by confirmed invalids

in a change from inland to seashore, or from mountain to sea-level, or

vice versa.

Dr. Holland, iu his " Medical Notes and Eetlectious," expresses the

opinion " that the action of diflerent degrees of atmospheric pressure in

disturbing the bodily functions and general health is rather derived from
the frequency of fluctuation than from any state long continued either

above or below the average standard ; that of the two conditions, sud-

denly incurred, the human frame isbetter cajxible ofwithstanding a rarefied

than a condensed atmosphere ; and that, iu either case, the previous

health and proneness to disorder iu particular orgnns are gn-atly con-

cerned in determining the results on the body."

He supports some of these views from the fact that '' there are in-

habited places in America, such as the town of Potosi, at an elevation

of more than 13,000 feet, the inhabitants of which seem to have tolerable

health." (Medical Times and Gazetle, London, September 9, 1870, p.

299.)

At all elevated places the diurnal variations, barometric and ther-

mometric, are sufficiently great to meet the demands of the economy for

change, and these are augmented agreeably, and changed again, with

the months and seasons as they come. At the same time the extremes
of temperature are not experienced iu high as in low altitudes ; cer-

tainly the mountains are devoid of the intense heatofothermore northern
but lower localities.

The annual range of the thermometer at some places otherwise

favorable becomes too exczssive to be compatible with health in weak
constitutions. At some low places the long continuance of summer-
heat debilitates so greatly that months pass before normal vigor is

regained. Extreme heat of long continuance involves even fatal pros-

tration in a very few hours when the action of the skin is suspended,

(insolation ;) and this may occur in localities where, in a. few months,
an almost Arctic rigor is experienced. We fail to find in the mountains
such experiences or such results ; on the contrary, the air is invigorat-

ing and bracing at all seasons under conditions that prevail elsewhere,

and not involving extreme exposure.

The contrast is particularly noticeable iu India between the low jjlains

and the hill stations.

We find the Savoyard, the Swiss, and the residents of mountains
generally, of our time, as hardy as the mountaineers of history. They
do not degenerate at home, nor until they migrate to the lowlands.

The inhabitants of Greorgia, Circassia, and Cashmere, and the hill tribes

of India are a superior race. The Arabs and Abyssiuians on the elevated

lands of the desert and on the sides of the mountains from which the
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Nile desceuds present a striking superiority over the people of lower

Egypt. Tbeir fiery life, love of liberty, and warlike genius place tbem
immeasurably above the " Fellalis." The recent war against the Abys-

sinians has demonstrated anew the vigor and valor of their race.

The human race has not only degenerated by dwelling in low, un-

healthy places, but it is again and again decimated by the pestilences

generated in them. In the language of Dr. Farr, " it is destroyed now
periodically by five pestilences—cholera, remittent fever, yellow fever,

glandular plague, and influenza. The origin or chief seat of the first is

the Delta of the Gauges. Of the second, the African and other tropical

coasts. Of the third, the low west coast around the Gulf of Mexico, or

the Delta of the Mississippi, and the West India Islands. Of the fourth,

the Delta of the Nile and the low sea- side of cities of the Mediterranean.

Of the generating field of influenza nothing certain is known ; but
* * * the four great pestilential diseases—cholera, yellow fever, re-

mittent fever, and plague—have this property in common : that they

begin and are most fatal in low grounds j that their fatality diminishes

in ascending the rivers and is inconsiderable around the river sources,

except under such peculiar circumstances as are met with at Erzeroum,

where the features of a marshy sea-side city are seen at the foot of

Ihe mountain chain of Ararat. Safety is found in flight to the hills."

* * * * * * *

In treating upon the " salubrity of high places," he refers to the influ-

ence of locality on race, of the sanitary instinct, the effect of the high

\and, and the sight of the hills on the energies of the sick, the longevity

of the inhabitants of various places, the effect of healthy places on the

breed of animals, the degeneration of race in unhealthy places, the time

required to produce degeneration and degradation of race.

It is, perhaps, well for us, as individuals, to revert to such historic

facts as he presents in terms of classic elegance, and it is, I trust, cog-

nate to the subject we have in hand. "As the power of the Egyptians

descended from the Thebaid to Memphis, from Memphis to Sais, they

gradually degenerated, notwithstanding the elevation of their towns

above the high waters of the Kile, their hygienic laws and the hydro-

graphical and other sanitary arrangements which made the country

renowned, justly or unjustly, for its salubrity in the days of Heroditus,

the poison of the Delta in every time of weakness and successful inva-

sion gradually gained the ascendancy, and as the cities declined the

canals and the embalmments of the dead were neglected, the plague

gained ground. The people, subjugated by Persians, Greeks, Romans,
Turks, Mamelukes, became what they have been for centuries, and what
they are in the present day. Every race that settled in the Delta de-

generated and was only sustained by immigration. So, likewise, the

populations on the sites of all the city-states of antiquity, on the coast

of Syria, Asia Minor, Africa, Italy, seated like the people of Eome on

low ground under the ruin-clad hills of their ancestors, within reach of
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fever and plague, are enervated and debased apparently beyond redemp-

tion.

" The history of the nations on the Mediterranean, on the plains of the

Euphrates and the Tigris, the deltas of the Indus and Ganges, and the

rivers of China, exhibit this great fact: The gradual descent of races

fioai the highlands, their establishment on the coasts in cities sustained

and refreshed for a season by immigration from tlie interior, their degra-

dation in successive generations under the influence of the unhealthy

earth, and their final ruin, efl'acement, or subjugation by new races of

conquerors. The causes that destroy individual men lay cities waste,

which, in their nature, are immortal, and silently undermine eternal

empires.

" On the highlands men feel the loftiest emotions. Every tradition

places their origin there. The first nations worshipped there. High on

the Indian Caucasus, on Olympus, and on other lofty mountains the

Indians and the Greeks imagined the abodes of their highest gods, while

they i)eopled the low underground regions, the grave-land of mortality,

with infernal deities. Their myths have a deep signification. Man feels

his immortality in the hills." (Page xciv, Report of William Farr,

esq., to the Registrar-General of England. London, 1852.

The climate of Kansas, so far as my experience of it may warrant an

opinion—and I have served there in 1849, 1857, 1858, 1873, 1874, 1875

—

is not favorable to pulmonary invalids. They should go out on the plains

and gradually work theirway to themountains. Neither can Irecommend
Texas, unless it may be the region near San Antonio, which is said to be

favorable. San Antonio is, however, liable to choleraic visitations, and,

being a limestone region, the fatality is extreme. I have seen pulmonary

invalids visit New Orleans and very rapidly decline, I suppose on account

of the excessive humidity.

Of Colorado I have no experience. It resembles the climate of New
Mexico, but is to the north of it, and may be inclement.

Of New Mexico there are certain features worthy of consideration by
invalids and their advisers.

I. The dryness of the atmosphere associated with elevation above sea-

level to be found at any elevation desired, in localities ranging from

3,600 to 8,000 feet.

The dryness of all mountain regions is acknowledged. The range
of mountains in Colorado has this excellence in common with those of

New Mexico.

By reference to the report of the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army for

January, 1875, it will be perceived that the percentages of relative hu-

midity for the different districts average as follctws : New England, 73

per cent. ; Middle Atlantic States, 74 ; South Atlantic States, 79 ; Gulf
States, 82^ Lower Lake region, 79; Upper Lake region, 70; Ohio Val-

ley, Tennessee, and the Northwest, 73. As usual, the mean relative

humidity has been lowest at the Rocky Mountain stations, amounting
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to .50 at Denver and .51 at Santa Fe. In the report for July, 1874, ]). 271,

he remarks : " The relative humidity has averaged on the Gulf and

South and East Atlantic States 75 ; New Jersey coast, 85 ; in the Lake

region, 68 ; Lower Mississippi Valley, 70 ; in the Tennessee and the Ohio

and Upper Mississippi Valleys, 02 ; in the Lower Missouri Valley, 58 ; at

the Kocky Mountain stations, 41." I extract from his report as of

interest the following data

:

SANTA Ft, N. MEX.

Maximum, August 2, 1874, 89° F. ; minimum, February 24, 1875, 2° F.
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SAlSr FKANCISCO, CAL.

Maximum, September 14, 1874, 89° F. Minimum, December 26, 1875, 40° F.
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Pecos aud had settled with the Pueblos on the Eio San Juan. Montezuma
was to return and lead the rest of the Pueblos also to the south, but he

failed to come back. * * This whole tradition accords well x\ith an-

other held by the Aztecs, in old Mexico, when Cortez entered the country

of Auahuac, namely, that their forefathers came (most probnbly at the

end of the twelfth century) from the north. (Dr. Oscar Loew's report

on "Euinsin New Mexico.") It is probable that the climate has be-

come progressively more dry as time has elapsed, from evidences ot

former cultivation which would be now impossible. At Quivira, Dr.

Loew says, " when Coronado visited this province it was, as he de-

scribed it, very fertile ; at present it resembles a desert."

At similar elevations in other countries the snow would accumulate
and form glaciers upon the mountains, whence an ample river-supply

of water would continue all the summer. Nothing like this occurs here,

and the extremely rapid evaporation in this dry air may help to account

<or the diftereuce.

II. Very soon after my arrival in New Mexico, in October, 1875, 1 be-

came aware of unusual electrical disturbances around me. Severe shocks

\vere experienced on touching garments of wool or cotton that had just

been taken off, and if at night, vivid sparks of electricity aud a trail-

ing line of light would follow the fingers when passed over them. The
shaking of clothing, to free it from dust, or friction with the fingers

over a sheet, would have the same effect. Upon inquiry I found others

also sensible of a highly electrical condition here. The telegraph was
disturbed in its operations by excess of atmospheric electricity, and on
inquiry of Mr. Gough, the agent of the Western Union Telegraph Line,

he was happily able to confirm my impressions from a very extended
experience. The subject became one of almost daily inquiry between
us since July 18, 1876 ; and at my request he has furnished me a writ-

ten statement, to which I invite special attention.

" Office of Western Union Telegraph Company,
" Headqltarters District of New Mexico,

" Santa Fe, N. Mex., December 12, 1870.

"To General T. A. McParlin,
" Surgeon, U. S. A.

:

" Dear Sir : In reply to your question as to whether I have noticed

any unusual electrical disturbances on the telegraph-lines in this region,

1 would respectfully state that I have noticed such disturbances, and
that in character and frequency they are very remarkable, and really

astonishing, and such as in a seventeen years' experience I have noticed

on no other lines.

" From about the middle of April until about the middle of October,

between the hours of 10 a. m. and 5 p. m., these disturbances are most
frequent, and render the working of the line almost impossible.
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•' On my operating-table I have a galvanometer. The regular battery

or artificial current on the wire deflects the needle from the north to east

60° to 65^—a steady, uniform deflection. During these electrical pheno-

mena the needle commences to become unsteady, pointin g 10, 30, 50, 70, and
90 degrees east. The flow will increase to such tremendous quantity that

I have frequently opened my key an eighth of an inch, (which is equiva-

lent to breaking the wire and separating the two ends by that distance,)

when the flow of electricity would pass from point to point with a buzzing

sound and an intensely brilliant flame, sometimes of a blue, sometimes of

a purplish color, and as large nearly as a candle-flame. At such times I

have placed tissue-paper between the points, when it would instantly

commence to blaze. Thick, heavy writing-paper would be burned com-

pletely through, but would not blaze. These heavy flows will sometimes
continue for hours with but little variation, at others in one instant the

flow ceases entirely ; the needle of the galvanometer drops down to zero

:

remaining so for an instant, it will fly back to 80 or 90, drop down to 10,

20, 50 ', the next instant the whole artificial or battery current is neutral-

ized (so to speak) by a tremendous flow of an apparently different polar-

ization, as the needle before deflected to the east now flows round to 70,

80, or 90 degrees to the west; the next 90 to the east, again at zero,

and thus never steady for more than a few seconds at any point. I

have frequently taken off all the artificial batteries entirely, and no per-

ceptible difference could be noticed ; at one moment there would be so

much electricity that in trying to work the line it would fuse the platina

points of the key, and in the next instant not a particle; and at no
time, either with or without the artificial batteries, would the current

be steady long enough to obtain intelligible signals over the wire.

" Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOSEPH M. GOUGH,
" Manager Western Union Telegraph Company.'''^

Eeferring to the Signal Service Reimrtslast published, I found in the

Monthly Eeports of Weather for July, 1874, and August, 187-4, electri-

cal phenomena of special interest as connected with the summit of Pike's

Peak, and for January, 1875, atmospheric electricity generally com-

mented upon ; and a special extract referring to an extraordinary^ elec-

trical storm observed at Santa Fe, which I have extracted as of special

interest in connection with the subject of electrical disturbances and dis-

tribution in this and other mountain regions. Facts like these should

be collated and fully considered if it be determined by experience that

atmospheric electricity exerts an influence upon development of health

or disease.

Extracts from Report of Ciiicf Signal-Officer for 1875.

ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.

"The local storms previously referred to were in many instances ac-

companied by vivid displays of lightning. The most remarkable series



of thunder-storms occurred at the summit of Pike's Peak from the 14th

to the 25th, during which the electrical effect was so intense as to inter-

rupt telegraphic communication with that station. The observer reports

that sharp peculiar sounds were emitted from all ])ointed objects, and

that painful sensations were experienced in the hands and face.

" A brilliant display of ball-lightning was observed at Denver July

21, the ball exploding in full view and the fragments re-exploding as they

reached the earth. This phenomenon was also observed at Keokuk,
Iowa, on the 16th.

'•Ground-currents interfered with the working of the telegraph-line

at Sandy Hook on the 4th, 11th, and 16th." (Page 272, Monthly Weather
Review, report for July, 1874.)

" In addition to thunderstorms spoken of under previous headings,

there were strong ground-currents on the telegraph-line connecting Col-

orado Springs with the summit of Pike's Peak, Colo., on the evening

of the 1st. Frequent lightning was observed on the same line during

the month. On the 3d heavy snow accompanied a heavy thunder-storm

on Pike's Peak, from which station thunder-storms are reported as hav-

ing occurred almost daily. Thunder or lightning, or both, were more
frequent in the Southern and Western States, especially the latter, than

in other stations." (Page 276, Monthly Weather Review, report for

August, 1874.)

ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY.

" Thunder-storms are reported as having occurred mostly in the South-

ern States and during the passage of general storms, viz

:

" On the 7th in Georgia and Florida
; on the 21st in Georgia, North

Carolina, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Texas ; on the 22d in Georgia,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas ; on the 24th in Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, and North Carolina; on the 27th in Louisiana,

Indian Territory, and Texas ; on the 29th in Georgia and Alabama."
The following extract is made from the observer's report at Santa Fe,

New Mexico

:

"January 15, extraordinary electrical storm on (telegraph) line;

noticed first at 12 m., and lasted until 3 p. m. The current was so strong

the line could not be worked. The key was left open, and most of the

line was surrounded by a ring of fire. It was during the passage of low
barometer that this happened." (Page 301, Monthly Weather Review
for January, 1875.) *

* By au examination ot the appended papers it will be noticed that the military tele-

graph-line extending from Denver to Santa F6 aud thence southward to Silver City
was disturbed by atmospheric electricity from July 18 to December 31, 1876—deducting
Sundays, when no continuous observations were made—10 times on the northern line,

14 on the southeru line, and 2'^ on both lines out of Santa F6 ; 46 days of disturbance

out of 147 days' observations. No record w?s made of disturbances anterior to July

18, 1876.

In the year the wind traveled at a rate amounting to 67,996 miles, being southwest

over one half the time aud northeast or north about one-fourth the time. One hundred
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The earth is a good conductor, aud the " com tnou reservoir " of electricity

dry air is a good insulator ; but when the air contains moisture it con-

ducts electricity, and this, says Ganot, (page CIO, Elementary Treatise

on Physics, New York, 18G9,) is the principal source of the loss of elec-

tricity. In the same way that metals do not become electrified by fric-

tion on account of their great conductivity, animals do not exhibit this

property in a marked degree until comparatively insulated by a dry at-

mosphere. Animal bodies daily retaining, for any prolonged period, a

greater store of electricity, or using up this electricity as a force, may
be materially different from what they would be in a humid environment.

The electric tension and density of a metallic sphere is found to be

uniform over its surface. On an elongated ellipsoid it accumulates

at the most acute points, and the upheaved masses of mountains would

appear to us favorable points for a special distribution of electric force.

It is much to be desired that observations as to the amount of ozone,

of humidity, and atmospheric electricity be more generally made in the

interest of those seeking for climatic relief aud to furnisb data for our

guidance.

I have the impression that a moderate altitude should first be sought,

and, as convalescence and vigor are assured, a higher and more bracing

air could be borne with benefit.

In this country the statistician is at a disadvantage ; there are no

boards of health, no registration of diseases.

The rector of the cathedral has been kind enough to give me the sta-

tistics of deaths among the Catholic population of the parish of Santa

Fe from 1869 to December 14, 1876, amounting to 1,005 deaths in eight

years in a parish estimated between 7,000 and 8,000. From this I esti-

mate the average yearly death-rate, 125, being about one death to 00

Catholic population, a mortality of 16 per 1,000 in the parish.

Of the death rate in the Territory I have no information. Dr. Lewis

Kennon, (of Fort Selden,) as quoted by Mr. Brevoort, says : "The lowest

death-rate from tubercular diseases is in New Me^xico."

"The censuses of 1860 and 1870 give 25 per cent, in New England, 14

in Minnesota, from 5 to 6 in different Southern States, and 3 per cent, in

New Mexico." (New Mexico, by Elias Brevoort, 1874, p. 27.)

Dr. Symington informs me that, in a residence of eight years in this

Territory, he has seen but two cases of phthisis among natives, and
they were young j)ersous.

In Switzerland (according to Dr. Lombard, of Geneva, Gazette des

Hospitaux, of October 26, 1876 ; London Medical Times and Gazette,

and nine days were moist for a while from rain or snow. It is proper, however, to remark
that in the rainy or wet season of the year sunshine and clear skies are noticed every

day, the rain coming in showers. The whole amount of humidity was only 15.06 inches

for the year; maximum velocity of wind, 38 miles per hour.

I take pleasure in acknowledging the prompt facilities extended to me by the United

States signal and military telegraph services in furnishing information and data as to

observations made by them.

22 s
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November 11, 187G, p. 552) the mean mortality resulting from phthisis

pulmonalis is 77 per 1,000 deaths, being a much lower proportion than

most of the countries of Europe. Th us in Belgium this varies from 168 to

198, and in England is 124. * * # Two iuHuences are brought into

view by Dr. Lombard's investigations, viz: The deleterious effects of in-

dustrial occupations as compared to agricultural, and the benefit of high

altitudes, cases of phthisis being less frequent in proportion to the height

attained, so that it entirely disappears in high valleys.

The Medical Statistics United States Army—Abstract of Principal

Diseases—show a total of 8 cases (3 deaths) in an average mean strength

of 5,873 troops, from phthisis pulmonalis, in the six years from 1849 to

1854. For the same period, in diseases of the respiratory system, "New
York, New England, and the region about the great lakes exhibit the

largest ratios; and Florida, Texas, and New Mexico the smallest, being,

in the ratio of cases per 1,000 of mean strength, New England, 4.8;

New York harbor, 5.9; great lakes, 4.5; Atlantic coast of Florida, 2.3

;

Gulf coast of Florida, 6.9; Texas southern frontier, 4.00; western

frontier of Texas, 3.9; New Mexico, 1.3." The conclusions of Dr. R. H.
Coolidge, U. S. A., the compiler, (Medical Statistics United States

Army,) are, I believe, accepted to-day: "1st. That temperature, consid-

ered by itself, does not exert that marked controlling influence upon
the development or progress of phthisis which has been attributed to

it. * * 2d. That the most important atmospherical condition for

a consumptive is dryness. * * 3d. That next to dryness in- im-

portance is an agreeable temperature—a temperature uniform for long

periods, and not disturbed by sudden or frequent changes. * * A
uniformly low temperature is much to be preferred to a uniformly high

temperature. The former exerts a tonic and stimulating effect upon
the general system, while the latter produces general debility and nerv-

ous exhaustion. The worst possible climate for a consumptive is one
with a long-continued high temperature and a high dew-point."

Confirmatory of all this, and the fact that " New Mexico is by far the

most favorable residence in the United States for those predisposed to

or affected with phthisis," may be consulted the testimony and experi-

ence of several medical officers of the United States Army. (Quoted
in Hammond's Hygiene, p. 280.)

An examination of the sickness and mortality tables of the troops

serving in New Mexico from 1861 to 1865, published in the Medical and
Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, Part I, Washington,

1870, pp. 138, 280, 430, and 588, Order V, Diseases of the Respiratory

Organs, shows the following cases:
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Diseases.
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thence the transit can be made to a northern and more invigorating air.

The summer in Mesilla is said to be quite hot.

Proceeding from Santa F6, between Taos and Fort Garland, the mili-

tary wagon-road—conducted by Lieutenant Ruffuer—winds in the caiion

of the Rio Grande and near its margin for miles. The river is narrow
and rapid, hemmed in by peaks and precipices, and rushes a foaming

flood over rocks and bowlders.

The Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, which will be extended to

Garland by May 1, 1877, will i^robably come down this caSon and open

out some magnificent scenery to the tourist. Arriving at Fort Garland,

situated in the San Luis Park, (8,000 feet above sea-level,) wehave a near

view of the Sierra Blanca, one of the highest of the Rocky Mountains

—

14,404 feet— easier of ascent than Mont Blanc, (15,784 feet,) the Jung
Frau, (13,071 feet,) or the Matterhorn, (14,370 feet.) A daily line of

stages passes Garland toward the San Juan mines, reaching the Rio

Grande River in 26 miles, in 60 miles La Loma and Del Norte, and in

about 100 miles the summit of the main divide, " among a mass of

snow-peaks, in groups connected by crests more or less high, from

which the waters flow radially, and is probably the highest portion of

the Rocky Mountains. This region, like that of the Yellowstone Lake,

seems to be one of the domes of the continent, as is shown by the fact

that the same rivers which eventually flow west flow at first east and

south, like Grand River and Lake Fork." (Reconnaissance in the Ute

country by First Lieut. E. H. Ruflner, United States Engineers, Wash-
ington, 1874, 1). 31.) Among those mountains whose heights have been

determined, we have Summit, 13,356 feet ; Bristol Head, 11 ,814 feet;

King Solomon, 13,073 feet ; Engineer Mountain, 13,270 feet. The high-

est of all is Mount Chauvenet, altitude unknown to me. King Solomon,

in the Sierra La Plata, and Mount Galena (12,978 feet) are in the rich

silver and gold mining region, now rapidly filling up by immigration.

From Engineer Mountain " masses of snow-peaks rising a thousand

and two thousand feet above timber are seen, with sky-lines marvel-

ously bold and wild. The peaks (says Maj. H. G. Prout) are seen at

distances of 10 to 30 miles around. I doubt if any other mountain re-

gion in the world displays so extensive a mass of increasing variety of

form so wholly grand." (Page 24, ibid.)

The great overland California Railway passes over no country equal

to this, as it purposely and economically was located at a lower level.

Here, about latitude 37° 45' and longitude 107° 28', the Great Sierra

Madre rises to its greatest height, and thence flow the fountains of the

Rio Grande del Norte.
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ArPENDIX Xo. 1.

Santa FjS, December 14, 187G.

Dr. McParlin :

Dear Sir : According to your request, I have the honor to send the

statistics of deaths occurred among the Catliolic population of the par

ish of Santa Fe since I have been the rector of the said parish.

The parish of Santa Fe, as it is now established, comprises, besides

the city, the towns of Agua Fria, Cienega, Tesuque, and Rio Tesuque
;

it is to say, a population of seven or eight thousand inhabitants.

Here are now the statistics of deaths :

Years. Deaths.

1869 104
1870 94
1871 145
1872 183

Years. Deaths.
1873 120
1874 146
1875 102
187G, up to this date 131

As to the principal causes of these deaths I ought to confess my ig-

norance in the matter. I am not a physician.

Influenza and whooping-cough are sometimes fatal and very mortif-

erous, especially among children. In last January and February, as

you must be aware, we had many fatal cases of pleurisy. I buried 32

corpses, almost all of grown persons.

It would be an error to believe that there is no case of consumption

among the natives of this country. On the contrary, asthma, heart and
lung diseases are very common among them. I have actually some pa-

tients who suffer of such affections.

I think the principal cause must be attributed to the sharpness of the

air and scarcity of good clothes.

I am, very respectfully, my dear doctor, your most obedient servant,

J. A. BRUCHARD,
Parish Priest of the Cathedral.

A true copy

:

T. A. McParlin, M. D.
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ON THE CHANGE OF THE MEXICAN AXOLOTL TO AN AMBLY-
STOMA.

By Dr. August Weissiann, Professor at Frelhurg, Breisgau.

[Translated by Henry M. Douglass, Champaign, III.]

Since Dameril first announced tbe change of a nnmber of Axolotls

into the so-cailed Amblystoma form, this Mexican fish-salamander has

been bred in aquariums at many European places, principally with a

view to determine the conditions under which that change occurs, and

then from that to draw further conclusions upon the real causes of this

exceptional and therefore so mysterious metamorphosis.

The creatures were easily propagated everywhere, and that in great

numbers. Yet not only did the cases in which the transformation

occurred remain exceedingly rare, but no one succeeded in answering

the first and most important question, whether this was called forth by
external circumstances or was dependent upon purely intrinsic causes.

Much less were any definite external influences found through whose
presence one could bring on the metamorphosis with certainty.

But until this point is decided, all attempts at theoretical interpre-

tation and use of the phenomenon must remain without any firm found-

ation.

To me this history of the Axolotl's transformation always seemed to

be of quite a particular interest. I believed, indeed, that possibly this

one special case might be suflicient to determine the correctness of the

fundamental principles, according to which the origin of species is repre-

sented in the two hostile camps of development and heterogeneous or dis-

tinct creation. So I resolved to set about experiments with the Axolotl

myself, in the hope that perhaps it would be my good fortune to throw

some light upon this subject.

In the year 1872, Herr von KoUiker had the kindness to i^resent to

me five of the Axolotls he had bred in Wiirzburg. In the following

year these produced an abundant brood. With them I tried to settle

the question, whether it was not possible to force all the larvse to the

change, or at least the greater part, if they were brought into circum-

stances which rendered the use of the gills difiicult, that of the lungs

easy. This, in other words, would be to comi^el them from a certain age
to live half on the land. It will be seen further on, what theoretical

grounds led me to this idea.

Meanwhile I reached no results that year. The most of the larvae

died before the time for such experiments seemed to have come. The
349
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few survivors did not make the change, but lived until the early part of

the next year, only to die one after another.

Evidently I had given them too little care and attention, being pre-

vented by a somewhat lengthened absence from Freiburg, as well as by
other labors.

I reached the conviction at that time that without the greatest care-

fulness and attention in the rearing no result can be obtained. This

conviction further experience only confirmed. One must just concen-

trate all his interest upon this one aim, and must not begrudge having

to devote considerable time every day for months to this work. That I

could not carry this on myself, without giving up other work for it,

seemed clear to me, and so I hailed it with joy when the opportunity

offered of seeing the experiments made by another person.

Miss von Chauvin, a lady well known to several correspondents in

this department by her beautiful observations on the Phryganidae (alas,

not yet published), proposed the following year to take a number of the

larvae just out of the egg, rear them, and make the attempt to bring

them, in a certain measure, by force into the Amblystoma condition. It

will be perceived by the following records of the lady herself how com-

pletely this attempt succeeded, and no less will it be seen that this suc-

cess was possible only with such carefulness in the treatment and deli-

cacy in the observation as were here employed.

EXPERIMENTS.

"I began the experiments June 12, 1874, with five larvae about eight

days old, all that remained alive of the twelve delivered to me. On
account of the extraordinary tenderness of these larvse, the quality and
temperature of the water, the kind and quantity of the food supplied,

especially in the earliest period, exert a great influence upon them, so

that one can hardly be cautious enough in their management.

"The little creatures were kept in a glass globe of about 30 centi-

metres in diameter ; the temperature of the water was regulated, and
as nourishment Daphnida were furnished at first, afterward larger

aquatic animals in greater quantity. In this way the five larvae throve

exceedingly well. By the end of June the strongest larvae showed the

beginning of the fore legs, and the 9th of July the hind legs made
their appearance. At the end of November I noticed that one Axolotl

—

for brevity I distinguish it with I., and shall note the others with the

successive Eoman numerals—kept constantly on the surface of the water,

which brought mo to the supposition that the right time had come to

prepare for the change to a land salamander.
" For this purpose, on December 1, 1874, 1, was put into a considerably

larger glass vessel with a flat bottom, which was so placed and filled with

water that only in one spot could he dive quite under water, while every-

where else in his repeated creepings about the bottom of the vessel he

came more or less in contact with the air. On the following days the
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water was gradually diminished, and during tliia time the first changes

in the animal appeared : The gills began to shrivel. At the same time

the creature showed a striving to reach the shallow places. The 4th of

December it betook itself wholly to the land and crept away into the

damp moss which I had placed on a bed of sand in the highest part of

the bottom. This was followed, by the first molt. Within the four days

from December 1 to 4 a striking change took place iu the exterior of I.

;

the gill-tufts shriveled almost entirely together, the crest on the back

vanished completely, and the hitherto broad tail assumed a rounded

form similar to a land salamander's tail. The grayish-brown color of

the body gradually changed to blackish j here and there white spots

came out, faintly marked at first, and growing more distinct.

" When, on the 4th of December, the Axolotl crept out of the water, the

clefts of the gills were still open, but they gradually closed, and iu about

eight days they were no longer to be seen and were grown over with a

skin.

"Of the other larvsB, at the end of November (that, is at the same
time when I. came to the surface of the water), three more were just as

strongly developed as I.—an indication that for them also the right

time had come for the hastening of the process. They were therefore

subjected to the same treatment. II. changed in fact at the same time

as I., and, precisely like it, had perfect gill-tufts when it was placed in the

shoal water, and afterfour days had almost completely divested itself of

these. He went upon the land j and then followed, in the course of about

ten days, the growing over of the gill-clefts and the complete assumption of the

salamander'^s form. During this last time the animal took food, but only

when he was urged.

"With III. and IV. the change went on more slowly. They did not so

frequently seek for the drier places, and generally did not expose them-

selves so long to the air, so that the greater part of January passed

before they took wholly to the land. Yet the drying of the gill-tufts

required no longer time than I. and II. The first molt also followed as

soon as they crept upon the land.

"V. showed much more remarkable deviations in the transformation

than III. and IV. As this individual from the beginning appeared much
more feeble than the others, and also staid behind remarkably in its

growth, this was by no means surprising. It required fourteen days
instead of four to carry the change so far that it could leave the water.

It was of quite peculiar interest to watch the condition of this individual

during this time. As may be inferred from its delicate nature, it was
more sensitive than the others to all outward influences. If it was ex-

posed to the air too long it took on a lighter color. Besides it gave
off a peculiar odor, similar to what salamanders diffuse when they are

alarmed or endangered. As soon as these appearances were noticed, it

was immediately put into deep water, where it dived under at once and
gradually recovered again. Then the gills always unfolded again. The
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same experiment was made repeatedly aud was every time attended by
the same result; from which it may well be concluded that through the

exercise of too energetic constraint with a view to hasten the process of

transformation a stoppage may be brought about, aud death, indeed, by
continued constraint.

"Of Axolotl V. it remains to be stated that he crept out of the water, not

like all the others at the first molt, but at the time of the fourth.

"All these are to-day alive, healthily and strongly developed, so that^

as regards their nourishment, nothing would stand in the way of their

propagation. The largest of the first four has a length of 15 centime-

tres. Axolotl V. measures 12 centimetres.

"From what I have said must be established the correctness of the

view suggested in the beginning: most Axolotl larvre, if not all, com-

plete their metamorphose, if, in the first place, they come out of the

egg healthy and are properly fed, and, in the second place, meet with

arrangements which force them to change from breathing under water

to breathing above the water. It will be understood that this compul-

sion may only be exerted quite gradually, and in a way which does not

draw too much upon the animal's vital force.

" Freiburg, Breisgau, July, 1875.

"MAEIE V. CHAUVIN."

I remark upon the above records, that in all five cases the change

v/as a complete one, not to be confounded with that which all the Axolotls

confined in small gloss vessels undergo more or less ; namely, . there

are frequently variations which seem to advance toward the Amblystoma
form without reaching it. In the five full-grown Axolotls which I possess

at this very time, and of which two at least are four years old, the gills

are all very much shriveled up, but tail and crest are unchanged. But
the crest may also disappear and the tail grow smaller without changing

to the Amblystoma, as shall be shown further on. As regards the time

used for the transformation, in Axolotls I. to V. it took 12 to 14 days.

Four days of that bring us to the first change, during which the animal

still remains in the water; the rest of the time is given to the comple-

tion of the change. Dumeril gives the time of the transformation at 16

days.

From the experiments communicated the following seems to me espe-

cially noteworthy : The five Axolotl larvcv, which alone can come into the

account, since the others died early, all iciihout exceptmi completed the

change and became Airiblystomas. Only one of them, No. I., showed by con-

stant swimming on the surface, which was noticed at the end of the sixth

month, a distinct inclination to the change, a preference for breathing

with the lungs. Of this individual, therefore, it may well be assumed,

that also without artificial aid it would have come to the land and have
undergone the transformation, just as was the case in some thirty spec-

imens which Dumeril observed.
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For Nos. II., III., and lY., on the other hand, such a supposition has bnt

little probability. All three larvaB sought to keep themselves in deeper

water, avoided as long: as possible the shallow places which compelled

them to mere lung-breathing, and only completed the change more than

a mouth later.

With No. v., moreover, it can scarcely appear doubtful that it would

not have made the change without the forcible habituation to abode in

the air.

From these results may well be drawn the conclusion, most Axolotl

larvse change to the Amblystoma form if at the age of six to nine

months they are brought into water so shallow that they must chiefly

breathe with the lungs. The experiments iu question are small in num-

ber, to be sure, but such a conclusion cannot be called hasty, when it is

considered that Dum6ril, among many hundreds (the number is not

given precisely) of Axolotls, obtained only some thirty Amblystomas;
that likewise, among several hundred Axolotls, von Kolliker bred only a

single Amblystoma.

It only remains doubtful whether every larva can be compelled to make
the change, and this question can only be determined by new experiments.

It had been my intention to defer the publication of those above given

until they were repeated in greater fullness by Miss von Chauvin. But
as my Axolotls have given me no young this year (1875), I had to give

that up for the time, and could do this the more willingly, since it is

rather irrelevant to the theoretical interest of the facts whether all or

only almost all of the Axolotls may be forced to make the transforma-

tion. On the other hand, I will not forbear to mention, that the curator

of the zoological museum here, Herr Gehrig, reared a considerable num-

ber of larvae from the same brood, with which Miss von Chauvin experi-

mented, and that of these larvae six passed through the winter tcithout

undergoing the transformation. They were always kept iu deep water,

and therefore constituted the counter-experiment to those communicated

above, showing that this whole brood by no means possessed a preilis-

position to undergo the transformation.

If, now, these new facts are to be made use of to clear up our conception

of the nature of this unusual process of transformation, we must, before

all else, bring to our aid the data already known.

In the first place, it is to be laid down that Siredon Mexicanus, in its hornet

so far as toe Tcnow, never undergoes the transformation. From that locality

it is Jcnoicn only in the Siredon form. The testimony which I find on this

point comes from De Saussure, * who himself observed the Axolotl in

the Mexican waters. This naturalist has uever seen even a single Am-
blystoma in the vicinity of the lakes, and "yet the larvae of the Axolotl

are so common there, that they are brought into market by thousands."

De Saussure believes that the Axolotl does not make the change in

Mexico.

* Verhandl. d. Scliwoiz. Naturforsch. Gesellschaft. Einsiedeln, 1S68.

23 S
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Cope* asserts tlie same thing quite decidedly ; nnd individuals bred

by him in America from the Siredon Blexicanus, also in captivity, "showed

CO inclination to the transformation." On the other hand, Tegetmeiert

saw the change begun in one of five individuals which traced their

descent to the Lake of Mexico and so the second fact is established,

that also ilie genuine and real Axolotl under certain circumstances changes

in confinement to an Amhlystoma.

This remark would be superfluous, if it were, as was long believed,

true that the Axolotl of the Paris Garden of Plants, whose metamor-

phosis was first observed and excited so much attention at the time,

actually belonged to the species Siredon Mexicanus, the only Siredon

which in its home bears the name Axolotl.

In his first communication, Dnmdril himself was of this opinion ; he

called the creature ^^Siredon Mexicanus^^ syn. Humboldii;X bat later, in

his detailed work§ on the change of the Axolotl contained in the Gar-

den of Plants, he recalled this view, and, after a critical examination of

the five described Siredons, came to the conclusion that the Axolotls in

the possession of the Paris Museum were probably Siredon lichenoides

Baird.

So all the transformations of Axolotls observed in Europe were to be

referred to this species ; for—at least so far as is known—they are all

descendants of the Paris colony. Thence also, indirectly, came the sub-

jects of my experiments.

To be sure, now it does not agree with this, that the Amblystoma
form, which Dum6ril obtained from his Axolotls, corresponded with

Amblystoma tigrinum Cope, while we learn by Marsh || that Siredon

lichenoides Baird changes to Amblystoma mavortium Baird when it under-

goes the complete metamorphosis. Marsh found the Siredon lichenoides

in Alpine lakes (7,000 feet above the sea), in the southwestern portion of

the United States (Wyoming Territory), and by breeding in aquariums

obtained from \tihQ.Amblystomamavortium^A\v(\. Nevertheless, he holds

it doubtful whether the animal ever goes through the change in its

home; to be sure, without any sure foundation and on purely theoretical

grounds, namely, because in his judgment "the colder temperature

there is less favorable to it " ^
If I doubt the correctness of this last opinion, it is only because the

Amblystoma mavortium in a state of nature has been found in many
parts of the United States, namely, in California, New Mexico, Texas,

* Dana and Silliman, Amer. Jnurn., 3cl series, i, p. 89. Annals Nat. Hist., vii, p. 24G.

t Proceed. Zool. Soc. 1870, p. 160.

t Compt. Eend., tome GO, p. 765 (186.5).

$ Nouvelles Archives du Mns6um d'Hist. Nat. Paris, 1866. Tome ii, p. 268.

II
Proceed. Boston Soc, vol. xii, p. 97 ; Silliman, Amor. Journ., vol. xlvi, -p. 364 ; a

reference to this in Troscbel's Jahresbericht for 1868, p. 37.

H Proceed. Boston Soc, vol. xii, p. 97; Silliman, Amer. Journ., xlvi, 364. I could not

examine these works myself, and qnote from the reference in Troscbel's Jahresbericht,

1868, p. 37.
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Nebrasta, and Minnesota. Nevertheless, it is by no means incredible

tbat just in the Alpine lakes, from which Marsh obtained it, the species

occupies a diflerent position in regard to the transformation from what

it does in other habitats. This will be seen from the observations on

the Triton adduced below. So, until further observations are made, I

believe we must suppose that the Paris Axolotls are not Siredon liche-

noides, but probably a new and very closely related species.

Meanwhile, there is not much depending upon this in the review of

the transformation, if it is only established that this Axolotl in its home

does not undergo the metamorphosis, or only does it as exceptionally

as in Europe. Unfortunately, there is in Dum^ril's comniunications no

precise statement of the locality where this "Mexican" animal was

lound; probably the locality was unlinown to himself, and so I can

only assume on Cope's authority that no Amhlystoma has ever been

brought from south of the provinces of Tamaulijias and Chihuahua;

that is, from south of the tropic*

Of that, however, there is no certainty. Much more important is the

fact adduced above, that the genuine Axolotl of the lakes around tlie

city of Mexico never makes the change to an Amblystoma, but that this

species also in isolated cases undergoes the transformation in contine-

ment. Now, from this and from the fact that the Paris Axolotls in con-

finement are only transformed to the extent of a very small percentage,

it maj' be concluded iliat also in its home it is either not transformed at

all, or only as an exception.

But still another seri^ of facts comes very essentially into the account

in reviewing this history of transformation : I mean the existence of a

considerable number of species of Amhlystoma in nature. In the " Revision

der Salamandriden-Gattungen" (Beview of the genera of Salamanders)

which Strauch t gave a few years ago, there are represented, accord-

ing to the examples of Cope,§ twenty species of the Amhlystoma Tschudi

living in North America. Now, although a few of these species are

based only upon one specimen, and, therefore, as Strauss correctly

says, "must be suppressed in time," yet there is left a whole range of

species which certainly live and propagate as Amblystoma, and which
have their locality from the latitude of New York to that of New Mexico.
Hence there are certainly species of Siredon which, under their natural con-

ditions of life, regularly take the Amblystoma form and propagate hi it

;

while on the other hand there are at least two species which, under their

present natural conditions of life, only propagate as Siredon. It is only
another form of expression for this fact when one says the Mexican
Axolotl, and the Paris Siredon as well, be this latter named lichenoides

or something else, stands upon a lower phyletic stage of development than
the other species of Amblystoma which propagate in the salamander

* Dana and yilliman, Amer. Journ., 3d ser. i, p. 89; Annals of Nat. Hist, vii, p. 246.

t Proceedings Acad. Pbilad., xix, 1867, pp. 166-209.

$ Mem. Ajad. Petersb., tome xvi.
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form. No oue can o'^ject to this statement ; while the other proposi-

tiou, either expressed or taeitly held by all authors, includes a theory

which I regard as incorrect. That i)roposition is : The Mexican Axolotl

has remained upon a lower phyletic stage of development.

All zoologists who have expressed themselves on the transformation

of the Mexican Axolotl, and who are not, like its first observer, still

attached to Cuvier's views ou the immutability of species, took up the

matter as if here was a species which through some sort of special cir-

cumstances had remained behind on a lower stage of development, and
was now stimulated by some sort of influences to its advance to a

higher stage.

For a long time also I did not believe that the thing could be other-

wise understood, little as I was able to bring all the phenomena into

harmony with this view. Thus in 1872 I used the following expres-

sions :* "Why should not a sudden change in all the relations of life

(the removal from Mexico to Paris) have had a direct influence upon
the organism of the Axolotl, so that he suddenly attained a higher stage

of development, which many of his kindred species have long since

attained, which evidently lies in the nature of his organization, and
which perchance he also would have reached in his native haunts, though

at a later period ? Or would it be too much to suppose that by the

sudden transportation from 8,000 feet above the sea-level (the Mexican
highland) to the altitude of Paris, the organs of respiration had re-

ceived a shock which just brought them to the change already close at

hand ? So in all probability we have to do with a direct effect from

altered conditions of life."

That the purport of the lost sentence must also be held true to-day

follows as a matter of course from the experiments communicated above,

which surely prove that by the application of definite external influences

we have to a certain extent it in our power to call forth the transforma-

tion. Just in that fact lies the new light which these experiments have
brought.

But must we also understand the phenomenon in the manner above
indicated—that is to say, as a phyletic onivard development of the specie.'';,

appearing suddenly and in a measure resulting from a shoclcf I believe

not. What first perplexed me in regard to this view was the sight of

my living Amblystomas reared from the l.arvse of the Axolotl. These
creatures by no means show a variation from the Axolotl in single traits

merely, but they are distinguished from it in their entire habit; they

differ somewhat in all parts; although slightly in many, in others quite

decidedly; in short they have become entirely different animals. Corre-

sponding to this they also live quite differently; no longer go into the

water, but prefer in the daytime to keep hidden in the damp moss of

their prison, and at night come forth to seek their food on the dry laud,

*"Ueberdeu Eiufluss der Isolining auf die Artbildung" (On the Influeuce of Isolation

upon the Formation of Species), Leipsic, 187:2, p. 33.
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To be sure 1 could have perceived the great difference between the

two stages of development from the anatomical data long familiar to

me which Dumdril had given on the structure of his Amblystomas;

but the reading over of many statements in detail gives no living pict-

ure. At any rate the sight of the living animal first brought me to the

^'ousciousness how comprehensive is the change we have to do with

here; that by no means does it merely concern those parts which are

directly affected by the alteration in the mode of life, but that most,

if not all, parts of the animal undergo a transformation, which can be

very well explained in part as the morphological adaptation to new con-

ditions of life, in part as consequences of these adaptations (correlative

changes), but cannot by any possibility be explained in a word as the sud-

denly appearing effect of these changed conditions of life. Such at least is

my view, according to which a sudden development of the species, such

as must have taken place here, is quite inconceivable. I willingly ac-

knowledge that a few years ago the question whether such sudden de-

velopment occurs was still an open one for me, but since then my invest-

igations have kept urging me to the conviction that it does not occur at

all, as I shall show in another i)lace. Here 1 have to confine myself to

the examination of this individual case; a case which appears to me

—

as was above intimated—quite peculiarly suited to shed light decisively

upon the great alternative, about which at the present moment the war
of opinions is centered, in regard to the doctrine of descent.

I may well assume that hitherto it has been with most students in

regard to the metamorphosis of the Axolotl very much as with myself;

it did not come to their consciousness hoic far the transformation goes ;

and so it may need to be made plain that the theoretical importance of

the case and its value as a basis of inference was not properly emphasized

by either side. But it is evidently a case of quite unusual significance

for the principles involved. I believe it may be easily shown that the

hitherto pretty generally admitted explanation of the history of the

Paris Axolotl's transformation includes at the same time the recogni-

tion of a very far-reaching principle, namely: if this explanation were

the correct one, then in my judgment would be at the same time demon-
strated as correct the opinion of those who, like Kolliker, Askenast,
NAaELi, and among the philosophers Hartmann and Huber, would
refer the transmutation of the species in the first instance to a motive
power dwelling within the organisms, to an active, i. e. spontaneous,

*'law of development," a ''])riuciple of perfection," or, as I should pre-

fer to name it, a phyletic vital energy., in contrast to the exactly corre-

sponding vital energy of the so-called "philosopher domain" in the

nature of ontogenesis.

If, namely, the Axolotls that have becomeAmblystomas are to be taken

as individuals which, stimulated by external influences, have hastened

on in advance of the remaining individuals in their phyletic develop-

ment, then this advance can only be placed to the account of a phy-
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letic vital energy; for the transformation is a sudden one; it leaves no
time for gradual adaptation in the course of generations. Indirect influ-

ence of the external relations of life, i. e. natural selection, is accordingly

excluded from the first; but direct influence of the altered circumstances

of life does not suffice by a great way to explain the total transforma-

tion of the whole structure, as I have already intimated and will now
show more minutely.

The distinctions between the Paris Axolotl and its resulting Ami Cy-

stoma are, according to Dum^ril, Kolliker, and my own observations,

the following:

1. The gills disappear, the clefts of the gills close up, and only the

foremost of the arches of the gill remains in existence; the other arches

vanish. At the same time the Os liyoideum is changed (Dumeril).
2. The crest on the back disappears entirely (Dumeril).
3. The rudder-like tail changes to a tail like a salamander's (DuMiiiRiL)^

which nevertheless is not quite circular in section as in the salamander,

but is somewhat compressed laterally (Weismann).
4. The skin gets yellowish- white patches, irregularly distributed on

the sides and the back (Dum:i&ril), while at the same time its former

ground color of grayish-black changes to a shining greenish-black (Weis-

mann), and, besides, the shiny secretion from the skin is lost and the

glands of the skin become indistinct (Kolliker).
5. The eyes become prominent and the pupils small (Kolliker), and

eyelids are formed which can close the eye completely, while in the

Axolotl only a narrow circular fold surrounds the eye, and it cannot be

closed (VVeismann).

6. The toes diminish in size and lose their skin-like appendages (Kol-

liker), or, more precisely, the half web-membranes which unite the

inner ends of the toes on all the feet (Weismann).
7. The palatal teeth in this, as in all Amblystomas, stand in a diag

onal row, while in the Axolotl, like the Triton laivse, they stand at the

side of the palatal vault forming an arched band, with several rows of

teeth.* (Dumeril. See his figure. Zeitschrift f. wissensch. Zool., xxv
Bd., Sup., p. 279.)

8. In the Axolotl the underjaw has, besides the teeth on the upper edge
of the bone, some very small teeth disposed in several rows; these latter

disappear after the metamorphosis (Dumeril). I add that the permanent
teeth belong to the os dentaJe, the temporary ones to the os operculare.f

* Dumeril has the teeth of the vomer separated ftoin those of the os palatinum by a

gap. Probably this was an artificial one, as Gagenbaur (Friedricii & Gagenbaur,
"Der Scbiidel des Axolotl"—The Skull of the Axolotl—Wlirzburg, 1849) figures the

rows of teeth without interruption, passing over from one bone to the other. The
Bame was true in three Axolotla which I examined in regard to this iioiut; moreover,

this little dilfereuce is quite unimportant in the question here treated.

t See O. Hertwig, " Ueber das Zahnsystem der Amphibien und seine Bedeutung fiir

die Genesis des Skelets der Mundhoble." (On the Dental System of the Amphibia, and

its Significance for the Geuesis of the Skeleton of the Mouth.) Arch. f. Mikroskop.

Anat., Bd. xi, Supjjlemen theft, 1874.
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9. The posterior face of each vertebra is sh'ghtly hollowed out before

as after the trausformatiou, but the anterior face is less coucave in the

Amblystoma than in the Siredon (Dum:6ril).

The details cited from Dumerll under 7 and 9 I have not so far been

able to confirm by personal examination, as I was not willing to kill any

of my living Amblystomas, only for the purpose of verifying the details

of a naturalist in whom perfect confidence may surely be reposed. In

like manner, I have not yet seen the change in the arches of the gills.

All the other data given by Kolliker or Dumeril I can corroborate

completely.

The differences in structure which exist between Axolotl and Am-
blystoma are considerably greater and more important than those

between neighboring genera, yes, greater than are found between

the. families of the Urodela. The genus Siredm without any doubt

belongs to a different suborder from the genus Amblystoma^ into which

it is occasionally transformed. Strauch, who has made the latest ar-

rangement of this group, separates the suborder of the Salamandrida

from that of the Ichthyodea by the possession of eyelids and by the

position of the palatal teeth in a simple row on the posterior edge of the

palatal bone ; while in the Ichthyodea the lids are wanting and the pal-

atal teeth either " stand on the front edge of the palatal bone or cover

the whole surface of the palate as brush-like clusters." How would it

be possible now to regard anatomical characters standings© far asunder

as transformations which had been suddenly called forth by a single

operation of varying conditions of life ?

Hand in hand with the falling out of the old palatal teeth and the ap-

pearance of new goes a change in the anatomical structure of the verte-

bral column, and, as we may conclude from Kollikee's entirely ac-

curate observation on the stoppage of the slimy secretion from the skin,

in the histological structure of the skin itself.

Who would undertake to explain all these deep-lying changes as the

direct and sudden effect of any external influences whatev^er o])erating

but oncef And even if any one had an inclination to explain them as

results of the loss of the gills, and therefore as correlative changes, what
would such a correlation be but the newly christened vital energy above

spoken of? For if from one variation caused by direct influence of

external agencies the whole body can through correlation transform itself

in a couple of days just so in all its parts as it appears best adapted for

the new conditions of life in which it is henceforth to be, then the word
correlation is only a term, by which nothing is explained, but the

search for a better explanation is hindered. Then it is preferable that

we simply acknowledge our belief in a phyletic vital energy.

Moreover it certainly is not allowable even to wish to seek an explana-

tion of that sort (by correlation), for ice know some Urodela in the adult

state have no gills, and yet possess all other marks of the Ichthyodea : lack
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of the eyelids, characteristic type of the palatal teeth, aad of the arrange-

ment of the lingual bones. Such are the genera Amphiuma L., Meno-

2)onia Harl., and Gryptohranchus v. d. Hoev. The first two genera, as is

well known, still have the clefts of the gills. Gryptohranchus, on the

contrary, has lost these clefts, which are grown over with skin as in the

A))ihIystoma, and yet, by the unanimous testimony of all systematic

zoologists, it is a genuine fish-lizard in habit, arrangement of the lingual

bone, i)alatal teeth,* &c. It must be added that even the Axoloil itself

may lose the gills tcithout, on that account, changing to an Anihlystoma. I

have meulioued elsewhere that in Axolotls which are kept in water that

is shallow and still, the gills frequently grow small; but it also happens

that they shrivel up entirely. I have an Axolotl preserved in spirits,

in which the gills are shriveled to little irregular bunches; at the same

time the crest on the back is so completely wautiug that a longitudinal

furrow has appeared in its place, and on the tail the border of skin has

entirely vanished from the lower margin, and about half from the upper.

Nevertheless, the animal is widely separated in structure from the

Amblystoma : it has the arches of the gills, the palatal teeth, the skin,

&c., of the Axolotl.

This demonstrates, therefore, that the loss of the gills hy no means must

ahcays bring after it all the other variations which tve see take j)lace in the

metaynorjihosis of the Axolotl ; that these, therefore, are by no means the

necessarily and immediately appearing result of that loss. Whether they

must necessarily appear after long successions of generations, whether

also the descendants of Gryptohranchus will some time in the future take

the structure of the Salamandrida, that is another question which I

should not like to answer just in the negative, but which does not come

into the account here, as we are considering only a possible sudden result

from the loss of the gills.

The question, therefore, seems to stand thus : Either onr apprehension

up to this time of the transformation history of the Axolotl as a further

development of the species is incorrect, or the existence of a phyletic vital

energy is demonstrated hy the case of the Axolotl beyond the possibility of a

refutation.

Now the question comes up, whether the facts of this transformation

history do not also admit of another explanation. I believe that tbis is

at any rate possible and that another interpretation may be shown as

the correct one with a good degree of probability.

I esteem those Amhlystomas ichich in individual cases have developed in

confinementfrom Siredon Mcxicanus [syn. piscifoimis), as icell as from the

Paris Axolotl, not as forms of advancement, hut forms of retrogression.

I believe that the Axolotls ichich to-day live in the lahes of Mexico icere

already Amhlystomas a geological {or better a zoological) epoch earlier, but

* See Straucb, Zeitsclirift. f. Wissensch. Zool., xsv Bd., Supp]., p. 10.
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that through alterations in their conditions of life they have sunh hack to

their earlier stage of the Perennibranchiates.

Without doubt I was first led to this intepretation by the results I

had reached in my studies ou the season-dimorphism of butterflies.*

There also we have the question of two different forms under which ono

and the same species appears, and of which it may be proved as prob-

able that one is phyletically the older, the other the younger. The

younger summer form has in my view proceeded through the gradual

warming of the climate from the winter form that in an earlier zoolo;4,i-

cal epoch was the only one; but this latier, the primary form, has not

on that account ceased to exist, but to-day still alternates every year

with the secondary, the summer form.

Now it is easy with the season-dimorjUious butterflies to make the

summer brood assume the winter form, and that by exposing their

pupae rather a long time to a lower temperature; and it may be made in

the highest degree probable that this suddenly appearing variation or

transformation, often very far reaching, is sudden in appearance only,

and is but apparently the result of cold actiug upon this generation.

Much rather in truth the variation depends upon a reversion to the

primary form of the species, and therefore the cold that appears but

once is only the impulse to the reversion, but not the true cause of the trans-

formation. This cause must be sought in the long-continued operation

of the cold, to which thousands of generations of the ancestors of our

living butterflies were subjected, and whose final result was just the

winter form.

If we now assume for a moment that my interpretation of the Axolotl's

transformation-history as just given is correct, we have relations here

which are in many respects analogous to those of the season-dimorphism.

To be sure the two forms in this case no longer alternate regularly with

each other, but the primary form may occasionally appear in place of the

secondary, and this result from the shock of external circumstances.

As there we succeed in stimulating the summer brood by the action of

cold to lay aside the summer form and adopt the winter dress, so here

we are able to lead the Axolotls iuto the Amblystoma state by com-

pelling them at a certain age to bre ithe air.

Further, as in the season-dimorphism, it may be shown that this

transformation called forth by artificial means is only in appearance a

sudden new formation, but in truth a reversion to the much older win-

ter form, so here we also had to do, not with an actual new formation of

the species, but only with an apparent one, a reversion to the phyletically

older form of the species. To be sure that sounds very paradoxical if

here is a form that must have come by reversion, and yet it must
undoubtedly be accounted as the more highly developed. But I believe

• Studien zur Desceudenztheorie, I. Ueber den Saison-Dimorphism der Schmetter-

linge (Studies on the Doctrine of Descent, I. On the Season-Dimorphism of Butter-

flies), Leipsic, 1875.
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that oa more careful consideration much of the paradox which seems to

lie in this view will disappear.

Before all else, it is to be considered that the phyletic development

of the species need by no means have always gone directly forward.

We have examples enough of development backward, although iu

rather a different sense, as iu parasites and such forms, which have sunk
from free locomotion to the sedentary mode of life. 1 do not ignore the

difference which exists between this sort of development backward by
the pining away of certain organs or systems of organs, and proper re-

version. The latter is the return to an anvnal form already once existent

j

but in the former case, in spite of all simplification of the organization,

something wholly new is always formed. But I am able to see nothing-

absurd as to principle in the supposition that a proper reversion, also,

be it of a whole species or of the individuals of a species within a cer-

tain habitat, is thought oiaspossiblej and I do not for the present demand
a further concession. Why, for example, should it be so entirely in-

credible that the Axolotl, in a time long past, was adapted to living on

the land, that it gradually, through direct and indirect operation of al-

tered conditions of life, had acquired the salamander form, but that

later, by a new change of the circumstances of life unfavorable to its pres-

ent organization, it has again fallen back into the old form or one lying

near it ? At any rate, such a supposition contains nothing which would
stand iu contradiction with well-known facts, but can be sustained iu

several ways; and finally, it recommends itself by furnishing, at least

in my opinion, the only possible explanation of the facts before us.

The above-mentioned existence of a whole group of species of Ambly-

stoma shows at once that species of Siredun can rise to the salamander

form, and can regularly propagate iu that form ; and further, that this

phyletic advance has already actually taken place in very many species.

But that a sinking back from this higher stage of development to the

lower can also take place, several observations on our water salaman-

ders show.

It is well known that Tritons under some circumstances become, as it

is usually expressed, " sexually mature in the larval state."

In the year 18G1 De Filippi* found in a swamp by Lake Maggiore
fifty Tritons, of which only two showed the structure of the full grown
water salamander; but all the others still had their gills, yet corre-

sponded to mature animals in bodily size and iu the development of the

sexual organs, and that iu both sexes.

Filippi determined the fact that these "sexually mature larvae'' did

not merely resemble larvjB externally by the possession of gills, but that

they also presented all the other anatomical marks of the larvae ; that

is, the characteristic clusters of palatal teeth standing on both sides,

instead of the later simple row, and a vertebral column, which still has
the Chorda dorsalis running through its whole length.

* Sulla larva del Triton alpestris, Archivio per la Zoologia, 1861.
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Accordiug to my view tliis would be a case of reversion of the Triton

to thephyletic stage lying next behind it, that is, the Perennibranchiate stage;

and ill this case most zoologists who stand at all upou the footing

of the doctrine of descent will agree with my view. I at least would

count it a profitless playing with words if any one should speak here of

larval reproduction and believe he had thereby explained anything. In

any event the animal becomes sexually mature in the condition in which

it first appears as a larva. But we first get an insight into the nature of

this phenomenon by the reflection that tbis so called "sexually mature

larva" has precisely the structure which the preceding phyletic stage

of the species must have possessd ; that therefore we have a reversion

of the individual to the older phyletic stage of the species. I es-

teem it an error when DmiERiL puts this case of the Triton in par-

allel with the genuine larval reproduction of Wagner's Gecidomyia

larvae. There it i3 certainly not reverision to an older phyletic stage

which makes tbelarvte capable of reproduction ; for these larvce present

no older phyletic stage of the species, but must have arisen at the same time

icith the species in its present fjrm. The vast difference in tbe structure

of the larva and the fly is not explained by assuming that the latter

has arisen from the former as from a finished given quantity, but by

this, that both at the same time have adapted themselves to conditions

of life further from each other.* Eegarded phyleticall}", these larvae are

not at all a necessary point of transit for the origin of the fly. They
could also be built quite otherwise, without the form of the fly needing

to be likewise changed ; for the stages of insect transformation vary

Independently of each other, corresponding to the conditions of life to

which they are subjected, and exert no influence upon each other, or

only a very slight one, in the determination of form, as I shall attempt

to demonstrate in another place. At any rate, "the ability of these

larvae (the Cecidomyia) to multiply asexually has first been acquired as

a secondary matter, as already follows from the fact that there are

numerous species of the same genus of flies which do not feed their

young." " In the form which they possess to-day they can never have

played the part of the final stage of ontogenesis, and therefore also

cannot have possessed at a former time the power of sexual repro-

duction. t In short, we have to do here with genuine larval reproduction,

but in the Tritons with reversion to an older phyletic stage.

Isor can I agree with my friend Haeckel, when he designates the

reversion of the Tritons as "adaptation to continued life in the water."

|

One would only be able to speak of " adaptation " in this case by tak-

ing the word in a sense quite difl'erent from that with which Darwin

• Compare, also, Lubbock, Oa the Origin and Metamorphoses of Insects. Londou,

1874.

t Seo my paper "Ueber den Saison-Dimorphismus der Schmetteiiinge," Leipsic,

1675, p. GO.

t See Haeckel's Anthropogeuie, p. 449.
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and Wallace have introduced it into science. Those naturalists dis-

tinguished by the word a gradual remodeling of the body, taking place

in the course of generations, corresponding to the new demands of new
conditions of life; in other words, the operation of natural selection, but

not a result from causes of variation suddenly and directly acting once
and in one generation.

Just because the word " adaptation " may, according to customary
use of language, be used in many different senses, it would be desirable

to take it only in one acceptation and to have that fixed exactly; before

all, not to speak of adaptation when there is no mor2)hological chauge, but

only a sort of exchange of functions in Dohen's sense.* Thus, for exam-
ple, when FoKELt shows that fresh- water air-breathing snails, whose
organization is calculated for the direct breathing of the air, could

nevertheless pass to the greatest depths of the Alpine lakes, while they

used their lungs as gills. That with this not the slightest change has

taken place in the lungs, is shown by the observations of v. Siebold.l

He saw the Pulraonates of shallow water use their lungs alternately

for direct air-breathing and for water breathing, according as the atmos-

pheric contents of the water was less or greater. If with v. Siebold one

should apply the word " adaptation " simply to such cases, it would
lose the special sense which was originally attached to it; as a technical

term the word would have to be given up.

At any rate, there is as little a case of genuine adaptation in the Triton

*' larvae" that were capable of reproduction as in the Axolotl exception-

ally changing to the Amblystoma. In both cases, also, the transforma-

tion in consideration is not at all indispensable/or the life ofthe individual.

Mature Tritons (without gills) live, as I have witnessed, many months,

probably for years, in deep water, although they are fitted for simple

air-breathing; and Axolotls, asl have already stated above, can live quite

well for years in shallow and quiet water. If their gills shrivel, yes,

vanish entirely, this also yet is no adaptation in the Darwinian sense, but

a direct result of external influences, j^rincipally indeed of diminished use.

A case quite analogous to Filippi's was observed in 18G9 by Jullien.

Four female larvae of Lissoiriton punciaftis Bell, (synonym for Triton

twniaius Schnd.) were fished out of a swamp and showed themselves

sexually mature. In their ovaries they had matured eggs, ready for

laying, and two of them also actually laid the eggs. Four male larvae,

which were taken in the same swamp, showed themselves likewise

developed in regard to bodily size, though they had no spermatozoa in

the testicles, but only sperm-producing cells.§

* " Der Ursprung der Wirbelthiere nnd das Princip des Functiouswechsels " (The
Origin of the Vertebrates aud the Principle of the Exchange of Functions). Lripsic,

18T5.

t Faune profonde du lac Ldman ; Verhandl. d. Schweiz. Naturforsch, Gesellschaft

<Deep Fauna of Lake Geneva). Schafihausen, 1873,

i Zeitschrift f. Wissenschaftl. Zool. (Journal of Scientific Zoology), bd. xxiii, 1873.

J Compt. Rend., t. Ixviii, p. 938, 939 (Proceedings of the French Academy of Sciences).
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A third case of the same kiud I find cited* by Seydig, in his essay,

"Ueber die Molche der Wiirtembergischen Fauna" (On the Salamanders

in the Fauna of Wiirtemberg), so rich in interesting detail. Sciireibers,

the former director of the Vienna Cabinet of Natural History, likewise

found " larvae'' of Triton with gills well developed, but of the size of " adult

males," and, as anatomical examination showed, with well developed

sexual organs, as well as ovaries filled with eggs.

So, therefore, it is established that species which long ago attained

the stage of Salamandrida in the phyletic development may occasionally

sink back to the stage of Perennibranchiates. Evidentlj^, this fact makes
my view of the Axolotl as a form of reversion appear much less para-

doxical. Indeeil, the cases of reversion in the Triton are directly anal-

ogous to the transaction I suppose for the Axolotl.

We only need suppose Amblystomas in the place of the Tritons, and
consider the swamp in which de Filtppi found his "sexually mature

Triton larvse" expanded to the Lake of Mexico, regarding, also, the un-

known, and perhaps in this case temporary, causes of the reversion as

permanent, and we have everything which is necessary to the restoration

of the Axolotl as we know it to day, ive obtain a Ferennibranchiate pojpu-

lation of the lake.

It is not even yet determined whether, in that swamp of de Filippi

the Ferennibranchiate form of the Triton does not actually prevail per-

manently, for it has not, to my knowledge, been examined since in regard

to this subject.

But if we assume for a moment that it actually were so, that a colony

of Ferennibranchiate Tritons lived there, carrying on reproduction sexu-

ally, should we wonder if occasionally, also, a genuine Triton came from

our brood, if we could succeed in stimulating most individuals of this

brood by removal into shallow water to the metamorphosis into Tritons ?

But just so it is according to my view with the Mexican Axolotl.

But I need not limit myself to support my hypothesis, but must also

directly assail the tenability of the one hitherto held, for it stands in op-

position to facts.

If we really had in the Axolotl a suddenly occurring phyletic further

development, then one fact would remain wholly incomprehensible,

namely, the sterility of the Amblystomas.

Of about thirty Amblystomas which Dum^ril had obtained up to the

year 1870, full sexual maturity had not appeared in a single one ; neither

copulation nor the simple laying of eggs had taken place, and the indi-

viduals that were examined anatomically showed the eggs immature and

the spermatozoa present indeed, but without the undulating membrane
belonging to all the Salamandrida. They were not destitute of all power

of motion, but as Quatrefages stated, only moving imperfectly.t

* Archiv f. Naturgescbichte (Archives for Natural History), 1867.

t Coinpt. Reud., t. Ixx, I'^TO.
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The five Amblystomas, on wbicli I have reported bere, have shown, up
to the present time, no appearances of reproduction.

It is evidently an objection that will very poorly stand the test when
Sacc * attributes the sterility of tbe Amblystomas reared from Axolotls

to "poor food." Wby, then, do tbe Axolotls reproduce so easily wben
tbey are fed exactly tbe same ? I can also state expressly that my Am-
blystomas are quite excellently' fed. To be sure, these have hardly reached

tbe age of one and a half years; but the Axolotls propagate tbe second

year, and some of Dumeril's Amblystomas were five years old in 1870.

The fact of sterility stands in clear opposition to the view that tbese

Amblystomas are the regular advanced guards of the genus Siredon as

it moves forward in phyletic development. To be sure I will by no

means maintain that my theory of reversion could actually explain tbe

sterility, but at least it does not stand directly in contradiction witb it.

Mere forms of reversion may perisb without reproducing tbemselves.

A neic form called forth by tbe working of an unknown phyletic vital

energy cannot be a sterile one, because this directly destroys again tbe

"purpose" wbich tbe vital energy is pursuing. Tbe idea of tbe vital

energy includes that of teleology.

Moreover, from our stand-point tbe sterility of the Amblystomas may
be, if not completely understood, yet shown as a phenomenon that does

not stand quite alone. In tbe case of the Lissotriton punciatuSj as quoted

above, the female "larvce" were at any rate sexually mature and laid

«ggs, but at the same time tbe males bad no perfected spermatozoa iu

tbe testicles.

Otber cases of the kind are not known to me. At tbe time wben I made
my experiments witb butterflies, as mentioned above, this point of view

was still unseen, and so I neglected to examine the artificially produced

forms of reversion in regard to their organs of generation. But general

principles also lead to tbe conclusion tbat atavistic forms may easily

remain sterile.

Darwin* finds tbe most immediate causes of sterility, first, in the

operation of widely varying circumstances of life; and, second, in tbe

crossing of individuals with widely differing constitutions. Varying

circumstances of life are at any rate wbat induce tbe transformation of

the Axolotl, and from this point of view it could not be surprising if we
find those individuals sterile, wbich have precisely shown themselves as

especially affected by tbese altered conditions of life, since they have

reverted to the salamander form. In tbis reasoning it is by no means as-

serted that reversion always and icithout exception is accompanied by ster-

ility. Nor can it be objected to my interpretation of the Axolotl's trans-

formation tbat tbrough reversion a colony of Axolotls capable of reproduc-

tion never could have arisen. On tbe contrary, Jullien's female Triton

"Bull. Soc. Neuchatel, Bd. viii, p. 192, a reference to tbe place in Troschel's Jabrea-

bericbt (Annual Rei)ort), for 18Gt).

* Origin of Species, 5tb edition, j). 325.
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larvae that laid eggs exactly prove that even in reversion the power of

reproduction may remain complete. From the universal causes of ster-

ility mentioned above, it mpy be inferred that through those causes

frnitfalness may be lost in different degree: and, further, it may in a

measure be understood why the fruitfulness is more completely lost in

the reversion to the Amblystoma form than in the reversion of the Tri-

ton to the Perennibranchiate form.

If iu these cases the reversion is called forth by altering the con-

ditions of life, one may perhaps imagine that the extent of this altera-

tion will also fix the degree of fertility which the atavistic form can pre-

serve; but still more will the fertility be influenced by the extent of the

morphological sTcip which is made in the reversion.

We know that the blending of widely varying constitutions (e. g., in

the crossing of different species) produces sterility. Something similar

takes place also iu the sudden reversion to a stage of development widely

varying in its whole structure. Here also takes place to a certain extent

the union of two very different constitutions in one individual, a sort of

crossing.

From this point of view it may be, to some extent, understood why
sterility may be a result of the reversion, but, on the other hand, we ob-

tain no explanation why with the same breadth of morphological varia-

tion there occurs in one case complete sterility, in the other relative

fruitfulness. The extent of the morphological contrast is exactly the

same between Axolotl and Amblystoma as between Triton and its

'^sexually mature larvae." The difference in the two cases of reversion

lies entirely in the direction of the skip, which in the first case is made
exactly in the contrary direction to that in the second.

Just in that I would seek the reason for the varying force with

which the power of reproduction is affected ; not in the direction of the

leap in and for itself but in the differences of the ontogenesis, which

are conditioned upon the direction of the leap.

The reversion of the Triton to o,n older phyletic stage coincides with

remaining upon a younger ontogenetic stage ; or, in other words, the older

stage ofphylogenesis^ to which the reversion talces place, is still entirely in-

cluded in the ontogenesis of every individual. Every Triton is a Perenni-

branchiate for a considerable portion of its life; the individual that

makes the reversion simply reverts to an older phyletic stage by re-

maining in the larva stage of its individual development.

Quite otherwise with the reversion of the Axolotl to the Amblystoma
form, which had been once reached at some former time, but long since

given up. This is not included in the ontogenesis of the Axolotl, but has

entirely fallen out. For a long succession of generations—so we must
suppose—the ontogenesis has always proceeded only to the Perenni-

branchiate form. If now single individuals are made to revert to the

Amblystoma form, no greater leap in respect to morphology is made
than in the reversion of the Triton to the Perennibranchiate form. At
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the same time it involves a leap in an opposite direction, namely, a leap

away over a long succession of generations, back to an animal form,

which for a long time the species had not produced, which to a certain

extent had become foreign to it.

We should therefore have here also the coincident eflFect upon tho
AxolotPs constitution of a widely different constitution, or—if one pre-

fers—the blending of two widely varying constitutions.

Of course I am very far from wishing to give this explanation for an
exact one. It is nothing more than an attempt to point out the
force in which we are to seek for the cause of the varying extent to

which the power of reproduction is affected. To investigate more
deeply and to demonstrate specially in what manner this force comes
into operation must be left to a later time. For the present it must
suffice to have shown in this connection that in general an essential

difference exists between the two kinds of reversion, as well as to have
made it in some measure comprehensible that this difference may bo
the motive force in relation to the question of sterility. Perhaps the

law involved here may some day be formulated thus : Atavistic individ-

uals lose the potcer of reproduction the more compleiehj as the series of

generations of their ancestors is longer whose ontogenesis no longer contains

the phylctically older stage to which the reversion takes place.

Consequently our hypothesis, which regards the transformation of tho

Axolotl as a reversion, offers us at once the possibility of learning to

understand the sterility of the Amblystomas produced from Axolotls.

So on the contrary the observed sterility of these Amblystomas is for

those who think that a phyletic vital energy was here exertfd—let it be

named whatever it may—not only " a veritable scientific enigma," as

DuMi^RiL expresses himself, but a complete parodox. Of such a design-

ing, impelling principle it ought to be expected that it would bring forth

new forms capable of life and not decayed to the point of dying out ; and

this so much the more since there is concerned a combination of struc-

tural peculiarities, which, when it has originated in another way (namely,

from other species of Siredon), has already long ago shoivn itself capahle of

life and reproduction. We know species of Amblystoma which reproduce

as such, and every one of which comes from a larva like the Axolotl. One
cannot, therefore, explain the sterile Amblystomas which the Paris Axo-

lotl produces as an unsuccessful effort of the vital energy—an explana-

tion, which to be sure, would be in and for itself sufficiently presump-

tuous.

But now it may be asked, What change in the conditions of life could it

have been which made the Amblystoma in the Lale of Mexico* revert to

the Siredon form ? To be sure, I can only answer this question with con-

jectures, which can claim but a limited value so long as they cannot be

sustained by a more exact knowledge of the circumstances there and

the habits both of the Axolotl and the Amblystoma.

*As we Ao not know the origin of the Paris Axolotl, I must confine myself in tlie

foUowins: to Siredon Mcxlcanus fcjhaw.
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lu geueral it may be presumed that the same external influences

demanded the reversion ichich at an earlier time called forth the formation

of the Percnnibranchiate stage.

In favor of this conjecture we may adduce the experiments here com-
municated, for evidently it is the stimulus of the air breathing which
brings the young Axolotls to the reversion to the Amblystoma form,

i. e., the same stimulus under whose dominating influence the Ambly-
stoma form must have arisen.

But the case is quite similar with the season-dimorphous butterflies.

There a reversion of the summer brood to the winter form is most easily

called forth by the operation of cold, i. e., by the same influences under
whose control the winter form was developed. We know, at any rate,

that reversion may arise also from the crossing of races and species,

and I sought to show that reversion in butterflies may also be called

forth by other influences than cold. But the most probable presumption
is evidently the one that the reversion was induced through a recurrence

of the same cause which to a certain extent produced the Perenni-

brauchiate form. That this form has been shaped under the influence

of life in the water admits of no doubt; and so my conjecture is that the

hypothetical Amblystoma Mexicamnn, the supposed ancestral form of

the present Axolotl of the Lake of Mexico, must have been brought to

revert to the Perennibranchiate form by the circumstance that the possihility

of going on land was tahen from it and it was constrained to stay in the

water.

I will not reject beforehand every other opinion. We must carefully

distinguish between the mere provocations which are able to produce
sudden reversion and actual causes of variation which have for their

result, directly or indirectly, the molding of a species. So it would
not be inconceivable a priori that reversion should occur through the
working of an impulse which has nothing to do with the origin of the

phyletically older form. Certainly temperature has had no share, or

only a very slight one, in the fashioning of the Perennibranchiate form.

Yet cold, in and for itself, might quite well be one of the provocations

which one day caused the Amblystoma form to revert to the Siredon
form ; and one could not a priori contradict De Saussure when he
expresses the opinion that the low temperature of the Mexican winter
must hinder the transformation (of the Axolotl to the Amblystoma)
which had taken place " in the hot reptile room'- of the Paris Jardin des
Plantes. He supports his view by the fact that " Tschudi has found
the Amblystoma" (of course another species) "in the hottest part of the
United States." " On the plateau of Mexico, however, it snows every
winter : and although the lake does not freeze, its temperature must sink
very low near the surface."

But although no theoretical considerations oppose this view, yet I do
not think it correct. I question very much that it was the temperature
which induced the change from the Amblystoma back to the Axolotl,

24 s
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or—according to De Saussure's explanation—which at the present

hinders the transformation of the Axolotl in the Lake of Mexico. This

is the reason for my doubt : From all portions of the United States to the

northward of New York Amblystomas have been collected ; a proof that

even a much greater degree of winter cold than that found on the

plateau of Mexico is no hinderance for the transformation of the

Axolotl ; that the genus does not prove more sensitive in this respect

than our native genera of Salamandrida.

More consideration seems to me to be deserved by the following

remarks of De Saussuke, in which he points out the character of the

Mexican lake : " The bottom of this lake is flat, so that one comes im-

perceptibly from the lake to wide, swampy regions before he reaches

firm ground. Perhaps this condition makes the Axolotl unable to get

to the dry land, and so hinders the transformation."

At any rate the Lake of Mexico o£fer§ very peculiar conditions of life

for an ami)hibious animal. My esteemed friend, Dr. Y. Frantzius,

called my attention to it that this lake, like many others also of the

Mexican lakes, is brackish. At the time of the conquest of Mexico

by Ferdinand Cortez this circumstance caused the final surrender, as

the Spaniards cut off the water from the besieged and the lake water

is not drinkable. The old Mexicans had already built conduits from

the distant mountains, and at the present day the city is still depend-

ent on the water brought in by aqueducts.

l!^ow, this saltness, in and for itself, could be no cause for the falling

back to the Perennibranchiate form, but might be such a cause, in

connection with other peculiarities of the lake. The shallowest part of

the lake is the eastern, and only in this part does the Axolotl live. In the

winter violent storms from the east blow regularly and persistently, which

come down from the mountains and drive the water before them so power-

fully that it rises in the western part of the lake and frequently causes

overflows there, while from the flat eastern shore the bottom is laid com-

pletely dry for 2,000 feet.* i!^ow if one puts together these two peculi-

arities, the salt and the periodical drying of a part of the lake-bottom by
continued winds, he gets at any rate conditions of life for the Axolotl

such as can be found in very few other places. To be sure, one might

attempt to turn them to use just in an opposite sense, unfavorable to my
theory, for the withdrawing of the water from a great part of the lake

bottom ought—so might one think—rather to make easier the animal's

transition to living on the land
;
yes, just compel it thereto. But one for-

gets, however, that the bared lake-bottom is a sterile iilain^ without food

and without hiding-place ; above all, without vegetation ; and further,

that through the pretty considerable saltness of the water (specific

gravity, 1.0215) all the surface laid dry must be covered with a crust of

salt, a condition which will make feeding on the land just impossible.

* Miiblenpfordt, A^ersucli einer getreuen Schilderung der Republik Meijco, Hanover,

1844, ii, p. 252 (Attempt at a true Picture of the Republic of Mexico).
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Cliloride and carbonate of soda, chiefly, are dissolved iu the water in so

sensible a quantity tliat they are regularly precipitated as a crnst on the

shore of the lake, and this crnst is gathered there during the dry sea-

son and comes into the market under the name of tequisquite.

So, therefore, there is no lack of points of support for the conjecture

that peculiar circumstances made life on the land more difficult to the

animal than life iu the water, and this alone might have been sufficient

to bring it back to the habit of water-life only, and with that also to the

reversion into the Perennibranchiate or Ichthyodea form.

Yet a truce to conjectures. We cannot lament that from the great dis-

tance and lapse of time, we are not in the condition to ascertain with

definiteness the causes which compelled the Axolotl to give up the

Amblystoma stage, so long as we are not able to solve the case of rever-

sion that lies much nearer to us in the Tritons of Filippi and Jullien.

Yet here, also, universal causes affecting the whole colony of Tritons

must have been at the foundation, since, at least in Filippi's case, the

great majority of the Individuals remained in the larva state. It must

be that experiments with Triton larvte would bring greater clearness

here; they would have to determine, before all else, whether the rever-

sion can be called forth artificially, and, if this is the case, through what

inflaences.

According to the above-quoted experiences with butterflies, as well

as according to the results attained with Axolotls, we should have to

expect with the Tritons that the reversion to the Ichthyode form would

occur if one would continue the stimulus of the water bathing the gills

and the whole body, and at the same time would take away the stimu-

lus under whose operation the Salamandrida form has been fashioned

—

the stimulus of the air bathing the gills, the skin, and the lungs. I

hope at a later time to be able to report on experiments of this kind.*

^o one will wish to object to my hypothesis of reversion, that on one

side it opposes what it of itself postulates on the other side : a sudden

change of structure. The characteristic of the reversion is precisely iu

reaching at a bound an older, that is, an earlier existing phyletic stage.

That this occurs is a fact ; while the reaching at a bound, to express

myself figuratively, of an aim (pardon the word) that lies forward has

never yet been proved or even made probable.

But as we succeeded in finding in the Axolotl's present conditions of

life-forces which make its life on the land difficult or quite impossible,

and therefore show a motive for that return to the Ichthyodea form
which seems to have taken place ; so can the other side of my hypothesis

*At any rate, Schreibers seems, iu his eesay already cited above, to have communi-
cated experiments from which it follows, as Leydig recapitulates them in the place

referred to, that the last change, i. e., the loss of the gills, " may be delayed by forcible

means." To be sure, it does not follow from this that the animals of the experiment
also became sexually mature at the same time. Unfortunately I could not myself ex-

amine the paper, as the volume of the Iris for 1833, as referred to, contains nothiag
of the kind, and I have lived for a long time at a distance from any large library.
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be supported by facts, namely, the assumption that the ancestors of the

Axolotl had at an earlier time already been Amblystomas.
We know from Huiviboldt * that the surface of the Lake of Mexico

once lay considerably higher than at present, and that in a time com-
paratively modern. We knosv, further, that the plateau of Mexico was
covered with forest, while now the forest has vanished where the settle-

ments of man, especially of the Spaniards, have reached. Now, if one

may suppose that somewhere about the diluvial epoch tbe mountain
forest extended to the edge of the lake, then still deep and with abrupt

shores and containing considerably less salt, we have indicated condi-

tions of life not only different essentially from the present ones, but also

such as were qViite specially favorable for the shaping of a species of

the Salamandrida.

In the light of all this I believe people will not be able to cast upon
ray attempt to explain the exceptional metamorphosis of the Axolotl

from the Lake of Mexico the reproach of being too free a flight of fancy.

At any rate it is the only possible explanation which can be opposed to

that other one which assumes that the occasional transformation of the

Axolotl is not reversion, but an effort to advance. And this assumption

must, in my estimation, be rejected on purely theoretical grounds by
every one who thinks a sudden transformation of species inconceivable, at

least when it isjoined with adaptations to neiv conditions of life. That as-

sumption must be rejected by every one who looks upon adaptations not

as the work of magic arising at a stroke, but as the final result of a long

succession of natural causes, though separately slight and imperceptible.

Should my interpretation of the facts be correct, this history of trans-

formation would not have a significance so far-reaching as if it could

have been taken in favor of heterogeneous creation, namely : in that

case, demonstrating the existence of heterogeneous creation, it would

have settled the question between that and transmutation. Now, on the

contrary, it brings no definite decision, because, strictly taken, the

refutation of sudden transformation in one case only proves it as not

present for this one case.

But it is, after all, a contribution to the gradual and complete rejection

of such sudden transformation. If one case after another which seemed

to speak for heterogeneous creation is proved untenable on that theory,

the argument by induction must finally acquire sufficient strength to bo

acknowledged as satisfactory.

If my view of the facts is correct, a few corollaries result from it which

here at the close I should like to mention briefly.

First, a thing that is more external

:

If the Siredon Mexicanus Shaw only assumes the Amblystoma form

by occasional reversion, but never reproduces as such, but only as Sire-

don, we cannot approve the action of the latest writers on systematic

zoology, who simply strike the genus Siredon out of the system, and

*See Miihleuxiforclt's book already quoted, vol. i.
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briu^' iu the Siredon 2l€xlcanus as aa unwelcome addition under the

genus AjnhJijstoma. So long as there are not one only, but several species

of tSiredon ou the earth, which are regularly reproduced as such and only

as such, so long the genus exists. And if we would not quite rob the

systematic writers of the hope that some time these species of Siredon

would rise to be Amhlystomas, yet it corresponds better to the state of

things now existing ou the earth if we still allow the genus Siredonto stand

among the genera of fish-salamanders and reckon iu it all those species

which, like the Paris Asolotl, the Siredon Mexicamis Shaw, and proba-

bly also Siredon JicJicnoides, only take the Amblystoma form as an excep-

tion or by artificial influences, but without reproducing themselves in it.

Ou the other hand, all those species may probably be added to the

genus Amblystoma which reproduce iu this state, and in which the

Perennibranchiate slage appears only as a larval condition.

To make this distinction in the individual case will be chiefly the task

of the American naturalists, from whose ever-increasing activity we may
hope indeed for fuller details on the reproduction of the numerous spe-

cies of AmhJystoma iu their native land. I should rejoice if my expla-

nations here presented should give an impulse to such investigations.

The second corollary to which I referred is of a purely theoretical

nature. It concerns an addition to the ^^fundamental late in the genesis

of life,'^ first set forth by Fritz Miiller and Haeckel. It is well known
that this is stated in the following proposition : The Ontogenesis contains

iu itself the Phylogenesis, more or less contracted, more or less modi-

fied. xVIthough the proposition cannot be rigidly proved, because we
have no means of seeing the phyletic development directly unfolded be-

fore our eyes, yet its correctness and general validity cau be made so

highly probable, in an indirect w^ay, that few naturalists of the present

time doubt it who have occupied themselves with the history of devel-

opment and comparative morphology.

Xow, according to this proposition, every stage of the phyletic devel-

opment, when it is displaced by a later one, must remain included in

the Ontogenesis, and therefore come to light in the form of an ontoge-

netic stage in the development of every individual. Now, with this my
explanation of the Axolotl's transformation appears to stand in contra-

diction, for the Axolotl which had in former generations been an Am-
blystoma contains nothing of the Amblystoma in its Ontogenesis. Never-

theless the contradiction is only apparent. As soon as a further develop-

ment is actually in question, and therefore the attainment of a new stage

not yet realized, so soon the older stage is taken up into the Ontogen-

esis. But it is not so when the new is not actually new, but has at a

former time i^reseuted the final stage of the individual development, or,

in other words, when there is a reversion, not of the single individual,

but of the species as such to the preceding phyletic stage, and, therefore,

a -phyletic sinking back of the species. In this case the final stage of the

Ontogenesis is simply eliminated, it falls ont, and ice can only recognize its
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presence hy tliefact that it may occasionally appear as a reversionary form.

Thus the Triton, auder some circumstances, sinks back to the Perenui-

branchiate stage, but not in such a way that the individual would first

become a Triton and then be transformed back to a Perennibranchi-

ate, but, as I have already made prominent above, simply by no longer

reaching the stage of the Salamandrida and remaining upon the stage

of the Ichthyodea. Thus, also, according to my hypothesis, the Sala-

mandrida that formerly lived on the shores of the Lake of Mexico, the

Amhlystoma Mexicauum, has sunk back to the stage of the fishsalaman-

der, and the only trace which remains to us of his former height of de-

velopment is just the inclination, more or less present in every individ-

ual, to reach under favorable circumstances the salamander stage again.

But the third and last consequence which my explanation of the facts

brings with it lies in the altered part which would be assigned by it to

reversion in organic nature. Hitherto atavistic forms have been re-

garded only as isolated, exceptional cases, interesting, to be sure, in a

high degree for our knowledge, but without significance for the course

of development of organic nature. Kow a real importance would have

to be allowed them in this latter regard.

I should assume that reversion may in a twofold manner be a con-

trolling power for the preservation or restoration of a form of life. In

one case, as in the Axolotl, where the newer form, standing organically

higher, becomes untenable from external causes, and now, as a further

development in the other direction does not seem i^ossible, instead of

simply dying out, a reversion of the species to the older and less highly

organized step follows. But, second, in this manner, that the older phy-

leticform is not altogether given tij), while the younger is developed from

it, hut that it alternates periodically tcith the younger, as we see in the

season-dimorphous butterflies. One will hardly urge any objection to

it if I regard the alternation of summer and winter form in these as a

periodically occurring reversion to the jihyletically older form (the winter

form).

Though the total reversion of a species, as I assume it for the Axolotl,

may be a rarely-occurring case, the jyeriodically or cyclically occurring

reversion surely is not; it certainly plays a considerable part in the

origin of various forms of the alternating or cyclical mode of reproduc-

tion.

POSTSCRIPT.

It was intimated in the foregoing discussion that the causes from

which I derived the reversion of the hypothetical Amhlystoma Mexi-

canuni to the Axolotl of today, did not seem to me to suffice completely

for the explanation of the phenomenon. For one thing, they appeared

to me of too local a nature, as they could only be applied with certainty

to the Axolotl from the lake of the Mexican capital, while also the Paris

Axolotl, coming from another part of Mexico, requires an explanation

that will apply to him. But, on the other hand, they did not seem to
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me cogent enough. For sliould we even learn at a later time that the

Paris Axolotl also comes from a salt lake, which is exposed to winds

similar to those of the Lake of Mexico, yet there lies after all in these

peculiarities of the lakes only a force which renders difficult the meta-

morphosis of the larva and the gaining of a suitable new dwelling-

place on the land. The impossihility of attaining such a dwelling, or

indeed the total laclc of it, does not necessarily result from them.

Evidently it would be a much more substantial support for my
hypothesis if I succeeded in pointing out forces in the physical relations

of the country wJiich entirely prechide tJie existence of AmUystoma there.
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THE DIMINUTION OF THE AQUEOUS YAPOR OF THE
ATMOSPHERE WITH INCREASE OF ALTITUDE.

By Dk. Julius Hann.

[Translated by Cleveland Abbe from the Journal of the Austrian Meteorological Association, vol. ix,

pp. 193-200, July, 1874.]

Mr. Richard Stracliey has published, in the Proceedings of the Royal

Society of London, March, 1861, a valuable work "On the Distribution

of Aqueous Vapor in the Upper Parts of the Atmosphere." In this, he
376
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shows, from the observations of Hooker aud his own iu the Himahiyas,

as well as from those that Welsh made iu four balloon voyages, that the

absolute humidity (or the vapor-tension) diminishes in a much more
rapid ratio with the altitude thau would be the case iu an independent

atmosphere of vapor subject to its owu pressure only. He then further

shows that the existence of an independent vapor atmosphere is excluded

by the rate of diminution of temperature with altitude as deduced from

all known observations considered together with the vapor-tension

observed at the surface of the earth. This latter proposition had already

been mathematically demonstrated by Bessel iu 1838.* Of course

Strachey concludes further that it is not admissible to subtract the

vapor-tension from the barometric pressure in order to obtain the i)ressure

of the dry atmosphere.t By means of an estimate based upon Hook-
er's and Welsh's observations, Strachey finds that the actual pressure

of the vapor iu the atmosphere is to the tension observed at the earth's

surface as 1 to 4. Lamont arrived at the result 1 to o, nearly agreeing

therewith, by making Glaisher's observations the base of his computa-
tion.!

Strachey does not attempt to deduce a formula for the diminution of

vapor-pressure with altitude from the vapor-tensions at different alti-

tudes in the atmosphere, as communicated by him; and Lamont has, iu

the above-cited memoir, expressed his conviction of the non-existence of

any regular change of vapor-pressure with altitude. This is, indeed, a

necessary consequence of the denial of Daltou's vapor atmosphere;
according to this view, the atmosphere of vapor never arrives at that

condition of equilibrium which is assumed for it by Dalton's proposition

of an independent gaseous atmosphere. At the earth's surface, at higher

temperatures, aqueous vapors are developed of greater tensions than

would correspond to the possible vapor- tensions that obtain at the lower

temperatures iu the higher strata of the air. The slow diffusion of

aqueous vapor in the air alone prevents its rapid continued condensa-

tion in the upper strata. By reason of ascending currents of air, as well

as any other cooling of masses of moist air, there occur, now here and
now there, condensations of vapor ; and under such conditions the

existence of a state of equilibrium in the vapor atmosphere cannot

be assumed. Were oxygen and nitrogen continually produced, and at

lower temperatures again locally condensed in the same proportions as

is the aqueous vapor, then a barometric measurement of altitude would
be out of the question. AVe must then a priori refrain equally from the

deduction of any law permitting one to determine the vapor-pressure at

any higher or lower altitude from the vapor-tension observed iu any

* Remarks on Barometric Hypsometry, Astron. Nach., Band 16, No. 356.

tAYe expressly say "atmosphere," since it is of course permissible for physical pur-

poses to subtract the vapor-teusion from the barometric pressure in order to obtain the
weight or the pressure of the dry air within a definite space.

\ See this Journal, iii, 291.
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atmospheric stratum, and from the deduction of a similar law for the

temperature.

But if we examine the vapor-tensions for different altitudes as given

by Strachey, we are surprised at the agreement on the one hand be-

tween the results of the observations that Welsh made during his bal-

loon voyages and those that Hooker and Strachey made in the Hima-
layas, and on the other hand at the agreement of the latter among them-

selves, especially at the greater altitudes. This unexpected fact induced

me, following Strachey's steps, to compute the observations of Glaish-

er's balloon voyages; and since the figures thus obtaiued agreed very

satisfactorily with those of Strachey, I collected also the material known
to me relative to observations of humidity at fixed stations at greater

mountain altitudes. Thus the following table has resulted. Like

Strachey, I have expressed the vapor-tension at a given altitude in a

fraction of that simultaneously observed at or near the earth's surface.

Since the altitudes for which observations are at hand seldom agree

with the intervals of the table, therefore the required quantities for the

nearest tabular interval were computed, by a formula, hereafter given,

from the observed values.

Diminution of Vajior-tension with Altitude.
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meteorological elements for four days at the altitude of 2,310 meters

(Sardar-Bonlagh), for ten days at 3,31G meters, and through nearly five

days on the summit of the Greater Ararat, 5,125 meters. During the

entire time, observations were regularly maintained at Erivau, Alexan-

dropol, Tiliis, Eedoute Kale, and Lenkoran. From these observations,

1 have deduced the corresponding averages.

leneriffe.—Observations by Piazzi Smyth at Villa Orotava (374 me-

ters), Guajara (2,715 meters), and Alta Vista (3,264 meters), in July,

August, and September, 185G, and simultaneously at Santa Cruz.

The AJi^s.—Observations at the Tbeodul Pass, August, 18G5and 1866,

in connection with the Swiss system of observations; also the obser-

vatious of Kamtz on the Rigi and the Faulhorn, referred to Ziirich.

(Kiimtz particularly remarks, in his Vorlesungen, that in the dry year

1832 the ratio of the vapor-tensions at Faulhorn and Ziirich was 0.43,

almost exactly the same as the ratio 0.46 for the damp, cold year 1833.)

Balloon Voyages.— [a) Observations by Welsh, computed and commu-
nicated by Strachey; (b) observations by Glaisher during five trips in

summer time; (c) three voyages in late summer and fall of 1863; {d)

three voyages in the winters 1864 and 1865. On the ascension of 1864,

January 12, the temperature and humidity at first increased with the

elevation, and at a higher altitude first began to regularly diminish.

After a consideration of the figures in the above table, one must con-

fess that the attempt to represent these by any formula is quite as rea-

sonable as the establishment of any ratio for the diminution of temper-

ature with altitude. The agreement between observations on mountains

and in the free atmosphere in balloons is much better for the humidity

than for the temperature. Only the Himalaya observations show for

small altitudes a materially greater quantity of vapor on the mountains

than in the free atmosphere ; at great altitudes, there is scarcely any

difference. Had the vapor atmosphere of the earth attained to a con-

dition of equilibrium, and subject to its own pressure only, we could in

a simj)le manner compute the pressure corresponding to a given altitude,

since for every such gaseous atmosphere the equation

_ h

must obtain. Here p audpo represent the pressures at the altitude h

and at the earth's surface, measured by the height of the mercurial column

supported by these pressures; e is the base of the natural logarithms; C
is a constant, and equal to the product of 0.760 into the ratio between

the density of mercury and that of the gas under a normal pressure of

0.76 meter at a temperature of 0° C. and with the intensity of gravity as

at the sea-level at 45° latitude. This constant corresponds to the alti-

tude of a column of gas of uniform density and at the uniform temper-

ature of 0° C, which exerts the same pressure as a mercurial column of

0.76 altitude. For another temperature of the gaseous column, and for

another value of the force of gravity, and one diminishing with the
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altitude, the above altitude must be different ; <f{t) and <f{g) indicate the

correctional factors. For dry air, free from carbonic acid gas, C is 7,992

meters, and since the density of aqueous vapor may be assumed con-

stant at 0.623 for ordinary atmospheric temperatures, therefore for an

atmosphere of aqueous vapor G = 12,829 meters. We therefore have

the following- formula for the computation of the pressure at any alti-

tude within an atmosphere of aqueous vapor, and omitting the small

corrections,

nat \osi) = nat logj^o - -j^^^ 5

or, multiplying by the modulus of the Briggs logarithms,

log p = log po
1^9539

'

This formula can be used at once to compare the observed diminution

of vapor-tension with that which must obtain in an independent atmos-

phere of aqueous vapor. Up to an altitude of 20,000 English feet, or

0,096 meters, the correction <f{g) can be neglected, and the introduction

of <f(t)= l-[-at would have the eiiect of still further delaying the dimi-

nution of tension up to about 12,0C0 feet.

Thioreilcal and Observed Diminutions of Vapor-tension.

Altitudes in thousands ofEnglisli feet.

16 20

p compiited.

p observed..
1.00
1.00

0.91
0.64

0.83
0.42

0.75
0.27

0.68
O.lrf

0.G2
0.13

Whence the vapor-tension actually does diminish with the altitude

much more rapidly than would be the case if an independent gaseous

atmosphere existed.

As before remarked, Bessel had ah^eady, through a roundabout and

involved computation, proven that the slow diminution of vapor-tension

with the altitude, as is required in Dalton's vapor atmosphere, can-

not possibly be reconciled with the known diminution of temperature,

for aqueous vapor has a definite maximum of elastic force for each tem-

perature. Our above-written formula must therefore also satisfy the

conditions

- h 7.447.') t

p=:po 10''iy5;i9 and jf equal or less than 4.525 x lO-^^'^s'-ff.

The last member on the right is the formula given by Magnus for the

maximum tension of aqueous vapor for a given temperature t. Hence
follows

, ^ r. ^--^r^ 7.4475^0
I

^1'

log Po == or < 0.GOOG2 + ,;,,.,, _^,„
+ ^nj^j
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For an average temperature diminution of O^.S 0. for each 100 meters,

the meau annual temperature will be — 5^ C. at an altitude of 3,000

meters above Vienna (— G<^.6 is observed at the Theodul Pass, altitude

3,330 meters). If we substitute these values for h and 4, we find

\o^m = or < 0.48342 and po = or < 3.9 millimeters.

Therefore, even were the air, at 3,200 meters altitude, saturated with

vai)or, the vapor-tension in Vienna would, at the highest, be only

3.9°^™; in fact, however, it is observed to be 6.9™". In order to make
this tension possible, the temperature at 3,000 meters altitude must be

+ 2^.4 C, and therefore the rate of decrease of temperature would

amount to only 0°.25 C. for each 100 meters.

If now we seek to represent the observed diminution of vapor-tension

by means of an empirical formala, we can either choose a simple expres-

sion of the form

p=Xh (1 + «/i + &/r),

or examine whether the observed values proceed in a geometrical pro-

gression, in which case the value of C is to be determined, which must
be much smaller than the above given theoretical value.

I first deduced, according to the method of least squares, from the

mean of the series Himalaya («) and [h) and Balloon Voyages {a) and (Z>),

the formula

Ij =2h (I - 0.078/i -f 0.001G4/t2),

where h is given in units of 1,000 English feet each. If we use also the

observation of Glaisher that for h = 28,000 feet j; is nearly equal to

zero, we find

p =j)o (1 - 0.075 /t + 0.0014G/t2), h in units of 1,000 English feet;

or

p =po (1 - 0.24G Jl + 0.01569 /i2), h in units of 1,000 meters.

These formulae of interpolation represent, with almost perfect accu-

racy, the observations on which they are based, but are inapplicable to

altitudes above 7,800 meters, since for higher altitudes they give increas-

ing values of p (for h = 26,000 feet, the second formula gives j? = 0.04).

But this does not prevent their application to all cases that actually

occur.

In order to express the definitive mean values of our table, the quan-

tities -^\ by a geometrical progression, I have pursued the following

method: The general formula is, for our case, converted into

\og(p:po}'

I now computed the values of G for 14 of the intervals of the table

(excluding the last [22], because for this the E. depends upon too few
Po

log ~
I
= — >, ; whence C =

LPoJ 6"
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observations); for the first intervals, from 1 to 8,000 feet, I united each

tbree into one mean value, and thus obtained the following:

Altitudes in G in English
English feet. feet.
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One can persuade himself of tbe correctness of this conclusion by the

following computation. The weight (in kilograms) of the aqueous vapor

having a tension j) (in millimeters) in one cubic meter is found by the

well-known formula

^P.o So P 0001058

where So is the specific gravity of air at temperature 0° 0. Hence tbe

weight of aqueous vapor contained in a stratum of air of differential

thickness dh and horizontal area unity is

^ 0.0010582 .jETi.j

The integration of this equation gives a formula for the total weight

of the aqueous v apor contained in the atmosphere up to any definite

height. The temperature t is, strictly speaking, also dependent on the

altitude ; but we will, in accordance with all experience, put

_ ^0+ ^n _ .,
I — ^ — t

,

and thus find

^^ 0.0010582 ^, /_ ^.m:i\^=
1 + at' i^o C log e (^1-10

J,
or

^ 0.0010582 oQQn/i 1^^^^
^ = '

l + aV P" ^ ^^^^ (^1-10 J
For large values of Ji, therefore, by extending the integral to the

limits of the atmosphere, the negative member of this expression dis-

appears, and it is now quite clear that the actual weight of the aqueous

vapor in the atmosphere is to that resulting from Dalton's hypothesis

as 2830 to 12829, or as 0.22 to 1.

For example, the mean vapor-tension at Vienna in July is 11 milli-

meters, the temperature 20o.3 C. ; at the altitude of 8,000 meters, the

probable temperature is about — 19o.7 C. ; the mean temperature of the

whole atmosphere of aqueous vapor is therefore nearly 0° C. The
formula gives the total weight of aqueous vapor = 33 kilograms, corre-

sponding to a pressure of yoY32 — 0.0032 atmosphere, or a mercurial

column of 2.4 millimeters. If, therefore, the aqueous vapor contained

in July in the atmosphere above Vienna could expand according to

Dalton's law, the vapor-tension at the earth's surface would sink from

11 millimeters to 2.4 millimeters.

[Note.—The following equation resulting by integration from our

previously given formula of interpolation

:

1 058*^

Q = (]V^) ^I'l'o (1 - 0.123 Ji + 0.00523 ¥),

where the unit of ^ is a thousand meters, gives Q = 32.6 kilograms, or

2.3 millimeters on the mercurial barometer, for h = 8,000 meters.]
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The formula for Q further teaches us that one-half of the whole quan-

tity of aqueous vapor is contained in the strata of air below the altitude

of 1,9G2 meters, or 6,043 Paris feet, and that only one-tenth of the whole
aqueous vapor in the atmosphere is above the altitude of 6,500 meters,

or 20,000 Paris feet. Strachey is therefore right in saying that the

mountain-ranges, however slight their altitudes are in respect to the

dimensions of the whole globe, yet must be of great influence in refer-

ence to the aqueous meteors. A mountain-chain of only 6,000 feet alti-

tude forms a dividing barrier for one-half of the vapor in the atmos-

phere; the Himalayas, with an altitude of about 15,000 feet, or 4,600

meters, cuts off eight-tenths.

lu conclusion, 1 would expressly remark that the formula deduced for

the diminution of vapor-tension with altitude can only be applied with

security to the computation of mean ratios. It can also be practically

applied in barometric hypsometry, since all the more recent hypsometric

tables take into consideration the aqueous vapor of the air, but fre-

quently the vapor-tension is known for only one of the two stations

whose relative altitude is to be determined. The following- example
shows that for this purpose the accuracy of the formula is quite sufficient.

Bauernfeind observed the psychrometer twenty-one times daily during

tive days at five stations on the Greater Miesing, whose relative alti-

tudes were determined by direct leveling. (See Beoh. und TJnters. ilber

die Genaulglceit barometrischer HoJienmessimgeii, Mtinchen, 1862, p. 132.)

The following small table contains the means of these observations, and
beneath them are given the values computed by our formula for the

other stations from the observations at station I

:

Stations I. II.

Altitude in meters 816 1086

2) observed, Paris lines . . 5.16 4.30

p computed from I — 4.09

We shall be perfectly satisfied with the agreement between observa-

tion and computation if we reflect that Baurnfeind's observations were

not used in the deduction of our formula, because they appeared to us

to relate to far too slight an altitude.

[Note.—The mean vapor-tension in Klageufurt is 7.1 millimeters.

Hence, for the station Hoch-Obir, lying 1,603 meters higher, is computed a

mean vapor-tension of 4.03 millimeters. Prettner (Kiima von Kdrntlien,

p. 163) gives for Hoch-Obir a relative humidity of 82 per cent, and a

mean temperature of 0o.85 C, according to psychrometer observations,

for one year, 1852. To these figures there corresponds a vapor-tension

of 4.02 millimeters; therefore, exactly equal to the computed value.]

Notwithstanding the agreement between observation and computation

iu these and other cases, no deeper theoretical meaning should be attrib-

uted to our formula. It is perhaps only a more exact expression for the

opinion expressed by Strachey, that the average degree of saturation of

III.
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the air remains quite uuiform iu dififerent altitudes. Therefore, the

vapor-tension depends only on the diminution of temperature. If this

latter proceeds in an arithmetical progression, there follows, of course,

for the diminution of vapor-tension a geometric progression. Only the

demonstration may be new, that we can also, with so great accuracy,

from observations at one altitude, compute also the mean vaiiortension

at another altitude.

B.

ON THE INFLUENCE OB^ RAIN UPON THE BAROMETER,
AND UPON THE FORMATION OF PRECIPITATION IN
GENERAL.

By Dr. J. Hanx.

[Trauslated by Clevelaud Abbe from the Journal of the Austrian Meteorological Association, 1874, pp.
289 et seq.]

A more accurate knowledge of the influence which the condensation

of the aqueous vapor in the atmosphere exerts npon the disturbances

of its equilibrium and upon the changes of atmospheric pressure is at

present of special importance, since, in the theory of storms, we have

to a certain degree returned to the views of Espy.^ This may be our

excuse that we once more return to this subject after having, in a i^re-

vious volume of our periodical,^ given place to a discussion upon this

subject. At that time I had to refer to the contradiction that appeared

to exist between the theory and the computations of Espy, Kronig, and

Reye and the observed facts. According" to Espy and Reye, the con-

densation of vapor into cloud and rain produces a considerable fall in

pressure under the place where the rain falls. But every careful ob-

server knows, on the other hand, that the tendency of rainfall appears to

be rather to increase the pressure. The barometer rises during the rain,

and after the rain stands higher than before. If the rain had the effect

computed by Reye, to diminish the iiressure, or even a much less effect,

then would the reverse take place. It, indeed, rains generally during

low pressures
J
but the lowest barometer precedes the rainj—if it were

a consequence of the rain, it would occur during or after the rainfall.

Reye has had the kindness to go into the discussion of this point, and
thereby has in great part removed the apparent contradiction between
computation and observation.^ He allows that, in the case where the

precipitation is produced by the inflow of colder air or by radiation or

conduction of heat, and where the latent heat of condensation is thus

neutralized, the pressure can rise during the rain ; that equally, in the

case where new masses of air steadily flow toward the place of precipi-

tation (the rainfalls of a moist current of air blowing over a mountain),

the formation of a barometric minimum will be hindered. But if we
now consider the remaining causes of the formation of precipitation, we

25 S
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fiud all are included in the preceding except the one case of a current

freely rising in a quiet atmosphere, and which, cooling by expansion,

precipitates its aqueous vapor. To this class especially belong many
of our summer rains, but especially the tropical rains.

But even our summer rains also behave, with respect to atmospheric

pressure, precisely as we have above described ; and with respect to

the tropical rains, we read in general that they exert scarcely any influ-

ence upon the barometer, not even disturbing the regular diurnal oscil-

lation. But upon this point only a computation of the observations

which are the numerical presentation of the influence of rain upon the

barometer can decide. Observations in our climate are not convenient

to sucb a computation, since we cannot properly eliminate the precipi-

tation due to the inflow of cold currents. Hence, I have chosen Batavia,

a place in the tropics near the equator, for which I have before me the

three years of hourly observations of pressure and of rainfall published

by Bergsma.''

Before I proceed to communicate the results of my computations, I

must state that I cannot participate in the view expressed by Eeye
(vol. 8, p. 180), who there says: "It can, indeed, occur that upon

mountain-tops, where the vapor condenses to clouds, the pressure may
also diminish; but, for all that, the barometer need not fall at the

place, 80 miles away, where the clouds discharge their rain." The

clouds are not to be considered as magazines, in which the previously

formed rain is carried along to be discharged anywhere. There where

it rains is the location of an increased precipitation, and the j>ressure

must sink deeper there than where clouds onlj^ form without developing

into rain.

The hourly observations at Batavia show at once, even by a cursory

review, that in fact, as was expected, even the heaviest rains scarcely

disturbed the diurnal change iu pressure, and this stands forth with

greatest clearness in the averages. I took for computing the corre-

sponding pressures only the rainfalls which gave at least 10 millimeters

iu an hour. The pressures for one and two hours preceding and follow-

ing the rainfall (often of many hours' duration), as "well as the pressures

during the first, second, and third hours of rain, were extracted, were

separately reduced to the daily means by means of the mean diurnal

variation, and then united in a general average. I thus obtained the

following numbers, to which I have also added the mean rainfall for

each hour, so that one can perceive how intense these rains are. For

comparison, I add that in Vienna, on the average, an entire rainy day

in summer affords 5.0 millimeters of water, but in winter 2.7. The

mean of six of the heaviest rains during one hour from 1853 to 1871 is

20,5 millimeters.
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Influence of Eain on Pressure in Batavia.

I.—EAINS BETWEE:N" 9 A. M. AND 9 P. M.»

o
s
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It' we compare the mean pressure before, during, and after the rain

with the annual mean pressure, we obtain the deviations :

Before.
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times as great. Imagine a vertical column of one square meter section

isolated from the atmosphere, and assume tbat a kilogram of water
falls therein as rain, so that the rainfall is 1 millimeter. The air there-

upon expands considerably, and at a temperature of 10° C. at the place
of condensation 7.3 kilograms of air, on account of this expansion, either

are pressed to one side or are pressed upward, where they can flow to

one side. The weight of the column of air, which on the average
amounts to 10,33G kilograms, or one atmosphere, has therefore

diminished by 8.3 kilograms, including the condensed aqueous vapor.

The average barometric pressure must therefore have diminished by
8.3 -^ 10336 X 7G0 = 0,G1™'" : therefore f of the depth of rainfall. This
makes the fall in the barometer about 7 lines, or nearly 16 millimeters,

for an inch of rain. Of course this computation gives only the maxi-
mum change in the barometer, which in reality is by far not attained,

for the outpressed air cannot immediately flow away, and, moreover, is

at the earth's surface in great part replaced by colder air flowing from
either side ("Die Wirbelstiirme," page 215, and Pogg. Ann., 1865, vol.

cxxv). Kronig has in a similar way endeavored to prove, in opposition

to Mohr, that the expansion overbalances the contraction (Pogg. Ann.,

1864, cxxiii).

By both physicists the computation is conducted under conditions

that do not occur in nature. Vapor condenses, not spontaneously, but
only when the air is cooled; and this cooling must be greater than the

liberated latent heat, or else it certainly cannot cause any precipitation.

There remains, therefore, no surplus heat that can expand the air to

more than its previous volume. The latent heat of the vapor has simply

the effect of diminishing the cooling ; that is to say, it replaces a por-

tion of the heat that is lost. But a cooling must take place, and there-

fore, if we, in the above-imagined column of air, would bring a kilo-

gram of vapor to condensation, we must take away the whole of its

latent heat, and also deprive the air of so much heat as corresponds to

the contemplated reduction of the vapor-tension. The mass of air will

therefore contract ; consequently new air will flow in from above or from
the sides, and the barometer at the base of the column of air must rise.

This is the process which takes place in nature during the precipitations

that occur by reason of the inflow of a colder current of air, or by reason

of cooling in consequence of radiation and conduction.

In the precipitations of ascending currents, heat is consumed in the

expansion of the air, and any accompanying condensation of vapor and
liberation of latent heat has the effect of diminishing the cooling of the

air.

When we overlook this circumstance, we come, as Wottsteiu did, to

the question. Whence comes the heat rendered latent by the condensa-
tion of vapor? and to the opinion that a heavy precipitation is impos-
sible in the atmosphere if this heat is not immediately converted into

electricity'^ {Die Bezicliung tier ElcMricitdt zum Geiciffer, VierfeJjaJirs-
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sclirift der natnrforschenden Gesellschaft in Zurich, 14. Jahrg., 1869).

" The tbunder-storm begins with a precipitation of vapor in con-

sequence of the cooling of the air ; this precipitation is, however, ac-

companied by a development of heat, and this heat developed by the

condensation of vapor constitutes the chief difficulty in the explanation

of thunder-storms." Wettstein now computes for a few cases the quan-

tity of heat set free by the condensation of vapor, and investigates

whether the cooling processes that occur in nature suffice to remove

this quantity of heat and to render possible the condensation of vapor.

We will delay somewhat over this chapter of the interesting work of

Wettstein, because the citation of his computations and the proof of

the errors that "have slipi^ed in will best lead to the recognition of the

important part that the ascending movement of the air must play in all

heavier processes of precipitation.

Wettstein first considers the cooling of ascending moist air. He
computes the diminution of temperature according to a well-known

formula of the mechanical theory of heat for the case where no conden-

sation takes ijlace. For an ascent of 1,000 meters, there results a cool-

ing of 10° C. ; for 2,000 meters, 20° ; for 3,000 meters 29° ; for 4,000

meters, 38°
; for 5,000 meters, 47°. If, now, the air was originally 25°

C. warm, and saturated with vapor, then, by its ascent, vapor will be

condensed ; as, for instance, for 1,000 meters ascent, 22.83 — 12.74 =
10.09 grams per cubic meter j the latent heat thereby liberated is 10.09 x
0.590 = 5.96 units of heat, which suffices to raise the temperature of

the air and the condensed water by more than IS^.S C. Since the cool-

iug due to expansion amounts to only 10° C, therefore Wettstein con-

cludes that precipitation is impossible. In a similar manner, he finds

for an ascent of 2,000 meters an excess of nearly 10° C. of warmth, for

3,000 meters nearly C, and for 4,000 meters, 0o.7 C.

For a current of air rising up to 5,000 meters, the cooling is 47°.2, and
the warming 41°.4; therefore the resultant cooliug5°.8; from these figures,

it follows, says Wettstein, that the lowering of the temperature of tha

air, in consequence of its expansion, will, up to heights of more than

4,000 meters, be neutralized by the heating due to the condensation of

vapor, and that the ascent of warm moist air can be accompanied by
preci|)itation, first at very great altitudes, between 4,000 meters and 5,000

meters.

The vicious reasoning here presented consists in this, that an amount
of precipitation is introduced in the computation that cannot possibly

occur in nature. The air, by an ascent of 1,000 meters, will, indeed, in

consequence of vapor, cool by less than 10° C, but cool it will somewhat,
and consequently some precipitation must occur. We shall subsequently

see that in tbe supposed case, air saturated at 25° C, the cooling amounts
to 0°.4 for each hundred meters of ascent, and therefore for a thousand

meters amounts to 4°. This would give for each cubic meter a precipi-

tation of 4.66 grams. If the ascending current has the very moderate
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velocity of 2 meters per second, the precipitation on a base of one square

meter in one bour would amount to 33.6 kilograms, corresponding to a

deptb of rainfall of 33.G millimeters. This, therefore, would give a rain-

fall of greater intensity than has ever yet been observed at Vienna. It

is, therefore, certainly not necessary to take refuge in the assumption of

a conversion of heat into electricity in order to explain the heaviest rains

of thunder-storms by the ascending currents of moist air.

Wettstein then considers the mixing of warm and colder air. He as-

sumes that a cubic meter of air saturated at 25° is mixed with a cubic

meter of air also saturated at 0'^; there result 2 cubic meters having,

if we at first neglect the latent heat of condensation, a mean tempera-

ture of 120.5. These two cubic meters contain 22.83 -f 4.87 = 27.70

grams of aqueous vapor ^; but at 12o,5 0. only 21.92 grams can be

contained as vapor in 2 cubic meters, therefore 5.78 grams will be con-

densed. This condensation liberates a quantity of heat which is suffi-

cient to warm the air by 5o.6, so that its temperature rises to 18*^.1.

At this temperature, however, 2 cubic meters of air can contain

30.08 grams of vapor, or more than is contained in the two masses of

air together. It follows, thence, that precipitation can also not be pro-

duced by mixture.

Here again we have to do with the same vicious reasoning as in the

preceding case.^ In consequence of the warming of the air due to

the condensation of vapor, 5.78 grams of the latter will not be con-

densed, but less. By trial we easily find that the mixing will bring

about a temperature of somewhat less than 140.9 C. ; 2.44 grams of vapor

will condense, whose latent heat suffices to raise the temperature of the

air by not quite 2^.4 C. above that which would have been given by a

mixture of dry air. The case here assumed of the combination of masses

of air saturated at 25° and at 0° certainly occurs very seldom in naturej

even differences of 10^ in the temperatures of currents of air are not

frequent. We assume, however, now the very favorable case of a mix-

ture ofa saturated stratum ofair 1,000 meters deep with a saturated current

15° colder throughout its entire extent. In its lower portions, the warm
air has a temperature of 25°, its upper portion 20° ; consequently the

cold current has, respectively, 10c> and 5^. Since each cubic meter of

warm and of cold air mutually interpenetrate each other, there will be

condensed from every j^air of cubic meters in the lowest strata about

1.0, but in the highest strata 0.8; on the average, therefore 0.9 gram
of vapor. This gives for the entire depth of the stratum of air 0.45

kilogram of water per square meter, therefore a depth of rainfall of 0.45

millimeter. The mixed stratum has now attained a mean temperature

of about 10°, but since the cold current continually supplies new masses

of air averaging 7^.5 C, the precipitation continues with diminish-

ing intensity until the temperature has sunk to 10° at the bottom, but

at the top to 5°. The maximum quantityof water that can altogether fall

for a cooling of 7^.5 would be about 11.9 kilograms per square meter,
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or a rainfall of 11.9 millimeters; but since at least 4.05 kilograms

of air at 10 0. must be mixed with each kilogram at 25° in order to lower

the temperature to nearly 10°, and to absorb the latent beat of the

13.47 grams of vapor that will thereby be condensed, therefore it is im-

probable that this maximum will ever be attained. This quantity of

water will [most probably] be distributed over a largeextent of surface.

By the flowing of warm and cold currents over each other, notwith-

standing the slight depth of the stratum in which the mixture of the

air and condensation take place, there can fall, in the course of time, a

considerable amount of water upon a unit of surface, but the density

of the precipitation in this case will be less than in the foregoing.

From this exposition it appears to me to follow that the mixture of

masses of moist air of different temperatures cannot produce any very-

intense or heavy precipitation, and that the ordinary presentation of

Button's rain theory leads to an overestimate of the quantity of pre-

cipitation due to this source. The frequent occurrence of heavy precip-

itation on the occasions of inflow of colder currents of air we explain to

ourselves by the co-operation of an ascending current in connection

therewith.

The cooling of the air at the earth's surface [itself cooled by radia-

tion] can cause only local precipitation confined to a thin stratum of

air. In this manner originates the ground fog, which is with us most

frequent in the early spring, and also the ground fog of the Polar Ee-

gions, often extraordinarily dense, but reaching only to a slight altitude,

of which Middendorf, in his volume of journeys in Siberia, has given

graphic descriptions. The radiation of heat from the moist air itself,

even if we, with Tyndall, ascribe to it a great power of radiation, can

certainly only produce a relatively thin covering of clouds, whose for-

mation must in great part or entirely hinder a further loss of beat from

the lower strata.

The ascending movement of moist air must therefore be considered

as the most fruitful source of precipitation, a result which was long since

ascertained by observations, but is in the preceding now also deductively

established. We will in our next article turn to the consideration of the

causes of the ascending movement of the air, concerning which subject

in recent times exhaustive works have been published, which have not

yet received corresponding notice in this journal.

NOTES.

No. 1. Zeitscbiift, vol. ix, page 24').

No. 2. Zeitsclirift, vol. viii, pages 102 and 177.

No. 3. Zeitschrift, vol. viii, page 177.

No. 4. We take this occasion to emphasize the importance of the publication of

hourly observations of all the meteorological elements for at least one normal station

in each country of average magnitude. That which at the present seems superfluous
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will certainly in the future be felt as a disastrous neglectj'wbich in most cases can never

be made np.

No. 5. This limitation was selected with reference to the diurnal turning-points of

barometric pressure; it also agrees well with the time during which the ascending cur-

rent of air is active. Cases of rain continuing more than three hours are so rare that

no averages are to be taken.

No. 6. Properly this is the hour between which and the following that rainfall is

measured which has been entered under the first hour of rain.

No. 7. Even J. Miiller, in his Cosmical Physics, has taken no notice of the necessary

cooling, and, moreover, has introduced into the computation the latent heat of a kilo-

gram instead of a gram of vapor (3d ed., page 678).

No. 8. Wettstein has used somewhat different numbers for the maximum weight of

aqueous vapor in a cubic meter of saturated air. I know not whence they come ; they

are neither the ordinary numbers nor those given in Zeuner's Grundziige, table I, page
8. For the sake of uniformity with subsequent computations, I have throughout sub-

stituted the values given by the ordinary formula

q = 0.623 -7—,—r • ;=7vi
•

•^ 1 + at iW
No. 9. Espy, also, in his Philosophy of Storms, guided by similar computations,

has, like Wettstein, rejected Hutton's theory of rain.

c.

lu reply to some remarks by Captain Hoffmeyer, Dr. Hann publishes

the following additional note :

ATi\rOSPHERlC PEESSURE AIS^D EAINFALL.

[Translated by Cleveland Abbe from the Journal of the Austrian Meteorological Association, x, p. 11,

1875, January 1.]

Captain Hoffmeyer criticises a partially unjustifiable generalization

from the result of observations, which in strictness only holds good for

localities on the north side of the Alps. To this note, Captain Hoff-

meyer adds a series of remarks and conclusions that are the more valua-

ble in the theory of storms, inasmuch as they rest upon the unprejudiced

daily study of facts, which at present are scarcely found collected to-

gether and collated at any other place in such abundance as at the

Meteorological Institute in Copenhagen.

I can almost perfectly accede to the views of Captain Hoffmeyer, and
this will be evident to every reader of my essay published in vol. ix of

this journal ; but my objection to the theory of Espy and Eeye, that the

ascending current of air is the only or the chief cause of the barometric

minimum at the storm center, seems to me not thereby disturbed. Ac-
cording to my way of thinking, the position of the question is at present

as follows: Observations show that the heaviest rains in the tropics

have so slight an influence on the atmospheric pressure that they are

unable in the least to disturb the regular diurnal variation of iiressure.

Xow, it seems to me illogical to assume that the same cause can under
quite analogous conditions be accompanied by opposite consequences.
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The objection tliat the tropical rains (and the summer rains) are of

much more local nature than the winter rains of temperate and arctic

latitudes I can only designate as a make-shift, for the great intensity of

the tropical (and summer) rains must make up for their slight extent

at least so far that a tendency to a fall of the barometer must be evi-

dent in the observations. The demonstration that the tropical rains

always have a less extent than the precipitations accompanying the

storms of higher latitudes must at any rate be first produced,* and after

that the proof will still have ro be given showing why the heat liberated

by the ten and twenty times heavier equatorial rains cannot cause an

ascending current intense enough to cause a depression of even 2 or 3

millimeters in the barometer at the earth's surface, while our winter

rains are accompanied by depressions of 30 or 40 millimeters.

We have, on the other hand, no observations that would, beyond doubt,

prove that the formation of clouds and raiu is alone able to sensibly

* I am persuaded that iu many tropical countries, especially in the equatorial zone
itself, during the rainy period, precipitation occurs simultaneously over a region which
is at best as large as that which corresponds to the last half of our own revolving

storms, lb is a rather widesjiread error that the rainfall in the tropics always occurs

in the form of local thunder-storms. There occur equally uniform and constant rains

there, as is the case with our own general rains. On this point, I refer only to the

Reports of Frautzius on the Atlantic Coast of Central America (" Zeitschrift fiir Erd-
kunde," 1888), of Humboldt and of Bates ("Der Naturforscher am Amazonenstrom ")

on the region of the Amazon ; e. g., Bates says : " From the 14th to 18th January the

weather was bad; it rained sometimes twelve hours in succession, not heavy, indeed,

but steadily drizzling, as in England." As soon as we approach the equator within 3° of

latitude, we seldom find opportunity to observe sun and stars. The missionary in San
Antonio de Javita assures us, says Humboldt, that he has often seen it rain here four

or five months without cessation. These are certainly no local rains, for these remarks
refer to the uniform lowland of the Middle Amazon and to the Rio Negro. Even in

Vienna it is seldom that rains continue twenty-four hours or more. According to the

five years of registers of a rain-autograph, there occur on the average in a year only 4.3

precipitations that last over twenty-four hours. (See Hanu, Met. Windrosen fiir

AVien, Sitzb. K. Akad., 1867.)

By reason of the great attention that travelers have given to the regular daily changes

of the barometer, it would be highly remarkable if any connection between the rain

and the barometric depression had escaped them in a climate where there are no irreg-

ular changes of pressure in consequence of changes of wind-direction. And yet one
finds no no!e as to the presence of any such relation between rain and pressure—the
remarks express themselves directly against such connection. I will here quote only
one passage from Herschel's Meteorology, page 163: "Colonel Sykes remarks (Phil.

Trans., 1850) that, among many thousand observations taken personally by himself on
the plateau of the Deccan (1825-1830), there was not a solitary instance in which the
barometer was not higher at 9 or 10 a. m. than at sunrise, and lower at 4 or 5 p. m. than
at 9 or 10 a. m., whatever the state of the weather might be." Humboldt also observes
(tome 1, p. 308): "This regularity is such that, in the daytime especially, we may infer

the hour from the height of the column of mercury without being in error on an aver-

age more than 15 or 17 minutes. In the torrid zone of the new continent I have found
the regularity of this ebb and flow of the aerial ocean undisturbed either by storm,

tempest, raiu, or earthquake, both on the coasts and at elevations of nearly 13,C00 feet

above the level of the sea."
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diminish the atmospheric pressure. But when now we see that the

pressure in the center of a whirl sinks very low so soon as these rains

fall in consequence of a rotatory motion of the air, must we then not

conclude, not that the rain, but more probably the whirl itself, is the

cause of the barometric depression, especially as mechanical principles

teach us that in the midst of a rotating mass of air the pressure must
decrease toward the axis of rotation f I therefore believe that in the

present state of our knowledge of the phenomena of storms we must
seek to explain the barometric minima of the storm centers by dynami-

cal laws. A step in this direction has been made by Ferrel (see "Silli-

man's Journal," January, 18G1 ; and " Nature," July, 1871).* I will re-

nounce this view whenever any one shall have completely demolished

the objections that can be raised against the origin of barometric minima
in consequence of an ascending air-current without rotatory motion.

I have acknowledged that I have, in fact, expressed myself too gen-

erally in reference to an observation that one can with us note at any
time, and Ho£fmeyer remarks that in Denmark also the heaviest rains

mostly occur during the lowest pressures. Of course, however, this does

not prove that the rain must be the cause of the low pressure. This, and
the justification of my statement, at least for all places that are pro-

tected from the south and southwest winds, will be shown by the follow-

ing collation of the results of observations.

Wind-roses for Barometric Pressure and Percentages of Rainfall.

E ..

SB.
S...
SW
W..
KW
if..
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imum rainfall, and the wind-roses of Zechen and Vienna show that in

fact it caonot be dependent upon the latter. The distribution of pres-

sure in the wind-roses shows no dependence upon the distribution of

rainfall, and this is further testimony that the rain cannot be the cause

of the low pressure during S. and SW. winds. If we unite into one

mean the corresponding values for the places having similar distribution

of rain, we obtain the following more general series of figures:

Breslau.Zeclien.Gor- C Eain .

.

liiz, and Vienna. ( Barom
Berlin, Elsflelb, and

J
Rain .

.

Utrecht.
i Barom

XE.
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1

D.

THE LAWS OF THE VARIATION OP TEMPERATUEE IN
ASCENDING CUEKENTS OF AIE, AND SOME OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT CONSEQUENCES DEDUCIBLE THEEEFEOM.

Bv Dr. J. IIaxx.

[Translated by Cleveland Abbe from Zeit. Oest. Gesell. Met., 187-1, ix, pp. 301 et seq]

Only in the last ten years have we really begun to fully credit and

establish physically the great importance of the ascending movement
of air for a whole series of atmospheric phenomena. This, for instance,

can be clearly seen when we seek to collect the sentences relating to the

ascending currents in the carefully and comprehensively compiled Lehr-

buch of E. E. Schmidt, Leipsic, 1860. Notwithstanding that the cool-

ing of ascending air in consequence of expansion could long since have

been computed by means of an equation deduced by Poisson, still we
have made only fruitless efforts in its application to atmospheric phe-

nomena, and, for instance, have sought to explain the precipitation on

the flanks of a mountain over which a warm current is blowing mostly

by the contact of the rising air with the cool earth, also by the mixture

of the air with the higher colder strata. Evidently, it has beeu con-

sidered not quite certain how far the equation of Poisson is applicable

to the processes in the free atmosphere ; for there was no appropriate

example at hand by means of which to demonstrate quantitatively the

diminution of temperature with altitude in accordance therewith. The

minute study of the Fohn phenomena first led to such knowledge, and

showed the difference of temperature demanded by the theory between

the lower and upper strata of a descending current of air and the cir-

cumstances which enforced the recognition of the connection between

cause and effect.^ The theory of ascending movements of air has, how-

ever, experienced a very important advance through the labors of cer-

tain physicists (W. Thomson, Eeye, Peslin), who have deduced from the

principles of the mechanical theory of heat the laws of the variation of

temperature in ascending or descending dry or moist masses of air.

In our Zeitschrift we have as yet presented no report on these important

labors, and as they have also not as yet been presented in the physical

or meteorological text-books, we consider it i)roper here to explain and

to deduce the most important propositions in the simplest manner pos-

sible.

1.

The Amount of the Diminution of Ternperature in Ascending Currenis of

Air in tchich no Condensation of Vapor occurs.

Let dQ denote a very small quantity of heat imparted to or abstracted

from a unit weight of air
j

c, the specific heat of air at constant pressure = 0,2375

;
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dt, the slight change of temperature which is produced by dQ;

J, the mechauical equivalent of a unit of heat = 424 kilogram-meters
j

K, the constant quantity ^^^, which for the atmosphere equals 29.3,

and where jJo is the pressure of one atmosphere upon a square meter =
10,333 kilograms;

ro is the volume of a unit of weight of air at the pressure jpo and tern-

perture 0° C;
273 is the zero-point of the Celsius scale according to scale of abso-

lute temperatures;

T, the temperature measured from the absolute zero-point = 273<^ + t;

t, the temperature according to the Celsius scale.

We now have the equation^

,^ J, RT dpdQ = c dt — —; i-

.

J p

If the mass of vapor rises, and if, as is the case in nature, heat is

neither added nor taken away, its temperature will change, since under

diminishing pressure p its volume increases. In this case, dQ = 0, and

the connection between the temperature and the change of pressure is

given by the equation

= cdt-^.^.
J p

For the slight elevation dh, the diminution of pressure dp is given by

the equation
— dp = p dh,

where p is the density of the air under the pressure j).

From pv = R T it follows, since

1
v = -,

P
that

whence

P=^ and -dp = ^dh',

= cdt+^ dh,

or, when the values of J and c are introduced,

^l = -~= - 0.009907

;

dh Jc

the quotient -^ represents the relation between the variation of tem-

perature and of altitude, and therefore gives the change in temperature

or the cooling of the rising mass of air for an ascent of one unit of length

;

that is to say, for one meter. Consequently, the cooling of the ascend-

ing air amounts to almost exactly 1° O. for every 100 meters, and
remains the same no matter at what level the ascent begins^ or what the
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initial temperature may have been. Conversely, a descending current

of air grows warmer at the rate of 1° O. per 100 meters.

If the rising air contains aqueous vapor, and if the latter is not con-

densed because the air remains relatively dry, and its ascent has not

continued sufficiently high, then will the diminution of temperature be

somewhat slower, since the specific heat of aqueous vapor (0.4S05 accord-

ing to Eegnault) is somewhat higher than that of the air, but to so slight

an extent that we can entirely neglect this retardation, and be entirely

satisfied with the above adopted value of 1° C. per 100 meters. The
weight of vapor contained in one kilogram of moist air is at the atmos-

pheric temperatures so slight in comparison with the weight of the air,

that the somewhat greater specific heat of the damp air can exert but

little influence.

If 2 represents the weight of aqueous vapor contained in a kilogram

of moist air;

1 — q = the weight of the dry air:

c' = the specific heat of the moist air, will be given by the expression

c' = 0.2375 (1-2) + 0.4805 q = 0.2375+0.2430 q.

The value of q, which always remains a very small fraction, is found

from the following equation :
*

or very nearly

<Z
= 0.623!.;

where e represents the tension of vapor, and ^9 the total pressure or height

of barometer when both quantities are measured by the height of a

column of mercury. For instance, if the ascending air has at 30^ C. a

relative humidity of 60 per cent., for which e = 18.9 millimeters, then

will q = 0.01564 ; whence c' = 0.2413, and the quotient

~ = ~= -0.009751.
dh J (J

The change in temperature is therefore, for every 100 meters, only 0^.016

smaller than for dry air. The entire error introduced by extending the

computation to 900 meters above which condensation follows amounts
therefore only to 0^.14 C
We may be allowed here to add some further remarks upon the rela-

tions between the temperature and pressure of the air. The formula
previously found gives directly the change of temperature as dependent
upon the change in altitude of a mass of air ; we will now seek for a
relation which expresses the change of temperature dependent upon a
change of pressure. From the fundamental equation first laid down, it

follows directly, if dQ = 0, that

—

dp~cJ^ 2)
-'^-23-,

if for i?, c, J, the values already given bo introduced, and for T the value
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273. From this cquatiou, it follows that at the surface of the eartb, or

p = 7G0 millimeterSj a cliauge of temperature of 0O.104 C, corresponds

to a change of pressure of 1 millimeter, so that a barometric fall of 20

millimeters corresponds to a cooling of 2^.1 C. But since such a fall in

pressure requires with us, under the most favorable case, an interval of

twenty-four hours, therefore are the changes of temperature resulting

from this cause completely hidden by greater changes due toother causes,

and I do not think it will be possible to demonstrate them. AYhen,

therefore, Sir John Herschel considers the rapid fall in pressure as a

very frequent inducement to the formation of precipitations, which latter

he calls barometric fogs, and minutely characterizes them at page 93 of

his Meteorology, he therein evidently overestimates the fall of temper-

ature due to this source. Ou the other hand, in the tropical cyclones,

in which the air flows into a space wherein the pressure has been dimin-

ished by from 40 to GO millimeters, sensible precipitations due to this

cause can occur. The fundamental equation on page 23 can be written

thus:
dp _c J (U

y ~ IF T •

The integration of this equation gives, if by^>, T, and by^', T, we

designate the values of pressure and absolute temperature that belong

together,

log ' '--'

or

> p' K * \T

p' " \T'J '

since we have, as before shown,
_R

then is

c Jc

where

or the ratio of the two specific heats of air ; therefore,

or
p'~\'i'j

h k

i>'
~ V2730 -\-t>J

~ VI + a t'J

But this is the well-known equation of tensions deduced in an entirely

different manner by Poisson. The value of

-r^ = 3.444, or A- = 1.41,
A.'— L
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can be deduced from the above given values of o, R, and J. Observa-

tions on the velocity of sound in the air give

k = 1.40, or ^-^ = 3.5.

Inveresly,

^^ = 0.2907 or 0.2857,

and with this we have

'From Poisson's equation we can also directly, and therefore without
the assistance of the principles of the mechanicaltheory of heat, deduce
the expression for the diminution of heat with altitude given on page
24, and may therefore represent it as a simple function of the density or

the pressure of the strata of air at different altitudes. If we combine
the equation

h

P' \T'J

with the self-evident relation

we obtain

\vj ~ T'
'

and thence

p' - KFJ - \8') •

If in the equation dp = d dh we substitute for dp the differential of

P=P'(J)\

integrate, and consider that

^8 y-i T

we find

T' k p

(William Thomson on the Convective Equilibrium of Temperature in the

Atmosphere, Mem. Lit. and Phil. Soc. of Manchester, 3d series, vol. ii,

18G5, read January 21, 18G2.)

In this equation, I^, 5', and j/ are the values of temperature, density,

and pressure that obtain at any moment in the initial stratum of air.

For the surface of the earth,

p' = 10333 kilograms,

5' = 1.293. p:
26 s
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where To = 273°, corresponds to the zero-point of the Celsius scale.

Since, therefore, we can now introduce Celsius's degrees instead of abso-

lute temperatures, we find

t=t'- 0.009932 . h,

tberefore again the constant diminution of temperature of 1° C. for

every 100 meters, if we omit the consideration of the correction of the

density for variation of gravitation.

2.

Determination of the Diminution of Temperature in an Ascending Current

of Saturated 3Ioist Air ichich continually condenses a Portion of its

Ya^or.

If, while the mass of air rises through the slight elevation dh, the

small quantity dq of vapor be condensed, then will the quantity of heat

r dq be liberated, if r represents the latent heat of aqueous vapor at the

prevailing temperature t. For moist air far removed from the point of

saturation, we have found the equation

c' dt=—jdh,

in which

jdh

represents the equivalent of the quantity of heat which is abstracted

from the mass of air, and goes over into the work of expansion, whereby

the temperature sinks by dt degrees.

This quantity of heat drawn from the mass of air will now only in

part affect it, since the liberated latent heat of condensation takes up

the other part. Therefore the equation must now stand

c' dt ^ r dq = —j dh.

From

q = 0.623 -
,

there follows

log q = log 0.623 + log e — log j),

dq _ de dp
"q e p ^

whence
, de dp

and, by substitution in the original equation,

c' dt 4- rq rq — 4- ^ dh = 0.
^ e ^

ly J
.3ince row

dp =1 — p dh,
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whence

then will

and hence

de
. pd dt +rq \- rq '- dli 4- ^dh = 0,

1 +rqj-^
J- pdt__

(ifi~ , ,
,

-.1 de
'

c'J^rqJ--^^

This derivation of the law of cooling of moist air is due to Peslin,

who first gave it in his memoir "Sur les Mouvements G6n6raux de 1'At-

mosphere; Bull. Hebd. de I'Association Scientifique de France, torn, iii,

1868." Even before him, Sir William Thomson, in 18C2, deduced a very

similar relation, but the derivation given by Peslin is somewhat shorter

and more elegant.

dt
The quotient ^ represents the diminution of temperature in the

ascending moist mass of air for an elevation of one unit of length. The
diminution of temperature is now dependent upon the quantity of vapor

contained in the air, and is therefore variable according to the tem-

perature at which the air is saturated with vapor. For r = 0, that

is to say, in case no condensation occurs, the equation resolves itself

into that already above given for dry air, as it should do.

In order to attain a more accurate insight into the changes of tem-

perature of moist ascending air at different initial temperatures and
different altitudes, it appears to be most convenient to compute and pre-

sent in one table the values of-rj- for various values of e and q, which

latter quantity also depends upon the pressure of the air. Previously,

however, we must more closely consider the quantities that enter into

the composition of the formula. The product r.(/J^ represents the me-

clianical equivalent of the latent heat of all the aqueous vapor contained

in a kilogram of moist air, and its computation is subject to no difficulty

;

- is a constant; if the density at the temperature Oo and at the normal

pressure of one atmosphere (10333) is denoted by J> = 1.29277, then, since

P P
p — D pjis 6.09730 the value of the logarithm - • Finally, the factor

1 de
- • ^ is computed most simply by means of the formula given by Magnus

for the maximum tension of vapor for any temperature t. This for-

mula reads:

at

6 = 4.525x10*+'
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where

and
a = 7.4475

h = 234.69.

If we take the logarithms and differentiate, we obtain

ah= j]i . —
e

de 1 Tj-

dt

and after introducing the numerical values

de

at

[3.00472]

(:i34.7 + tf
'

where the number inclosed in brackets is the logarithm of the product

of Ma h (^), the latent heat r of aqueous vajior at diiferent temperatures

is computed according to the formula of Clausius,

r = G07 — 0.780 t.

P'or the temperatures below 0° is still to be added the heat liberated on

the passage of water from the fluid to uhe solid condition : it amounts to

80 calories. Since, however, at 0°, vapor can be condensed in a fluid

form, I have computed the diminution of heat without including this

additive heat for 0°. The differences are, however, quite unimportant,

since, for 760 millimeters, we have dli = 0.63 for i = — 0°, but = 0.05

for f = + Oo ; for 200 millimeters, we have ^ = 0.38 for f = - 0©, and =

0.40 fort =4-00.

The table thus computed is as follows

d/t

Diminution of Temperature for each Hundred Meters of Ascending Saturated Air, in Centi-

grade Degrees.

Initial pressure.
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The preceding tables give iu a convenient manner answers to all ques-

tions that relate to the temperature of an ascending saturated current

of air. If the ascending air is not saturated with moisture, its cooling

follows at first the laws for dry air, and the figures of the above table

first come into application when the cooling has reached the dew-point.

But before we draw any further conclusions, we must first refer to the

equation for the expansion of saturated moist air which Eeje has de-

duced (see "Die Wirbelstiirme, p. 215, or Schlomilch, Zeitschrift Math,

und Physik, 1864). It is the analogue of Poisson's equation for the

elasticity of dry air. If we designate by x and x' the specific quantity

of vapor for the absolute temperatures T and T' (that is to say, the

maximum weight in kilograms of the vapor contained in one cubic

meter), by n the initial pressure in the atmosphere, by r and r' the

latent heat of aqueous vapor at the temperatures T and T', and, instead

of the numerical coefficients, write their logarithms within brackets, we
obtain the following equation:**'

This formula enables us, for a given initial and final temperature and

a given initial pressure (in atmospheres), to compute the pressure cor-

responding to the final temperature. For instance, the initial tempera-

ture of a moist current of air which rises from the earth's surface, where

% = 1, is 20° C, or T' = 293°
j and if we desire the pressure, or the alti-

tude at the moment when the temperature has sunk to 10° C.,or T' = 283,

then we have x' = 0.01715, x = 0.00936 kilograms, ro = 592.6, r = 599.5,

and there results

log^, = 0.23660 + 0.100235 -^;

by means of many trials, we find from this,

^ = 0.780,

or a barometric pressure of

0.780 X 760 = 593 millimeters.

This for a mean temperature of 15° 0. corresponds to an altitude above

sea-level of 2,105 meters. The average diminution of temperature of

the ascending current is therefore 0°.47 0. per 100 meters. Using our

table, page 29, we should, starting first with 20°, have found 0^.45 C.

per 100 meters, or approximately 10° in 2,200 meters, therefore at a

pressure of somewhat less than 600 millimeters. Since now for 10°

sind 600 millimeters, according to the table, the diminution of tempera-

ture is 0.49 per 100 meters, therefore the mean diminution is 0.47, and

the exact elevation for a cooling of 10° is given, as above, almost with-

out computation.

If, however, we inquire with what temperature a saturated moist cur-
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rent of air arrives at a ^iven altitude, and this is the usual question in

meteorological investigations, then we cannot use the above equation,

because it already assumes a knowledge of the final temperature 5 on

the other hand, our table gives at once abundantly sufficient informa-

tion. The initial temperature of the current of air may, for instance, be

10° C, and the altitude to which the air must rise = 8,000 Paris feet

= 2,C00 meters. The table first gives approximately the cooling = Oo.Oi

X 2G = 14.0, therefore a final temperature of —4P. At the altitude of

2,C00 meters for —4°, the temperature diminution is 0.61. The mean
temperature diminution is therefore 0.57 per 100 meters, and at 8,000

Paris feet, or 2,G00 meters, the temperature is —40.8 C. The error

that we introduce would be quite unimportant if for such slight

altitudes we only used the initial rate of diminution of temperature.

While a moist current of air cools by only I40.8 C, a dry current would

cool 26°, and therefore show a temperature of —16° O. If now the

air sinks on the other side to its original level, it is warmed by 26°,

whether dry or moist. The temperature of the dry current of air is

therefore the same on both sides of the mountain, that of the moist cur-

rent, however, 21o.2 C, that is to say, by more than 10° C. higher on

the lee side. Since the air is only saturated with moisture at — 4°.8 C,
it must possess a great relative dryness. Thus, as is well known, is

explained the warmth and dryness of the Fohn.

We will now append some general conclusions to the derivation of

the law according to which a mass of air changes its temperature when
the pressure acting upon it, and therefore its volume experience a change.

For a moment imagine the attraction of the earth upon its atmos-

phere to cease, and the latter to be a uniformly dense gaseous envelope,

having a constant temperature at all distances from the earth's surface.

This gaseous envelope contains no aqueous vapor, and the influence of

every cosmic or telluric source of heat is excluded; then let the force of

gravity come into existence: the lower strata of air are, by the weight of

the upper, compressed together, and the density of the strata diminishes

with the altitude, and, according to Mariotte's law, in a geometrical pro-

gression. The temperature also can now no more remain the same at all

distances from the earth's surface, but must be highest in the lowest

strata, which are strongest compressed, and must diminish upward. Thcr

law of this upward diminution of temperature is expressed by the

equation of Poisson, above given, which presents the relation between
the temperature and the pressure of the gas to which no heat is com-

municated from the exterior, and from which no heat is abstracted, and
we have shown, page 25, that the amount of this diminution of tempera-

ture is 1° 0. for 100 meters difference of altitude. In the gaseous enve-

lopes of other celestial bodies, a diminution of temperature outward
must take place in a similar manner, which, so ftir as it is a function of

the gravitation toward the center of the mass, can be computed accord-

ing to one of the formulae given on pages 23 and 24. The amount of this
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diminution of temperature depends therefore on the specific heat of

the gaseous envelope and the magnitude of the force of gravitation on

the surface of the body in question.'

The equilibrium of heat that obtains in the atmosphere under such

a distribution of temperature will best be especially understood by the

consequent deduction, that any mass of air transferred from one altitude

to another will, in consequence of the compression or the expansion that

it experiences, there attain exactly the temperature of the surrounding

region, and will therefore have no tendency to leave its new location.

This is a state of indifferent equilibrium. If the diminution of tempera-

ture were less than 1° C. per 100 meters of ascent, then would the equi-

librium be '' stable"; were it greater than 1° per 100 meters, then would

the equilibrium of the superposed strata be " unstable."

If now we let the sun act as the source of heat for our atmosphere,

and assume that the latter is perfectly diathermanous, so that it absorbs

absolutely no heat-rays, and therefore receives the solar heat only through

rhe medium of the heated surface of the earth, the stratum of air

directly resting upon the earth becomes heated by conduction, specifi-

cally lighter, and ascends, a process that is continually renewed. Since

now, in ascending masses of air, a cooling must take place at the rate of

1° 0. per 100 meters, therefore the already existing law of the diminu-

tion of temperature with altitude cannot be altered by this method of

warming from beneath. The assumed premises are, however, only in

part fulfilled in the actual atmosphere, and its heating takes place by

no means in such a simple manner. First, the atmosphere is by no means

perfectly diathermanous, but directly absorbs about one-fourth of the

solar heat-rays. Moreover, for the higher strata an important source of

heat is the aqueous vapor, which, carried up with the ascending air or

cooled from any other causes, condenses and gives its latent heat up to

the air, and in this way diminishes its cooling. The table on page 29

shows to what a great extent the cooling of moist ascending air is

retarded. A further [third] source of heat is the radiation from the

heated surface of the earth, a considerable portion of which may be

absorbed in the lovier strata. Inversely, the surface of the earth cooled

by radiation of heat at night and in winter has a cooling influence on

the lowest strata of air. All these circumstances bring it about that

observations give a diminution of temperature with altitude varying

according to place and time, and which cannot be expressed by any

law. Observations agree only in showing that on the average in the

lowest strata, which alone are accessible to us, the temperature diminu-

tion is considerably slower than 1° C. per 100 meters, and that the annual

average in the tropics, as in Europe, lies between 0o.5 and O^.G 0. The

few observations made by Glaisher above 20,000 feet give a still slower

temperature diminution at that altitude.

A temperature diminution as rapid as ascending currents of dry air

must show has only been found in summer time during fine weather.
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quite near the earth's surface. Glaisber's observations, during numer-

ous balloon voyages, gave, for the free atmosphere, the following ratios

for the diminution of temperature with altitude (Report of the British

Association, 1864)

:

Diminution of Temperature i)er 100 meters in Celsius degrees.
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after the nocturnal interruption. During the night-time even warmer
strata can float above the lower ones, cooled at the surface of the earth,

until the insolation is again active. In this manner, during calm, clear

summer weather, the entire lower portion of the atmosphere is quite

uniformly warmed and stirred up.

If the ascending masses of air reach that altitude at which their

temperature agrees with that of the stratum attained, then should we,

during beautiful summer weather, observe a diminution of 1° C per 100

meters. This, however, is not the case, and the observations show, on

the contrary, that, at least in mountainous countries, the temperature

diminishes with the altitude slower during line weather than during bad
weather. This has already been proven by Kamtz from the tempera-

ture differences between Halle and the Erocken. In order to attain a

better insight into this relation, I have deduced the following numbers:

An excellent monograph has been published by BillwilJer in Ziirich

on the thunderstorm of 28th July, 1S7U, in Northern Switzerland

(Schweiz. Meteorolog. Beobachtungeu, Jahrg. 1872). It therefore seems

to me most instructive to investigate the diminution of temperature

with altitude for the period immediately preceding this storm. Up to

the 19th July, the weather was cloudy and rainy ; the last rain fell on the

J9th, and on the 20th there began a period of beautiful hot summer
weather, which experienced its first interruption on the 28th by heavy

thunder-storms in the afternoon.

Daily Mean Diminution of Temperature in degrees Celsius per 100 meters.

Station.
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The rapid rate of diminution of temperature during the rainy period,

which was also accompanied by strong winds, is a consequence of the

ascent of the air on the flanks of the mountains. In the free atmosphere,

the air at the same altitudes is certainly somewhat warmer and the tem-

perature diminution slower. I do not, however, think that in the sub-

sequent slower rate of diminution the radiation of heat from the surface

of the earth exerted any disturbing influence. Such radiation acts

upon the thermometer more at the lower than at the upper station, and
must therefore tend to increase the differences of temperature. It can,

however, not be denied that the true temperature of the air in the neigh-

borhood of a mountain is somewhat higher than at the same level in the

free atmosphere. But the observations of Glaisher up to 5,000 feet ele-

vation have given during fine weather an average rate of diminution of

only 0'^.67 C. per 100 meters. Even during the afternoons, the diminu-

tion of temperature with altitude does not reach the degree that cor-

responds to that of an ascending current of air.

Bate of Diminution of Temperature at 1^ p. m.
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land, the stagnating overheated stratum of air could no longer remain

in equilibrium, and a stormy mixture of the lower and upper masses of

air, which of course was accompanied with precipitation and thunder

and lightning, precipitated itself mostly from the upper strata in special

localities downward to the earth's surface.

The occurrence of unstable equilibrium in strata of air lying vertically

above each other after a period of sunny and calm weather is facilitated

by the fact that the inflow of a strong wind almost always first occurs

in the upper strata, whose temperature thereby rapidly sinks, while in

the lower strata, it perhaps still rises. Since the flow of the air near the

surface of the earth is much obstructed and delayed by friction and other

obstacles, the cooling is completed more rapidly in the upper strata and

the inflowing colder air surrounds from above the warmer lower strata^

which then must break through with violence.^

In a sinking and warming current of air, no condensation of aqueous

vapor can take place, therefore in it the increase of temperature of 1° 0.

per 100 meters, as required by theory, must clearly stand forth. In fact,

the Fohn wind shows this rapid increase of temperature between the

summit and base of the mountains over which it descends. In general,

descending masses of air can have only a warming eflFect upon the earth's

surface, since their increase of tem| erature is more rapid than the, average

upward diminution of temperature. If, for instance, in summer the

strata in which float the ice crystals of the cirrus clouds at altitudes of

G,000 to 7,000 meters had a temperature of even — 30° C, still would they

by sinking to the earth's surface have a temperature of +30° or +40° C.

Only in the case of a diminution of temperature of more than 1° 0. per

100 meters, which can, however, only be local and occur in summer, but

never in winter can it happen that masses of air descending from the

upper regions to the earth's surface arrive there cooler than the air

that they displace.^

One of the effects of descending currents of air must consist in clear-

ing up the sky, and dissipating the precipitations, instead of causing

them. Now, however, we still observe precipitation on the advent of an

upper current of air that slowly descends to the earth's surface and then

brings warmth. When, after clear weatlier, the increasing cirrus clouds

announce the speedy advent of foul weather, one can often enough clearly

observe how the layer of cirro-stratus sinks, and is thereby thickened,

and gradually mer^^ies into a rain cloud. Often after a hot summer day
I have seen thunder-storms form in this manner j the formation of the

lower layer of cumulo-stratus unmistakably proceeded from a layer o(

sinking cirro-stratus. In this case, however, the upper current of air

could be relatively so cold that even after sinking it could cool the lower

strata. In winter, such an assumption would not be allowable; we must
assume that the upper warm current increases in volume, continually

extends into deeper strata (but does not form a descending air-current),

and by mixing with the lower strata produces a precipitation continually
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increasing with the depth, but still, as is well known, always of slight

intensity; (the precipitation on the east side of the windrose, where the

polar current merges into the equatorial).

At least, this much is clear, that the view now very prevalent that the

upper trade-wind or the SW. currents of our hemisphere bring a large

part of its aqueous vapor from its place of origin, the equatorial calm

zone, is not tenable. At the low temperature that it must have in the

high region above the trade-wind, it can, even if saturated, only contain

so little water, that, sinking down to the earth without the addition of

water from below, it can oidy arrive with a great relative dryness.

Thus, for instance, the observations of Piazzi Smyth on the Peak of

TeueriSe, at the lower limit of the return trades, at an altitude of 326+
meters, gave the average tension of vapor for August and September

at 4 millimeters, therefore a dew-point of —2° C. This current could

therefore first produce a precipitation in regions whose temperature lay

below— 20C., and therefore it is impossible that our summer and

autumn rains come from this source. Karl v. Fritsch confirms the slight

amount of moisture in the anti-trades upon the Peak of Teneriffe, and

says that the higher SW. wind has a cooling, not a warming, effect^"

(probably on account of its greater violence). Muhry imagines the

water contained in the anti-trade to be in the solid form of the ice

spiculte of the cirrus clouds, and, indeed, the upper SW. current could

carry with it some water in solid form. But if the material for the

abundant precipitation of our SW. and W. winds comes in this manner

from the zone of calms, or from any part of the tropical zone, then the

upper west current above the zone of trade-winds must cover the sky

with a thick dark cirro-stratus layer, while to the contrary the zones of

trade-winds are the clearest regions of the earth.

Therefore the rains of the anti-trades and of the west winds of higher

latitudes do not originate in the tropics, but the anti-trade receives its

moisture anew first from below, and can take up much water since it is

warmed by descending, and can again condense it so soon as it is cooled

in its horizontal progress or by ascent upon mountains.

If no aqueous vapor could condense in ascending masses of air, then

must their ascensive power be rapidly paralyzed, since the cooling of the

ascending air is much more rapid than the usual upward diminution of

temperature. Therefore dry ascending air-currents could only under

rare, specially favorable circumstances attain to great altitudes. So soon,

however, as vapor is condensed, the temperature diminution of the

ascending air is so delayed that its ascensive power becomes very pow-

erful, and since thereby again the intensity of the precipitation increases,

the upward impulse remains in power until the aqueous vapor has nearl^^

exhausted itself. Since now the diminishing pressure of the air partly

compensates the diminution of the quantity of vapor (see table, page 29),

therefore the buoyancy diminishes only slowly. The ascent of the damp
air is finely displayed in the rapid growth of the cumulus clouds, which
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ofteu rise like columns in the blue sky of summer, and plainly grow out-

ward from the interior. The warmer the air, or the higher the tem-

perature at which it is saturated with vapor, by so much the greater is

the upward impulse it experiences on the occurrence of precipitation.

Therefore the precipitations of the ascending currents in summer, and
especially in most tropical climates, occur under the most favorable cir-

cumstances. When, during calm, sunny weather, the above-described

overheating of the lower strata of air, which is always accompanied by
abundance of aqueous vapor, has been brought about, and there arises,

if only in the highest strata, a disturbance of the equilibrium already

stretched to its utmost limit, and thereby a small initial condensation

of the vapor, the air immediately receives a strong upward impulse, and
draws the lower strata rapidly with it in motion. Hence the numerous
thunder-storms in calm, hot summer weather, and in the tropics on the

cessation of the regular trade-wind. These thunder-storms do not indi-

cate a change in the weather: they only restore the equilibrium of the

atmosphere disturbed in a vertical direction. The lower atmospheric

strata are cooled by evaporation and by the cooler rain-water; the upper

are warmed, and thus the equilibrium becomes again stable.

The formation of hail is, as Eeye has shown, most easily explained

by such ascending moist currents of air. The occurrence of hail in the

hottest time of the day and the year and the prevailing calms point

directly to the superheating of the lower strata as their immediate

cause. But the chief difficulty consists in the question, Whence comes
the cold that is necessary for freezing the precipitation, and how can it

be due to the high temperature of the lower strata of air? Mohr
assumes a descent of higher cold air. We have previously shown how
seldom this process can occur, and that it can produce no considerable

cooling, because the air is greatly warmed in its descent. Most natural

is it to assume with Eeye, inversely, that the lower, moist, hot air is rap-

idly carried upward. We have previously explained that on the occa-

sion of irruption of cold winds the upper strata rush ahead of the lower,

so that the stagnating lower, hot, moist air is equally surrounded by the

upper cold air. The former thereby acquires an especially strong up-

ward impulse, which is increased by the intense condensation, so that

it must soon arrive at altitudes where the precipitation freezes. This

explains the fall of hail on the advancing side of a thunder-storm or

tornado; its recurrence in bands; its dependence upon local peculiari-

ties (broad river valleys are more intensely warmed, and have no equal-

izing currents of air, such as in narrow mountain valleys; therefore

hail is more frequent in the former, as has, for instance, been demon-
strated for Carinthia by Prettner); the descent, by way of compensa-
tion, of the cooled air; finally, the maximum of hail in early summer,
at which time the upward diminution of temperature is most rapid, and
the greatest difference of temperature exists between the earth's sur-

face, warmed by the high sun, and the upper strata of air, that still

retain their winter cold.
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Since moist air, so soon as precipitation occurs therein, must almost

ulvvays experience an impulse upward, because the upward diminution

of temperature is seldom so slow as to correspond to that of an ascend-

ing moist current of air, therefore it seems to nie that in all precipita-

tions the ascending movement of the air plays an important part and
increases its intensity. When a cooler air-current begins to flow over

warmer air, there first occurs at the surface of contact a slight precipi-

tation, above which then the air breaks with strong ascensive power
upward into the upper cold air, in consequence of the continually

increasing difference of temperature, and thereby loses almost the

whole of its aqueous contents. On the other hand, if a warmer current

flows above a cold one, this process must be feebler; and therefore the

precipitations are less intense when warmer air approaches.

Since the effect of the precipitations of the rising moist air is to ele-

vate the temperature of the upper strata, but to lower that of the lower
strata, it follows that a baron)eter at the earth's surface can remain
quite unaffected by this re-establishment of the equilibrium in a vertical

direction of the temperature; but at a certain altitude, the barometer
must, before the rain, stand higher than afterward. The diminution

of pressure caused by the abstraction of the elastic force of the aqueous
vapor is compensated by the inflowing air of the neighborhood. In ex-

tended rains, a relatively warmer air collects above the rain-clouds, but
an active ascension of this air can only take place at the edges, where
the difference of temperature produces a strong upward impulse, and
the cooler air of the neighborhood can rapidly flow in after. Also, in

the case of a condensation of vapor over an extended area, the barome-

.

ter will sink somewhat only in the central portions. We have no ob-

servations of this, because any such i^recipitation must immediately

produce currents of air from the sides inward ; but with the accession

of cooler air, the warming of the higher strata is again compensated,
and the barometer will rather rise than sink. The causal relation

between the precipitations and the origin and the progress of storms

can therefore only consist in this, that the condensation of aqueous
vapor gives the air a more or less decided upward impulse,'^ and
thereby produces and continually maintains a flow of air from all sides

toward the rain-cloud. But so long as no whirl is produced thereby,

this process causes no notable change in atmospheric pressure in the

horizontal strata of air. Therefore the heaviest rainfalls are, in the

equatorial zone, accompanied by no low barometer, nor in our latitudes

either, so long as the causes leading to the formation of a whirlwind are

wanting. The pressure sinks decidedly only when an extended whirl

has formed, in whose center probably the air is rising with increased

violence. I therefore believe the diminution of pressure in the center

of a storm-area to be a mechanical effect of the whirling movement of

the air. This whirl, however, continually receives new force, and is con-

trolled by the process of precipitation. I therefore agree with Reye
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Tvben be says that in the whirlwinds the moving force is the latent beat
of the condensed aqueous vapor.*

The results of the investigations of Ley and Blanford into the origin

of whirlwinds agree, as I believe, entirely with the preceding presenta-

tion of the case, that the barometric minimum at the center of a cyclone

is primarily a consequence of the whirling movement of the air; for it

does not happen that in consequence of extended heavy precipitations

a decided barometric depression forms over a region about which then

the air begins to circulate, but it is only after the whirl is well devel-

oped that an area of low pressure forms, which then progresses further.

From the weather prevailing over the Bay of Bengal previous to the

Calcutta cyclone of 18G7, Blanford has drawn the conclusion that the

cyclones originate in a region of calms and variable winds between the

northeast monsoon and the retreating southwest monsoon. Their pri-

mary cause consists in local accumulations and condensations of aqueous
vapor in a calm region above the ocean. Many days elapse before the

whirlwind has developed itself (Proceedings of the Royal Society, 18G9).

Similar are the conclusions of Ley as to the origin of whirlwinds in

England.^^

There still remains unexplained, so far as I can see, the cause which
determines the different intensities of the barometric minima in the

centers of storms in the tropics and in our latitudes in the summer and
winter. If the intensity of the precipitation determined this, then would
the barometric minima of the summer exceed those of the winter,^^ but it

seems more promising to seek for the cause of the greater intensity of the

barometric depressions in winter in the greater differences of temperature.

The air over the warm Atlantic Ocean, strongly warmed by frequent

precipitations, is then bounded on both sides by very cold dry air. This

must give rise to decided disturbances of equilibrium and to storms;

but, on the other hand, in the tropical cyclones the temperature differ-

ences can have no relation to the intensity of the storm.

That in the condensation of aqueous vapor in winter the latent

heat of fluidity is, in the case of the freezing of water, to be added to the

latent heat of vaporization, can onlj'^ make a slight difference, because
the former amounts to only a little over one-eighth of the latter (see

page 29). The ratio of the liberated heat at 15° C. to that at—fP
0. is as 596 to 690 or as 1 is to 1.16. Herein, therefore, the expla-

nation cannot lie, as Espy, and in part also Reye, assumes. Rather
could we think that the circumstance that in winter the condensation

takes place in lower, denser strata of air, and at lower temperatures,

should increase the upward tendency. In fact, this must be the case,

but, as a simple computation shows, the buoyancy of a mass of air is,

for the same temperature differences, only about one-fifth smaller when
the pressure is 600 millimeters instead of 700 millimeters, and only

[* Note by the Translator.—This theorem will also be fouud accepted by Feirel

:

Mathematical MontlJy, ii, 1858.]
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about one-tentb smaller when such temperature differences occur at

15° C. instead of 0° C. Even if we consider also the greater latent heat,

this still does not compensate for the differences in the intensities of

precipitation, and suffices not for an explanation of the whole of the dif-

ierence of the barometric depressions of the summer and winter, so long

as we consider the intensities of the whirlwinds proportional to the

intensities of the precipitations.

NOTES.

No. 1, p. 22. See Zeit. Oest. Gesell.,vol. s, p. 573, The Siroccos of the Southern Alps.

No. 2, p. 23. For those of our readers to whom this important equation seems strange,

and who have neither time nor inclination to look up its demonstration as derived

from the fundamental principles of the mechanical theory of heat in the treatises of

Clausius or the text-hook of Zeuner, we will endeavor to give in the following as siui-

l)le demonstration as possible.

A mass of air, as is well known, needs a smaller quantity of heat to raise its tem-

perature by 1° when we prevent its expansion than when it is allowed to expand. We
will denote by c» the quantity of heat which a kilogram of air requires in the first

case, that is, when the volume v is constant; and by Cp the quantity required in the

second case, when the pressure j9 remains constant, and equal to that of the exterior.

The dilference between Cp and c^the latter being the greater, arises from the fact

that in the case of expansion by heat there is also exterior work performed, which con-

sists in the pushing back of the exterior i^ressurep through the small space dv, which

is the extent of the expansion.

The amount of this work is pdr, and the quantity of heat which is thereby con-

sumed is —p dv, where — = —— is the equivalent of heat for the unit of work. Con-

sequently the quantity of heat dQ which is communicated to the mass of air is

divided into two parts ; the one is the equivalent of the increase of temperature of the

kilogram of air, the other is the equivalent of the work of expansion, as is expressed

in the following equation :

dQ = Crdt-\-l-pdv.
u

The combined law of Mariotte and Gay Lussac reads, as is well known,

pv p'v'

l-f ai
"

1 + at"

where a = 0.003665 = —— is the coefBcient of expansion of the air. If we divide the

denominators of both members by a; put T=273H-f, and for the case when <' =
pnti? = |2|', V

whence follows

put jB = :^2£?, we obtain the simplest form of this law in the expression pv=^IlT,

pdv + V d}} = R dt,

j)d\}=.Udt — vdp;

dQ = c,dt + ^ dt- \vdp,

dQ=(^c.+f\dt-lvdp.

According to what has been above said, the difference Cp — c» is equal to the quantity
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of heat consumed in the expansion (a r) of the air for an elevation of 1° of temperature

;

that is,

whence

or

whence

Since, however,

^ _ ^ _ 1 i'oPo _ -R

- =c„

(iQ = Cpdt— - V dp.

BT

and for Cp generally c is written, there results the important equation given in the

text.

No. 3, p. 23. So far as the change of the intensity of gravity with altitude can be

neglected, J is, indeed, an absolute constant ; but the unit of weight, the kilogram

with which we measure J, needs a correction for gravity.

No. 4, p. 24. The weight P of dry air in a cubic meter is

w:here So is the specific gravity of the air, i is the barometric pressure, e is the tension

of vapor. The weight of the aqueous vapor is

P = 0.623 —^ .
'

.

1 -\- a t /60

The sum of both weights gives the weight of a cubic meter of moist air

:

^o h- 0.377 eP + p
760 1 + a *.

The volume of the unit's weight (kilogram) of this air is therefore —— And sinceo \ a / P+p
in the unit of volume (a cubic meter) there are contained p kilograms of aqueous vapor,

therefore in the volume occupied by a kilogram of moist air there is contained

—-^— = 0.623 = ^ kilograms of aqueous vapor.
P-\-p h - 0.377 e ^ ^

No. 5, p. 29. Zeuner, in the second edition of his " Grundziige der mechanischea

Warmetheorie," gives a table of the values of ^ . — (Table I a, column 5) for each 5°,

and computed by Regnault's formula. For the temperatures that we here have to do

with, the formula of Magnus agrees com^iletely with that of Regnault, but the latter

gives a complicated and inconvenient expression for our quotient.

No. 6, p. 30. I have given a slightly different form to this equation, and have

introduced the constants used throughout this essay. I consider it unnecessary to

give the process of deduction of this formula, since the work of Reye, "Ueber die Wir-

belstiirme," is easily accessible to every reader, which is not true of the treatises of

William Thomson and Peslin.

No. 7, p. 32. This conclusion is limited by the limit of applicability of the Mariotte

law at high and low pressures. Since by the recent investigatious of Liljestriim and

others it is made probable that the Mariotte law loses its rigid exactness at low press-

ures, it follows that we ought not to apply to very low pressures any formula that is

founded upon it. All theoretical conclusions as to the height of the atmosphere and

27 S
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the temperature of the upper strata must for the present be suppressed until the be-

havior of gases under very low pressure has been sufficiently studied.

Moreover, in any case, we must introduce into tho above-mentioned formula the

correction for variation of gravity, if we would extend its application to great dis-

tances from the earth's surface. We thus find a rate of diminution of temperature

outward continually slower and slower, which, like the attraction of the earth,

approaches the limiting value zero.

No. 8, p. 36. I have observed, in the case of the thunderstorms approaching Krems-

miinster from the west, that their violence was almost always less ; indeed, they gen-

erally did not come to a discharge [of lightning ?] if the storm began before the cloud

was near the zenith.

No. y, p. 36. We do not here consider the descending winds in valleys between

mountains, which, indeed, owe their origin to great differences of temperature.

No. 10, p. 37. Petermann's Geog. Mitth., 1866, p. 220.

No. 11, p. 39. To avoid the mistake that we have previously shown to be very

widespread, we should not say " the condensation warms the air," but " it diminishes

the cooling." The latent heat will not be liberated without a cooling takes place

;

nor can it ever be sufficient to even compensate for the cooling [much less to over-

compensate and warm up the air] to a sensibly higher temperature.

No. 12, p. 40. Also what Jahncke says upon the weather preceding the West India

hurricanes agrees therewith. (Quarterly Journal of the Met. Soc, vol. ii, p. 89.)

No. 13, p. 40. Also the summer season has extended precipitations of similar great

intensity. I recall, for instance, the uninterruptedly rainy period of August 15 to 19

of this year (1374), whose extent and intensity caused the extraordinary floods in all

the rivers of Central Europe. A barometric minimum preceded this. During the rain

the pressure rose.

E.

THE LAW OF THE VARIATION OF TEMPERATURE IN
ASCENDING MOIST CURRENTS OF AIR.

Letter of Prof. Dr. L. Sohncke, of Carlnruhe.

[Translated by Cleveland Abbe from the Zeitschrift fiir Met., 1875, x, pp. 56-5S.]

By yonr memoir on ascendiug currents of air, &c., published in the

Zeitschrift for last October and November, you have, as it seems to

me, rendered a great service to the friends of a genuine scientific

meteorology. Sir Wm. Thomson's and Peslin's labors on this subject

appear to have been known to a very limited extent. They were

unknown to me, and are not even accessible to me here in Carlsruhe.

Especially important is your development of Peslin's formula for the

diminution of temperature in the ascent of a saturated current of air,

for the table, page 29, has a fundamental importance in all questions

bearing on this i>oint. Under these circumstances, it seems proper that

I should call your attention to a mistake which has slipped into the

computation of the table, affecting the last decimal of many of the num-

bers therein. On page 28 you say, let ^ be a constant, since jo=I> 4-,

I
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&c., although it follows from the law of Mariotte and Gay Lussac that

- has the value ^ ,
as you yourself* have used it, page 23.

Furthermore, in the deduction of the formula of Peslin, the approxi-

mate value of q. 0.G23 - , is used, whereas the introduction of its true

value offers no difficulty. Considering these two circumstances, the

expression for — receives a somewhat different form, which I will here

deduce.

In the equation that applies to a change of condition of any gas,

^ _ _ ET dp
dQ=cdt— -j-'-z »

the left-hand side is if dry air changes its condition without addition

or subtraction of heat. But if it is moist saturated air that ascends

without receiving heat from the outside, then we can use the preceding

equation by putting for dQ, not 0, but that heat which is liberated by
the condensation of the elementary quantity dq of aqueous vapor. Let
the specific heat of moist air be c'; for moist air the constant E can very

approximately retain unchanged its former value 29.3 ; the equation

then becomes

^ J P

The left-hand member has the minus sign, because it represents a
positive quantity of heat, and dq is a negative quantity, namely, the

diminution of the quantity of vapor there present. To this we add
the equation

(2) dp = p. dh,

which expresses the diminution of pressure with altitude. In case that

the ascent of a moist current in dry air is considered, then for p the
specific gravity of dry air is to be taken, since in a narrow, slightly

rotating current the pressure can differ only extremely little from the
pressure at equal altitude outside.

Since now

* I have, in fact, on page 28, put

P_ 1 _ 1

p BTo 29.3X273'

whereas it should have been

29.3 X (273 + t)
'

where t is the temperature in Celsius degrees. Since, however, t is always small in
comparison with 273, this assumption of To, instead of T, has only a very slight influ-

ence upon the result. The introduction of an approximate value for q materially sim-
plifies the numerical computations.—J. Hakx.
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there follows, from e«]uatiou 2,

P
Further, the quantity of vapor q preseut iu one kilogram of saturated

air, or

0.G23-
.,_ P

1-0.377-
P

gives the equation

(4)

(Iq __ de dp

P
de dp

_ e p

1_ 0.377-

- de
J

dh

J'd'r^^ ET
1 - 0.377 -

P

By means of equations (3) and (4), equation (1) now becomes

-rq /I de.^
,

<^ft\_.,.n
,
^"^/I de -.^ ,

dli \ , -..
^
dh

whence

—

(I)

1-0.377-
P

1 - 0.377 -
P>I<L

dt ) J '^ RT
(.(x_o.3np,.,l.-

This formula differs from yours iu the introduction of -jj-j, instead

of - and also by the occurrence of the factorf 1 — 0.377 -
) in both the j

P ' \ py \

numerator and denominator. If, according to this formula, we com-

pute ^^^r^ for the case Q ^ ^^^^^J,
we find lyj- = — 0.00534, whereas

your table gives — 0.0054.

In case the i^roblem concerns the ascent, not of a narrow current, but

of a great mass of air, it is questionable whether it is not more correct
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to substitute for the density p in equation (2), which determines the

diminution of pressure with altitude, the specific gravity of moist air, or

where p is expressed in kilograms per square meter. By this step, the

only change in the preceding equation is that dh everywhere receives

the additional factor f 1 — 0.377- V Therefore in this case the dimi-

nution of temperature is that given by equation (I) multiplied by the

same factor, or,

(ll)=S(^-«--|)-
The introduction of the specific gravity p' of moist air instead of dry

in this case is analogous with the consideration of the moisture of the

air in barometric hyi)sometry, and means the ascent of moist air in the

midst of air equally moist, providing that under these circumstances an

ascent on a large scale actually occurs.

In the preceding example
( „ H r-r-r. mm ) ? we find by formula (II)

(I) =-0.00332,

or scarcely an appreciably different result.

RAINFALL AND BAROMETKIC MINIMA.

By Prof. Dr. Theo. Reye.

[Translated by Cleveland Abbe from the Zeitschrift d. Oest. Gesell. Meteorologie, 1375, x, p. 65-70.]

From one of the recent memoirs of Dr. Hann I perceive, to my delight,

that in the most important points our views as to the cause of whirlwinds

already agree. [Hann's memoir was written in December, 1874, before

the publication of his review of Ferrel's theories.] We both recognize

the latent heat of the condensed vapor as the moving force in whirl-

winds; this gives to the air a stronger or weaker ascensive force, and
thereby causes a continuous inflow of air toward the rain-cloud. In
general, I agree with what Hann says: "The atmospheric pressure sinks

first when an extended whirl has formed in whose center the air proba-

bly is rising with increased vehemence." For I also am persuaded^

[Note by the Transi^vtor.—A.s there is frequently much coufuaion of ideas as to

tlie part played by aqueous vapor in storras, the translator hopes to contribute some-
what toward clearer views by adding to the present collection this paper of Reye's with

Hann's foot-notes.]

' See my " Wirbelsturme," page 138.
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that the rotatory motion contributes considerably to the increase of the

central depression, and that only through it does the duration of the

barometric minima, often for weeks, become possible ; and in my opinion

the fact that no cyclone has ever yet been observed in the neighbor-

hood of the equator finds an equally simple and sufficient explanation

in the absence of any motive toward a rotatory movement.

Only in one not unimportant point do our views still differ. I think:''

"The ascending current of air can only continue so long as its tempera-

ture, in consequence of the liberated latent heat of the vapor, exceeds

on the average that of the neighboring air-strata. But, on account of

this higher temperature, the pressure under the ascending current must

be less than that on the borders of the cyclone." On the other hand,

Hann says: "The condensation of the atmospheric aqueous vapor has

no sensible influence on the change of atmosj)heric pressure; the low

barometer in the storm-center can, therefore, not be explained by pre-

cipitation." Mohn's theory of the advance of cyclones toward their

rainiest side is therefore reliable or not, according as mine or Hann's

view is correct.^

Hann establishes his principle chiefly upon his reduction of 14G heavy

rainfalls in Batavia, that are recorded in the three-years' hourly obser-

vations of Dr. Bergsma. The barometer rose at the commencement,

and during the first two hours of the rainfall, on an average about 0.35

millimeter, but fell again about 0.1 millimeter within the two hours

following the rain, and therefore, after the rain, stood always 0.25 milli-

meter higher than before it. " This slight increase of pressure," Hann
very correctly thinks, "is a secondary eflect of the condensation of the

vapor; that is to say, it is produced by the cooling of the lower air-

strata by the raindrops that fall down from higher, colder strata, and

by the cooling due to evaporation. Perhaps, also, the concussion of the

falling water and of the air dragged along with it contributes somewhat

to the initial rapid rise of the pressure."

To these purely local observations at Batavia we can now oppose a

longer series of observations, that embrace an extended country, and lead

to opposite conclusions, namely, the daily observations that were made
about 1S50 in the United States by numerous naval and Army officers,

and by 163 private individuals. James Espy for years entered these

upon synoptic charts. From more than 1,800 such charts he draws, prin-

cipally for the winter months, the definite conclusion :* "In all great and

sudden depressions of the barometer there is much rain and snow, and

in all sudden great rains or snows there is a great depression of the

barometer near the center of the storm and rise beyond its borders."

Loomis, whom we also thank for other very important works on tor-

nadoes and storms, has lately discussed the weather-maps of the United

-See this Journal, viii, p. 177 ; compare, also, my "Wirbelstlirme," p. 1'32.

3 See, on the other hand, ix, pp. 344, 345, and x, p. 69.

• Espy, Fourth Melcorologkal Report. Washington, 1837. p. 10, Generalization No. 9.
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States for 1872 and 1873 with special reference to storms. The paths

of the storms during 314 days were examined ; the mean direction of

their progress was very nearly from west to east.^ "One circumstance

seems to have a decided influence upon the modifications of the storm-

paths—this is the rainfall. Every considerable barometric depression

is accompanied by rainfall, and the area over which the rain occurs

generally extends much farther on the eastern or forward side of the

central depression tban on the western." And the farther the rain-area

stretches on the east side of the storm, so much the more rapidly does

the storm advance in this direction. By separating the cases in which
the storm-track had a direction more to the north or south, Loomis
further found that the direction of the storm-path in 24 hours very

nearly agreed with that toward which, in the preceding eight liours, the

rain-area had extended the farthest. If the greater axis of the region

of rain was directed toward N. 53° E. or N. 118° E., then the mean
direction of the corresponding storm-tracks was i!s^. 40° E. or N. 116° E.
" The agreement would certainly have been still greater if we could have
made the comparison with the direction of the storm-tracks in the next

8 hours instead of 24."

Since the beginning of 18G7, in the Norwegian Meteorological Insti-

tute, the most important meteorological observations at 210 European
stations have been, day by day, graphically presented upon a chart. By
these charts, Mohn establishes the fact that on the front or east side of

the storms the tension of the vapor and the quantity of cloudiness in-

creases, and that there heavier and longer continued rain or snow pre-

vails ; on the hinder or western half, however, the vapor-tension falls,

the cloudiness diminishes, and the rain is light.

The barometric minima of the Torrid Zone are regularly accompanied
by the heaviest rains, and, according to Thom,^ the condensation of vapor
stretches much farther on the front than on the hinder side of the cyclone.

The island of Mauritius, to which numerous vessels repair after every
great storm, afforded for many years a very favorable position for the

study of tropical whirlwinds to Thom and to its meteorological society,

still flourishing under Meldrum's guidance. Thom explicitly says that no
phenomenon accompanies these storms so regularly and is so astonish-

ing as the enormous mass of water falling from the moving masses of

air. "Hundreds of miles distant, on all sides of the whirlwind, extends

a thick stratum of clouds that pours out rain in torrents and unceas-

ingly. This process continues week after week, and is apparently char-

acteristic of a hurricane in all its stages. The approach of such a storm
can almost be predicted from the unbroken layer of clouds that slowly

covers over the heavens, at first at a great altitude, gradually, however,

descending to the lower strata and accompanied by increasing darkness,

'• Loomis. See Zeitschrift, Bd. i, pp. 245--251, and American Jonrnal of Science, lb74.
t Thom, Au Inquiry into the Nature and Course of Storms in the Indian Ocean, South

of the Equator. London, 1H4.">. pp. 202, 200.
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until at last it rests upon tbe earth and begins to rain. These signs are

recognizable at a distance of 200 or 300 nautical miles from the hurri-

cane."

These accordant results of extended systems of meteorological obser-

vations in America, Europe, and the South Indian Ocean, especially the

important fact that the harometric minimum advances toward the side of the

heavier precipitation, plainly show the appreciable influence of the con-

densation of the atmospheric aqueous vapor upon the change of atmos-

pheric pressure. Furthermore, the known laws connecting the tension

and temperature of aqueous vapor and of the atmosphere force us to

assume some such direct influence. Local observations like those at

Batavia can, in my opinion, not prove the contrary, since they leave us

entirely in ignorance as to the extension of the rainfall and as to the

simultaneous meteorological phenomena of the surrounding portion of

the globe. The enormous rainfall of 2d and 3d December, 1872, which

overflowed the whole of Carinthia,Carnatia, Gorz, Northern Venetia, and

Southern Tyrol, has shown in what distant regions many times we must
seek the prime cause of very heavy and extended rains. "^ Certainly at

that time no one on the south flank of the Alps suspected that this rain

was caused by a barometric minimum on the coast of France^ and even

to-day it would be inexplicable to us why that enormous precipitation

did not at least cause a secondary minimum,^ unless we had an accurate

knowledge of the configuration and the atmospheric conditions of half

of Europe.

So far as concerns the 146 heavy rainfalls at Batavia, these appear,

so far as concerns their duration and geographical extension, to have

had the characters of local thunder-storms ; for among them those of

more than three hours' duration were so infrequent that Hann could not

give any average for the fourth hour of rain. Now, in the case of local

storms, even when they are accompanied by heavy precipitation, the

accompanying rarefaction can very rapidly be restored, because the

region of condensation occupies a relatively very small space in an im-

mense atmosphere. Moreover, the process of condensation, i. e., the

formation of the storm-clouds, begins at least in our latitudes, generally

a considerable time before the outbreak of the storm ; and if during the

subsequent rain the pressure rises a little by reason of the cooling of

the lowest stratum of air, I therein find nothing contradictory to the

theory. ^

" Compare this, Zeitschrift, vol. viii, pp. 103, 179.

* If a sensible barometric depression could be caused by rain, then certainly here

at least a secondary minimum must have been formed !—J. Haxx.
*To this I remark in brief only as follows, but in general refer to jiages 11 and 12 of

this present volume x [see the preceding translation (C) of Hann's reply to HoiJ-

meyer's remarks].—J. Hann.
In reference to the rains at Batavia, I have submitted the heavier short rains to com-

putation, because these must best represent the effect of an ascending current of air,

and because an examination of the whole series of observations showed me at once
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My own and Hann's views as to the part played by aqueous vapor

in meteorological processes differ from each other, as I believe, much
less than they appear to do. I also, for partly well recognized reasons,

attribute no special importance to i^recisely the same results of my com-

putation that Hann opposes. On this point allow me to make the fol-

lowing remarks : My computations "On the Esimnsion of the Air of the

Atmosphere in the Formation of Clouds," as I first published them eleven

years ago [" On Vertical Currents of Air in the Atmosphere," SchlomilcL,

Zeitschrift fiir Mathematik und Physik, 1864, Bd. 9, pp. 250-276; also,

Eeye, "Wirbelstilrme," Hannover, 1872], had for their immediate object

the overthrow of Mohr's theory of the formation of hail. Mohr main-

tained that because saturated steam has a much greater volume than

the water from which it is formed, therefore by the condensation of the

vapor at any point in the atmosphere there must be formed an " immense"

diminution of volume; this "formation of a vacuum" is, however, fol-

lowed by a strong indraft, an inrush of air, especially from the upper

strata, which then, by reason of their own cold, cause a new condensa-

tion, etc. In opposing this theory, it was sufficient for me to assume

that the air in which this condensation occurs loses no heat during the

process. ^^

With the same assumption, at the end of the chapter, I compute, inci-

dentally, the quantity of air that will be pushed out of a vertical column

that in no instance, not even those of longer duration (and there occnr many of twelve

hours and over), did a sensible influence of the rain make itself apparent. The phe-

nomena are here precisely the same as Sykes gives for the Dekkhau (see Zeitschrift, x,

p. 12). There are, indeed, no data at hand relative to the extent of these rains, but we
know that at the rainy season, for instance in January, there are on the average of

seven stations in the Sunda Islands 21.3 days, and there must be a truly wonderful

arrangement if it does not occasionally rain simultaneously over nearly the whole Archi-

pelago, the more so since the rains occur very nearly at the same time of day. And
yet there is no disturbance of the diurnal period of the barometer! And what rains

were those compared with ours ! On the 10th January, 1867, there fell in one hour at

Batavia 97 millimeters, that is to say, only 3 millimeters less than falls with us in three

months, from December to February, when we have the lowest barometric pressure.

In this case, no minimum occurred, even at a great distance, that one could quote as au

excuse for any decided diminution of pressure.

The facts quoted by Espy, Thom, and Loomis prove nothing against my assumption,

because the influence of the rain can only become prominent in the case of rainfalls

without an accompanying rotatory motion of the air, but where there is no wiiirl

there is also no notable barometric minimum. On this is founded the inductive por-

tion of my reasoning. On the other hand, I will readily allow that small diflerences of

jpressure (I have expressly said " no notable influence ") can, perhaps, be brought in

agreement with the results of the observations in Bat avia ; the land and eea breezes of

the tropics show that quite unnoticed barometric differences can bring about very

active currents of air. Such slight differences of pressure as these are quite sufiScient

to cause the continued flow of air toward that place in the whirl where condensation

takes place, and to explain its continuance and the direction of its progressive move-

ment, as I have already indicated on pages 292 and 344, vol. ix [see page 13, $ B, and
page 39, $ D, of the preceding translations of Hann's articles].—J. Hann.

10 Then, however, no condensation could occur ; therefore, also, no evolution of heat

and no exi^ansion ; and all further consequences likewise fall to the ground.—J. Hann.
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of atmosphere by the condeusatiou of one millimeter of rain; and, under

the further assumption that this excess of air can be immediately

removed, and is not replaced at the earth's surface by cooler air flowing

in from the side, I arrive at the theoretically not uninteresting result,

that a barometer under such a column of air must fall to the extent of

three-fifths of the dei^th of rain fall. In all this, however, I was per-

fectly aware, and have even so stated, that the assumed conditions do

not occur in nature. Therefore have I, also, at no time, neither in the

text of my book on " Wirbelstlirme" nor elsewhere, referred to this

result of computation, and readily acknowledge with Hann, who assails

it, that it has no practical importance. Still I believe as before, " not-

withstanding perhaps this computation throws some light upon the low

barometer that is so often observed in connection with the revolving

storms that are accompanied by heavy rain."

In fact, the assumptions in question are approximately fulfilled in the

case of the precipitations accompanying revolving storms; at least, far

more nearly than in local thunderstorms, or in quiet, uniform, general

rains. Since the air rises very rapidly in the interior of a whirlwind,

therefore it and the aqueous vapors or cloud-fog that are carried up with

it cannot lose much heat, either by conduction or by radiation ; at the

same time, however, the inflow of the lower mass of air from either side

is hindered by the centrifugal force and the outflow of the upper layer

is facilitated. But this theoretical result is not applicable without

further considerations, even to the revolving storms ; for, even if in these

we have accounted for the heat which is consumed in the expansion

corresponding to the latent heat liberated by the vapor, still there

remains unnoticed that quantity of heat which is equivalent to the

living force of the whirling mass of air and to the work of expansion

performed in consequence of the ascension. For this reason, in my
theory of whirlwinds, besides the very complete collection of observa-

tions, I refer only to the law of tension of saturated air and to the com-

putations in reference to the unstable equilibrium in the atmosphere.

G.

ON THE EELATION BETWEEN THE DIFFERENCE OF PKESS-
URE AND THE VELOCITY OF THE WIND ACCORDING TO
THE THEORIES OF FERREL AND COLDING.

By Dr. Julius Hann.

iTranslateil by Cleveland Abbe from the Zeitschrift of the Austrian Meteorological Association, 1875,

vol. X, pp. 8l-10f).J

The historical developments of scientific theories, like those of political

questions, have their reactionary periods, which, in both ca.ses, are gen-

erally called forth by an excessive one-sided [mrsuit of some principle
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which iu itself may be correct. One of the best examples of this is

found in the history of the geological views current in Germany in the

course of the nineteenth century ; but I believe that also the develop-

ment of the theory of storms can be considered as a similar example. I

will not here give a history of storm theories, but only briefly sketch, so

far as it seems important for my purpose, the two opposed views;

the older, which is still found almost exclusively in our German text-

books of meteorology, and the newer, which, proceeding iu the begin-

ning from America, and recently from the most northern states of

Europe, has also already found influential supporters in Southern

Europe.

The older theory considers the storm-whirl, if I may so express it, as

purely mechanical, arising from the meeting of different currents of air.

The centrifugal force arising in consequence of the rotatory movement
of the air was held to be the cause of the low barometric pressure iu the

center of the whirls. We have lately heard this theory more fully

expounded by Dr. Wittwer iu this journal [vol. x, pp. 1-^]. The new
theory, which I would designate as the physical theory, finds in the

formation of some local diminution of pressure the first cause of an
inflow of air from all sides and the attendant formation of a whirl in

consequence of the influence of the earth's daily rotation. The baro-

metric depression itself is viewed as a consequence of the condensation of

the aqueous vapor over an extensive portion of the earth's surface [see

this journal, vol. vi, pp. 209, 240, and vol. viii, pp. 109, 177].

As we perceive, the diflerence between these views consists, besides

the diverse explanation of the origin of the whirl, also in this, that the

older theory explains the differences of pressure as due to the wind

;

the new theory, on the other hand, deduces the direction and strength

of the wind as phenomena resulting from the previously existing differ-

ences of pressure.

Both theories cannot stand together. It is, however, not therefore

necessary that the one should be absolutely false and the other thor-

oughly correct. There may be in each correct and incorrect views min-

gled together. Wherefore we will examine them in reference to this.

No one can deny that whirls can arise by the conjunction of currents at

an angle with each other. But how in this manner the invariable rota-

tion from right to left in the northern and inversely in the southern

hemisphere should arise, it would be difficult, indeed impossible, to

explain. Still more difficult is it to explain, according to this theory,

the fact that the whirl, once formed, pursues a path of hundreds of

miles through the atmosphere, iu the course of which it continually

draws new masses of air into motion, overcomes a great amount of fric-

tional resistance along its entire path, and exerts powerful mechanical

effects. This would be physically impossible, and surpasses even the
" perpetual motion " without a coustant accession of force. It must, on
the other hand, appear to every one as a pure play of the imagination to
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assume a peqietually renewed conjunction of winds in the necessary

direction continuously along the whole length of the storm-jiath through

the most diverse systems of currents.

The new theory of the origin of the rotatory movement through the

deviating influence of the earth's rotation upon the air currents flowing

toward the area of least pressure fully explains the invariable direction

of rotation from right to left in the northern and from left to right in

the southern hemisphere. It also satisfies us esi)ecially in that it points

to the source whence the whirl when once formed steadily derives new
force. To this end it utilizes the fact that every great whirlwind is ac-

companied by an abundant condensation of aqueous vapor. The latent

heat liberated by this condensation causes a more rapid ascent of air

over the whirlwind and thus induces beneath it an inflow of the air from

all sides. AVe now see that the whirl can progress, indeed, that it must
progress if it is to have duration. The force that it needs to overcome

the frictional resistance, to draw in hitherto quiescent masses of air, to

bring about its powerful mechanical effects,—this force is already stored

up above in the atmosphere in the neighborhood of the path along which

it will pass. It remains latent until the approaching storm liberates it.

The whirlwind must quickly come to a stand when it does not find suf-

ficient aqueous vapor in the atmosphere and at the same time has great

frictional resistances to overcome.

Since in this way this newer theory affords us a sufficient physical

reason for some of the most important phenomena observed in connec-

tion with storms, I have allowed myself to briefly call it the " physical

theory."

We must, however, consider the explanation of the barometric minima

as due simjily to the condensation of aqueous vapor as not to an equal

extent satisfactory. I have already in this journal sufficiently fully

expressed my views as to the reasons that necessitate the rejection of the

view that by means of the condensation of aqueous vapor any consider-

able diminution of pressure at the earth's surface can be produced.

[See vols, viii, p. 102, ix, p. 2S9, and x, p. 11.] A principle correct in

itself has been pushed to extreme conclusions, to which the theory gives

no foundation and facts afford no agreement. Whoever desires to see

this one-sided application pushed to its extreme, may read the work of

Hopkins "On the Atmospheric Changes," and Laughton's "Physical

Geography." With many meteorologists at i)resent the aqueous vapor

is the great resort in every time of need, as was electricity, under the

influence of Volta's ideas.

When one thinks himself obliged to reject a theory that appears to

explain satisfactorily one group of phenomena, he also to a certain ex-

tent assumes the duty of offering a better one. I have, however, just

as I was forced to think of attempting this duty, had the happiness

to find that this is no longer necessary; that in fact other and better

men have already done this.
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I have already remarked (vol. x, p. 12) that I believe that the greatest

part of the barometric depression in storms must be explained in some

mechanical way. This is a return to the older theory, and one could in

this respect consider me as reactionary.

It is remarkable that the newer theory of storms no longer utilizes

the centrifugal force, and that it entirely overlooks a further influence

similar to centrifugal force, although it i)erfectly recognizes its necessity

in deriving the direction of the wind. The older theory utilized the

centrifugal force to explain the diminution of pressure in the center of

the whirl ; but as yet I have nowhere found, at least in German writings,

that any one has shown us, not even approximately, how great the baro-

metric difl'erences resulting from the centrifugal force of the rotating

masses of air can be, or whether it suffices to explain the greater part

of such depressions as occur in cyclones.

It is here the place to promptly say that one should never attempt to

explain all barometric differences as consequence of the movement of the

air. This extreme is to be avoided precisely as is the other. Our view is

only that the larger part of the observed great differences of atmos-

pheric pressure in a whirlwind, or even in a directly progressing current

of air so far as any exist, is a consequence of the movement of the air.

This latter movement is, however, itself the result of an original slight

but more general variation of pressure.

We have quite recently heard Reye defend the view that a con-

densation of aqueous vapor over an extended portion of the earth's

surface must cause a fall in the i^ressure of the air in consequence of

the increase of temperature that takes place at the place of condensa-

tion. From a theoretical point of view, but little objection can be

brought against this view. But it is impossible even to estimate, how
great the consequent actual fall in pressure may be even under any given

circumstances; and since we know from observation that where the most

rain falls the irregular variations in the barometer are not great enough

to disturb the regular diurnal period, whose amplitude in favorable cases

amounts to 3 millimeters, therefore we may conclude that the influence

under discussion must have a less eflect than this. On the other hand,

from known principles of mechanics, w-e must necessarily conclude that

the movement of the air once set up must of itself bring about differ-

ences of pressure that are ten or fifteen times greater. We can there-

fore scarcely be in doubt as to how we are to explain the great variations

of pressure observed in the extra-tropical regions.

At the same time that I was writing out for this journal my thoughts

adverse to pushing Espy's theory too far. Professor William Ferrel, of

Washington, published a memoir (American Journal of Science, vol.

viii, Nov., 1874) in which he endeavored to express mathematically the

variations of pressure occurring in storms as a consequence of the centri-

fugal force and of the earth's rotation. In this memoir, however, he

merely especially elaborates and accommodates to the present state of
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our knowledge of storms an idea that he had already, in 1861, published

in more general form in Sillimau's American Journal of Science.*

In reference to the currents and pressures of the air in cyclones in low

latitudes, we possess an excellent mathematical investigation by the

genial Danish engineer Colding, well known as one of the founders of

the mechanical theory of heat. Since, however, his work appeared in

the Banish language, in the Proceedings of the Academy of Copenhagen,

certainly but few meteorologists outside of Scandinavia will have become
acquainted with it, and we will, therefore, pretty fully reproduce it in a

later number of this journal. [See Paper I, which translation was made
in 1873 directly from the original, with but few corrections, suggested by
a subsequent comparison with Hann's German version.—C. A.] Colding

considers the tropical cyclones as true whirls, in which the air rotates

about a vertical axis, and the differences of pressure from the center to the

edge of the whirl computed by him under this assumption agree perfectly

with the observed values.

Of course we cannot assume that there exists in our whirlwinds any
rotation of the mass of air in the sense that it several times or even once

revolves about the center: the air moves apparently in spiral paths to-

ward the center. This, however, is no reason why, even in the smallest

portions of the curved path, the centrifugal force should not have its influ-

ence according to the prevailing radius vector and velocity- [Buchan is

therefore in error in denying the influence ofcentrifugal force. HandBooTc

of Meteorology^ 2d edition, p. 281.] The analogous influence of the earth's

rotation is to be added thereto, and the consequence of both these in-

fluences is that the atmospheric pressure at the earth's surface dimin-

ishes toward the center of the storm-area. Especially does the influence

of the earth's rotation explain simply and naturally the frequently im-

mense extension of the area of much diminished pressure in the higher

latitudes, while it is impossible to explain barometric minima of such

extent by means of an ascending current of air or by precipitation.t

In order to make somewhat clearer the influence of the rotation of the

earth upon the origin of barometric differences in a mass of air in mo-
tion, I will assume a definite case, and for simplicity assume a storm-

wind advancing in a straight liU'C.

Let us assume a southwest storm, extending from Northern Scotland

to the foot of the Alps, or over about ten degrees of latitude, as often

occurs. The velocity of the wind at a short distance above the earth's

surface will, at 30 meters per second, not be assumed unusually great.

* [Note by the Teaxslator.—See some account of Ferrel's works iu the note on
page 72.]

t In reference to this see R. H. Scott's memoir " On Recent Progress in Weather Knowl-
edge." The magnitude of the depressions affords an argument against their being

simply due to the condensation of vapor, for on November 22, 1869, barometrical read-

ings were reduced to the extent of nearly an inch from what they had been on the 2l8t,

over an area of about 200,000 square miles. On January 20, 1873, the deficit of atmos-

pherical pressure amounted to about ^j- of its total amount over the United Kingdom.
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The earth's rotation will exert its influence upon this current of air; and

under the simultaneous influence of gravitation and the deviation to the

right in consequence of the rotation, the level surfaces, or surfaces of

equal pressure, can no longer remain parallel to the earth's surface, but

must ascend toward the southeast.

If we designate by
n the angular velocity per second of the rotation of the earth,

2r
~ 8G16.4 '

<P, the geographical latitude; then will

n sin <p = the deviation to the right, or the apparent turning which a

moving particle experiences, as is shown in elementary

physics

;

V n sin ^ will therefore be the linear deviation where

V is the path described in the unit of time, and consequently

2vnsm</' is the corresponding acceleration [Beschleimiguiig].

If we designate by

h the ascent of the level surfaces for a breadth h of the current

of air, and by

g the acceleration [Beschleunigung] due to gravitation, the fol-

lowing equation must then obtain :

g •

Y
= 2vnsiu <p

,

or
, 2hvn&ma>
h = '

g

From this equation (which has already been previously applied to the

computation of the elevation of the water on the right bank of our rivers

in conwsequence of the earth's rotation, and which must also hold good

for currents of air) can be computed the ascent from northwest to south-

east of the level surfaces in our current of air. If we take for <f its mean

value 530, and for b 1113 kilometers, we find.

h = 39G.5 meters.

Therefore the surfaces of equal pressure are elevated by 396 meters

from northwest to southeast, which corresponds to a difference of press-

ure of 37.7 millimeters of mercury. In our present case, therefore,

simply in consequence of the influence of the earth's rotation upon the

southwest wind, the pressure must diminish by 38 millimeters from the

northern slope of the Alps to the northern portion of Scotland. I

see no way by which we can evade this conclusion. Owing to the rota-

tion of the earth, a current of air must always, in the northern hemisphere, he

accompanied by a diminution ofpressure on its left side. But this diminu-

tion of pressure corresponds to a condition of equilibrium so long as the

movement of the air, or the quantity v, remains the same. There are,

therefore, barometric depressions (and so-called barometric gradients),

and very large ones too, that are the consequences of air currents whicli
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were themselves first produced by the depression. The diminution of

pressure at the earth's surface is increased when the air moves not in

rectilinear but in curvilinear paths, since then the ordinary centrifugal

force also comes into play. It is now customary, as is well known, to desig-

nate by the term " barometric gradient," or " the gradient," the differ-

ence of i^ressure for a given amount of distance, and in issuing " storm

warnings" one deduces the strength of the future wind from the magni-

tude of the gradient. We have just shown that the greatest part of an

observed gradient is not the cause but the result of the violence of the

wind. For practical storm predictions, however, this is, of course, im-

material. In general, the so-called " Buys Ballot's law " is only the

shortest expression for the facts graphically presented upon the synop-

tic charts, and it is therefore not aflected by the vagaries of the tljieories

of the origin of areas of low pressure.

We believe we have now reached a point of view from which the labors

of Ferrel and Coldiug gain an increased interest; from which also, at

the same time, the limits of their applicability may be perceived, and we
can therefore proceed to their memoirs.

The title of Ferrel's memoir reads: "Eelation between the Barometric

Gradient and the Velocity of the Wind" (Amer. Jour. Sci., vol. viii, 1874).

The following is not a translation, but a sort of working over of Fer-

rel's text. Especially have we deduced equation (I) in a more elementary

way, and also given it a somewhat different form.

When water has a motion of rotation in a stationary basin, the centri-

fugal force produced by the rotation causes the water to retreat from

the center, and to acquire a funnel-shaped surface ascending toward the

edge of the vessel. In consequence of this, the pressure on the bottom

of the basin increases from the center toward the circumference. If

r is the distance from the center of the basin,

M the angular velocity of the rotation,

then will

/• \C^ express the magnitude of the centrifugal force.

But in case the basin itself has also a rotatory motion in the same direc-

tion, whose angular velocity we designate by w,then will the expression

for the magnitude of the centrifugal force be

r (w + uY = r {lo'^ -j- 2 w « 4- n'-) = r lu^ -\- '2 w v -\- u i\

because r u is the linear velocity of the movement of the water relative

to the basin. Now the increase of pressure or the gradient in the direc-

tion from the center toward the circumference depends on this quantity

[r u]. If, however, we refer the gradient to the surface of the water

when at rest with respect to the basin, which latter, however, itself has

an angular velocity w, then in the above expression we must omit the

term r io\ which depends simply upon w, and the expression for the

centrifugal force becomes

2 w V -^ n V — {2 w -{- u) V.
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lu the case of a cyclone ou the earth's surface of comparatively slight

extension, and for which therefore the curvature of the earth's surface

can be neglected, we have a phenomenon quite similar to the preceding.

In addition to the rotatory movement of a cyclone relative to the earth's

surface there is also to be considered the proper motion of the latter,

one component of which corresponds to the turning of a disk about a

center. In the elementary text-books of physics, in connection with the

explanation of Foucault's pendulum experiments, it is demonstrated

that the magnitude of this horizontal component of the daily rotation is

expressed by n sin <p for the latitude ^, where n is the angular velocity

of the earth's rotation. We have therefore in the above expression to

substitute n sin ^ for w in order to find the magnitude of the centrifugal

force effective in a cyclone. The term n^ sin^ ^ must be omitted as

before, because we refer the difference of pressure or the barometric

gradient to the elliptical surface of the earth and uot to the surface that

would be if there were no rotation about an axis.

Let

h — b' be the difference of pressure, expressed by the height of a

column of mercury, for a unit of distance in the horizontal direc-

tion along the normal to an isobar upon the earth's surface or a

surface parallel thereto, and let

<T be the specific gravity of mercury,

then will the pressure of the unit volume of air in the direction of the

normal and toward the side of lower pressure be equal to (b — h') a.

The pressure in the opposite direction of the unit of volume resulting

from the centrifugal force of the rotating air is, according to an element-

ary proposition in mechanics, expressed by

= -r io^

.

org
where

S is the specific gravity of the unit volume of air,

g the acceleration of gravity,

V the linear velocity of the air in its path,

CO the angular velocity of the air in its path,

r the radius vector of the air in its path.

In our case,

r w^ is (2 n sin 9? + ii) v.

If, therefore, the air neither approaches nor recedes from the axis of

rotation, the following equation must obtain

:

{h — I') (T = - (2 n sin y + u) v.

If further we designate by

Ji> the "gradient" or the barometric difference for a definite dis-

tance I (the Loudon Meteorological Office assumes I = 50 nautical

or geographical miles = 92.7G kilometers),

28 s
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then from this definition follows

and b}' substitution of this value we find

7 *

AB = - . - (2 « sin + u) v.
g a

Let

B be the barometric pressure at a given place,

T the temperature expressed on the absolute scale, that is to say,

T = 2730 + t,

then we have
. ^ 1 ^ ^ 10333

' V ILO' B T '

where 10,333 kilograms is the pressure of one atmosphere.

If we substitute this value of 8, and insert the numerical values of

fj = 9.80G meters (for ^ = 45°), <t = 1359G kilograms, E = 29.3, then we
find

I B
^^ =mA: ' T ^^ " sin ^ + u) V. (I)

In this formula, I is expressed in meters, B in millimeters, 2 wand «
in terms of the radius, v in meters per second of mean time; 2 71 is a

constant whose numerical value,

2n = TTT^ = 0.0001458,

we have not inserted in the formula merely for tyi)ograi)hic reasons and
convenience.

The equation (I) represents the gradient AB as a function of the

velocity of the wind in case that the air describes a purely central move-
ment, and has therefore no frictional resistance to overcome, as, also,

that no new masses of air are drawn into the movement.
We will now illustrate the use of this formula by two numerical exam-

ples, whereby, however, it must be remarked that it is only as a first

approximation that it can find an application to actual conditions. For
numerical computations, our formula first acquires a more convenient
form when we put B = IGO"^"^, and T = 273°, or t equal to 0^ Centigrade

or E6aumur, wbich is always allowable, since the inaccuracies that result

from these assumptions are smaller than those that attend the imperfect

theory itself. We will put the distance I equal to one German mile, or

7.42 kilometers. Finally, if we consider that w v = — , where r represents

the distance from the axis of rotation, then the formula becomes

AB = 71.875 ('0.0001458 sm<p.v+~\

If we desire to refer the gradient AB (which will be given in milli-

meters) to the English unit of 50 nautical miles [instead of one German
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mile], then must the value given by this formula be multiplied by 12.5

(or J^).

lu the night of January 26-27, 1874, we experienced in Vienna the
most violent storm (from the W:N^W.) since the establishment of the
new anemometer. The maximum velocity of the wind attained 31
meters per second (see this Journal, vol. ix, p. 62). The mean velocity

between 7 a. m. and 8 a. m. was 27.5 meters. The synoptic charts of

Captain Hoffmeyer show that on this morning an area of low pressure

(720 millimeters) existed in the neighborhood of St. Petersburg, and that

the gradient toward this point was, in the neighborhood of Vienna, 0.22

millimeter per German mile.

If we put (p = 48°, v = 27.5, and r = 1630 kilometers, or about the dis-

tance of Vienna from St. Petersburg, then we find from the preceding
formula

:

Ji> resulting from the earth's rotation = 0.214

JB resulting from the centrifugal force = 0.033

Therefore the whole /iB = 0.25

We see clearly from this that even the imperfect theory affords a very
approximate value for the barometric differences. It further follows that

the influence of centrifugal force may be neglected in the storms of our
latitude, which generally extend over a very great extent of surface, and
in which the greatest velocity of the wind does not commonly occur in

the neighborhood of the storm-center (or rather of the lowest barome-

tric pressure). For comparison, I will add that the greatest gradients

known to me directly from our telegraphic weather-reports are the fol-

lowing:

1869, November 14, 7 a. m.—Wiud WNW., force 10 at Vienna. Gra-
dients : from Vienna to Cracow, 0.22 ; Vienna to Ischl, 0.28 millimeter

per German mile.

1869, December 2, 7 a. m.—Bora of hurricane force in the Gulf of

Trieste and in the Adriatic : The gradient from Klagenfurt to Pola was
0.31 millimeter.

We will now consider a tropical whirlwind, and choose that which
devastated the island of St. Thomas on the 21st August, 1871. The
observations show that at distances of about 57 and 111 English miles

from the central point of the whirlwind the pressures were respectively

10 and 17 millimeters higher than in the central calm space, whose radius

was 3.6 English miles. This gives gradients of 0.86 millimeter and 0.60

millimeter for one German mile. If we substitute in the formula the

numerical values y = 28°, v = 30, r = 57 English miles = 91.7 kilome-

ters, we find

AB as the effect of the earth's rotation = 0.10

AB as the effect of the centrifugal force = 0.71

AB the total of both influences = 0.81

Therefore, a wind-velocity of only 30 meters suffices to explain the
observed extraordinary difference of pressure, AB = 0.73, in a distance
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of 57 miles. We further learn from this example that iu whirlwinds of

smaller dimeusio/.s the influence of the centrifugal force many times

exceeds that of the earth's rotation, so that iu these cases the latter, iu

low latitudes, may be neglected without great error.

Consequently, in our storms [latitude 50°] the barometric depressions

are principally a consequence of the influence of the earth's rotation upon

the moving masses of airj in the tropical cyclones, on the other hand,

the depressions are a consequence of the centrifugal force.

Professor Loomis has endeavored to x>rove that the centrifugal force

can produce no sensible barometric depression. (See his memoir " On
Certain Storms, t&c," page 24, Smithsonian Contributions.) He computes

for the storm of the 25th December, 1839, in Central Europe, that at a

distance of 400 miles the centrifugal force was, in round numbers, only

ecHjo V^^^ ^^ gravity, and concludes thence, further, that therefore the

pressure could, on that account, only sink about the -^Iq = g.^^o ^^ ^^

inch. That this conclusion is wholly erroneous need scarcely be re-

marked, had not the result been quoted in an excellent English hand-

book of meteorology.

In nature, the conditions are not so simple as we have hitherto intro-

duced in our computations. The air does not move in a circular orbit

about the storm-center, but flows toward it in spiral paths. Ferrel

seeks to introduce this spiral movement, and also the frictional resist-

ance, into his computation. We give in the following his presentation

of the subject, but can, for several reasons, not consider it as correct.

When the air flows in toward the center of the cyclone (or in the upper

strata flows away from it), we must in equation (I) introduce in the

right-hand member another term, F, which shall represent the resistance

to the movement. Similarly the entire centrifugal force of the curvilin-

ear movement is not now active, but a less force, whose amount we
find by dividing the actual velocity, ru, into two components, one in

the direction of the tangent and the other perpendicular thereto.

If we indicate by i the angle between the actual direction of motion

and the tangent, then will the first of these components be represented

by r u cos i, or v cos f, and the centrifugal force depends only upon this.

We have therefore, now, as a new equation for spiral movements, the

following, iu which the value of F remains still to be determined

:

(I') ^B = r^ijn-i • y.-
\
[2n sin <p + u) v cos i+ F > •

According to the iirinciple of the conservation of areas in the case of

purely central forces, the following equations must obtain in all parts of

a cyclone:

r^ (?^ sin <p -f «) = Constant;
and therefore

— r chi = 2 {n sin ^ -\- u) dr.

The second member of this last equation is the expression of the force

which would strive to preserve a rotatory motion about the center. In
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case of the absence of every friction al resistance, this entire force will be

applied to the acceleration or retardation of the rotatory movement of

the particles of air according as these are respectively approaching to

or receding from the center. When, however, any friction exists, this

force will be almost exclusively used to overcome this frictional resist-

ance. If, now, we designate this frictional resistance by F'^ which acts

in the direction perpendicular to the radius along the portions cos

»

of the path, as we have previously designated by F the resistance

acting in the direction of the radius along the portion — , then the

following relations hold good :

F' is very nearly = 2{n sin c + u]

![ _ \iuj
.

F' ~ V cos i
'

2 11 sin <p + 2 uF =
V cos I m

This latter expression is always positive, and attains its greatest value

in the neighborhood of the earth's surface, where the frictional resist-

ance is the greatest. With increasing altitude, where only swiftly mov-
ing air rubs against more slowly moving air, the friction rapidly dimin-

ishes, w^hile the angle i also approximates to its limiting value of zero.

If, now, we substitute this value of F in the equation (F), after we
have previously multiplied numerator and denominator by v cos i, we can,

with slight error, eliminate the common factor v cos i (2 w sin ^ -f- w),

wherebj' the equation acquires the following form :

{ (-
-Ji' = .TU^^-T • rrr (2 H siu <f -f 2l) V COS * < 1 -I- -^—

Cut since, according to the definition of i, the ratio ~: ycos* = tangi,
at

therefore the definitive expression for the gradient in the case of a
spiral movement of the air is as follows :

(11) Ap-J_ •? (2»sin^ + «)i)
"~

287.4: T
'

cos i

in which
V cos i

u =
r

In reference to this equation (II), we must make the following remarks:
First, that part of the gradient that results from the term 2 wiJsin 99 is

really entirely independent of the angle i or of the direction of the currents
of moving air, but the formula allows it to increase with increasing values
of i, which must be incorrect. Secondly, the second term which repre-
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sents the influence of the centrifugal force appears to be iuclependent
jf B v^

of i, since the development shows it to be equal to . _ . —(or, as
' 287 T r

given in the second page of the original, = j^ .
.^

, which is

the same, excepting, of course, the constant), but in our storms [latitude

50OJ almost the only term of influence is the first j therefore from Ferrel's

formula we should find too large a value for the gradients.

In the latest number of Symon's Meteorological Magazine (March,

1875), Strachan has applied Ferrel's formula (II) to Toynbee's charts of

the 5th February, 1870. These latter give the gradients AB as = 0.114

English inch for each 100 miles; v was estimated as equal to 56 miles

per hour, and since <p = 45°, r = 350 miles, i = 45°, therefore the formula

gives AB = 0.320 which is nearly thrice too large. But if we compute

according to our formula (T), and neglect the centrifugal force, as is

allowable in this case, we find AB = 0.156 inch. Had we used the formula

(F), and neglected F, it would have given AB = 0.100 inch. Therefore,

in both cases, we obtain much more correct values than according to

Ferrel's formula (II).

We give now in abstract Ferrel's discussion of formula (II). We have

designated by u the angular velocity of the rotating mass of air. Be-

sides this rotation, however, in general there Is also a movement either

toward or from the center of the cylone j the former occurs in the lower

portion, the latter in the upper portions of the cyclone. The value of i,

therefore, has opposite signs above and below, and somewhere in the

middle i must entirely disappear, the movement being assumed purely

circular.

The value of * depends mostly upon the friction, but to a certain

extent also upon the inertia of the mass of air in those cases in which

the movement is increasing or diminishing, as in the beginning and end-

ing of the cyclone. It is therefore also greatest over the land and near

the earth's surface, and comparatively slight at sea, and especially so

in the upper strata of the atmosphere. It further depends on the geo-

graphical latitude, and at the equator we have i = 90°, for there can be

there no rotation, but the movements are directly toward or from the

center of a region of expansion or condensation.

The greater the value of F' for the same value of v, so much the

greater will be dr, and therefore also *. When for different velocities

the friction increases in proportion to the velocity, then must dr increase

in the same proportion (since F' = 2 {n sin <p + u) dr) and i remains con-

stant for all velocities as long as « can be neglected in comparison with

n sin 0, that is to say, for large distances from the center. But nearer

to the center of a cyclone, where u is very large in comparison with

n sin ^, dr is very small, and, under the same circumstances, therefore

also the value of i. For all ordinary winds, the value of i is probably

nearly constant for all velocities, and therefore observations for a given
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sort of surface (land, sea, &c.) suffice to determine a value of i, which

can tlien be applied to all cases of cyclones of every degree of severity

above a surface of the same kind.

These conclusions agree very well with the results of the investigation

•of Clement Ley into the inclination of the wind to the isobars (see this

journal, vol. ix, p. 95). The observations at the English stations gave

a larger value of i in the interior of the country than on the sea-coast

and in the upper regions of the atmosphere. Ley further found that

the inclination was the greatest for the ESB. winds, and least for the

WNW. winds, while the mean direction of progress of the cyclones was
from SW. to !NE. The inclination, therefore, appears greatest in the

front portion of the cyclone, where masses of air previously at rest must

be first set in motion, and perhaps this is a general law.* It also agrees

with the theory that in the interior of a continent the strong winds

should have a less inclination to the isobars than the weak ones, and

that the inclination is much more constant for strong than for weak

winds, for the strongest winds are to be found in the neighborhood of

the center of a cyclone where — is large in comparison with v n sin <p.

r

Professor Loomis found the value of i in the United States under north

latitude about 45° much greater than Ley found it for Great Britain

under north latitude about 50°. This agrees in general with theory.

The somewhat too rapid increase of i is, according to Ferrel, to be

ascribed to the greater resistance due to friction in a less cultivated,

wooded country.

The trade wind at a mean latitude of 20° gives an inclination i = 20'^,

which is very much greater than Ley found at coast stations in England.

In tbe case of violent tornadoes and waterspouts, where the rotation

takes i)lace very near to the center and with the greatest violence, ti is

more important than n sin f, and this term can be entirely neglected,

especially in low latitudes. On the other hand, in extensive cyclones and

at a considerable distance from the center, n sin ^ is more important than

«, and the value of AB depends principally upon the effect of the earth's

rotation, and only in slight degree upon the centrifugal force that is

called out by the rotation with reference to the earth's surface of the

mass of air about the center.

In the center of a cyclone, the pressure of the air must be a minimum

:

therefore JB = 0; whence al«o v = 0; and a calm must prevail at the

center.

In large cyclones, up to considerable distances from the center, AB
attains no great value, and therefore the calm region must have a con-

siderable diameter. In many cyclones, the area of perfect calm attains

a diameter of 30 miles.

In the outer portion of a cyclone, the rotation must necessarily be in

* But Loomis found tho greater inclination in the rear in the American storms (see

this journal, vol. ix, p. 249).
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the opposite direction, aud tbo component v cos i of the rotatory move-

ment must be negative, and therefore /I i^ will be also negative. At a

certain distance from the center of a perfect cyclone, between the center

and tbe extreme limit, the pressure will be a maximum, and A B = 0. At
this distance, ^ = 0, or calms must also prevail. Therefore an area of

high pressure must, in general, be attended by calms. An easy compu-

tation shows that for the same gradients the wind-velocity must sensibly

diminish toward the center. Unfortunately, the observations at hand do

not suffice to test the relation between observed gradients and velocities.

The empirical law of Buys Ballot is, says Ferrel, included in the pre-

ceding expression for AB. This expression is, however, correct for all

latitudes and inclinations of the wind to the center, where Buys Ballot's

law no longer applies. With reference to the force or velocity of the

wind, we perceive by a simple inspection of the formula that the velocity

in all parts of a cyclone, for the same constant geographical latitude, is

not alone proportional to AB, and, further, that in different latitudes

the value of v for the same gradient is nearly inversely proportional to

the sine of the latitude, especially at a considerable distance from the

center. Hence, also, for the same gradients the velocity of the wind is

much greater in the tropics than in higher latitudes. We may add

that Toynbee (see this journal, vol. ix, p. 79, and vol. x, p. G3) had

also previously called attention to this fact, aud Blanford had drawn

the same conclusion from the isobars for India. The form in which

we have presented Ferrel's equation further shows that for equal wind-

velocities the gradient diminishes also with the temperature, but to a

very slight degree. The same result is furthermore brought about to

a very considerable extent in the higher regions of the atmosphere by the

diminishing atmospheric pressure, indeed, the barometric variations

actually do diminish with the altitude, while the wind-velocities do not.

All irregular barometric variations depend almost entirely upon

cyclonic action and are in general caused by the passage of a cyclone

near the place of observation ; hence, at the equator, where no cyclone

can be formed, the irregular barometric variations are scarcely sensi-

ble. Ou this point, Ferrel quotes the same evidence from Sykes and

Humboldt, as given in Herschel's Meteorology, that we have ourselves

reprinted on page 12, volume x, of this journal. At the equator, no

cyclone can arise; and therefore in storms the movement of the air at

the earth's surface is directly toward the center of the area of dimiu-

ished density of the atmosphere, aud the inertia of the air, as well as the

friction, both overcome by the force that results from an almost imper-

ceptible gradient. Hence, Ferrel also considers that his neglect of the

inertia in the deduction of his formula for the gradient can in any case

only give rise to a very slight error. In a cyclone, tbe force that results

from the gradient is almost entirely held in equilibrium by the centrifugal

force that arises in consequence of the rotatory motion and the earth's

diurnal rotation, and so great is the mobility of the air and so slight the
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iuliaence of friction tbat only a very small part of that force (due to

the gradient) is applied to the preservation of the movement of the air

between the inner and outer portions of the cyclone.

If the friction is proportional to the first power of the velocily, then

it results from the equation for F\ that the rotatory movement of the

cyclone, and consequently the value of v, is proportional to the sine of

the latitude, whence the entire difference in pressure between the inner

and any definite exterior portions of the cyclones, or lAB, must be pro-

portional to the square of sin (p. Therefore, the mean monthly range of

the barometer must increase with the latitude, and nearly in the ratio

of sin^ (f. This also corresponds very well with observation. If we put
the mean monthly range at the poles at 1.0'°''^ = 41™°>, we obtain the fol-

lowing comparison of the observed values (according to Loomis's Mete-

orology) and the computed values :

^ = 0° 30O 450 650 780

Computed range 0™"^ 10""" 20°^™ 33"'°^ 35"™

Observed range 3 10 25 34 31

A more complete agreement is not to be expected, since other matters

come into consideration besides the influence of latitude. The violence

of the rotation in a cyclone, and consequently also the extent of the

central barometric depression, depends to a very large extent upon the

amount of aqueous vapor that is conveyed into the cyclone, and this

diminishes from the equator toward the poles. On the other hand, the

great cyclones that advance from the lower to the higher latitudes

increase steadily in diameter, and hence the amount of depression at

the center and the amount of the barometric oscillation at any one place

are always greater as we approach the Poles. These two effects mutually

enfeeble each other to a certain extent. In the slight variation of 3

millimeters at the equator is included the diurnal period, which has

exactly this amount. In fact, after eliminating this diurnal period, the

irregular variation becomes equal to zero, corresponding to the theory.

We have here a complete explanation, which has hitherto been wanting,

of the [irregular] barometric variations, and their dependence upon geo-

graphical latitude.

These are the most important consequences in reference to cyclones

that Ferrel (Amer. Jour. Sci., Nov., 1874), in his above mentioned
memoir, deduces from his formula for the gradient. He, however, further

applies the same equation to explain also the general distribution of

atmospheric pressure under different latitudes on the earth's surface.

Wherever in the atmosphere, from any cause whatever, a rotatory motion
iis set up over a large portion of the earth's surface, this motion furnishes

a value of w and of v in the expression previously given for AB. The
term that depends upon u is, in such a case, very small in comparison
with that which depends upon 2 n sin ^, and can be neglected. Equally

can i be put =0, and therefore, also, v be put = r u. A positive v cor-
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responds to a rotation from right to left in the northern hemisphere,

but the contrary in the southern hemisphere. In our hemisphere, v,

and therefore AB, will be negative for a motion from left to right; that

is to say, a higher pressure prevails in the center. Ferrel now explains

by his formula the diminution of atmospheric pressure toward the

poles, in that he treats the prevailing easterly movement of the air out-

side of the tropics as "polar cyclones." In a similar manner originates

the low pressure at the equator and the high pressure in the neighbor-

hood of the tropics between the two great cyclonic movements of the

atmosphere.

We refer those of our readers who are further interested in this part

of Ferrel's deductions, besides the memoir just reviewed, especially to

the memoir in the number for January, 1861, of Sillimau's American

Journal, 2d series, vol. xxxi, entitled "The Motions of Fluids and Solids

Eelative to the Earth's Surface." We find therein a complete theory

of a new, somewhat complicated, system of atmospheric circulation.*

From this latter, earlier memoir of Ferrel's, we will here quote some

additional paragraphs having reference to storms, because they present

his views in reference to the origin of storms, which are scarcely to be

inferred from the memoir just reviewed. In the third chapter, "The
Motions of the Atmosphere arising from Local Disturbances," are found

the following remarks

:

Excess of heat or increased amount of aqueous vapor is the first

cause of the ascent of air and the influx from all sides. The inflowing

air ascends, condenses its aqueous vapor, whereby its ascensional power

is further increased, and from this cause the disturbance can continue

for some time. For reasons previously given, this process can, in the

equatorial regions, give rise at the most to tornadoes only, and in fact

Eeid's charts show no cyclone traced back to 10° latitude, no typhoon

traced beyond 9°. The greater expansion of the air in consequence of

higher temperature and greater quantity of vapor must without doubt

exert an influence upon the barometric pressure. Notwithstanding this,

that theory is untenable which ascribes all barometric variations to the

condensation of cyclonic vapor, for according to it the variations of

atmospheric pressure would be greatest at the equator. The atmosphere

is exceedingly mobile. Every disturbance of equilibrium will be quickly

restored hy an inflow of air, provided no whirl arises. If, therefore, the

earth had no rotation about an axis, then would the non-periodical

* Our author lias apparently not had access to the more important and earlier memoir

of Ferrel "On the Motions of Fluids and Solids, &g.," in "Runkle's Mathematical

Monthly," volumes i, ii, and iii; Cambridge and New York; 1357 to 1859. These

volumes, although rare in Europe, are, however, still easily obtained by American

students from Sever & Francis, of Cambridge, Mass., and should be consulted. Copies

of a subsequent separate reprint of this fundamental memoir were published by Ferrel

in 1860. The memoirs referred to by Hann in Silliman's Journal are to be considered

as elementary expositions of the rigorous equations published in the Mathematical

Monthly.—Note added by the Translatok.
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barometric variations nowhere be greater than they at present are at

the equator.

When the disturbance of equilibrium is large, but only extends over

a small area, then is the centrifugal force greater than in the case of

extended cyclones. The rotations are then very rapid and close to the

center, as in tornadoes. These occur at times of great heat and calms,

Trhereby the equilibrium in vertical direction is disturbed. The lower

strata rise upward, a rapid inflow takes place from all sides; and when
the sum of all the initial moments of rotation is not equal to zero, which

will seldom be the case, then must the mass of air near the center exe-

cute rapid rotations, and a tornado is the result. We can well represent

this by the flow of water out of a basin through a hole in the bottom.

When, at the beginning of the motion, the fluid is in perfect rest, the

efiiux takes place without rotation; but when the slightest initial rota-

tion is present, then the outflow is accompanied by rapid rotations.

In tornadoes, which are always of small dimensions, the influence of

the earth's rotation upon the production of rotation is very slight in

comparison with the influence of the initial condition of the atmosphere.

Therefore the direction of the rotatory movement in a tornado is some-

times from right to left, sometimes the reverse. Therefore at the equa-

tor tornadoes can occur, but no great cyclones. In these latter, the initial

condition of the atmosphere is of little consequence in comparison to

the influence of the earth's rotation, and this latter is constant, while

the former is easily nullified by resistances. Therefore the great cyclones

have a long existence, while the tornadoes, depending principally on the

initial intensity of their rotation, are soon brought to rest by the resist-

ances.

In consequence of the great centrifugal force near the center of a tor-

nado, caused by the rapid rotation, almost a vacuum must exist there.

When, therefore, a tornado passes over a building, the exterior pressure

is suddenly removed, and the air within presses with nearly 10,333 kilo-

grams per square meter; hence is produced a destruction as if by an

explosion.

The progressive motion of cyclones can be explained by the inequality

of the centrifugal forces on the polar and equatorial sides of a cyclone.

The term of the gradient depending on 2 n sin ^ is greater on the

polar than on the equatorial side, while the other moments remain the

same. The cyclone, therefore, moves toward the direction of the greater

diminution of pressure or toward higher latitudes. It is therefore not

necessary to assume that a real transfer takes place from the equator to

the pole of the mass of air that forms the cyclone. The deviating force

and the motions are greater on the polar side of the cyclone, and on this

side new portions of the atmosphere are continually drawn into the

movement, since on this side n sin <p is increasing steadily, while on the

equatorial side the motion ceases by reason of the frictional resistance

and the inertia of the air. Thus the center of the cyclone is continually

being formed anew during the progress toward higher latitudes.
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At the same time, the cj'clones in the region of the trade winds follow

the general movement of the atmosphere in these latitudes from east to

west, and similarly in the extropical region they move from west to east.

From the resultants of the two constant forces, the polar tendency of the

cyclones and the influence of the prevailing movement of the atmos-

phere, there result the i)arabolic paths of the cyclones or their recurving

when they pass from the trade winds into the region of the west winds.

Thus far Fereel.
The influence that a prevailing general current of air exerts upon the

progress of a whirlwind that has entered into it evidently consists in

this, that the masses of air drawn into the whirlwind have to follow two
impulses : one, that which is due to the whirl; and the other, that which

is due to their original movements. Therefore, in the region of trade

winds and on the northwest side of a whirl, the motions are most accel-

erated, but on the opposite side are most retarded, and thereby the

wliirl must receive a tendency to progress toward the northwest. I

believe that in its principal feature this agrees also with Loioiel's

theory of the recurving of the paths of cyclones on their leaving the

trade-wind region (see this journal, vol. ix, j). 270). The expression,

" Stauung der Luft" sioioing aicay or damming np or hanking iip of the

atmosphere, seems to me also not well chosen. I say also, for one of

the most competent authorities in the study of the theory of storms

writes me in reference to Lommel's views as follows: "I cannot under-

stand this theory. The northeast trade does not blow when the cyclone

wind prevails. Therefore they cannot bank each other up. It would,

however, be interesting to know whether the tropical cyclones have not

always a maximum of temperature or aqueous vapor on their right-

hand or northeast side. This is an anomaly in the distribution of these

elements in the tropical regions, but the cyclones, also, are infrequent

phenomena."

It would certainly be of the highest interest to know the distribution

of temperature in the trade-wind region during a cyclone, for this would

afford an important test of our storm theories. I believe, however, that

the author of the preceding quotation will find fewer difficulties in my
presentation of the influence of a general atmospheric current upon a

cyclone entering therein. I do not think that everything is explained

by this and by Ferrel's " polar tendency," but certainly both views

ought to be taken into consideration.

[Note by the Tra^^slatou.—Having, in 1865-'66, had occasion to personally explain

the views of ISIr. Ferrel to several astronomers and meteorologists in Enrope, and hav-

ing, in 1869-70, delivered popular expositions of the same subject in connection with
the publication of the Daily Weather Bulletin and Forecasts of the Cincinnati Obser-

vatory, the author was peculiarly gratified to be able to present these views to a still

larger circle by the publication, in May, 1871, of his notes on the use of the tri-daily

weather maps of the Signal Service, and would refer American students to the " Monthly
Weather Reviews " and other publications of that ofiace for innumerable illustrations of

the application of Ferrel's theory. See also the recent publications of Loorais and Fer-

rel.—C. A.]
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H.

EEPLY BY ME. FEREEL TO THE CEITICISMS OF ME. HA^^^^T.

[Zeit. Oest. Met. Gesell., x, p. 254, August, 1875.]

Ill the presentation of Ferrel's formula (vol. x, ITos. 6 and 7) we Lave

made certain objections to his method of introducing the friction therein,

to which Mr. Ferrel replies from Washington as follows, in a letter of

the 27th April

:

"The resistance of the earth's surface to the rotatory movement of

a cyclone can only be overcome by the force that according to the prin-

ciple of the conservation of areas results as soon as the air is constantly

drawn by a centripetal force toward a center. If at a distance of 400

miles from the center of a cyclone the air has no rotatory movement
relative to the earth's surface, nevertheless, it still has a rotatory move-

ment about the center of the cyclone in consequence of the earth's rota-

tion, the expression for which is r n sin (p ; or, at the parallel of 45°, a

linear velocity of about 74 miles per hour. Were there no friction, then

would the air when it arrives at a distance of 100 miles from the cen-

ter have a rotatory movement of 4 x 74 = 296 miles j and if we now
subtract the rotatory motion in this distance due to the earth's rotation,

that is to say, 15.8 miles, we obtain 277.5 miles for the velocity of rota-

tion relative to the earth's surface, and perpendicular to the radius.

The force which overcomes the inertia and produces this motion is ex-

pressed by
du du

r ^ = — cos I.

dt dt

Now, in the case of friction, we have, instead of a rotatory movement of

277.5, one, say, of 40 miles; so that in this case over ^ of this force is lost

in overcoming the friction, and this gives an approximate measure of

the amount of the frictional resistances.

"The inertia, like the friction, opposes the force due to the centripetal

movement ; therefore, its expression is

dt'

and we thus obtain the expression for F' as it is given at the bottom of

p. 99, vol. X.* It must certainly be considered, however, that this is only

an approximate presentation of the frictional resistance, including the in-

ertia of the fluid, in case there occur changes in its velocity; but this latter

is in general only a very small part of the total resistance to movement.

"As the two components of the friction in the direction of the tangent

and of the radius, we now have

F' : F =~ : V cos i,

dt

and this gives F, as at the bottom of p. 99, vol. x,* as an approximate

expression for the effect of friction in the direction of radius. In order

* See page 62.
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that these components may be overcome, there is necessitated an in-

crease in the gradient, and therefore, AB increases. Substituting the

expression for F, gives the definitive formula for JB as it is presented

on p. 100, vol. X, and which therefore must be nearly correct, since the

whole effect of the friction upon the ratio between gradient and velocity

is, in general, not very large, and therefore a part of it can have only a

very slight influence.

" In the case of spiral movement, AB diminishes in the ratio of unity to

cos i', but since the expression for F, as we have deduced it, increases

in the ratio of cos^ i to unity, therefore AB will, in consequence of the

friction, increase more than it diminishes, and therefore cos i appears

in the denominator of equation II.

" J^ will only be independent of * in case that we can show that the

true value of ^ is a function such that, being substituted in equation II,

it causes AB to increase precisely in the same ratio in which cos i

diminishes.

"The formulacauuot be rigidly tested by comparison with special cases.

For the determination of the gradient we can only use observations at

distant places, which do not allow the consideration of the influence of

numerous local disturbances of slight extent. However, I quote here

certain relations between the gradients and wind velocities from Pro-

fessor Loomis, in American Journal of Science, January, 1875. Each of

these numbers represents the mean of a considerable number of obser-

vations. The velocity of the wind is given in English miles per hour;

the gradient in English inches of the barometer per 100 miles of dis-

tance:

Wind-velocity observed .... 10 15 20 25 30 35

Gradient observed 086 .096 .105 .105 .124 .152

Gradient computed 013 .067 .092 .118 .146 .175

" The mean inclination of the wind-direction to the radius is assumed

at 45^, the mean distance from the center of the cyclone at 350 miles, and

the mean geographical latitude at 45°. We see that the observed

gradients, in a slightly regular manner, increase with the velocity of the

wind, because the influence of abnormal disturbances and of other

causes are not completely eliminated. We further see that for a velo-

city of 22 miles the theory agrees with observation. For lower velocities

the theoretical gradient is too small ; for larger velocities it is too large.

But in the computation we have assumed that i is constant for all velo-

cities. If we assume that for velocities between 10 and 35 miles the

value of i is respectively 60° and 35°, then the computed arid observed

values agree within the limit of the probable errors of the latter. This,

however, gives a mean value of i that is greater than 45^. The theory

cannot be rigidly tested until, by means of observations, the connection

between the wind-velocity and the angle * is established. If we put

cos i = 1, and thus make the gradient AB independent of the angle i,

then will all computed values of the gradients be too small."
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I.

SOME EEMAEKS CONCERNING THE NATURE OF CURRENTS
OF AIR.

By a. Coldixg.

[Translated by CleTeIan<l Abbo anJ H. L. Thomas, from the Oversigt over det K. Danske Viden-
skabernes Selskabs .... Aaret 1871, page 89, with occasional reference to Hann in Zoitschrift Oeat.

ilet. Ges., vol. x.]

These remarks are based mainly upon the results of certain investi-

gations into the movement of water in currents* which I had the honor

* [Note by the Teansiator, February, 1B78.—The article G of the present col-

lection gives some idea of the results of Ferrel's dynamical theory of the winds and
currents on a rotating globe, but as the writings of Colding, Peslin, and others have
considerable merit as being the best that can be done with the purely kinematic theory,

the translator takes pleasure in aleo presenting their memoirs to American students,

and as a corrective to these would refer to Mr. Ferrel's criticisms in " Nature " for 1871

aud 1872, as well as his memoirs of 185G, 1859, and 1877.

The general problem of movement on the earth's surface was treated of in an imper-

fect way by numerous authors from Hadley and Newton to Laplace and Poisson. The
latter in 1837, in his memoir on the movements of projectiles, among other things,

mentioned the deviation of the projectile to the right produced by the rotation of the

earth, but appears to have overlooked its importance as a dynamic law and to have

derived it from geometrical or kinetic principles.

In 1832, Professor Johnson published, in the American Journal of Science, a memoir

upon his rotascope. In 1851, Foucault presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris

his famous pendulum experiments, and subsequently his gyroscope. Both these autliors

explained the phenomena in question on purely kinetic principles, or on the presumed

law that a rotating body tends to preserve its axis of rotation. Hereupon followed a

long discussion in the Paris Academy (fully reported in the Comptes Rendus, tome

xxxii-li, 1851-1860), in which many eminent men took part. Poinsot and others would

explain the phenomena by the purely geometrical laws of the composition of rotations

;

but the dynamics of the problem were exposed by Birnet, C. R., 1851, xxxii, pp. 157 and

197; by Babinet, C. R., 1859, xlix, pp. 638, 686, and 769; Delaunay, C. R., 1859, xli, p.

688; and Poncelet, C. R., 1860, li, pp. 467 and 511.

Meanwhile the gyroscope also was exciting renewed attention in the United States,

and an original and satisfactory investigation of its phenomena (the first that I know
of based on correct general dynamical principles) was published by Ferrel in 1856 in

the "Nashville Journal of Medicine and Surgery," vol. xi (see also in "Gould's Astron.

Jour." and in "Runkle's Math. Monthly"). Of other investigations I note only one

(kinetic and not dynamic), by General J. G. Barnard, in Am. Jour. Sci. (several papers

from 1855 to 1859), see also his "Problems of Rotary Motion" in the Smithsonian Con-

tributions, xix, and his article "Gyroscope" (where fundamental principles are intro-

duced) in Johnson's Cyclopasdia, N. Y., 1877 ; also, Snell on the "Rotascope" in Ann.

Rep. Secretary of the Smithsonian Inst., 1855.

Mr. Ferrel's paper on the gyroscope was immediately preceded by his first essay

(1S56) on the winds and oceanic currents, an elementary paper published in the same

volume of the Nashville Journal. His more elaborate mathematical memoir was fin-

ished in 1853, and published during 1859 and 1860, as " The Motions of Fluids and Solids

Relative to the Earth's Surface," in the Mathematical Monthly; separate copies, with

a few additional words, were struck off in 1860. This memoir of 72 pages has been

further elaborated into " Meteorological Researches, Part I," publi.^hed by the United
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to lay before the society in the year 1869, and which may now be found

among the memoirs published by the Danish Society, 5th series, vol. 9,

part III. In that dissertation I showed that if a current of water moves

on a cylindrical surface perpendicular to its rectilinear elements, the

current of water having the depth n, and the surface of the current

moving with the velocity F, then the velocity of the current at the

depth X, beneath the free surface of the water, may be represented by

(1) v=Y(1-0.433(1)^)
when the resistance to the motion of the water is of the same magnitude

as that which would be offered by an underlying mass of water to the

current running above.

In the present case, we will assume the cylindrical surface in ques-

tion to be a vertical surface of revolution, A X Y B, Fig. 1, within which

the current of water moves in the

direction indicated by the arrows.

Let C Z be the axis of the cylin-

der, and a «i hi b be the free sur-

face of the current, which is at

the distance a Z = OiC = a from

the axis, and at the distance

A a =X ((1= JI from the exte-

lior surface A X Y B, upon which

the current rotates. If it is now
assumed that the free surface

a a I hi h rotates with the velocity

V about the axis CZ, then any
element of the current which is at the distance wZ = »?i C = r from

the axis, and at the distance m a = Wicti = x from the free surface of the

current, as I have previously shown, will move with the velocity v, as

determined by formula (1), when the rotating current is surrounded by
an exterior mass of water which resists the rotation. It can then be
further shown that within this rotating volume of water there is a funnel-

shaped surface a ai hi j9, bounded within by the inner cylindrical surface

a Oi hi h, and without by the outer cylindrical surface A X Y B, in which
the pressure at all points is equal ; but, beside this level surface, there

is an endless number of other level surfaces in the fluid, both above and
below the surface a ai hi /9. All these surfaces are, meantime, so situ-

States Coast Survey, 1877. For other papers on this subject by the same author see Am.
Jour. Sci., 18G1, 1874; Nature, 1871, iv, p. 22G ; 1872, v, p. 384; 1872, vi, p. 432. Of
additional recent literature relating to motions upon the earth we -will only mention
Hansen, Theorie der Tendelbewegung, 1856; E. Thomson, Rep. B. A. A. S., 1857; D.

Vaughan, Rep. B. A. A. S., 1859; Everett, L. D. E. Phil. Mag., 1871; also in his trans-

lation of Deschanel's Philosophy ; Colding, Danske Vid. Skab., 1863, 1871 ; Nature,

1871, V, pp. 71, 91, and 112; Schmidt, Vienna Mitt. Geog. Gesell., 1877; Finger, Vienna
Monatshefte, 1877 ; Guldberg and Mohu, Etudes sur les Mouvemens de TAtmosph^re,
Christiania, 1876; Zeit. Oest. Met. Gesell., 1876, 1877.
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ated that, by moving from the level surface a a^ hi /3 upward parallel with

the axis of rotation CZ, we intersect the entire series of level surfaces

which is formed in the rotating volume. For each of these level sur-

faces, the pressure upon a unit of surface is constant ; but when we go

from one level surface to the next, the pressure diminishes as we go

upward, while it increases as we go downward toward the ground

plane XY.
In order to prove the correctness of this statement, we will consider

an element of the rotating fluid, which is at the distance r from the

axis of rotation, and which moves with a velocity of v. If we consider

the direction C Z as positive, we shall, as is well known, have, since ^
indicates the pressure upon a unit of surface for the element in ques-

tion,

dp = p(' — (j dz + J^dr^

,

where p indicates the density of the fluid and g the force of gravity. For

each of the level surfaces of the fluid, the pressure p is constant, and
dj) = 0, therefore

fj dz =1 dr, or ^ = J_ (2)•^
r

'

dr (j.r ^
^

independently of the density p. From this equation, together with

equation (1), are deduced, directly, the above-stated propositions con-

cerning the level surfaces of the rotating volume of water. If the

expression for the current's velocity v, as given by equation (1), is sub-

stituted in equation (L*), and this equation is then integrated by making
r = a-\- X, and, for the sake of brevity,

X=[l-0.188(-^y]„atlog(l + ?)

-1.732(^)^,-.7i+0..77j(3j-|)

+
we obtain

z = Zo + ^\ J, (3)

in which the arbitrary constant Zq represents the value of z foTx = 0,

so that formula (3) is the equation for any plane surface in the rotating

fluid.*

If we now consider formula (1), which is applicable to water, together
with formula (3), which is based upon the same, while formula (2) is of

general application, we shall see that in a rotating volume of water the

velocity of the rotation increases from the exterior surface of such vol-

* Note by the Translator.—The above formula) neglect tbe influence of the rota-

tion of the earth, and are therefore applicable strictly only to tornadoes and small
cyclones, or to cyclones within the tropics.—C. A.

20 S
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ume toward the center, bat ceases just at the iuuer cylindrical surface

(since the velocity becomes imaginary) for all values of r < a, to which,

also, according to (3), correspond only imaginary level surfaces. By
I)assiug crosswise through such a rotating volume, one therefore meets,

as is easily seen, with conditions which harmonize with what is known
conceruing hurricanes iu the tropics, since the velocity of rotation in

the hurricane increases from the exterior inward toward the axis up to

a certain distance « from the same, where the hurricane reaches its

greatest violence, but beyond which even the most violent hurricane

is thereafter suddenly succeeded by an absolute calm, which continues

until one has passed to an equally great distance « beyond the axis. At
the instant when that distance is passed, the hurricane recommences

with the same violence as at the moment preceding its cessation, but

from the opposite quarter, and from this time forth the force of the

hurricane decreases in the same ratio as it had previously increased.

But in another respect also a remarkable agreement is found between

the rotating volumes of water under consideration and the rotating vol-

ume of air in a hurricane. It appears, namely, from formula (3) that

since the pressure upon a unit of surface of each level surface is equal

at all its points, and the pressure upon every point of the surface «] «i hi /9,

for which Sq = 0, is equal to tho pressure at «i &i in the ground lAane XY,
therefore the pressure must increase as we move over the ground plane

XY from the surface «i &i toward the exterior surface XY of the rotating

volume. If we are at the arbitrary distance C «?i = r from the axis CZ,

we have above us, beside the pressure at the point Oi, the pressure of a

column of water of the height w?i o = ^, and it is therefore evident that

the excess of pressure at the distance r = a-\- x from the axis above

the i)ressnre in the calm space iu the center of the rotating volume is

expressed by the weight of a column of water of the height s, as deter-

mined by formula (3).

As now it is known, from the observations which have been made dur-

ing the prevalence of hurricanes, that conditions are met with iu these

rotating masses of air which correspond exactly to those which I have

pointed out in rotating masses of water, and as, moreover, I have shown
in a former jiaper, which will be found at page 1 of the Selskabets

Oversigter for Aaret 1865, that the laws of the movements of aeriform

bodies may be said, within the limit of accuracy with which the experi-

ments on the movements of fluids have hitherto been made, to be identi-

cal with the laws which govern the movements of liquids, if only the

diminution of pressure that occurs is represented by a column of the

fluid under consideration ;—I, therefore, believe that there is ground for

tho assumption that formula (1) will hold good not only for water, but

also for the movement of gases when the rotating mass is surrounded

by an exterior mass of air which resists its rotation. Experience must

decide whether I am right or not in basing my theory upon this hypothe-

sis. For the purpose of examining at once how far this theory of atmos-
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pheric whirlwinds harmonizes with nature, I will compare its results with

the phenomena that were observed at St. Thomas, August 2, 1837, when
the so-called Antigua hurricane, which is described by Professor Dove
in Poggeudorfi's Annalen der Physik, vol. 52, passed over the island,

causing fearful havoc both there and on the island of Porto Eico, which

is situated at a distance of 20 Danish miles* from St. Thomas.

The phenomena observed as prevailing during the hurricane were,

according to Professor Dove, as follows:

183
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rotation, and if we next observe that at the time when the center of

the hurricane passed over St. Thomas, at about 8 o'clock, the pressure

of the air there was 316 lines, while at Porto Rico it was 333.3 lines, we
shall see that, at a distance of 20 (Danish) miles from the axis of the

hurricane, the pressure of the air was 17.3 lines greater than at the cen-

ter. But if we further consider the foregoing table of air pressures, it

will be seen that, while the hurricane was approaching St. Thomas, the

pressure of the air there was, at 4.15 a. ra., equal to the pressure at Porto

Eico at 8 o'clocls, and that this pressure of the air was again reached at

St. Thomas at 11 a. m., when the hurricane was leaving the island. In

the course of C§ hours (from 4.15 until 11 o'clock) the hurricane moved

about 40 miles (Danish). Its velocity was, therefore, about 6 miles per

hour, and this agrees, in a measure, with au observation made on the

island of Porto Kico at 12 o'clock, according to which the center of the

hurricane seems to have traversed a distance of 20 miles in about four

hours.

In the annexed Figure 2, I have, according to the forrgoiug table of
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As we have seen that the progress of the hurricane may be computed
to have been equal to six miles per hour, I have divided the hour into

six parts ; each of these parts, therefore, corresponds to a length = 1

mile, and the given curve may thus be considered as representing the

atmospheric pressure across the entire mass of air composing the hurri-

cane. With reference to the curved line thus constructed, I will remark
that the curve everywhere lies within the limits of the probable error,

since it is expressly stated in Professor Dove's description that the

barometer was in such a state of agitation that the mercury, at every

violent gust, suddenly fell two lines, but rose immediately afterward to

its usual height.

The first thing that we now perceive, when we cast a glance at the

two branches of the given curve, is that these may be considered as

symmetrical curves with reference to the vertical line C Z, which passed

over St. Thomas at 7'' 52™; and this symmetry therefore authorizes us

to consider the line C Z as the axis around which the rotation took

place. In view of this, we may assume that the radius of the circum-

scribing cylinder of the calm space in the middle of the hurricane was
fj. = 0.4 hours = 2.4 miles. And if we next suppose that the rotating

mass proper extended over the entire space, in which the pressure

decreased proportionately inward toward the center, and especially

that the rotating mass reached outward to the point where the pressure

of the air was only two lines less than the normal i')ressure (33G'"), we
may make the radius of the exterior circumscribing surface of the

rotating mass (a -\- H) = 4.4 hours = 26.4 miles ; and, as a consequence

thereof, the thickness H of the rotating mass = 24 miles. During the

prevalence of the Antigua hurricane, the radius, therefore, of the space

where there was no wind was a = 0.1 S. And since the radius of any

element of the rotating mass is designated hy r = a •{- x, it will further

be easy, according to the constructed curve, to determine the amount

of pressure that was exerted at the i^laces in the hurricane which cor-

respond to values of x equal successively to

O.IE', 0.2ir; 0.3^; OAH-, 0.5B; 0.75H; and S.

By seeking in the figure the corresponding pressures given by the

curve for the increasing hurricane, we find the heights

= 6.0; = 10.3; = 13.0; = 14.8; = IG.O; = 17.5; = 18.4 Paris lines.

And by looking for these pressures in the curve of tbe abating hurri-

cane, we find

^ = 6.6; = 10.0; = 13.4; = 15.2; = 16.2; = 17.5; = 18.2 Paris lines,

from which are obtained, as mean numbers,

z = 6.3; = 10.4; = 13.2; = 15.0; = IG.l; = 17.5; = 18.3 Paris lines.

If we now consider the formula (4), in which X has the value deter-

mined by the formula (3), which value is seen to be a real number, wo
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may, iu like manner, easily compute the pressure s;, correspondiug to

the above given values of x and a. Computing the value of z, we get,

V^ F2 yi Y2= O.G5— ; =1.0G— : =1.33— : =1.51— :

g i)

y2 Y2 Y2= 1.G4— : =1.83—: =1.91-1-.
(J 9 9

If we now institute a comparison between the computed and the

observed values of z, it becomes evident that the computed values stand

iu a constant ratio to the observed values, as would be the case if the

theory which has been advanced concerning atmospheric whirlwinds is

correct. If we therefore make the computed values of z equal to the

correspondiug observed pressures z, we get several equations, which

may serve to determine the constant (— ]
, and thus we obtain, as a

mean number:— = 9.7G Paris lines. If this mean value is substituted
9

Y'i

iu the formula (1) for— , it is easy to compute the pressures which cor-

respond to the distances

x = 0; x = {i.lH; =0.2H; 0.3 if; 0.4 if ; = 0.5 E) = 0.75 H; = 1.0 II.

These computed pressures are thus found to be

:

-=0; =G.34; =10.35; =12.98; =14.74; =16.01; =17.8G; = 18.G4;

while the above observations gave

c = 0; = C.3; =10.4; = 13.2; = 15.0; = IG.l; = 17.5; = 18.3; Paris lines.

So complete an agreement is therefore seen between the observed and

the computed pressures at every place in the hurricane that we may
draw the conclusion that the formula (4) is correct, and that the correct-

ness of the theory is confirmed by nature. But if the theory is correct,

and we therefore, for the hurricane now under consideration, have the

pressure — = 9.7G Paris lines = 22.0 millimeters of mercury = 710 feet

of air, it then further follows that the greatest velocity of the hurricane

was: V = 140 feet (47.C meters) per second, or something near to the

greatest hurrieane velocity of which we have any knowledge, which also

agrees with the violence with which the Antigua hurricane raged.

We are now further able to determine the limits of the hurricane

proper, a term which is usually considered to apply to winds that have

velocity of 120 to 150 or more feet per second; for if in formula (I) we
make v = 120 feet, and F= 149 feet, we find the required distance

X = 0.53 H =12.7 miles. The hurricane proper began, therefore, at about

half past five o'clock at a distance of about fifteen miles from the axis,

and ceased at half past ten o'clock, or two and one half hours after the
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axis of the hurricaue had passed St. Thomas. la Professor Dove's

paper, the statement is made that the hurricaue be;?an at o^ o'clock

and ceased at llj, which statement, however, is supposed to have
been made only by estimate; at all events, experience in this matter

seems to correspond pretty well with what is obtaiued by computation.

If, in conclusion, we seek the velocity with which the outer portion of

the mass rotated, we find, accordiog to formula (1), bj' therein making
w = JS, that the required velocity was 84.5 feet = 27. •! meters per sec-

ond, or 12.G miles per hour. If this velocity is compared with the pro-

gressive velocity of the hurricane, which we have found to be about 6

miles per hour, it is seen that the rotating mass advanced with a rapid-

ity which was about half as great as its exterior velocity of rotation.

This circumstance points to another which we may observe when a cur-

rent of water runs, for instance, through the arch of a bridge into some
still water below the bridge. In such a case, I have had occasion to

observe that, between the current and the still water, eddies are formed,

which move forward, as if rolled by the passing current of water toward
the still water, and I have found that the advancing velocity of the

mass was pretty nearly half as great as its outer velocity of rotation,

which latter was about equal to the velocity of the passing current of

water.

I have, unfortunately, not been able to study the movement of

rotating masses of water more thoroughly; but since it seems that the

laws governing their movement harmonize with those which govern the

movement of atmospheric whirlwinds, I think that a careful examina-
tion of rotating masses of water would, in all probability, throw much
light upon the movements of hurricanes.

Let us now consider a fluid, water for instance, which is considered as

rotating uniformly around a vertical axis; but let us disregard the rota-

tion, just as we usually disregard the rotation of the earth with which
we move. There will then be an equilibrium at each of the level

surfaces of the fluid, and each particle that is upon such a level surface

will, when no other forces disturb the equilibrium, be at rest, independ-
ently of the rotation. If we now imagine ourselves to be sailing in a
boat upon the free surface of the water, or upon any level parallel

thereto, for instance, upon the level which is designated in .Fig. 1 by the

letters a «i bi /?, while the boat is supposed to rotate with the velocity of

the water, it is clear that, since the level surfaces are. normal to the

resultant of the acting forces, we may sail over the level surfiice in ques-

tion just as easily as we can sail upon a horizontal surface of still water,

which is acted upon only by the force of gravity.

If this is the case, and if we next consider a body of water which,
being contained in a reservoir, has a horizontal surface, upon which ouly
the force of gravity is uniform, and imagine a new mass of water to be
let into the reservoir at a certain point, the previous equilibrium is

destroyed by the entering water, and does not return until the water
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has become uniformly distributed under a new horizontal surface lying

somewhat higher. If, on the contrary, a permanent stream flows into the

reservoir, the conditions are changed, since the surface of the water does
not come to a permanent stand until the influx and the efllux hold each

other in equilibrium; then, however, the surface of the water in the

reservoir, as well as every other level surface, has a descent toward the

efflux, which descent will then obtain over the upper surface of the

whole reservoir when the latter is full to the brim, and the point of

influx is, for instance, in the middle of the bottom of the reservoir. In
perfect accord with this also must be the condition in a permanently
rotating fluid, when a constant influx into it is taking place; for if a

permanent influx goes on from without at any point of a rotating mass
of water or other liquid, the pressure in the rotating mass will be
increased at all points, since the surface of the water, and, at the same
time, all the parallel level surfaces of constant pressures, must neces-

sarily take a higher stand, and an inclination to the original surfaces of

equilibrium corresponding to the influx from the point of influx outward
in all directions in which the fluid can flow away.

If this is correct, however, and we further consider that a rotating

mass of air can resist the external atmospheric pressure only when the

velocity of rotation is of a determined magnitude, it will also be readily

seen, both that a great quantity of air must flow from without to the

rotating mass along the surface of the earth, and that this permanent
current of air must again flow away to the outside in the direction of

the level surfaces. When, furthermore, such a rotating mass of air

moves over the surface of the earth, it meets with manifold resistances,

which diminish its velocity of rotation, and give rise to those violent

gusts that are observed during the prevalence of hurricanes. The
diminution, thus occasioned, of the velocity of rotation at the surface of

the earth, then gives the superiority to the external pressure, and this pro-

duces both the aforementioned afflux of external air and the compression

of the air in the lower parts of the mass, whereby, on the other hand, the

air is again gradually driven away toward the exterior along the level

surfaces in proportion to its inflow below toward the center of the whirl.

This explains the screw-shaped formation which is very often observed

during the prevalence of small whirlwinds, water-spouts, &c., since the

mass of air which rushes in from without along the surface of the earth

must, while so rushing in, be set into rotatory motion by the whirlwind.

It hereby also becomes evident that in a whirl the direction of the wind
along the surface of the earth cannot be perpendicular to the radius of

rotation, but on tbe contrary, and its inclination has been quite correctly

adduced by some meteorologists as a proof that an influx of air toward
the axis does occur in whirlwinds. It is manifest that the masses of

air which rush in along the surface of the earth must have, as is actually

observed in nature, a tendency to diminish the velocity of rotation and
to increase the diameter of the rotating mass.
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After having shown, as I have previously done, that the same laws
that govern the movements of water in general also govern the move-

ments of currents of air, and, after having shown in this i)aper, that the

same laws that govern the movements of water in canals and free cur-

rents in the sea also govern the movements of the largo masses of air

which form hurricanes, I consider it almost as a necessary consequence

that currents of water in the sea and currents of air in the atmosphere

are subject to the same natural laws. Basing my theory henceforth

upon the correctness of this assumption, I shall now endeavor briefly to

point out how the great currents of air, which are subject to the same
laws as the corresponding currents in the sea, move in the atmosphere.

Just as I endeavored, in my former paper on marine currents, to show
that the first cause of those general currents must be sought in the fact

that the tropical heat, by warming the water of the sea, diminishes its

specific gravity to such an extent that its surface is forced to rise to a

greater height in the tropics than can be consistent with the equilibrium

of the water, thus I also believe that it is proper, generally, to assume
that the main currents in the atmosphere are caused by the fact that

the air, by reason of its diminished density under the equator, is forced

to rise to a considerably greater height than can be consistent with

equilibrium in respect to the masses of air which are outside of the

tropical regions. Because the height of the atmosphere within the trop-

ics is greater than it is elsewhere, the level surfaces in the upper por-

tions of the atmosphere of the northern hemisphere have an inclination

toward the north, and since the air must follow the inclination, this

upper portion of the atmosphere must move in a northerly direction in

the northern hemisphere. In this manner is produced an equatorial

current of air, which is called the anti trade-wind; but, during the move-

ment of this current toward the north, the force of the earth's rotation

makes itself felt and carries the movement more and more over in an

easterly direction. While the air under the equator thus rises and
rushes away toward the north [)ole and south pole in the upper portions

of the atmosphere, the colder and heavier masses of air, impelled by
the force of gravity, rush from the north and south along the surface of

the earth toward the equator, because the level surfaces in the loAver

portions of the atmosphere have an inclination toward the equator, since

the pressure of the air is greater outside of the tropics than under the

equator; but of course the rotation of the earth again exerts its influence,

and gradually changes the north wind, which seeks its way down toward

the equator, into a northeasterly wind, which we call the northeast

trade-wind, and concerning which I will here remark that it is probably

this colder current of air that, by its contact with the ascending calm

damp masses of air within the tropics, produces the violent hurricanes,

with their frightful electric discharges and immense falls of rain, which

occur iu West Indian waters.

As the upper currents of air in the atmosphere get beyond the tropics,
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the air grows heavier, and gradually (in the nortberu hemisphere) breaks

its way toward the north, alongside of the cold currents of air which

move toward the equator. On account of the force of the earth's rota-

tion, the equatorial current of air thus appears as a southwesterly wind,

while the polar current of air appears as a northeasterly wind in the

northern hemisphere; and thus we see both of these currents are deflected

by the force of the earth's rotation, as is the case with the currents of

the sea. On both sides of any equatorial current there naturally runs a

polar current of air in a southerly direction, and on both sides of every

polar current in like manner an equatorial current in a northeasterly

direction, and so on round the entire globe.

If we now direct our thoughts to two of these neighboring currents,

which move side by side in diametrically opposite directions, and if we
suppose that the polar current moves upon the west side of the equa-

torial air-current which is under consideration, it is evident, from what
I have elsewhere i)reviously shown in relation to the Gulf Stream and
the polar current which runs west of it, that both the currents of air in

question are constantly tending to separate from each other. Since they

do not separate, however, the consequence is that while this tendency

exists, a rarefaction of the air takes place between the two currents, and

in consequence thereof the pressure of the air diminishes toward the

dividing surface between these currents, whereby, at every point of the

currents referred to, precisely that reaction is caused which is required

for the preservation of equilibrium with the force of rotation. From the

dividing surface between the aforesaid currents of air, the atmospheric

pressure must therefore increase toward both sides, if the currents are

to continue their course in their diametrically opposite directions, and
the increase of pressure in air-currents for any transverse distance I from

the dividing surface can, if it is measured by a column of air = h, be

computed according to a formula previously given, as applicable to

ocean currents, viz :
*

7i sin ^siu^ w . v ,_,

^1= 13750 >

("^

iu which V denotes the velocity of the air-current at the latitude 0, and w

the angle w^hich the direction of the current) forms with the east point

of the circle of latitude, — the whole in accordance with the formula (70)

in my dissertation upon marine currents.! What has been stated shows
that the atmospheric pressure iu these currents, when they are of the

same density, must diminish toward the common dividing surface of the

* Note by the Translator.—This formula should have heea

5f--=2ji vsin (j),

as has been })ointed out by Ferrel and Hann. Colding's error resulted from having

considered but a portion of the eliect of the earth's rotation—an error that also pervades

his elaborate memoir on ocean currents. See Ferrel in "Nature," 1871, iv, p. 226, and
1872, V, p. 384.

t[An abstract of this memoir is given in ''Nature," vol. v, p. 71 et seq.—C A.]
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currents, and tliat tbe level surfaces of these cnrrents must necessarily

Lave an inclination toward tbe common boundary, quite in accordance

with what takes place in marine currents ; hence it further follows that

since the magnitude of the gap formed between the level surfaces of

the two currents is dependent upon the velocity of these cnrrents, any

chance stoppage of one of these currents will cause it to impinge against

the other, either from the NW. or the SE., thus producing an eddy

which moves "against the sun." It is evident that so long as the cur-

rent in question continues its motion, the force of the earth's rotation

maintains equilibrium with that force which corresponds to the inclina-

tion of the level surfaces toward the dividing surface between the two

currents ; but, as soon as the motion is diminished, the force of gravity

gets the upper hand, and an eddying movement is inevitable. It must

now be considered, however, that the density is usually different for the

two currents under consideration, since the polar air-current is generally

of greater specific gravity than the equatorial current, and the relation

between the two air-currents is therefore, in all respects, quite in

harmony with the relation which I have pointed out between the Gulf

Stream and the polar current along the coast of America. Since, namely,

the pressure in the upper part of the atmosphere for the two currents

cannot be very different, the pressure in the lower part of the atmos-

phere must be different for air-currents of different specific gravities;

and since two essentially different pressures cannot exist by the side of

each other, the consequence is that the current having the greater spe-

cific gravity must flow sidewise into the current having the less specific

gravity, in proportion to the excess of pressure. Since now, as has been

said, the polar current usually has the greater specific gravity of th^.

two currents, it follows that, in proportion to the excess of pressure of

the polar current above the equatorial current running east of the same,

under otherwise undisturbed atmospheric conditions, a considerable

portion of cold air will rush from the northwest into the equatorial cur-

rent, whose air-pressure is thereby increased as far as the cold air pene-

trates. It is, however, at the same time, evident that the cold air which

thus penetrates will, as soon as it penetrates into the warm air, which

is full of aqueous vapors, produce a condensation of these vapors, from

which a cold rain from the northwest or west will result. It must also

be evident from the foregoing that under disturbed atmospheric condi-

tions eddying winds may likewise be formed, which, under extraordinary

circumstances, may increase to tornadoes or hurricanes, with all the

corresponding natural phenomena.

We have now considered the natural conditions that must present

themselves upon the west side of an equatorial current when a polar

current runs along it toward a southwesterly direction, and we will now
proceed to examine what must be the conditions upon the east side of

such an equatorial current when a polar current runs alongside of it in

an opposite direction toward the southwest. In the first place, it is
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clear that since the equatorial current moves in a northeasterly direc-

tion, it will be affected by the force of rotation; and therefore this cur-

rent, as already remarked, cannot pursue the given direction unless the

air-pressure increases from west to east right across the current, as for-

mula (5) requires. But, on the other hand, it is also evident from what

has been said that the polar current running east of the same is like-

wise unable to pursue the given direction unless the air-pressure in this

current similarly increases from east to west, according to the law laid

down in formula (5). For these two currents, therefore, the level sur-

faces have an ascent toward each other, and hence it results that both

currents are kept braced against each other by the force of rotation,

while each of them seeks to crowd the other out of its place. If cur-

rents of air are of different specific gravities, the one having the greater

specific gravity must, as in the foregoing case, penetrate into the other;

and since it is generally the polar current whose specific gravity is the

greater, this stream will usually penetrate from the southeast into the

equatorial current, and give rain from the southeast or south. An
essential difference between the conditions upon the east side of the

equatorial current and the condition upon the west side of the same is

that while the air-pressure upon the west side of the equatorial current

is always relatively low, the pressure upon the east side of the same

current is always relatively high. The most remarkable difference, how-

ever, is perhaps this, that although in the region between the equatorial

current and the polar current which runs east of it calms may occur

similar to those which the great air-whirls produce upon the west side

of the equatorial current, yet a whirlwind of any magnitude can never

be formed upon the east side of the equatorial current, because the force

of gravity here works in the same direction as the centrifugal force, thus

tending to scatter the masses of air, while upon the west side it works

against the centrifugal force and holds the masses of air together. If

we now further consider that, in the very nature of the case, the rota-

tory movements that take place upon the east side of an equatorial cur-

rent must be "against the sun,"' while those which occur upon the west

side of such a current must be " with the sun," the reason is at once

seen why all revolving tornadoes and hurricanes must rotate against

the sun in the manner which experience has shown.

If we now imagine ourselves to be in a polar air-current, and moving

under normal conditions across it in a westerly direction toward the

equatorial current, we shall, according to the preceding, from a relatively

cold and dry northeasterly wind, with a high barometric pressure, grad-

ually find the wind, under a rising air-pressure, changing to an easteHy

direction, and afterward, under a slightly diminishing air pressure,

changing into a rainy but somewhat milder southeasterly wind. Under

a constantly diminishing air-pressure, with milder and moister air, the

wind passes through the south over to the southwest, and we then find

ourselves in the southwesterly equatorial current, in which the state of
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the barometer is low and the temperature relatively bigh. If we now
go farther toward the west, tbe pressure of tbe air diminishes con-

stantly, but no change takes place in the direction of the wind. Gradu-

ally^, however, the pressure of the air begins to rise, wliile the wind

shifts round more to the west and grows somewhat colder. During a

constantly rising atmospheric pressure, the wind passes through the

west, and becomes a cold, rainy, northwest wind. If we continue our

progress toward the west, the pressure of the atmosphere rises still

higher, the wind shifts round more to the north, the air becomes clear,

and we come at last, under a constantly rising atmospheric pressure,

through a northerly wind into the next northeasterly polar current. If

we move in the contrary direction, *. e., from west to east, these phe-

nomena will, of course, be reversed. What I have desired hereby U
show is, that if we travel from cast to west, when everything is in a

normal state, we shall see the direction of the wind gradually change

in the manner stated by Professor Dove in his well-known law of rota-

tion, according to which the wind most frequently turns in a direction

with the sun, and that by traveling in an opposite direction, from west

to east, we shall see the direction of the wind change according to the

opposite law. Now, since Dove's law of rotation has been confirmed, in

the main, by the observations which have been made in various conn,

tries,* one is led to assume that the atmosphere has a movement some-

times from west to east, and sometimes from east to west around the

earth, which seems in itself to be quite probable, but one is led, at the

same time, to the conclusion that the easterly movement is the pre-

ponderant one. That this, moreover, is really the case, 1 hope the fol-

lowing will plainly show. From what I have said in the foregoing, it is

evident that if the moving masses of air which are conveyed from the

lower to the higher degrees of latitude by the equatorial air-currents

were of the same magnitude as the masses of air which are carried back

by the polar air-currents from the higher to the lower degrees of lati-

tude—which would, of course, necessarily be the case if the air from the

lower to the higher degrees of latitude did not bring with it moisture,

which is thrown off on the way—then, for each separate degree of lati-

tude, it would be necessary that the sum of all the pressures which the

force of the earth's rotation would exert upon the masses of air impelled

toward the poles from west to east should be equal to the sum of all

the pressures which the same force would exert from east to west upon

the masses of air w^hich moved from the pole toward the equator. In

such a case, taking all things together, there would have to be an equi-

librium between the forces which would respectively move the atmos-

phere iu an easterly and westerly direction. The case is, however,

different in reality, since the mass of air which moves toward the poles

brings with it a considerable quantity of aqueous vapors, in consequence

of which the mass of air which rushes toward the poles is always con-

* See Professor Holten's paper in tbe Videaskabens Selskab Oversigt for 1S65, p. 113.
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siderably greater than the quantity of air which, at each separate degree

of latitude, returns toward the equator. Hence it evidently follows that

the atmosphere in its entirety, with the excess of pressure which takes

place from west toward east, must move from west to east around the

firm surface of the earth ; and hence, again, it follows that Dove's law

of revolution for the wind must be a natural law.

I shall, for the present, not consider further the conclusions which may
probably present themselves, and that may be deduced with regard to

the phenomena of wind and weather. It seems, however, to be pretty

clear that these deductions may be more important than anything that

we have hitherto known on the subject we have been considering.

J.

ON THE WHIRLWIND AT ST. THOMAS ON THE 21ST OF
AUGUST, 1871.

[We here append a trauslation of Hann's extracts (Zeitscbrift, s, p. 141), from a sec-

ond memoir by Colding, entitled "On the Whirlwind at St. Thomas on the 21st of

August, 1871," and which is published at page 10 of the volume for 1871 of the "Pro-

ceedings of the Danish Academy."]

On the 21st of August, 1871,* a whirlwind passed over the West
India Islands in the direction from ESE to WNW. The reports show
the average velocity of its progress to have been 12 English miles per

hour. The center of the hurricane passed directly over the city of

St. Thomas about 5 o'clock p. m. During the whole day before the

outbreak of the hurricane the wind blew from NNE to ENE. The
barometer before noon stood at 7G5.5 millimeters, and fell about 1.5

millimeters from morning to evening. The pressure continued falling

throughout the night, and the wind increased in force. About 4 a. m.
of the 21st, the barometer stood at 763 millimeters, and remained sta-

tionary at this point until 9 a. m. The wind blew in gusts, with squalls

from the east and northeast, and heavy rain fell. At 12.30 p. m., the

barometer stood at 760; the wind was more northerly, and blew in fear-

ful gusts. At 2.30 p. m., the pressure was 755.5 millimeters; the wind

veered to northwest at 3.30 p. m., and blew with terrific power. The
heaviest winds, which caused great damage, occurred about 4.30 and 5

p. m., and came from the northwest. At 5 p. m., it suddenly became
still, as the center of the hurricane drew near. The city was enveloped

in a thick, dark fog, and the air was unnaturally quiet. During this

calm, the pressure reached its lowest point, 727.5 millimeters. After an

interval of 35 minutes, the hurricane began anew with heavy squalls

* The subsequent path and other phenomena of this hurricane, which passed over

Panta Rassa on the 23d, were successfully predicted from day to day in advance by

the present translator in the tri-daily weather probabilities of August, 1871, as pub-

lished by the Army Signal Office.—C. A.
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from the southwest to southeast ; at the same time the barometer began

to rise. Five series of meteorological observations during this hurri-

cane are at hand. The observed values of the atmospheric pressure for

three of these are graphically presented in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3.

The most complete observations, corresponding to the curve through

the simple points (.), were made on the French steamship La Yille de St.

Nazaire, Captain d'Etroyat. The points enclosed in circles are entered

according to the observations on the ship Tyne, Captain Taylor. Both

these series of observations were instituted in the harbor of St. Thomas.

The curve designated by Caravelle is drawn according to the observa-

tions on the steamer of the same name, which was 4 or 5 miles north of

Porto Rico, at a distance of 54 nautical miles from St. Thomas.

The whirlwind began at St. Thomas about 12.30 p. m. and ceased

about 9.30 p. m. Its duration was therefore 9 hours. The central calm

passed St. Thomas in 0.6 hours. As in the previous case, we designate

the radius of the calm space by a = 0.3 hours = 3.6 miles, since the

velocity of its progress must, according to the observations, be taken at

12 miles per hour; therefore the radius of the whole whirl (adopting

the previous notation) is a + £"= 4.5 hours = 54 miles, and therefore

—'— = 15 and — = 14.
a a

If we substitute these values in equation (3), we obtain

—

X= 2.31og(l + 14|.)-0.032tang-'^14-|.f 0.5777|(o.214-^)

+ 0.0625^ I Cff- 0.107 -^ + 0.015
J

.

V/hence for the following values of jr we obtain the corresponding

values of X and z :

^= 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 O.G 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

X= 0.87 1.31 1.58 1.78 1.03 2.04 2.12 2.10 2.24 2.27

z =10.0 17.0 21.5 24.5 27.0 28.5 29.5 30.5 31.0 31.7
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The values of the pressure z given in the lowest line are those which,

according to d'Etroyat's observations, belong to the corresponding

values of x = 0.1 H, &c. But, according to equation (3), we can deter-

mine the constant — by means of each pair of X and z. We have for

this purpose the ten numerical equations

F2_10.()nim _i7.o _21.5 „

and as the mean of these ten values we iind

y2— = 13.7"^°" of mercury, according to d'Etroyat;

similarly,

— = 13.2"''" of mercurv, according to Taylor.
(J

By using these constants, we can now, for each value of a; = 0.1 H, &c.,

compute the corresponding value of 0. This computation, executed for

both the series of observations by d'Etroyat and by Taylor, gives the

following result:

^=0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 O.G 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

D'Etroyat.

;^ observed .. 10.0 17.0 21.5 24.5 27.0 28.5 29.5 30.5 31.0 31.7

5; computed. 11.9 17.9 21.7 24.4 26.5 28.2 29.1 30.1 30.8 31.2
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K.

ON THE EELATION BETWEEN BAROMETRIC VARIATIONS
AND THE GENERAL ATMOSPHERIC CURRENTS.

By Mr. Peslin, Mining Engineer at Tarbes.

fFrom the Bulletin International de I'Obs. de Paris et de I'Obs. Phys. Cent, de Montsonris, 1872, May CO

to July 7, inclusive. Translated by Cleveland Abbo.]

(1) The Laws of the ^Yin(ls given by the Synoptic Weather Charts.

If we study the synoptic charts that the Imperial Observatory at

Paris has collected in the " Atlas of the General Movements of the

Atmosphere," we are struck by the generality of a fact which, at first

thought, seems contrary to the laws of mechanics. The atmospheric

currents never move in a direct line from the region of high barometric

pressure toward the region of low pressure; but, according to the numer-

ous observations recorded in the synoptic charts, the direction of the

wind is more often nearly that of the tangent to the isobarometric

curves. One might conclude from this that the variations of atmos-

pheric pressure have little or no influence upon the direction of the

wind ; that the movements of the terrestrial atmosphere are regulated

by some foreign force, which has no relation to the pressure indicated

by the barometer.

However, a more thorough examination of the synoptic charts enables

us to recognize a certain co-relation, on the one hand, between the

direction of the atmospheric currents and the direction of the baro-

metric variations, counted normally, to the current, and, on the other

hand, between the force of the wind and the rapidity of this transverse

variation of the pressure. For the sake of clearness, let us personify

the wind, and suppose that Eolus faces always toward the point of the

horizon toward which he blows. We shall perceive, in the first place,,

that in the synoptic charts the high barometric pressures are always on
his right hand, and the low pressures on his left hand. In the second

place, we shall see that when the synoptic chart shows regular and vio-

lent winds over a certain extent of country, the isobars cross over this

region, and traverse it in parallel lines close together.

According to the examination that we have been able to make of the

published synoptic charts, the preceding laws are very general, and
can be safely applied to the whole temperate zone of our hemisphere;,

they are a simple extension of known laws of the movements of the air

in cyclones and tempests. We shall now seek to give their explana-

tion accoiding to the principles of mechanics.

(2) Mechanical Conditions of the Existence ofati Atmospheric Current.

I assume that some cause initiates in our hemisphere a general

atmospheric current; that is to say, a current of air following a con-

stant direction over a large extent of country. I will now seek the
30 s
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conditions that the constitution of the atmosphere imposes in order

that this current may be maintained for an indefinite length of time,

and in order that the diurnal rotation of the earth shall not modify the

direction which the current has at the surface of the globe. Let A be

one of the points of the region over which the atmospheric current pre-

vails. Let B A be the direction of the current, V the velocity with

which the air moves. Let A ?/ be the meridian of the point A; A a? the

perpendicular to A ?/, or the tangent to the parallel through the point A.

Let us represent by X the latitude of the point A, and by Q = J^

the angular velocity of the diurnal rotation of the earth. The curve

really described in space by a particle of air is obtained by compound-

ing the apparent movement of this particle on the surface of the earth

;

that is to say, the translation corresponding to the velocity of the cur-

rent, with the movement of the terrestrial surface, or the translation

corresponding to the diurnal rotation.

I decompose the diurnal rotation into two component rotations, the

first having for its axis that radius of the earth which passes through

the point A, the second having for its axis the terrestrial radius perpen-

dicular thereto and in the plane of the meridian of the point A. The

angular velocities of these component rotations will be, for the first,

Q, sin A, and for the second Q cos X.

Let us first consider the effect of the first rotation. The apparent

trajectory of the particle of air which passes by A being the line A P,

the real trajectory will be a curve AM, determined in polar coordinates

by the equations AM = A P = V ^. Angle FAM = Q t sin X, where t is

the time employed by the particle of air in describing the arc A M.

The trajectory described is a curve. Consequently the particle of air

is subject to the action of a force whose value depends upon the curva-

ture of the trajectory, and is easy to calculate according to the princi-

ples of mechanics.

The tangent to the trajectory at A is A P, for the limit of the angle

P A M is for i = 0. The velocity at A is V, for this velocity is the

limit of the ratio of the arc A M, or of the chord A M = Y ^, to the time

t required to describe it. Consequently, the effect of the force that ^e
desire to calculate, acting through the time t upon the particle of air,

is to produce a deviation, represented in our figure by the line P M.

Let m be the mass of the particle of air and m F the force that acts

upon it. We shall, according to mechanical principles, have

Ihe figure gives us the geometrical relation

PM = AM.2.sin(L|l^),

^^ PM = 2y-^sini^^^iHi.
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Comparing these values, and passing to the limit by making t dimin-

ish to zero, we shall obtain, for the value of the force F^

F=2 FQ sin /I.

As to the direction of the force, it is that of the deviation P M per-

pendicular to the line bisecting the angle P A M, and passing to the

limit we obtain a direction A F perpendicular to A P, or the direction

of the current at the point A.

The force m F, whose direction and value we have determined, is that

known in mechanics as a composite centrifugal force. We will now
apply to our special case the general theory, by means of which we pass

from forces of apparent movement to real forces.

We will now determine the effect of rotation about the terrestrial

radius passing through the point A. The second rotation, that which

takes place about the radius perpendicular thereto, will give to the real

trajectory a new curvature, and consequently we should have to con-

clude the existence of a new corresponding force; but this second com-
posite centrifugal force is feeble relatively to the first, and does not

seem to manifest itself in existing meteorological observations. In order

to simplify our formulas, we shall, in what follows, neglect it as being

insensible.

A calculation analogous to that which precedes shows that if the air

moves parallel to the terrestrial surface, or if the level of the particle of

the air m does not vary, the second composite centrifugal force is ver-

tical and has for its value

2 m 7 sin ^ Q, cos X

{<P being the angle that the velocity V makes with the meridian).

This force having the same direction as the force of gravity, and ex-

tremely feeble in comparison with it, should exert an influence propor-

tional to its value. We do not think its effects can be clearly distin-

guished from those of the weight of the air. When the air is animated

by au ascending or descending movement, such that the velocity V of

the particle m has a vertical component tt) the composite centrifugal

force that we are studying has a second component

dv
2m-j- Q cos X

,

which is horizontal and perpendicular to the meridian. It is possible

that this second component produces some appreciable effects in meteor-

ological phenomena when the vertical movements of the air become im-

portant, as, for example, in storms and hurricanes.*

* Note by the Translator.—It will be perceived that in these foruiulse Peslin treats

of the rotation of the earth to the neglect of the rotation of storm-winds a^out their

centers.
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(3) The Lato of Yar^aUon of Barometric Pressure within Atmosplieric

Currents.

We shall show that when any region of the earth is traversed by a

general atmospheric current which preserves its direction notwithstand-

ing the diurnal rotation, one can conclude with certainty as to the ex-

istence of horizontal forces perpendicular to the direction of the current

and affecting every particle that is in motion.

The forces which can affect any particle of the earth's atmosphere may
be divided into two classes : First, the internal forces, or those exerted

by neighboring particles—in other words, the pressure; second, the ex-

ternal forces, or those exerted by exterior bodies. The external forces

can be reduced to, first, the attraction exerted by the earth, or the

weight of the particle ; and, second, the action of the solar heat. But
even this last is not a force, properly so-called, for it does not tend to

displace the particle of air or make it to move in one direction rather

than the opposite. Its only direct effect is a variation of the internal

living force, and consequently of the density.

If, then, I neglect the problematic influence of the moon and of other

celestial bodies, and if, moreover, I expressly leave out of consideration

the forces due to atmospheric electricity, I shall find no exterior force

that has a horizontal component. There will remain then to me, in

order to take account of the forces m F which solicit the particles of the

current, only the variations of atmospheric pressure in a horizontal direc-

tion.

Let us imagine a parallelopipedon cut from the mass of moving air,

and having a base whose surface is 8, in a vertical plane parallel to the

direction of the current, and a height equal to Ar. The volume of the

parallelopii)edon will be S Jr, and the total mass of particles of air

which it contains If= — S Ar (where p is the density of the air, and

g = 9™.8088 is the value of gravity.

The forces exerted upon the mass M due to the particles of the sur-

rounding fluid have, for resultants, pressures upon the faces of the par-

allelopipedon. As these pressures are normal to the faces upon which

they act, the pressures upon the horizontal faces and upon the vertical

faces normal to the direction of the current give no components having

the direction of the forces m F. We have then to take account only of

the pressures j9 and j? {• Ap exerted upon the two vertical bases of the

surface S; and recollecting that the resultant of all the forces m ^ which

affect the particles contained in the parallelopipedon ought to be equi-

valent to the difference between these two pressures in opposite directions,

we shall have the equation*

S^ — S (2^ + Jj9) = m F;

* The theory that we shall here develop in order to obtain the law of pressures is

identically the same as that which, in mechanics, serves to establish the fundamental

equation of the motion of fluids.
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whence, substituting the value of M and dividing by S,

We can also replace F by its value determined previously, and the

formula then becomes

J » = — — • 2 F • Q sin A Jr.^
9

(4) Application to the Synoptical Charts.

It is easy to applj- these theories to atmospheric currents, and to show
that they give the same laws that we have deduced from the examina-

tion of synoptic charts.

The forces ni F have no components in the direction of the current;

consequently, the pressure ought not to vary in this direction : in other

words, the direction of the wind ought to be tangent to the curve of

equal barometric pressure. The direction in which the pressure

increases transversely to the current is opposite to that of the forces

mF. It should change when the direction of the current changes ; and
in our hemisphere, considering the direction of the terrestrial rotation,

we recognize by the examination of the figure which gives the force F
that the highest pressure should always, on the synoptic chart, be to

An
the right of the current. Finallv, the coefficient -r- which measures the

rapidity of the transverse variation of the pressure increases propor-

tionally to the force F; that is to say, increases on the one hand as the

velocity Fof the moving air, and, on the other hand, increases in pro-

portion to the sine of the latitude of the region under consideration. If

any region of the earth is traversed by a violent atmospheric current,

the curves of equal barometric pressure ought, in traversing this region,

to draw closely together, and so much the more for a given violence of

the wind in proportion as the region is further removed from the equa-

tor.

(5) Extension to the Case of Rotatory Movements.

These laws are those that relate to atmospheric currents of constant

direction and intensity ;
when the movement of the air is not rectilinear,

these cease to be rigorously applicable. It is necessary then to com-

bine the composite centrifugal force with the forces which correspond

to the apparent movements of the particle of air. These forces are

:

dV V^m -^ in the direction of the current, and *'^-t>~ in a direction normal to

the current, H being the radius of the curvature of the apparent

trajectory. Consequently the formula? which give the variation of

barometric pressure become
dp _ p dV^
'ds~ ~~(j ' dt^

-r=—'~'irr—2'-VQsinX.
dr g li fj
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These are the formulae which ought to be applicable in studying the

rotatory movements of the air in cyclones and storms. We have already

stated, at the beginning of this memoir, that the laws which we have
previously enunciated apply to the movements of the air in tempests,

and that they have been already recognized and formulated by numerous
observers. We must, then, conclude that, even in meteorological phe-

nomena, where the apparent movement of the air is most irregular and
violent, the composite centrifugal force retains a preponderating influ-

ence, such that the variations of barometric i^ressure are controlled,

principally by this force, according to the laws that we have developed.

But if our formute give the laws of tempests as a particular case, it is

important to remark that they are more general still, and that they are

applicable to all the movements of the air in our hemisphere. It is not

necessary that there should be a storm (that is to say, a rotatory move-

ment of the atmosphere accompanied by rain) in order that the direction

of the winds should obey the prec«ling rules. Every terrestrial region

where a barometric depression is ])roduced will be surrounded by winds

circulating in a direction opposite to that of the hands of a watch ; and

conversely, if the barometric pressure is high over any region, the winds

prevailing upon the borders of this region will circulate in the same
direction as the hands of a watch. It is only necessary to glance upon
the synoptic charts in order to ascertain how fully these rules as to the

direction of the winds are confirmed by the observations that are therein

presented.

(G) Explanation of the Variation of Barometric Pressure with the Latitude.

Our theory permits us to give an explanation of some of the facts,

generally accepted, relative to the variations of barometric pressure

upon the surface of the earth.

The barometric pressure reduced to the level of the sea is not con-

stant, but varies with the latitude. Its mean value at the equator is

about 758 millimeters. It increases from the equator to a j^arallel be-

tween 3 GO and 40°, and there attains a maximum value of 7G2 to 7G4

millimeters. If we proceed to higher latitudes, the pressure diminishes,

and in the polar regions it is probably less than 756 millimeters.* This

variation of pressure with latitude is also easily confirmed by the syn-

optic charts. On each chart we see designated a region of high pressure

whose center is generally in the middle of the Atlantic near the parallel

of 30°. The pressure at the center often attains 775 millimeters, and
sometimes 780. The winds are feeble near the center, but on the borders

of this region they become stronger. On the east and south borders,

they blow from points of the compass comprised between north and east,

and constitute the trade-winds. On the northern border, the winds blow

very generally from the west, and are connected with the anti-trade

currents.

* Kiimtz's Meteorologie, Martin's editiou, p. 258.
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According to our theory, the existence of these winds on these borders

suffices to explain the high pressure that is experienced in the central

regions; it seems to us, then, very probable that the variation of the

pressure with latitude ought to be attributed to the permanent currents

that the earth's atmosphere presents. The pressure should increase

then from the equator to the parallel of 30° in the whole region where

the trade-winds of the equatorial zone prevail ; it should decrease from

the parallel of 40^ to the pole over the whole region where the return

current or the contra-trade of the temperate zone prevails.

It is on the parallel where the interchange is made of the second cur-

rent for the first that the pressure attains its maximum value.

(7) Explanation of the Increase of the Monthly Oscillations of the Barome-

terfrom the Equator to the Pole.

One of the most prominent facts that is presented by the observation

of the barometer is the rapid increase of the irregular oscillations in

proportion as we go away from the equator. The difference of the

monthly extremes, which at the equator scarcely surpasses on the

average two or three millimeters, is ten millimeters at the parallel of

30°, and becomes thirty and even forty millimeters in the polar regions.*

This enormous variation of the monthly barometric oscillation was indi-

cated a long time ago by De Saussure, who has said that any hypothe-

sis destined to explain the barometric oscillations ought first of all to

take account of their increase with the latitude. Let us see if our theory

gives any satisfaction as to this point.

In the formula which gives the transverse barometric variation for

an atmospheric current of the velocity F, and which is

Ar
(J

'

the sine of the latitude enters as a fiictor. An atmospheric current of

constant intensity produces, then, on its borders variations of barometric

pressure which are very unequal, according as it is develoj^ed near the

pole, or near the equator. If we represent by unity the variation of the

barometer in the polar regions, it becomes 0.71 at the latitude of 45<^,

0.50 at the latitude of 30o, and 0.2G at the latitude of IS©

Let us apply to the numbers cited by Kiimtz a correction for the lati-

tude calculated according to these considerations; in other words, let

us divide by sin X the monthly oscillation of the barometer in order to

reduce it to that which would have been produced at the pole of the

earth by a current of the same intensity. We shall obtain a series of

numbers which increase with the latitude, but in a much less rapid

degree than previously. The monthly oscillations reduced to the pole

become ten to fifteen millimeters for the equatorial regions, twenty
millimeters for the parallel of 30°, and thirty-five to forty millimeters

for the polar regions.

* Kiimtz, Meteorologie, p. 281.
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It remains to be sliown whether the irregular atmospheric currents

and storms which produce in each month the extreme variations of the

barometer increase in intensity with the latitude ; whether this intensity

doubles as we pass from equatorial regions to temperate zones and
trebles when we pass to the polar regions.

A precise verification cannot be made at present. We possess no

direct observations upon the mean velocity of the atmospheric currents

in different latitudes; but we can assert that the ratios of the intensities

to which our theory leads us do not differ very much from the reality. It

is well established that, as the regular winds diminish, the frequency and
the violence of the irregular currents and of the tempests increase in pro-

portion as we depart from the equator. The reason would seem to be

that indicated by Kiimtz.* The first cause of every current in our atmos-

phere is an irregularity of temperature. Now, in proportion as we
j)roceed from the pole toward the equator, the thermometric variation

for any change in latitude becomes more rapid; the distribution of tem-

perature upon the same parallel becomes more irregular. In general,

we think it certain that our formula suffices to explain the enormous

variation of the monthly barometric oscillation as one passes from the

equatorial to the iJolar regions.

(8) Calculation of the Velocity of the Wind from the Variations of
Barometric Pressure.

The relation that we have found between the velocity of the air in

any atmospheric current and the variation of barometric pressure in a

direction transverse thereto should permit us, inversely, to calculate the

velocity of the air when we know the law of the variation of the

pressures. The synoptic charts, by giving us for every day the law of

the distribution of pressure over a certain region of the earth, enable us

to deduce the mean velocity that should be presented by the atmospheric

currents prevailing over this region. To this end it sutfices to resolve

the equation

Ap = — 2PV^smXJr
9

with reference to the velocity V considered as an unknown quantity

:

thus we obtain

7 _ -O^P
2p Q> sm?.Av

'

In the synoptic charts the isobars are traced for pressures differing

by five millimeters. For the value of the arbitrary distance Ar, I take

the distance of the two isobars which include the point under considera-

tion. The corresponding value of J?? would be equivalent to a height

of 5 millimeters of mercury, and we consequently have

#_ O^.OOS X 13.596

^ 0.001293 XrrlW:X
'^

0.7GU l-{- at

* Kiimtz, Meteorologie, p. 281.
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(where jp is the pressure and t the temperature of the air whose density

is represented by /?).

Upon the synoptic chart, the natural unit of length is the degree of

the meridian, which is represented at any point by the distance between

the lines corresponding to the terrestrial parallels. I will call d the

value of the distance dr expressed in this unit. As our formula sup-

poses that the meter is taken as the unit of length, the value of Ar that

we shall use will be
10 000 000-" ,

Ar =
90

(90° of the meridian of the earth are equivalent to 10,000,000 meters).

We have, finally,

^ ' 80400 &0100

After ?Jl substitutions have been made, the formula which gives the

value of y becomes

y_ 0.005 X 13.596 x 9.8088 x 86400 x 90

2 X 0.001293 X 2 X 3.1416 x 10 000 000
^

whence, by making the calculations as indicated,

©".TOO .. 1 + a<

0.760 1-^at
X —:—i;

P d sin A

F=31™.91x X
P sin X

In this formula, there enter four elements—the barometric pressure 2?)

the temperature t, the distance of the isobars 5, and the latitude X
; but

the daily variations of the two first elements exert only a feeble influ-

ence, which may be neglected in a first approximation. The pressure |>

in the synoptic chart has reference to the level of the sea, and varies

between the limits 715 and 785 millimeters; consequently, the factor

0.760 remains always comprised between the limits 0.907 and 1.06. As
to the temperature t, its variations have a greater importance

; but, as

they are not given upon the synoptic charts,* we are obliged to neglect

its daily variation, and can take account only of the mean temperatures.

In order to simplify the matter, we have assumed that this mean tem-

perature, supposed to be reduced to the level of the sea, depends only

upon the latitude X, and we have formed a table of double entry giving

the values of the velocity V corresponding to various values of X and d.

This table has been formed especially in reference to the zone covered

by the synoptic charts, that is to say, the regions of the North Atlantic

and of Western Europe comprised between the parallels of 30° and 60°

of north latitude.

p=0.16.
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The application of this table to the synoptic charts is easy. Thus, let

us suppose that we are studying the charts of the last ten days of June,

1864, and that we desire to find the average force of the trade-wind

which, during those days, prevailed upon the Atlantic along the coast

of Portugal. By comparing the barometric pressures noted by the dif-

ferent ships that passed out a short distance from this coast with the

pressures observed at Lisbon, which remained very nearly constant dur-

ing the ten days, we find for S very accordant values, varying only

between 3.0 and 4.0. The latitude is 40° north, since the parallel of 40°

cuts the coast of Portugal between Lisbon and Oporto. From this we
conclude, by means of the above table, that the force of the wind must

have varied between 13 and 17 meters per second, and that its mean
value was very nearly 15 meters per second.

Let us take a second, more complicated example, that of a whirling

movement of the air. The synoptic chart of the 14th of January, 1805,

shows that on this day a storm raged upon the coasts of France and

England. Let us seek the force of the wind which blew over the cen-

ter of France, between Paris and P>ordeaux. The barometric pressure

at 8 o'clock in the morning was 738.0 millimeters at Paris and 753.G

millimeters at Bordeaux and Toulouse. The difference, 15.0 millimeters,

corresponds to a distance which, reduced normally to the direction of

the atmospheric current, is 4P.5 of the meridian.

We have, then, to take from the table that value of V which corre-

sponds to

,=^« = lo.5

at latitude 45^. This value is T = 31.5. Such would be the force of the

wind if the atmospheric current were [linear?], but as the air in the storm

has a turning movement, we can accept this figure only after having

applied to it a correction. I do not think it would be useful to enter into

the details of the calculation of this correction. It is made by applying

the formula that we have given for the turning movement, and the value

of the correction depends essentially on the ratio of the curvature of the

trajectory [with reference to the distance of the point considered as the

center of depression about which the wind rotates] and the velocity of

progression of the center. In the present case, the value of the correc-

tion will be found equal to 5 or meters, and we are led to adopt the

figure 26 meters per second as representing the average force of the

wind that prevailed between Paris and Bordeaux.

The synoptic chart gives, indeed, the force of the wind at every point,

but the sign [or figure] representing this force corresponds to an indefi-

nite epithet which cannot be translated into precise figures. We can,

therefore, not verify the exactness of the result which our formula gives

for the force of the wind ; we can only state whether there exists a gen-

eral accordance between the results of the calculation and those of the
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observation ; and it is easy to assure ourselves that this is, in general,,

very satisfactory.

But we ought not to conceal the fact that some discordances jiresent

themselves when we enter into details ; that our theory does not explain

certain observations of the force and direction of the wind recorded

in the atlas. These exceptional facts, it seems to us, ought to be ex-

plained either by local influences, such as the attraction of coasts, of

valleys, of mountains, or by periodical or accidental meteorological

phenomena, such as the morning breezes, gusts of wind, thunder-storms,

&c. The proportion of discordances to the accordances is too small to

throw any doubt upon the exactness of the theorj\

(9) Application of the same Theory to Ocean Currents.

I will terminate this memoir by an application which does not directly

refer to meteorological i^henomena, but which has a certain interest in

reference to the general physics of the globe. Let us consider a grand

ocean current, as for example, the Gulf Stream along the coast of North

America. A particle of the surface moving with the velocity V is sub-

ject to two forces: gravitation, a vertical force whose intensity isw^,

and the composite centrifugal force, a horizontal force whose direction is

normal to that of the current, and whose intensity is mF= 2 m V Q> sin X.

In order that the particle of water should not deviate, but continue to

progress in the same direction with the same velocity F, it is necessary

that the free surface of the sea should be, at this ])lace, not horizontal

but normal to the resultant of the forces m g and m F', that is to say,

that in a section taken normal to the direction of the current the free

surface presents an inclination, /, to the horizontal plane whose value

satisfies the equation

tangi = =2 —Fsin X.mg g

Thus, in the same way that the trade-winds and the auti trades are

the cause of the increase in the barometric pressure toward parallels 30<^,

in precisely the same way the Gulf Stream, which reproduces at the sur-

face of the sea the circulation of the general currents of the atmosphere,

gives rise to an elevation of the level of the sea at the center of the

Atlantic, or to an accumulation of water in the region about which the

current circulates. Let us calculate the inclination Zand the difl'ereuce

of level to which this inclination gives rise.

If in the formula which gives tang I are substituted the values of

a = 9^.8088 and of Q = ?-^^-5^Ml^,
•^ 804UU '

"we obtain

whence

—

I = 3".06 V sin X.
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This inclination J is very feeble, but as tbe breadth L of the current

of the Gulf Stream is very considerable, the diiference of level between

the two borders of the current /i = L tang I attains a considerable value.

Thus, let us take as the base of our calculation the figures given by

Kiimtz in his Meteorology, or those published more recently by A. D.

Bache, Superintendent of the United States Coast Survey. We shall

find-

First. At the latitude of 26°, between the coasts of Florida and the

Bahamas, Z) = 90 kilometers, V = 3 to 4 nautical miles per hour;

whence results a difference of level of from 1™.00 to 1".20.

Second. At the latitude of 33°, between Cape Henlopen, near Charles-

ton, and the Bermudas, L = 230 kilometers, V = 2^ nautical miles

hourly ; whence results a difference of level of 2.40 meters.

Third. At the latitude of 42^ south of the Banks of Newfoundland,

near the point where the current turns toward the east, L = 470 kilo-

meters, V= 1.5 nautical miles hourly; whence we calculate the differ-

ence of level to be 3.G0 meters.

These figures are probably a little too large; the velocity of the cur-

rent grows feebler on its borders, and the inclination of the surface of

the sea experiences a corresponding reduction. But after all corrections,

these data remain important, and we are forced to admit that the

surface of the sea, even in an ocean as open as the Atlantic, is not

rigorously horizontal; that over very extended regions it presents

inclinations that can amount to many seconds, and a level differing

from the mean level of the sea by several meters.

We know that the operations recently conducted for a general level-

ing of France have indicated differences between the mean levels of the

sea in different parts of the Mediterranean and the Atlantic. It is pos-

sible that this singular result ought not to be attributed simply to the

complexity of the calculations and the observations, but that it may be

the expression of a general fact, and that this fact is explained in part

by the general oceanic currents which prevail around the coast.

(10) Supplementary Note.

My memoir was addressed to the Academy of Sciences of Paris in

the latter part of 1869. Toward the end of the following year, we
received a copy of the "Atlas of Storms of the Norwegian Meteorologi-

cal Institute" that Mr. Mohn, director of this institute, has done us the

honor of presenting to us, and where we find the following lines on
page 11:

"The force of the wind depends on the magnitude of the variation in

the pressure of the air experienced from place to place at the surface of

the earth, or on the magnitude of the barometric gradient. The greater

the variation of pressure from one place to another, the smaller is the

gradient and the stronger is the wind.

" This will be seen upon any one of the charts of this atlas. The
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more the isobars are crowded together, the more numeroua are the

pilings of the wind-arrows. In an earlier initial memoir, entitled 'On

the Thunder-storms of Norway in 18G8,' I have attempted a determina-

tion of the numerical relation between the magnitude of the gradient

and the force of the wind, with the following results

:

"Gradient 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 kilometers.

" Force of wind 4.9 3.9 3.1 2.3 1.8 2.0 1.5 1.8 1.4 on a scale of 6.

" By a graphic interpolation, we deduce from these numbers the de-

grees* of force of wind on the scale employed and the corresponding

barometric gradients, as is shown in the following table. The approxi-

mate velocity of the wind, expressed in kilometers, per hour, which cor-

responds to the figures of the scale of force, are also added.

Force of wind.
Hourly velocity
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Our table of corresponding tbeoretical values of Fand d gives for the

latitude of Cbristiania, or GO^ north, the constant product 7 5 = 37.5,

whence 80F(? = 3000. Mr. Mohn gives as the result of observations on

the force of the wind in Norway the mean product 80 F5 = 14G0; that

is to say, very nearly one-half of our theoretical result. It is easy to

recognize the reason of the apparent discordance of these two results.

Mohn, in the passage that we have cited, says that "upon the sea the

force of the wind will be, for the same gradient, far greater than in the

interior of the country."

It is, on the other hand, certain, according to all the observations

made both on mountains and in balloons, that the force of the wind

increases considerably as we ascend in the atmosphere. And these facts

relative to atmospheric currents conform entirely to that which has been

established for liquid currents : the velocity at the base or near the

borders is notably feebler than the mean velocity of the current.

There is, then, no reason for surprise that the velocities observed by

Mohn at the surface of the earth are feebler than the velocities deduced

from our theoretical formula, which should give us the mean velocities

of the atmospheric currents. The figures that he cites show that, in

order to pass from the latter to the former or from the theoretical to the

observed velocities, it is necessary to apply a coefiQcient of reduction,

which is 0.40 for the smaller velocities, and which, increasing in pro-

portion as the velocity increases, can become 0.60 for the very greatest

velocities.
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Plants, collections of 42

Plaster casts 38

casts of fish , 51

Poey, Dr. Felipe, agent for Cuba 26

Polychrome bead from Florida 302

Porter, President Noah, member of Board of Eegents 5, 125, 127

Portrait of Professor Henry 126, 128

of Sniithson 127

of Colonel Dickinson 127

Porto Rico, explorations in 45

Portsmouth, United States steamer, surveys by 20

Portugal, Polytechnic School, agent for exchanges 26

Powell, Professor S., collection of fishes 41,44

Powell, Maj. J. W., collections by 43

ethnological publication 24

explorations by 23,37, 115

Indian vocabularies transferred to 23

proposed publication by 37

Pratt, Caj)taiu, assistance in procuring plaster casts of Indians 39

Precession and nutation, phenomena of, paper on, by General J. G. Barnard.. 17

Pressure of the atmosphere, proposed work on 24

Providence, R. I., rain-fall in 24

Publications of the Institution 12

distribution of 13

expenses for 119, 121

appropriation for 122

Rafinesque on North American fishes, review of 21

Rain-fall affected by clearing of forests 24

tables, new edition of 24

in Providence, R. 1 24

influence of, on pressure 385, 393, 421

Kau, Charles, assistant, archajology 6

supervision of archaeological work 23
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San, Charles, study of ethnological specimens 46

stock iu trade of an aboriginal lapidary 291

observations on a gold ornament from a mound in Florida 298

Receipts in 1877 119,125,126

Bedding, B. B., fishes presented by 41

Reeder, H. J., supjilied salmon 42

Regents of the Institution 5

Repayments 119,121

Reply to criticism of Hann 445

Reports, annual 13, 38

letter to Congress accomjjanying 3

contents of 4

for 1876 21

contents of appendix to 22

extra copies ordered by Congress 21

presented by Professor Henry 127

of executive committee 118,126, 127

Reptiles, Arizonian', on Angel Island 21

collection of 40

Researches, expenses for 119

appropriation for 122

Resolutions :

order to print memoir and papers of Smithson 127

order to print history and origin of the Institution 127

adopting report 127

accepting portrait of the Secretary 123

Reynolds, Hon. Mr., copper ores from Bolivia 43

Rhees, William J., chief clerk 5,6

Richard, Mr., donation from 40

Ridgway, Robert, assistant, ornithology 6

collections by 40

investigations by 45

Rio Grande, collections from 40,44

Robertson, R. S., antiquities of Nashville, Tenn 276

Rock River Valley, Illinois, mound-builders in 253

Rodentia, monograph on 45

Royal Society's catalogue of scientific papers 19

Rules for distribntion of publications 13

Saint Michael's, Alaska, collections from 38, 40

Salmon, collection of 41

eggs, canning and distribution of 50

introduction of 48

from Delaware River 42

Ontario 42

Sandwich Islands, salmon eggs sent to 50

fishes from 41

Santa Barbara, Cal., collections from 37

Cruz, explorations in 45

Lucia Cosumalwhnapa, researches in, by Habel 13

Rosa Island, exploration of .... 316

Sargent, Hon. A. A., Regent 5,125,127

Schott, Arthur, work of 44

Schumacher, Paul, collections by 37

Schurz, Hon. C. , member ex officio 5, 1

1
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Shad from Ohio River 41

Shad-hatching, new system of 49

Shaw, James, mound-builders in the Rock River Valley, Illinois 253

Shell-heaps, exploration of. 38

on Mobile River 290

Saint John's River, Florida 305

Shepard, Edwin M., on deposit of arrow-heads near Fishkill, N. Y 307

Sherman, Hon. John, member ex officio 5, 11

Signal St'rvice, United States Army, assistance rendered by 43, 44

Signal Office, explorations by 115

Silver ores from Colorado 43

Siren, living specimen of 40

Small, Mr., donation by 39

Smillie, T. W., photographer 6

Smith, Prof. Sidney I., assistance of 46

Smithson bequest 11, 12, 118

Smithsonian fund 118

bonds 118

Virginia bonds 118, 119

expenditures 119

receipts 119

expenses for publications 119

researches 119

explorations 119

exchanges 119

gallery of arts 119

repayments to 119,121

fund, balance in treasury 124

Institution, objects of - 8

functions of , 8

support of 8

Smithson, James, likeness of 9, 127

personal effects of 9, 127

memoir of, ordered — 127

manuscripts of 9

library of, consists of 123 volumes 9

scientific papers of 9

will of, draft of 9

notes addressed to scientists by 9

Sohncke, Prof. L. , law of variation of temperature in ascending currents of

air 418

Sound, researches on 52

Spain, Royal Academy of Sciences, agent 26

Spaugler, George, collection of fossils 42

Spear, Hon. E., member ex officio 5

Speedwell, tug, at disposal of United States Fish Commission 48

Sponges submitted to Professor Hyatt 46

Star clusters and nebula), books relative to, index to 19

State Department, explorations by 115

Steamer at disj^osal of United States Fish Commission 48

Steel, specimens of... 42

Stephens, Hon. A. H., Regent 5,125,127

Stevenson, Hon. J. W., term expired 125
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"Saint Domingo, explorations in 45

Saint John's River, Florida, shell-heaps on 305

Saint Thomas, explorations in 45

whirlwind 462

Stock in trade of an aboriginal lapidary 291

Stoue, Livingston, collection of — 41,44

Stone celts in the West Indies and in Africa 308

Streets, Dr. T. H., surgeon United States steamer Speedwell 48

natural history of the Hawaiian and Fanning Islands and

Lower California 19

Strong, Moses, on antiquities in Wisconsin 239

Swau, James G., collections by 42,44

Subcutaneous surgery, lecture on, by Dr. William Adams 18

Surgery, subcutaneous, lecture on 18

Sweden, Royal Academy of Sciences, agent 26

Centennial exhibit of .- . ., . 43

iron and steel specimens from 42

Tasmania, specimens from — 39

Taylor, Fred. W., occupied laboratory 35

Taylor, William M., on mound in Pennsylvania 306

Technological collection 47

Telegraphic announcements of astronomical discoveries 25

Temperature in ascending currents of air 397,418

Tennessee, antiquities of 269

Nashville, antiquities of. 276

Thompson, Hon. R. W., member ex officio 5

Thomas, Pack, presented fish 41

Toner, Dr. J., fund established by 18

account of purpose of - 18

Translations 131,201,214,225

Treasury Department, explorations by 115

Tumors, cancerous, lecture on , by Dr. J. J. Woodward 18

Tumulus visited by William Bartram , 283

Turner,Mi88 J. A., clerk, library 6

Turner, Lucien M., observer at Saint Michael's, Alaska 44

collections by 37,40

Van Vliet, Stewart, General, work of 44

Vapor of the atmosphere with increase of altitude 376

Venus, transit of ,. 45

Verrill, Prof. A. E ., assisted United States Fish Commission 49

marine invertebrates 46, 49

supervision of printing of Clark's Lucernaria 16

Virginia bonds 11,12,118,119,125,126

Vocabularies of Indian languages 23

Von Baumhauer, Professor, agent for Holland 26
Waite, Hon. M. R., chancellor 5

president of Regents 5, 125, 127

member ex-officio 5

War Department, explorations by 115

Washington, or New York Island 20

W^asson, Surveyor-General, contributions by 43

Watkius, L., & Co., agents in St. Petersburg 26

Watson, Prof. S., botanical index by 17

Way, Mr., donation from 40
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Weisman, Dr., Mexican axolotl 349

Wesley, Wm., ageut iu Loudon 26
Wesleyan University, explorations by 115

West India, collections from 39

special investigation of 44

West Indies, stone celts in 308

Western Ud ion Telegraph Company, exploration by 114

Wheeler, Hon. W. A., Regent 5

member ex-offido 5

member of Board of Regents 125,127

excused for non-attendance 127

Wheeler, Lieut. G. M., explorations in charge of, account of 87

collections by 40,42,43

survey 37

Whirlwind at St. Thomas 462

White, Prof. C. A., investigation of fossil invertebrates 46

Whitney, Prof. W. D., assistance of 24

report on Dr. Habel's work 16

Will, Smithson's, draft of 9

Williams College, explorations by 115

Wilmot, S., supplied Ontario salmon 42

W^ilson, E. B., assisted United States Fish Commission 49

Wind, pressure and velocity 426

Withers, Hon. R. E., member of Board of Regents 5, 125, 127

relative to Virginia bonds 126

motion by 126

Wisconsin , mound-builders of, mounds and osteology of the 246

antiquities of 239

pits at Embarrass 250

Wood, Dr. H. C, lecture by, on fever 18

Wood, specimens of, presented by Japan 42

Woodward, Dr. J. J. , lecture by, on cancerous tumors 18

Work done in National Museum 46

Wyoming, collections from - 40, 44

Yates, Dr. L. G., assisted Mr. Stephen Bowers in exploration 316

Young, C. B., clerk, accounts 6

Yucatan Government, explorations by 115
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